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No. 1.

MODERN REVIVALISM.
NO. I.

In our time there are three systems of above, we have but little to say now.' It is
accumulating members in churches, as fol-, not the main subject we are aiming at.
lows:
/We enly have space fur thc following ob1. By "dedicating" unconscious infants I' servations now:
to the Lord, as it is styled, making them
1. Wc give the infant membership sys.
members of church before they know any tern credit for being successful beyond any
thing, and growing them up in the Church. human expedient, in augmenting the nn2. By excitcments, bro'ught on by any_ merical strength of churches. In this remeans or appliaLces which the genius of spect it has thrown all othcrs into the shade
modern inventiveness can introduce.
entirely.
3. By preaching the gospel of Christ,
2. While this system has succeeded so
making rational, . sensible and consistent well in augmenting the membership of
appeals to the reason, understanding and churches it has set aside regeneration or
judgment of the people, to turn to the Lord conversion, almost entirely where it has
that they may be saved.
prevailed, making fle8h and not spirit the
The time has come, in this country, when first birth and not the second the old birth
the merits of these systcms must undergo and not the ncw the basis of membership.
the most rigid scrutiny.
The spirit of in- A mere fleshly relation entitles a person to'
vestigation is abroad and while the great membership.
Instead of the old doctrine
civil commotions
and upheavings
are of Paul, that the flesh profits nothing, in
shaking the institutions of the world, from the new order of things, inaugurated by
their centre to their circumference, the the man of sin, the flesh profits much.
searching eye of investigation is penetrating
3. It destroys the line of demarkation
into'the depths of the corruptions, innova- between the Church and the world, so that
tions and perversions which have been de· no OJ;lecan tell where the one ends and the
stroying the glorious religion of our Redeem- other begins. It has united the world and
er and opening them up to the gaze of an in- the Church, as well as the Church and state.
telligent and thinking population.
Thc time
4. It is an easy system of proselytism.
has come when deception ann imposture of The minds of lhe)ittle helples8 infants yield
every sort, in the name of religion, mustbe to the mother's will, as the mother's will
ferreted out.
yields to the will of the priest. It requires
1. Touching the' first means of accumu- nu argument, knowledge or learning; no
lating members in churches, mentioned talent, piety or zeal to proselyte the little
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fellows before they can believe or disbelieve, did not occur. The spirit of revivals de·
yield or resist, but Me subject to the will of parted, the number of Church members diBut more rcthe mother and the priest. This is truly a minished most fearfully.
cently
we
hear
accounts
of
a
few revivalists
light work-proselyting
.•..
these tender little
felluws! Great men are they wro do this being called and sent back to their former
work! Well do pontifical robes, orasses, work. A few revivals are heard of and
mystic signs and badges suit these men! we feel like taking a peep into their work.
1. The first thing we shall look for is a
Great is the mystery of the system that not
\\ 'hat are
only makes Christians of human beings by suitable man for a revivalist.
the
requisite
qualifications
for
a modern
sprinkling a few drops of water on the fore·
revivalist?
Reader,
are
you
thinking
of
head or, as is now· the more fashionable
the
qualifications
pointed
out
by
Paul
for
way, laying moistened fingers on tbb fore·
head, without faith, the influence of the a Christian overseer or deacon? In vain
Spirit. a change of heart, or e~en the voli· do you think of these. Paul was not there
tions of the persons, but before they know speaking of the office we have in view. He
it, or that there is a God or a Savior!!! was there speaking of officers in the church
This is the climax of absurdity, the most of Christ. We are speaking of a different
wonderful imposture practiced before high kind of officer. Are you thinking ofa gravc,
and holy heaven in a land claiming to be dignified and profound man? If you are,
you are greatly mistaken. 1'hat is not the
enlightened.
Are you
II. Modern RevivaUsm is the theme man for a modern revivalist.
claiming our attention now. Weare
not thinking of a man of learning, knowledge
speaking of the sound, sensible and whole- and erudition? Then you are deluded. Are
some influence of gospel preaching, the in- you thinking of a man familiar with his
Hnenee brought to bear upon society by Bible, with the prophets, J eSl:S and the
preaching Christ, the impression of truth apostles? If so, your thoughts are all vain.
upon the souls of men, the deep and thrill- Are you thinking of the polite, aceom·
It so,
ing interest produced by a rational forcible plished. and polished gentleman?
you
have
never
studied
the
subject.
What,
and powerful exhibition of the word of God.
This is all right. This was the kind of in- then, are the requisite qualifications of a
They are the following:
fluence exercised by the apostles and all modern revivalist?
1. A man with a flashing eye, who can
the first preachers of the gospel. Our
business now relates to the modern revival give significant looks, and almost speak with
fiud <;>fcourse, including all the elements the expression of the eye. Indeed, this is
that enter into it. Is that thing called re- advantageous for any public-speaker.
2. A fine melodious voice, under good
vivalism a good thing or an evil? Is it right,
command.
This is also of great advantage
or wrong? The time has now COffil'l to look
to
any
public
speaker .
. into it.
3.
A
good
share
of conceit, self impor.
For the past two years we have scarcely
tanee
and
brazen-faced
assurance.
heard of an old-fashioned revival, or reo
4.
Well
posted
in
the
lowest order of
vivalist. The revivalists had quit their
newspaper
literature,
all
the
passing events
work of revivalism, turned politipians,
around,
the
catch,phrases,
crank sayings
stump orators, army officers, and, where
and
big
words
of
the
hags
on
the streets.
they could, legislators, or attained to other
5. Strong lungs, impulsive and passionposts of honor or profit, for which, for the
time being,' they gave up the divine call to ate, with large hands, which, when brought
preaoh, and accepted a call from mamon OJ' together in a certain way common to the
the world. During their absence, the con, revivalist, will produce a concussion equal
verting power did not "eome down," sinner to the explosi!>n of a pistol. This latter is
8
did not get "under conviction" and revivals an essential qualification for a revi.alist.
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6. Not extremely modest, not- especially done is'a work of grace," says tIm readeI'.
scrupulous nor conscientious;
willing to Then, the work of which we read, performrisk: a prophecy, that some one present will ed by our Lord and his apnstles was not
meet a sudden and unexpected death, that a from God-not
a "work of grace;" for
pestilence will rage, or that a great revival their work and the work done in a modern
of religion will take place.
revival are not the same. They are as dif·
7. One who can suddenly descend from ferent as day and night, different in man.
sublime to the ridiculous; who can maneu. ner, preaching, doctrinc, name, practice, and
vel' in a hundred little ways to get the peo- results-in
a word, different throughout.ple committed, such as requesting all who If the apostle Peter would rise from the
believe the Bible to be true to rise to their dead and enter a revival meeting and preach
feet, or all who desire to be saved to rise, Or such a sermon as he did on -Pentecost, and
all who desire sinners to be converted to when penitents would inquire, "Men and
\
rise.
brethren what shall we do?" if he should
8. A man who can "uncap hell" and dis· give the same directions he did on Pentecribe the blue blazes, the writhings and cost; "Repent and be baptized everyone
wailings of the damned.
of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the
9. A man who is in the habit of kneeling remission of sins," it would brake up a
on the steps of the pulpit, as he is about to modern revival, lind the leaders in the reenter it, and praying in secret before an vival would put him out of the meeting.audience I
Or should Annanias enter a modern revival
10. Not a man who, in his public exhi- and find persons praying, as in the case of
bitions, orders his words in his prayers with Saul, "Lord what wilt thou have me to do?"
discretion, prudence, judgment and madera. and give the same answer he did in that
tion before the Lord; but a man who reo case, "Arise and be baptized and wash
sembles in his prayers the prophets of away thy sins, calling on the name of the
Baal, as "they cried aloud and cut them- Lord," the leaders in the revival would
selves with lancets till the blood gushed out hasten him to the door and ad vise him to
upon them."
No matter about the sense lose no time in finding the way out..
of the prayer. The sound is tbe all-imporThat men "get up revivals" is evident to
tant thing. Suplications for the kingdom all who reflect, and the churches in whicn
to come, eighteen centuries aftcr it has revivals OCCllrltnow that men pet them lp.come, for a "baptism of the Holy Ghost Hence, when they want a revival they send
and of fire," or for the Lord to "come down" for a revivalist. Wby send for him? Thy
-to "come quick"-"come
now"-"to ful. W~llt him to get up a revival. Why do they
fill his promise," &c., &c, uttered inscreams, not send for a man who can pray well, a
will answer the purpose as well as any- good milD, a man of piety, who can interthing else.
cede with God and get him to "send down
Such is a brief outline of thc principal converting power?" Because they know
iluaJifications of a revivalist.
that this modern converting power is in tlte
II. Bow to "get up a revival."
"Hold," 1'evivalist, and they expect ltim to get up thJ
exclaims the reader; "you don't think that revival. Th.ey want a man :whocan make an
man can get up a revival!"
Certainly we impression on the pe.ople, a powerful man,
do. We most deliberately declare that who can make a powerful impression, and
Dobodybut man does get up reviva.l!!. They bring down the converting power. If "the
are as certainly of man, human, and only work of grace," as they style it, or "the
human, as spIrit-raping,
mesmerism, the converting power," is directly from God,
shaking of the Quakers, or the dancing of why not any two or three true believers, or
the Shakers. "They are certainly produc- even one, intercede with the Lord and get
ed by the power of God, and the work him to send down the conv~rting power and
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tions have, of late, been exposed with so
much zeal to the popular eye, has made a
reviiion necessary now, even had it been
inexpedient to attempt it before. But to
shake the confidence of the people in the
received text, and to lesson their reverence
for it, by severe and searching criticism,
and then to fail in the attempt to expurgate that text of many of the errors on
account of which the people had been persuaded almost to reject it, would, indeed,
prove a serious injury to the church at
large.
With respect to the REVISEDGOSPELsjust
published by the Bible Union, this question, therefole, at once arises:
Is this Vlr·
sianfree from those imperfections the existence
of which in the old version, caused us to desire a new one?
These errors arc either of translation, or
of cnmposition.
They lie either on the
Greek or the English side of tbe work.The construction is faithful, where it simply
gives the thoughts of the Inspired writer.
A CRITTICISM ON THE ENGLISH OF The composition is perspicuous, where these
THE BIBLE UNION GOSPELS.
thoughts are given in good English.BRO. FRANKLIN:-1 have jUflt finished What we need, and what we have been led
an examination of "The Four Gospels, as to expect, is a version 'of thq sacred Scripfinally revised by the Bible Union."
With tures at once faithful and sperspicuous if
others, 1 had long waited for the appearance not elegant. Vve desire a version that will
of this version; and I, therefore, read with yield the sense of the Spirit in good lanthe beautiful
English senmuch interest these first fruits of many guage--in
tence of the present day; for a version
years' labor and study.
Since this revision is now the property of that our children and the people at large
the "Society for whose use it is prepared;" may read and study and commit to memory,
alid since by its publication, it has' become and grow, not only wise in Heaven's wisthe property, alsol,of the Christian world in dom, but at the same time, pure in native
general; it is certainly the privilege of any one, speech.
",Vhat, then, are the merits and imperfecespecially the "common reader, for whose
tions
of the work before us?-"The Gospels"
use it is intended," to judge whether its
as
Revised
by the Bible Union. Have the
merits are equal to its pretensions, and
errors
so
frequently
pointed out to us, and
whether the work 'meets the expectations
so
generally
admitted,
been expurgated?
that have been raised.
We make this enquiry in reference to
There is but one thing, in my judgment,
that can justify a public and organized those enors that affect its perspicuity and
effort to publish a new version or a new elegance, as an Englislt bookj leaving to
translation of the Scriptures;
and that is others, or referring to a more convenient
the certainty that the proposed version shall season, the consideration of its faithfulness.
We ought to fee} that criticism has been
be free from the admitted imperfections of
somewhat
disarmed by the very candid
thd old one. The fact that these imperfec-

convert whole communities without the revivalist?
Why does not the converting
power .come down upon whole families at
home and convert them without any revi·
valor revivalist?
Why is the converting
power limited in its influences to the mere
circle of the revivalists?
Why docs not
the converting power go where there is no
revivalist and do the work? But who is
there in this land who does not know that
the people themselves set the' time, make
the arrangements, select their man, comnience meeting, all use their influence, go
to work and get up the revival themselves?
These things are clear to all.
This is sufficient for one paper. We shall
explain the matter more fully in our next.
B. F.

QUARTERLY
statement made by the Revisers in thei address ;'To the Readers," in these words:
"The Committee of Revisers have kept
in mind, that their work is intended for
the use of the common reader, and tha
many of the nicer distinctions of idiom and
phraseology which are appropriate in a ver-
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old version, we regret that they have sometimes caricatured it by what seems to be a
careless or a capricious taste.
·Matt. vii. 8, "For everyone that asketh,
receivetlt; and he that seelceth findeth."
Matt. vii. 17, "Every tree that brings not
forth good fruit."

sion for the learned or for use in the lectureMatt. vii. 27, "Everyone that hears these
room, would be out of' place here."
sayings of mine and doeth them."
Respectfully suggesting, however, to the .The "unlearned" reader will be at a loss
candid Revisers that the "ltnlearned"
and
.
to know why the words, "bn'T1gs" and
"Ike comllion reader" would, perhaps, have "h
".
th.
h Id h
b
been as much aided by pure "idiom" and wars. 10 e.e passages, s ou
ave een
""
moderDlzed, and yet the obsolete verb "docorrect phraseologv,
10 their
study of t' "
'd
d h' h '
b
,.
e It ,retalne ,-a
wor w lC seems to e
God s word, as those who frequent the
k
t h' I'
h
0 'f
'
un nown 0 IS eXlcograp er.
r, 1 S'Uch
"lecture-room, 'orwho are already"learned"
f
d
'th th Id
. . II
bl L'
'
ree om WI
eo verSIOnISa owa e ./.01'
In languages; we shall, consequently, fork
fIt'
1
t
h
.
"
"
sa e 0 easy e oeu lOn, w ly no smoot e
bear to notice, 10 this paper, every lDstance d'
h
th'
h
h
'
own suc passages as IS, were t e euof that confessed neglect of those "nicer
h .
t b
'fi d t. h
P
0
e sacn ce
0 t e
distinctions
of idiom and phraseology,"
IODIOUSseems
?
.
.
k
d'
d
h
so
emn.
which, lD a boo - es!gne for t. e "common
J
.
".
.
reader," would be, as we are assured by the
no. XXI. 18, Verrly, verdy, I say to
committee, altogether out of place.
thee, when thou Wast young thou girdedst
1. There is a class of words i~ our lan- thyself and walkedst whither thou wouldst."
guage, the regular and proper use of which,
Another class of words of common
is supposed by some to impart to an 8n- though irregular use in this version, have
gIish composition a solemn or grave style, not the pretext even of an artificial style
as our O'rammarians call it. These words for their appearance; such are "oft," "ofare such as "thou," "thee," "thine," "they," times, " "sicknesses," "aIms, " "whatsoever,"
and such verbs as end ia "st" or "th."
We "from thence,"
"'spake,"
"unwashen,"
say the proper and regular use of such forms, "gathered together," "up upon," "cast out
is said to solemnize speech; because when out of" "unto," &c., &c.
a,careless or inexpert writer, by employing
Concerning this word "unto," it is interthese contrivances, ceases to be natural, and esting to notice the apparent necessity that
would become solemn, the improper or con-I caused it to be retained.
According to
tradictory use of these forms is apt to ren- WEBSTER,it is a'word not in our mother'
der his style ridiculous.
We cannot agree I' tongue, and ought to be rejecte.d as ob50fully with Dr. Latham in his judgment tha.t lete and not legitimate.
WORCESTERsays
the "words 'thou' and 'thee' are, except in that it is found in Scripture, "especially
the mouths of Quakers, obsolete i" but we when motion towards an object is implied."
believe that it would have been more agree· But the Committee have retained it, not onable to the taste of "the common reader," if Iy in spite of its character as an obsolete
this solemn style had been employed by the and illegitimate word, but they have used
Revisers, only i'n the prayers and other it in most passages, in a sense different from
addresses to the Divine Being. ."N e would,' that which WORCESTERsupposes it to have
at least, have had these forms scrupul~usly been in Scripture:
preserved in our literature, and, in some deI1Iatt, xix. ,14, "Suffer little children to
sree, sapctified as proper to the devotional come to me."
But in other passages gen:
!Iyle. But since they thought it best to re- erally, where "unto" is retained it is made
tain or toreproduce this solemn feature of the to signify, "till the time of," or "till."
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Matt. i. 17, "From Abraham unto Da- br011!;ht forth, immediately he puts in the
sickle."
vid." &c.
Mark vi. 2; Rev':sed Version, "And what
1\1:att.xxvii. 8, "Wherefore the field was
is
the wisdom which is given him, and such
called the field of blood, unto this day."
miracles
wrought by his hands?"
.
Matt. xxvii. 45, "There was darkness
Old
Versl:on:
"And
what
wisdom
is
this
over all the land unto tbe ninth hour."
which
is
given
unto
him,
that
even
such
Mark xiii. 13, "But he that has endured
mighty wotks are wrought by his hands ?"
unto the end shall be saved."
Mar k vii. 11, Revised "Version: "It is
The meaning of this useless word as employed by the Revisers, having been deter- Corban (that is, a gift) whatsoever thou
mined from such passages as those here ci- mightest be profited with from me."
Old Version: "It is Corban, that i> to
ted, it is somewhat surprising ,to find it resay a gift, by whatsoever thou mightest be
tained in the following:
, !fatt. iii. 11, "I indeed immerse you in pr'ofited by me."
Mark ix. 9, Revised Version: "He charg
water unto repentance." Is the "unlearned"
ed them that they should relate what they
reader to uhderstand from this, that John
immersed men unta they repented? If not, had seen to no one, except when the Son of
does the word here, signify "motion, or man shall have risen from the dead."
Old Yersion: "He charged them that
pl'Ogrells towards- an object?"
Why iR the
they should tell no man what thin'gs they
common reader thus left untaught, by reahad seen, ti.ll the Son of man were risen
son of inattention on the part of the Revisfrom the dead."
ers to "the nicer distinctions of idiom and
Luke viii. 15, Revised Version: "But
phraseology."?
Would not a little more
thatin the good ground, these are they."
faithfulness, or a little more perspicui~v,
Old Version: ":But that on the good
have required the use of the preposition
ground are they."
unto, or in order to? or, as they Bom\'ltimes
Luke xxi. 11, Revised Version: "Great
render the Greek word in other places,jor?
portents and signs."
A version for the lecture room would have,
Old Ve1'Sion: "Fearful eights and great
doubtless, allowed the Revisers to say: "I
signs."
immerse you in wate.r in order to repen4. We regret that in a Revision, the only
tance."
apology for which, is the imperfection of
3. I fear ,that the class of readers
the old Text, such awkward expressions as
for whom especially this version was
the following should so often occur. Sureprepared, will, in their want of learning,
ly, it would not have been in 'violation of
prefer the old text, to the new in the folany principle of criticism and revision which
lowing places':
they had adopted for their guidance, if the
Matt. xii. 10, Revised Version, '''And Committee had turned these expressions
behold there was a man having his hand into fair English, instead of carelessly copywithered.
ing them into their own V Hsion?
Old Version: "And behold there was a
Luke xii 33, "Sell that ye have."
man which had his hand withered.
Lu.l,l:exiii. 4, "On whom the tower of Si. Matt. xii. 42, Revised Version, "A queen loam fell and slew them." .
of the south shall rise up."
Luke xx. 28, "Moses wrote to us."
Old Version, '·The queen
the south
Luke viii. 31, "To go away into the
shall rise up."
'deep."
Mark iv. 29, Revised Version, "But when
Matt. xv. 32, They continue with me now
the fruit permits, immediately he puts forth three days."
the sickle."
Luke xxiv. 16, "Their eyes were holden/'
Old Versio71:~"But when the fruit is
The errors to which we have called at·

of
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telltion, lie wholly on the English face of
the version. They are enough to satisfy
an impartial reader, that the Revision has
not been prepared with that care which the
nature and importance of th'e work demanded. We hope, however, that more atten·
tion has been given by the learned Revisers to the ascertaining of the meaning of
the Greek, than they seem to have paid to
English "idiom and phraseology."
But on
this point we may have more to say hereafter. In the mean time we cannot forget
tbe words of the Great Teacher: "He that
is faithful in' that which is least, is faithful
also in much."
.

*

THE GOSPEL-AN INDUCTION.
NO. III.

Since the times of the apostles no suchtattempt has, been made to restore the old paths
and revive that which was "from the beginning" as in the present successful movement made by the Disciples of Christ.Thousands have been redeemed from the
slavery of opinion and the base surrender
of their minds to the theories of uninspired
men founded upon detached members of the
Scriptures. The deep and eternal foundations
ofthe "truth as it is in Jesus" have been discovered, as they were found in. the oracles
of God, but buried 'beneath the rubbish of
ages. The superstructure of that divine
Temple erecttd upon it, has been displayed
io all its original beauty a~d 'just proportions in contrast with the pagodas and
mosques of an apostate and Mongre~ race.
May no rude hands disturb again its divinelyfashioned form,or introduce materials
to mar its beauty .. It needs no aid either
from Egypt, Babylon or Rome.
Jerusalem is the mother of us all! Sectaries and state religions, are, like the broken
pillars and ruined arches of imperial Rome,
wrought into the uncouth and temporary
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dwellings of the apostate city on the Tiber.
The traveler is shocked by the strange con.
trast" and asks what do they here. .We
had no ruins from Babylon, however grand
and imposing, to build up the walls of the
Temple of God, or to mock by their presence
the goodly stones of the sa~red Fane. The
old foundations are still there; and the
Temple now stands, as of old, polished affer
the similitude of a palace.
As a practical illustration of the workings
of the law of induction, we will call attcntion to the subject of faith. We think it
will be seen that without a careful consiaeration of all its conditions, no' safe or
sound conclusions can be reached in re- ~
gard to it.
Faith(o; belief, is one of the elements of
the Gospel, and, is essentially demanded
in the new life which christianity requires.
Indeed, it is the foundation of all true religion, past and preseut; without it, no one
can please God. It is everywhere demanded
as a duty, not because of its virtue or ~bstract value, or as a positive act of obedienc~
to God; but because of its necessity in
our relations to the unseen and the eternal.
By this principle, alone, can the saving
truths of the Gospel reach the heart and
control the will. Our character takes the
complexion of the great fact revealed in the
Gospel of Christ. This is the divine mould
into which the soul is cast, and faith is the
only hand by which the process can be
effected. The constitution of aUf nature is.
such, that the distant and t~e unseen can
only be brought nigh and become a living
presence, by the exercise of faith. It is
not, then, an arbitrary law, without reason
and against the fitness of things; but a wise,
just and necessary requirement, as much
demanded by the things of this world as by
those of the next. What, then, are the con.
ditions of its existence in the heart of man?
Does it depend upon one OT more condhionsj
and do the Scriptures point them out to us~?
N otning but a careful examination' of the
divine recorQ will enable us to answer these
questionil.
Suppose, then, we lay'it down as a basis
I

8
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of argum~nt, that faith is a gift graciously
bestowed on the sinner, and that, .in its
reception he is perfectly passive. Will this
condition account for its existence, independently of all others?
If so, then we
are compelled to admit it, and dismiss any
other th~ory. Any thing else, would but
embarrass the sufiject and vitiate the ded~ction"we should draw from it. If this
cause will account for its presence, we
s~ould not seek for any other; In other
words, if the irresitabJe influences of the
Spirit produce in us the faith of the Gospel,
then all other causes are of no value, and
must be thrown out of the account. But
as we are dependent upon the oracles of God
for all we know upon this subject, and as
they direct us to other causes, we re bound
to take them in and give them their true
relative value or do violence to them and
fail in reaching any solid results in our argument. Let us 1001;;, then, at those passages relied upon, to p' ove that faith is a
gift, llirectly bestowed on the, sinner by
God,. "For by grace are ye saved, tluough
faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the
gift of God." Eph.ii: 8. This scripture,
apparently, more fully declares the fact,
than any to be found in the Bible. But
what is it, 'in the text that is called "the
gift of God?" Is it, grace, salvation or
faith, or is it the whole system which brings
salvati.on to men? The relative it must
refer to some antecedent in the sentence, or
to all that it contains. But as faith is in
the fe,minino gender; and "it" in the neuter,
faith cannot be the antecedent, but, by a
well establ\shed law in language, the whole
sentence must be. It will not do to adopt
this as indispendble premise on which to
fo.uJlda law for the existence of faith in the
human mind. There are two many difficulties connected with it. ,But even should faith
be regarded ~s a' gift from Hod, there are
othe~ assignable causes developed in the
Scriptures j and, unless these can be taken
into the premises they will be shut out of
the record, as if they were not to be found
there, or had 'no reason to intrude into the
pllice of what already sufficiently ex·
/
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plains the whole matter.
But who has a.
right, thus, to sit in judgment where God
has already decided?
And why may not
faith, as a gift, be as recklessly cast out, as
faith "coming by ,bea~ing?" It is certain,
thel),that no just conclusions can be reached,
but by a, comprehensive induction which
shall give full consideration to all that is
said upon the subject" inasmuch as the con·
clusions should be as broad as the premises.
Again, it is said that the following pass·
age teaches that faith is a gift,-"For
unto
you it is given in the behalf of Ohrist, Inot
only to believe on,him, but also to suffet·
for his sake." Phil. i: 29. This cal! hardly
be relied on to prove that faith is a gift,
only so far as suffering on account of his
name is one; for in the same sense as it is
the privilege of the christian to suffer in
behalf of Christ, so it is his privilege to believe in his name. But the "adversaries"
who occasioned this suffering will be
doomed "to perdition" on account of It-of
•
which indeed "it is an evident token."
No
one will say that the persecutions which
fell on the saints, came directly from the
hands of Christ, and no one has a right to say
that the faith which sustained them under
it, was a gift directly bestowed on them.
The gift of suffering and believing both be·,
long to the same category.
The christian
profession )lad subjected them to perseeu·
tion, just as 'the gospel had placed them in
the power of believing. n would not be
safe to ~epend upon a passage encumbered
with so many, difficulties on which to found
such a-theory. Both the sufferings and the
faith are said to be given!
But again it ,is urged that Paul says "To
one is given py the Spirit the word of wisdam; to another the word of knowledge by
the same Spirit; and to another faith by the
same Spirit." ~,Cor. xii: 8, 9. But here,
"faith" is classed among the spiritual gifts,
bestow}'d upon the uretl!j'en in Corinth in
the same sense that "u;isdom" and ·'J.nowledge" were given, and, also, the gift of
tongues. The faith spoken of as thus given,
was not the faith of. the gospel: for already
in
becomiug disciples they had believed;
,

.
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"Many of the Corinthians, hearing believ- must be taken into the account in making
ed tlnd were baptized."
Faith as a spirit- up our premises, or the subject of believual gift was bestowed upon them; after they ing. If candor and honesty are wanting,
had been saved. It was wholly supernatu- there can be no faith in an unwelcome truth,
ral and not designed for their own benefit no matter whether it is human or divine.
but for teat of others. It wa~ a strong They had that child-like disposition, which
persuasion that they were able to work mir- alI should have, in accepting truth when supacles in the name of Christ-a faith that ported and sustained by compe.ent authoreou!d remove mountains. 1 Cor. xjii: 2. ity.
JAMES
CHALLEN.
It was the faith that Peter and John had in
Davenport, Jan. 3rd, 18G3.
the name of Christ, that drew the power'
that healed the cripple at the beautiful gate
of the Temple. Acts iii: 16.
. .These are the passages on which, chiefly,- is based the opinion, that faith is a
gift; and it is seen, how inadequate they
are to sustain it. But if they were to be
accepted as parts of the premises (which we
PREACHING HELL.
deny) they can not form the ground-work
on which any absolute conclusions should
MR. EDITOR:- vVith your permission, I
be founded.
will publish under the above caption severWe shall now look at other passages which al articles, the object of which wiIl be to ildirectly refer to the existence of faith; no lustrate; Fi.rst-The necessity of a thorouglt
generalization can be admitted that will not conviction of sin previous to ba,ptism; Second.
fully embrace these: "Isaiah saith, Lord ly--The best method of effecting so desirable
who hath believed our report?
So, then, an object-that is, what Bible truths are best
faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the calculated to convict of sin. In pursuing
wJrd of God." Rom. x. 16, 17. Here faith this purpose, I shaIl confine myself to the
is clearly stated to have its origin in hear- duty of preacher as the agent of the Holy
ing the 'Wordof God,or the report of which Spirit without speculating as to other modes
Isaiah spoke. Before the New Testament in which the Spirit might operate. lam weIl
was written, or men had access to it, the content to know that the Spirit does work
word of God was preached by the apostles through his word and that this is theinstruand others, and faith was ascribed to this ment put into our hands as preachers. Bro.
cause. Mark xvi: 15, 16. Acts xv: 7. But Campbell said in his debate with Rice. that,
in other cases faith is attributed not only to for aught he knew, there might be "other
hearing but to reading "l'hese, were more influences" brought to bear upon the sinDoble than those in Thessalonica, in that ner's mind in certain specified ways which
they received the word, (the gospel,) with he would not discuss. As we can n'either
all readiness of mind, and searched the prove nor disprove a certain kind of asserScriptures (of the Old Testament) daily, tions as to spiritual agencies, we should not
whether these things were so. Therefore, discuss them, but confine ourselves to the
many of them believed."
Acts 17, 11. work of the ministry ynder the magic of
Thus, they heard the gospel as prea.ched by I whose influence many a Felix has bte~
the apostle, and searched at horne the pro- made to tremble in vfew of the judgment to
phetic Scriptures, to see whether what he come.
said corresponded with what they read, and
By conviction of sin is meant nothing
therefore many of them believed. The different from that state of heart designated
candor and honesty of the Bereans were by repentance.
It is that condition of the
worthy of all praise; and those virtues soul which renders the sinn~r not only wiIl·
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ing, but anxious to obey the Lard; he not
only acquiesces in' the will of God but is
very desirous to do it. The language of conviction is "J-Jord what will thou hate me to
do?" The necessity of such a state' of heart
previous to baptism will appear from the
following considerations:
1st. Witlwut such conviction he will fail oj
"emission oj sins. Rcmission is not promised to everyone who is baptized. All
who are buried in the water are not necessarily baptized into Christ. A preacher
is occasionally found who carelessly puts
the question; how do you know you are in
Christ? Because you have been baptized
into Oh1'1'8t. This is a correct answer provided the sinner has really been buried
with Christ in baptism, but to be buried in
water and to be buried witlt Christ in baptism, may be acts ot a very different character. A man may be buried alone and not
in company with Christ. If by faith aIld
repentance, by a conviction of his sins he
have Christ in his heart, and i~ baptized. he
is then buried with Christ, and will also rise
from his mellow tomb with Christ.
Christ
the hope Qf glory must go with the sinner,
in his soul, both into and out of the water.
Then may remission be looked for. As the
air rushes into every vacuum so Christ will
occupy every tenantless house and fill:every
soul with his presence where sin has been
expelled from the will; but if sin still occupy the affection we cannot induce Jesus to
accompany us down into the water; and as
the sinner is buried' alone and rises alone,
Christ has nothing to do with the performance, and will not, can not grant remission
. of sins. A baptism that does not take Christ
down into the water and bring him up out
of the water has no connection with pardon.
As preachers we should be careful never to
build upon the foundation such unconverted
wood, hay and stubble, nor perform this
solemn marriage ceremony over parties who
have no spiritual affinities, lest by thus
establishing a mere mechanical, instead of
a chemical, union of the affections we deceive
the sinner to his ·own destruction.
Hence
• the necessity of conviction of sin may be
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measured by the value of pardon, and this
by the value of the soul itself.
2nd. In the presence of such conviction it
is very easy to bring men to open obedience.The world may oppose, sin seem too great
to be forgiven and a timid hp,art may fear to
venture; but when the high tide of conviction rolls over the soul, bearing off all opposition, the soul cries out, "I'll go to Jesus
though my sins do like a mountain rise."
"What shall I do, Lord?" becomes the true
exponent of the feelings. How soon he is
satisfied that immersion is all right. Never asks if sprinkling would do as well; never counts his beads of morality; pever thinks
himself as good as members of the church,
nor props up upon hypocritical professors,
but
.
"Just as I am, without one plea,
But that my Savior died for me,
And that thou bidst me cOllie to Thee;
Oh I Lamb of God, I come "

Yonder, in his<pew, sitsa gentleman of great
respectability. He has heard every sermon
throughout your protracted meeting; seems
to feel uneasy at times; his good wife wishes him to join; sermons are prepared to suit
his case; the minister visits him; he meekly
bears, or gently parries every attempt to
reach his heart; the meeting is approaching
its close; the last night, the last exhortation, last song, and'all hopes are disappointed. What's wanting?
More knowledge?
A better argument for immersion? Another sermon on the ·'terms of salvation ?"
No, no, he w,illnot repent. COllviction, repentance, a contlite heart are wanting. His
coat of mail easily turns the edge of your
sword. But why will he not repent? Per·
haps he has very inadequate views of what
sin is-a very pardonable thing at the worst.
He is thereforese1f-righteous, forasheis not
a yery bad man, he must be a pretty good
one. Let him however be taught how loathsome a thing sin is in the sight of God, and
be cut to the heart with a sense of his own
transgressions, and 10, what a change!. "In his hand no price he brings,
Simply to the cros~ he clings."

QUARTERLY
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3. This humbJeneEs of Heart on account of
sin will dissipate all excuses for continued disobedience. One of the commonest excuses is
tM divisions among Christians~sectarianism-dont know where to go. Some very
good ministers have so failed to understand
the human hea'rt as to admit this pIca in
part. It should be remembered thatw hatever
wrongs there may be in this direction, the
objection is very seldom honestly made. If
an impenitent heart has not this objection
it will have some other. The church in
apostolic times was e~sentially a unit, and
yet how many, even then: rejected the gospel. A young Eclectic physician once parried my appeal to him with this objection.
I replied, "How does it happen, Doctor, that
among so many ,different schools of medicine you selected the one you now practice?
Here are Allopathy, Hydropathy, Homeopathy, Eclecticism and the all the other systems. The confusion of claims in this case
did not so distract your judgment.
Why
not study religion as you did medicinestudy for truth and adopt a course." J soon
discvvered the poor man felt no load of sin,
and found it convenient to shield himself
behind this excuse. He seemed' to desire
more intellectual light, but a pl\nitent heart
was his greatest want.
Another gentleman, of much learning
and some philosophy, had becn for months
regularly attending on the ministry of the
Word, and on being approached as to his
duty to God, said he had certain historical
and philosophical difficulties in regard to
the Bible, which, if removed, would open
up to him the highway of his duty, which
he would surely enter upon. A conference
between him and the minister being held,
and his troubles being removed to his professed satisfaction,' his obedience was confidently looked for by the young preacher;
but strange to say, {no, naturally enough) he
was not afte:wards f?und in the congrcgation once a month. The disease was not of
the head but of the ~eart. He did not see
himself a lost sinner.' As b.eadache often
proceeds from a derangement of the stomach,
so intellectual blindness may result from a
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perverted heart. The quack often blisters
the head when he ought to purify the
;tomach; but does a skillful physician not
always apply the remedy to the partin which
thc pain is felt? He never poultices a red
nose, nor applies a leech to the bloodshot
eye. The preacher should not always he
doctoring the well.enough-informed,
but
excuse-producing, head when the heart has
never been pierced, the conscience roused,
nor the will subdued.
4th. If the unconvicted are baptized they
make but worthless members of the church.
Seldom at prayer-meehngs,
an irregular
attendant on preaching, takes a far back
seat, except meetings of business, or discipline or of some church' trouble when he is
always there on a front seat. Don't read
much; prays less; finds much fault and pays
but little.
5th. W thout conviction he can have no
religious 'enjoyment in !ds own soul.. Having
never seen the, pit wherrce he was taken, or
was to be taken, ho can never be thankful
for a deliverance.
And this is reasonable
enough, for he has experienced a salvation
to be thankful for. Much forgiven, much
love; little forgiven, little love; nothing forgiven, no love; and no love, no heaven. The
fallow ground should be broken up deep,
the deeper the subsoiling the richer the
crop. The hammer of the word of God
must "break the rock in pieces," or the pU
ny plant will soon die where there is so littie earth.
6th. If baptized without feeling his sins,
believing himself born of the Spirit he
looks around for the promised bliss of the
new state-does
not find it, is disappointed,
discuuraged, and forsakes the church. He
is legally in the marriage relation without
its affections and pleasures. It is now next
to impossible to convert him. It is difficult
to ignite again the match that expired when
only half-lighted.
He is to be sympathized
with, and patiently taught the first lessons
of spiritual birth if ever saved.
From the above considerations may be
.seen the value of a thorough conviction of
sin previous to baptism. How then shall
o
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we most effectually produce this state of
mind? A certain very popular error among
both preachers and churches shall receive
attention in our next.
TnouAs },fUNNELL.

A POPULAR

OBJECTION

ANSWERED,

CHRISTIAN

Let us, therefore, examine the usage of
this word in the sacred style. Paul gives
us a definition of fajth, and fortifies it with
the usage of the"entire Hebrew Scripturis. "
ilFaith"-he
says~"is confidence, as it respects things hoped for-conviction,
as it
respects things no.t seen." Heb. xi: 1. Here
we have two element,s: 1. Confidence in.
the divine promises; 2• .conviction of the
reality of things that lie beyond the reach
of the human mind, and whose existence is
attested to us solely by the word of God.
These two elements constitute faith In

Our 0p]lonents sometimes undertake to the Scripture use of the word. The word
show that the appjication of every term of of God is the subj(,1ct.ma'tter of faith; and
the 3]lostolic commission to sinners, in 01'- nQt theological dO~fl3s and opinions. These
del' to their salvation from sin, contradicts logical formulas, togethcr with their ideal
certain declarations of the Sav.ior. Thesc systems, are but food for the imagination,
declarations are the following:
and are no twp, o~jeets of faith; and the
"He that believeth on him is not con- soul that tries to live on them will be sickdemned:" "He that believeth on the son Iy and' weakly, ever suffering innumerable
hath eve.rlasting life." Jno. iii: 18-36.- disorders.
\
Again-"verily,
verily, I say unto you, He
The salvation
of Noah
is assumed by the
•
I
f
that heareth my word, and believeth on apostle as :being strictly; within the limits of
him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and the definition he had giyen, and as eonfirmshall not come into condemnation; but is iug it. The words of Paul are these-"By
past from death unto life." Ib,. v: .24.
faith
Noah, being warned of God of
Now if Christ were speaking of belief, things not /:leen as yet, moved with fear,
alone, disconnected entirely from its fruits prepared an ark to the saving of his house;
or legitimate results, then it would indeed by which [faith and obedience] he confollow that the sinneris pardoned the momr.nt demned the world, and became .heir of the
he believes,withoutrepentance,bapti~U1,pray_
rigblC()U~ness II'hiuh is by (',tit.h," Heb. xi: 7.
er, or any other condition whatever. That Take another example: "By faith Abrafaith is a principle of action in man, all ad- ham, when he was called to go out into :l.
mit. Then it contains a moral obligation, place which he should after receive for an
and motives, to ac~. Faith finds its duty, inheritance, obeyed; and he went out not
and its motives to duty, in itself. I suppose k~owing w)lither h'e went."
thatno Bible student,or anyone of plain good
Every example furnished in the xi chapsense, will deny this. 'Why, then, should tel' of the epistle to the Hebrews, illustrate
it be tak:en for granted t1;lat, in the passages and confirms the definition given in the first
cited, Christ is employing the term faith, verse; and shows that faith is valuable and
i~ the abstract?
Why assume that in his great only in proportion to its works or ef.
usage faith is taken by itself, to the exclu- fects. So far, therefore, from being consion of its obligations and ,motives? And I templated separate or apart from action, the
that what is affirmed of it, is affirmed of the very reyerse i~ true, and in every instance
llJ'inciple of action, independent of any ac- faith is only faith, when is:uing in umeti:m that belongs to it? Now I ask, Is servcd, cordial obedicnce,'to the di,ine will.
there such a use of this w,ord in the Bible? So true is this that in all the oracles of
I boldly answer that such an instance can God, no prolIlis~, no blcssing .vhat.ever, is
no where be found.
ever given or conferrcd upon faith in the
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abstract, or upon the principle as a cause,
disconnected from its effects. Faith only, or
by itself, is only mentioned in the word of
God·to be pronounced dead. No eulogy is
ever pronounced upon faith alone in the
Bible. .God has never honored it, and he
never will. Faith alone, as a doctrine, is
not apostolic; but it belongs to modern
times, and to modern systems of religion.It is am•.of the thorns of dogmatic theology-of speculative opinionism-a
fruit--a
sour grape, of sectarian controversy; and it
ought be abandoned as a thing of man, and
not of God.
The following facts are of great impor.
tance: The word apithia occurs seven times
in the New Testament.
In four of these
instances-:-Rom. ii: 30-also 32; H~b. iv: 411-in the common version it is rendered by
the word unbelief. In the remaining three
instances-Eph.
ii: 2, v: 6-:001. iii: 6-it is
rendcred by the word disobedience. The
w.Qrdapitheo occurs sixteen times in the
New Testamcnt. This word means to believe
not, or unbelieving. Nine times it is thus
translated.
But seven times it is rendered
by the words disobedience, and obey 710t.Sorpe of those examples are specially interesting. Ro. ii: 8, "But to them that are
contentions and do not obey-apitlteo--the
truth, but obey' unrighteousness,
indignation and wrath, tribulati~n' aud anguish,
upon eV6ry soul of man that doeth evil; of
the Jew first and also of the Gentile."-1 Pet. ii: 7, "Unto you, therefore, which
believe he is preclOUS;but unto them which
are d/:sobedient (ai)itlteo-unb~lieving)
the
stone which the build~rs disallowed, the
same is made th~ head of the corner, and
a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense,
even to them which stumble at the word,
being disobedient, (apitheo.) iii: 1, "Likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to your own
husbands; that it any obey not (apitlleo-be.
lieve not) the word, they also may without
the word be wOn by' the conversation of the
wives."
The .apostle says of the antediluvians in
the days of Noah's ministry that they
"were disobedient" (apitheo--unbelieving)
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Again, in the iv. chap., 17th verse of this
same first letter of Peter, we have another
striking instance of our translation using
the words obey not, as equivalent to believe.
not. "For the time is come that judgmcnt
must begin at the house of God; and if it
first begin at us, what shall the end be of
them that obey not the gospel of God ?"
Here, then, we get fairly into the sign'ficance of the sacred style. To obey not, is,
in the sacred style, precisely cquivalent to
unbelief, or to believe not; while to believe, or to obey, is equal. Now is it to be
presumed tbat the Savior, in those declarations cited 'as the basis of the objection to
our teaching, employs the term believeth, in
a private sense -jn opposition to the uni.
form usage of the word of God."
Ilch a
position Jis absurd. But if he did employ
the term faith; isolating it entirely from its
legitimate fruit; then the entire eleventh
chapter of Hebrews stands in bold contradiction to his teaching. And, indeed, this
hopeless antagonism will be found to exist
between his teaching an~ the current usage
of the writers both of the Old and New Testament ,since everywhere in the sacred canon
faith always implies obcdience, as being the
sign of its existence, and its perfection, as
a victory-gaining principle.
Any system
thai thus wrests the word of God is to be
abandoned at once. Such is the system of
faith' alone. It wrests the word of God,
perverts its true meaning and significance;
and severs the conscience of the sinner from
the obligation to obey God, thus proving
and perfecting his faith, to the salvation of
his soul. It calls off the mind of the sinner
from the gospel in its facts and commandments, and substitutes for simple belief and
obedience to these, 'an idolatry to an internal idea called faith. How many thousands ate this moment worshiping an abstract faith alone, instead of the Lord of Life
and Glory! .Hence, with them faith, in its
bare principle, as a cause, cut off from its
effects--as a mere subjective state offeeling;
an ideal, an abstraction, an imagination,-n.
nothing--is
everything, and can accom.
plish' everything in saving the soul fr.m
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Sill. Their entire fountain of experience
and comfort is found in this idealism.Hence they muse upon a faith alone, and
. narrate thcir feelings w,hile under the excitement of contemplating this internals.tate,
which they call faith, and these rccit::t1sare
their religion and the proofs of it. If yon
undertake to oppose this idolatry of self,
alld refuse to go with them in their worship
of it, then they will charg~ you with being
destitute of saving faith--meaning
their
own ideal form of faith, and persecute you
with a malicious spirit and with words born
in hell.
\Vhen Jesus says--"Hdhat
believeth on
him is not condemned"--hc does not use t1,e
term in the modern technical sense of sectarians-but
in the broad and ~ell defined
sense of the Scriptures.
lie uses it to denote
a believer who promptly and cordially obeys
God and thus submits in earn~st to the aivine commands or, will. He denotes a belie vel' who is willing to be saved on 90d's'l
own terms, and who dOi;1snot seek to install
a plan of his own, He means a faith that
works--not
a pietism-born
of oriental
philosophy, which worships subjective faith
alone, and scorns to follow in the path of
the apostles. He means an obedient faith,
or a faith immediatcly issuing in obedicnce-a faith that leads into the kingdom of heaven-that rejoices in the J?rivilege of ad~ption
into the family of God; and not that specu.
lative belief which over!qpks and rejects the
terms of the gospel, continuel:! in disobedience to the obligation ynd duty of baptism,
it may be for years, or for life i and brings,
as an effect to this disobedience, the self·
consecrated virtue of internal faith--a pure
idealism--and the ecstacies of meditation
and imagination arising from a belief dis·
conl.lected from the ordinances of Christ,
and bearing no fruit except a mystic pietism.
He means a believer in him, and not a believer in the technics of modern sectarianism, He means a true believer in God,
and not a disciple of Methodism, Baptistism,
l'resbytedanisDl,
or Popery. He means
one who "hears his word"and "believes" on
the Father, with the simplicity and natural-
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ness of a child, and not one who espouse!'
modern religious opinhms, religious pbiloso.
phies, systems of dogmatic theologies, and
endless speculations.
He means such believers as Peter, James and J'ohn, in the
days of his ministry; and such believers as
those who, on the day of Pentecost,"gladly
received the word," and not 'such speculative beli~vers as in this day reject the wod
of God, and fol ow a system of man's devising.
These declaratioRs of the Savior are in
deep and beautiful harmony with the apostolic commission as expounded on the day
of Pentecost by the chosen. Peter,
There
is no contradiction.
In every age and under:every.divinedispensationofreligion,from
Able to t~e pre;;ent day, -the true believer, or
th~ bumble obedient man, has b'een accept.
ed,blessed ~nd saved. And such will the fact
be till the epd) __The believer is begotten of
God, is born of water, is j ustificd or pardoncd, sanctified and saved. All the promises of the gospd I are his. He is thus
said to have eternal life. God calls things
that are not, as though they were. H~ is
past froIl\ dea.t,h unto life. He shall noyer
come into condemnation.
None is able
to pluck him out of his Father's hand. His
true life is hid wit~ .christ in God; and
when the Lord, esus comes again, the life
will be revealed,' for the believer will ap'
pear with Christ in glory.
The believer
has obeyed thel gospel, or he is in the act
and progress of obedience to it, He has
entered, or is e\ltering il)te the kingdom.
He is not isolated from the great or<liriance~
of the gospel, but he, is obE:dient to them,
and in honoring them, yonors Him who authorized thcm .. The bcliever does the will
of God; and, therefore builds upon a rock
whi~h no floods and no temprsts can shake.
Faith alone, builds upon the sand, and
perishes in a stormy deluge. Faith and obedience are inseperably united; and he who
tries to disconnect tliem, rcbels against
Messiah's Throne and Government, and deceives weak an~ ignorant souls to their
eternal ruin. tHe· that believeth on the Son
of God is not condemned; but is past from
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dcath unto life. This is the privilege of to such a believer so much joy as the act of
poor sinners to whom Ohrist is preached. obeying the gospel in which he enters upon
They may obey God ::mdlive forever. Remis- a new rel!Ltion to the Father, Son, and Holy
sion is fully offered to them. They, can ac- Spirit;--a relation that speaks of sins forcept the gospel at midnight, as well as at ,given, and of an i'lheritance that is incormid.day, and as the shadow,; flyaway be- ruptible in the heavens.
J. VV. Oox.
fore the clear morning sun, may rejoice, be·
_ • _
lieving in God. The obedience offaith, and
NOTHING IS LOST.
obedience to the faith, are the conditions of
Where is,the snow?
salvation; and they Qught to be ever held
'Tii not long "go
up to the heart and conscience of the sinIt covered the earth with a veil of wbite.
ner.
We heard not its footsteps soft and light,
Yet there it was in the morning bright;
It is with the heart that a man believes
N ow it hath vanished away from sight.
unto remission of sins; as it is from the heart
Not a trace remains,
that he obeys the gospel. How it is that
In fields or lanes.
a man believes the gospel with his heart is a
Where is thc frost?
mystery to our pop~lar religionists.
They
They are ltone and lostsay it is by means of a direct'impact of the
The forms of beauty last night it made.
With pictures rare were windows arrayed;
Spirit of God and the heart or spirit of a
"Be silenl/' it said; the brook obeyed.
sinner. The gORpel, as a spiritual system
Yet silencc and picturcs all did fade ..
and instrumentality, appeals to the heart.
" At the smile of the 'Sun
All was undone.
It appcals to every aspiration. desire, hope
and fear of man's moral natnre. It is the
Where is the rain?
very work of the gospel to rouse, quicken,
P'tttering it came,
Dancing along with a merry sound.
develop into the greatest activity, the heart
A grassy bed in the fields it found;
--the entire heart of man. It fastens upon
En.ch drop cn.me on the roof with a bound.
its undying longings--its unsatisfied yearnWhere is the rain? It hn.th left the ground.
ings after life, and purity, and well being;
What good hath it done,
and also upOQits untold fears of death, gui It
Gone away so soon?
Evcr,~vcr
and punishment.- It gathers up these morOur bCBt endeavor
al instincts, and brings them under special
Secmeth 10 fall like the melted snow.
and awful tuition. It carries them into n
We work out our thought wisely and slow;
universe of light, life, beauty, and peace;
The seed we sow, but it will not grow.
and also into a universe of darkness, hor.
Our hopcs, our rcso].-es-where do they go?
W/l".t do h remain?
1'01', misery and
death.
It breaks bcfore
]\femory and pain.
them the great he:trt of love-and
pours
Nothing is lostout, through dying agonies, the riches and
No snow nor frost
glories of the God head, yearning over lost
Thn.t come to cnrich the earth aga,in.
sinners. It pledges the Fountain of life to
We thank them when the ripening grain
every thirsty soul. It transports the sinner
Is waving over the hill and plain,
And the pleasant rain springs from earth again.
to a land of pure delight, and as the
A II endeth in good-waves of the chrystal river break in gentle
Water and food.
murmurs at his feet, amid sunshine, and
Never
despa ir ;
song, and unfading'flowers, it bids him to
Disappointment scar,
seize upon it all as an inheritance. freely ofThough hope seemeth vain, he patient still j
fered through the cross. Thus it engages
Thy good intent God doth fulfill.
the heart in faith-so that every one ~hat
Thy hand is weak; His powerful will
Is finishing thy life· work still.
believes at all, believes with all the heal't,
The good endeavor
To such a one, obedience is delightful and
Is lost-ah I never.
sweet as a song of home. Nothing can give
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all the dead have perished.
But Paul
clearly implies that the dead in Christ have
not perished.
Christ has risen j the dead
PAULINE THEOLOGY.--NO. III.
will all rise; the gospel is true; the promises are reliable, and the dead in Christ are
:1'lr. Hastings constantly uses the word not lost or perished. The Lord will keep
perish, under the impression that when them and bring them when he comes.
persons are said to perish, or to have perBut, is the reward of the righteous simply
ished, their conscious existence w:.tstermi- existence, and the punishment of the wicked
nated. 'When a man is said to have per- simply non-existence?
Oris the reward of
ished, is the meaning that his conscious ex- the righteous 'simply eternal existence, and
istence has terminated?
When our Savior the punishment of the wicked simply etersays, "God so loved the world that he gave nal non-existence?
Does the word perish,
his only begotten Son that he who believes simply express non-existence and the word
on him might not perish but have ever- lift simply express existence?
Certainly
lasting life," what is the exact antithesis? these important words mean more than this.
There is evidently a precise antithesis be- The word, life, in such expressions as,
tween perish and life. Is the amount of .it, "gave his orily begotten Son tbat 'he who
that one means existence and the other non- believes on him should not perish but 'have
existence?
If so, when Paul implies that everlasting life," means more than everlastthose who had fallen asleep in Christ, or ing existence. In the same way, the' word
died, had not pel'isMd, as he does 1 Cor. xv: perish, standing in lmtithesis with it, means
18, 'he implies that their existence had not more than mere non-existence.
The word
terminated.
If the meaning of the word, life, in expressions of this sort, embraces all
perish, is what Mr. Hastings assumes, then that is promised 1.0 the righteous in the
those wbo perish cease to exist, in a con future and eternal state. On the other
scous state. He, and M~teria1ists generally, band, the word perish, in expres5ions of
claim that all the dead have ceased to exist this sort, embraces all that is threatened
in a conscious. state. Then all the dead against the wicked in the future and eternal
have perished.
This, li'aul declares, by state. These words, in such expressions,
implication, is not true, in, the following is used metonimically, or a part IS menwords: "Then th~y also who ~~e fallen tioned for the whole. The "second death, "
asleep in Christ (if ~hedead rise not) "are which the wicked shall suffer, is precisely
perished."
As the dead rise, those who the same as that they shall perish. When
are fallen asleep in Christ are not perished; the threat is made, that they shall De banand if to pertsh, is to cease to have conscious ished from the presence of the Lord and the
existence, those who have fallen asleep in glory of his power, though "the words are
Christ, or died, havc Q.ot ceased to have very different, the amount is the saine as
consciolls exiFtence. Thus Mr. Hastings' as- when it is said they shall perish.
Banishsumed definition refutes his theory of the ment from the presence of the Lord and the
unconscious state of the dead. But if the glory of his power, includes all that is
word perish, when applied to human beings, meant by perishing, the second death, cast
involves the idea of the termination of their into outer: 'darkness, cast into the lake of
conscious existence, as human beings, or if fire, destroyed, tormented, or punished.the termination of conscious exi~tence is to Some times we find words expressing pun<
perish, and the conscious existence of all ishment, sometimcs the result, but the same
the d~ad is terminated, then all the dead, thing is meant, or rather, embraced, when
both good and bad, have perished. Or, if the eternal state of the wicked is alluded to.
to die is to perish, and dying, or perishing
The punishment of the finally incorrigible,
is to ceaee to have consci01.lsex.istence, then or impenitent, is one thing, no matter how
I
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many forms 'of expression may be found in sinned and were cast into tartarus, are bound
reference'to it. No matter whether it be in everlasting chains. The word "everlastalluded to literally, or figuratively; wheth- ing," here comes not from aionion, but
er it be called misery, torment, or punish- aidiois, and occurs in but one other place
ment; nor is it any matter how the punish- in the New Covenant, where it expresses
ment shall be inflicted, it is the same thing. the duration of the ,existence of the God- .
If we read of being cast into the lake of head, or the Divinity.
See Jude, 6.-fire in one place and being beaten with This expresses the duration of the punishmany stripes in another, we are not to con- ment, the same as if applied directly to it.
clude that two things are meant. It is the The same thing is called torment, misery
same punishment represent€d in two ways. and punishment.
His not the consequence
The second death rep-resents the same that is everlasting, but the punishment
thing. Punishment is the literal word. itself. The chains, binding in punishment,
Torment and misery, though literally results, are everlasting, or power, of which cbain is
are mentioned for the whole. In the same a figure. The fire in which the wicked are
way, when it is said of the wicked, they to be punished, no matter whether literal,
shall perish, be destroyed, lost, cast into or metaphorical, shall never be quenched.
outer darkness, into the lake of fire, or ban- They shall be tormented day and night for
ished from the presence of the Lord, 'we are ever and ever. They shall go away into
not to think that they are so many distinct everlasting punishment.
things to be donc, but different representaA man lost, is not a man not in existence.
tions of the same thing. We may not be The prodigal son was lost, destroyed or
able to tell precisely what 'the punishment perished, (appollumt) when away from his
will consist in, or how the Lord will inflict father's house, but as really in conscious
it; but of one thing we may re'lt assured, existence as after he was received home.
and that is, that when the Lord has thr,eat- The sheep that was lost (appolumi) was as
ened punishment in time past, as in the actually in existence as the ninety-nine not
case of the angels who sinned, the Ante- lost. The lost sheep of the house of Israel,
diluyians, Sodomites, Egyptians and Jews, were as really in existence "hile lost, as
he fulfilled his word to the letter and vindi- those from among them were after they
cated the honor of his government.
What were found. A man lost, as the rich man,
then may we expect when the terrible, fear- who lifted up his eyes in hades iIi torment,
ful and awful threatenings of the New Cov- is in existence as certainly as a man in
enant shall be fulfilled, in reference to those heaven is in existence. 1'he statement that
who obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus a man is lost, destroyed or perished, whethChrist?
er referring to man in this or the future
When we read of everlasting fire, it is no state, is no proof that the man is not in condifference whether we take the fire to be scious existence, as we find references to
literal, or figurative, whether the wicked persons and things destroyed, where we
will literally be punished in fire, or fire is know they were as really in existence as
only employed as imagery to represent the things not destroyed. A man in everlasting
punishment; still, there stands the word punishment, is lost, destroyed, perished,
everlasting"expressing its duration, which tormented in misery and suffering, but in
really expresses the duration of the punish- existence as much as the saved.
ment. When we read of the fire that shall
The Lod. says, Matt. xxv: 46, "These
never be quenched, no matter whether the shall go away into everlasting punishment."
fire is literal, or metaphorical, it stands for This is literal. The same thing is called
the punishment, declaring to a man who "the second death."
The same is implied
understands its import, that the punish- where we read of their being "cast into the
ment shall never cease. The angels who lake of firc':--"being cast into hell-fire ;':
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(the fire of gehenna) the same precisely is be glad to converse on the subject of reembraced in destroy, perish, lost and all ligion.
S. Yes I would. Religion is my chief
the other expressions applied to the wicked
concern.
I understood you to say last
in the eternal state. You are not to infer
night
in
your
discourse, that he who waited
from anyone of these expressions 'precisely
what the punishment will consist of, but for the Holy Spirit to come into his heart,
never forget that '.'the wicked shall not go and reveal to him that he is a sinner before
unpunished"-that
"these (the wicked) God, is deluded. Am I correct in this?
C. That is what I Baid substantially.
I
shall go away into everlasting punishme~t"
-"into
the fire that shall never be would have it understood also that I would
quenched"-"tormented
day and night for- say it in all kindness, and yet in all confi, ever 'and ever"-that
the Lord says, "With dence that it is true.
S. You think then there are no revelalies you have made the heart of the righttions
made by the Holy Spirit now?
eous sad, whom I have not made sad, and
C.
Are any needed beside those recorded
strengthened the hands of the wicked that
in
the
Bible?
he should not return from his wicked way,
S.
I have as much confidence in the
by promising him life."
See Ez. xiii: 22.
written
word as you have, I presume.
The punishment of the wicked is not to be
C. If a man should believe all that i~ to
evaded, nor set aside in the public mind,
by an attempt on the one hand to show that be believed in the Bible, and obey all that
they will be stricken out of conscious exist- is there commanded, would the Lord bless
ence, nor on the other hand, by promising him?
S. Well, yes, I suppose he would, but
them life-that
they shall all be holy and
happy. The Lord will punish the wicked he cannot do that without faith, and it is
precisely enough, and at the right time, and the gift of God.
C. How does God give faith?
we need give ourselves no special trouble
S. Paul says, (1 Cor. 12: 9;) He gives
about it. He will also reward the righteous.
to
anotherfaith, by the same Spirit.
There
In one word, he will judge the world in
it
is
plain,
enough,
that
faith
is
given
by
the
righteousness by that man whom he has
Spirit
of
God.
ordained.
B. F
C. Paul is there speaking of miraculous
gifts of the Spirit, and the faith of which
he was speaking was possessed by one, and
not by all the members at Corinth.
S. Well, I know very well how it was in
DIALOGUE ABOUT THE HOLY SPIRIT.
Between a Christian, or one who believes my experience, and hundreds and thousands
I
that all Scripturelgiven by inspit'ation of God of others can testify to the same thing.
is profitable, for doctrine, for reproof, for cor- was going on in my sins heedless of heaven
-rection, for instruction' in righteousness, that or hell, when one day it suddenly came into
the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly my mind that I was a great sinner in the
furnished unto all good works: and a Spir- sight of God, and unless I repented, I must
itualist, or one who believes that, in addi. forever perish. N ow if it was not the Spirit
tion to the Gospel, and previous to believing of God that made that known to me, what
it, the heart must be regenerated by the was it?
C. Had you never read, nor heard the
operation of the Holy Spirit, and that revelations are made to the sinner by the Spirit. Bible read before that time? Does not the
Spiritualist.
Good morning brother Bible teach that all men have sinned before
God?
Christia!l.
S. Yes, I had read and heard the Bible
Christian.
I am pleased to meet you,
and trust you are in good health, and would read, but I never had such feelings before,
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and they were produced by the Holy Spirit. miracles, then they are not according to
C. Certainly, your conviction of sin the will of God, and he who trusts to them
was produced by the Holy Spirit, for that is deceived.
is one of the things he was to do when he
S. You seem to forget that the Spirit
came. How was the Spirit to convince the was to convince the world of sin, righteousworld of sin?
ness andjudgment.
John, xvi: 8. Besides
S . We can not tell how, as Jesus said to the carnal mind is enmity against God.
Nicodemus, the wind bloweth where it Rom. viii: 7.
listeth, but thou canst not tell whence it
C. I have not forgotten that passage in
cometh and whither it goeth, so is every ope John. Jesus said to his apostles, "It is exthat is born of the Spirit.
There is scrip- pedient for you that I go away: for if I go
ture.
\ not away the Comforter will not come unto
C. Jesus was not talking to Nicodemus you; but if I depart I will send him unto
about the wind, nor did he use the word wind you." J uhn xvi: 7. The Lord had said
but pneuma, spirit.
He said, the Spirit before, John 14: 17, of the Comforter, that,
breathes where he pleases, and thou hearest the world cOltld not receive him. He would
his voice, but canst not tell whence he guide the apostles into ALL the truth.
cometh and whither he goeth, so is every John xvi: 13.
one born, or begotten by the Spirit.
S. vYelI, that is just as I thought. You
S. You may say what you will about deny the operation of the Spirit entirely and
the translation, I know that I was born have nothing but the word of God. I feel
again, and I cannot tell how it was, any the need of religion that has the Holy Spirit
more than I can tell where the wind comes in it.
from and goes to.
C. Any religion that is not revealed by
C. How do you know then that you the Spirit of God anu confirmed by miracles,
were born again?
I will not recaive as divine. No other reS. Because I felt my burden of sin re- Iigion than that taught in the Bible has
moved, and that God had revealed His Son these marks of· divinity upon it. The
in me and shed abroad his love in my heart apostles of Christ, inspired by the Spirit,
by the Holy Ghost.
spoke and wrote all the truth concerning
C. Jesus said to Nicodemus, overy one man's salvation, and whatever effect their
is born by hearing what the Spirit says, preaching produced was wrought by the
and James says, of His own will begat He Holy Spirit. The word of the Holy Spirit
ns with the word of truth. Jas. i: 18. And is still true, living and effectual to every
Peter declares that we are born again--man that believes it. 'rhe authority of the
by the word of God, which liveth and Lord is still with what his Spirit spoke by
abideth forever. I. Peter, 1: 23.
the apostles, and will be always.
S. WelI; I know that things were made
S. Can not the Holy Spirit make reveknown to me that I never read nor heard lations now as well as fot-merly, and are
in the Bible.
they not just as necessary?
C. Wer~ those things confirmed by mirC. There is no need of new revelations,
acles, that were made known to you? because those we have are sufficient to th01'S. No, I cannot say that they were. oughly furnish the man of God to all good
But why do you ask that question?
works. "The Spirit of God searcheth all
C. Because the revelations recorded in. things, yea the deep things of God--the Gospel were confirmed by signs, and which also we speak." 1. C0r. ii: 10, 13.
wonders, and divers miracles, and gifts of We speak the .hings, says Paul, that are.
the Holy Spirit, according to the will of freely given to us of God. Would you
God. Heb. ii: 4. and, because these reve- have more than all the truth, more than all
lations you speak of are not confirmed by things given to us of God?
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for Adam's transgression, as it is called.~
Now, if the·atonement was not equal to the
offence, the mission of Christ has failed of
its object, and God did not, or could not,
complete what He had commenced. The
remedy was insufficient for the disease.Then, the only logical conclusion at which .we can arrive, is this, if Christ died for the
sins of the world, His death, to accomplish
its object, must restore every individual to
the position they would have maintained toward God had Adam not sinned. If but
one is left unrestored, the mission of Christ
is incomplete, "for as in Adam all die,
even so in Ohrist shall all be made alive."
There are no exceptions, as all die, even
so shall all be made alive.
To my first question, you affirm, that is,
admit that God is perfect in all his attributes. To perfection there can be nothing
added. Then, God has all power and wisdom, and He possessing all these, there can
UNIVER S,ALISM.
none higher in heaven or earth, and conseSalem Station, 0., Feb. 21,1863.
quently, God could create all things as He>
ELDER FRANKLIN-Dear
Sir:- With
desired, there being none to dictate to Him,
your permission, and in accordance with the
or rival or to thwart Him. Who will say that
request expressed in my article, I would
God did not do all this? Surely not I. In redesire to say something concerning the
gard to "man's reasonings and deductions
questioni I submitted to you, a~d your courfrom His attributes and perfections" being
teous replies thereto.
Different minds, it
"very imperfect, "I would say, we reason"
appears, cannot see the same things in the
from the light we have; and "how can man
same light, and an interchange of thoughts,
reason but from what he knows;" from the
sometimes may be of no harm, at least.perfect book of nature, which is an exhibiTruth, a bright jewel of the world, never
tion of the capacities of its Author, and His
suffers from investigation.
In what I shall
revelation, as He gave it to man? God cansay, I will attempt as much brevity as a
not contradict Himself.
To my second
clear elucidation of the subject will adquestion, you also affirm,-namely,
that
mit.
"God created man the being He designed
In the first place, let me call your attenhim to be." This at once and finally settles
tion to the fact that you entirely overlooked
the question that God has not, nor now is,
my fourth question, namely, "Did the death
disappointed in man, and that man has done
of Ohrist restore the posterity of Adam to
nothing but what God had anticipated and
the position they would have occupied had
provided for. Man has only employed the
Adam not fallen?"
faculties given to him by God, and has but
. Now this is a very important question, as
followed the teachings of a nature given
much, if not more so, then any of the othhim by God-not one of his own creation.
ers, for in it are involved the issues whether
God could not, in justice, expect man to act
. or not God could provide for and meet the
contrary to his own nature, nor would God
events which ·he foreknew would take place
require man to obey laws ihat were in enin Hill creation. Ohrist was prepared betire opposition to this nature, and which God
fore the foundation of the world to atone

S. Here are some things I never noticed
before. But there are a great many passages in the Bible that sustain my views that
I cannot call to mind now, but I may at
some other time.
C. It will afford me pleasure to talk
with you at length on the Bible, but meantime be assured that he who waits for revelations from the Holy Spirit besides those
already revealed and confirmed by miracles,
waits for what he will never realize, but is
deceived. From this may the Lord preserve all who love Him.
J. M. HENRY, Reporter.
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knew the great majority of mankind would ous creation, and that it was for the ultimate
disregard, and then suspend upon the diso- good of His children, its highest and best
bedience of these laws, their eternal mis- link upon earth. God's creation is a unit
ery. Certainly God is more wise and just -it was made as He designcd it to be. His
than that. It makes no difference whatever almighty attributes brought it from chaos
in this quest"on; that Gad created us but to.perfection, and no created being hali)the
men.
God could create as perfect a man, power to change it. Now, can it be possible,
and adapt his surrounding circumstances to that God has delegated to man the power to
him, as He could create a perfect angel, or mar its fairest part, the ruin of himself etereven a Christ. This is incontrovertible.-nally.
In regard to your assertion, then, man could
If man waEl once perfect as God designed
not have been man unless lef frce to sin. him to be, as you affirm, can he be imperfect
I cannot see its validity.
There is, strictly now? To do this, man must possess a powspeaking, no a~solute freedom of the will.er superior to that of God, a power that
Man's will is governed by motives-he
has thwar~ed God's plans in regard to man.
chooses a thing be~ause a superior interest, This power man could not give himself; it
or greater gratification is connected with it must then come from God. And if God
than with another.
This, and this alone, granted it to him, knowing in what manner
controls his choice where two things are of he would employ it, who, I would ask, is reequal interest to him. He cannot decide be- sponsible for the awful consequences?
twecn them. • .
You ask me, "Does Universalism reform
To my third question, you reply that any body, or make any body any better in
Adam was a pe.rfect man." Here we again this world?
I mots emphatically answer it
agree; but I am sorry that we must so soon does . .It does this by maintaining this charpart company again; for I suppose you will acter of a perfect and immutable God; dianot agree with me that Adam was not a more countenancing the idea that G-od has been
perfect man than either you or I, even in a thwarted in His creation, and that man is
moral point of view. 'I'o attest this, we not as God designed him to be .. It does
have the fact, that Adam yielded to the very this by appealing to all the better faculties
first temptation that beset him. Had Adam of our nature, teaching us that we are yet
been a perfect being, in the sense that this the dear children of our heavenly Father,
term has been defined to the world, he and 'yet the heirs at eternal happiness, and
would have maintained his integrity.
This not degraded out-casts, our inheritance lost
is proof that Adam had the same nature be- to us, because we do not live contrary to our
fOJe he fell, that he had afte].' it, and we af- natures. It does this by claiming that God
ter him. It is true that man is a subject of is yet the kind Father of all, and not their
law, laws adapted to his capacities, but not enemy, condemning him for an act which
of laws he .••cannot obey without going en- he had no lot nor doing in. It does this by
tirely contrary to his nature. God certain- maintaining for God a character of lovc and
ly knew that Adam would act as he did up- mercy, and not one of anger and revenge.on this occasion. Then why did He subject It does this by drawing us to God by a rehim to the temptation, and place the future presentation of His lovely and holy characdestiny of mankind upon the result, when ter, and not the hard onc of driving us to
He had the power to prevent it? This is God by threats and exc:ted fears. It probut charging injustice upon God. For one, claims the duty of us doing right towards
I have It higher admiration of my God than our fellow men, from principle, as God has
to do this. I rest assured upon thewisdom done right towards us, and not from the
of God, and from this reason that this act penalties of our human laws. It teaches us
of our first parents was but a n!lcessary to raise our aspirations of praise to our high
link in the grand chain of God's harmoni- exalted, true, and glorious God, a Father
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that is good to all, and not to a God of par- store the posterity of Adam to the position
tiality, or one of failed designs. lt reformR they would have occupied had Adam not
by teaching us that the penalties of trans- fallen?"
Certainly not, for had Adam
gression follow close upon the act and can- not fallen, he and his posterity would not
not be escaped, and not that they are defer- have died; and the death of Christ docs
red to a future judgement day, or can be es- not prevent them from dying. But after
caped by repentanc~.
after the penalty of death has been inlt reforms by maintaining that the reward fli.cted, through Christ, the second Adam,
of doing good is a greater incentive to right they all shall be made alive, or raised
action, than the fear of future eternal pun· from the dead. "As by Adam all die,
ishment.
(How few the latter restrains even so by Christ all shall be made alive."
from crime.) But in conclusion, 1 would Precisely what was lost to the descendsay, Universalism betters mankind by being ants of Adam, without their consent, voin unison with the whole created plan of lition or action, by his transgression, was
God, and with our natures, and by erlist. restored by Christ, or, as Paul says, by
ing all the better attributes of our being, hy his righteousness, without their consent,
'leaving us to occupy the position in which ,olition or action. Paul makes the death
God has placed us, the co-workers with God of Adam precisely equal to the lesurrecin advancing the great creative plan, and tion by Christ. Whatwas lost by Adam
not by representing us to be degraded out- shall be gained by Christ. All the decast beings of a disappointed and angered scendants of Adam are under the conseGod.
quences of the Adamic transgression, but
To your second question, in which the not the guilt, and when restored from tho
same terms are embraced, but applied to the penalty of the Adamio transgression,
future world, I answer, as we are improved in there is no condemnation.
Through
the present world, so we enter the future Christ all will be justified from the
world, some greatly advanced, and others Adamic transgression, in a resurrection
but little, with all intermediate grades of from the dead; all who will then be can·
advancement, and we there progress towards dem.ned, will be condemned for their own
perfection eternally.
sins, and not for the Adamic sin, The
What I have said here has been uttered in salvation from the Adamic sin, or its penall kindness and fraternal love, andis meant aIty, will be universal.
We have no
as an inquiry after truth, that great princi. fears that any of the posterity of Adam
pIe that must ultimately prevail. Though will ever be punished in the future world
covered up by the rubbish of ages, it will for Adam's sin. 'w 0 are not preaching
yet resurrect itself and stand forth in all its to men to save them from the Adamic sin,
native grandeur, and obtain the homage of but to save them from their own sins. We
mankind.
are not trying to induce IDen to repent of
Yours truly,
the Adamie sin, but their own sin·s.G. L. PURDY. There is a long chapter beyond the Adamic
sin, demanding our attention.
We invite
the Dr.'s attention· to the following:
REPLY.
1. "Marvel not at this, for the hour is
We have not now at hand our answer
to the Dr's. questions, and cannot recollect coming, in the which an who are in their
precisely what it was. We shall, there- graves shall hear his voice, and shall come
fore, proceed to answer the foregoing. forth; those who have done good, to the
The Dr. thinks we entirely overlooked resurrection of life; and those who have
his fourth quesLion. We will try then, done evil, to the resurrection of eondemand not entirely overlook it now. It is nation.'~ John v: 28-29. Their coming
as follows: "Did the death of Christ re; forth to life, or condemnation, does· not
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turn upon the Adamic sin. They shall
all come forth or be raised from the dead,
both good and bad, those who have done
good to life, and those who have done
evil to condemnation.
The whole matter
turns upon their own doing good or evil.
II. "He became the author of eternal
salvation to all them who obey him."
Heb. v.'9. He saves all. men from the
penalty of the Adamic sin, by raising
them from the dead, but he is the author
of eternal salvation to all them who obey
him. ME:lllmay be saved from the penaUy of the Adamic sin, or raised from the
dead, and then be lost, or never obtain
the eternal salvation from the penalty of
their own sins.
III. "If the word spoken i:>yangels was
Ilteadfast, and every transgression 'and
disobedience received a just reeompenee
of reward, how shall we escape if we neglect so gre'at salvation?"
Here, it will be
perceived, a man may not escape, but
lose the great salvation by his own neg·
lect, and not by the Adamic sin. See
Reb. ii: 2.
IV. "!fany man shall take away from
the words of, the book of this prophecy,
God shall take away his part out of the
book oflife,. and out of the ~holy city, and
out of the things written therein."
See
Rev. xxii; 19. What is the reason here
given for a man's part being taken away
out of the book of life and out of the holy
city? Certainly not the AdaLlic sin, but
his own sin, in taking away from the
book of this prophecy.
Can a man be
saved whose part is taken away out of
the book of life, and out of the holy city
and out of the things wdtten therein?
V. "Then shall they say, Lord, when
saw we thee ahungered, or athirst, or a
stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison
and did not minister to thee? Then shall
he answer them, saying, inasmuch as you
did it not, to one of the least of these, you
did it not to me. These shall go away
into everlasting punishment,
but the
righteous into life eternal."
Matt. xxv:
44-46. In this case, the reason given for
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their going away into everlasting punishment, is not the Adamic sin, but their own
sin-you did it not to me.
,
These Scriptures we gIve as an exponent of the New Covenant, on tbe
ground 6f future punishment.
It is not
the Adamic sin, but the sins of those who
shall be punished.
The apostles never
commended any man to repent of the
Adamic sin, seek salvation from it, or
threatened any punishmen t in the future
world on account of it: Christians, and
even infants, suffer the penalty of the
Adamie sin, but Jesus, in the resurrection,
saves all from from the Adamie sin, and
none will be lost in the future world only
those lost for their own sins.
Our very, pleasant and affable friend,
Dr. Purdy, has fallen into the deceptive
meshes of philosophy, speculation and
metaphysics, in which a man may wind
round and round till he will actually think
the opposite direction from home is the
precise course homeward.
It is the
easiest thing in the world for the fill(st
head ever put upon the neck of a man, to
be set to swiming and running round
almost as if partially under the influence
of cloriform, by launching into the general
labarynths of subtle reasonings from the
attributes of the Deity. yvhat does any
man know of the attributes of the Deity
apart from the revelation in the Bible?
What can a man learn of the win of God,
in reasoning from the attributes of the
Deity, compared with what hll may learn
from the clearly expressed will of God as
found spread upon the pages of inspira.
tion? Where did any prophet, or inspired teaeLer, ever send any human
being to reasoning on the attributes of
the Deity to learn the will of God? Philosophers have been reasoning, speculating and making deductions from the attributes of God for ages, and what have
they, learned from it all? Absolutely
nothing. No two of them agree. They
have 'arrived at no settl~d condusion.
They have deduced no settled system
from these attributes and never will if
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they should reason a thousand years
longer. The reason is, that there is nothing tangible, clear and intelligible in this
method of attempting to obtain knowledge.
Another difficulty is, that when men
undertake to deduce a system from the
attributes of God, nature, or what some
call "the light of n<J.ture," or "the book
of nature," they never fail to get a system
which contradicts the clearly revealed
will of God in the Bible. When they
aTrive at this point, they have such an
affection for their theory, or system, composed of their own deductions from the
attributes of the Deity, that they will
hold on to it at the expense of giving up
,the Bible. If we could see those who
talk of learning the will of God from
reasoning on the attributes of God, reading the Bible, appreciating it, loving it,
obeying it, becoming Christians and keeping the commandments of God, as set
forth in the Bible, we should have much
more confidence in their mode of reason
ing. We know not how it is in the case
of our worthy, friend, Dr. Purdy, but as a
general thing, this plan of reaE>oningle~ds
men to evade and avoid the clearest requirements in thc oracles of God-even
the initiatory steps to enter into covwant
with God. This shows that their reasoning sets aside the Bible authority with
them.
Again, i'f the attributes of the Deity
toach Universalism, it is a wonder that no
inspired prophet or apostle ever discovered it, or that no other person ever
knew of even Restorationism
till hnndreds of years after the birth of Christ I
If modern no·future-punishment Universalism is taught by the attributes of the
Deity, it is a wonder that no man, ever
found it out before the time afRosea Bal.
lou I What a loss to the world, too, if this
doctrine lS true, that six thousand years
should have· passed away before it was
discovered., especially if it is as useful as
the Dr. thinks!
The preaching of it can
do no one any good so far afl the world

to come is concern cd, if true; for, in that
world, all will be saved whether they
ever heard the doctrine preached or not.
The only benefits it professes to bestow
are for this world, and yet centuries passed
away and even thousands of years before
it was found out! Indeed, even now,
there is not one in a million of the human
race that knows any thing about it or
believes anything in it. It the purpose·
of God was to reveal Universalism to any
considerable portion of our race in this
world, he has, up to this time, made a
failure I The Pagan idea of a future 'punishment, as Universalists
style it, has
prevailed almost universally.
Can it be
that the doctrine is written so clearly on
the attributes of the Deity, and yet that
the world has remained so long in almost
universal ignorance of it ?
Our worthy correspondent settles every
question by reasoning.
lie' gives us
some fine reasoning, showing how Universalism is calculated to reform men!
But this is to us, as if he would show US
an ague pill, which he had been giving
for years without curing anybody, ::md
make a fine argument, showing its chemical pr()perties and how it would certainly
cure. We would prefer some facts and
less philosopby.
We sbould say, Dr.,
refer us to some cases, where your pills
have actually oured ague. In the same
way, in the otber case, we say, Dr., refer
us to the instance where Universalism
has reformed men. True, we are acquainted with some clever gentlemen
who are Universalists,
civil, moral and
correct in their business transactions, but
no more so since they are Universalists
than they were before. Weare
not
aware of a'town, community or individual
reformed in the least by Universalism,
Nor do we believe there is one particle of
reformatory power in it. We believe, as
the prophet says, Ezk; xiii: 22, that it
strengthens the hands of the wicked that
he should not return from hiB wicked
way, to promise him life.
Before we dismiss the Dr.'s artIcle we
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must notice his L1loreeffective punishment. "The Dr. replies, "Yes sir, this is the pun.
His present punishment, or punishment ishment you must suffer, and from it
in this life, he thinks more effective in there is no escape. And then,. there is
restraining men from sin than the threat- no lay credit. The accountis kept square
cned punishment in the world to come. and you get your punishment as you go
He believes in no debt and credit in this along." The man inquires, "And, Dr., is
platter, Qut that men are punished as they this hell, that we suffer as we go along?"
go along-that
the account is squared "Yes," replies the Dr., "you get your
as we .go along. This punishment, he punishisement as you go along: I do not
maintains is' certain and there is no escape believe any long credit is to pe settled up
from it by repentance.
All that is in the world to come. The punishment
smooth, pretty and has about it an air of is all in this life. You are now suffering
plalAsibility; but we have several things for your sins." Inj:ltead of reforming, the
to inquire in reference to it, as follows:
man would probably reply, "Well, Dr., if
1. What is his punishment, that IS re- this is the punishment I am to suffer for
ceived as men pass along in this life? Is my sins-if this is the hell I am to suffer
it the compunctions of conscience? Who for all my sins against God, it is so mild
denies that punishment, if it be such? that I should have passed through it
Who denies that men who are not past without knowing that I was in hell at a]],
feeling' have compunctions of conscience? had you not enlight~ned me. And now,
What other punishment has he, in this Dr., to be candid with you, I would
life, that all others have not as much as rather remain in it forever, than. to die
he? All the consequences of sin, that and risk the prospect of your universal
follow in this life, are believed in, and happiness."
known to oxist, by all others as much as
III. We do not like the Dr.'s teaching,
by Universalists.
All others have all because it does away with repentance, or,
there is in this to deter men from sin and at least, the ground of it .. Except you
the tremendous influence of the belief that repent you shall perish, says the Lord.
those who die in their sins will be punIV. We do not like the Dr.'s teaching
ished in the world to come.
because it contradicts the Scriptures.
II. Since the Dr. is a philosopher, and The apostle says, "The Lord knows how
delights to reason, we beg his attention to deliver the godly out of temptation
to a few considerations.
He is, if we un. and to reserve the unjust' unto the day of
derstand him, a warm advocate of tem- judgment to be punished." II. Peter ii: 9.
ance. Suppose, then, he finds the poor Again, the heavens and the earth, which
man addicted to habits of intoxication, are now, by the same word, are kept in
and he und~rtakes to reform him, by store, reserved unto fire against the day of
preaching his doctrine to him. In his judgment and perdition of ungodly men."
effort, he addresses him as follows:
II. Peter iii: 7.
B. F.
"My dear friend, do you not perceive
th:\t by your dissipation, you are ruining
The full assurance of faith consists. in a.
your estate?
That you will prostrate
feeling application to Christ, or taking
your reputation?
That you will dis- Christ to myself: being persuaded, that,
grace your tamily?
That your eyes by God's free gift, Jesus Christ is mine j
are becoming blood-shot?
That your that I shall surely' have life and salyation
face is becoming bloated? That your con- by him, a life of holiness and a life of hapstitution is becoming ilhattered?
That piness; and that whatever Christ did and
suffered for the redemption of anyone of
you are suffering for your sins as you go the human race, he did the same for me j
along ?" The man replies to him, "Dr. as for any soul in all the creation of God.
is this the punishment for dissipation? -Ryland.
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THE GOSPEL-AN INDUCTION.
In considering the conditions on which
faith rests it may be stated, without fear of
contradiction, that in the absence of facts
and testimony, it is never known.
The
whole Bible recognizcs the truth of this assertion,and it corresponds with the reason
and experience of all men.
There was nothing in the system of natUlie that indicated to Noah, that a flood in
one hundred and twenty years would come
upon the world of the ungodly. All things
apparently stood up to his day in creation,
as at the beginning.
No changes in the
earth nor in the sky-no barometer spiritual or physical pointed out to Noah,
the flood of water. All signs were against
him. If he had taken counsel from the age,
or his own senses, or head or heart, the decision would have been against it. How did
he know it? Whence came his faith in one
of the most stupendous judgments that ever fell upon the earth? Was it by the di.rect influence of the Spirit in the Christian
sense of that word? It was by revelation.
It originated in words. It rested upon the
oracle of GOll to him. This is expressly
declared by Paul-"By
faith Noah, leing
warned of God of things not seen as yet,
moved with fear, prepared .an ark to the
saving of his house; by the which he condemned the world, and became heir of the
righteousness which is by faith." Heb.xi: 7.
Gen. vi: 5-22.
In plain language God declared to Noah
that he would destroy the earth with a flood
because of its wickedness, and Noah believed
what he saitl, and did what he commanded;
and by his faith and 0 bedience he and his
family were saved. But it may be said, that
this was a special revelation to him, and is
unique and pec.uliar. True, but he might
have treated it with neglect and scorn, as
Balaam afterwards did, when the Spirit
made revelations to him. Noah believed
the word spoken, and acted accordingly.His family also believed and acted in con-
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cert with him and were saved. All the
prophets had special revelations made to
them, and believed the words which they received and wrote, and the oracles they have
left were "written afore time for our learning,
that we through patience and comfort of
the Scriptures might have hope." Rom.
xv: 5.
If they, the early Christians had hope,
they first must have had faith in the Scriptures, for n.o one has hope of the fulfillment
of a promise who does not believe the promise.
To make the objection valid, as in the
case of Noah, every man who believes, ought
to have a special revelation made to him!
This would convert all the Lord's people
into prophets, and would reduce us to the
condition of the Spiritualists, who, rejecting the written word, depend upon oracular
communication!:! from they know not who.
Indeed we all remember well, when it
was thc common opinion of neoarly all the
sects, that faith waS revealed directly from
the Spirit to the sinner, and this opinion is
not even now obsolete. Nothing has brought
so much dishonor upon the word of God as
this, and kept so many thousands out of
the church and heaven. It has led men to
look into their own hearts for faith, rather
than to Christ, the object of faith. To exspect new and strange impulses and special
inspirations from God, instead of examining
the Scriptures to know whether Jesus is
the Christ the Son of God. Break but this
spell-this
wicked device of the adversary,
and thousands would obey the truth, and
purify:their souls, and come under the Christian institution.
There is one class of persons, we find it
extremely difficult to persuade to unite with
the people of God. They are those who
have believed the gospel from their child.
hood. They never knew the day when they
did not believe; but they have been taught
that this faith received in the simplicity of
childhood and unmixed with doubt is not
the faith of Christ. They never had any
strong and pungent convictions of sin.They never at anyone time seriously set
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themselves to seek the Lord. They may have We have no sympathy with those who would
sought reltgion, and this has been the cause ridicule, when they ought to teach; and
of their delay and difficulty. They had al- scoff when they o~ght to wecp; or jar the
ways known the Lord. They believed the prejudices, when they ought to allay then-.
Scriptures.
They drank into the faith of Much less would we taunt the "sects" with
the gospel from the breasts of their mothers. profane words about "Holy Ghost,religion!'
,But thcy were turned away from the Lord We utterly abhor and condemn all such
to seek religion I There is no such thing rudeness; and will not fail to reprove pubknown in the Bible, as "seeking religion." licly, as they deserve, anyone, who has so
Religion is not to be sought--but
to be little of the spirit of Christ as to indulge in
done. J as. i: 27. "The Jews' religion," such boorish and basc -born utterances.
was found at Mt. Sinai, when God gave the' Infinite mischief has been done to the causc
fiery law; and. the Christian religion was of Ohrist by such vulgar and unfeeling
found at Mt. Zion, and given to the apostles minds. Constantly has it been thrown in
for the benefit of the world, and these relig- my face, when I have tried to convert sinions-or divine institutions have never been ners from the evil of their ways. The
lost. God expressly commands the Jews base coinage of the gutter, has passed
".Not to seek after their own heart." Num. from hand to hand, polluting every thing
xv: 38. David says, "Sal vation is far from it has touched. It is seldom I have heard.
the wicked."
Why? "for they se~k not anyone make use of the term, and never,
thy statues." Ps. cxix: 155. He command- but from the ignorant and besotted. Let it
cd all Israel to "keep and seek the com- die the death.
.
mandments of the Lord, that you may posPaul, at Athens, when there were thirty
sess this good land." I. Ohron. xxviii: 8. thousand gods, in teaching them the way of
And to Solomon he said, "If thou seek him truth, used no ~lang words-no
bitter
(the Lord) he will be found of thee," 9th v. taunts-no
irony: "I perceive, Atheneans,
Of Josiah it is said, "while he was yet young, that you are too much addicted to the worhe began to seek after the God of David his ship of Demons." Nothing could have been
father." II. Chron. xxxiv: 3. Ezra "pre- more faithful, or more courteous. If the
pared his heart to seek the law of the Lord Savior would caution men "how they hear,"
and to' do it." Ezra vii: 10.
surely he is equally concerned "how we
We are commanded and exhorted to seek speak."
"Preach the word," is Paul's exthe Lord-to
seek his law-his
word-his
hortation to Timothy.
"In all things
commandments-his
favor-his kingdomshowing thyself a pattern of good works.
his righteousness-to
seek for the old paths, In doctrine, uncorrnptness, gravity, sincerity,
to seek his face, his name, to seek wisdom, sound speech, that cannot be condemned;
seek judgment.; to seek ye out of the book that he that is of the contrary part may be
of the Law of the Lord-seek
good, not ashamed, having no evil thing to say of
evil; seek Jesus, seek for glory, honor and you." Titus, ii: 7,8.
immortality.
Seek those things which are
I thank God, that I have lived to see a
above-seek a country, a city out of sight, better race than what has passed away;
but no where, in the popular sense of the and that a purer speech is heard among
term "to seek religion."
Those who find, those who plead for a return to the Gospel
what they are thus commanded to seelc will of Christ. They have caught the spirit of
"do religion."
Him, who was "meek and condescending"
We do not speak thus, because we feel in his bearing and teaching, in hiti addresses
indifferent to the care and anxiety-the
to sinners. But much is yet to be learned.
grief and anguish of those who are anxious
I judge that in proportion to our knowlabout their souls. We would not offend edge of the word, and our ability to preaph
one of these little ones who believe in Jesus and to teach it; and our sincere devotion
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to it-just so far as we have the truth and
feel its pcwer in our own hearts;
and as it
is incorporated with all our thinking moods;
just with the hold it has upon our heads,
onr hearts, our consciences and our lives,
and the spirit which dictated-so
wili be
our success in winning souls to Ghrist. We
should, with all our heart, believe it and be
willing to die for it, and for those who have
like precious faith. Our confidence in '"the
living God" should be unshaken. We
,should preach the word, as God's power to
save men. We should pray with all prayer
and supplication in the Spirit for success
jn our calling, and then, will Chri~t be
glorified by us, and sinners be converted to
God.
JAMES OHALLEN.
DAVENPORT.

CHRIST IAN

believed that sects arose among the Jews in
the days of the Ptolemies. after the conquests of Alexander the Great, after the
Grerian philosophy was introduced into
Judea-one
hundred and forty-four years before Christ. Pharisees, Saducees, Essenes
Scribes, Lawyers, Samaritans, Rerrodians,
Gallileans and ZeaLlts sprung up among
the Jews, then were born traditions, and
they and the law were the basis of ancient
sects, as the Bible and creeds or modern
traditions are the basis of modern sects.
E'omething, therefore, besides the Bible is
necessary to constitute a sect. All parties
ancient and modern, who have any other
rule of faith
and practice, than the
Bible, are sects and not the Jewish or the
Ohristian congregation.
We have done
these sects great injustice by dignifying
them with the name churches.
1'he cong-regation of Jesus Christ, is one and indivisible.
The Bible does not allow of sects
any more than it does of murder or drunk.
enness, for the -Scripture style sect and
heresy mean the same thing. Rent and

THE; ANALOGY. BETWEEN THE AN- schism merge into heresy.
Heresy means·
C1.. NT AND MODERN SECTS.
the right to choose our own religion or our
own way to heaven, instead of God's way
NO. II.
or plan. Paul deprecated schism and di.Bro. FRANKLIN-Dear Sir:-N 0 people visions in the body or congregation of
can be a sect while they bUlld upon original Jesus Christ. I Cor. i: 10-12-25. Gallaprinciples-upon
the first and highest au- tians v: 19 to 22. Such shall not inherit
thority, such as the Koran, the Law of the kingdom of Ohrist or of God. Mark:
Moses, the Gospel of Christ, or the New them that cause parties among you, conTestament.
But when Mohometans, Jews or trary to the teaching of Ohrist, and avoid
Christians build on opinions and make them. Romans xvi: 16, 17. They corrupt
peculiarities the basis of their distinctions, men and dishonor God. S.ects have done
then are they sectarian-then
they Eltand more injury to men, than any thing else,
opposed to the original Oonstitution.
Po except sin, and have dishqnored God more.
long as the Jews adhered strictly to the What our Lord said of the ancient sects is
Law of Moses, they were not a scct. In true of the modern sects. They are often
the days of Moses, the tribes of Reuben tenfold more the children of the devil, than
and Gad, settled on the east side of the they were before they were made sects.
Jordan, but they were not sects, they ad- Sectarianism is fb,grant infidelity and is
hered to the Law of Moses-in the days therefore to be avoided' alii contrary to the
of the J ua'ges, the tribe of Benjamin was teaching of Jesus Christ and his apostles.
nearly extinct, and in the days of Solomon Party makers like Hymeneus and Philetus,
the twelve tribes were divided into two and overthrow the faith of some, and have hinten tribes, but they were not sects; they dered millions from believing Ohristianity
adhered to the law professedly.
It is to be true. Many glory in being called
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leaders, doctors, still more in being led fathers, hoping jor t'mmortality through his
by these leaders. But there must be sects Son. Peter speaks as forcibly against sects
that the approved may be manifest. 1. Cor. as Paul. There shall be false teachers,
xi: 18, 19. Schisms, divisions, sects or (these are what the people call very good
heresies are all used in nearly the same bad men) among you, who privily shall bring
the
sense. Hairesis, the Greek noun, is from in damnable [hairesis] sects-denying
haireo to choose our religion, instead of Lord that bought them, and shall bring on
Can these
letting God choose it for us. Our choosing themselves swift destruction.
be
innocent
and
good
men,
when
inspiration
his religion, we choose for ourselves. We
Surely not.
make parties of his religion and then boast denounces them damnable?
Heretics
are
men
that
make
factions
and
of our liberality or charity at the expense
after
the
first
and
second
admonitions
must
of dividing his religion.
Calvinism and
It is said there were sects in
Arminianism divide the body of Christ. be rejected.
One takes out its entrails, and stuffs the the. days of the apostles. So there were' ,
body with chaff; and all sects have a part and there were crimes of every species , too ,
of the truth, and have divided the body of in the days of the apostles, but this did
Christ, as the papists say they have the not make crimes lawful because they existed
body of John the Immerser scattered all over in the apostles' ·day. Is Christ dividcd
the world. His head is in one place, his then or now? Was it ever right to cut up
body in another place his feet in another the body of Christ into parties or sects?
Let no man glory in men, such as the
and the finger with which he pointed out
Pope,
Luther, Calvin, Arminius, Wesley or
the Lamb of God is in another place and so
Sweedenburg,
that he that glories, let him
on. It is best to bring the different parts
glory
in
the
Lord,
in being a Christian.
together and cement them; then there
There
is
not
now
on
this earth a people
will be strength, beauty, life, power and
that
pleads
for
and
is
governed by the
harmony in the body. But dissected into
small fragments, there is nothing but weak- Scriptures alone, sa,e one, as known to
ness and confusion. This is emphatically me. Yet all protestant sects say the Bibltl
the heretical age, or the age of choosing is the only inHtllible rule bf faith and pracour different religions.
What God said of tice .. If this is so, why not carry it out?
his ancient people is true of this age. My It is good to be zealously affected
people have committed two evils:
They always in a good thing. I challenge inhave forsaken me the fountain of living vestigation on this point. Christianity is
HeJ esy
waters and hewn out to themselves cisterns, the religion of the New Testament.
or
sect
is
the
religion
of
thc
doctrines
and
broken cisterns, which can hold no water.
commandments
of
~en.
Many
glory
in
Clinging to the commandments of men in
being
branches
of
the
Church
not
considstead of to the institutions of God,' makes
sects, which is rebellion against God, which ering that the branches of the true vine are
are 'wild,
is worse than witchcraft and idolatry. 1. not sects, but persons-sects
Sam. ,15. Sectarist,
factionist and her- poisonous berries of a strange and degenetist, designate the same person. Inspira- erate vine from Rome or Sodom. The
tion says they must be rejected and are Church of Rome is certainly the head of
self-condemned.
Titus
iii: 10. No in- factions and sects, the mistress of parties,
spired writer ever denominated the disci- the fruitful mother from whom sprang the
ples of Christ, partisans,
or seeta- most ifnot all the sects of this sectarian
rists in any sense. Paul was maliciously age. The prevailing maxim of this age of
charged with being of the sect of the Naza· charity is, all sects, though as opposite to
renes. But said Paul, this I confess to each other as the zenith and nadir, are right
thee, that after the way they call a sect and in the strait and narrow path to imIt may be said of us in this
[hairesis] so wonhip I the God _ of my mortality."
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age as God said of the Jews-the
fathers
have eaten sour grapes and the children's
teeth are sct on edge. Before we can discern our right hand from our left some
sectarian mantle is thrown over our cyes,
through which few of us ever see. I do
not regard the sects as dishonest in this
matter. I believe they are sincerely sects.
I believe Jews, Pagans, Mahommedans,
Romanists, Lutherans, Presbytcrians, Baptists and Methodists WGuldsuffer and no
doubt die for their sect; yea they boast of
dying happy. But men have been as sincere in error, as in truth. But all this does
not prove that sects are the congregations of Jesus Christ whose history we have
in the first seven chapters of the Acts of the
apostles, I bdieve there are sincere and
devoted persons in all the sects. But what.
then?
Yours truly,
J. CREATH.

TRUTH.
Truth is a reality or fact. A reality is
that which is real, positive, certain, and not
imaginary.
A fact is an act, deed, or reality. Truth, therefore, conforms to that
which is real, positive, certain, an act,
deed i &c. Truth is made manifest to man
through seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling,
Rnd feeling. Each sense tries its particular class of objects. Truth, in her most
remote source, stands dressed in the sublime phrase, "I Am." She stands in the
highest order of intelligence, and is an attribute of perfection.
There are two central truths; one in nature, the other, in the Bible. Nature
shows "His eternal power and divinity."The Bible declares that "Jesus is the
Ohrist, the Son of God." Visible nature"the things that are made"-His
works,
exhibit "His eternal power and divinity."
The evidence of this truth, like those of
the Bible, have been perverted by the Philosophy of men. Some Philosophers have

disputed the existence of visible nature,
from the fact, as they thought, that our
ideas do not resemble their correspondent
objects. Mal branch said, "That our senses
are not given us to discover the essences of
things, but to acquaint us with the means
of preserving our own existence."
It is
apparent that this extreme would make
God the author of falsehoodthat He
brought visible nature into existence, not
in conformity to reality or fact, but as an
imaginary entity.
There is another extreme in the opposite direction, that 'makes
visible nature prove too much. This is
'Natural Religion."
This extreme, however, has the assistence of the "bumps" on
an's head; and we might say, the other
has too.· By false reasoning, heathen nations worshiped idols, and made it manifest,
in them, that they knew there was a Supreme Being, by making corruptible gods
of their own i such as men, fowls, fourfooted beasts, reptiles i &c. Correct reasoning on nature will only keep man from
idolatry, and lead him to the belIef of "His
eternal power and divinity."
There is something very assuming in the
modern acceptation of "Natural Religion."
It sets at defiance the wisdom of God, and
the scheme of human redemption. Nature,
however, truly manifests "His eternal power and divinity"-that
His divinity, nature, or composition, is not that of matter,
in the visible form and shape of man, fowls,
four-footed beasts, and reptiles, but that of
spirit invisible, and infinite in all conceivable attributes of perfection.
The central
truth in the Bible, we have said, is "That
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God." Here
truth stands in her prophetic and miraculous attitude, and defies the intelligence of
men or angels to set aside the truth of her
grand predicate.
This is a moral truth,
and is believed through the written testimony of inspired men.' It is, also, a historical truth; and must be believed, if believed at all, by its own appropriate history
-the Bible.
As visible nature is adapted to the proof
of, "His eternal power and divinity i" so is
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the Bible adapted to the proof, "That J e- one truth, one Lord, one immersion, one
sus is the Christ, the Son of God." Na- faith, one God and Father of all. The one
ture establishes the a~thority, power, and truth establishes the authority of the one
Jesus is the Christ, the Son
divinity of the Father, while the Bible es- Lord-"That
tablishes the authority, power, and divini- of God." Then, by his authority, we have
ty of His Son. Therefore, as God is the but one immersion.
But again, truth, of course, is better then
central idea of nature; so is Jesus the central idea in the Bible. Men, however, in falsehood. Can falsehood save a soul, body,
their vain attempts to live on angel's food, or spirit? Has falsehood ever been a benhave found a variety of central ideas in the efit to one single human being? Never.Bible.
The central idea in Catholicism This is true both in nature and religion.is, that Peter was Pope j therefore, Pope is The farmer, w-ho scratches the surface and
infallible.
So it is with all the "Harlots leaves the rich loam beneath, has but a
In consequence of this, he
of Babylon," who have been made drunk small harvest.
is unable to cloth and educate his children;
with the wine of her false assumptions.They all have a nucleus, surrounded by a and the final effect of his error is ignorance
creed, in which they live, move, and have and rags. And here we see what man can
their religious being. Their creed is a for- do "for the truth."
He can put his plow into the earth and
tification against the reception of the truth;
for when they would advance, the creed is give truth a chance. But, if he scratches
present.
We must return again, however, above rich loam, he is doing "nothing
against the truth."
So it may be in the
to the consideration of truth in general.
may fail to reach
Truth is immutable, unchangeable, per- great day of eternity-we
this life.
manent, and eternal; "For we can do noth- the rich loam-truth-in
ing against the truth, but for the truth;"
W. BAKER.
2 Cor. xiii: 8. It is, then, beyond the
power of man to do anything against truth.
trian may develop falsehood, but truth defies all his efforts. Man may live and die,
NOTHING IS LOST.
empires may rise and fall, and all the glory
Where is the snow?
of man fade like the flower of grass, yet
'Tia not hlng ago
truth stand~ upon the eternal foundation of
It oovered the earth with a veil of white.
reality or fact-perched
upon this foundaWe heard not its footsteps soft and light,
tion, truth bids defiance to all the princiYet there it was in the morning bright;
Now it hath vanished away from sight.
palities and powers of earth. It is an axNot a tmce remains,
iom in the very nature of things, that no
In fields or lanes.
two persons can differ respecting the same
Where is the frost?
truth, and both be right.
One may be
They are l!one and lostThe forms of beauty last night it made.
right, or both may be wrong, but botu nevWith pictures rare were windows arrayed;
er can be right and differ with each other.
"Be silent," it said; the brook obeyed.
If this be true of two, what of more than
Yet silence and pictures all did fade.
two? This being true in respect to truth
At the smile of the sun
in general. What of the religious world?
All was undone.
Are there as many true roads to heaven as'
Where is the rain?
Pattering it oame,
there are "denominations" in the world ?Danoing along with a merry sound.
As well might we say that God has given
A grassy bed in the fields it found;
as many Sons to die as there are "denomEach drop oame on the roof with a bound.
inations" in the world, as to say those difWhere is the rain? It hath left the ground.
ferent and differing. "denominations" are
What good hath it done,
Gone away so BOOn?
1111 right.
Hence, in religion, there is but
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Ever, ever
Our best endeavor
Seemeth to fall like the melted snow.
We work out our thought wisely and slow;
The seed we sow, but it will not grow.
Our hopes, our resolves-where do they go t
What doth remain?
•
Memory ana pain.
Nothing is lostNo snow nor frost
That come to enrich the earth again.
We thank them when the ripening grain
Is waving over the hill and plain,
And the pleasant rain springs from earth again,
All endeth in goodWater and food.
N ever despair;
Disappointment \lear,
Though hope seemeth vain, be patient still
Thy good intent God doth fulfill.
Thy hand is weak; His powerful will
Is finishing thy life-work still.
The good endeavor
Is lost-ah I never.
-

j

Ch. [t/quir ••••

PREACHING HELL.
1\1R. EDITOR: - You are conducting a
protracted meeting; your congregation embraces, as usual, a people who have often
heard and as often rejected the gospel.You wish to move them. You have a good
sermon, say, on jaith. You show what faith
is, how it comes, that the faith-alone systern is unsound and that faith is made perfeet by obedience-all
true-close
up with
an exhortation-give
an invitation, but no
one comes forward.
Next night-You
wish to treat the sub·
ject of repentance.
You will show what
the word means; that it does not mean
mere sorrow, but embraces reformation also;
that repentance comes after faith; that repentance is both a national and indivdual
duty; and that it is an essential prerequis-:
ite to baptism-all
night and sufficiently
orthodox. N ow you exhort, sing and inTite; but the' audience is tearless - you
hear no sob, while a provoking composedness ill see~ in every face.
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Preaching again. To-night you will per, haps preach on moral and positive law.You will show their difference and illustrate by the case of Adam and Eve, tllat
all dispensations have had their positive
institutions; that obedience to a positive
law is a better test of loyalty than obedience to moral law; that baptism is the positive law of the New Testament and that
salvation is promised to the baptized believer "live points"-all
right-nobody
hurt-dissmiss
and go home.
Once more. To-night we'll show the order in which the several conditions of salvation come-preaching
the gospel, faith in
Christ, repentance of sin, confession, baptism-these
five-so plain that no honest
heart can err therein-pardon,
the Holy
Spirit and Eternal life are all promised,
but no stir in the audience.
What's want·
ing? The doctrine was all true and weH
delivered, but no good result. A consciencious minister will prayerfully
look
around for the causes of the failure-suspects at last it is not for the lack of knowl.
edge so much as an unwillingness to repent.
The proper condition of heart is wanting.
There is no sin sickness; feel no need of
salvation. They neither see nor feel the
exceeding sinfulness of sin; are not very
anxious to be rid of sin as it causes no particular uneasiness of soul. W-hat must the
preacher do? He thinks of the text "The
goodness of God leads to repentance"-he
developes that goodness in creation, providence and especially in redemption; in nature and in grace; for body and for soul;
for time and for eternity.
He portrays the
life of Christ, paints his sufferings and
urges that this was all for our sins; exhorts, sings, invites-why
do'nt they come?
No contrition yet? Why no contrition?Who can tell?
Christ has tr)lly been
preached, but who has cared for that? Why
not? Is not the death of Christ the best
argument to show the heinousness of sin?
The excellence of his love and the necessity of obeying the gospel?
This brings us to notice a very popular
error both among preachers and churches-
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That we are not to preach the terrors of hell Preach the love of God without preaching
and eternal damnation, not to move the sin- • hell!
Who can understand the death of
ner by fear j that the love of God is the all Christ or see any love in it unless he first
controling motive for obedience j that fear underMand what hell is and that he is himshould seldom, and then very gently be in- self in danger of eternal damnation? What
voIced as an element of converting power.meaning in the word salvation except to
This is a great and almost a fatal euor and him who knows the force of the word damis an element of great weakness in every nation? 'Ve are constantly told that the
preacher who sO'feels and believes. With- ,great controlling, converting power of the
out a knowledge of the consequence of sin, gospel is the preaching of the' love of God.
of hell, and the terrors of eternal judgment, But the gospel is the good news, the good
who can appreciate your sermon on the love news of redemption-redemption
from hell.
of God? In what does that love consist if Damnation is not the deffinition but the exnot in delivering the soul from the "Worm planation of salvation. Perhaps no word of
that never dies?"
If we have not been promise can be defined to the understandsaved from "So great a death," escaped no ing of sinners without tho aid of terms of
deep damnation, if there is no "un quench- penal significance. Who can define joy to
able fire," no "hell," no "bottomless pit," the conprehension of one who never knew
no "lake of fire," no "everlasting fire," no serrow? Adam came to. the knowledge of
"everlasting punishment,"
no "damnation "good and evil" simultaneously. And why
of hell," no "everlasting destruction from should not the preacher, in defining heavthe presence of the Lord," what does sal- en', lay und~r contribution the entire vocavation mean? and what does love mean? bulary of hell? And why endeavor to imand how could we so highly appreciate the press the sinner with a sense of the love of
love of Christ when, in the case ~upposed, God without exhibiting the damnation, of
he has done nothing for us? Where there hell from which that love has saved him?
.is no danger of hell there can be no salva- Let the minister preach heaven and hell,
tion fr'om it; and if no salvation from any God and the Devil, life and death, rewards
"great death," how can the operation of and punishments, love and wrath, then will
any great love be found?
Is the love of the sinner know the meaning of love and be
God exhibited in the death of Christ?thankful for itself exercise toward him.
Think of the garden, the tree, his bursting
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning
veins, his spasmodic heart blood sorrow, of wisdom." This fear must be created beprayer, death. A sad picture indeed.fore there will be wisdom enough to obe1
What is the back ground of the picture?the gospel. God intends fear to do its part
Who could paint a white picture on a white -fear of sin, fear of punishment, fear of
canvass? or a black picture u~o~ a black eternal judgment, fear of hell, fear of the
canvass? If you regard the sufferings of deathless worm, fear of the unnavigable
Christ as a scene of sadness and darkness, lake of file, all of which make up the fear
you must view him on the white canvass of of God. Now preaching the love of God
his own innocence bleeding at the hands of cannot create the fear of God. It is quite
sinful men. Should you regard them as a scene impossible to fear any being who has no
of luminous triumph and glory you must power to punish.
The King is no longer
throw the picture upon the. back ground to be feared in the absence of executive
of the horrid gloom of hell and eternal night authority j and had Almighty 'God no
from which he has thereby saved us., When means of punishing the sinner he neither
salvation is written over damna,tion, when would nor could be fe:J.red.any more than
heaven is written over hell, life over death the man in the moon. The services of
and love oyer wrath, each word is under-I Noah in building the ark wcre very accepstood in contrast with its antipodal word. table to God notwithstanding he was "moved
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with fear" in the work. So is every Christian's service acceptable who works out his
salvation "with fear and trembling."
The
sinner must be shaken with fear as well as
·PROPOSITIONS FOR DEBATE.
wooed by love. As Grattan eloquently
OVID, IND., Jan. 17,1863.
said, "One world ought to be shaken by the
thunders of another."
The rolling thun- BRO. l!'RANKLIN :
ders of that igneous force at the heart of
Dear Sir :-Mr. Peter Fesler of the Dunthe earth warn us of God's power below. kard Church, has shown me a letter from
The floods of be amy day flowing from that the Rev. Isaac Lawshe, of the same Church,
mountain of light assure us of God's love in which pe requests Mr. Fesler to inform
on high. Should the sinner overcome the your friends here, that he wishes to have a
Fower of two worlds his victory is his ruin. discussion with you-in fact he rather ur·
He cannot afford to conquer God and his ges the thing. His propositions you will
Gospel. But why should the preacher un- find on the inside of this sheet.
der the vicious influence of half formed
All I know of this man Lawshe is, that
ounvictions in himself, of the reality of he preached here some time ago, and I
hell, deprive the sinner of more than half think he is,perhaps, the best man they
the motives for repentance to be d~awn from have shown here j but I do not think him
the fear of the Lord. Or, why should the a man of great ability.
He lives in Sumpr~acher compromise even the respect of merset on the Wabash, I believe.
the sInner both for himself and his cause
They requested me to inform you of his
by drawling out his weakly recommenda- request and to ask an answer from you
tions to join the church unsupported by any soon. He proposes to hold the debate
full declaration of the terrors of the Lord? here in September next. Please write me
No sinner respects the preacher that does
on receipt of this.
not probe the disease of his heart to the
Yours with due respect,
bottom. He knows his own sins, his own
HIRAM PEDEN.
deserts, that he ought to be threatened,
Proposition on Baptism.
aroused and alarmod, and feels a kind of
contempt for the quackery that can neither
Does the New Testament teach that one
understand nor prescribe for the malady of immersion only, in water, is Christian baphis soul. Bible writers and inspired preach- tism?
ers took the course I here recommend as I
Lawshe denies.
llhall fully demonstrate in my next. Let
Proposition on Feet 'Washing.
UB do likewise, :nuking the sinner, first of
all, to feel himself a lost sinner, then he'll
Doell the New Testament teach the dislove Christ for finding him. Let him know ciples to wash one anothers feet, in their
all the terrors of that "great death," and worship?
this will measure the value of the "great
Lawshe affirms.
salvation."
Let him hear the avenger of
Proposition on the Lord's supper.
blood in the rear then will he fly to the city
Does the New Testament teach the disof refuge. Not only life, but life and death,
must be preached in all their equal extent ciples to take the bread and wine of communion in the day time, and term it the
and significance imd the sinner will feel
Lord's supper?
"I must from God be driven
Or with my Savior dwell;
Lawshe denies.
Must at his cornman to heaven,
Or else to depart to hU."
THOMAS MUNN~LL.

Propositio'T}on the holy kiss.
Doell the New Testament teach the dis-
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ciples to salute one another
kiss, as an act of worship?
Lawshe affirms.

with an holy once immersed, face foremost, be immersed
twice more, lace foremost '!
This is prQcisely what they practice.Let them affirm it, or ccase to practice it.
RE1IARKS.
We believe that their two extra immersions
We have a few remarks on the foregoing, are clearly additions to the New Institution
as fol1ows:
for which no man ever did or ever can offer
I. We have no objections to debates, a reason or Scripture, and 'a mere pr~text
when properly conducted, and between for building a religious faction. '
proper persons, as we think we have given
pretty ful1 testimo y. Still we can not debate with every man who may desire to de·
bate. We have not the tiilie. We would
do nothing else. The best we can do is to
select a representative man, once in a while,
from some of the contending parties and
enter into a pretty ful1 investigation of the
points at issue. In the case before 'us we
know nothing of the man proposed, save
the brief account above. We know not
whether the Tonkers think him a man of
ability, or whether they would consider his
defeat a matter of any importance.
If the
Tonkers of Indiana will select a mall, to
who!le hands they will commit their cause
and bring him' forward in some proper way,
",e will meet him, and discuss fair proposi·
tions, or propositions embracing the difference between us.

Prop. 2. "Does the New Testament teach
tIle disciples to wash one anothers feet, in
their worship?"
This is not fairly stating'
the issue; but rather an evasion. Tonkers
practice feet washing as an ordinance of the
Church and an act of worship in their public assemblies. The question, th~n, is as
fol1ows:

Did Jesus authorize, and the first Christians pralM,ice,feet washing as an ordinance
in the Church and an act of worship in the
public assemblies, as Tonkers do?
We
deny that Jesus authorized, or that the
apostles ever practiced, any such ceremony
in the public assemblies for worship.There is'no more authority for it than for
doing penance or counting beads for worship.
Prop. 3. "Does the New Testa~ent teach
the disciples to take the bread an:l wine of
II. We object to the propositions as fol- communion in the day time, and term it the
Lord's llu'pper?"
lows:
Prop. 1. "Does the New Testament teach
We would not discuss this proposition in
that one immersion only, in water, is Chris- its present form. We su'ppose it to be en-_
tian bap,tism ?"
tirely immaterial whether in' the day time
We object to this proposition as evasive, or at night, so that it is "on the first day of
showing an effort to a oid the real issue, the week." We have no dispute about "calland unfair, in trying to induce us to affirm ing it the Lord's supper."
Paul says,
a ne~ative. There is no question between "When you come together into_one place,
us about one immersion.
We al1 agree that this is not to eat the Lord's supper."
"At
one immersion is right. The Tonkers them- the same time, the disciples came together
selves must have one immersion before they on the first day of the week to break bread."
can have three. The debate is about the They did, then, pome together to break
two immersions, which they add to the one bread, but not to eat the Lord's supper.immersion.
Will they, therefore, affirm They came together to commune, but not to
what they practice?
Will they affirm alii eat a supper, under a pretext of eating the
follows:
Lord's supper. If our Tonker friends will
. To constitute baptism according to the affirm what they practice, it must be someNew Testament, the person to be baptized thing like the fol1owing :
Did our Lord authorize, and the first
must kneel in the water, and after being
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Christians practice, communing invariably
after night, the supper of soup, accompanied with the ceremony of feet washing, as
practiced by Tonkers?
HISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST
We repudiate their ceremony of soup, as
AND THE APOSTLES.
being no more a part of Christian worship
NO. T.
than a pagan feast, and their confining the
communion to any special hour of the
The five books, written by l\'latthew,
Lord's day, or "the first day of the week."
Mark, Luke, and John, called the FOUR
The Lord's time, and the time the first disGOSPELS,and ACTSOF THE ApOSTLES,'lonciples met to break bread, was "on the first
tain the most wonderful history in the
day of the week," and no man has any auworld. We have, in these Scriptures one
\
'
thority for limiting it to any special hour,
continuous HISTORY,or narrative of eventsor to throw around it any other limitations
EVENTSthe most important ever recorded by
than those placed there by the great head
the human hand-:beautifully
blended with
of the Church.
dialogues and discourses upon the most imProp. 4. "Does the New Testament teach
portant subjects which can engage the atthe disciples to salute one another with
tention of the human race,
a holy kiss, as an act of worship ?"
Believing it might be edifying to the
We should suppose that there was scarcebre~hren, as well as profitable to myself, to
any community sufficiently unenlightened to
reView the lives, travels, acts, and teaching
require any discussion of such a proposition
of Jesus and his Apostles, so far as given
as this. There is certainly no man in this
in the Christian Scriptures, I have detercountry who has read the New Testament
mined to commence a series of articles in
once through, who does not know that the
which I hope to interest some, who see:U to
apostle enjoined upon the disciples the saluregard the study of these sacred writings
tation with a holy kiss. But that this is
as dry and uninteresting.
Indeed, I feel
an act of worship, we think is a l'itae new.
the need of a more thorough acquaintance
The holy salutation, the salutation of the
with sacred history, myself; though, more
holy ones, or saints, whether it be with the
than any o~her writings, I have from my
.kiss, or with the shake of the hand or
youth studied those of Matthew , :Mark ,
.
'
Without either; the cordial Christian greetLuke, John, faul, Peter, James, and Jude.
ing, from the heart, is all right, but the
There is. one thing about these writings,
idea that the kissing among the Dunkards
when published without note or comment
is worship, is certainly new, and assuredly
which renders them less entertaining to th;
merits no discussion.
common readers of ur country and of the
The men kissing the men and the women
present day, and less influential upon the
kissing the women, as practiced by the Tonminds of ordinary scholars, than they would
kers, is not the ancient custom. "Greet all
otherwise be. It is true, the sublime t;achthe brethren with a holy kiss," includes
ing, the grand precepts, and the glorious
all, both male and female. The first Chrisfacts and promises, which these books contians t?ok the manner of salutation as they
tain, will captivate and interest the spiritualfound It. The manner of salutation then
minded Christian.
But there are many
when it was hearty and cordial, was with ~
good, sensible people, to whom the histokiss, in greeting both male and female.rical parts appear, for some reason, to be
this is coming into custom, now, in many
rather repulsive than attractive.
parts of the world. But the Tonker custom
Many of the places, customs, and ciris peculiar to themselves, having neither
cumstances, merely alluded to in these writhe sanotion of aneient custom nor Scripture.
ting, because they were familiar to those
I
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early Christians for whom they were writ- our line of descent farther back than to our
ten, are mysteries to a large class of Bible grand-father, or great-grand-father: though
readers now. This unsatisfactoriness in the some of the nobility of England and France,
historical portions of these books commen- and some of the distinguished families of
tators and translators have tried to supp!"y, America can boast of a line of descent from
by writing large commentaries, long and some royal or distingnished person, extendtedious prefaces, or sep:uate volumes, so ing back through several g'enerations. But
large and costly as to be useful only to a the Jews kept their family records in such
few. My present design is, to reach tip, a way, and with such care, that they could
get hold of some of the fruit of these men's trace their line of ancestry up through many
labors, and hand it to the PEOPLE.
genera,tions to. Jacob, Isaac, or Abraham,
And here allow me to ask: If it was and tell whether they were descended from
proper for Matthew to suit his narrative "to Judah, Benjamin, Levi, or Joseph.
For
the Jews, by giving the genealogy of Christ, this purpose, certain persons, called SCRIBES
and for John to omit it, when writing for or RECORDERS,were appointed to attend to
brethren at Ephesus, because it could not the business of keepin/!; the records of the
interest them, how can all the historical different tribes and families of tLe Jews.
matters, contained in all the Christian
It was from these FAMILY RECORDS,or
Scriptlires be made equally interesting to GENEALO(HCAL
TABLES, that Matthew and
all classes of Christian readers?
Luke took their accounts of the lieanage
It is hoped that a satisfactory answer to or genealology of Christ; and their reas.on
this important question will be found in the for inserting them in their narratives was
series of papers to .follow this. The re- this: the Prophets had foretolq that a demainder of this article shall be devoted to scendant of David should sit upon his
the GENEALOGYOF CHRIST, which is the throne, whom the Jews understood to be the
first thing introduced by the first writer of MESSIAH, spoken of by Daniel. Indeed,
Jesus' biography.
we might expect the Jews to be looking for
Many Bible-readers are inclined to pass soms gJ;eat person to come into the world,
or skip over the first seventeen verses of for Moses had said: "A Prophet shall the
Matthew, and the last sixteen verses of the Lord yOUl1God raise up, lilte tlnto me: him
third chapter of Luke, because they see no shall you hear." And God had said to'
use in reading what they do not understand: Abraham: "In thy seed shall all the nations
but not so with skeptics.
Thomas Paine of the earth be blessed." In fact, all the old
observed a difficulty in reconciling these two prophets bad been foretelling of a Savior,
genealogies, and made this discrepancy a a Deliverer, a Shiloh, the Anointed One,
ground of objection against the Bible. If and the" Branch out of the root of Jesse,"
there is, indeed, any contradiction or di~-I who should be "for an ensign to the people,"
agreement between the two accounts of to whom" the Gentiles should seek," and
Matthew and Luke, which can be satisfac- ,I whose rest should be glorious."
It was
torily accounted for, it would be well for necessary, then, in order to satisfy the Jews
the Christian to know the solution of the that JESUS THE NAZARENEwas the person
difficulty, that, when attacked by the doubt- they were looking for, to prove from the
er, upon this point, he may be able to main- public records that he was a branch out of the
tain the integrity of the sacred record.
. 1'00tsof Jesse, that he was of the descendants,
Some reader, whose mind.may be better SEED, of Abraham, and that he was a "son
stored with ideas than words, may wish to of David," qr, in our own way of expressknow the meaning of the word genealogy. ing it, a descendant of David.
I will therefore attempt to give my idea of
N ow as Matthew and. Luke merely copied
its import.
the genealogy of Christ, as they found it in
We, of the present day, can seldom trace the public records of the Jews, kept by the
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to suppose that Matthew give-s the genealogy of Joseph, while Luke gives that of
Mary. This supposition will go far to reconcile this apparent difficulty, which Clarke
informs us has "puzzled the learned."
I
confess I find it difficult to comprehend
much that he and others have written upon
it. But after all I have read, I think I may
offer the following as the most satisfactory
solution for the people.
(1.) We may consider Jacob the real
father of Joseph, bccause Matthew says
that " Jacob begat Joseph."
(2.) We may
regard Heli as Joseph's legal fathor, or
father-in-law; though not in our sense of
the word father-in-law.
According to the law of Moses, in D eu
teronomy, xxv chapter, 5th verse," If
No doubt many Christian readers have brothers are living together, and one of
them die, having no child, her husband's
been puzzled to know why Matthew should
call Joseph the son of Jacob, while Luke brother shall marry her, and the first-born
shall succeed in the name qf his brother."
makes him the son of Heli! It is doubtless a
This law was carriew out, as we see from
happy circumstance, that many would study
Nehemiah vii: 63, where the children of
the Bible all their lives, without noticing
Habaiah
lost the priesthood, because
this difficulty, unless their attention were
Barzillai
had
married the daughter of Bar·
called to it. But as skeptics will bring
zillai
the
Gileadite,
"and was called after
such things to our notice sometimes, we
their
name."
This
law
was alluded to by the
ought to be prepared to give a correct and
Sadducees,
when
they
put
their hard quessatisfactory solution.
tion to Jesus, about the woman who had
By comparing the two genealogies, we
married "seven brothers:"
(See Matthew
notice (1), that Luke traces the 'line of dexx: 27).
scent up to Adam, while Matthew begins
What I wish to make out is this: that a
with Abraham, and descends through fortyman, who married a woman under certain
two generations to Joseph j' (2), that Luke
circumstances, was adopted into her fathagrees with 1 Chronicles, except in making
er's family, and his children were registered
Cain an coma between Arphaxad and Salah j
as the lineal descendants or her father, in(3), that from Abraham to David, Matthew
stead of his. Thus it appears that, when
and Luke perfectly agree; (4), we then
Joseph went to Bethlehem to be registered
notice that while Matthew descends through
with Mary his espoused wife, his name was
Solomon, Luke's line p~sses through Nathan
placed in the list with her father, and Jesus
-both sons of David; so that they agree
became a legal son of Hell.
in making Christ a lineal descendant of Da·
The reader can, by this time, see the pro·
vid; (5), that the two genealogies come topriety of Paul's cautioning Timothy against
gether again at Salathiel; (6), and that
"giving heed to fables, and endless genefrom Zerrubbabel, b.is son, they seem to
alogies, which occasion disputes, rather
diverge, till they come to Joseph.
than great edification."
(See 1 Tim. i: 4,
From these facts we infer that Matthew
and Titus iii: 9.)
and Luke copied from two different geneWILLIA1>r PINKERTON.
alogical tables; and there are good reasons

Scribes, no one ought to fault the sacred
historians for any errors that might be in
it. The fault lies with the Scribes, who,
in keeping a register for fifteen hundred
years, have no doubt made some mistakes.
H ow easy to leave out some names! But
Mr. Paine, being under the impresdion that
Christians, considered every word of the
Bible as having been dictatl:d by the Holy
Spirit- every word, every syllable, every
letter, must be infallibly
correct, he
thought, or else it could not be worthy of
confidence. Therefore, having discovered
that the genealogies of Matthew and Luke
did not exactly agree, that they were not
precisely alike, he concluded, without further examination
(poor ignorant man I)
that these writers were unworthy of credit.
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PREACHING HELL.
NO. III.

The key.note of the.se articles is this:To bring sinners to God j to effect their
Bound conversion; to make them steadfast
and earnest Christians, and to produce the
feelings of gratitude and love to God. It
is most essential that they understand, not
only the love of God, the terms of salvation,
and the promises of religion j but also they
mUiit fully believe the doctrine of future
punishment-must
see their own exposed·
ness to hell, and be made to fear and tremble for their souls. A sense of their own
sins, and their consequent danger, are in·
dispensable antecedents to gratitude.
No
amount of preaching the love of God can
save the soul that believes there is no danger to be saved from. It was hell that
suggested the manger and the cross, and
that poured the unction of a deep concern
into the eloquence of heaven' and earth,
when the souls of men were in danger of
eternal damnation.
An erroneous opinion prevails among,
many that this view of the case is not supported by the practice of writers and speakers of Bible times. If not, who can ex·
plain the singular composition of the 28th
chapter of Deut.? This chapter is devoted
to the inducements offered to Israel to "Do
all the commandmentil of the Lord." Does
Moses dwell only, or chiefly, on the blessings consequent upon obedience?
The
chapter is divided into 68 verses-the
first
14 name the l;>lessings of obedience j the
last 54 enumerate the curses of disobedience. Dividing the chapter, in reference
to the space each catalogue occupies, the
curses embrace more than four times as
much as the blessings.
True, these are
but temporal blessings and curses, but the
principle is the same-God
sought to move
them to obedience byfear as well as by love.
If both promises and threats are employed
to effect mere temporal prosperity, why not
•
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use both these powers when the soul is in
jeopardy? and even the more so since men
are so much slower to secure their spiritual
than their temporal good? A very natural
query would also be, why was four times as
much space devoted to enumerating the
curses as to the blessings?
The true answer, perhaps, would be, that God knows
how prone we are to believe a good account
of ourselves, and how slow to regard the
denunciatio:Js of the law against our sins.
Ahab hated Micaiah because he could not
prophecy good concerning him. Whatever
may have been his reasons for it, his exampie is worthy of all acceptation, and furnishes a stirring rebuke to all superfine
preachers whose taste, vitiated by a false
and shallow philosophy of the human heart,
invites them not to split the ears of their
superfine hearers by such vulgarities as
"How shall you escape the damnation of
hell?"
A similar allotment of space is found in
Luke 16th-less
than three verses record
the entire history of Lazarus"':"his poverty,
his piety, his wounds, his death, his procession to heaven, and his resting place in
Abraham's bosom. But nine verses were
needed, in the Saviors estimation, to portray the history of Dives on earth and in
hell. Now whatever reasons could be giyen
for this when Christ was preaching ~n
earth, would justify the same course pursued
at this hour-men
are as sinful now as
then; as slow to believe the doctrine of future punishment j in as much need of being
roused into religious activity by all the
powers of fear as well as of hope. Human
nature has made no change for the better,
nor can any improvement 'be made in the
manner of treating it.
The 25th of Matt. would furnish us another example of the same kind, where
nearly one half of the entire chapter is devoted to accounts of the disappointment,
discomfiture and eternal overthrow of the
wicked. Not to multiply single inst:mces,
we might refer to the heavy and oft repeated denunciations of .all the old Jewish
prophets, both major and minor-how they
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scolded and threatened the people with the
swift and terrible judgments of the Almighty. It is also worthy of remllrk, considering the very many topics treated in
the Bible, how large a portion of it is occupied with warnings against the wrath to
come.
To all this it is sometimes responded
that the apostles after the resurrection,
though "knowing the terrors of the Lord"
.did. not preach these terrors, but confined
themselves to "persuading men" away from
sin.
The. response, however, possesses
~ittIe or no logical force, for if tlleir knowing the terrors of the Lord increas~d the
ardor of their persuasions, why should not
the hearers also know those terrors that
they might be persuaded?
Paul, perhaps,
persuaded them by revealing to them the
fearfulness of "falling iuto the hands of the
living God." If an apostle feared for men
they ought to fear for themselves.
If it is
right for men to fear it is necessary for
them to know what there is to be feared.
Why deprive the sinner of any revealed
motive to flee from the wrath to come?The two angels that visited Lot in Sodom
knew the "terrors of the Lord" against
that city, and revealed them unto Lot that
he might fly for his life. The brief sermon
of John the Baptist, in Matt. 3d chapter,
is directed to the punishment of the generation of vipers. His exhortation to repentance was well supported by the warning
~'axe at the root of every tree," the separating "fan," the "unquenchable
fire," and
the "wrath to come." Paul did not develop the gospel scheme before Felix, but
alarmed him with his intemperance and
sins generally, and threatened llim with
the judgment to come. He cast no love
pearls before that swine, lest he should
consider them mere simpering weakness
supported by no penal sanctions to make
them respected.
Paul had advised both
Timothy and Titus to let no man despise
them as preachers, and determined that
Felix should not despise him, as sinners
often do when urged to flee but see nothing very terrible to flee from.

CHRISTIAN

Temperance, righteousness, and finally
judgment to come I Eternal judgment I
The judgment of the great day! The judgment is GQd's last and most powerful argument. The Spirit "convinces the world of
sin and of righteousness and of judgment,"
and almost the last thing in the Now Testament is an account of the judgment.Jesus as a skillful orator close3 up the effort with this best. argument that sinners
may be glad of salvation and may fly to the
city of refuge.
How shall we convince sinners that God
loves them? By preaching Christ crucified,
say all. But why was he crucified?
To
save sinners. To save them from what?
This question obliges the minister to preach
the doctrine of hell that love may seem to
have place, for our deliverance from the
"great death" is the love of God. You
can not paint the luminous portrait of the
love of Jesus except upon the black canvass of hell. The word love is written with
invisible ink, unless you bring out its letters of light by a juxtaposition with hell.
This being true there is as much love
preached by exhibiting the penalty of sin
as by preaching the joys of heaven. Is
there any iII will in warning the traveler of
a lion in the way, or of a precipice ahead?
"He that believeth not sball be damned"
is as full of love as "He that believeth and
is baptized shall be saved." "Saved" and
"damned" were alike dictated by the same
tender love. Why, then, should ministers
so rarely de_velope fully the doctrine of future punishment as to impress but feebly
the public mind with the irremediable consequences of sin? Love is sometimes called God's darling attribute j but there are
no darlings among his attributes, as all are
infinite. Justice is as dear as love. To exalt
anyone of his attributes above the others
would be fatal to the normal operation of
the divine mind, just as some human intellects arc unbalanced by an undue prominence of some of th eir phrenological organs.
The whole truth of this matter was intimated to the world by the publication of
the law previous to the gospel. By the
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law is the knowledge of sin, the conviction
of sin and the punishment of sin. If this
be not first understood there will be feeble
'convictions and a shallow conversion and
apost;lCY in time of trial.
If, then, we would present the love of
,God to the best advantage, let us preach
heaven and hell, life and death, time and
eternity, reward'S and punishments-both.
sides fully and in due proportion, and
Christ will appear to have accomplished
something for us. But beware of leaving
out one of the colors which God braided
into the seven fold beam lest our mutillated
light should seem little better than a med,
ley of disturbed rays, each one dislocated
by the absence of an eseential element of
the original composition.
THOMASMUNNELL.

reason he cannot know nor see them, is because they are discerned by the Spirit.
.S.-But the carnal mind, and the natural
man, refer to unconverted men, or men who
have not been born of the Spirit.
a.-But
Paul says they cannot be subject to the law of God, and cannot discern
the things of the Spirit.
S.-How then can a man be I!aved unless
he is born of the Spirit?
G.-He cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven, unless he is born of water and the
Spirit-Flesh
and blood, the carnal and
animal man, cannot inherit the kingdom ?f
of God. 1 Cor. xv: 50. The carnal mind
is not to. be converted, but is to be,crucified
-to be slain.
S.-1 do not see how that can possibly
take place until the man is regenerated by
the Holy Ghost, because men in a state of
nature are dead in trespasses and in sins.
How can a dead man hear the Gospel?
C.-The word of the Lord is living and effectual-" The words that I speak unto you
they are spirit and they re life," said J esus. The literally dead heard the voice of
Jesus and lived. The Ephesians had been
DIALOGUE ON THE HOLY SPIRIT. dead in trespa~ses and sins; but after they
NO.II.
heard the word of truth, the Gospel of their
'BETWEENA CHRISTIANANDA SPIRITUAL- salvation, they trusted in Christ, in whom
1ST.
als@,after they believed-rthey were ilealed
Spiritualist.-Brother
Christian, in our with the promised Spirit. Eph: i: 13.
S.- Well, all that may be true, but the
former conversation there is a passagc that
I quoted, Rom. viii: 7, that you did not say root of the matter you have not touched
any thing about. Paul says, "the carnal yet. How is it that all who hear do not bemind is enmity against God, for it is not lieve, when some do? There must be some
subject to the law of God, neither indeed can antecedent work of the Spirit to prepare
be." Ag~in in 1 Cor. ii: 14, the Apostie their hearts to receive the Gospel, or it is
,.
says "the natural man receiveth not the preached in vain.
C.-You assume that it is an antecedent
things of. the Spirit of God, neither can he
know them, because they are spiritually work of the Spirit that prepareil men for
believing the Gospel. How do you know
discerned."
Christian.- Very well. Both passages that is true?
S.-How do I know it? How do I know
are true without doubt in my mind. In
I
am
cold, or thirsty, or have pain except
the first of them, it is said that the carnal
That is the way I know
mind is not subject to the law of God, nei- by my feelings?
ther indeed can be. In the other passage, it j and that is a good evidence as any man
it is declared that the natural, or animal ought to ask.
C.-It is the carnal, or animal man that·
man, receiveth not the things of the Spirit
of God, neither can he know them. The feels cold, thirst, hunger, pain, etc. Please
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to remember that chese are not subject to it, will be condemned, for they refuse to
the law of God, neither indeed can be. yield to God's power, and the Holy Spirit's
Tests of that sort are deceptive applied to influence. On the contrary, the man who
the things of the Spirit.
hears the Gospel of Christ, believes it, and
S.-That
is just what 1 have been fear- obeys it, the Lord will pardon, and give
ing all the time durinll; these conversations, him the Holy Spirit; and if he walks in
that you would deny all feeling in religion, newness of life, will be saved in heaven
and make it a mere formal, lifeless thing. forever.
J. M. HENRY, Reporter.
I can hardly endure such language.
C.-l have not denied that good feeling
results from obeying the Lord, nor ha~ I
said the Spirit does not operate on men.
S.-Christ
said the Spirit should convjnce men of sin, righteousness and judgment, and should also show them things 'to
come, and bring all things to their memory
whatsoever he had said.
PROVIDENCE: AN ESSAY IN TWO
C.-The Lord makes a clear and broad
CHAPTERS.
distinction between the man who serves
BY DAVID
WALK.
him, and the man 'who serves him not. All
CHAPTERI.
this distinction you seem not to notice, and
"Man's goings are of the Lord; how can a man,
allow he does for the ungodly, what he then, understand his own way ?"-Solomo7t the Wise.
promised only to the apdstles.
The Spirit
How few persons of mature age find themwas to bring to the memory of the apostles, selves in the position and circumstances
all that he had said to thern, and should which, in the ardor of youth, they hoped
show thern things to come. We are saved for! And how few of us now enjoy the
by the Gospel the apostles preached, if we honor and felicity to which early hope
keep it in memory. 1 Cor. xv: 2.
seemed so confidently to point I Could our
S.-That
looks to me too much like men expectations have been realized, this would
'saving themselves, to suit me. If 1 am be anything else but the hum-drum, matteraaved in heaven, 1 expect to be saved, not of-fact world which we find it. We all would
by works of righteousness that 1 have done, have been heroes and heroines, inhabiting
but by the mercy of the Lord.
splendid castles, or residences of palatial
G.-Do you think the Lord will save 'magnificence.
them who will not obey him?
The reason why such a state of things
S.-Of course 1 do not. 1 am not an does not exist, is found in the motto at the
Universalist.
head of this chapter.
C.-Then
our obedience has something
Persens dwelling in castles aI]d palaces
to do in the plan of redemption.
All that have not generally been those who have
we can do will not purchase, nor cause us done most for God and the world. God
to merit salvation; and yet the Lord will confounded the language at Babel, and the
not .save the disobedient.
Peter exhorted people found it expedient to disperse, and
the Jews on Pentecost ·to save themselves; quit playing the fuoll So with reference
and Paul directed Timothy how to act, that to what we do, what we are, and what we
he might save himself and them that heard enjoy. It was a wise confounding of posihim. God, the Saviour, and the Holy Spir- tion and circumstances that made some
.it, are all ready, and every thing prepared princes and some serfs. "Man's goings are
for man's salvation: ao that, if any are not of the Lord."
Were this not so, there
. aaved, the fault lies against humanity. :Men would be nothing but confusion and disaswho hear the Gospel, and will not receive ter attendant upon human actions: a hun-
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dred fold more than is now the case. The
world of mankind would present the same
scenes of irregularity and ill-advised effort
as would a large family of unruly children
without a natural head or governor.
Men are but children of an older growth,
and the main difference in most cases isthe playthings of the man cost more than
those of the child!
Very appropriate the
words of an elegant poet:
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I they will be able to account for what seemed
II

"Behold the child, by nature's kindly law,
Pleas'd with. a rattle, tickled with a straw:
Some livelier plaything gives his YOUTH delight,
A little louder, but as empty quite:
Scarfs, garters, gold, amuse his riper stage;
And beads aad prayer-books are the toys of age:
Pleas'd with this bauble still, as that before;
Till tir'd he sleeps, snd fife's poor play is o'er I"

It were simply impossible for us to coneeive of the wretchedness and misery that
would fill this world did not an eteroollaw
of Jehovah find a perpetual execution of
itself in the ever-present fact that" Man's
goings are of the Lord I"
The wisdom' of God is strangely exemplified in His over-ruling providence! Had
Moses been permitted to enter the land of
promise, he would have been deified by delighted Israelas a god. But as it is, "no
man knoweth of hi~ sepulcher unto this
day."
Alexander the Great wept because there
was not another world j 0 0 Jnquer, and then
God removed him. After the first Napoleon [the only really great man since J ulins
Cresar] had made Europe tremble with the
thunder-tread of his armies, he was conquered and captured by what men would
call a mere accident.
This world has been called a stage, and
mankind the players, who regularly and
systematically make their entrances and
exits before the foot-lights of simply mimic
life.
So, indeed, it appears to men from a
worldly point of view. They see only the
gorgeous scenic exhibitions, are amazed at
(to them) inexplicable dumb show, and
they applaud.
But only take them once
behind the curtains, into the green-room;
let them see the paint-pots and brushes, and

to them---:simple souls I-supernatural
beauty! Let them see the common tinsel, which
they-poor
fools I-mistook for pure gold!
Show them the woe-begone misery and deep
dcspair which, on the boards, and in the
presence of an admiring audience, metamorphosed tl:emselves into smiles and gai.
ety, and their opinions would speedily be
revolutionized!'
Thus it is with reference to the affairs of
this world. We but see the outside of things.
It is like looking upon the face of a watchl'
..'

.'

we know there IS delicate and lDg~DlOUS
machinery somewhere, though we do not see
it. And frequently, in the evolutions of
God's providence, we see this obvious principle of Divine governmentr'illustrated.
The great (according to man's method of
estimation) or prominent features ONLY are
observed and noted, while the perfection and
harmony of the whole 'are dependent upon
some little, secret springs, cogs and wheels
not patent to the vision!
Or at least, men
refuse to recognize them. Failing to note
these facts, the sublime and impressive
moral and social lessons which God would
teach us are utterly lost.
Madness rules the hour. Passion is called
to the council-chamber of madness. God
is forgotten.
Thc stupendous fact that
Jesus the Messiah is King has been entirely
overlooked.
Men seek their own remedies
for supposed wrongs, and insanely reject
Heaven's pa acea! Well, what of it? Do
we look for the heart-aches of the world to
be healed by fire and sword, pillage and
slaughter?
Never! 0, hell-born delusion,
never I "I have set MY King upon my holy
hill of Zion. I have announced the decree.
Ask, and I will give you the heathen for
your inheritance, and the uttermost parts of
the earth for your possession."
We have
asked. Jesus Christ has asked, and God is
giving audience to the petitioners I This'
wh.ole earth, with all its governments and
laws, should long since have been subordinated to Christ.
This has not been done,
and what is the consequence? Disappoint.
ment, deep, dark, appalling.
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To a man with his Bible in his hand, and
the love of Christ in his heart, many otherwise perplexing questions are settledmany fatally erroneous views corrected.
He learns why it is that all great, popular
men and events are so generally over-rated.
Much is promised, put little, co;:nparatively,
is ever performed.
Some men have seemed
to possess the power to revolutionize the
whole world-but
they didn't do it. Philanthropists have informed us that certain
political and social measuflls would precede
but a short time the Millennium.
They,
t-oo, proved false prophets and miserable
comforters r Why?
Because a "man's
goings are of the Lord," and these men
have sought to restore the equilibrium of
this world without any referenc.e whatever
to the Divine fulcrum and lever. "I will
overturn, overturn, overturn !"
No man can be a 1'eal benefactor without
the countenance of God and GOOD men.These are the un~een, unacknowledged
springs and wheels that move true men to
real position and greatness.
We have just
what we ask for-just what we will have!
We sometimes murmur at weak and corrupt
administrations:
we do not "understand"
their whys and wherefores.
But these, in
the present state of society, are necessary
as moral and social correctives-upon
.the
same principle that storms rock the ocean
into purity, and tornadoes sweep away the
noxious gase that breed disease and death.
We overshoot the mark. We give the glory
to man that rightfully belongs to God; and
then God chastises us by frustrating our
designs, and bringing us bt\ck to a sense of
our dependence upon him.
We will learn after awhile that swearing
by Cresar is not exactly becoming allegiant
to Christ, and that there is a little doubt
hanging over the minds of some as to whether or not the "Star Spangled Banner"
will be the Judgment Hymn, with Gabriel
for chief chorister 1
God's plan is, generally, to work through
the people. But the people forget God in
worshiping idols of their own creation; and
then He either suffers them to eat the bit-
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ter fruit of their own misdoing, or shows
them that their strongest towers are but as
straw in his omnipotent hand. God is the
most terrible of iconoclasts r
There are now men who are engaged in
playing the game of humanity on a grand
scale, using the great substratum of the
people as they would the titular dignitaries
of the chess-board.
Our hope is in this:
God is presiding, and will direct all to proper issues. When any man gets in His
way, He will simply put him out of it 1Look to your hero-worship, 0, ye Pagans 1
Forgetting that the" ways" of your manmade gods are of the Lord, and that God
Almighty is using them for the accomplishment of His own purposes, like the idolaters
in the days of Paul, we become infatuated,
throw up our hats, wave our banners and
cry out, "Great is Diana of the"----pet notio7~
advocated by our man and 01trparty!
Cincinnati, March 17, 1863.

--~.-.~----~
ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
INTRODUCTION.

N ext to the cause of our present national
troubles, nothing. is more dangerous to our
civil and religious liberties, in my humble
judgment, than Romanism.
Their .numbers
are much greater than any two or three of
the most numerous parties in the country
together.
Their rank and file are as well
trained for '<lefensive and aggressive effort,
as an army on the field of battle.
Cincinnati has been the scene of some of their
efforts to obtain volunteers for the service
of Romanism lately. A coarse of lectures,
during two weeks, was delivered in their
church on Mill street, another at St. Xavier,
on Sycamore, during one week, and last
week St. Peter's, at the corner of Eighth
and Plum, was occupied in both apartments, above and below, by two speakers
at the Fame time. Our little city of Dayton was also visited in the first part of the
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month of February by one of these recruitThe foregoing is but a small part of all
ing officers of the Pope, in the person of a he said on that topic, but embraces subs tanMr. Hecker from the city of New York. tially what .he said, most of it, indeed, I
The most commodious hall in the place think is his language.
How can the orthowas crowded by our citizens for a little dox partizans of the day reply to these
more than one week, of evenings, to listen things?
No reply has been attempted by
to him. Brother J. H. Lockwood, of Cler- them, that I have heard of, yet. In primont Co" being engaged in the second vate, it was said he was not reliable, beweek of a series of meetings with us, I cause he, when a young man who had been
,could not go to hen the "Rev. Father reared by a Methodist mother, became anxHecker."
Bro. Lockwood and myself met ious about his salvation, went to several
Mr. Hecker, and "Rev. Father Kelly" wh'o preachers of different religious denominahas charge of the English Catholic church tions to learn of them what to do to be
in this place, on the afternoon. of Friday, saved, and none of them could give him
and had an interview of nearly two hours any satisfactory answer, .he at last found
with them.
Mr. Kelly and I said little, what hc sought for in the Roman Catholic
choosing rather to let the others talk.Church. ~his would represent Romanism
Conversation was soon introduced by one as better than Protestantism, and for this
of two ladies, who heard Mr. Hecker's lec- they affected to despise him. There is no
tures, asking him if she had understood logic in a sncer, nor argument in I:nisreprehim, the previous evening, to deny that the sentation.
How can Protestants meet Mr.
Bible is an unerring guide. "Yes, lady," Hecker's argument against the Bible as an
said he. Addressing himself to brother L. unerring guide?
If they say, "the Bible
and me, he said-"The
Bible is not an un- alone is the religion of Protestants," he
erring guide. Of this I have good proof. .may reply, "how is it, then, that some of
You Protestants say it is an infallible direc you are Presbyterians, some Episcopalians,
tory to teach men their duty to God, and some Baptists, some Methodists, etc.?to one another, and to point out their eter- Your Bible teaches you to be of the same
nal destiny.
Now, I believe that you are mind, and the same judgment, to speak the
honest men, who thus read the Bible. But same things, and to be perfectly joined toyou do not arrive at the same conclusions. gether, and furtner, that there be no divisOne becomes a Trinitarian, another an U ni- ions among you.
Christ prayed to His
tarian, one says that the Bible teaches Father that all who believe in him, by the
that all men will be saved, another that word of his Apostles, should be one, as he
only an elect number will be saved, one be- and his Father are one ! Now, the Catholieves it teaches that men are justified by lic Church is a unity in all the world. Acfaith alone, and another that we are justi- cording to your own admission of the infal.
fied by faith and works. And so you differ libility of the Bible, by it I prove the
about everything, except perhaps the exist- Catholic Church the true Church, without
ence of God. How can I believe the Bible considering its antiquity, which is many
is an unerring guide to our knowledge and centuries greater than any of your denomiduty, when I see good and honest men thus nations."
led to such widely difterent conclusions?
Should anyone of these contend for th
The truth is, if God had intended to give a all-sufficiency of the Bible, how fatal to
revelation that should be an infallible guide" their argument the reply, "How about your
he could, and would, have made it so plain creeds and confessions of faith, and books
that honest men could see it alike. But of discipline, in addition to the Bible?"
good men and honest men do not see it
Believing the Bible true and Romanism
alike, therefore, we know it is not an un· false, after delivering an address on "the
erring guide to our eternal destiny."
Bible an une~ring guide," it seemed good
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to some of my brethren to advise me to
deliver a series of lectures on topics involving the characteristics of Rom'anism. To
ihis I hesitatingly consented, as. I also do
in preparing them, in substance, for publication. The last six of the addresses were
listened to by one whom I was told was a
Catholic priest, four of them were heard by
a Wesleyan minister, and one by a Baptist
minister.
I .came to the conclusion, after
the close of my efforts, that if Romanism
is to be successfully met, that those only
can do it who ure unfettered by human
philosphies, sometimes called Orthodoxy
and Protestantism,.
I may not be able to
present the readers of the Review my feeble
efforts in consecutive numbers of the paper,
because of other duties, yet, the Lord permitting ~e, I will try to do so.

J. M.

HENRY.

MODERN REVIVALS.
NO. II.

We take it that we have no reader who
does not know that we read of no "revivals of
religion" in the Bible. The apostles and
first preachers of Jesus, had they heard
anyone telling of a "revival of religion,"
would have had no idea what was meant.
They had nothing called by that name, nor
did they have the thing meant by it.'1'0 hear some man tell, in a grave style, of
" a gracious revival of religion," how many
had "experienced
a hope,"
" obtained
peace," "got religion," or " felt a change,"
one would suppose that such expressions
abounded in the Christian Scriptures.
Also to hear a preacher gravely denouncing a
man as a scoffer, a heretic, or infidel, alleging thathe denies "experimental religion,"
"heart· felt religion," Holy Ghost reli-
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gio'n," one would almost conclude that the
man denounced was a demon in human
form. Then again, to hear pious persons
tell how their eyes were opened, that they
saw a light, heard a 'voice, felt a change,
obtained a hope, &c" &c., one would inquire whence Bible language, and Bible
things had fled and whence all these strange
expressions and things supplying their
place? The time has come for an entire
oyer hauling , of these matters.
Two systems entirely different are in operation in
this country.
They are as wide a part as
the poles. They are antagonistic. They are
antipodes.
They are wholly irreconcilable.
Between them there can be lIO compromise.
The one or the other must be put down, or
the war must continue.
One of these systems starts out with th.e
idea, that man is totally depraved, that he
cannot believe, repent, tnrn to God, think
a good thought, or do a good deed till operated upon by a direct and supernatural
power, opening his eyes, quickening him,
giving him ability to believe and do the
will of God. These maintian also that the
Gospel is a mystery, the New Testament a
sealed book, the way of salvation a secret,
the truth a dead letter, till it is quidkened,
made alive and rendered the power of God
to salvation by a direct and miraculous influence of the Holy Spirit.
Thus this
theory is so arranged that the Gospel can
do nothing for the sinner till miraculous
power is infused into it, and the sinner can
do nothing toward believing and obeying
the Gospel till miraculous power is infused
into him. It, therefore, requires the sinner
tp stand still and wait, and the preacher al.
so to stand still and wait for the Lord to
send the miraculous power and quicken the
sinner so that he can believe, and qui oken the
Gospel so as to make it effectual in saving
sinners.
Had this system, and all the preaching
consistent with it, been intended to excuse
the sinner in his disobedience, it could not
have been better contrived for that purpose.
What better apology, or excuse can be made
for the sinner in his sins, than to tell him
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that he is totally depraved; can not believe,
repent, turn to God, think a good thought
or do a good thing-that
the Bible is a
sealed book, the Gospel a dead letter-all
a
mystery; that he must wait-stand stilltill direct miraculous power shall enable
him to believe and quicken the word of God
and render it powerful to the salvation of
his soul? There stands the sinner, desiring to be a Christian, but thinks he can
not till the direct converting power comes.
There stands the preacher telling him that
he cannot come to the Lord or do anything
accceptable to the Lord till the power comes.
Yet the sinner will be lost, if the converting power does not come. Why is the sinner not converted?
Not because he is not
willing, for he desires to be a Christian.
Not because the preacher is not willing, for
he is praying for God to send down the· con.
verting power. Why then is not the sinner
conTerted?
Because the Lord will not
send down the converting power! The sinner can do nothing, according to this theory.
The Gospel can do nothing, and the preach.
er can do nothing euept pray for power.
None but God can do any thing. He does
not convert the sinner 1 He, and no one
else, can send down the converting power,
but he will not do it I Who is to blame?
The sinner is not, for he can do nothing.
The Gospel is not, for it can do nothing.
The preacher is not, for he is doing all he
can do I None but God can do any thing,
and he will not do it I
We deliberately state, this whole scheme
is most mischievous, disastrous and de.
moralizing and we may just as well meet· it
square first as last, for meet it we must and
its pernicious influence must be brought to
a stand. Men must be made to hear one
more voice, see one more sight, and their
eyes must be opened in a di"fferent manner
from any thing they have yet experienced.
The gospel must be reinstatcd among men,
its power for salvation maintained, defended
and demonstrated.
Man's ability, capability, responsibility and accountability must
be maintained and defended.
The Bible
makes man free, responsible and accouata·
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ble. It gives him ability to believe, repent,
turn to God and obey him. It gi ves to the
Gospel the power of God to salvation to
everyone
who believes. It leaves man
"without excuse," "no cloak for his sins.'"
It says, "You will not come to me that you
may have life." It represents God as inquiring, "What more could [ hayc d~)lle
that I have not done? as saying, "All the
day long t have stretched forth my hand to
a gainsaying and disobedient people"~as
saying, "I have called and you refused."
It represents the Lord as saying, "He who
comes to me, I will in no wise cast out."
Does the Author of the Bible make all'
these representations, knowing that man.
can do nothing?
Does he tantalize man,
commanding him to "believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ," knowing that he can not believe? Does he tantalize his creatures, by
"commanding all men every where to repent," when he knows they can not repent?
Does he mock and tantalize his creatures,
by saying, "Come to me all you ends of the
earth and be saved," when he knowil they
can not come? Will you represent the
blessed and 'faithful Creator, as mocking
and tantalizing his creatures, by saying to
them, "All the day long have I stretched
my hand to a gainsaying and a disobedient
people," knowing that they could not come
to him without the aid which he would not
extend to them? If the mother stand over
her helpless infant, crying, come, dear,
when she knows it has no power to come,
till it cries itself to death, who ~as to
blame that it was not saved? Certainly
not the infant, but th~ cruel mother, who
could have s ved it, but would not.
But our intention is to file our bill of
complaints against modern revivalism in a
more formal manner:
1. It is wholly without authority, in all
the prophets, apostles and first Christians
have ever said or done. This is sufficient,
provided we can make it good, if nothing
more could be said. Where did the prophets, the apostles or the first evangelists
ever attempt to get up a revival of religion'
in the modern sense and~ l!tyle? Where
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did they ever call sinners forward as seekers, mourners, or anxious persons, to pray
and be prayed fvr? Where did they ever
• tell the sinner that he could do nothing?
that he could not believe? could not repent?
Where did they ever join with the sinner,
in praying to the Lord to send down converting power ? We have for more than
twenty years tried to induce some man of
respectable talents and position,"to undertake a defense of what is practiced all f)ver
this country in these revival meetings, in
public discussion, and we do not recollect
~he man who would undertake it, without
limitations, prefixes, affixes or explanat.ions,
making it something entirely different from
what they practice.
Why not? For the
good reason, that every man of sufficient
intelligence to be worthy of notice, knows
that the apostles had no such practice. He
knows that the idea of calling people forward to the anxious seat, mourner's bench,
exhorting them to pray for conversion,
joining with them in fraying for the same
purpose; for the power to come down and
convert them; give them the evidence directly from heaven of the forgiveness of
sins and acceptance with God, is not in the
Bible. They know that a defence of this
practice can not be made, that it will stand
the test in open and fair investigation.They know better than to undertake a disoussion involving their practioe in this particular.
II .. The idea of praying over persons,
screaming over them, exciting them and
agonizing with them, till they shall know
themselves to be Christians" or know their
sins forgiven, while they do not take the
steps required in order to induotion into
the kingdom of God, for absurdity stands
unequalled in the whole history of the great
mystio apostacy. In this modern process
of theirs, where is pardon promised?
Is it
promised at the anxious seat at all? If so,
when? When you pray once? When you
pray twice? three times? four times? five
times? six times? seven times? Where in
this process do you come to the promise,
"You shall be saved?"
Even the preacher
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does not promise, that he who comes to
the altar, prays and is prayed for,' ~hall be
saved, or that he who comes once, three
times or seven times shall be saved. Bis
promise is only, that if you come, you may
be pardoned, the first time you come, the
third time, the' seventh time, or the fourteenth time. He does not refer you to any
promise of God, and does not make any
promise himself.
III. When a man comes to this altar of
prayer and excitement once, and receives
no relief, what ground has he to come with
any more faith next time? When he comes
the second time and finds himself disappointed, as thousands do, can he come with
any more faith the tllird time? When he
has thus continued coming for one, two or
three weeks, as many do, without receiving
even the imagination that he is pardoned,
is his faith strengthened to continue longer '!
or is ndt the the whole te'ndency to weaken
his faith at every step, and to fill his mind
with doubts whether there is any reality in
the whole procedure?
Where did the Lord
ever have an appointment to which men
came and were disappointed?
When he
appointed the sprinkling of blood upon the
door-posts, to saVe the first born in Israel,
was anyone disappointed who complied
with the appointment of God? Not one I
When he appointed for Naaman to dip himself seven times in Jordan, and promised
that, he should be healed of his leprosy,
was Naaman disappointed?
When he appointed for Moses to smite the rock, and
water should be given from the rock; and
Moses complied with the appointment of
God, the water came. In the same way,
from the bet;inning of time, when God had
an appointment, and men complied with it,
they obtained the blessi.ng promised. An
instance of a failure in the entire history
of the human race cannot be found. Not
so this human and wholly unauthorized
system of seeking pardon at an anxious
seat, or mourner's bench; its entire history
has been but little short of a history of failure and disappointment.
The reason is,
that the promise of God is not there. Had
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the Lord said, "He who shall come to the
anxious seat, pray and be prayed for, shall
be saved," everyone who would come would
be pardoned. But he has made no such
promise.
IV. We most deliberately alledge that
the system now in question, is hardening
many sincere persons and ruining them forTh
ever.
0. country
abounds with persons
thus ruined.
They went to the altar of
prayer, so called, sincerely, honestly, and
penitently,
They know they did so with
the deepest solicitude, anxiety and concern
for their happiness.
They went there believing they would find pardon. They
watched for a sign, a miraculous change,
some sudden emotion, or some direct evidence of acceptance with God. They received nothing.
No evidence airectly from
heaven came. They were disappointed!
The preacher told them to come again.
They came again. The preacher told them
to pray on. They continued to do so.
He told them to give up their whole heart.
They did so. He told them that they were
keeping back something; that they had not
given up their whole heart. They know
they had given up their whole heart-that
they were sincere.
He told them to exercise more fajth-to
pray for more faith.
They knew that they believed with all their
hearts.
Still, they were disappointed! decieved! I Others whom they knew to be
light and frivolous, told an experience;
professed a work of grace j found peace.
They became dis:JOuraged, were thrown into
doubt, dispondency, and were utterly disheartened.
They turned away in utter disfust" saying, " We have been deceived
cheated, and disappointed.
We doub~
whether there is any reality in the whole
concern."
They became hardened, sinful,
and turned to the world and sty led un believers. Modern revivalIsts are responsihle
for all this.
,.
B. F.
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THE GOSPEL THE POWER OF GOD.
"For I am not ashamed of the (;to'pel of Christ
for it is the power of God unto salvation to every on;
'that believeth," etc.-ROM. i. 16.
.

Rome was the "Eternal
City"-the
Queen City-the
glory and admiration
of the great Roman Empire.
Thronged
by persons of rank and distinction-the
poet, the orator, rhetorician, statesman,
philosopher, and sculptor, the poor and
needy, wise and unwise, were there. Paul
had not found an opportunity as yet to visit
the renowned city, although he had often
purposed so to do. Be had been hindered.
He greatly desired to visit his brethren in
that city, to the end that he might impart
to them some spiritual gift, and that their
faith might be established, and that they
and he might be comforted together by
their mutual faith.
He had. learned,
through some reliable channel, the condition of the congregation, and had become
acquainted with the sentiments and religious doctrines by which the congregation
was troubled and perplexed.
Chief of the
cause of difficulty was the doctrines of ·the
Judaizing teachers, who regarded the natural seed of Abraham as the only people
of God, and that the Gentiles werc' not entitled to the same exalted privileges on ~
common footing with them. In'this letter
the great Apostle of nations, as a master of
logic, !is also well acquainted with the root,
trun k, and every branch of Jewish theology, shows God's design and gracious pur.
pose of offering salvation to both Jew and
Gentile, in pursuance of the pl'omise made
to the father of the faithful, long before
the law intervened j shows the righteousness of the law of Moses, and contrasts it
with the law of the spirit of life in Christ
Jesus.
But our object on this occasion is ~ot to
comment on the whole Epistle, but to con·
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fine ourselves to a few points presented in
the 16th verse of the 1st chapter. Suppose,
in a given locality, some I terrible disease
were taking away the lives of many of the
citizens. Fear and dread would seize the
whole community.
Each one would be
hourly expecting an attack of the fearful
epidemic.
Lamentation
and mourning
would be heard in the dwellings of the inhabitants.
The kind-hearted and philanthropic would be busily engaged in the relief of the sick and sorrowing, acccording
to their best skill and judgment. Antidotes
and opiates are freely offered and often received, but all in vain.
The terrible
scourge moves on, and lays low the old, the
young, the middle aged.
The father is
smitten, the mother not spared. The sister
mourns the loss of a brother, and the child
weeps for parents who have fallen. How.
the pl.'ople would rejoice to find a remedy!
How they would rejoice could some spe·
cific be found I
Now suppose a physician arrives in the
placc, with a medicine which has proved a
specific in the same disease, in another 10cality, a thousand times, and never failed
in a single case. "I am not ashamed of
this medicine," says he. The people crowd
around him to hear what he has to say
abotlt it. Do you imagine, friends, that he
commences to deliver a discourse, first, on
the four, five, or six ingredients of which
the medicine is compounded, by giving,
first, the name of' the person who discovared ingredient No.1; then a biographical
sketch of him-his
birth, life, education,
appearance, etc.;. then makes an ap·
pointment to meet them, in a week from
that time, to discourse to them in regard
to the chemical properties of ingredient
No.1; then makes appointments, from time
to time, and discourses in like manner on
ingredients No.2,
3, 4, 5, etc.? Howover, before he is entirely through, the
malady has so thinned the neighborhood
that he has but few hearers. Is this the
way people act in case of pliysical mala·
dies?
Certainly
not.
The physician
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would, v.ith energy and great zeal, cry
aloud and spare not, saying, "Here, friends,
is a remedy-here
is an antidote to the
poisonous malaria. I am not ashamed of
it; I recommend it with all my heart.
It
has proved itself all powerful in a thousand
cases-never
failed in a· single instance
when received.
Come, fri'ends, receive and
be healed."
No one would wish to hear
learned lectures on the preliminaries in reo
gard to its discoverers, its component parts,
and the peculiarities of each part, medicinally, chemically, and otherwise:
No, no;
none of these things are interesting-none!
"Give us the medicine," would be the spontaneous and simultaneous cry from the anxious, aching, sorrowful souls, who want to
be healed because they are sick and they
know it.
Just so with regard to the gospel of
Christ. Paul offers a single reason why
he is net ashamed of the gospel of Christ.
But that one is all-it is everything.
N othing that can be urged can add anything
to it. "For it is the power of God unto
salvation to everyone that believeth."
He
presents the gospel of Christ as a cause,
producing an effect, under certain conditions. The effect is salvation j the cause,
the gospel of Christ. The effect of the
medicine is a cure. But the conditionthe indispensible condition is, to take the
remedy-is to receive it. Otherwise it is
of no power-can not effect a cure. It is
the IJower of God j that is, it is God's
power. This must be moral power-not
physical power. If it were physical power,
there would not be connected with it any
condition whatever. When God determined
to create light he said, "Let there be light,
and there was light."
Christ, when standing by the cave in which was deposited the
·body of the brother of Martha and 1\Iary,
did not say, "If thou believest, Lazarus,
thou mayest come forth~" because "the
dead know not anything."
But the divine
Redeemer said, "Lazarus, come forth," and
he came forth. This was a miracle, and
of the nature of creative power.
But thai
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the gospel may be efficacious as God's who is able to give it, is the highest, the
power, it requires on the part of the one greatest, the best offer that can be made.
saved that he rereive it. It, as a power, But says one, I can't believe. Can't beacts on the principle of motive in the fol- lieve what?
Can't believe the gospel.lowing sense. You say to your neighbor, Why not? Becausc, say yo'u, my belief
"Friend, I want you to go to town for me don't depend upon my will. Well, what
to-day, and do an errand."
Your frienJ has that to do with the ma.tter? Why you
says, "Indeed I can not spare the time. I say if you had a will to believe you could
have several things to do for myself to-day; believe. 1'hat would depend upon another
it is important that I do them. Sorry that conti.gency.
You believe when the testiI can't accommodate you; you will have the mony is received by you as true. Your
goodness to excuse me this time." "Stop, will has nothins to do with your believing,
friend; it is only ten mpes. If you will only as it disposes you to examine the evigo, I will give you these ten dollars. Here denee. Believin~ and not believing has
take them and go." Your friend says, "1 I regard to testimony and the want of testiwill go." What was the power that moved mony. The Apostles preached the gospel
your friend?
Was it your words? No; of Uhrist in plain and unadorned style; they
certainly not. Was it your wish that he used great plainness of speech. They
should go that moved him ? No; not that,/ stated facts and truths-indisputable
facts,
It was the ten dollars that moved him. incontrovertible
truths.
They affirmed
When ?- When they were in my pocket? that Jesus was the Christ, -the Son of the
No; but he was moved by the ten dollars /living God; tbat he was put to death in a
when he perceived and believed that the very public manner; that he was taken
ten dollars became his property by com- down from the cross and buried in the tomb
plying with your request.
of Joseph, a distinguished senator; that he
The gospel of Christ mO,vesone by the rose from the dead on the third morning;
motives accompanying it. Christ told the th'at he was seen by many (infallible proofs)
Apostles to preach the gospel to every crea- after his resul'rcction.
They affirmed that
ture-"he
that believeth and is baptized he commanded them to offer the remission
shall be saved; he that believeth not shall of sins to the penitent bcliever, through
be damned."
Here, then, is salvation of- baptism,. and that he commanded them to
fered, and damnation threatened.
Salva- tarry at Jerusalem till they were endowed
tlon is offered to the one who believes the with power from on high; that they did
gospel and is baptized; damnation is threat. tarry, and were miraculously endowed on
ened him who will not believe. lIere is the day of Pentecost.
N ow these were
life and death-we
desire life and depre- plain matters of fact, not metaphysics.cate d~ath. But if you don't believe you The Apost!es were absolutely without a
will be da~ed.
No strongcr motive motive, if their statements were not true,
power can be furnished than is here in the and since the world began it was not known
gospel. You desire eternal life above all that any sane man acted voluntarily withthings else; and in the exact ratio that you out a motive.
And then, that so many
desire life, you deprecate death and ba~- Jews and Romans should believe what the
ishment from. God and· happiness and Apostles preached to be true and act acheaven. Can any higher, any stronger, cordingly, shows plainly enough that their
more powerful motives be offered to a ra- testimony was irresistible.
For to receive
tional man than these: He that believeth the gospel of Christ was to forego all the
and is baptized shall be saved; he that be- pleasur'es of the world, and to commence
Iieveth not sha!) be damned?
Can any to look for new pleasures by faith and not
of you think of any motive stronglH than by sight; to look for a city whose builder
this? Yes; eternal life, offered by one and maker is God. There are miracles
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somewhere. "If weak thy faith, why the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ; who
choose the harder side ?"
shall be punished with everlasting destruc.
But let us look at another feature of the tion from the presence of the I.Jord and the
subject.
The gospel of Clnist is the power glory of hi~ power."
of God, etc. Not a power, not a part of
I;Iow fearful a thing it is to reject the
the power, but emphatically the power. Ij only power of God unto salvation, and yet
excludes all other power, and includes all to hope fo~ deliverance in some other way.
the power. When it fails to accomplish Vain hope I Fatal mistake!
What infat.
the end designed, there remains no other uation! The Heayenly Fatner has proposed
means. Therefore, when 'the gosjel of to' save men freely through the redemption.
Christ does not save one, he necessarily re- that is in ChristJ csus. The way in which
mains unsaved; and if it never saves him, they are to accept this redemption is alone
then will he never be saved. He will cer- made known in the gospel of Christ. This
tainly be damned. There is no other rejected, disbelieved, underrated, and depower. In vain be looks for salvation by spised, leaves the sinner in a hopeless, unthe operation of any other power. God saved, condemned state. He never can be
has not ordained any other power. Who- saved in any other way. The winds will
ever rejects it does it at his own peril. In not convey to him the knowledge of the
vain he reasons that God has all power, remission of sins. H€ oan't "read his title
that his power is infinite, and therefore, clear to mansions in the skies" on the fleeoy
because he can,he will save men by some clouds of the heavens. No brook that
other power. This is not only fallaoious, "bubbles by" whispers in his ear the pleasbut presumptuous reasoning-the
reason- ing intelligence that he is saved from sin
'ng of infidelity. Indeed may we not say -that he is pardoned.
No traveler from
that it is impossible-morally
impossible the spirit land announces his acquittal. He
for God to save one in any other way than may imagine it; he may feel that it is so;
by means of the gospel of Christ?
He that he is forgiven; but all this is· but' dethat believes not shall be damned. But lusion and error. There is nothing reliatlJe rejector of the gospel believes it not; ble in anything save in the unmistakable
yet say/! God can and therefore may save word of the living God, "And this is the
him some other way or by some other word which by the gospel is preached unto
power; and yet that thQse words stand up- you." "You know how that, a good while
on the divine record unchanged and un- ago, God made choice from among us that
challgeable, "he that believes not shall be the Gentiles, by my mouth, should hear the
damned."
Now can he ever be saved while Iword of"the gospel and not believe." Then,
he believes not? No i never! He is con- we may with confidence and boldness say
demned, will remain condemned, and can't to you all, that it is your privilege, duty
be saved as long as he refuses to obey the and honor-your
highest and greatest ingospel. Because we are not to understand terest-to
receive with meekness the enthat the man who merely assents to the grafted word, which is able to save your
truth of the gospel shall be saved. He souls, remembering that we must l)e doers
must continue to believe by obeying his of the word and not hearers only. God
faith. Christ came to his own and his own has dealt very kindly with us, in that he
received him not; but to as many as re- has conducted us safely through every lane
ceived him, to them gave he power or priv- of life by his unseen arm of power, which
ilege to become the sons of God, even to as has been underneath us and around abou~
many as believed on him."
To receive us. That we still have an opportunity to'
Christ is to obey him; Henoe, in the day receive the guspel \)f. his grace and lMt
of eternity, Christ will take :vengeance on saved, is wholly owing to his unbolmded.
them who know }lot God" and who obey Dot love towards us, and Dot £or any good in
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us. My prayer is, that we may all aCknowl.,
edge, with unspeakable gratitude, the gospel of Christ to be the power of God unto
salvation.
May we be saved from sin in
this life by it. May we, through the grace
of our LO"fd Jesus Christ, one and all be
brought to the realms of life and light eternal beyond the .river of Jordan.
Amen
and Amen.
N. J. MITCHELL.
DelivereJ, Sept. 11th, 1863,}
at Howard, Pa.

ROMANISM.-Lecture

I.

THE HOLy.sCRIPTURES AN UNERRING GUIDE.
"Then he said, I pray thee therefore, father, that
thou wouldst seud him to my father's house:
For I
have five brethren;
that he may testify to them,
lest they a.lso come into this place of torment. Abraham saith unto bim, The,y bave Moses and tbe prophets;
let them hear them. And he said, Nay, father Abra.ham: but if one we!!t unto them from the dead, they
will repent:
And he said unto him, If they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they Be pursuaded though one rose from the dead."-LUKE xvi. 27-31.

The public and private denial in our city,
by Mr. Hecker, a Roman Catholic lecturer,
of the sufficiency of the inspir~d word of
God, to guide man to duty here, and his
eternal destiny hereafter, has suggested my
theme this morning.
It is no pleasure to
me to occupy an adverse position to Protestants or Catholics, unless the truth of God
makes it n,ecessary. Even then my pleasure consists in doing what I believe will be
for their good, and the glory of God. I
desire it also to be remembere<t that religious error is not confined to Romanists.
The divided state of those caiIing themselves Protestants, their petty jealousies,
and rivalries are certain and sad proofs
that much remains for them to do before
the unity, even of Romanism, shall be realized by them.
I have endeavered to

school myself to hate erro wherever I find
~t, and to love the errorist.
When RomanlSts come fEJrward on the platform to plead
their cause, we should be glad to meet them,
and exa~ine the claims they set up to be,
heard. When they assert that the Bible is
an erring guide, they make an attack on
the most precious thing to me, this side of
Him that sits on tho throne of supreme autbority in"the universe.
In defending the
Bible, I intend to quote much and frequently from its pages. I fear to venture
beyond its lessons, lest I become bewildered,
when multitudes wiser and stronger' men
than me havc been lost in he labyrinths of
philosophy, or in the fogs of human tradition.
In the Scripture just read, the rich man
is informed that his brethren have Moses
and the prophets.
Moses had been dead
for ages, and the last of the prophets bundreds of years, when Jesus endorsed what
Abraham said to him. Moses' authority as
a lawgiver was still in full force, and the
lessons of the prophets still divinely sanctioned. We have Christ and tbe apostles,
in addition to the Scriptures of the former
dispensations.
The rich man intimated that the writings
of Moses and the prophets were not suffi.
cient to warn his brethren against coming
into this place of torment. He prayed to a.
saint, and was directed to the word of God.
The Lord had not done enough for him to
keep him from the flames; but if one should
go from the dead, his brethren would avoid
that evil place! Nay, said Abraham, if
they will not hear 1\1oses and the prophets,
neither will they be persuaded, though one
rose from the dead.
In addition to all they possessed, we have
Jesus and the apostles, and one from the
dead. "N otwithstartding all these revelations and wonders, men are found so void
of faith, as to stand up and declare the
Bible is not enough-not
an unerring
guide. No greater wonder than the resurrection from the dead has ever occurred,
and yet it is insufficient to convince some
men.
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The Holy Scriptures theII!selves abound known to me the mystery as I wrote before
with statements and allusions to their suf-: in few words; whereby, when ye read, ye
ficiency, as a guide to our duty and eternal may understand my knowledge in the mysdestiny.
John xvii. 8. I have given tery of Christ, which in other ages was not
unto them (the apostles) the word~ which made known unto the sons of men, as it is
thou gavest me; and they have received now revealed unto his holy apostles and
them, and have known surely that I came prophets by the Spirit; that the Gentiles
out from thee, and they have believed that shall be fellow-heirs, and ~f the same body,
thou didst send me. John xvii. 17 and 20. and partakers of his promise in Christ by
Sanctify them through thy truth; thy word the gospel; whereof I was made a minister,
is the truth.
Neither pray I for according to the gift of the grace of God
these alone, but for them also who shall be- given unto me by the effectual working of
Heve on me through their word. John xvi. his power. Unto me who am less than the
13. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, least of all saints, is this grace given, that I
is come, he will guide you into ALL THE should preach anlOng the Gentiles the unTRUTH.
1st Cor. ii. 12,13. Now we have searchable riches of Christ; and to make all
received, not the spirit of the world, but men see what is the fellowship of the'mysthe i3pirit which is of God; that we might tery, which from the beginning of the world
know the things that are freely given to us hath been hid in God, who created all
of God, which things also we .speak, not in things by Jesus Christ: to the intent that
the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but now unto the principalities and powers in
which the Holy Spirit teacheth ; comparing heavenly places might be known by the
spiritual things with spiritual.
2d Thess. Churc\! the manifold wisdom of God, aciii. 14. And if any man obey not our word cording to the eternal purpose which he
by this epistle, note that man, and have no purposed in Christ Jesus our IJord.
company with him; that he may be ashamFrom these passages enough may be
ed. 2d Timothy iii. 16,17. All Scripture learned to assure us of the sufficiency of
given by inspiration of God, is profitable the word of truth, to g)lide us infallibly to
for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for duty and divine acceptance.
1. 'rbe Savior
instruction in righteouslJess; that the man promised that the Spirit would guide the
of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnish- apostles into all the truth.
2. That they
ed unto all good works. 2d Peter i. 2-4. spoke in language taught by the Spirit. 3.
Grace and peace be multiplied unto you That according to God's divine power (the
through the knowledge of God, and of gospel) all things pertaining to life and
Jesus our Lord, according as his divine godliness were given through the knowlpower hath given unto us all things that edge of him. 4. That the apostles wrote,
pertain unto life and godliness, through that when we read, we ml<Yknow and unthe knowledge of him that hath called us derstand their knowledge of the things
to glory and virtue; whereby are given unto freely given to us of God. 5. That these
us exceeding great and preoious promises; things might be made known by the Church
that by these ye might be partakers of the to the principalities and powers in the
divine nature, having escaped the corrup- heavenly region. 6. That the man of God
. tion that is in the world through lust. 1st might be perfect, thoroughly furnished to
John iv. 6. We are of God; he that know- all good works. 7. That we might be able
eth God heareth us; he that is not of God to disorimin~te between the spirit of truth,
heareth not us. Hereby know we the spirit and the spirit of error. 8. That these
of truth and the spirit of error. Eph. iii. things are according to the purpose of God.
2-11. If ye have heard of the dispensation
Whoever denies the sufficiency of the
of the gr~ce of God which is given me to word of God, as a rule of faith and duty,
your ward; how that by revelation he made impliedly assumes that the Holy Spirit did
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not guide the apostles into all the truth, urged by Romanists. and infidels, that
and that though the Spirit may have re- "Honest and good men read the Bible and
vcaled to them the things freely given to arrive at very different conclusions. Ono
us of God, yet they did not communicate man reads and becomes a Trinitarian.them, nor make a record of them. These Another reads the Bible and he is an Uniare the men against whom the anathema tarian. One becomes an U ni versalist, anof an ambassador of Christ has been pro- other a Calvinist, and a third an Arminian.
nounced.
Gal. i. 6-12. I marvel that ye One believes men are justified by faith
are so soon removed from him that call!ild alone, another understands the Bible to
you into the grace of Christ unto another teach justification by faith and works.gospel; which is not another; but there be Honest and good men read the Book and
some that trouble you, and would pervert bflcome Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Luthe gospel of Christ.
But though we, or therans, Methodists, Baptists, etc. Hence
an angel from heaven, preach· any other it is said the Bible can not be an infallible
gospel to you than that which we have guide; for if God had so intended it, Ho
preachcd unto you, let him be accursed. could and would have given such a revelaAs we said before, so say I now again. If tion that all these good and honest men
any man preach any other gospel unto you would see it alike. They do not see it
than that ye have received, let him be ac- alike, therefore we know' it is not an unerrcursed. For do I now persuade men' or ing guide."
We have seen from the deGod? or do I seek to please men? for if I clarations of the Bible, und from general
yet seek to please men, I should not be the admissions, that it was intended to be an
servant of Christ. But I certify you, breth- all-sufficient guide, and. that for three hunren, that the gospel which was preached of dred years it answered the purpose. If it
me is not after man. For I neither receiv- does not infallibly guide men now, the
ed it of man, neither was I taught it, but by fault is not in the Bible, but in the men
the revelation of Jesus Christ.
who pervert the gospel of Christ.
The man who, in the face of such a lesThe trial of the word of God alone has
son as the above, can havc the impudence been renewed, after ages of papal darkness,
to assert the insufficiency of the gospel of and is a marvelous success.
Christ, as revealed by the Holy Spirit, and
Romanists tell us that a council of the
confirmed by miracles, to guide men, is pre- Catholic Church, in the 4th century, espared to resist any testimony that would tablished the canon of Scripture.
The
contradict his own wishes.
Nicene council was no't a Roman Catholic
There is an almost universal admission one, neither did the council determine what
that the Bible is sufficient to every thing documents were inspired.
They rejected
that pertains to life' and godliness. Even the s.purious writings for which inspired
Romanists quote the Bible to prove their authority was claimed.
Those rejected
doctrines true.
Each party in Christen- writings are still extant, requiring little indom regards its own doctrines best, be- tell{igence to determine their character.cause they think them nearest likc the Long before that council met the inspired
Scri ptures.
writings of the New Testament were well
During the first 300 years of the Chris- and generally known to Christians.
Some
tian era, nothing else was regarded as nec- years since a collection of the whole of the
essary to direct men in the way of life and New Covenant, excepting a few verses in
salvation. In that time every variety of the book of Re~elations, was made in Engmind, and condition of life, and reli,gion, land, from the Christian writers of the first
was encountered; and for the control of all two centuries.
The vigilant providence of
who believed in the Savior, the inspired God has wonderfully preserved that blessed
word was sufficient.
Against this, it is volume from the ravages of time, as well as
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But I close with this twelve years old, saw his much loved grandmother seated among the communicants and
partaking, but his father and mother,
"Men's books with heaps of chaff are stored,
equally dear to him, sitting back, appaGod's Book doth golden grains afford;
Leave off the chaff and spend thy pains,
rently not happy. This attracted his at·
In gathering up the golden grains."
tention.
He could see no reason for this
J. M. HENRY.
discrimination among those whom he loved
without discrimination.
He could see no
reason for this partiality where he could
make no partiality.
When they returned home and were all
seated in a pleasant circle round the hearth,
the following conversation ensued:
Young Jones. Ma, why didn't you commune with grandma in her meeting to-day?
Mother. My dear, I should like to have
THE WAY OF SALVATION,
done so, but your grandma's preacher excluded us. He only invited those of "the
NO.1.
same faith and order."
This excluded
YOUNGJONES, at an early period of his your pa and myself.
life, expressed a great desire to know the
Y. J. Grandma, why did your preacher
way of salvation and to walk in the fear of exclude pa and rna?
Grandmothe?·. My child, you can not
the Lord. He was, therefore, a regular attendant on public worship, always at~entive understand these deep matters.
Y. J. Grandma, your preacher thinks pa
to religious conversation and delighted in
the company of the pious. His father was and ma ain't good like you, and I don't
a very devoted Presbyterian, his mother an like him.
G. 1\'1. No, my dear; that is not the reason.
equally devoted Methodist.
A grandmothY. J. Why, then, won't he let pa and rna
er lived in the family, who was a decided
Baptist.
Owing to the religious difference commune with you? Ain't they good?
be~ween his father, mother. and grandG. M. Yes, my dear, they are good; but
mother, the subject of religion was rarely they don't belong to the same Church.'
Y. J. Ain't the communion for good
ever mentioned in the family. Young Jones
was naturally of an inquiring disposition, people?
and loved his father, mother arid grandG. M. Certainly it is, my child, but your
mother most ardently. It happened oneday, pa and rna are not of the same faith and
that a Baptist preacher of considerable note order.
Y. J. Grandma, I do not know what you
and distinction preached in the town where
the family resided, in the Baptist Church. mean by "faith and order," but if pa and
The grandmother prevailed on the balance rna are good, why won't your preacher let
of the family to accompany her to meeting them commune with you?
I
and hear her preacher. After preaching,
G. M. My dear, these matters are too
it being the time for regular monthly com- deep for you.
You can not understand
munion, the arrangement was made for this them.
Y. J. No, grandma, I can not understand
part of the service. The preacher made
the usual explanation, that those of "the why pa and ma, if they are good, like you,
same faith and order" were invited to com- can't commune with you. Grandma, if I
mune, and that it was well understood that become good and join rna's Church, you
the Baptist Church did not admit of open will let me commune with you, won't you?
communion.
Young J oqes, now a lad
G. M. My child, I tell you that you are
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able when I propose to leave him fl'ee from
too young to understand these matters.These are deep matters, and can only be all bias to decide for himself.
M. Mr. Jones, you know the Scripture
understood and explained by great and
requires me to bring up my child in the
learned men.
Y. J .. Grandma, will pa and ma com- nurture and instruction of the Lord, and
you know the vow I made, when our dear
mune with you in heaven?
G. M. I do not suppose there will be any son was dedic'ated to the Lord, to instruct
him and bring him up in the fear of the
communion in heaven.
Y. J. Will thero be more than one Lord. I think you have a strange view of
it, that a Christian mother mu~t not use
Church in heaven?
G. M. No, my dear, they will all be one her influence to save her child, but leave
him to grow up as he may list, without any
there.
influence frpm his mother 1
Y. J. Which one will that be granJma?
F. My dear, you know that you and myG. M. I do not suppose it will be any
one Church, as we have them now, either self do not belong to the same Church, and
your pa's, your ma's or my own. The Church I do not desire to persuade our child to go
one way, while you persuade him to go anwill then consist of all the good.
Y. J. Grandma, I wish all the good were other. Yet, if you persuade him to join
in one Church now. Then you, and pa, and your Church and I persuade him to join
ma would all be in one Church and all com- mine, we shall per~uade him to go in two
mune together; and if I could getgood·ttnd opposite directi~ns. Now the fair thing, I
join the Church, I could be with you all think, is to leave him without any 'bias
and commune with you. But now I do not from either of us, and let him decide for
/
know what to do. If I go with ma, I have himself·
M. Mr. Jones, you are a kind husband, a
to leave you and pa. If I go with pa, I
must lea,ve you and mao If I go with you, fair and reasonable man, and I do not see
I have to leave pa and mao I can't leave how to answer you; but I do not know how
I am, on your plan to obey the injunction,
any of you. What shall I do?
Mother. My son, do you not know that I to bring up my children in the nurture and
had you dedicated to the Lord when you admonitions of the Lord. I certainly cannot do this without imparting instructions
were an infant?
or using any persuasions I
Y. J. I know, ma, you have told me so.
F. Mrs. J ones, to tell you the truth, I
1\1. Certainly I have told you so, and told
you truthfully, and you will, of course, go am much puzzled and perplexed. I am not
with me and join the Chnrch, where I had about to blame you, for you have always
you dedicated to the Lord in holy bap- been reasonable. But there is one thing I
cannot understand!
My preacher says, and
tism.
Father. See here, my dear, I think you I have heard your preacher say the same,
are going a little too far. Our son should that "it is a wise providence of God that
be left free, without any bias from us, to we have so many Churches, so that we can
all be suited." But I cannot see how "a
join any Church he may desire.
M. Mr. Jones, you know that· I vowed wise providence of God" could so conflict
when our dear son was baptized, to instruct in our family instructions!
M, Mr. Jones, I have th ought of that
him in the way in which he should go,
and I feel bound to discharge my duty to many a time. I believe you are a sincere
man and desire to do right, and I trust the
him.
Father. Am I not bound as much as Lord <knows my heart, and that I desire to
yourself? I am entitled certainly to an do right. Still, it is manifest that our being
equal privilege with yourself to instruct divided,in religion and belonging to differour son j and I think I am fair and reason- ent Churches is now a serious obstruction
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in our way in imparting religious instruction to our child.
I feel now that it is
about all I can endure that I cannot have
you in the same Church with me i·and now,
to give u\>my son, to join any other Church,
would be almost giving up my life. I can
not end ure the thought.
F. And, my dear, do you not think it
would be equally hard for me to give up
my son to join another Church?
1\1. I suppose it would. How can the
difficulty be avoided?
F; I do not know, unless you would join
the Presbyterian Church.
M. I can never do that. Why not you
join the M<1thodist Church?
F. I do not believe the Methodist doctrine.
M. I do not believe the Presbyterian
doctrine.
•
Son. Ma, why were there so many
Churches. I wish there was but one, and
that you and pa, and grandma, all belonged to that. Th.en when I would get good
I could join with you all.
M. My dear, I suppose it was wisely so
ordered that there should be so many
Churches.
S. Ma, who ordered that there should be
so many Churches?
M. My dear, the Lord so ordered it.
S. Ma, did the Lord order your Church
to be made?
M. Yes, my dear.
S. How long ago?
M. A long time ago-one
hundred and
twenty years ago.
.S. Ma, how did the Lord make your
Church?
M. He did it by raising up that great
and good man, Mr. Wesley, who was the
founder of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
S. Ma, did the Lord raise up a great and
good man to make pa's church?
M. You must ask yotir pa, my dear. I
do not know who was the founder of his
Church.
F. My child, that great and good man,
John Calvin, was the founder of the Presbyterian Church.
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S. Pa, how long ago did he make your
Church?
F. About two hundred years, my son.
M. Mr. Jones, I do not see how you can
style Calvin a "great and good man,"
when he instigated the burning of that
poor.man, Servetes, to death I
F. My dear, you should inform yourself,
before you make statements to prej udice
my child against my Church. Your statement is not true, and I feel hurt that you
shouW make such a statement.
M. Mr. Jones, I hope you do not deny
that statement I I certainly read what I
have stated from Dyer's Life of Calvin,
containing a quotation from Cillvin's own
language, in which he admits that he instigated the burning of Servetes. Not only
so, but Calvin issued a pamphlet vindicating his action. I feel mortified that you
should question my statement.
F. We had better drop the subject. I
see that we shall only wound each other's
feelings.
S. Grandma, which is the right Church,
pa's or rna's?
G. M. My dear, I think neither of them
is right.
The regular Baptist Church is
the true Church.
S. Grandma, how long ago was your
Church made?
G. 1\1. I do not know, my child, but a
long time-more
than two hundred years.
S. Your Church was made before rna's
and pa's, was it?
G. M. It was.
S. Grandma, was there no Baptist, Presbyterian or Methodist Church before that?
G. M. No, my child.
S. Were there no Baptists, Presbyterians
or Methodists before that?
G. M. My child, you are too young to understand these things. When you get older,
I will explain them to you.
S. Why didn't the Lord make only one
Church, so that we all could go to meeting
together and all belong to one Church?
M. I do not know what to do with that
child.. He annoys me constantly with his
question~.
B. F.

QUA~TERLY

HISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST
AND THE APOSTLES,
NO.II.
More than eight thousand miles east of
where I am now writing, where the sun rises eight hours before it does here, there is
a small district of country, now called PALESTINE,but known in ancient times as the
LAND OF CANAAN. In the southern part,
called the" Land of Judah," is the ancient
city of Jerusalem.
A few miles east of
this city flows the Jordan river southward
into the Dead Sea. About six miles south
of Jerusalem is Bethlehem; and Nazareth
is some seventy-five miles north, in J~ower
Galilee. The western coast of this ancient
land of the Jews is washed by the water's
of the Mediterranean Sea: so called, because, according to the ancients, it was in
the midst of the Earth.
This great sea is bounded on the North
by Europe, on the East by Asia, on the
South by Africa, and is connected at the
West with the Atlantic Ocean, by the Strait
of Gibralter.
Regarding Palestine as lying
at the east end of this Sea, the reader can
form some idea of it~ locality, and its central position in the Old World.
Instituting a comparison beteen the HoLY LAND and the rest of the world, is like
comparing a small garden with a large number of extensive grain-fields.
It does not
contain half so m,any square miles as the
State of Ohio. Yet, small and insignificant
as this country appears to us, here transpired the great-est and most memorable
events in the world's nistory-here
originated, eighteen hundred and thirty years
ago, a RELIGION,which, against all kinds
of opposition, has continued to spread and
extend itself over the world to the present
time.
This renowned SPOTOF EARTH is especially interesting to the Christian, because
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here Jesus the Christ was born, lived,
preached, suffered, and rose to heaven:
here the Apostles began to proclaim the
good news of salvation.
N early fifteen hundred years before
America was discovered by Columbus,
while Great Britain, France, and Germany
were inhabited by barbarians; and when
th3 Roman Empire was at his hight of glory, events transpired in this land of Prophets and Apostles, which drew the attention
and excited the admiration of a wondering
world. Does the reader need to be informed that the record of these events is contained in the historical writings of the
four evangelists?
But as these ev~nts are not all recorded
in any ·one of the narratives, written by
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and as
some are recorued by one, which are not
mentioned by any of the others, if we
would take a connected view of the whole
history, we must ascertain the proper order
of the events, and contemplate them in this
order.
It may not be improper to remark here,
that in this difference in the accounts given
by these four witnesses, we see the best reason to regard them as worthy of credit.
For it is evident that they were, all of them,
in possession of a much greater number of
facts than they reported, and that each recorded only those which he thought most
suitable to his particular design.
We readily discover that Luke begins
hi~ history farther back than any of the
other evangelists.
To satisfy the philosophic minds of the Greeks, who must
know the origin of every thing, he "traces
every thing accurately from the firRt," and
gives a particular account of the circumstances attending the birth of Jesus, and
that of his fore-runner, John the Baptist.
Believing that the language of the sacred writers, when properly rendered, would
be better than mine, I shall quote principally from them, taking the liberty to simplify and modernize the style in some places, without attempting to perform the part
of a reviser, or translator, whose duty it ie
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to make changes with reference to the!
original. I will consult three versions,
the Common Version, the Revised Go~pels,
and Campbell's Testament.
The changes
which I will make, shall be designed to reno
del' the language more conformable to the
common style of the people.

CHRISTIAN

a people prepared for the Lord.'
And
Zachariah. 'said to the angel: 'By what
shall I know this? For I am an old man,
and my wife is far advanced in years.' The
angel answering, said to him: 'I am Gabriel, who stand in the presence of God;
and I was sent to speak to thee, and totell
thee this good news. And see, thou shalt
be dumb, and not able to speak, till the day
THE BIRTHS OF JOHN THE BAPTIST AND
when these things shall have been perJESUS THE MESIAH ANNOUNCED
BY THE
formed, because thou didst not believe my
ANGEL,GABRIEL.
words, which Sh3ll be accomplished in due
In the "wilderness of Judea," twenty- time."
two miles south of Jerusalem, is HEBRON. And the people were waiting fer ZachaWhile Herod the Great was king of Judea, riah, and wondered at his remaining so long
there was living at Hebron a good old Jew· in the 'retnple.
And when. he came out,
ish priest, named Zachariah, with his wife, he could not speak to them; and they perElisabeth.
Of these persons Luke says: ceived that he had seen a vision in the
"They were both upright before God, walk. Temple; for he made signs to them, and
ing blamelessly in all the commandments remained speechless.
And it happened,
and ordinances of the Lord."
Surely such when the days of officiating were ended,
persons were worthy to be the parents of that he went home.
one who was to "prepare the way of the
And after those days, his wife Elizabeth
Lord."
But, though "they were both now conceived and she hid herself five months,
far advanced in years," "they had no child, saying: 'Thus has the Lord dealt with me,
for Elizabeth was barren I"
in the days in which he looked upon me, to
But what does the historian tell us? take away my reproach among men.'
That while he was burning incense in the
Now in the sixth month, the angel GaTemple of the Lord, which was at J erusa· briel was sent from God to a city of Galilem, and while "the multitude of the peo- lee, named Nazareth, to a virgin, betrothed
ple were praying outside," "an angel of the to a man whose, name was Joseph, of the
Lord appeared to him, standing on the family of David; and the virgin's name
right side of the altar of incense. And was Mary .. The angel, having come to her,
Zachariah was troubled at the sight of him, said: 'Hail highly favored one I The Lord
and fear came over him. But the angel is with thee. Happy art thou among wosaid to him: 'Fear not, Zachariah; for thy men.' And she was troubled at the saying,
prayer was heard, and thy wife Elizabeth and was revolving in her mind what this
shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt name kind of salutation could mean, when the
him JOHN. And thou shalt have joy and angel said to her: 'Fear not, Mary; for
gladness; and many shall rejoice at his thou hast found favor with God. And see,
birth. For he shall be great before the thou shalt conceive and bear a son, whom·
Lord; he shall not drink wine, nor any in- thou shalt name JESUS. He shall be great,
toxicating liquor; and he shall be filled with a~d shall be called the Son of the Highest;
the Holy Spirit, even from his mother's and the J~ord God will giv:e him the throne
womb. And many of the sons of Israel of David his father. And he shall reign
he shall turn to the Lord their God. Also, over the family of Jacob forever: his reign
he shall go before him in the spirit and shall have no end.'
•
power of Elijah, to turn the hearts of the
Then Mary said to the angel. 'How shall
fathers to the children, and the disobedient this be, seeing I have no intercourse with
to the wisdem of the just; to make ready man ?' The angel, answering, said to her:

QUAHTERLY
'The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and
the power of the Highest shall overshadow
thee: therefore the Holy One that is born
shall be called the Son of God. And see,
Elizabeth thy kinswoman has also conceived
a son in her old age; and this is the sixth
month with her who is called barren. For
nothing is impossible with God.' And Mary
said: 'Behold the handmaid of the Lord'
let it be to me according to thy word.' And
the angel departed from her."
Soon after this visitation of the heavenly
mess~nger Mary left Nazareth, and traveling in haste to the hill-coun try of Judea,
to Hebron, (a journey c.f nearly a hundred
miles,) she entered Zachariah's house , and
saluted Eliz ..•bcth. "And it h~ppencd that
as soon as Elizabeth heard Mary's salutation, the babe leaped in her womb; and
Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit.
And shc spoke out with a loud voice, and
said: 'Blessed art thou among women, and
blessed is the fruit of thy womb. But how
have I deserved this honor, that tbe mother
of my Lord should come to me? For sce,
as soon as the sound of thy salutation
reached my ears, the babe leaped in my
womb for joy. And happy is she who believed that the things told her by the Lord
shall be accomplished.'
And Mary said: "My soul magnifies the
Lord, and my spirit rejoices in God my
Savior. Because he looked upon the low
condition 9f his hand-maid; for, look!
hereafter all generations will call me hapry.
For the Mighty One has done great thing~
for mc; and holy is his name. And hi~
mercy to those who fear him is from generation to generation.
He shows the
strength of his arm, and dispels the vain
imaginations of the proud. He pulls down
the princes from their thrones, and exalts
those of low degree. The needy he loads
with good things, but :::ends the rich away
empty. He helps Israel, his servant (as he
apoke to our fat:h.ers) ever inclined to be
merciful to Abraham and his descendants."

WM.
LYNCHBURG,

PINKERTON.

0" March 16, 1863.
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PROVIDENCE: AN ESSAY IN TWO
CHAPTERS.
BY DAVID WALK.
CHAPTER

II.

"MILn's goings are of the Lord· how can 0. mlln
then, understlmd his own way ?"-So[011l01l the Wis•. '

We expect too much of uninspired, fallible man. Old men have learncd that kings
are not hedged in by divinity, or anointed
with the oil of wisdom and virtue above
their fellows. Truth to tell, they have discovered that kings and rulers are made of
flesh and blood and bone; and that the dust
of a dead Alexander, Cresar, or Napoleon
ml:ght be traced to the stopping of a beerbarrel I 'I'he idea is/not new, but it is well
enougb, occasionally, to resunect old ideas,
old facts, old principles.
"History is philosophy teacl:ing by example." We repeat:
we expect too much of uninspired, fa)lible
man. No greater or better men will arise
tban those already risen. The same 'imbecility, the same susceptibility to corrupting
influences that have usually marked past
leaders, will characterize those to come. In
fact, we expect nothing better than we have
bad. 'rhe "coming man" will never come.
Re came nearly nineteen centuries ago;
was murdered then, and has practically been
rejected ever since! It is like the mythical millennium about which lunatics dream.
If you really want the millennium, make
one in you: then you will have it and enjoy
it; never otherwise!
We lean on an arm of
flesh, and then wonder that it lets us fall.
Could we but see royalty in retirement,
our ideas of human greatness would be
measurably dispelled. It has been said tltat
no man is a hero in the estimation of his
valet. A lllan is a man, after all his pomp,
and show, and glitter, and God alone i.
. great. It required a long and intim~te association to assure so great a man as Cassia.
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travelilJg a strange road, in which he is di·
rected by another! David says, ,"The steps
of a GOOD MAN are ordered by the Lord"direoted or disposed-that
is, so governed
as to attain t)1e righteous end at which he
aims. We cannot understand our own way:
it is mysterious, wonderful.
Solomon the Wise says, "A IlIan's heart
deviseth his way; but the Lord directeth his
steps."
A man considers and proposes to
"Ye gods, it doth amaze me,
A man of such a feeble temper should
bimself what be will do; designs an end,
So get the start of ~he majestic world 1" .
and contrives by what means he will attain
Cassius made a discovery I Ha! ha I ha ! it; but after all, if he is a good man, " the
Let us all laugh at him I We have made Lord Jirecteth his steps."
no discoveries!
Of course not! Cassius
God rules and di.sposes all his intentions
was an old Pagan!
What did he know and actions as it pleases His infinite wisdom;
about the millennium, and cotton, and pork, determining what the event shall be, and.
and nineteenth-century
virtue?
"Man's ordering his motions, perhaps to such an
goings are of the Lord." God designs that issue as never once (\ame into his thoughts.
every man should "go" right.
He has We have all, in our own consciousness, come
given everyone the ability to be good, vir· to this hour by a different route from that
tuous and charitable; and it is only through which we intended taking in the beginning.
a wonderful perversiov of gifts that we are
The prophet Jeremiah says, "I KNOW
not so. In the government of God, every- that the way of man is not in himself: it is
thi~g works by system-is
methodical.not in man thatwalketh to direct his steps."
Certain principles of action will lead to cer- The prophet here acknowledges the supertain inevitable results.
You make a mis- intendence and dominion of Divine Provimove, and persist in it, and the whole game dence; that by it, and not by his own will
is lost! This is according to God's irrevo- or wisdom, the affairs bo:h of nations and
cable decree: "The soul that sinneth, IT particular persons are directed and govshall die." Personal responsibility for per- erned.
sonal actions is one of the great ideas of the
We cannot understand our uwn way, beLiving Oracles. Stand faithfully at the cause if we could, the effects upon our lives
post of duty to which God has assigned ana actions would be very deldaiolls.
God
Y0:1. Make yourself one of the world's could so have created us as to enable us to
heroes or heroines by a conscientious dis- look forward
to the end of life's journey)
charge of all obligations.
A clear compre- as well as backward to its commencement.
hension of the teaching of Providence will But then we would have taken our lives and
reveal m~ny jof the mysteries of this world, fortunes into our own hands, and ignored
and help us to understand how it is that the very existence of God I Some of us
" Man's goings are of the Lord;" as well as come near doing this as it is!
to satisfy us with reference to the painful
We sometimes say that, with our experiquestion, "flow can a man, then, understand ence, if we had life to go over again, we
his own way?"
could and would do better. This is, indeed,
A man's faith may be satisfied about that plausible, but very fallacious. Experience
which his reason cannot possibly compre· helps us in specific cases, but not much in
hend. And after expending all the might general ones. We would hope so to im.of his brain-power on this subject, the con· prove upon our experience as to involve
elusion is irresistible, that he is being led ourselves in worse difficulties than everin a way hitherto unknown to him. He is just upon the principle that if God were to

• that Cresar was not a god. And it was a
positive relief to him to know that cold
would pinch him, hunger gnaw at his stomach, and fever burl1 him, like other men.
All this, and much more, he relates to Brutus as a matter of the profoundest import.
anee! By.t at last, his eyes being unsealed,
we can perfectly sympathize with his nero
vous exclamation,

QUARTERLY REVIEW.
take man into His confidence, man would
suggest improvement to the Deity!
We say we would do better. Do the
present facts of men's lives establish the
truth of the assertion?
Do not men know
that drunkenness will ruin them, "and yet
are all men sober? Do not men know that
licentiousness is sin, but does this knowl·
edge make all men virtuous?
Do not men
know that covetousness is idolatry, and yet
are all men benevolent?
No! These facts
disprove the idea that, with the e.xperience
of Methuselah, we would' act differently
from what we do now. We must live up to
the measure of present experience and ad·
'IIantaye before we can promise better things.
As it now is-not
understanding our own
way-for all the good we do God has the
undivided glory.
This 'providential and gracious superintendencc on the part of God is necessary
for the advancement of His cause and the
promotion of his glory. Man, left to him·
self, would do nothing but what ministered
to his own will or inclinations.
But not
understanding his own way, and God mer·
cifully governing his motions, his effortsintended only for evil-often
ultimate in
the most glorious results to the race. How
strange has been our earthly pilgrimage!
How deviouli the patlls of life! God has
led us! Let Him continue to lead us, and
soon the jewelled gates and glittering spires
of the heavenly city will break upon our
vision!
He may lead us through flood and fire,
but it only proves that He is leading USj for
if left to ourselves, we would never have
gone through them!
It only proves that
we cannot understand ~ur own way, and
that God is directing our going.
God seems to lead different persons from
the cross to the crown by different routes of
experience; but to all of these Jesus the
Messiah is ,the one way, the one' truth, the
one life I It is'impol:lsible that one man
shall have the identical experience of ana.
ther man. But it is possible, nay, it is a
fact, that from th~ same seed of Gospel
truth every plant in the garden of God has
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sprung.
One Lord, one faith, one immersian.
Some must sacrificc the pleasures of home,
while others can enjoy all its com~orts and
blessings.
How thankful should a man be
who can do Christ's work without making
an offering of such price!
Some must sacrifice their children.
Some must deny
themselves riches, and live and die in poverty. Some are denied the sad pleasure of
clo~ing th~ ey.es of their own dear ones in
death.
And many more are not permitted
to die at home, but some dark cavern of the
ocean becomes their grave, and cold, slimy
sea-weed their only winding sheet!
Others, again, must pass through literal fire to
the land of reot I ""Ve remeillber, among
many others, two young ladies who were
burnt to death in the Pemberton Mills.We blessed Gou, when we were able to como'
prehend how Christianity could triumph
even over the fir.e-god! Finding they wer~
inextricably fastened in the fallen ruins,
and seeiFlg the glaring sheets of wild and
(urious fire approaching nearer and nearer
every moment, until the clovtln tongues of
the flames, like monstrous serpents, hissed
like fiends and licked them in the face j_
when they saw, and heard, and felt all this,
we say, they naturally fell back upon their
sure hope in Christ Jesus.
Hark I What is that we hear?
High
above the terrible confusion of that most
dreadful scene, their clear voices- glowing
with the eloquence of seraphs-were
heard
ringing out loud and clear in praise to God,
"We hope to shout glory when this world's
on fire, hallelujah 1" They sang on till the
last trembling cadence of song was hushed
in the stillness of that sleep that knows no
waking.
They did not" understand" the
moral sublimity and grandeur of what they
were doing j but we venture to affirm that
sweeter music never went up to God I
Cincinnati, March 24, 1863.
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preacher.
Right in the face of this, and
where persons are induced, by quoting this
very language, to come j to come and seek,
persons are seen coming and seeking again
MODERN REVIVALS.
and again, and, from their own account,
finding nothing!
They continue to come
NO. III.
time after time, week after week, month
after month, and even year after year, at
In a previou~ article, we had commenced intervals, in some instances, and find nothfiling our objections to modern revivals and ing. 'fhe man of the world looks on. He
revivalism.
We shall writt5 the present is not acquainted with the Bible. He hears
article mainly on bne more objecfion, which the promis,e quoted, that they who seek,
is contained in the following charge:
shall find. Yet he learns, from their own
Modern ,revivals and revivalism are filling confessions, that many find nothing! What
the land with unbelievers.
is he to ,conclude from all this?
Is it not
Weare perfectly aware that this is a grave natural that he should sey, "If God had
charge. We· cannot be excused either, in promised, as is claimed, salvation would
making it, on the ground that it Washastily have been attained."
How is the preacher
made, or made without due consid'eration. to escape from the dilemma?
The man of
The charge is made in the most deliberate the world says to him, "Your Bible says,
manner, after twenty seven years'reading,
'They who seek shall find.' Yo,u quoted
thinking and conversing on the religious this language to induce the sin,Iler to come
operations of the world, and a continuous and seek. He has now come and done eveffort, during the same length of time, to erything you told him to do, but has found
turn men to the Lord and build up the no salvation!
What is the mea~ing of
Church of God. We most solemnly mean t!!is?" What can the preacher say? Shall
all we say in this, and invite all to hear us he say, the seeker did not come in faith?
through, and then let him controvert our that he did not give up the whole l\eart?
ground who can. The religion advocated that he has kept back something?
To say
in' modern revivals is another Teligion, and I that to those sincere souls, who come i~
not'that inculcated by the apostles. Tho. I streaming tears, in bitterness of agony, in
Gospel preached in modern revivals is ano- deepest penitence and 'Sorrow for sin, as is
ther Gospel, and not the Gospel preached I the caiSe, nu doubt, wi:h a vast m~jority of
by the apostles. ~he effect produced among I those who thus come, IS cruel. It IS chargthe people is a different thing entirely from: ing them with insincerity, hypocrisy, and
that produced by the apostles. It is out b,'ing mere pretenders.
This is the only
and out another thing from the apostles' excuse the preacher has for the failure.work. We say this mucn-because it is our The man of the world knows that this is
intention to make a bold and most deter- onlian evasion. He is satjsfied that the
mined attack upon it, as essentially and I persons, at least in a vast majurity of cases,
fundamentally wrong, and we are satisfied are sincere-that
they are candid-in
a
that nothing is necessary to show this. only word, that they are honest. He' can have
for the people to take one deliberate look DOreasonable doubt of this. How is he to
at it.
account for .the failure? He does not know
The Lord says, "He who comes to me, I that God never oraained any such system
will by no means cast out." There is no of seeking'. He is not aware that God has
Scripture more especially present in the any special appointment in which for sin,mind of the whole people than the words, ners to seek parJon, where they have hi.
"They who seek, shall find." This is quo- ,proml:se. He does not know that there is
ted with great emphasis by almost every! Dot a promise of God, that he will pardoD,

I
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or in any way bless one soul who seeks in
the popular manner of the modern revival.
He thinks that there is precisely the' place
where he is promised pardon, and that the
promise has failed.
The whole te'ndency
is to make him an unbeliever.
Candid and sensible men have looked
upon these failures, .reasoned upon them,
and .looked for evidence that God was in
them; that there was anything Divine in
them; in a word, that there was anything
in them but mere human magnetism, and
settled down in the conclusion that there is
nothing Divine in them. They become impatient with the whole concern, begin first
cautiously to express their doubts of its
being from God. After a little they become
more bold, and talk out more plainly. The
preacher hears of it, and denounces them
as scoffing infidels. They are infidels; but
who made them infidels? Many of them
have been reading no infidel books, talking
with no infidels, and not trying to become
infidels. They did not desire to be infidels.
What made them infidels? tv c assert that
a false system is responsible for it. A system of failures is. the only one they have
had before their minds, which they have
supposed to be the system inculcated in the
Bible. They have seen honest and sincere
people go forward, heard them promised,
that if they would seek they should find,
and heard them say they had found nothing. They have thus seen them disappointed, deceived and deluded, and supposed
them disappointed in believing and undertaking to follow the Scriptures.
In this
way, many men of fine sense have been
driven away into unbelief.
The man of the world, well acquainted
with those around him, witnesses a revival
scene, and in a few days sees persons whom
he knows to be giddy, light-minded and
frirolous, telling experiences, what the
Lord has done for them, that they have
experienced a change, got a hope, and are
new creatures. He witnesses the shouting,
screaming, jumping, stamping, falling, and
every other exercise common in these
strange and irrational gatherings. He hears
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the new converts talking, telling ~hat they
have got religion, and all the other strange
things which
ey are accustomed to tell.
The ridiculousness of the whole thing, the
want of sense evinced by all that is said, the
manifest silliness and shallow Bess of the
entire scene, can but impress him with the
idea that the Lord is not in it. There is
no system about it, no order, no arrangement, no stability, no permanence.
In the
Presbyterian revival, the work is conducted
quietly and without any special confusion.
Among Baptists, also, there is comparatively but little confusion and disorder.But among Cumberland Presbyterians, United Brethren, Albrights, and all sorts-of
Methodists, found in this country, noise
and confusion abound. The man of the
world goes to the Quaker meeting, and witnesses their sitting in silence, and hears
them tell, when they do speak, of "the light
within;" of singing inwardly, communing
inwardly and praying inwardly. He then
goes to the quiet, smooth and orderly Presbyterian revival, and witnesses all that
transpires.
Then he visits the Baptist reo
vival, still retaining traces of order, and
the whole scene. Then he makes an excursion round the entire circle of Cumberland
Presbyterians, Shakers, United Brethren,
Albrights and Methodists of all sorts, where
all ordcr is abandoned, all common sense
set aside, and reason perfectly outraged j
where noise, confusion and disorder reign.
He asks himself i~ all this religion?
Are
all these varieties the same thing in different forms? Or, if some of this is the true
religion, and not all, then which is the true?
Remember, too, that he does not read his
Bible, and takes it that all this is an exponent of the Bible. He holds the Bible responsible for it all, and decides against the
Bible. He decides that this procedure is
all human, and as he imagines it all to be
a result of the Bible, he decides the Bible
to be human also. Thousands of men stand
precisely in this attitude.
There is but the one way to save the Bible and the faith of the true Israel of God,
ana that is to cut the Bible loose from all
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this. We, therefore, vindicate the Bible and desires of the people, and induce them
from having any instrumentality in produ- to act, or to seek for salvation.
But nothcing .the silent meetings f Quakers, the ing is more carefully and studiously done,
dancing of Shakers, the quiet procedure of in these revivals, than to avoid the apostothe Presbyterians at the anxious seat, the lie answer, when persons inquire what they
procedur~ of the Baptists at their altar of shall do to be saved. Why this is so, is
prayer, or the confused, disorderly and dis- perfectly a wonder. Why any preacher
graceful scenes of any of the other parties should rouse the fears of the people, by
before deslJribed. These procedures, dis- setting forth their sins, danger of being lost
orders and confusions are all modern. They and suffering eternal punishment, and refind no precept nor example in the Bible. fuse to .give the Divine directions, showing
eGod is the author of order, and not of con- them how to escape and be saved, is to us
fusion. The New Testament records not wholly unaccountable.
Who can answer?
an instance of screaming, clapping the
B. :F.
hands, stamping the feet, dancing, falling
senseless, lying unconscious, or any of the
other disorders alluded to. The apostolic
appeals were made to the minds and hearts
of the people, and when they were convinced, they yielded themselves to God deliberately. They heard the preaching, considered the argument, made up their minds,
and decided to turn to the Lord. When GOD'S MODE OF DRAWING SINNERS.
they. decidedh to turn to the Lord, and in"No man can come to me, except the Father, who
quued of t e preachers what they should has sent me, draw him." Jno. vi. 44.
do to be saved, the precise" things to be
There is scarcely a declaration in Holy
done to become Christians, were set before
Writ
more wantonly abused and misreprethem.
They did what was commanded,
sented
than the above inimitably beautiful
and entered into the covenant at- once.and
literally
truthful saying of our Savior.
They never kept any man seeking, grieving
It
has
long
been,
and still is, the main prop,
and mourning, but showed every man how
and
resort
of
the mystic spiritualizer,
to become a Christian at once. When a
whose
favorite
dogma
is the direct and imman did what they told him to do to become
mediate
operations
of
the Holy Spirit, and
a Christian, he was not disappointed. There
of
the
hereditary
total
depravity propagannever was a failure in a single instance.dist,
who
teaches
that
man is totally COfThe failures in these modern systems are
not chargeable to the Gospel at all. All rupt in all his parts, mentally, morally and
who dQ what the Bible requires are certain spiritually, that he cannot think a good
of salvation. They have the unfailing pro- thought nor perform a good act, and that
mise of God. If we would save the Bible this total depravity descended upon him
from sinking into utter disrepute, and the hereditarily without his consent, and to
people from falling into utter unbelief, we extricate himself from which, he might as
must separate the Bible from all these ex- well undertake to scale the battlements of
perimenting, tampering and failing schemes. heaven by a rope of sand! both of wbich
They are human, powerless, and only a dis- theories have little more countenance from
grace to the Bible, where they are supposed the Bible than Tom Paine's "Age of Reason."
to have any connection with it.
It is a crying shame that any man, in this
. The only use made of the Bible, in reviage
of light· and progress-now
above the
vals, is to refer to it for texts, and appeal
middle
of
the
nineteenth
century-making
to its heaven and hell to rouse up the fears
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any pretensions to honesty and a knowl- sermon that was ever preached to a lost and
edge of the Scriptures, should stand up, ruined world. The Lord commanded the
and proclaim to the world these ground- Apostles to "tarry at Jerusalem" until they
less and llllsupported tenets, and do all in were "endued with power from on high."
his power to wheedle the people into the Accordingly they returned to the city and
belief that they are Bible truths.
The continued the praise and worship of God,
expression, "direct and immediate operation "till the day of Pentecost was fully come."
of the Holy Spirit," or "total hereditary Then, in fulfillment of the promise, that
depravity,"
or anything
tantamount to they should be endued with power from on
these expressions cannot be once found in high, they were all filled with the Holy
the whole volume of God I
Spirit, "and began to speak with other
Man is a complex being; and the word tongues, lis the spirit gave them utterance."
of God, ,both in the Old Testament and in When the multitude in Jerusalem heard of
the New, recognizes him as possessed of this matter, they came together, and were
moral, as well as intellectual and physical no little surprised to hear these illiterate
attributes.
It is of his moral or spiritual Galileans declaring in some sevenleen differnature that we wish to speak more particu- ent dialects, "the wonderful works of God."
larly. It is an axiomatic truth, that man Howbeit, some derided, saying, "These
is a creature of motives. Hence, the gospel men are filled with new wine." Then Peter
is pre-eminently
and fittingly adapted to -the honored,and illustrious Peter-arose
man as he is. If a rational scntient being alJd refuted thIs objeetion, in the following
cannot be incited to action without motives words: "These men are not drunken, as
-which is emphatically the case-here you you suppose, seeing it is but the third hour
will find them without stint, as high as of the day." Then follows his sermon.
heaven, as deep as hell, as cogent as the
If the attentive reader will peruse careeternal interests of mankind and as endur- fully the second chapter of Acts, he will
ing as eternity itself!
And hence, too, the observe, that the disc3urse of Peter comcommand is, instead of preaching spiritual mences with the fourteenth verse, and conoperations of any kind-either
with or tinucs without interruption, to the end of
without the word-to "preach the word"verse twenty-six, in which he closes up the
"preach my gospel."
But what is the gos- argument as follows: "Therefore,' let all
pel? The A postle Paul gives us a,succinct the house of Israel know assuredly, that
definition of the gospel in the fiftcenth God has made that same Jesus, whom you
chapter of his first Corinthian letter. crucified, both Lord and Christ."
Just at
"Moreover, brethren, I declare unto you this point, a wonderful change takes place
thegospel which I preached to you,
in the minds and hearts of his hearers.
how that Christ died for our sins according They appear to be in the most intense agoto the Scriptures, and that he was buried, ny, and the cry is extorted, "Men and
and that he arose again the third day ac- brethren, what shall we do?" Now, the
cording to the Scriptures."
Thus the death, question is, by what means was this change
burial and resurrection of Christ consti- ttffected? Was it by the operation of the
tute the grand and fundamental facts of Holy Spirit, directly and im,mediately upon
the gospel-the
gospel in a nut-shell. Or, their hearts? Or, was it by the word of
in other words, these facts constitute the God, spoken by Peter, and "heard" by them?
germ from whence spring every pure and Let us have an answer to this, not from any
holy influence and principle, which go to human authority, but directly from the unmake up the gospel in extenso.
erring volume of inspiration:
"And having
In perfeet consonance with the prirtci- HEARD, they were pierced to tho heart."
pIes here enunciated, and with Paul's defi- Not, having been operated on by the spirit,
nition of the gospel, was the first gospel but "having heard what Peter said. Their
I
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faith came by "hearing, and hearing by the would avoid you as I would the ravenous
word of God." Rom. x. 17. They were beasts of the forest l I would shrink from
"pierced to the heart" by the word of God, your touch as I would from the most venowhich they heard; "for with the heart man mous serpent that crawls upon the earth!
believes unto righteousness, and with the
This doctrine ignores the free moral
mouth confession is made unto salvation." agency of man, which doctrine floats upon
Rom. x. 10. Hence, also, "it pleased God the very surface of Revelation. The gosby the preaching of the gospel," not spirit- pel rests its appeal to man, and its claims
ual operations, "to save sinners. 1Cor. i. upon his. attention and respect, upon the
18-21. Paul says he is not "ashamed of hypothesis that1te possesses the ability to
the gospel i" and why? "Because IT",-the
accept or reject the terms of pardon, as
gospel is the power [not a power] of God laid down by the Divine Author of the
unto salvation." Rom. i. 16. I think how- Christian system. Hence, we find the
ever, that could the Apostle again visit our Scriptures addressing man in exact accorearth, and attend' one of the popular revi- dance with this wise arrangement?
vals of the day, and witness some of the
"Ho, everyone that thirsteth, come ye
gross manifestations, called "immediate in- to the waters j
wherefore do you spend
fluences of the Holy Ghost," he would be money for that which is not bread, and
ashamed.
your labor for that which affords no satThe doctrine of Hereditary Total De- isfaction?
Hearken dilligently unto me,
pravity, besides being as false as night, is and eat that which is wholesome, and let
most deleterious to the best interests of your soul delight itself in plenty.
Incline
mankind.
The theory is, that man, being '/jour ear, and come unto me, heal', and your
wholly corrupt, in all his parts, is incapa- soul shall live.
Let the wicked man·
ble of thinking a good thought, speaking a forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
good word, or performing a single act that thoughts."
"As I live, saith the Lord
would in the least enhance his condition God, I have no pleasure in the death of 8he
with reference to the Divine Favor. Now wicked i but that the wicked turn from his
we '.now by our every day's experience, way and live j turn ye, turn ye, from your
that this is not true. Many times have I evil ways, for why will you die." "Whoseen the tear of sympathy trickle down the soever will, let him take of the water of life
sinner's cheek, simply on beholding some freely."
" 0, Jerusalem! Jerusalem! thou
dreadful scene of suffering. And the idea that killest the prophets, and stonest them
that no unconverted man or woman ever which are sent unto you i how often would
uttered a good or kind word; is so repulsive I have gathered you together, as a hen
to all the finer feelings of human nature, gathereth her chickens under her wings,
that I hardly know how to treat it without and you would not?" ., This people's heart.
seeming to be too harsh and severe. It is a is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of
vile calumny upon the noblest work of hearing, and their eyes they have closed, lest,
God's creation. Everybody knows that it is .at any time, they should see with their eyes,
false. Will anyone pref:\Ume to say, that and hear with theil' ears, and understand
no such thing as patriotism, benevolence, with their hearts, and be converted, and I
virtue, gratitude, love of parents, sympathy should heal them."
"You will not come
for the distressed, truthfulness, good neigh- unto me that you might have life. "Save
borship, etc., etc., ever existed in the mind yourselves from this untoward generation."
and heart of the sinner? 0, for shame! "Repent and be baptized, everyone of you,
"Totally corrupt I" The devil cannot be in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remismore than totally depraved. Sinner, do sion 'of sins, and you shall receive the gift
you think you are as vile as the "totally of the Holy Spirit."
"Look unto me all
depraved" tlivines would represent'you?
I ye ends, of the earth, and, to ye saved.'~
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" He that believeth and is baptized shall
be saved; he that believeth not shall be
condemned."
"Repent
and be converted
'when times of refreshing shall come from
the presence of the Lord."
"0, generation of vipers! who hath warned you to flee
from the wrath to come? Bring forth,
therefore, fruits worthy of reformation."
"Why tarriest thou? arise and be baptized,
and wash away thy sins, calling on the
name of the Lord." "Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ."
"Make for thyself a new
heart."
\Ve might go on, and swell the number
of suah like extracts to an hundred, but
for our present purpose, these are sufficient.
The foregoing Scriptures are composed of
two classes. The first class is merely exhort·
atory, and recognize·in the sinner the ability to reject the overtures of mercy if he
chooses, while the sec'Ond class is imperative, and takes the form of commands, and
recognizes, with equal clearness, man's
power to obey said commands. The merest
tyro in grammar knows that the imperative
mood always implies the power or ability
on the part of the individual commanded,
to obey.
According to the theory under consideration, man is totally depraved-or
"morally dead," as it is sometimes expressed.
But cannot the advocates of this dogma
see, that if it be true that man is totally
corrupt, or spiritually dead, as they argue,
there is not a solitary ray of hope for a
single child of Adam'? For if it be true
(and true it is) that supernatural power is
necessary to raise a person naturaJly dead,
it would follow, on the same principle, as a
logical sequence, that super-spiritual power
wouldbe requisite to bring to life an indio
vidual spiritually dcad. But there is no
such power; therefore, man's. condition is
deplorable indeed.
Our opponents are bound to concede the
fact-for they have demonstrations of it
daily before their eyes-that
the unregenerate can reform themselves, and cease
committing the blackest crimes' on the long
and dark catalogue of sin. The sinner can
I
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" cease to do evil, and learn to do well i"
the drunkard can throw aside his bottle;
the liar can cease lying, and speak the truth;
the murderer can stay his hands from bloody
deeds; the gambler can stay at home with
his wife and children in' lieu of prowling
through the gambling hells of our cities j
and he who has wronged his neighbor can
make the amende honorable.
N ow, if
men can abandon the worst sins tqat sinful
men are capable of perpetrating, can they
not refrain from the minor ones? Most
assuredly they can!
The theory of " hereditary total depravity puts an excuse for sin, in the mouth of
the wicked of all classes and grades, which
no man, holding to this dogma, can successfully rebut or set aside. " It (Hereditary Total Depravity) virtually nullifies
all that book (the Bible) teaches, and destroys all responsibility.
This croctrine
puts into the sinner's lips an excuse for his
sinfulness j instead of leaving him, as the
Bible says, 'without excuse,' it furnishes
him with an unanswerable excuse for all his
sins. If this doctrine be trJle. every sinner
in the land can stop the mouths of all the
preachers on earth. He has nothing to do
to accomplish this but to say, 'I am by na·
ture totally conupt.
This corruption has
descended upon me without my consent,
and without any possibility on my part of
avoiding it. I have no power to turn to
God, or to d<rany thing acceptable in his
sight. I did not make myself sinful, and
could not avoid being sinful. I can do
nothing but await my destiny. If I am

*

•.' I regret to say, that before I submitted to the
mild rcign of King Jesus, and acknowledged him
as my rightful Sovereign, I indulged freely in the
intoxicating bowl, was one of the most wicked of
profane swearers, and not unfrequently did I visit
the gaml>ling s&loons, together with other worldly
pleasures, which, &t th&t time, I regarded as indispensable to real h&ppiness. And here I record the
f&ct, that on hearing three Gospel sermons, by Rev.
1. M. II&rrington-a Baptist minister of consider&ble
note in Kentucky-I
did, calmly and deliberately, of
my own free will and I1ccord, without any "immediate influence of the Holy Spirit," turn aw&y from
these sins. and wicked practices; I1nd.if I know my
own heart, I WI1S",ctuated by no other ,motive th&n a
sincere love for God, I1nda simple desire to obey my
King. I will only say, further, that, &Syet, I have
never had occasion to regret my course I
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punished for sins, they are sins I c<>uldnot ing all of them, must answer for the presen.
avoid. If the Lord had sent his irresist- occasion. And first, 1 do not remember, in
able power, I might have been converted, all my life, to have seen or heard a' passage
and made as good as anyone
else. The strongest pr<>of-texts, containing just eighreason that I am not good is, the Lord has teen words; but is the word hereditary
N o. Well, is there a solnot made me such. The cause of my sin- "among them?"
itary
word
in
the
whole eighteen, or will
fulness is not in me, for I cannot be otherthe
whole
number
combined
amount to an
wise, but in God, who can make me good,
equivalent'
for
hereditary?
Certainly
no.
and will not do it.' What could Mr. Hume
We
will,
therefore,
just
subtract
this
term
say to such a man? What could any man
say to one who would thus reply?
Wh.at from the theory, when we will have left a
reason could be offered in the last judg- slightly different proposition, viz.: "Total
ment for puni5hing such for sins they could Depravity," without the idea of its being
"Ve inquire, now, is the word
not avoid? I maintain that no reason can hereditary.
"total"
in
this
verse'i Is there a word in
be offered why such should be punished.
the
verse
that
is
tantamount thereto? AsThe Bible reason for punishment' is taken
suredly
not
Then
we will subtract the
away; the Bible doctrine of rewarding men
second
term
from
the
proposition, and what
according to their works is at an end."
have
we
remaining?
The simple doctrine
Burne and Franklin's Debate, pp. 23,24.
of
"depravity,"
which,
though it may not
This doctrine represents the holy, just
be
"a
most
wholeso.me
doctrine,"
nor "very
and merciful God, as punishing men in hell
full
of
comfort;"
yet
it
is
one
that
is plainforever for sins which they could not avoid;
than which, nothing could be more prepos- ly taught in the Scriptures, and in the pasThis Scripture, together
terous and repugnant to the feeling~ of the sage in hand.
enlightened Christian. It nullifies and ren- with its concomitants, .clearly indicate deders nugator] the last command the Lord 'Pmv'ity, but not hereditary del'ravity, nor
gave the Apos'tles, to "preach the Gospel total depravity, nor yet, hereditary total depravity 1 There is a world-wide difference
to every creature."
between the doctrine of depravity, and
Touching the long list of "proof-texts,"
Iwhich the sticklers for this theory have either of these three propositions.
In this passage the Psalmist, in his bold,
culled, and garbled, and detached from
hyperbolic
style of language, (which style
their contextual connection in the Living
was
prevalent
amongst the Orientals), is
Oracles, and arranged in regular juxtaposisimply
describing
man's proneness to sin,
tion, as an Indian would string beads, it
would be folly for me to attempt an answer and showing that at a very early period, he
to them all, in a single paper, like this. A wanders away from his God. But (he vegeneral remark or two, therefore, concern- riest simpleton knows that David did not
of Scripture advanced in favor of hereditary mean literally and unfiguratively to express
total depravity, that could not legitimately the sentiment, that the infant goes astray,
be shown to refute the very doctrine for speaking lies the moment it is bo?·n. This
would be untrue, in fact, for we know it to
which it was brought forward to prove.
N ow, it is an admitted principle in all be a mental, as well as a physical impossisound logic, that the proof of a given pro- bility. Indeed the language itself forbids
Before the child
position must contain the terms of the pro- such an interpretation.
can
"go
astray,"
it
has
to
be old enough to
position, or their equivalents. Take, e. g.,
speak,
and
speak
falsely,
at
that I
Psalm lviii. 3, on which they rely so imThe doctrine of human depravity can not
plicitly:
"The wicked are estranged from
the womb; they go astray as soon as they be denied by anyone who believes in the
are born, speaking lies." Now, here is °a Bible. The Reformation has always strenvery ,plain case. Here is one of their uously advocated it) and deplored the cor-
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ruption of the human heart, and they have
done us much according to their strength
and means to ameliorate the miserable condition of man as their opponents. In the
fall, maa lost the image of his Creator in a
great degree. Yet he is magnificent in his
ruins, and still reflects, "as in a glass darkly," the image of God.
I presume the ad vop-ates of the dogma
we are opposing will not contend that the
primal pair, anterior to the fall, were totally
depraved; and yet, I seriously doubt whether you can find, in the history of our sinful
race, a case of more consummate weakness
than the case of their transgression, in that
they yielded without the least perceivable
show of resistance, to the first temptation
ever presented to them!
But what of the passage of Scripture at
the head of this essay? We set out with
the design merely to offer a few remarks on
this Scripture, setting forth its true signification, and showing its perfect harmony
with the great principle of free moral agency, so patent upon the very face of Divine
Revelation j also to strip it of its sectarian
glosses, and demonstrate that it utterly fails
to establish the doctrines, in support of
which it has long been wrested and perverted. But owing to the nature of the
subject, I have been led into a rather prolix
discussion of other matters, closely allied,
however, to the subject indicated by our
caption. Let us, then, before we close this
article, endeavor to ascertain, in as brief a
manner as possible, its true intent and
meaning.
And I doubt not that the great mass of
professors who depend upon their spiritual
guides for Bible knowledge, are totally ignorant of the fact, the immediate context of
this self-same passage contains a lucid exposition of it, and an apt, germinal ex planation of the way and manner in which
God draw's sinners to Christ.
Now, that the Father in some way draws
the sinner is not denied; this is settled by
the passage under consideration.
There is
no dispute as to the fact that God draws
the sinner, but the all-important question

to be decided here is, how is he drawn?Does some one say by a direct operation of
the Holy Spirit? I pronounce that a non
sequitur. It doesn't follow from the premises. "No man can come unto me except
the Father, who hath sent me, draw him."
Now, here. is a plain declaration that no
man comes to Christ unless he is drawn j
and more, he is to be drawn by the Father,
not by an "operation of the Spirit."
It is
impossible for men to dissagree about so
plain a declaration as this. The man must
be moved upon or drawn by the Father.
But does the text say how the .Father is to
"draw" him? What right has any man to
add the words, "By a direct operation of
the Holy Spirit," to this statement of the
Redeemer?
Is any thing of that sort to be
found in the statement?
Is there any thing
of the kind in the chapter in which the
statement occurs?
There -is .not. It is
strange, passing strange, that a text of
Scripture should be adduced to prove a
doctrine, that is so inadequate to the purpose, that all that would be essential in it
as a .proof-text has to be added to it!
But let us look' a little more narrowly
into this matter. Here is the forty-fourth
verse, together with it~ context, as it stands
in the sixth chapter of John:
"No man
can come unto me, except the Father, who
hath sent me, draw him; and I will raise
him up at the last day. It is written in the
prophets, and they shallatl be taught of God.
Therefore every man that hath heard and
learned of the Father, cometh to me." According to the plain teaching of this paragraph, who is it that comes to Christ?"Every man that hath heard and learned of
the Father."
The prophets said that they
should be taught of God, and by reason of
this teaching that they are induced to
"come." How does God teach man? Evidently by his written revelation, either
read or heard. (~great
many will not
read for themselves, hence the necessity of
pl·eaching). The man reads what God has
said in the Bible, or hears it from the lips
of tlie preacher, and is convinced that Jesus
is the Christ j and being thus "taught of
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God," he comes, or is dmwn to Christ.
What have we, then, as the purport of this
paragraph, taken altogether?
It is evidently this, that while a man is ignorant of
God's teachings, he can not come to Christ.
The Father must "draw" him, by enlightening his mind. He must, as the Savior
says, be "taught of God" before he can
come to him. The prophets said he should
be taught of God; and "therefore," says
the L"ord, "only those who have heard and
learned of the Father can come unto me."
Can any thing be plainer?
The construe·
tion that the "called and sent" divines

viewing, and also to give the reader a pretty
fair clue to GOD'S MODEOF DRAWINGSIN·
NERS.
C. I. KamAL.
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"YE ARE FALLEN FROM GRACE."

would put upon this passage deprives it of
NO. II.
all its beauty and force, and converts the
great scheme of human redemption into a
In .addition to our article of March the
perfect enigma-an
inexplicable mystery. 10th, under the above heading, we would
But our view renders the whole plan con. i'1vite the attention of the readers of the
sistent with the teaching of this verse, and l:teview to a further examination of some
with itself throughout; and such Scriptures vf the arguments offered in support of
as the following are easy of comprehension: Ilpostacy.
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the
1. It is asked, if the final reception of
Gospel to every creature"-"It
pleased God all true Christians into the felicities of
, by the foolishness of preaching to save heaven is infallibly certain, why do the
them that believe"-"Come
unto me all ye '3criptures sometimes speak of it as contino
that are heavy laden, and I will give you gent or conditional, as in Rev. ii. 10, and
rest"--:-"Take my yoke upon you, and learn Matt. x. 22, where Christ said, "He that
of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart; endureth to the end shall be saved"?
If
and ye shall find res't for your souls"the Bible gives us positive assurance that
"Behold, I stand at the door and knock ; if 111 who are truly born of God will as cer·
any man hear my voice, and open the door, tainly dwell with him in glory-that
no
I will come in to him, and will sup with real believer ever lost his inheritance or
him, and he with 'me"-"I
am the Alpha ever will-why are we repeatedly warned
and the Omega-the' beginning and the end. in God's word as though there were danI will give untoh\m that is athirst of the 'Ser? These are questions worthy of nofountain of the water of life freely"tiee. They have their explanation and an"Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, swer in the fact that God sometimes speaks
call upon him while he is near' '-"Behold,
of things that, may appear to us uncertain,
now is the accepted time; behold, now is being in the future, but to him are as definthe day of salvation"-"To-day,
if ye will itely certain as though they had already
hear his voice, harden not your hearts"transpired.
And if the final salvation of
"The Spirit and the bride say, come. And the soul is a certainty with God, although
let him that heareth say, come.
And it may appear contingent or even doubtful
let him that is athirst, come. And whoso- to us, it will as eer~ainly be'brought about
ever will, let him come, and take of the .is that soul exists.
water of life freely."
For instance:
Peter says, "Brethren,
I might continue these quotations almost give diligence to make your calling and
ad infinitum, but these are enough to showl election sure." Now, even admitting that
the fallacy of the views we have been re- they might fall away, and that they were
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elected when converted, there was no uncertainty about their "calling and el-ection"
with God. They might have had doubts
concerning it; but, as God knows all things,
there was no possibility for uncertainty
with him.
A more clear illustration, perhaps, wi)l
be found in the case of Paul's shipwreck.
It was revealed to Paul, by an angel from
heaven, that there should be a de,struction
of the ship, but not of life, yet he both
warned the crew and mentioned the condition of their safety. He said to his,fellowvoyagers, "-There shall be no loss of life
among you, but of the ship." Yet when
"the shipmen were about to flee out of the
ship," he told the centurion, "Except these
abide in the ship, ye can not be saved."--:Thus it appears that the safety of the crew
was infallibly certain, for God, by an angel,
had declared it, and yet it rested on conditions, and they were warned.
So it is with the Christian in the voyage
of life-assailed
by the storms of temptation, and surrounded by the elements of
destruction, yet he has the assurance of his
heavenly protector that he will neither
leave him nor allow him to sink.
Thus God, who sees the end from the
beginning, understands and takes into account all the means necessary to bring
about the particular r~sult or end. Now
if conditions and warnings, in this case,
were consistent with the certainty of their
safety, are they not, according to the same
principle, consistent with the Christian's
safety?
These warnings and admonitions are a
part of the powerful means institut~d by
high heaven to preserve the Christian from
apostacy, and complete in him the work
already begun.
If it were not for these warnings, the
means of his preservation would be incomplete, and he wiJltld fall away. But having
them, the means of his support are perfect,
and he is secure from apostacy. Consequently all the warnings in the Bible,
given to genuine Christians, do not prove
that any such ever were lost, 01' ever will
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be, but are intended to keep them in the
"narrow way," and fortify them against all
danger. It must also be remembered that a
proposition, stated in the form of a suppotion, does not necessarily imply that the
fact therein mentioned is also contingent
or doubtful.
Paul says, "If the dead rise
not, then is Christ not riscn."
But we are
no.t to suppose, because he says, "if the
dead rise not," that the resurrection of the
dead is in any way doubtful.
Neither are
we to suppose, when Christ says, "if a man
abide not in me, he is cast forth as a
branch, and is withered," that there is any
doubt about the real Christian abiding in
Christ, but that he intended to teach us our
dependance on him, and to encourage us to
a more firm reliance on himself. If thcse
principles be borne in mind, there will be
no difficulty in reconciling the doctrine of
the final salvation of all saints with Paul's
declaration concerning himself in 1 Cor.
ix. 27, or his teachings in the sixth chapter of Hebrew, or any other of this class
of Scripture.
A. PHILO.
REMARKS.

We invite the special attention of our
readers to the foregoing, from a young
gentleman of great moral worth, a fair education, and fine talents. We shall recognize him as a brother, though he stands
connected with a body of people that are
tolerably severe on us .. Onr worthy correspondent has his mind a. little mixed up
with the metaphysics .~nd subtleties of
John Calvin. It may serve to exercise the
mind, to experiment in these matters to a
limited extent. It may not be entirely
useless to try· how deep water one can wade
through.
Still it is not entirely safe, unless one can swim well. We will risk it,
however, to take a short excursion with
our worthy young friend ..
1. Suppose it is a matter settled and immutably fixed, in the mind of God, that all
ever born of God shall ultimately be saved,
what good can it do any human being to
preach it? Will it make any man pray
any more, be any more devoted and piqus,
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to know that the certitude of his entering or contingencies, how did he find out that
ultimately into glory was immutably de- they ar.e not conditions or contingencies,
creed befo~e the world was made? Are we but only appa1'ently such? Did the Lord
answered, that no man does or can know give them the appear.ance of conditions or
that?
Then of what possible use is the contingencies, to make us think they were
teaching?
If I can simply know that it is such, knowing that they were not, merely
true, that all born of God shall ultimately as a means to save us? If he did, why
be saved, but can not know certainly that does our correspondent let the secret out,
I am born of God, and consequently that I and let the' world know, that, in the mind
will be saved, what good can the doctrine of God, they are not contingencies or condido me? Are we told that we must look to tions at all, but only means which the Lord
our faith and see if we have full confidence employs to accomplish a work already dein God j look to our hearts, and see if we creed? We think it exceedingly unkind
love God with our whole heart; that we in him to blab out the secret, and let all
must look to our characters, and see if we men know that they are not conditions orcondo the will of God; and if we have all these tingencies at all, but o~ly "appaTently such,
fruits, we have reason to hope we are of and that, in the mind of God, the salvation
the number who can never fall? This of all ever born of God is certain. When
places the man in a more doubtful position it is generally found out that these are only
than the Armenian.
It places him where apparent, and not real conditions or continhe can not know, in this life, that his sal- gencies, upon which saints can be saved,
tion is certain. The Armenian does know, but that the matter of their eternal salvanot one of them can
on his hypothesis, that if he does the com- tion is certain-that
be
lost
in
any
event-the
question of commandments of God, he will be saved. The
plying
with
these
appaTent
conditions will
Calvinist admits that, though none except
become
a
mere
matter
of
moonshine.
If
those born again can keep the commandtheir
salvation
is
certain,
they
are
all
safe,
ments, all who keep the commandments
This any
will be ·saved. Where then has the Cal- conditions or no conditions.
man
can
see.
vinist any advantage?
Surely none in the
III. Since our brother has undertaken
world. He can not know in this world
that he is one of the elect, and consequent- to untie hard knots, we will give him a
ly can not know certainly that he will be few:
1. "It is impossible for those who were
saved. He can furnish no evidence that·
he is one of the elect, unless he loves God once enlightened, and have tasted of the
and keeps his commandments; and, with heavenly gift, and were made partakers
him, even this is not a certain evidence. of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted of the
good word of God, and the powers of the
He may be deceived about it.
II. Our correspondent admits, that there world to come, if they shall fall away, to
Heb.
are in the Scriptures apparent conditions, renew them' again to repentance."
vi.
4.
Persons
"once
enlightened,
and
who
though he thinks the certainty of the salhave
tasted
of
the
heavenly
gift,
and
were
vation of all botn of God is fixed in the
mind of God. These apparent conditions, made partakers of the Holy Spirit, and
he thinks, or contingencies, may be means have tasted the good word of God and the
employed by the Lord to keep the saints powers of the world to come," were certhey not?
from falling and finally saving them; or, if tainly Christians-saints-were
we understand
him, God knows that, When they have fallen away so that it is
through these apparent means or contin- impossible to renew them again to repengencies, he will keep the saints from fall- tance, they are certainly lost; are they not?
2. "If we sin wilfully after that we have
ing, and finally save them. Then, we humreceived
the knowledge of the truth, there
bly ask, if they are appaTently conditions
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remaineth no more sacrifice for sin." Heb. they can not believe, repent; turn to God,
x. 26. Those "who have received the and be saved? If there are, whose fault
knowledge of the truth" are certainly is it that they are not saved?
VII. If there are any who never had it
Christians-saints.
Those for whom there
in
their power to come to the Lord and be
remains no mote sacrifice for sins, certainsaved,
can they justly be punished for sins
ly can not be saved. How is this, Bro.
in
which
they found themselves involved
Philo?
3. "When the righteous turneth away as soon as they were capable of knowing
from his righteousness,
and committeth good and evil, and from which they could
.
il}iquity, and doeth according to all the not escape?
VIII. When the invitations of the gosabominations that the wicked men doeth,
shall he live? All his righteousness that pel are presented, can any sinner who may
he hath done shall not be mentioned: in hear the invitati~ns, believe, repent, and
his trespass that he hath trespassed, and in turn to the Lord, and become a Christian?
his sin that he hath sinned, in them shall or must he wait for some direct, miracuhe die." Ezek. xviii. 23. Here we have a ulous, and irresistable power to turn him
righteous man turning away from his righ- before he can turn ?
A little light on those matters, Bro.
teousness, doing according to all the abomPhilo,
if you please.
B. F.
inations that the wicked do, and dying in
his wickedness.
Will he be saved·?
4. "For if after they have escaped the pollution of the world through the knowledge
of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they
•• ,go ••.
are again entangled therein, and overcome,
the latter end is worse with them than the
beginning. For it had been better for them
not to have known the way of righteousness,
than, after they have known it, to turn from
ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
the holy commandment delivered to them.
But it is' happened to them according to
LECTURE II.
the true proverb, The dog is turned to his
own vomit again, and, 'I'he sow that was
ALL CHRISTIANS ARE PRIESTS.
washed to her wallowing in the mire." 2
Unto him that loved us, and washed us
Pet. ii. 20-22. The persons here described,
from
our sins in' his own blood, and hath
having once escaped the pollutions of the
world, were once Christians, had known the made us kings and priests unto God and
way of righteousness, but had gone away his Father; to him be glory and dominion
from it-turned
away from the holy com- forever and ever. Amen. Rev. i: 5-6.
I have been requested to lecture this
mandment delivered to them, and returned
to their wallowing in the mire .. Is not this week, of evenings, on topics involving Roa pretty clear case of falling from grace? manism. I have yielded my own opinion
I
Could a man be reasonably required of the propriety of doing so, to the judgte make his calling and election sure, if ment of others, and, relying on God and
God had made it sure bafore the creatiou the word of His grace, shall try to defend
the truth, as it is in Jesus, from some ofl
. of the world?
V. If a man shall honestly believe the the numerous assaults made upon it. The
gospel with all his heart and· obey it, will time has fully come when men can not hide
he not be saved, let him think as he may from exposure of religious error by crying
out, "no controversy."
The man who
please of Calvinism?
VI. Are there any so reprobated that asserts that the Bible teaches Methodism,

r.
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Presbykrianism,
Lutheranism, Episcopa-\
lianism, Romanism, etc., charges upon my'
religion, which is all the Gospel teaches,
what is not true.
In denying that it
teaches these various systems, I am not
attacking them, but defending the truth
against their false assumptions.
I am unable to call to mind a single truth, in the
whole Christian economy, that is not perverted by some one of the religious parties
of the present age.
One of the most pernicious of these
errors is the assumption, by the Roman
Catholic Church,' that there is in the
Church a class of men, separate from the
masses of the membership, who are priests.
1'0 them alone, as a class, belongs the power
of formally absol ving aliens, and those whom
they call the laity, from sins. The motto I
have read from Revelations, declares "the
servants of God," "the churches" to whom
the language was addressed at first, "kings
. and priests unto God."
Between these
and God there was' necessity for a high
priest. Whoever, among the royal priesthood, which all Christians comprise, would
exalt himself above them, takes the position of a high priest. He who does that
claims a prerogative that God has given
only to His Sqn .. Heb. iv : 14. We have
a great High Priest, that is passed into the
heavens, Jesus the Son of God. Heb. v : 5.
Christ glorified not himself to be made a
high priest; but he that said unto him, Thou
art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.
Again, Heb. viii: 3, 4, For every high
priest is ordained to offer gifts and sacri.
fiees: wherefore it is of necessity that this
man have somewhat also to offer. For if
he were on earth, he could not be a priest,
seeing that there are priests that offer gifts
according to the law (of Moses). From
these statements of the Apostle it is clear
that we have a high priest-that
God made
him one, and that he must of necessity have
something to offer for sins. By the offering of himself, he has perfected forever
them that are sanctified.
Those who
assume to be priests, according to Romanism, have nothing to offer that any Chris-
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tian has not.
They glorify themselves, or
are glorified, by men to be made priests, a
thing which Jesus Christ did not .. What
pride! what arrogance, for poor, little,
weak and sinful men to be guilty of!
The text declares Christians, certainly
all those there addressed, priests.
The
man that denies that, certainly must think
the Bible unreliable.
The Bible, teach.
ing that all Christians are priests, we are
concerned. to learn from it three things:
1. How do persons beco:ne priests.
2.
What are their duties, and 3. What is
their destiny.
I. In determining how persons become
priests, your attention is invited to what
Peter, who is confessed by Romanists to be
good authority, teaches, I. Peter ii : 9, Ye
are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,
a holy nation, a peculiar people.
In the
5th verse of the same chapter, they as
lively stones, were said to be built up, a
spiritual house, a holy priesthood.
This
language contains an unequivocal declara:
tion of the fact that they were priests.
The epistles of Peter were Catholic, not
confined to a select few in the Church.(1.) They were kept by the power of God
through faith unto salvation. Believing in
Christ, they rejoiced with joy unspeakable
and full of glory: receiving the end of their
faith, even the salvation of their souls.
(2.) They had been born again, by the
word of God, which liveth and abideth forever. I. Peter i : 23. (3.) They had been
begotten to a lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead.
L
Peter i: 3. (4.) They had been baptized,
through which they were saved by the reo
surrection of Jesus Christ. I. Peter iii:
21. (5.) They had purified their souls in
obeying the truth through the Spirit. I.
Peter i: 22. (6.) They had been elected
according to the foreknowledge of God the
Father, through sanctification of the Spirit,
unto obedience and the sprinkling of the
blood of Jesus Christ. 1. Peter i: 2.
All these things had oce,urred in their
history, and then they were addressed as
royal priests, a holy priesthood, a peculiar
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people, and a holy nation. From this general epistle we gather up the following
items as necessary to constitute one a priest.
He has been elected to obedience by the
Spirit, 'he has been born (or begotten) by
the word of truth, he has a lively hope produced by the resurrection of Christ, he has
been baptized, believes unto salvation, and
has purified his soul in obeying the truth.
These things each Christian has done, and
in doing them is become a priest unto
God.
II. The duties of Christian priests. (1.)
To present their bodies a living sacrifice,
holy,and acceptable unto God, which is their
reasonable service. Rom. xii,: 1. (2.) To
offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to
God by Jesus Christ, and show forth his
praises w\o has called them out of darkness
into his marvelous light. I. Peter ii : 5-9.
(3.) These offerings are declared by Paul,
Heb. xiii: 15, 16, to be the fruit of the lips,
giving thanks to his name. But to do good
and communicate forget not; for with such
sacri~es God is well pleased. To enumerate all the duties of priests would be to reo
peat all that Christians are commanded to
do in the New Testament.
There is not a
duty commandl)d one of them as a priest,
that is not enjoined upon every 9hristian
priest.
A Catholic priest has no divine
warrant for doing a thing that is prohibited to any Christian.
Whoever sins
against a disciple of Christ, sins against
a priest of God. Each of them, no matter how humble and lowly his worldly
condition, has as much authority from
Christ to pardon sins as the Pope of Rome.
Christians are commanded to forgive one
another, even as God for Christ's !lake has
forgive,n them.
Sins committed against
God are to be confessed to God, and his
forgiveness implored.
Offences committed
against our fellow-men are to be confessed
to them, and their pardon sought, in addition to asking God for pardon.
III. The destiny of the Christian priest,
is to be learned from those exceeding great
and precious promises in the Bible, that
look beyond this life, and this world. The
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human heart yearns at times for a friend to
whom it may confide its secret feelings and
emotions.
Such friend, tender and, compassionate, we can find only in our high
priest, who can be touched with the feeling
of our infirmities.
To him we can go when
no eye but his can see us, and where no ear
but his can hear us. There is no man can
go to God, except by him. A Roman priest
has no privilege there, that the lowliest dis~iple of Jesus has not.
I would not exchange the opportunity I enjoy, of going
directly to the Savior with my sorrows,
wants, and cares, for all the honor, wealth,
and glory of the Pope of Rome. Christians
obtain forgiveness of sins for the sake of
the high priest. I write unto you, little
children, because you'r sins are forgiven
you for his name's sake. 1. John ii : 12.
Is there so much virtue in a Roman priest,
that God will pardon a trangressvr for his
sake? No sooner than he will for the sake
of any faithful disciple. It is no wonder
that Catholics think the Bible an erring
guide, when it fails to warrant their domineering assumptions over the people.
The conclusion of this subject, in my
own mind, is, that 'each Christian, male or
female, young or old, is a priest unto God,
and having one high priest over the house
of God, whose house Christians are, they
should all' offer the sacrifice of praise and
thanksgiving to God continua\1y through
Jesus Christ; confess to him their sins,
and of God, for his sake, seek pardon. A
crown, a throne, a kingdom, and eternal
glory await all them that overcome as
Jesus overcame. The throne of God and
the Lamb is the final home of all true
priests of God. All those who assume to
be priests, par excellent, on earth, claim
preroga'tives that belong to :Messiah alone,
and are oppOIled to him, and the interests of
his people. From all such may the Lord
preserve, his people.
J. rtT. HENRY.
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morbid, vitiated and corrupted appetite of
these times.
Romanists have tried to draw support
from this passage for the nefarious pretense
of their priesthood, of delivering souls from
purgatory-a
false pretense and wonderful
PREACHING TO THE SPIRITS IN
deception,
by
which they have taken from
PRISON.
the pockets of the people more of their hard
SHOP CREEK, Montgomery 00., Ill., } earnings than would found the richest kingMarch 8, 1863.
dom in the world. This, however, is but
BRO. FRANKLIN:-Peter
says, 1 Pet., one instance, out of many, where wicked
iii: 19, "By which also (the Spirit) he and designing men have seized a rather obwent and preached unto the spirits in pris- scure and incidental expression; and per·
on," etc. Will you please explain to me verted it, not only to the most wicked and
how Jesus preached to the spirits in prison. base purposes, but to their own destruction.
Answer the above in the Christian Review. Indeed, there is one thing clearly noticeWILLIAM L. ALLEN.
able, and that is, that corrupt men are better read in, and more familiar with, the obREPLY.
scure, more mystical and difficult portions
We have had substantially the same of Scripture to understand, than the clear,
question as propounded above, presented literal and practical parts. They love to
for an answer, we think, at least as often as deal in the obscure, the mystical and dark
once a year for the past twenty years, and portions. In this work, there is an opporprobably as many times given an answer to tunity to get out of the purview of the peoit, doing so, in many instances, in public. pIe j beyond their knowledge j into t~ fog,
Many other brethren have given answers to mist and smoke. They then have a double
the same thing. Still, there are many bre- advantage.
1. They can get credit for exthren, recently enlisted, who have not met plaining a mystery, and thus astonish the
with any of these answers, and for whom it world with the profundity of their knowl·
becomes necessary to explain the matter edge. 2. They can explain the mystery to
again. One of the most talented, popular, mean just what they please, and the masses
and influential preachers among us, some of the people cannot determine whether
years ago, stumbled upon this passage, they are right or wrong. Th~s suits them
stranded and fell. He soon founded an in- precisely. They have a wicked scheme to
termediate system of grace, or a system of advocate. To accomplish this object, they
grace between death and the resurrection of resort to obscure Scriptures, dark expresthe dead, as he expressed it, to give those sions, and obsolete metaphors, and interpret
who did not obey the Gospel in this life, these to mean the very thing they aim to
another chance to receive Christ, repent and advocate, and thus claim Divine authority.
turn to God. He, however, did not stop
We press all these with the question,
long at this point, but soon became enlisted why not go to the literal; to the last com·
in spirit-rapping, and, at last accounts, was mission; to the preaching of the apostles
pretty low down in the gloomy, dark and under that commissien; show the people
doubting regions of unbelief. l\'Iany other precisely what the apostles preached; the
men, both among the German and French, effect the preaching had on the people; the
doctors, who, whether they design it or not, inquiries they made; what the apostles com·
are continually undermining the Gaspel, manded them to do; what it was to be done
and destroying its power on the world, are for; how it was to be done; ascertain preadopting some similar speculations, and cisely what the people did, the result that
publishing them for the gratification of the followed, and all about it? We repeat it,

QUARTERLY
why not come here, and make this the main
rallying ground?
What reason can men
have for not coming here, if they desire to
know and teach the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth?
Here we find
the apostles with a holy commission immediately from Jesus, endued with supernatural power, to guide them infallibly into all
truth, and surrounded by the most stu pendous displays of miraculous power, confirming their Divine and holy mission, as ~ell'
as all they said. Here we find a history of
what they did, the founding or'the kingdom
of God, the introduction of the'first converts into the ki,pgdom, and everything as
at the beginning.
The only reason we can
see why any man should avoid this all·important portion of the Oracles of God, is
because he does not desire to come to the
ligkt.. The matters here are clear, tangible
and intelligible.
All can readily see the
slightest departure from the truth.
If a
man attempts to deal with the things detailed here, he will at once be detected.
But..,all this is not answering the question
at the head of these remarks. The question reads as follows: How did Jesus preach
to the spirits in prison?
The following is
tbe reading of the passage: "For Christ'
hath once suffered for sins, the just for the
unjust, that he might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh, but quickened
by the Spirit; by which also he went and
preached to the spirits in prison, who sometime were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah,
while the ark was prep:ning, wherein few,
that is, eight souls, were saved by water."
1 Pet. iii: 18-20, The following items we
lay down as true:
1. This preaChing was done "in the days
of Noah, while the ark was preparing."
o
2. Christ did not do this preaching in
person, but bg the Spirit.
He was put to
death in the flesh, but quickened by the
Spirit, by which (Spirit) he went and
preached to the spirits in prison.
3. No preaching was ever done by the
Spirit without employing a human agent,
through whom to preach.
There must,
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then, have been a human agent in this
case.
4. Was there any human agent, in the
days of Noah, preaching by the Spirit?Beyond all contradiction there was. That
human agent was Noah. He was a preacher
of righteousness, preached by the Spirit,
the only preacher of righteousness in his
time, and, therefore, the one employed.Christ, then, went and preached by the Spirit, through Noah, a preacher of righteousness, to the ante-diluvians, who were the
spirits in prison alluded to by Peter.' Hence
the Lord said, Gen. vi: 3, "My Spirit shall
not always strive with man, for that he is,
flesh j yet his days shall be a hundred and
twenty years." The. Spirit of God which
was in Noah, did strive with them, through
Noah's preaching, one hundred and twenty
years, at the end of which time God destroyed them by the flood.
5. Their disobedience was in the days of
Noah, as is clearly stated, and most certainly
their disobedience was when the preaching
was done, and ~onsisted in resisting the
preaching, and refusing to repent, when
solemnly warned.
6. It is a most unlikely thing that the
Lord would attempt to reveal to man a dispensation of grace in the intermediate state,
in a single obscure expression like this.The thing is wholly incredible.
It would
be infinitely better to say, we do not know
what the passage mel1tns,than to make it
mean an entire system not mentioned anywhere else in the Bible.
7. It is assumed that this preaching was
done between the death of the Savior and
his resurrection, by those who claim that it
was done in the intermediate state. This
is not true, for our Lord went to paradise,
when he died, as he said to the thief, "Today shalt thou be with me in paradise."The wicked dead are not in paradise, but
in iartarus, between death and the resurrection, Here, too, is where the angels who
kept not their first estate, and who were
cast down to hell (tartarus), are reserved in
everlasting chains to the judgment of the
great day. There is not, then, one scrap of
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authority for thinking that there will be
any dispensation of grace, preaching, or
"another chance," to tllrn to God and be
saved, beyond this life. The decree of God
is, in reference to all who have passed over
the boun)1ary line of time, "He who is filthy,
let him be filthy still j he who is unjust, let
him be 7tr1Juststill." There is no chance for
reformation in this. Now is' the time fo'r
reformation, and all who fail to turn to the
Lord now-in time, will find it an everlast·
ing failure. "Behold, now is the accepted
tiIlle; behold, now is the day of salvation. ".
Let us neither trifle, nor be trifled with, in
reference to these stupendous and wonderful matters, but listen to the sure and holy
teaching of the apostles and prophets.
B. F.

cumstances were of so public a nature, that
their credilility diel not depend upon the
t3stimony of Zachariah and Elizabeth
alone. The whole Jewish congregation at
Jerusalem knew that Zachariah came out
of the Temple dumb. The inhabitants of
Judea knew that Elizabeth had lived to be
an old woman, without having any childreno Could they, therefore, do otherwise
than regard the birth of John as miracu.
lous?
Again, some thoughtful reader, who has
perused tJ:te speeches of Zachariah, Elizabeth and Mary, may imagine that such
lengthy remarks could hardly have been
correctly reported, in those times when
there were no stenographers.
It ought,
however, to satisfy everyone who believes
that "the Scriptures were written by the
inspiration of God," and that the E1angelists wrote "as theY were moved by the Holy
Spirit," to know, that by this Holy Spirit
all things could be brought to their remem~
brance.
But if we consider the extraordinary
character of the events, in relation to which
those speeches were made, we cannot doubt
that the language used on such occasions
HISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST would make a very strong impression on
AND THE APOSTLES.
the minds of those present,-so strong as to
enable them to report every w01,d with the

~---_
.. .._---NO. III.

gTcatest exactncss.

Indeed, the candid reader of Luke's
narrative can hardl)' avoid· being deeply
It ought to b'e kept before the mind, impressed with its simplicity and truthfulwhile reading the account of the birth of ness. It must seem to him, that THESE
John the Baptist, that this event happened THINGS ARE SO. 'The writer nppears to be
at HEBRON, a town situated about twen'ty- artlessly telling what he knows to be true,
two miles south of Jerusalem, in the hill- and therefore makes no effort to convince
country of Judea. The mind can thu.s take the reader of the reasonableness or unreaa firmer hold on the facts, and remember sonableness of anything he relates.
them better. That geography should be
But these remarks must not be extendstudied in connection with history, is now eJ, so as to become tedious. We are deadmitted by the learned.
pendent upon Luke alone for a particular
It should also be borne in mind, that account of the circumstances attending the
Zachariah and' his wife were "blameless" birth of the great Immerser and Preacher
servants of God, and could not be suspec- of reformation.
ted of practising deception, when they re"When the time for Elisabeth's delivery
lated the extraordinary
circumstances of was come, she gave birth to a son; and her
the birth of their son. Indeed, those cil- neighbors and kindred heard that tbe Lord
BIRTH OF JOHN. THE BAPTIST.
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had shown great kindness to her; and they
rejoiced with her.
And it happened that, on the eighth day
they came to circumcise the child; lind they
called him Zachariah, naming him after his
father. And his mother objected, and said:
'No, but he shall be called JOHN.' They
said to her: 'None of thy kindred is called
by that name!'
Then they made signs to
his father, [to know] how he would have
him called. He asked for a writing-tablet
and wrote, saying: 'HIS· NAME IS JOHN.'
Then his mouth was opened immediately,
and his t6ngue was loosed; and he spoke,
and praised God. And fear came on all in
the neighborhood.
And these things were
told throughout the hill-country of Judea.
And all who heard, pondereU in their
hearts, sayin/!:: 'What will this ·child be!'
And the hand of the Lord was with him."
'fhese things being known to the inhabitants throughout Judea, and the people
looking and watching to see what such a
child would become, is it any wonder that,
when he afterwards proclaimed reformation,
the people t1.ocked to him in crowds, and
submitted to l1is immersion?
T s it any
wonder that they regarded him as a prophet, when they called to mind Zachariah's
extraordinary prophecy concerning him?
And Z<lchanah, his father, being filled
with the Holy Spirit, prophesied, saying:
'Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel,
because he has visited and redeemed his
people; and has raised up a horn of salvation for us, in the family of his servant
David, (as he spoke in old times by the
mouth of his holy prophets,) salvation from
our enemies, and from the hands of all who
hate us; to show mercy to our fathers, and
to remember his holy covenant;-the
oath
which he swore to our fat1ler Abraham, to
grant us that, being rescued from the hands
of our enemies, we should, without fear,
serve him in holiness and uprightness all
our days. And thou, child, shall be called
the Prophet of the Most High; for thou
shalt go before the Lord, to prepare his
way, in order to give knowledge of salvat
to his people in the remission of their
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sins; through the tender compassion· of our
God, by which the day spring from on high
has visited us, to give light to those sitting
in darkness and in the shades of death, in
order to guide our feet into the way of
peace.'
"And the child grew, and became strong
in spirit, and continued in the deserts, till
the time when he made himself known t.
to Israel.·'

BIRTH OF JESUS,THE CHRIST.
Six months after the nativity of John
the Baptist, in the last year of the reign of
Herod the Great, a birth touk place at
Bethlehem, a town only six miles south of
Jerusalem, which was attended with circumstances still more extraordinary.
Matthew informs us that Mary, to whom the
Angel Gabriel had promised a son, while
she was yet a virgin, had been engaged to
a man named Joseph.
He says that, "hefore they came together, she was discovered
to be with child by the Holy Spirit," and
that "Joseph, being a worthy man, and not
willing to expose her publicly, desired to
put her away privately.
But while he was
thinking about it, an angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream, and said: "J 0seph, son of David, do not be afraid to take
home Mary, thy wife; for what she has
conceived is by the Holy Spirit. And she
shall give birth to a son, whom thou shalt
name Jesus; for he shall save his people
from their sins."
Now all this was done, that what was
spoken by the Lord through the Prophet
might be verified:-'Behold,
a virgin shall
conceive, and shall give birth to a son,
whom they' shall call IMMANUEL;'which,
being translated, means GOD WITH US.
"And Joseph, awaking from sleep, did as
the angel of the Lord had commanded him,
and took home his wife; but he knew her
not, till she had given birth to a son, whom
he named JESUS."
'Luke's narrative is more circumstantial.
He informs us, that Cresar. had decreed-that
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there should be an enrollment of the in- fying and praising God, for all that they
habitants of the country; that Joseph went had heard and seen, as it had been told to
from Nazareth to Bethlehem, in order to them."
The publicity of these strange things,
be enrolled with Mary, his espoused wife;
that while there, Mary's time to be deliver- would sufficiently account for the immense'
ed came, "and she gave birth to her first- crowds of people who afterwards flocked to
born son," and that, "wrap-ping him in Jesus out of all the cities, even if he had
swathing-bands, she laid him in a manger; never performed a miracle. But when we
.there being no room for them in the public consider that he "spoke as no other man
had spoken," and did wh~t no other man
house."
Such were the circumstances of the birth had ever done; we cease to be surprised at
of HIM, who was to be the Savior of the the multitudes who followed him, ani only
world. But, though humble, it was pecu- wonder that all did not believe on him.
WM. PINKERTON.
liar and glorious.
What an account is the
LYNCHBURG,Ohio, March 28, '63.
following! When did the heavenly host
ever attend the birth of an earthly king?
,See how witnesses were prepared, to bear
testimony concerning the Heavenly King I
"And in the same country there were
shepherds staying in the field, and watch•••••
ing their fluck at night. And, see, an angel of the Lord came upon them, and the
glory of the Lord shone around them; and
they were very much frightened.
But the
angel said to th.em: Fear not, for, see, I
bring you good tidings, which will be matROMAN CATHQLICISM.
ter of great joy to all the people. For to
LECTURE III.
,to you is born, this day in the City of David, a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And
this shall be a sign to you: you shall find Is Christ or Peter the fOlmdation 0/ 'he
Church 0/ God.
a babe wrapped in swathing-bands, lying in,
a manger? And suddenly there was with
And I Efayalso unto thee, that thou art
the angel a multitude of the heavenly host,
Peter, and upon this rock I will build my
praising God, and saying: 'Glory to God in Church; and the gates of hades shall not
the highest, peace on earth, and good will prevail against it.
Matt. xvi: 18. For
other foundation can no man lay than 'that
among men.
"And it happened, when the angels had is laid, which is Jesus the Christ. 1 Cor.
left them, and gone away into heaven, that iii: 11.
The Church of Christ being likened to a
the shepherds said one to another: 'Let us
now go to Bethlehem, and see this which building, God's building, must have a
From the manifest difference
has happened, of which the Lord has in- foundation.
,formed us? And they went' with haste, between Christianity and Romanism, it
and found Mary and Joseph, with the babe would seem that the settlement of the
lying in the manger. Having seen this, question concerning the foundation is a
Three views are entertained
they made known abroad what had been vital one.
told them concerning the child. And all about this. If it can not be satisfactorily
who heard, wondered at the things told determined by examining the Bible, I think
them by the shepherds.
And Mary kept we may give up the search for any means
There are three sentiments
all these things, and pondered them in her of settle~ent.
beart. And the shepherds returned, glori. entertained as to what the foundatio'p' Qf
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the Church is. T.o a brief examination of guage of the Apostle, that one sure way to
these y~ur attention is invited presently.
salvation would be to preach; for he says,
1. "The connection, however, shows that "the man shall be saved," verse 15. If he
Peter is here plainly meant.
Thou art have preached error he will suffer loss, but
Peter, says Christ; and upon tMs rocle, that will himself be saved, yet so as by fire.
is, Peter, pointing to him; for thus it conOn the contrary, if the man have preachnects with the reason which follows for the ed the truth, and persons have been placed
name, in the same manner as the reason is on the foundation by that, do not abide,
given for that of Abraham in Gen. xvii: 5, the laborer will suffer loss. They are here
and of Israel in Gen. xxxii: 28. The compared to wood, hay, stubble, that fire
A postles are also called, in other parts of will consume. Fire will not consume gold,
the New Testament, the foundation' on silver, and precious stones. So those perwhich the Church is built, as in Eph. ii : sons who remain faithful are compared to
20 and Rev. xxi: 14, as being the persons these incombustible things.
employed in erecting tbe Ohurch by preachThe second theory I quote from Arching. It is here promised that Peter sheuld bishop Purcell, Debate with Campbell, page
oommence the building of it by his preach- 57. "In the first place, we prove from
ing, which was fulfilled by his fil'stconverting scripture that Christ did esta1lish an earththe Jews, Acts ii : 14-42, and also the Gen- ly head to his Church, and that that head
tiles, Acts, 10th cbapter.
This passage, was the Apostle Peter.
If not, why did
therefore, gives no countenance to tbe pa- he say to Peter, ' Thou art Peter, (a rock,)
pal supremacy, but the contrary, for this and on this rock I will buad my Church,
prerogative was personal and. incommuni· and the gates of hell shall not prevail
cable."-Horne,
vol. 1, page 343.
against it?' . Again, he did give him preWe are not now inquiring directly how eminence over the other Apostles.
If not,
the Church was built, but about the foun- why did he say to him, Luke xxii: 32,
'dation of it.
Horne sass Peter is the Simon, Simon, behold Satan hath desired
foundation, because he first preached the to have you (in the plural, that is all the
gospel to Jews and Gentiles. Preaching is Apostles,) that he may sift you as wheat,
neither the foundation, nor the edifice.but I have prayed for thee that thy faith
The foundation is called a rock or a stone, fail not, and thou being convertedconfi7'm
and the building lively stones.
There is thy bl'etll7'en."
homogeneity in the foundation and mateWe object to Peter being regarded as
rials of the Church .. If the foundation is the foundation of the Church of Christ, bedoctrine or preaching, then the building is cause:
doctrine or preaching.
This monstrous
1. Petros, the Greek word for his name,
assumption is made by some, even Dr. means a stone. J oho 1 : 42.
Thou shalt
Horne above quoted.
n 1 Cor. iii: 12, 13. be called Cephas; which is by interpretaNow if any man build on this foundation, tion a stone. This word is in the masculine
gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay; gender, and Peter, addressed by the Messtubble; every man's work shall be made si:1h, is in the second person.
manifest; for the day shall declare it, be2. Because Petm, the ~ord Jesus used
cause it shall be revealed by fire; and the as that on which his Church is built, means
fire shall try every man's work of what sort a I'oele,and is femenine gender.
it is. From this passage it is assumed that
3. ·Because it is not pretended that Petra
gold, silver, and precious stones mean true means Peter in another. insbnce in the
doctrines, and that wood, hay, and stubble New Testament, though the word occurs
mean erroneous or false doctrines. Admit- in fifteen other places besides in tIle dising this position to be true, then it would puted place in Matt. xvi: 18.
follow, according to some succeeding lan4. Beoause liThe construotion of Ian-
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guage requires that the word this should This precious, chosen storie, he says is a
j)'efer to something antecedant, different living stone, to whom the brethren, to
from thou or you, being different in person whom he wrote had come, and declares that
and case." This passage furnishes the only living stone to be the Lord.
place in the Christian scriptures in which
If Peter is the foundation, how could he
Petros occurs.
How baseless then the have made such a mistake as to say the
Romish assumption that Peter is the foun- Lord is the precious corner-stone, and the
dation of the Church of God! Especially sure foundation?
He had not learned, at
when so many difficultie's are seen, as above, thc time he wrote this epistle, that Ite was
clustering around the assumption.
the vicar of Christ; and that the Church
To this it is replied that in the Syriac was built on himself, or else he possessed
there is no gender belon~ing to the word a modesty of which none claiming to be his
used for stone. To this it may be sumcientsllccessors
were ever possessed. The A posto say that no copy of Matthew is extant tie Pa'!l sayd, 1 Cor. iii: 11, "For other
ill Syriac, unless it be a translation from the
foundation can no man lay than that is
Greek of Matthew.
The Greek is the laid, which is Jesus the Christ."
The
standard, and not a translation into any plainness of this is such as to confuse any
t()ngue.
but an infidel to deny that Jesus is the
The third position, and that in which we foundation.
Jesus in his divine person is
feel the liveliest interest, is that Jesus the the rock on which the Church may secureChrist, the Son of the living God, is the I Iy rest, without fear of the gates of hades
foundation of the Church.
preventing her ultimate beatification ~md
In fifty-six occurrences of the word stone glory in the everlasting kingdom of God.
(Greek lithos) it is twelve times used to Her membership, from age to age, goes
m.ean the Lord Jesus Christ, and not once down to the dark chambers of death; but
for Peter.
Jesus Christ and not Peter, a -each, as he enters the dark valley, rejoices
person and not a doctrine, a fact a.nd not a in the hope of a triumph over hades, and
truth, is the foundation of the Church. all that separates between the soul and the
Four times Christ is called a rock besides glory of the heaven of heavens. They that
in the controverted passage in Matt. xvi: believe in Jesus are begottcn to a hopc of
18 in the New Testament.
1 Pet. ii: 6. life, by his resurrection from the dead.
The language of the prophet Isaiah xxviii: They all die in expectation of that glori16, is quoted as follows, Behold, I lay in ous day when rising they will shout, 0,
Zion a chief corner-stone, elect, precious; death, where is thy sting?
hades, where
&Ild he that believeth on him shall not be is thy victory?
confounded.
Peter does r.ot repeat the
How different in that day will be the
word foundation , which Isaiah had used condition of the. man who has been relying
twice in the passage referred to, as follows: on Peter and his successors, the day itself,
Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a alone, may fearfully and awfully disclose.
stone, a tried stone, a precious corner-stone, Peter, as an apostle of Christ, was inspired,
a sure foundation: he that believeth shall and was the honored instrument of first
not make haste. Does this elect, precious, proclaiming to Jews and Gentiles the uneorner-sbone, a sure foundation, refer to searchable riches of Christ. As an apostle
Peter?
Pet.er declares that he who be- he opened the kingdom of heaven. As a
Heves in this corner-stone, this sure foun- disciple of Jesus he was justly reproached
dation, shall not be confounded. Does he by Paul for dissimulation.
Is that a preteach that men are to believe in himself cious, elect corner-stone, a sure foundation
or in tha Lord Jesus Christ?
No one ca~ on which to trust? Never. Let me trust
Too at a loss to answer this question, unless in him, of whom Peter spoke and wrote,
he beHeves Peter to be the foundation. living and dying.
His is the only name
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given :lnder heaven or among men whereby
I must be saved. Trusting in Jesus, the 30ul
need not fear though :it host should encamp
against it.
Trusting in :f?eter, it may fly
from one saint to another, invoking aid in
the day of trouble, in vain.
The other
apostles were inspired equally with Peter,
forming altogcther a number of witnesses
for Jesus, whose testimony has survived
the ravages of ages, and will survive when
the earth and heavens shall be no more.
May the Lord in his mercy preserve all
who love him from error and delusion in
these days of sorrow and calamity.
At the conclusion, a gentleman arose and
wished to know, if St. Peter ever sinned
after he was inspired?
And if Christ did
not say to him, feed my lambs, feed my
sheep? To your first question, I answer
yes, certainly;
and will read to you the
account of his reproof by the Apostle Paul,
Gal. ii : 11-13. But when Peter was come
to Antioch, I withstood him to the face,
because he was to be blamed. For before
that certain came from James, he did eat
with the Gentiles; but when they were come,
he withdrew and separated himself, fearing
tnem that which were of the circumcision.
And the other Jews dissembled likewise
with him; insomuch that Barnabas also
was ~arried away with their dissimulation.
From this, my friend, you will perceive
that Paul could not have understood Peter
to be a Roman Catholic Pope.
Touching your second question I may
have something to say to-morrow evening
about it, and will be glad for you to be present. I am also pleased that you present
your difficulties here, and now.
He said he was seeking the truth, and
would come the next evening, which he
did.
J. M. HENRY.
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CARD PLAYING,
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DANCING, Etc.

"Christianity has its cross as well as its
crown." It often hecomes our painful duty
to raise our voices against practices which
creep into the Ch urch of Christ, and which
fills our hearts with grief. But such is
the frailty of man that he is prone to wander from the path of rectitude, often, ignorantly, and quite as often, recklessly. It
is with shame and bitter regret I am constrained fo confess that many of our brethren, all over the land, are often engaged in
card playing, simp7y for amusement.
Others engage in dancing, also for amusement
I suppose; and when reproved for these
vices, they often tell you that members of
other churches engage in these innocent
amusements, and no fuss is made about it.
This I do not admit; for, while it is true
that members of other cburches do engage
in these sinful practices, they as churches,
at least in tbis community, no more sanction them, than do we. But suppose
they
,
did; would that make it right, seeing that
we have a great chart of unerring wisaom
and truth to guide our feet in the ways of
righteousness and true holiness?
Though
the task be an unpleasant one, yet I conceive it to be the duty of everyone who
desires to see the Church of Jesus Christ
rise to its true dignity, excellency and purity in the earth, to bring the whole weight
of his influence to bear against those evils
that insinuate themselves into our midst
drawing the very life's blood from our body.
For I verily believe that there are few, if
any, devices of the Devil better calculated
to destroy piety and blast our hopes in the
usefulness of the youth of our congregations than those above mentioned. But
what says He who laid down His life for
us. "Ye are the salt of the earth" :M:at.
v. 13.
H there i&to be no difference between
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the Ohurch and the world, no difference between the Christian and the man of the
world, then it is all a mistake to say "ye
are the salt of the earth," and that it is
through your influence upon the surrounding mass of mankind that they are to be
preserved from putrefaction, decay and ultimate ruin. With what propriety, then,
can it be said that you are the salt of the
earth, if there is to be no difference between the salt and the earth? "Ye are the
light of the world." What are we to understand by this? Are we not by our wal k,
by our light, to guide men who are walking in a sinful and benighted world into the
way that leads to life eternal?
Again, are we not commanded to glorify
our Father in heaven? How are we to do
this but by letting our light so shine, that
others seeing our good works may be constrained also to glorify our Father which is
in heaven. Now are you letting your light
shine to the illumination of a benighted
world? Are you glorifying your Father in
heaven when you are whirling in the giddy
dance, or spending your precious time at
the card-table, the theater, the circus or
other similar places of worldly and wicked
amusements? Again, says the beloved disciple, "Behold, what manner 6f love the
Father hath bestowed on us that we should
be called the sons of God I" 1 John iii. 1.
Is it possible that anyone claiming to be a
son or daughter of the Most High God can
be found engaging in all the light, trashy,
and foolish vices of this sin-cursed earth?
How dignified, how exaltcd is the position
of that person who can, in truth, claim to
be a son or daughter of the Lord Almighty!
Remember, my brother,
your honored,
your exalted position. Remember the name
that has been named upon you. Remember that when the names of kings, of emperors, of statesmen, and of conquerors
shall have passed away and-been forgotten,
yours shall live co-eternal with Him who
gave it. Then, should we not labor to keep
ourselves unopotted from the world, and
strive to become each day more and more
like Ohrist, our leader and exemplar? The
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apostle Peter says, "But ye are chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation; a peculiar people." 1 Peter ii. 9. And
Paul to Titus says when speaking of Jesus
Christ, "who gave himself for us, that he
might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous
of good work~." Titus ii. 14.
These Scriptures teach us that we are not
our own; that we have been bought with a
price, Ghrist having given his own-precious
blood for us that he might purify unto himself a peculiar people. Hear with what
profound earnestness and deep solicitude
the appstle speaks to the Church at Rome:
"I beseech you, therefore, brethren, by the
mel'cies of God, that ye present your bodie3
a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is your reasonable service." Rom.
xii. 1.
Can there be then, agreeably to this
teaching, any {longruity between the sentiments, tastes, and feelings of tho~e who realize the great truth that they are tbe sons
and daughters of the Lord Almighty, and
those places and sources of worldly and
carnal amusements; the devices of the Devil
to allure thoughtless and erring man from
the path of safety and of rectitude?
Thetemple of the Holy Spirit, the joint-heir of
the Lord J eaus, will not be found in those
places which the Master shunned. Let us
suppose there are two young men of equal
talents and attainments, living in our village, who have been brought up by respectable and moral parents; who move in respectable circles of society, and are both
genteel and moral young men. One is a
man of the world; the other, a member of
a Church. Do we expect the one who
makes no pretensions to christianity to lie,
cheat, steal, swear, get dl'unlc and wallow
about the streets as a beast, simply because
he makes no profession of religion?
Certainly not. He abhors such conduct, and
would associate with no such a character.
But he will participate in the genteel
dance; will attend the theater, the circus,
and will play cuds (secretly however) simply for amusement j and who will be his
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companion in all of these worldly amllse- leisure evenings at the card table. He, at
ments? Do I not speak the truth when I once, looks upon him as in the downward
say it is too often the very young man who road to infamy, disgrace and ruin. If there
claims to be a Ohristian? The only differ- is one sin more heinous and more to be deence that any living man can see between tested than another, in which respectable
the two is, that the name of one is on the people are known to indulge, that sin IS
Ohurch book and the other is not; the one, card playing, whether for amusement or emwhen he happens to be at Ohurch, partakes olument. Does the drunkard plunge into
of the emblematic loaf and cup, the ~ther, drunkenness in one mighty leap, or the
does not. Are these the characteristics of gambler into the sinks and hells of earth at
a peculiar people, zealous of good works? one mighty stride? Did any man or woman
Is this letting our light shine, that others ever rise from the card table, or leave the
seeing our good works may glorify our dance feeling that he or she was made betFather which is in heaven? Is this fight- ter, or more endeared to the meek and lowing the good fight of faith, that we may ly Savior. Can you, who are heads of famwear a crown of glory?
Hies without the blush of shame and conWe hear it argued by the votaries of scious guilt, after having taught your chilthese vices that there is no harm in indulg- dren by your example to love these fashioning in them, since they are mere amu e- able vices, then urge them, as you should
ments, mere pastimes. If nothing worse when they go forth into the world, to abcould be said against them, is it not a waste stain from them, and shun them, as they
of time which is not our own? Has it not would the deadly upas, the sting of the
the appearance of evil? Are we not com- scorpion, or the bite of the adder; Oh!
manded, most positively, to abstain from how horrid is the thought, thathe who now
every thing that tends to evil, or to the in- plays around your knee in all his child like
jury of any? 1st Thess. v. 22-24. And innocence and purity, may, in after years,
when we participate in these vices where is look back covered with shame and disgrace,
our example and influence, if not on the and trace his ruin to a father's example.side of the world and wicked n'ass?
But if there are no word~ in God's holy
Again:
We are sometimes told that book by which you can be convinced that
"dancing is reveling," and, therefore, for- these worldly practices are wrong, let me
bidden by the Scriptures; but there can be propose a test to your own heart and conno harm in sitting down and exchanging science, and beg you to try it the next time
pieces of paper that simply have "pictures you are about to engage in cards or the
and spots painted on them."
Oh, the de- dance. There is Bible authority for it; for,
vices of the Devil!
Suppose a son is sent we are told, "If any of you lack wisdom,
to one of our large cities to engage in busi- let him ask of God that giveth to all men
ness. With what anxiety does a father fol- liberally and upbraideth not, and it shall
low him in his imagination to his future be given him." James i. 5. Again, the
home; with what deep solicitude does a apostle says: "And whatsoever ye do in
mother brood over his future prospects.word or deed, do all in the name of the
Anon, a friend writes you that your son is Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the
fond of gay and fashionable society and Father by him." Col. iii. 17.
amusements, attending the genteel dancing
N ow, before you engage in the dance or
party and other places of amusement. If card playing, retire to some secret place
that father be a Christian, he would much and call to your recollection the scene in
prefer to hear that he was· attending the the garden of Gethsemane.
See I yonder
house of worship and of prayer. But oh! goes the Savior "about a stone's cast" from
with what horror' would his soul be filled his disciples; all nature is hushed and stillj
to hear that his dear boy was spendin~ his the full moon looms up over the eastern
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hills of Judea, and pours her silvery light has some moral restraints thrown around it.
upon that vine-clad garden; the stars look There is the presence of females whose sodown upon the scene with awful serenity, ciety and influence is a check to drunkenwhile sephyrs sigh mournfully through the ness, profanity, and other departures from
olive trees. Hear Him, as he prays: "0 decency th'at might otherwise be indulged
my l~ather, if it be possible, let this cup in. But, as a general thing, no such repass from me." When you have contem- straint is upon the card playcrs. If men
plat,ed this scene, then bow your spirit be- were not conscious that card playing is in
fore the Father of lights, and pray, saying, bad r~ute, not only with the Church, but
o my Father, I am not my own, I have with the moralist and the philanthropist,
~een bought with a price, even the precious why do you see them, usually, select some
blood of Jesus; and since thou hast com- secret place, close the doors, and speak in
manded all things to be done in the name of suppressed tones while the game is prothe Lord Jesus, now in His name I pray gressing; and, if perchance a tap upon the
thee, as I am about to spend an evening in door is heard, all is startled and still; the
the social dance, that I may so dance as to cards are shuilled, not for another game,
attract the attcntion of all present; that I but out of sight.
These are facts, and they
may be the delight and admiration of the prove, beyond doubt, that you, sir, even
fashionahle and gay; that I may, by my yo~, who engage in this vice, know the
gra(Jeful and elegant example, cause all the whole thing to be wrong., I presume but
young people in the neighborhood to study few young men of good standing and selfthe art of dancing; that I may even excel respect, though making no pretension to
in dignity, grace and elegance the ac- Christianity, would be willing for the comcomplished Miss Herodias who received, munity in which they live to know that
by order of a monarch for her splendid per- they were in the habit of spending their
formance, the bloody head of John the time at the card table. Shall the Christian,
Baptist. All of these things I ask in the then, do those things that would bring the
name and for the sake of Jesus who died, blush of shame to the cheek of the man
that I, through his death, might have life. of the world? Go, my brother, upon the
And when you have. so prayed, go mingle wings of imagination from hovel to hovel,
with the giddy and thoughtless throng if from prison to prison, and see the wretchedyou can find it in your heart so to do.ness, poverty, and misery brought upon the
But remember "for all these things God inmates of those places, and say there is no
will surely bring you unto judgment." But harm in card playing. See that sorrowdo you still persist in your position that al- stricken, dejected being who was once the
though dancing may be wrong, still there gayest of the gay, the pride of fond parents
can be no harm in playing cards, simply }01' and the delight and ornament of society-a
amusement ? Well, suppose we admit that being in whom all the affections of a kind
you are right, that there is no harm in it; and fond husband once centered, filling her
will you persist in it against the expressed heart with joy and bright prospects for the
will of the Church? Hear what the apo~- future. That haggard look, those helpless
tle Paul says on this. subject, 1st Cor. viii. children, covered with rags and tatters,
13 and x. 31, 32. Will you thus offend clinging to her side tell the cruel story.against the Church rather than give up But stop not here. Go, f~llow the victim
your ill-founded opinion? But ask your- himself to prison, perhaps to the gallows.
self what are its tendencies? whither does See him bid a last adieu to that one to whom
it lead? which of the two vic~s has caused in by gone years he plighted his faith, and
the g~aatest amount of human degradation, pledged himself her protector and support.
wretchedness and suffering?
See him as he takes a last embrace of those
Dancing, as conducted in this country, little ones whom God has given him, and if
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his soul is not seared with crime and vice,
see how his bosom heaves and his eyes
weep tears of grief and shame. But pursue
him further, and hear him, in the dark,
doleful regions of eternal misery, crying
"watchman, what of the night?"
And
when ages and cycles of ages shall have
rolled away still the piteous cry will be
heard in that region of despair, "watchman,
what of the night?"
Is not this the fat~ of
maRy who, with hopes as bouyant and prospects as bright as yours, sought only
\ amusement in card playing?
Then will
you take one ste~, my brother, in the path
whose end may be to you what it has been
to others, both temporal and eternal ruin?
Say not you can command yourself when
you enter the abodes of sin and temptation.
When once, the first, the fatal step is taken
in the downward road to disgrace and 'ruin,
and the passion for cards is formed and
fixed, few ever retrace their steps; for that
passion becomes as strong and irresistible
as the gnawing appetite of the inebriate for
the intoxicating bowl.
But I would say, In conclusIon, to the
votaries of pleasure and worldly amusement,
go, witness a Savior's sufferings and remember that it was all for you; that he might
redeem you from sin and "purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good
works."
See him in the garden of Geth·
semane, with the sins of a world lying in
wickedness pressing him to the earth; and
hear him pray, "Abba Father, if thou be
willing remove this cup from me." See
him betrayed by a profes~ed friend and
brought to Pilate's bar. See him bearing
his heavy cross up the rugged steep of Calvary. Faint and weary he winds his onward way until, at last, exhausted, he reels
and falls.
A shriek of agony is heard
from the females who, with aching hearts,
follow at a distance.
The cry reaches his
benevolent 'heart, and turning, with overflowing compassion, says: "Daughters of
Jerusalem weep not for me." But see, oh!
see that crimson tide as it streams down
from his lacerated hands. See that pale,
that cold, that marble brow, and sunken
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eyes. Those lips that ever spoke words of
peace and consolation to the suffering and
affiicted of earth are now pale and silent in
death; that heart which ever beat with
universal love is now cold and still. And
while gazing on this scene, ask yourself, is
there to be no difference between the world
and the Church for which he died?
Dover, Mo.
S. T. MENG.

-.MESSIAH'S

REIGN.

Messiah's rflign began with his coronation
in heaven, and will terminate by the resurrection of the dead. When he took his siat
in heaven,. the fiat went forth, "That at the
name of J csus every knee should bow, of
things in heaven, and things in earth, and
things under the earth; and that every
tongue should confess tl]at Jesus Christ is
Lord, to the glory of God the Fat,her,"
Phil. ii. 10, 11. When the knees shall
bow, and the tongues?f earth confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God
the Father, then will be. brought to pass
that great even t which we call the Millennium. We now purpose noticing what has,
does, and will hindcr or retard this grea~
event.
The first enemies to Mes~iah's reign were
Jews and Pagans.
The Jews, veiled in
tradition and the law by Moses, denied their
promised Savior and crucified Him; and
are yet, as a whole, in opposition to His
government.
But they, having once been
first, will ,now be last. Their conversion
will be through that of other natio?s first.
Their opposition, however, like others, has
been gradually giving away. Pagan Rome,
with her heathen philosophy, was a strong
opponent to the reign of Messiah. The
"ten persecutions" were brought against
Mes&iah's government by pagan Rome. But,
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at length, after Messiah had about 'gained
the ascendency over pagan Rome, or, at
least, when pagan Rome had slackened her
hand against the saints, the "man of sin"papal Rome-became
developed, laid hold
on the very citadel of Messiah's government"
-assumed to be his dictator-took
upon
themsel ves the assumed attribute of infallibility, and martyred thousands of Messiah's ciLizens as disloyal rebel heretics. At
length Messiah, in the person of the bold
and intrepid Luther, began the work of
dislodging and destroying the papal authority.
Since the period of the Lutheran reformation, there has been an irrepressible confiict, until, at length, we find the "man of
sin" about dethroned from his power in political affairs. During the whole period of
Messiah's reign to the present time, civil
government has kept due pace with that of
Christianity.
While we had pagan Rome
in opposition to Messiah's reign, there was,
of course, a pagan government.
But, as
!oon as pagan Rome would give away
enough to Messiah's reign to allow a reformation, papal Rome was developed, and then
we find a papal governmp.ni. Government
has, also, kept pace with the protestant
reformations, until, we may say, the mould
of civil government is the religious notions
of the people. ,False government is the
offspring of false religion.
True religion
only, will develop true government. Until,
then, a nation is truly religiou~ according
to the revelation of God to man, it cannot
have a permanent government.
There is no le,gitimate authority of man,
except in conformity to the statutes of
heaven. For the special purposes, however,
of keeping pace with the moral and intellectual advance of man, and the punish ment of evil doers, false governments have
been a means, under God, of keeping in
check the gross nature of the animal man.
So were the Romans the means, under God,
by which he destroyed the Jewish nation;
but this by no means proves that the Romans were holy and righteous before God.
:Neither does false government, because it
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fills a purpose of God, stand acquitted of
its errors. Civil government, and the gospel, are the two elements of Messiah's power to bring man to loyalty; the first is his
physical, the latter, his moral or spiritual
power. Civil government keeps tne animal
passions in check, while the moral image of
the g<lspel is formed upon the intellect and
affections.
But to return. Infidelity and atheism,
both based upon the vain philosophy of
man, have greatly retarded the earthly reign
of Messiah. Their wicked hands, however,
at this age, are greatly weakened. Last,
but not least, and to the shame of the
'protestant family, written documents, extraneous and superfluous, called creeds, and
not the scriptures themselves, have been the
exponents of orthodoxy.
By this means,
while they all labor for the same end, their
own union, by which alone they could
hasten Messiah's obje1lt, is prevented; and,
by this rueans, they are retarding the work
of reforming the nations, and de\'eloping the
millennial reign of Messiah. We sum up,
then, the enemies to Messiah's reign, which
have retarded the millennium as follows:
Jews, Pagans, Catholics, false government, Infidels, Atheists, and protestant
creeds. These seven enemies have been arrayed against Messiah's government for
centuries.
But whl>t now, at thiS time, retards the millennial reign of Messiah? or
who are his enemies? The very same that
have heretofore been his enemies; but in a
minor degree. The hands of every enemy
have been greatly weakened, until it is
clearly seen, that the gospel is the power of
God to the destruction of false government
and religion. That which now retards Messiah's millennium, will retard it in the future, until it be removed. There is a great
moral and political reformation yet to tak ••
place among the nations. The moral must
necessarily precede that of true government.
As the basis of the moral or religious
reform~tion, the grand predicate of the gospel system is the theme-"That
J csus is
the Christ, the Son of God." But some
one is ready to say, "everybody believes"
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this fact; therefore, all that is lacking to Paganism, Mohammedanism, Atheism, and
develop the millennium, is political refor- Infidelity will melt before the gospel of
formations.
We have heard this objection, Messiah. Protestants, therefore, would do
by crude thinkers, urged as an objection well,' instead of watching the "signs of the
against the validity of the faith.
It lacks times" through prophetic spectacles, to
about-two thirds of being true-only one- study their duty and volition.
There is too much time devoted to the
third of it true. This agrees with all the
figures we have seen. Olney gives the fol- modus operandi of the gospel system as
lowing figures: Pagans 572,000,000, Mo- adapted to man instead of a more active
hand in doing Messiah's commands. To
hammedans 153,000,000, Jews 3,000,000728,000,OOO-who do not believe that Jesus fear God and keep His commandments, is
is the Christ, the Son of God. He gives Solomon's definition of the "whole duty of
the number of those who do believe it, man." The time, which will be consumed
under the na'me of Christians, at 252,000,- in this moral 'reformation, compared with
000. From these figures, it,is clearly seen, the antecedent progress of moral reformathat over one half of the human race are tion, is, to human conception, indefinite.
yet pagans. And what isM ohammedanism That it is far in the undeveloped future, is
but the most base paganism?
Putting the reasonable, aud as we think, certain. Potwo together, we have, out of the 970,000,- litical reformations are but civil commo000 of the human race, ,725,000,000, pa- tions to keep pace with moral and intellectual improvement.
Man, from his lack
gans.
of
future
conception,
confines
civil governYet it has been upwards of eighteen hundred years since Messiah began his 'reign on ment upon present exigencies; and, when
earth. Then, let us not console ourselves moral and intellectual improvement outwith the happy thought, that the summer strips the times, the form of government
is over, and the harvest is passed; for it is must be changed or modified to suit this imHence political reformations,
not yet for a season. The one-third, in the provement.
There are, comparatively,
calculation, who acknowledge Messiah as or revolutions.
the lilon of God, destroy their influence by as many changes to take place in th~ politdi~cords amon,g themselves.
The "mall of ical, as in the religious world. The gospel
sin," that lawless one, who has long sat in cannot, at present, have free acce~s to many
the temple as "very God," is included in nations on account of their civil instituthis class. By his insignificant audacity tions; and we might say, their religious inThis moral influence being exand vain assumption of infallibility, the stitutions.
cluded
from
their people, will have no inground work of the protestant reformation
gress
except
through the physical change
was laid. Then the reformers, by defining
their faith and cause of separation, gave the of their political character by apolitical
basis of protestant creeds, until, finally, a reformation. False jealousy, or jealousy in
human creed is thought to be the test of favor of false religion and govt:rnment, is
Christianity-that
a vessel without a creed stronger, in appearance, than jealousy for
is prudent, falsehood is abom"is piraticalj" as though the word of God truth-truth
only made pirates.
The first thing, then, inable. We shall not dwell upon isolations,
In the formation
to be done for the moral reformation of the but general principles.
world, is, for protestants to drop human of human governments, they are framed to
creeds as bon,ls of union, and meet upon ~uit the peculiar prejudices and views at
the Bible alone as the exponent of their the time of their formation; and are viewed,
faith. When protestants drop human creeds upon the whole, as settled in principle and
and throw their wealth and moral efforts form, while in fact, they embody in their
together, the power of all enemies to Mes- form or principle the embryo of dissolusiah's reign will briefly yield. Catholicism, tion. It is highly necessary, also, that
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governments, at the time, are formed to make man, intellectually, morally, and remeet the peculiar circumstances of society. ligiously what Goa made him for and
A pure democracy, in form and principle, adapted him to) should be tho purpose of
formed among persons, who, at the time, all human government.
Such government
were not intellectually, morally and religi- enlightens the masses-benefits
them, and
ously prepared for its introduction, would leaves the subject qualified for the duties
be the wrong government for the time; but of this life, and a better prepared spirit to
so soon as the masses are prepared for the enter an unseen state. But we must not
change, a monarchy or aristocracy ought to dwell. There are two modes by which
be changed to that of democracy. Upon political revolutions, or change of governthe principle, the European Governments, ment may be effected or terminated-one
is
heretofore, have been right, or what we moral or intellectual, the other, animal,
mean, adapted to the intellectual condition gross,. uncivilized,
and barbarous.
But
of the subjects. Their great error has been the plan of war, as yet, iiOadapted to the
in the exclusion of intellectual privileges moral and intellectual capacity of thc age.
to the subjects, and their qualification, To depend, at this age, upon the moral ob.•.
thereby, for the noble str1;lcture of a Re- ligations of man in general, would be hazpublican Government.
ardous to every civil institution.
But,
Upon this principle, also, the United that war is, at this time, the only means by
States Government was, in principle and which we can change the body politic, by
form, in advance of the moral and intel- no means proves that, in the future, the
lectual improvement of the masses. The same will be effected without the shedding
frequent elections, thereby throwing the of blood. A Campbell said, "War, howunqualified masses into commotion; and ever, is wholly barbarous.
Nations at war,
the frequent harangues of office-seekers, are at best but partly civilized."
,,'When
thereby corrupting the masses; and above we become more rational, more civilized,
all, the Press, being frequently called into and more Christian, we will find some other
the service of individuals and parties, way of settling our national di:'putes, than
thereby making a press-ridden people, has with the sword, and with the confused noise
about confirmed, in the United States' of the warrior, and garments baptized in
Governm;nt, the annunciation of Dr. Clark blood;" Purcell Debate, pp. 256. This an-that a Democratic Government is not as nunciation, we think, is true. But let it be
durable as a ~ionarchial or an Aristocratic remembered, that this state of rationality,
Government-"
For the people, through civilization and Christianity is yet in the
their representatives, will become corrupt- future. There is, at this time, a dark piced and subvert their own Government." ture in the political world; but this is no
In this, however, Dr. Clark built a future more than a reaction in political affairs to
axiom on present ignorance.
We have remove evils which moral and intellectual
now arrived at the point where we may improvement requires.
assert the one radical and fundamental
The mind and purpose of man now is,
principle of true government; it is a gov- and has been too much directed to the
ernment based upon the intellectual and things of sense instead of those more nonot the animal man.
ble, invisible, intellectual,
and eternal
Heretofore, governments have been based things which constitute the purpose of
upon the natural or animal rights of man, man's existence, and the future felicity ana
and he turned loose to feed alone on the happiness of the human race. All things
pasture of penal law, and his weight in within man's voluntary scope, appear to be
society or the government measured by his yet directed to earth as the abiding home
taxable property.
Fine physical dress has and dustiny of man. Wealtlt is abundantbeen the idea of most nations. But to ly expended for temporal things-the
vain
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tribute of adoration.
The time which has
tran~pired since Moses received the tables
of stone is not quite equal to the long reach
of years before that event.
In the concise record of the patriarchal
age while we may not expect a full and continued account of the way in which men
approached the Almighty; yet surely during
that period we shall not look in vain for
some evidences of a system of religion furni~hed by God for the government of man
in his acts of devotion. Hence, here and
there, we are not surprised to rJud in those
early time!! of altars and victims, of priests
and sacrifices.
On the first leaf of the Bible we find no
record of these ordinances of divine service.
Sin had not yet entered into the world. In
purity and innocence man held converse
wi~h his maker, as "friend holds fellowship
with friend."
But while looking at the
fair picture of man, when he, like the rest
of creation, is "very good," we immediately
read of a violated law, of an offcuded God.
The scene is changed.
Man receives his
HINTS ON THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE. sentence and suffers the penalty of sin; he
Every reader of the Old Testament has is driven from his home in the beautiful
noticed the prominence given to Jewish garden. From that time forth, throughout
the entire Scriptures, mention is made of
rites. One book of the Bible, (Leviticus),
and large parts of others, are filled with offe1'ings for sin.
minute directions to the people under the
SACRIFICES APPOINTED BY GOD.
Levitical priesthood.
Weare
apt to lay
stress upon these, overlooking the establishWe turn to the first account of offerings
ed l'eligion before the IJaw to Israel was brought unto the Lord, in Gen. iv. Paul
given.
says, (Heb. xi. 4), "By faith Abel offered
Like the Jews as they surrounded Mount unto God a more excellent sacrifice than
Sinai with its thunders and lightnings, its Cain; by which he obtained witness that he
fire and cloud, its smoke and tempest. its was righteous."
Abel brought of the first·
blackness and darkness, with sound of lings of his flock; Cain brought of the fruit
trumpet exceeding loud, we may. fear and of the ground. And the Lord had respect
tremble at these manifestations of God's unto A0el and to his offering; but unto
power and majesty; but the worship of Cain and to his offering he had not respe·ct.
God by man was not commenced here. The Why this difference? Undoubtedly because
splendid Mosaic ritual had existed fifteen God had commanded that an animal should
hundred years when Cnrist came upon be slain. He had probably promised to
earth. Yet thirty.fi ve hundred years of accept the worship of the man who did as
the world's history had rolled away before he directed.
How could Abel come by
Judaism was established; and through all faith?
We answer: God had commanded
those thirty-five centuries, obedient men of and promised and he bel-ievinq him, obeyed
God had paid to him the just and willing in selecting victims from his flock. Had

objects of human pursuit-while
the Lord
Jesus, the Christ, has but few energetic,
self-sacrificing citizens, who are not only
willing to give their wealth and influence
to His cause, but~ if need be, their lives
for His government.
This condition of the public mind must
be changed.
Then, when everyone
shall
believe the same truth, put their trust in
the one Lord, being immersed into the one
name, having common and reciprocal reliance upon the one God and Father of allraised to their adapted hight of intellectual, moral, and religious capacities, the
grand army of earth, upon their" white
horses," will be mounted behind their leader, with His vesture dipped in blood
whose name is called, "The WORDof GOD."
W. BAKER.
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there been no instructions, Abel could have
had no faith; for we have faith only upon
testimony. Had not God previously informed them upon the subject, Abel could not
have expected acceptance any more than
Cain. By any amount of reasoning they
could not have certainly decided which
would be most acceptable, the fruit of the
ground or the firstlings I of the flock; or
whether either would be pleasing to God.
But God had given directions wi.th which
Abel complied by faith. Cain disregarded
the expressed will of God, perhaps bringing his fruit as a thank-offering j but to it
God had not respect.
We might notice other instances, but it
is unnecessary in this place. In every case
where men approached God acceptably,
they came with faith in what he had told
them. The forms of worship thus early established were continued, as we shall see
before finishing this article, till Moses received the Law "by the disposition of angels." They were incorporated into that
Law with only such changes as were necessary in proceeding from family to national
worship.
The Sabbath set apart. Gen. ii. 2; Ex.
xx. 11.
In binding the observance of the Sabbath
upon the Jews, God gives as a reason for
keeping the sevcnth day, that he had on
that day rested from nis work of creation.
Did he give the law concerning the Sabbath
fwst at Sinai? I think not. It is not likely
he would pcrmit the day he had sanctified
from the beginning to be unnoticed for
thirty-five hundred years, and then, for the
first, call man's attention to it, because he
had rested on that day. "The Sabbath was
made for man." From the first, man observed it and enjoyed its benefits if he
would.
He had forgotten or neglected
many of God's appointments at the· time of
the giving of the Law, and their observance
was again enjoined. Probably during the
bondage in Egypt the Sl\bbath had b~en
disregarded.
Yet before the people came
to Sinai, on the occasion of sending manna,
(Ex. xvL), the seventh day was pointed
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out as a day of rest. In Isaiah Iviii. 13,
the way in which the Jews should keep the
Sabbath is mentioned.
On it they were
not to do their own ways nor speak their
own words. So with the people before
Moses' time j they would rest on the ilanctified day seeking the Lord. Accordingly
Cain brought an offering unto the Lord "in
process of time," or as it reads in the margin, "at the end of days." At the end of
the six days of labor?
Noah in the ark reckoned the time by
sevens j by the Sabbaths. Gen. viii. 10-12.
The sons of Jacob, when on the way to
bury their father, I:ltoppedat a certain place
mturning for a week. Chap. 1. 10. Job's
friends mourned with him seven days and
seven nights. Job ii. 13.
Genesis, Job and the beginning of Exodus contain the history of this period. In
them we find man, taught by God, both by
precept and example, worked six days and
observed the Sabbath.
A PLACE FOR WORSHIP.

Cain and Abel each brought an offering
unto the Lord. Where? To the altar where
the sacrifice was killed and burned. So J eth1'0, Priest of Midian, took a burnt offering
and sacrifices for God j and Aaron came and
all the elders of Israel to eat bread with
Moscs' father-in-law
brfore God. Ex.
xviii: 12.
When Noah went forth from the ark, he
builded an altar unto the Lord and took of
every clean beast, and of every clean fowl,
and offered burnt offerings on the altar.
Gen. viii, 20. The division of animals into
clean and unclean in the Jewish Law (Lev.
xi.) was {lral:ticed by Noah. The clean
beasts and fowls were sayed by sevens, thus
securing some for sacrifice as well as leaving some for perpetuating
the species;
while of the other animals were only saved
two of every kind.
.
,
Gen. xii: 7. Abraham came into the land
of Canaan and there builded he an altar
unto the Lord. Verse 8. He removed from
thence and when he again pitched his
tent there he buildedan altar unto the Lord,
I
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and called upon the name of the Lord. He
8. In this connection we might notice the
journeyed into Egypt. When he returned law concerning murder. Chap. ix: 5, 6.
to Canaan, he called upon the name of the Similar directions for taking the life of the
Lord. Where? Chap. xiii: 4. At the place murderer are incorporated not only into the
of the altar which he had made there atthe' Levitical Law, but into the code of all nafirst. Chap. xxii. At the remarkable trial 'tions.
of the faith of Abraham we find these ever
9. Chap. i: 29. God originally gave the
recurring details of items connected with herbs of the field and the fruit of the trees
God's service :-the
altar, the lamb, the for food for both man and beast. Chap.
word and the fire. Chap. xxvi: 25. At ix: 3. In addition, after the flood man is
Beer-sheba Isaac builded an altar and called permitted to eat the flesh of animals, avoidupon the name of the Lord.
ing the use of the blood.
When Jacob journeyed toward Padan10. Ex. xxxiii. It would seem that the
aram, God appeared to him' in a dream. events recorded in this chapter occurred
Chap. xxviii. ..T acob vowed that the stone before the Jewish Tabernacle was built.
he.had set up for a pillar at that place shall The second tables of stone were not yet
be God's house. As he returned to the land provided. These tables were to be deposwhich God had promised him, he came to ited in the ark of the covenant; anil that
Shalem. Chap, xxxiii, 18. There he bought ark placed in the tabernacle .. But before
a parcel of a field and on it erected an al- the tablcs are renewed and before the ark
tar. He is reminded by God of the vow or tabernacle is built, we find mention of a
he had formerly made. Uhap. xxxv: 1. He tabernacle.
We conclude that men had
with his household proceeded from Shalem perhaps long worshipped God at an altar
to Bethel, the certain place w.here he had connected with such a tabernacle, which
dreamed. There, fulfilling his vow, he built was God's house. When men come "before
an altar for God's house.
God," he manifested his presence by the
Shekinah in the former tabernacle, as well
ITEMS OF ANCIENT CEREMONIES AND CUS- as afterward at the mercy seat in that tabTOMS.
ernacle which was built by Moses' direc1. They brought of the firstlings of the tion.
flock and of the fat thereof. Chap. iv: 4.
PRIESTS DESIGNATED.
The best of the sheep or goats (in margin)
There were Hebrew priests before the
were sacrificed.
Other beasts and fowls
covenant at Sinai. Ex. xix: 22. Jethro
were also offered. Chap. viii: 20.
2. The victims were killed and burned. was priest'of l\Iidian. Chap. xi: 16. Pote"Without shedding of blood is no remis- pherah was priest of On. Gen. xli: 45.
Melchizedek was priest of Salem. Chap.
sion." Heb. x: 22.
xiv:
18. So of others already noticed. Of3. Vows were made and performed. Gen.
fering
the sacrifices, they acted ~s priests
xxviii: 20, and xxxv: 7.
though
not specially so named.
4. Oil was used for anointing pillars.
The
patriarchs
lived to a great age. Their
Chaps. xxviii: 18, and xxxv: 14.
children
to
the
.third
and fourth generation
5. Drink offerings were brought. Chap.
grew
up
around
them.
Chap. I: 23: Job.
xxxv: 14.
6. Tithes were given. Abram paid tithes xlii: 16. The households were large. At
to Milchizedeck the priest. Chap. xiv: 20. one time Abram led forth to battlE! three
Jacob vowed to give a tenth to God. Chap. hundred and eighteen trained servants born
in his own house; and he smote four kings
xxviii: 22.
7. Covenants were made with an oath. and retook tUir captives. Gen. xiv.
The primitive simplicity in the lives of
Chaps. xxi: 27, 31, xxvi: 28, 31, xxxi:
the
men of those time8 was exemplified in
46,53.
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their religion. Or we might say the relig- Eve. Of Eve it is said "thy desire shall
ion was adapted to the circumstances of the be to thy hushand, and he shall rule over
worshipers.
Each patriarch-the
head of thee." Ooncerning Abel, God says to Oain,
the family, gathered all the members "Unto thee shall be his desire, and thou
around the family altar. As a family in- shalt rule over him." Each son would be
creased in numbers, the father became chief a priest in his own family, but for the whole
or prince of a tribe. The father or prince family Oain would succeed Adam in priestofficiated for the household or tribe. Job. hood and in the rights of the first-born.
i: 5. J ob, Noah, J acoh and the other pa- As his offering is rejected, Cain seems to be
triarchs are brought to our notice as priests I afraid that Abel will supersede him. He
of their respective families. Jethro was appears both angry and alarmed.
He sat·
prince as well as pl"'iestof Midian. Melchiz- isfies his anger and quiets his alarm on that
edek was king of Salem. If a son with his subject, (or expects to,) by killing his
family removed from his kind~ed, as Jacob brother.
from Isaac, the son became priest for his
So again Esau was older than his brother
family.
Jacob.
Yet he sold his birthright, chap.
Butwhen the father died, who succeeded xxv: 32. In chap. xxvii: 29,37, Jacob obas p est for the whole family? We might tained the blessing that belonged to the
say the office with its honor and responsi- birthright.
When, just before their death,
bllity would naturally devolve upon the the patriarchs blessed their children, they
oldest son. The oldeat son of a king is re- were inspired of God to speak propheticalcogni~ed as his aUccessor. In Great Brit-' ly and pronounce suitable blessings. In
ain the ~ight of inheriting'the
estate be- Heb. xii: 16, ,Esau is spoken cf as a prolongs to the oldest son. This rule of pri- fane person.. In despising his birthright,
ority is probably derived from the custom he might be foolish and reckless, but could
in the earliest ages. ,Among other rights hardly be called profane, unless the priest's
belonging to the oldest son was that of the sacred office was included in his birthpriesthood. This principle became well un- rights.
derstood.
We conclude man, if he would, could not
When God estnblished a national religion, now worship God as did the patriarchs, for
he adopted a tribe in the nation, (the Le- we have not sufficiently definite information
vites) instead of all the first born of the on the suoject.
Still enough is revealed to
males of the children of Israel. N urn. iii: show a system. That system in all its parts
40, 41. The first-born sons of the whole reveals the handiwork of God. Men did
nation exceeded the number of males in the not invent the religion of Genesis. It came
tribe of J~evi by two hundred and seventy- from God, and ~as "very good" for those
three .. To complete the arrangement for for whom it was designed.
R. S. Y.
the transfer of the priestly office, God directed that the odd number over and above
the Levites should be redeemed by paying
five sheKels apiece. Heretofore, then, these
oldest sons, heads of the tribes, we-repriests
as we read, Ex:. xix: 22.
By this law of the rights of primogeniture we account for the language of God to
Cain: Gen. iv: 7, and in the margin. Cain
was the oldest son. Abel was to be subject
to him. The same words are used to express this pre-eminence, as are given, chap.
iii: 16, to denote the relation of Ada.m to
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HISTOR Y AND TEACHING

OF JESUS AND THE APOSTLES.
NO. IV.

PRESENTATION

OF JESUS TO THE LORD.

Though Jesus was to be the founder of a
new institution, and though his laws were
to supercede those of the Jews, yet it was
necessary that the old Law be faithfully
observed, till the new order of things be
fully established.
It was a law, given to
Moses by the Lord himself, that "eveyry
male child, who is the first-born of his
mother, shall be consecrated to the Lord.;'
Accordingly, about forty days after the
birth of Jesus, (which was the time required for the purification of the mother and
child, according to the Law of Moses), we
find Joseph and Mary bringing their Son to
Jerusalem, in order to present him to the
Lord.
'
At this time a pious, "devoted man," by
the name of Simeon, "who was waiting for
the consolation of Israel, came by the direction of the ,Spirit into the temple. And
it had been revealed to him by the Holy
Spirit, that he' should not die till he had
8ee~ the Lord's Anointed.
And when the
parents brought in t,he child Jesus, to do
for him what. the Law required, he took
him in his arms and blessed God, saying:
'Now, Lord, let thy servant depart in peace,
according to thy word; for my eyes have
seen the Savior, which thou hast provided
in the sight of all the people i a light to
enlightep the Gentiles, and the glory of thy
people Israel.'

"And his father and mother wondered at
what was spoken concerning him. And
Simeon blessed them, and said to Mary his
mother:
'See, this child is destined for
the fall and rise of many in Israel, and for
a sign which shall be spoken against j (and
a sword shall pierce through thy own soul
also); that the thoughts of many hearts
may be revealed.'"
There was also in the temple a very aged
and pious widow, by the name of Anna,
who, coming up at that time, "gave thanks
to the Lord, and spoke of him" (that is, of
Jesus,) "to all who were looking for the reo
demption in Jerusalem."
"And when tQey had performed all
things according to the Law of the Lord,
they returned to Galilee, to their own city
Nazareth.
And the child gr~w, and became
strong in spirit, being filled with wisdom;
and the favor of God was upon him."
THE ACTS OF THE MAGIANS-THE
FLIGHT
INTO EGYPT-AND
THE SLAUGHTER OF
THE CHILDREN AT BETHLEHEM.

Luke gives no account of Jesus from the
time of the presentation till he is twelve
years old. But Matthew informs us of
events which must have happened soon after their return to Nazareth.
But as it is
evident, from several considerations, that
these events could not have happened at
Nazareth, we are under the necessity of supposing that Joseph, soon after his return to
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Nazareth, made arrangements, and removed Judah j for out of thee shall come a ruler,
to Bethlehem.
Matthew does not say who shall govern my people, Israel.'"
where the holy family resided, nor how old Strange that the scribes and cbief-priests
Jesus was, when the Magians came to pay sbould reject the Christ, after having borne
homage to the new-born king. But from such testimony as this concerning him I
Herod then privately inquired of the
circumstances which he relates, we must
Magians when tbe star made its appearance,
conclude that they were at Bethlehem.And as Jesus, according to history, was and sent them to Bcthlehem, saying: "Go,
born in the last year of Herod the Great, make an exact inquiry concerning the
who slew the infants, be could not be a child; and when you have found him, bring
'year old, when the flight into Egypt and me word, that I, too, may go and pay homage to him:" They went on their way, and
the slaughter of infants took place.
It appears that some Eastern philoso- the star "moved before them, till it came
phers, or "wise men," called Magians hav- and stood over the place where the child
ing seen a star or meteor, understood that was." They rejoiced at again seeing the
a king was born, and came t'o Jerusalem to star, "and having come into the house,
inquire about him.
(Perhaps they had they found the child with Mary his mother;
been informed by an angel, as the shep- and bowing down they paid homage to him.
herds were). "Where," said they, "is the Then they opened their caskets and made
new-born king of the Jews? for we have presents of gold, frankincense, and myrrh.
seen his star in the East and bave come to And being warned in a dream not to return
pay him bomage."
Upon hearing this, to Herod, they went home another way.
"When they were gone, an angel of the
Herod and all the people of Jerusalem
Lord
appeared in a dream to Joseph, and
were alarmed. According t9 Horne, Herod
said:
'Arise, take the young child and his
had been so oppressive and cruel to his
subjects, as to procure tbeir hatred, "es- mother, and flee into Egypt, and remain
pecially that of the Pharisees, who enggged there till I bring thce word; for Herod will
in ;arious plots against him: and so sus- seek the young child to destroy him."
picious did these conspiracies render him, Accordingly Joseph removed with his famthat he put the innocent to the tOj."ture, ily into Egypt, and remained there till the
Here Matthew says this
lest the guilty should escape. These cir- death of Herod.
cumstances sufficiently account for Herod happened "that what was spoken by the
and all Jerusalem with him being troubled Lord through the prophet might be verified:
at the arrival of the Mag\ to inquire where 'Out of Egypt have I called my son.' "the Messiah was born. The Jews, who anx- But if these words of H:osea refer to Christ,
iously expected the Messiah, 'the deliverer,' they are a typical prophecy; for the words,
were moved with anxieties made up of hopes with their context, were evidently spoken
and fears, of uncertainty and expectation, with d1'rect 7'eference to the Jewish nation,
blended with a dread of the sanguinary con- The prophet Hosea says: "When Israel
sequences of new tumults; and Herod, who was a child, then I loved him, and called
was a foreigner and usurper, was apprehen- my son out of Egypt."
It is evident that Herod was not sincere
sive lest he should lose his crown by the
in telling the l\Iagians to bring him word,
birth of a rightful heir."
And having convened the chief-priests "that he, too, might pay homage" to the
and scribes of the people, Herod inquired new-born king, for the angel informed J 0of them where the Christ should be born. seph that he would seek for the child in
"They replied: 'At Bethlehem of Judea; order to destroy him. This was proved
for thus it is written by the prophets: out, for Herod, "finding he had been de·
And thou, Bethlehem, in the land bf Ju- ceived by the Magians, was very angry, and
<lah,art not th~ least among the princes of sent out and slew all the male children that
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were in Bethlehem, and in all the neigh- Jesus remained behind in Jerusalem; but
borhood around, from two years old and his parents were not aware of it. But supunder, according to the time which he had posing that he was in the company, they
exactly learned from the l\iagill.ns. Then," went a day's jourgey, and then they sought
adds the historian, "what was spoken by him among their kindred and acquaintance.
the prophet Jeremiah
was verified: 'A And not finding him, they returned to J eruvoice was heard in Ramah-weeping,
and salem, seeking him. And it happened that
great mourning j Rachel weeping for her after three days they found him in the temchildren, and refusing to be comforted, be- ple sitting among the teachers, both hearing them, and asking them questions. And
cause they are not.' "
Joseph did not remain long in Egypt, all who heard him were astonished at his
And "they
for after the death of Herod, which oc- understanding and answers.
curred soon after the commilision of the (that is, the parents, I suppose,) were Buratrocious crime of murdering the infants of prised when they saw him. And his mothBethlehem, "an angel appeared to Joseph er sai<d.to him: 'Son, why hast thou thus
in a dream, and said: 'Arise, take the young acted with us? See, thy father and I have
And he said to
child and his mother, and go into the land sought thee sorrowing.'
of Israel j for those who sought the young them: 'W~y did you seek me? Did you
child's life are dead.' And he arose, tOOK not know that I must be in my Father's
the young child and his mother, and was house?'
But they did not understand the
coming into the land of Israel.
But when remark made to them. And he returned
he heard that Archelaus was reigning in with them to Nazareth, and was subject to
Judea, in the place of his father Herod, he them. And his mother kept all' these
was afraid to go there j and, being warned things in her heart. And Jesus increased
in a dream, he turned aside into the <1istrict in wisdom and stature, and in favor with
of Galilee, and took up his residence in a God and men."
. city called Nazareth."
Matthew considers
Here eDds the early history of two of the
this a fulfillment of the prophecy, "He most extraordinary personages t1.at ever
shall be called a Nazarene;" though the appeared on eakth. John the Baptist was
only prediction in the Old Scriptures, to indeed a peculiar person. And a proviwhich we could suppose the historian to re- dence and a power attended Jesus the
fer, (Judges xiii. 5), was made in reference Christ from infancy, which must have rento Sampson. Perhaps Sampson may be re- dered him conspicuous among the children
garded as a type of Christ; for he was to and youth of that country and that time.
be a delivel·e·r of the Jews.
And to suppose that these accounts are fictions, is to suppose that the most illiterate
JESUS AMONG THE TEACHERS.
could impose upon the most learned of
We have now followed the favored fami- those times, in regard to events of the most
ly from Be~hlehem to Jerusalem, from pub\ic and extraordinary character; it is to
there to Nazareth, from Nazareth to Beth- suppose that the most simple, unassuming,
lehem, from where they went to Egypt, and unpretending, and apparently truthfu1 narthen returned to N azareth.
We have no rators in the world have -agreed thus to
further history of them till Jesus is about practice the most astonishingly impious detwelve years old, except that Luke tells us ception upon the best and wisest of the
that "his parents went.to Jerusalem every children of men; and that they have succe8ded, by their earnestness, and self-sacyear at the feast of the passover."
"When he was twelve years old, they rificing devotion to their work, in deluding
went up according to the custom of the millions of people for hundreds of years.
feast. And when they had completed the Surely the unbeliever is on the unreasonablo
WM. PINKERTON.
days, as they were returning, the child side of the question.
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MIRACLES NOT CONTINUED.
CHAMPAIGNCITY P. O.
BRO. FRANKLIN :-Please say what you
think of the 17th. and 18th verses of the
last chapter of Mark, in their connection
with the two preceding verses.
STUDENT.
The reading of the passage in question is
as follows: "These signs shall follow them
that believe: In my name shall they cast
out devils; they shall speak with new
tongues; they shall take up serpents; and
if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not
hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover."
This is a
difficult passage, and men, of course, have
had different opinions respecting it. Some,
have supposed that the words, "These signs
shall follow them that believe," etc., relate
to all who believe on Christ. This we do
not believe. We do not believe it related
even to all who believed on Chri~t in the
time of the apostles, for the following reasons:
1. The promise contained iil these words
was, we claim, most faithfully fulfilled. Let
him deny this who can.
2. All who believed, even in the time of
the' apostles, did not work miracles, or these
signs did not follow them.
3. All who have believed, since the time
of the apostles, have not worked miracles,
or these signs have not followed them.
4. It is simply a matter of fact, that since
the death of the apostles, and all on whom
they laid hands, there have been no miracles. All claims to miracles since that time
are the most idle pretenses and base impol5tures. Why did they cease, if the Lord
intended their continuation?
Why did
they not accompany all believers, if the
Lord intended they should? Why did the
inspired apostle, in the same connection in
which he declared that prophesies and
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tongues should cease, declare that faith
should abide?
Weare of opinion that the commission,
as Mark inserts it, is parenthetical, and
that reading the passage without the parenthesis will show who the signs should fol·
low. Let us now copy the whole passage,
placing the commission in parenthesis, that
the reader may see what we mean, at the
same time adop'ting the Bible Union ver·
sion:
"Afterward he appe~red to the eleven
themselves as they reclined at table, and
upbraided their unbelief aad hardness o~
heart, because they believed not them that
had seen him after he was risen. (And he
said to them: Go into all the world, and
preach the good news to every creature.H'e that believes and is immersed shall be
saved; but he that believes not shall be
condemned.) And these signs shall accompany them that believe: in my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serpents;
and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall
not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover.
"The Lord, therefore, after he had spoken to them, was taken up into heaven; and
he sat down on the right hand of God. And
they went forth and preached everywhere,
the Lord working with them, and confirming the word by the signa that followed."
1. The eleven, whom he upbraided for
their hardness of heart and unbelief, becau~e they believed not them who had seen
him after he was risen, were unquestionably
the apostles.
2. Where is the antecedent to the word
"them," in the phrase, "Thes~ signs shall
follow them that believe?"
It is not the
word "he," in the phrase, "he that believes,"
etc., because "them" is plural, and "he" is
singular.
It is certainly back of the com·
mission, 'which we have included in parenthesis; it is certainly the eleven, whom he
upbrai.ded for their hardness of heart and
unb,elief.
3. The position just taken is evidentl,
correct, from what followl5. Mark says,
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" The Lord, therefore, after he had spken
to them (the apostles), was taken up into
heaven; and he sat down on the right hand
of God. And they (the apostles) went forth
and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them (the apostles), and confirming the word by the signs that followed."
The fQllowing, we doubt not, is the true
state of the case:
1. The Lord upbraided the apostles for
their unbelief and hardness of heart, because they believed not those who had seen
the Lord after his resurrection.
2. The Lord promised that the signs describlld should follow the apostles.
3. !l'Iark informs us that the promised
signs did follow the apostles.
4. The object of the signs was to confirm
the word. The apostles went forth, everywhere, the Lord working with them, and
confirming the word, which the apostles
preached, by the signs that followed.
The Lord never promised that all believers, at any period, should work miracles,
nor that any believers, in all ages, should
work miracles. The miracle!! were intended
to follow the apostles, ana the promise was
that they should follow them, and they did
follow them, to confirm the word. They
came at the time and place intended, an·
swered the purpose for which they were
intended, and ceased. It required a miracle to bring the first human pair into exist·
ence ; but it requires no miracle to perpetuate the human race. It required a miracle
to produce the first oak tree; but it requires
no miracle to perpetuate oak trees. It
required miracles to bring the New Institution into existence, and prove it to be
Divine; but it requires no miracle to perpetuate it. In one word, everything began
by miracle, and is perpetuated without miracle. Nobody now wants miracles but
skeptics. They seek signs, follow delusions
and are carried about by modern humbuggery. There is but one sure foundation of
life, light and knowledge.
That is the Bible, confirmed by the most stupendous displays of Divine power, and attestations of
its faithfulness ever addressed to the reason
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of man. He who rejects it is lost. If one
would rise from the dead, he would not believe. There is no power in this universe
that will save him.
B. F.

ROMAN CATHGLICISM.
LECTURE IV.

The Authol"ity of the Apostles of Christ.
" All authority in heaven and in earth is
in the Messiah himB'elf." Matt. xxviii: 18.
" The eyes of your understanding being
enlightened, that ye may know what is the
hope of his calling, and what the riches of
the glory of his inheritance in the saints,
and what is the exceeding greatness of his
power to us-ward who believe, according to
the working of his mighty power, which he
wrought in Christ, when he rai~ed him from
the dead, and set him at his own right hand
in the heavenly places, far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion,
and every name that is named, not only in
this world, but also in that which is to come;
and hath put all things under his feet, and
gave him to be head over all 'things to the
Church, which is his body, the fullness ,of
him that filleth all in all." Eph. i: 18-23.
With statements such as the above, with
which the language of the apostles abounds,
whatever authority they or any class of men
may possess in the kingdom of Christ, it
must be subordinate to the supreme lordship of Jesus. Their power was all derived
from him. In accordance with this, therefore, it is said that they went forth, and
preached everywhere, the Lord working
with them, and confirming the word with
signs following. Mark xvi: 20. The apostles repeatedly declared that salvation is in
the name of Christ; and that what they said
and did as apostles was by his authority, or
in his name. Ye men of Israel, why mar-
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vel ye at this? or why look ye so earnestly
on us, as though by our own power or holiness we had made this man to walk?
Ye killed the Prince of life, whom God
hath raised from the dead, whereof we are
witnesses. And his name, through faith in
his name, hath made this man strong, whom
ye see and know; yea, the faith which is by
, him hath tsiven him this perfect soundness
in the presence of you all. Acts iii: 12-16.
The apostles declared repentanee and remission of sins to be in the name of Christ.
Acts ii : 38. In striking contrast with this
assertion, that the power is in the name of
Christ, is the declaration of Pope Boniface,
"that there is no salvation but in the admission of the Divine call of the Popes of
Rome."
The apostles were to receive power, after
that the Holy Spirit should come upon
them. Luke xxiv: 49; ~cts i : 8. The possession of that power made them infallible
when under its immediate influence. They
spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit. This was necessary to make them witnesses of all Jesus said and did, while he
was with them. But the Monitor, which is
the Holy Spirit~ whom the Father will send
in my name, he shall te~ch .you all things,
and bring all things to your remembrance
whatever I have said unto you. John xiv:
26. Ye shall' receive power after that the
Holy Spirit is come upon you; and ye shall
bE,lwitnesses unto me, both in Jerusalem,
and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost parts of the earth. Acts i: 8.
These are the men who are witnesses for
Jesus.
They were with him before his
death; they saw him after his resurrection,
and .handled his body, and finally saw him
ascend to heaven. These things no one has
witnessed since the apostolic age. An essential clement is wanting in any man, from
that day to this, as a witness, for Christ. In
this respect, the apostles stand alone, having neither e.uccessors, nor any necessity
for them. Their authority was supreme
over all others on earth. They were qualified to testify, as no man nor class of men
have been qualified, from that age to this.

***
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What pope, cardinal, archbishop, or Roman
ecclesiastic is inspired as the apostles were?
Not one of all of them. No living man on
earth has seen Jesus, or heard him speak
vocally, or been baptized in the Holy Spirit.
They were to preach the Gospel to every
creature, and to all nations. This they
could do as no equal number,of men since
could possibly do. Their inspiration enabled them to speak in any language in the
world. This no man since has been able to
do. The Gospel they preached in all the
world, with the Holy Spirit sent down from
heaven, which the Lord confirmed by many
wonderful works, is the same that is to be
taught now.
They were to remit and retain sins.Whosesoever sins, ye remit, they are remitted unto the11; and whosesoever SIns ye
retain, they are retained. John xx: 23.Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou
shait loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven. Matt. xvi: 19, and xviii: 18. This
power to remit and retain sins was given to
all the apostles, as seen in the above references.
Having authority and power to
ilpeak, and perform m,iracles as they did,
whitt a monstrous assumption of prerogative
is it, for any m;lD or class of men, in these
days, to assume the same authority and
power which were confined to the opostles
of Christ alone I This assumption is not
restricted to Catholics alone. I wish it was.
A large and influential orthodox denomination still retain in their denominational
standard the declaration that "there are in
the Church ertain officers, separate from
the civil magistrate, to whom are entrusted
the keys of the kingdom of heaven; who
hav'e power to open and to shut that kingdom, both by the word and censures, and
to remit and retain sins." What claims do
these "officers" set up for having apostolic
authority in themselves?
Do they speak
with other tongues as the Spirit gives them
utterance? and does the Lord confirm what
they say and do, by signs, and wonders, and
divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Spirit? When were any of these men, Protest-
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ant or Catholic, put in possession of the at Ephesus in a similar manner, as this lankeys of the kingdom of heaven? The keys guage will show: Acts xx : 28, Take heed,
were given to Peter.
The Pope, I have therefore, unto yourselves, and to all the
heard, carries a symbolic key attached to flock, over which the Holy Spirit hath made
his girdle. I thank God'that Peter opened you overseers (bishops), to feel the church
the kingdom of heaven, as all admit he did of God, which he hath purchased with his
to the Jews on Pentecost.
Acts ii: 14-42, own blood. The authority of Peter and
and to the Gentiles at Cesarea, in the house Paul is here brought to notice as apostles,
of Cornelius. Acts, 10th chapter, and that and no superiority of Peter over Paul is inin spite of papistical and prelatical assump- timated. The division which some Cathotion, it is still open to all believing peni- lics have made of the flock into bishops and
tents. -These keys are under the control of people, indicated, as they say, in the charge
Him who opens and no man can shut, and to Peter to feed he lambs and sheep, is enPeter tells the elders to
who shuts and no man can open. Hev. tirely imaginary.
feed
the
flock.
A
flock comprises sheep
iii: 7.
and
lambs.
Paul
says
to the bishops, feed
;How the apostles remitted and retained
the
flock.
John,
in
his
first epistle, adsins, ean be learned only by following them
dressed
'old
men,
young
men, and those
and seeing and hearing what they do.When they told men what to do in order to whom he calls little children ..
, The authority of the apostles was equal
pardon, those who obeyed were declared
forgiven.
Those who did not obey their in all respects. Jesus had charged them to
directions were not pardoned. Tho e whose call no man master, for, said he, one is your
sins were by them decla.red forgi.ven, were Master, even Christ, and all ye arc brethloosed from their sins in heaven. Those ren. N either be ye called masters, for one
whose sins they pronounced unforgiven, is. your Master, Christ. Matt. xxiii: 8-10.
were unforgiven in heaven.
From that Here is a solemn prohibition to their calltime to the present, no new or different ing any man father, after the style of the
terms have been authorized by the Lord. Pharisees, who occupied Moses' seat, and
The power and the authority of the apostles the Popes, who assume to sit. in the chair
are still, under Ohrist, in full force, with- of St. Peter, or to allowing men to call them
out alteration or abatement, for binding and master. None of them could be so called
loosing men from their sins. I need not to without disobeying this precept, nor could
tell you that the way the apostlee of Christ anyone of them call any other one master
opened the kingdom of heaven is recorded without disobedience. They were brethren,
first as Jews, secondly as disciples, and
in the book called Acts of the Apostles.
Jesus gave Peter charge to feed his lambs thirdly as apostles. They were all baptized
in the B oly Spirit on Pentecost,' and all
and to feed his sheep . .John xxi: 15-17.The same charge was repeated by Peter to spoke with tongues as the Spirit gave them
the presbyters in 1 Pet. v: 1-3. The el- utterance, and all wrought miracles; and
ders (or presbyters) which are among you all together, with J eSliS Christ as the chief
I exhort, who am also an elder (or presby- corner-~tone, formed the foundation of the
J. M. HENRY.
ter, not the pope), and a witness of the suf- Church.
ferings of Christ, and also a partaker of the
glory that shall be revealed; feed the flock
of God which is among you, taking the
oversight thereof, not by constraint, but
willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a rea·
dy mind; neither as being lords over God's
heritage, but being ensamples to the flock.
Paul also addressed the elders of the church
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principle, descending from parents to children. This the Scriptures affirm and experience coroborates.
The Psalmist says,
"The wicked are estranged from the womb:
They go astray speaking lies soon as they
MORAL DEPRAVITY.
are born." Paul says, speaking of himself
and brethren, in Eph. ii. 3, "We.. were by
This subject has been the field of much natu1'e the Children of wrath, even as
theological contest, and is still in dispute. others."
Did not Paul and his brcther inGreat minds have widely differed concerning herit their nature from their parents?
Mr.
it; it, therefore, becomes the advocates of A. Campblell, in his essay on "man as he
the truth to stand firm and support their is," sets forth this view in the stron.gest
banner. The following questions upon the terms. He says "We all inherit a frail consubject very naturally suggest themselves: stitution, physically, intellectually, but esFirst, what is moral depravity?
Second, pecially morally frail and imbecil.
We
to what extent are we depraved?
have all inherited our fathers constitution
These are fully answered, both by Scrip- and fortune; for Adam, we are told, after
ture and experience.
The first inquiry, he fell, 'begat a son in his own image," and
Jeremiah answers in the following language: that son was just as bad as any other son
'The heart of man is deceitful above all ever born into the world; for he murdered
things, and desperately wicked." Solomon his own dear brotb,er, because he was better
also declares, "The heart of the sons of men than himself."
Christian System, page 28.
is full of evil, and madness is in their heart Infants, of course, are not practical sinners,
while they live." Job also responds in like but are possessed of a corrupt nature, which,
terms, "I was shapen in iniquity, and· in when developed, will lead them in the way
sin did my mother conceive me. What is common to sinful man, unless restrained by
\
man that he should be clean? or he that is divine grace. If they are not thus defiled,
born of woman that he should be right- they are morally pure, and consequently
eous?"
occupy the ~ame relation to God that Adam
From this Scripture (which is but a .part did before the fall. So that his transgressof a large class) it appears that moral de. ion effected none but himself; and every
pravity is being destitute of holiness, and individual comes into the world occupying
possessed of wickedness, that the mind the same illoral position that he did; and,
without the grace of God, is inclined to therefore, is not effected by sin, until. he
evil, rather than good, and si~ is its most commits sin himself, or becomes a transinteresting and gratifying pursuit.
And grefsor.
'.I1hismight all appear as a very
this is not from mere accident,' but from well-spun theory, did it not contradict the
necessity. For "what is man that he should facts in the case, and stand in opposition to
be clean?" This necessity is so inexorable the teachings of. both the Scriptures and
that no one can deliver himself from "the experience. That we are affected physically
miry clay." The more he strives so to do, and intellectually by t1:lesins of our anceshe but proves the futility of his own efforts, tors, no one, of any reflection, will deny.
and sinks the deeper.
The only question is, do we inherit from
The poison of sin has so diffused itself our fathers spiritual imbecility?
through the whole moral nature of man,
Paul says "by one man's disobedience
and so affected the heart that no human many were made sinners."
He also inciagency is able to remove it. For "who dentally states in substance in the 15th verse
can bring a clean thing out of an unclean? of the 5th chapter of Romons, that in connot one."
sequence of Adam's offence all are spirituMoral depravity is also an hereditary ally "dead."
Could the doctrine of total
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depravity be more clearly set forth? Experience also :shows that before moral obligation takes place, sinful disposition is
manifested.
N ow, if a depraved heart is
caused by actual transgression (as some
maintain), and that depravity is shown before the individual has sinned or is accountable for transgression, what has been the
cause of that depravity?
That this is the case, is evident; for pride,
anger and envy, with other evil passions,
are seen in children at a very early age,
before it is possible for them to be moral
agents.
I ,ask attention again to Campbell's treatise on "Man as he Is."
He says, "let no
man open his mouth against the transmission of a moral distemper, until he satisfactorily explain the fact, that the special
characteristic vices of parents appear in
their children as much as the. color of their
skin, their hair, or the contour of their
f~ces. A disease in the moral constitution
of man is as clearly transmissible as any
physical taint, if there be any truth in: histQry, biography, or human observation."
It is also true that a sinful act cannot be
performed without it sinful intention, and
this intention must exist prior to the act.
But if a child is morally pure it has no sinf~l intention, for this is' depravity itself,
therefore, according to this th~ory,it cannot
sin, or, if it does, it performs an act without
tlle qualification, or, in other words, without
the power, which is a~surd.
The extent of our depravity, the Scriptu~es fully determine. Christ says, "without
me ye can do nothing." None but the renewed in heart can be said to have Christ
in the sense of the text: therefore none
but such can do any thing pleasing to God.
And the reason is, because they are totally
disqualified by sin, or, jn other words, entirely depraved.
I{en-ce "God saw that the
wickedness of man was great in the earth,
and every imagination of the thoughts of
his heart was only evil contimtally. T4is
was not only said of men who had advanced
much in sin, but it is declared "the imagination of man's hea,rt is evil from his youth.
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If we are not wholy depraved, what part
is unpoputed? What power or faculty does
man possess that has not been debased by
sin? Where burns a spark of holiness in
the sinners heart? What fountain yet reo
mains sweet?
By total depravity we understand an entire' destitution of any principle however
highly improved or cultivated sufficient to
save the soul. Not an inability to perform
an act good in itself, abstractly considered.
N or an inability to become more sinful and
degraded. A cup may be wholly poisoned,
yet susceptible of receiving more poison.A man may be entirely out of his way aJ?d
lost in the wilderness, but who will say he
cannot go further from his path?
If the soul is not depraved at all, it needs
no savior. If it is partly depraved, it needs
part of a savior. Hence if the soul is not
wholy pepraved, Christ is not, "all and in
all," a whole savior.
A. PHILO.
Ohio University.
REMARKS.

Weare amused to see the delicacy with
which our worthy correspondent touches
the antiquated doctrine of total hereditary
depravity!
He starts under the mild and
cautious heading, "Moral Depravity."Why did he not head his article, Total Hereditary Depravity?
That was a little too
salt for him. He preferred approaching this
venerable orthodox doctrine carefully and
guardedly, and, therefore, starts out with
the two following questions:
1. "What is moral depravity?"
2. "To what extent are we deprl),ved?"
He also has two sources of proof, viz.:
The Bible and Mr. Campbell. Touching
his Bible evidence, we have simply to observe, that we fail to find the word "moral"
in any of his quotations.
We also fail
to find the word "depravity."
The word
"total," is also la.cking. The word "hereditary," is also wanting. True, our correspondent did not start out with the word·
"'total," or the word "hereditary," but used
both these terms before he closed. He
therefore, becomes responsible for all these
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terms; for· though they are not in his questions, they are in his conclusions.
We
have for many years been under the influence of a law of logic, something like the
following:
The proof of a proposition, to
be valid, must contain the principal terms
of the proposition, or others equivalent to
them. The principal terms of the proposition in view, are not in the proof quoted
from the Bible. This is settled. Will he,
then, select those which he considers equivalent to them? If he will, and make an application of the terms to the propositions,
or, as he states them, the questions, we
will give them due consideration.
We
will, at the same time, attend to his illustrations.
At present we desire to attend to
some other matters. We take our worthy
correspondent to be a very candid and pious brother, but considerably tangled· and
perplexed with sectarian theology, or, in
plain parlance, with Babylonish phraseology, which never was understood, or which
is wholly unintelligible.
As we wish him
a better fortune, we will try and reduce the
matter to a practicable and intelligible form.
To this end we respectfully and kindly invite his attention to the following:
I. In an unconverted state, the human
race are all under sin, concluded in unbelief, lost, and can not be saved without the
mercy of God.
- II. ~hey cannot be saved except through
Christ.
His is the only name by which
they can be saved.
No man can come to
the Father except by him.
III. The gospel, as provided by Christ,
as it is, is adapted to man, as he is, and
does not need a miracle to make it the
power of God to salvation; but it was in
Paul's time, and is, in our time, the power
of God to salvation, to everyone who believes, to the Jew and also to the Greek.
IV. Man, as he is, without a miracle to
quicken him, or give him additional power,
can hear the gospel, understand sufficiently
to turn to God, receive it into a good and
honest heart, believe it with all the heart,
repent and turn to God. Therefore, God
can be just and good, and condemn him for
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his unbelief, impenitence or refusing to turn
to God.
V. If the gospel is powerless and insufficient to save, till a miracle is performed,
or some direct influence or life infused into
it, to give it power to save, and if the Lord,
who alone can do the miracle, infuse the
influence or life, withholds the miracle, influence or life, and the sinner is not saved,
the'sinner is not to blame. If he is condemned, it is simply because God would
not impart the power to the gospel to save
him.
.
VI. If the sinner is so depraved that he
cannot belie,ve the gospel, or if on account
of any other disability, over which he has
no control, the sinner cannot believe, and a
direct power, or influence, is necessary to
enable him to believe, and the Lord, who
alone can give that power or influence,
withholds it, the sinner is no more responsible in being lost, than a brick lost out of
the wagon on the way to the building to
be laid up in the wall.
'
VII. We do not desire to trouble our
worthy young brother about depravity,
moral depravity, total depravity, or even
total hereditary depravity, if he does not
work it up into an apology for sinners to
continue in their unbelief, impenitence and
persistent disobedience to the law of God.
But if he forms it into an excuse for unbelief, impenitence and disobedience to God,
we feel called upon to demur. We do not
desire him to argue tftat the reason the sinner does not believe, is that he cannot j that
the reason he does not repent, is that he
cannot j that the reason he does not obey
the gospel, is that he cannot j that none but
God can give him power to beli~ve, repent
and obey, and he will not j that none but
God can quicken the gospel, infuse life into it and make the power of God unto salvation, and he will not do it, and, therefore,
the only reason why sinners are not righteous, is that God alone can give them the
power to believe, repent and turn to God,
and he will not do it.
VIII. Man is dependent entirely on the
Lord, as he could not have been saved at
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reach its length and breadth, but not its
depth. Nothing is easier than to be satisfied with weak conceptions of what is really
a mighty theme; then, shallow sermons,
shallow convictions of sin, and shallow con~
versions of those baptized, are the inevitable
results. While many a man of God, especially during the last thirty years, has
studied the depths of our model sermon,
and preached its stirring truth to the peo':'
pIe, SOIIle have confined themselves too
much to the 38th verse. As the old Methodist minister, preaching from the text,
"The world, the flesh and the Devil," said
he would first speak of the "world," tl)uch
lightly on the "flesh," and then hasten on
to the "Devil." So these few unfortunates
generally first speak of the gift of tongues,
touch lightly on Joel's prophecy, and then
hasten on to the 38th verse. Careful attention is now requested to a few facts to
be stated, showing the depth and compass
of this, God's first great effort to bring men
B. F.
to the foot of the cross.
1. Peter did not hasten to the 38th verse.
He seems to have come rather leisurely to
the "terms of salvation."
He waited till
his sermon had generated conviction, and a
tumultuous desire to know the "terms."See how deliberately he approaches the
subject of obedience-first
repels the
charge of drunkenness; then quotes Joel in
PREACHING HELL.-No. 4.
extenso; refers to the life and miracles Qf
Jesus; God's counsels concerning him, his
PENTECOST.
death, his burial, his resurrection; the descent
of the Holy Spirit, and all necessary
MR. EDIToR.-The
sermon on the day
scri
pture
proofs and reasonings in confirof Pentecost has long and very justly been
mation
of
the gospel facts, and finally, havregarded as a model for all preachers, in all
ing
reassured
the House of Israel, that all
time. As it does not, upon its surface,
these
things
were
true, seems to have pausdeal in threltts of death and hell for sin, it
ed
to
see
the
result.
And what a result!
is thought, by some, not to be a supporter
3,000
broken
hearts
I
3,000
bosoms heave
of the views enunciated in my previous arHow wise was Peter's
ticle. To this I invite attention in the toward heaven!
present number.
It is patent to every course. He knew the.ir hearts must first be
man, of more than one idea, that many pierced; that he must first kindle a fire to
poor imitations of this noblest of all skele- consume their love of sin', and then how
tons of the gospel, have been perpetrated easy is obedience, how plain is duty and
before the people, and this even by good how bold is such a heart to face a frowning
men who desired to preach the truth in all world. Had the preacher begun on obedi·
its length and breadth-who
even did ence, or dwelt chiefly on the love of God,

all, had not Ohrist come, died for him and
extended mercy to him. He ·is now entirely and absolutely dependent on the Lord,
as he cannot come to God and be saved, ex·
cept in the way the Lord has appointed.
In one word, he cannot save himself in his
sins, nor from his sins, by his own efforts,
without Ohrist and his appointments;
but
he can believe on Ohrist, repent of his sins,
come to him in his appointments, where
Christ has promised to wash away his sins
in his own blood.
In view of his abili.ty
thus to believe, repent and come to Ohrist,
who will pardon sin and impart the Holy
Spirit, Peter said, "Save yo,urselves from
this untoward generation."
Jesus says,
"You will not come to me," and not that
Y0lt cannot come to me.
Hence, he said to
the Jews, "Therefore you have no cloak
for your sins," and man is left without ea::Cltse.
This is the doctrine to move the
world, and not that man can do nothing.
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the joys of pardon and the bliss of heaven, cavil. We are, often mistaken as to the
the question in the 38th verse would not real wants of our audiences. It is a mishave been propounded, nor would the ans- take to imagine that more information as to
wer have found place as it did. Religion the design and action of baptism constidoes not grow like exogenous plants, by tutes the prevailing want of most people.
external accretions as trees, but like endo- This is truly, and frequently a want, but
gens that grow from the centre.
not often the prevailing want.
More
2. He did not tarry long on that verse knowledge of sin and its punishment in
when he did reach it. In our day we fre- general, and of their own sins in particular,
quently meet those in our congregations, and of the nature of Chri&t's death, and
who have been taught faith and repentance, atonement, is the prevailing want of every
but not obedience; persons who would congregation.
Whenever you can mellow
gladly be baptized for the remission of the heart with a sense of its own sinfulness
sins if their duties were rp.ade plain. In all and nothingnes&, and insulate the eyes with
such cases we a.re obliged to develop the tears of love and sorrow-yes, love and sorsubject of baptism, explaining its design, row-blessed kindred in a penitent heartmode and proper subject, much more fully how easy, how pleasant to say, "Repent and
than would be necessary in the pre~ence of be baptized."
~o be brief; the pith of
an unconvicted impenitent audience. Such this second paragraph is laid in the fact,
persons are already enjoying newly created that Peter filled 23 verses with gospel
affections, and deRire some open act of per- truth calculated to extort the sinners cry
sonal obedience to give them a proper em- for help before he uttered the 38th verse,
bodyment. Were I in a community of the moral of which is, that when we are
freelovers who contend that marriage con- preaching to impenitent sinners we should
sists in spiritual affinities, and that there is neither "hasten on" to the 38th verse, nor
no need of a legal ceremony to be pro- remain there long, unless the circumstannounced by a minister, I would be particu- ces, as above stated, should justify it.
lar to teach the necessity and propriety of
3. Another noticeable feature of this
such ceremony. They might try to con- sermon is the thoroughness of its results.
vince the people that I had an interest in "They were pierced to the heart."
"They
the wedding fees, but this should neither gladly received the word." Then, as an
prevent my teachin,g the truth nor my ~c- unfailing consequence of a sound .conver.cepting said fees. But were I in a com- sion, they "continued steadfastly," for ''fear
munity who were disposed to be sticklers came upon every soul." They were daily
for the legal forms of marriage, and yet in the temple, with "gladness and singlewere very prone to lack the affectionai eon- ness of heart," "praising God." Oh! this
ditions necessary to make a happy marriage, modern tearless "coming forward!" that
my teaching would assume a very different sobless sitting there I that metalic, unmeloharacter which I need not now explain. lowed tone in the confession I the joyless
An unconver~ed people lack that condition baptism! It's enough to make an angel
.of heart that must always antedate their shiver. Call this the legitimate outworkbaptism, and the first great effort of the ing of the model sermon I May heaven
preaoher befor~ such a people, is to prepare and earth rebuke the slander. If this be a
their hearts for the solemn ceremony of model sermon in doctrine, it should also be
baptism.
This was Peter"s plan.
His a model, both in the manner of preaching
preaohing first convicted their "wicked and in the thoroughness of its results.hands" of a terrible sin-g.uilty of deicide We should seek, first of all, to thoroughly
-alarmed. their fears-"what
shall we do?" arouse the soul; to dart a surprising light
-and oreated a readiness and haste even, into its darkest caverns, and then, if it does
to accept the terms of salvation without a not publi~ly cry out for relief, it will
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"gladly receive the word," and joyfully
obey it. We need a deeper work in our
preaching; we need to plow deeper and
break up the fallow ground; then will the
converts be more thankful to God, pray
more, give more and work more.
The
best exhorters are not those who, by a sort
of mental friction, rub themselves up into a
healthy complexion; but those who reason
on, and urge temperance, righteousness,
and a judgment to come; who are not too
tame to th;eaten the finally impenetent with
the damnation of hell, as a concomitant to
the preaching of the love of God. This
will generate a friction of the soul against
its own sins; a nausea of sin, and a ready
joyfulness in receiving the word.
4. Contrary to the general impression,
this sermon is not destitute of the element
of terror.
The preacher declared that
"whosoever should call on the name of the
Lord should be saved."
Saved I saved
from what? From sin and its wages; death,
banishment, torment, and every woe that
enters into the definition of hell. Again
save yourselves from this perverse generation, whose "wicked hands" have crucified
the Lord. These expressions are to be regardedas mere intimations of the destiny
of the wicked, rather than as a full proclamation of it. WhQle mines of gold are intimated to us by the presence of a few particles on the surf'lce. An iron mountain
is detected by a little ore oozing from its
side. All the. different geological strata
are determined by their occasional out·
croppings, which intimate the existence of
many leagues of the same formation beneath.
Even so "He that believeth not shall be
damned" is a short sentence, but a whole
hell slumbers among its fearful words.Malte Brun says that in Siberia there is a
singular lake, called the" Murmuring Lake"
from a dull, threatening sound said to come
up from its bottom, Il.udible to those who
listen qui&tly on its surface. The noise
was thought by some to proceed from the
roll of subterranean fiery billows. What·
ever may be the fact or the philosophy in
the case, it illustrates the deep undertones
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of this pentecostal sermon, which although
to the hasty reader it seems but a gentle
wooing to the love of God; issues, nevertheless, a warning proclamation to the impenetent, to beware of the "Murmuring
Lake."
If we had no other hint of punishment in the sermon, the result of its delivery: demonstrates that the element of
fear was, in some way, largely impressed
into its composition by the preacher.
5. This view of the case is corrobor"ated
by the fact, that Peter preached the death
of Christ for our sins
The most precious
truth on earth is, not that Jesus died, for
Cresar Elied, and so did Cicero, a few years
before; but that "Christ dil;ldfor 0lur sins."
For our sins? Why die for them? Had
we anything to fear from our sins? Oh I
the depth of the riches, both of the wisdom
and knowledge of God I He knew the nature and extent of our sins in all their cubical proportions.
N either sin nor its reward was a sinecure with God. There was
sufficient cause for the death of Jesus.
It
was a. maxim of good taste among the ancient theatricals, never to introduce a god
upon the stage unless to perform some part
worthy of a god. Christ did not violate
this maxim; the work to be done required
a God. ~nd is sin or its reward a cheap
affair? It's a terrible thing to be damned,
and "he that believeth not shall be damned."
Did· the Pentecostians understand
this? If ever a people heard ringing in
their inner ears all the syllables of perdition-hell with the variations-it
was this
people, alarmed into an i~pll.tient demand
for the terms of salvation. Cicero says
that to be eloquent, one must be a universal scholar, that he may lay under contri·
bution every art, every science, and all literature to furnish him words, arguments,
illustrations and imagery, and so focalize
every ray of light upon the point he wishes
to make luminous. Judging from the trio
umph of this first gospel sermon, we would
be led to infer that the Holy Spirit collect·
ed all his energies, and in one victorious
speech concentrated the most powerful
truths, and most stirring imagery of heaven
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and hell, of time and eternity upon the
fears and hopes of the multitude, converging all the powers of God, and focalizing
all the religious influences their souls were
capable of'receiving.
6. Finally: it may be objected that if
intimations of punishment so gentle were
sufficiently then, why not now ? We must
remem ber that Peter's audience were' Jews,
believers in heaven and hell, "devout
men;
and that apart from tho oonsidera.
tioII, that we have but a skeleton of his sermon, it may be safely affirmed that our age,
characteristically
anti-hell in its general
faith, requires more teaching on this subject than almost any other century of the
Christian era. Every system of modern infidelity is placed upon the anti-hell and
anti-atonement basis. Mr. Owen's system
of irreligion, the German N eologists, all the
cheaper sort of Unitarians, the Destruc.
tiot;lists, Universalists, and all Skeptics from
the coarsest Spiritualist up to the most refined circles of deistic Philosophers, whethe'r dressed up in Bloomers, ventillating on
women's rights, or rioting in the blessedness of free love-all are opposed to this
doctrin.e. These all lecture, write, preach,
quote scripture, argue,'ridicule and in every
other way infuse their pet theory into the
public mind; and have sO far laughed
some good preachers out of countenance,
that they seldom, and then very irresolutely, defend the doctrine.
Hence, in the estimation of sinners, the doctrine, if believed
at all, stands at such a discount, that but
little fear of God is before their eyes. It's
not worth as much on theological' change as
Southern scrip. Therefore were we to admit that the model sermon did not make
this truth as objective as we have been recommending, there are still reasons in our
own circumstances requiring it to be placed
in high relief that did not obtain in those
days.
THOMASMUNNELL.
II
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THE BEAUTY OF THE SOUL,
BY JOHN P. MITCHELL.

Tbere is an eartb-born beauty, it fadetb in an hour,
'Tis fleeting as tbe rainbow, or dust upon tbe flower;
It glitters in its splendor, and dazzles for a day,
But, like tbe mist of morning, it vanisbetb away.
It livetb but a moment in Time's destroying breatb;
'1. he hour tbat sees its glory may also see its deatb.
As tbe blusb upon tbe rose, or the blue upon tbe grape,
Is tbe splendor of a beauty tbat wears an eartbly shape.
As transient is its glory, as foam upon tbe wave,
And all wbo own must lose it at tbe portals of tbe
grave;
At tbe toucb of death, 'twill witber as leaves in Autumn's frost,
And all wbo bow before it are with its glories lost.
Woe to tbose who worship beauty formed in earthly
mould,
Or in homage fall before it, "all that glitters i! not
gOld;"
Too often 'tis a cover for a false and wicked heart,
And love that's founded on it in a moment will de, part.
Tbere is another beauty which cometh from on high,
Its splendor never fadetb, its glories never die;
It never, never changes-'tis the beauty of the soulIt lends to earth 1ts presence, but heaven is its goaL
It cheers us when we suffer beneath affliction's rod,
And tells us to look upward, and put our trust in God;
Above the dying pillow of a weak and suff'ring friend,
It shines in all its glory, which knoweth not an end.
It speaks not as the beauty which owes to time itt
birth,
But is better known by actions of good upon the eartb;
Its power is felt, as gently it stealeth o'er the heart,
And a love once founded on it will ne'er from it depart.
He who bows before it, owes allegiance to a power
That will only shine the brighter in dark aBliction'.
hour;
Stand by him while he struggles on Time's remoneless wave,
And renew its holy presence in a home beyond the
grave.
:t!OWARD,
Centre Co., Pa., April 18, '63.
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ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
LECTURE V.

The Authority

of the Apostles of Christ.

This evening I call your attention again,
and further to the qualifications of the
apostles to exercise the important functions
entrusted to them, Matt. x: 18-20. And
ye shall be brought before Governors and
Kings for my sake, and for a testimony
against them and the Gentiles. But when
they deliver you up,' take no thought how
or what ye shall speak; for it shall be given
you in that same hour, what ye shall speak.
For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit
of your Father which speaketh in you. John
xvi: 7-15. Nevertheless I tell you ,the
truth, it is expedient for you that I go
away; for if I go not away, the Comforter
will not come unto you; but if I depart, I
will send him unto you. And when he is
come, he will reprove the world of sin, and
of righteousness, and of "judgment: Of
sin, because they believe notin me: Of righteousness, because I go te my Father and
ye see me no more: Of judgment, because
the prince of this world is judged.
I have
yet many things to say unto you, but ye
cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he,
t,he Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide
you into all the truth; for he shall not
speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall
hear, that shall he speak; and he will show
you things tp come. He shall glorify me ;
for he shall receive of mine, and shall show
itunto you. All things that the Father hath
are mine; tlterefore said I, that he shall take
of mine, and shall show it unto you.
. To whom has the Lord ever made such
promises as these-that
they should take
no thought how, or what theY,should speak,
even when their lives were in peril? To
whom but the apostles, did Jesus promise
that the Holy Spirit should be in them,
guiding them into all the truth 'I This
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promise was fulfilled to a word by the Savior. The Spirit of his Father the Monitor, was to come to them. and guide them
into ALL THE TRUTH. All that truth for
man's instruction unto salvation they communicated in the words taught by the Holy
Spirit. How we are to regard these apostles is thus stated by the Lord himself.
Matt. x: 40. He that receiveth you, receiveth me; and he tllat receiveth me, receiveth him that sent me. 1 Cor. v: 20.
N ow then we are ambassadors for Christ,
as though God did beseech you by us; we
pray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled
to God.
The in5piration of a man does not affect
his private character in any manner, different from that of any other person, who
should bear the communica~ions made by
him. Paul had to keep his body under,
and bring it into subjection; lest that by
any means, when he had preached the gospel
to others, he himself should be a cast away.
1 Cor: ix; 27. The Savior gave power to
heal sicknesses and to cast out demons.
Markiii:
15. Juda/! Iscariot was among
the number. The power to perform miracles was not conferred on him because he
was a good man, nor did the possession of
that power reform him. Caiaphas, being
the high priest that 5ame year, said unto
them, ye know nothing at all, nor consider
that it is £;xpedient for us, that one mltn
should die for the people, and that the
whole nation perish not. And this he spake
not of himself j but being high priest that
year, he prophesied that .J esus should die
for that nation i and not for that nation
only, but that also he should gather together in one the children of God that were
scattered abroad. John xi: 49-52. This
is the man who condemned Jesus to be
worthy of death afterwards.
Balaam was
a prophet of God and vainly tried three
times to curse Israel, and instead blessed
them every time. Even his donkey was
inspired to speak with a man's voice and
rebuke the prophet. Numbers xxii: 21-35
and xxiv: 10-13. Should an inspired man
now appear among us, it ,would not ne06S-
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sarily follow that he is·a good man, according to these cases just cited. Our ministers at the courts of St. James and t.
Cloud, Messrs. Adams and Dayton, may
be men of excellent private character, or
they may not; that does not affect their
official acts, as ambassadors of this government at their respective courts.. They
presented credentials at those courts proving that they were the accredited agents
of our governm~nt, and not of their private characters.
The apostles in li'ke manner have presented credentials of their
ambassadorship; signs, and wonders, and
divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Spirit
according to the will of God. They had
power to treat with all nations, and with
every creature.
They discharged the duty,
left the treaty written, and have returned
to the court sending them. Peter in his
personal character was guilty of dissimulation.
Satisfied with the plenary authority of
the apostle to deliver the terms of salvation for all men in all time, our next inquiry is, have the apostles successors in
office? The proof of this remains to be given
by those who affirm H. In the absence of
such an effort, we may be able to present
some of the difficulties in the way' of its
proof.
1. Do those who plead for succession,
claim it for any besides Peter?
They do
not, so far as I am informed. Who can
show why the others are not as justly entitled to successors as Peter?
Jesus had
twelve apostles. Matt. x. 2; Rev. xxi. 14;
and Matt. xix. 28. Their names are repeatedly given, and John says of the New
Jerusalem, that it had twelve foundations,
and in them the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. Jesus promised them
twelve thrones, on which they should sit.
I have been able to count about 260 successors as claimed to be to Peter alone.
Allowing the same number to each of the
others, wc should have a grand total up to
the present year of grace, of 3120. To
make thi:l mean twelve, would require as
strange lin arithmetic as the work on chem-
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istry, which can transform the bread and
wine in the Lord's Supper into the very
body born of the Virgin Mary, crucified
on Cavalry, and raised from the dead the
third day.
2. Peter instead of being primate among
the apostles, was with John made a legate
to the brethren in Samaria. The other
apostles sent them. Acts viii. 14. Now
when the apostles which were at Jerusalem
heard that Samaria had received tbe word
of God, they sent unto them Peter and
John.
Had he been Pope he certainly
would, not only have remained at J erusalem, but would have sent some of his subordinates to Samaria. It is an imputation
ngainst the Holy Spirit by which they were
all inspired to send Peter if he was chief
and popish superior to all the rest of the
apostles.
3. Peter was present at the meeting of
apostles, elders, and brethren in the meeting in J erilsalem, convened for considering
the question of the nece~sity of circumcising the Gentiles. Peter neither presided
according to papal custom, nor did he even
speak until after there had been mvch disputation.
He at length arose, and declared how God had made choice among them
a good while before, that the Gentiles by
his mouth should hear the word of the
truth of the gospel, and believe. The sentence that was given at the conclusion of
the discussion was pronounced by James,
after he had stated his reasons for his deCISIon. The language of his decision was
that employed by the whole of the apostles, elders, and brethren, in the letters
they wrote to the Gentile converts.
4. Peter's conduct was called in question
by the church in Jerusalem. Acts xi. 13.
He had to rehearse the whole matter of
his visit to Cornelius' house, and appeal
to the six brethren who accompanied him
to satisfy them that he had not done wrong.
When was a Pope of Rome, or one claiming to be a successor of Peter, found defending himself thus in presence of the
church?
The fact is, this whole story in
the Romish Church of the supremacy of
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Peter over the l?ther apostles, like the authority assumed by the Pope, is all a mere
farce to deceive the people.
5. No successor to Peter or any other
apostle is needed. The work assigned them
they finished. 2 Pet. 1, 2. This second
epistle, beloved, I now write unto you; in
both which I stir up your pure minds by
way of remembrance; that ye may be mindful of the words which were spoken before
by the holy prophets, and the command·
ment of us the apostles of the Lord and
Savior. 2 Pet. i. 15. Moreover, I will endeavor that ye may be able after my decease, to have these things always in remembrance. John xx. 30, 31. :Many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of
his disciples which are not written 'in this
book; but these are written that ye might
believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son of •
I
God, and that believing ye might have life
throug.h his name.
Whatever may be said in denial of the
power of the apostles of Christ, whose
names are recorded in the New Testament,
one thing is certain, and that is, that no
miln, nor class of men, from their day to
this, knows any thing of whose sins are
forgiven in heaven, except as he believes
their testimony.
All the popes, and cardinals, and archbishops, and ecclesiastical
conventions on earth, have utterly failed to
prescribe any thing for a man to do to be
saved, that the apostles have Dot prescribed,
as far as divine interposition gives any assurance. The Lord is himself the head of
the apostles, as he is of every thing in
this world, and that which is to come. The
apostles are the foundation of the church,
with Christ the chief corner-stone; to whom
be blessing, glory and honor forever.
J. M. HENRY.
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THE LAST REQUEST.
Come bring to me my flowers, mother I
You are so kind and true;
Npt all of this earth's powers, mother,
Can change my love lor you.
Then from your tender hands I'll take
The~e emblems of God's love,
And they shall bind our hearts, mother,
When I'm at home above.
Come bring to me my flowers, mother I
Life's dream is nearly past;
I'm sure that the bright hours, mother,
Are stealing from me fast:
A little while and night will come,
With all its dismal gloom,
Then take of these bright flowers, mother,
And place them on my tomb.
Come bring to me my flowers; wother I
They fill me with delight;
Shall I find in Eden's bowers, mother,
A garland half so bright?
Why, yes; I ought to know myself
That there they ever grow;
So .bring to me my flowers, mother,
And kiss me-then I'll go.
Come bEing to me my flowers, mether!
It is my last request;
They'll drink the April showers, mother,
When I am gone to rest;
But I shall not forget their smile,
And how they cheered my heart;
Theu bring to me my flowers, mother,
I'm ready to depart.
Come bring to me my flowers, mother I
A cloud is gath'ring now;
As o'er my heart it lowers, mother,
The death damp chills my brow:
But lay these roses by my cheek,
Then in tbeir magic spell,
I'll drea.m my life away, mother,
A d gently say, farewell.
Come bring to m~ my !lower!, mother I
Night has already come;
I see the golden towers, mother,
Of that bright heav'nly homeWhere I shall dwell in perfect peace,
And be forever blest;
Then bring to me my flowers mother,
I'm going home to rest.
W. T. Moonll
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son, by Bro. Rice, in our absence, and returned with the following letter:
ME}CER Co., Ky., April 7, 1863.

BIBL~ TRANSLATION.
No religious movement of our time is of
more importance than the undertaking to
produce a pure version of the Holy Scriptures, and we rejoice to receive anything
throwing light on the subject, calling attention to it, or in any way awakening the
public mind in reference to it. We have
but one aim in the matter, and that is, to
obtain as pure and accurate a translation as
possible, in the English language.
The
Bible Union has published a revised version
of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, which
has passed the inspection of the Final Committee. We have been publishing specimens
of Bro. Anderson's translation, at sundry
times, for a year past. A few weeks back, we
published a specime~, beginning with the
first of Luke's testimony, side by side with
the same portion revised by the Bible Union.
Touching this portion, Bro. 'W yc~off, Corresponding Secretary of the Bible Union,
wrote the following letter:
~.
ELD.

NEW YORK, March 25th, 1863.
G. W. RICE,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

My Dcar Brothc1';-Your favor of
the 20th inst. is received.
Bro. Buckbee
read to me a large portion of the translation
by Bro. Anderson, and we compared it with
that of the Bible Union, and also with the
original Greek.
I was forcibly struck with this fact: that,
in almost every instance in which Brother
Anderson differs from the Bible Union, the
Greek is obviously and indisputably on the
side of the Bible Union, and Bro. Anderson
bas departe'd from thi words of inspiration.
If you wish, I will undertake to ~how this
in successive numbers of your paper.
Affectionately,
WM. H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Sec.
. This letter was forwarded to Bro. Ander-

DEAR BRO. RICE:-I have received your
communication; have taken acopyofWyckoff's letter, ana. return you the original.Open your columns to him, and give him
fair play. The charge he makes is one of
a very grave character, for which he must
be held to strict account. My version must
stand or fall on its merits. So must theirs.
The question now is, which shall stand. I
have said, and still say, that the men who
made that version have done justice to neither Greek nor English.
We will see before the controversy ends, where the truth
stands.
I am impressed with the belief
that the hand of God is in this matter-I
make my appeal to him.
The Lord loob
upon the !Datter, and will give the victory
to those who love his truth.
As David
says, In the name of my God I will set up
my banners.
,
I am out in the country j have not seen
the brethren in town.
But the version is
mine. I am the responsible man. I will
only add one word more-I
can say to
Wyckoff as a certain king of Israel once
said to a king of Judah, "Let not him that
girds on his armor boast himself, as he that
puts it off." I am ready for his criticism,
and by God's grace, that version of theirs
shall be known in its true light.
Yours very truly,
H. T. ANDERSON.
This letter, with the following letter from
Bro. Rice, was forwarded to Bro. Wyckoff:
CINCINNATI,April 9, 1863.
DEAR BRO. WYCKOFF:-1
forwarded
your letter to Bro. Anderson.
It has been
returned to me with the following reply,
which is herewith enclosed.
After you
have read and taken a copy of it (if you
wish to do so), please return the original ~o
me. I sent the original tn your case to
him, and now send the original in his case
to you. Our brethren have criticised the
Bible Union version very severely, and
think they wm have in a few months a
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much better one to offer the people. We
have often and again said as much in the
columns of the American Christian Review.
We certainly cannot and will not shrink
from the severest criticism.
A translation
must now stand or fall on its own merits.
This is the view we have taken of the one
by the Bible Union, as well as the one of
Bro. Anderson.
Bro. AJ is the translator.
There are other competent men assisting in
other departments.
You say in your letter; "I was forcibly
struck with this fact, that in almost every
instance in which Bro. Anderson differs
from the Bible Union, the Greek is obviously and indisputably on the side of the
Bible Union j and Bro. Anderson has departed from the words of inspiration.
If
you wish, I will undertake to show this, in
successive numbers of your paper."
We have been aiding Bro. Anderson in
various ways, assisted in holding up his
hands in his undertaking j and not wishing
in any way whatever to impose on the public mind, offering as gold that which is not
gold, we most cheerfully and gratefully accept your offer, aJld now ask you to furnish
as many articles as you think the subject
demands.
Our columns are now thrown
open to your criticisms.
Bro. Anderson
will be allowed the same space in defense
of his work j and if it becomes necessary
for him to examine the version of the Bible
Union, the same space will be allowed you
to respond in its defense.
Hoping to receive you'r first number soon,
,I remain yours, most fraternally,
G. W. RICE.
Thus the way is now opened for some
valuable discussion, and that, too, from parties able to do justice to the subject, and,
we humbl trust, in a style worthy of a
great work. The proposition is a very clear
one. It is simply, "that in almost every
instance in which Bro. Anderson differs
from the Bible Union, the Greek is obviously and indisputably on the side of the
Bible Union, and Bro. Anderson has departed from th'e words of inspiration."-
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This is a very plain and tangible affair, and
we trust we shall have some valuable discussion.
Our prayer is, that truth ~nd
righteousness may prevail.

The New Translation.
NO.

I.

MESSRS. EDITORs:-Your
favor 'of the
9t1 inst" cheerfully opening your columns
for priticisms upon the "New Translation,"
which you compare in your paper with the
work of the Bible Union, is thankfully received. I will begin with the first chapter
of Luke, which you publish in parallel columns with the Revision from our Final
Committe,e.
The great object of the Bible Union is to
ascertain and express the exact meaning of
the inspired original.
This is undoubtedly
the object of the New Translation, and by
this test it must be tried. In applying this
test, I refer, first, to what appears to mea
most striking and unwarranted deviation
from the. words of the Holy Spirit, in the
commencement of the SECONDVERSE.
The original reads; lwthos paredosan.
The Common VersiGn translates this:"EVEN AS THEY DELIVERED."
Our Revision has it: "As THEY DELIVERED"
I
The'. New Translation makes it: "As
THEY WERE DELIVERED."
Here, then, is a fair opportunity to bring
the test ,to bear. The difference is palpable
and indisputable.
"They delivered" and
"They were delivered" are the two renderings. They cannot both be right.
Which
is in accordance with the original?
The
verb is paredosan.
Does it mean, "They
delivered," or "They were delivered ?"
The verb is in the third person plural of
the second aorist j indicative.; active. ~ The
verb, didomi, from which it comes, is oue of
the most common and familiar in tb.e Greek
language, and every schoolboy who studies
the grammar is drilled upon it. I never
heard of a Greek grammarian who express-
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ad a doubt that the form was active. To glosses of human wisdom and all the graces
change active to passive without authority, of polished rhetoric.
and without any apparent reason, is a license
Affectionately,
in the translation of the Sacred Scriptures,
WM. H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Seo.
of which I trust the revisers of the Bible
Union will never be guilty. It would certainly stamp their work with a character,
which probably would entirely preclude its
circulation.
In the third verse, the inspired penman
uses the words, pareekolon theelcoti.
The common version tranlates this:"HAVING HAD PERFECTUNDERSTANDING."
Our Revision has it: "HAVING ACCU· DR. LILLIE A DISCIPLE OF CHRIST,.
RATELYTRACED."
The New Ttanslation makes it: "HAVWe are rej oiced to learn, from the notice
ING OBTAINEDEXAOTINFOR1t1ATION."
of Brother Burnet's meeting in Iowa City,
Herc, again, is a marked and palpable which appeared in our columns a week or
distinction.
Which is right: "Having ac- two back, that the learned and highly accurately traced," or "Having obtained exact complished Dr. Lillie, some years since eminformation?" Both cannot be right. Both ployed by the American Bible Union, as a
cannot express the mellning of the Holy reviser of the English version of the ScripSpirit.
To tmce is not to lenow. 'l'o trace tures, and who, if we mistake not, prepared
is not to obtain exact information.
The one the inQipient version 'of 2 Peter, 1, 2 and 3
may sometimes lead to the other, but to as- John, Jude and Revelations, as published
snme that they are the same in meaning, by the Bible Union, was immersed by Bro.
would be to confound language, and substi- Burnet, in Iowa City, and is now identified
tute obscurity and error for plain and sim- with the Disciples of Christ. In our debate
ple truth.
with 1\11'. Merrill, some five years since,
The original word comes from aleolonthos, we made honorable mention of this distina follower, supposed to be derived from !cfJ- guished gentleman and scholar, commendalonthoa, a path. The word itself means, to tory of his manliness and independcnce, in
follow with, to accompan!J, to go in the same giving his aid in making a pure version of
path or tracle, to trace.
the English Scriptures.
We believed then
Here is undoubtedly, in the figurative that the righteous principles adopted by
use of the word, ~he quest for knowledge, the Bible Union, and the researches in
but it is stretching its meal\ing beyond all which he would be involved, would work
propriety, to translate it: "Having obtained for him a good which he did not then
exact information."
It is taking a liberty see. We do not now remember precisely
with the ins}:ireg word of God, for which the reference made to him by Mr. Merrill.
there appears to me no justification.
The It was, however, anything else than comBible Union strives to come as near as pos- mendable, ascribing to him mercenary mosible to the exact meaning of the inspired tives. We took it as an evidence, when we
Scriptures, and prefers this to all inferences learned that the Doctor was employed in
and surmisefl'.
the revision of the English versiol\, in the
The truth, the whole truth, and nothing Bible Union, that he was a sincere man,
but the truth, is our motto. If it were not, and more than once remarked, in private
we could easily make the phraseology of conversations, that we thought the work in
the Revision more smooth and elegant.which he was engaged would result, not
Bu~ we prefer the word of God to all the only in aiding in tho translating of tho
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Scriptures, but in translating himself out
of the kingdom of sectariandom and into
the kingdom of God's dear Son. Thanks
to HeavtJn, such has been the result. The
Doctor is now the Lord's free man. His
hands are unfettered.
His' noble soul and
great heart, unhampered by human traditio'ns, enj oying the broad, expanded and
gracious system vouchsafed to man by the
Author of his existence.
He is no longer
cramped, trammeled down, and bound by
any human creed, confession or formula,He is no longer bound by any law but the
one God made. He now stands on the loftiest summit, occupies the most elevated
position, and most glorious mount attainable by man in this world. When the Lord
speaks, it is his privilege to hear. When
he finds the Lord's truth, it is his. privilege
to believe. When he finds the Lord's commands, it is his privilege to obey. He is
now free as the Lord made him, and has
the privilege to declare the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, s it is in
Jesus, without the interference of any hllman law, rule or regulation j any Synod,
Conference or Council of uninspired dictators. He will now find himself girded as
with the everlasting hills, surrounded with
the almighty power of truth, and the everlasting arms underneath.
Many ecclesiastical changes are made,
scarcely deservin~ a paragraphic notice.What if a Unitarian should go over to a
Universalist?
We do not see that it is a
matter of any consequence any way. What
if a Methodist should go over to an Episcopalian ? We do not see that it is a matter
of any consequence.
In the same way,
many Ilimilar changes may occur of no importance to the world, or amounting to
comparatively nothing.
But not so the
case in hand. In this case, we find a man
of mature years, extended experience, great
reading, profound learning and distinguished position, making a change which repudiates i~fant membership, infant baptism,
sprinkling and pouring for baptism, all human cree~s, confessions and disciplines of
every sort, and condemns all human relig-
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ious designatIons and divisions among the
people of God j and, on the other hand, endorses immersion, the law of God, the religious designations found in the New Testament, and union among all the people of'
God. This is a change that means something, a transition that will be felt for good
and that will teU on the cause of righteousness.
What man of learning and profound understanding would not rejoice to make the
noble transition he has m&de? He, in this
transition, renounces that narrow, exclusive
and partisan name, Presbgterian, reJected
by the whole religious world except one
comparatively small party, and accepts the
common ground name, Christian, or Disci"
ple, admitted by every party in so-called
Christendom to be right. He repudiates
that narrow, selfish and unpopular creed,
styled "The Presbyterian
Confession of
Faith," not endorsed by a single party in
the world, save the comparatively little
party, styled Pl'esbgterians, and ,acc~pts the
broad, expanded and glorious book, made
for all the world-the
common ground
book, admitted by all to be right--infallibly safe-the New Testament. In his transition, he repudiates that doubtful, disputed
and unsafe ceremony, styled infant baptism,
never endorsed by anybody for the first two
hundred years of the Church, not mentioned
in the Bible, nor generally endorsed now;
and accepts and endorses, first in his own
submission, and then in his teaching, that
which he can find in the Scriptures, and
which all parties admit to be right'-tl&e
baptism of believers. He a ndons sprinkling and pouring, for baptism, which have
always been in dispute, doubt and uncertainty, since they were first introduced, and
are"not mentioned, as baptism, in the Bible,
and never endorsed by only a small portion
of the professed Christian world j and accepts and endorses, first in his own submission, and subsequently in his teaching, the
common groU:nd practice of immersion,
practiced by the original church, by the
fathers, admitted to be valid by all of any
note from the apostolic age to our own time;
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endorsed by the Lexicons, the classics, the
history of the ohurch, and ·the learning of
the world. Instead of advocating, supporting and perpetuating the present divisions,
excusing them and apologizing for them, he
n~w advocates the union of all the saints,
standing on the statement of the Lord,"There shall be one fold and one Shepherd,"
and joining in the prayer of Jesus, that
those who believe thtough their word all
may be one, as he and his Father are one,
that the world may believe that the Father
has sent him.
In his new position, he m kes no terms
himself, accepts none made by any other
man, but accepts the terms given by the
Lord himself, maintains them and stands
/ by them. We come to Jesus to know what
shall be preached, what shall be believed,
what shall be done, what it shall be done
for, what the Lord purposes to do for us,
and all about it. The effort we are making
is to return to the Lord, to follow him, be
hig Disciples-be
Ohristians-:-no more, no
less. We aim to belong to the Church of
Ohrist, no more, no less. We desire to aboliah all sectarian parties, do them all away,
and collect all the people of God in all the
world, and unite them under Christ. This
glorious work we are now engaged in. It
is going on most successfully and triumphantly, and the results are glorious.
The
good, the pious, the pure in heart, from all
parties, are coming and acknowledging no
master but Jesus, no authority but his law
-the perfect law of liberty-no
guide but
the inspired Scriptures.
They are ridding
themselves of e erything in religion that is
human, or that is of man, and receiving everything that is Divine, or from God. "All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
lmd is profitable for doctrine, or {or teaching." If the Scripture is given by inspiration, and profitable for doctrine, we all
know that when we receive it for doctrine,
we have "sound doctrine," the true doctrine
and the only infallibly true and safe doctrine in this world. We know that those
guided by it are guided safely, and if they
follow its infallible directions, they will
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reach the haven of eternal rest at last. If
we make chapters of essentials and non· es·sentials at all, let them be these, that all
that is from the Lord is essential, and all
that is not from the Lord ig not essential i
and, with this definition, l&t us hold on to
the essentials and abandon the non·eSBentials.
The controversy is not about the gospel,
and the divisions are not about the gospel.
Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians,
etc.,
arc not divided about the gospel. They aU
believe the gospel. What, then, do they dispute about? and about what are they divided? We answer, their additions to the
gospel-their
Baptistism, Methodism and
Presbyterianism.
They all admit that a
man can be a Christian and not be a Baptist, a Methodist, or a Presbyterian, and be
saved, but that a man cannot be saved and
not be a Christian.
Let us unite, then, on
that without which we cannot be saved, and
which never divided the peeple of God,
Chj'istianity itself, aud abaudon all the additions, such as Methodism, Baptistism,
Presbyterianism, etc., which have divided
good people and involved them in controversy ever since they were brought into
existence.
Truly do we welcome Dr. Lillie to the.
fellowship of the saints and the household
of the faithful, and invite bim to draw the
sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of
God, and do service for our King. Let us
reinstate the Word of God in the hearts of
the people, abolish sectarianism, and unite
the people of God into one fold, under one
Shepherd, and make a noble effort to convert the world to Christ. Let us preach the
unsearcha.ble riches of Christ, and make all
men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning of the world.
hath been hid in God, who created all things
by Jesuli Ohrist.
B. F.
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ducing or determining the nature of ballocinatio.ns. It will readily be conceived bow
inordinately powerful is the effect of unrestrained religious enthusiasm, especially
when aided by ignorance, superstition, and
-HALL UCIN ATIONS.
• tbe unnatural restraints of a secluded or
Apparitions, spectres, sIgns and dreams, conventual life. But we have designedly
seem to control and direct the conduct"of a refrained from discussing the ballucinations
large class of mankind.
No age has been so produced, except in the most incidental
free from one delusion or the other. Rea- manner."
But for tbe benefit of religious zealots,
son and revelation are exotic plants to the
and
for the enlightenment of fanatical biglarger portion of the world. Fanaticism
ots,
as
well as for tbe sake of our common
and error are indigenous to this earth.
From time imtIJllmorial, true religion has had humanity, he should have dwel t upon this
to contend against fantasies, and illusions, part of his subject in an especial manner.
and ecstasies, and trances, and dreams and And although he does not himself make the
visions. Our own age has by no means been application as we would like, he, neverthefree from these moral and social diso,rders. less, presents the principles and explanaThe gospel of Christ has been fearfully in- tions in such a manner, that the meanest
fected by their foul contact.
Superstition capacity may know what he is driving at.
has to a large extent neutralized the purity The author does not deny the phenomena
and power of God's revelat.ion. Bible in- of hallucinations, which may all be accounttelligence has, however, dispelled many su- ed far on psychological or physical principerstitious notions with marked effect, so ples, but he shows that they all bave an
that there are good grounds to hope that the earthly origin, and have no connection whatday of sights and scenes, and spooks and ever with the spirit world. He presents
Ilpectres, will soon pass away. Sensuous quite a variety of forms in which illusions
evidence, in the matter of conversion, such and hallucinations make their appearance,
as disordered imaginings, spiritual incuba- but I must content myself on one or two
,tions, spontaneous regenerations, angelic in- forms. I will here quote a paragraph:
"The determining causes of hallucinaterpositions, and holy reveries, is instantly
tions
naturally divide themselves iIi two
rejected, as belonging to the mystic times
classes,
the mOl'al and the physical. As
of past generations.
Bible preaching and
predisposing
causes, the former, the moral,
Bible translation, and Bible investigation
are
all
powerful;
they are also chiefly conand Bible reading, are sifting out every hucerned
in
the
direct
production of such deman abomination.
It is found that a conversion that "does not result from a convic- lusions as occur in an epidemic form. In
tion of God's revealed word and truth is no these cases the hallucinations are transmit.ted by the influence of educational and soconversion at all.
I have been led to indulge these reflec- cial ideas, by the force of example, and by
tions by reading an article in the Eclectic a true moral contagion. Profound pre-occupation of the thoughts and prolonged
Magazine-a r~print of foreign literatureentitled, "fllusions and Hallucinations," concentration of the mind on one subject,
in which a very satisfactory solution is giv- are eminently favorable' to the production
en of the causes of so many mental and of hallucinations; and those are the most
moral disorders.
This writer in the Brit- subject to them who by an ill-directed edish Quarterly declines discussing the reli- ucation are unceasingly excited, whose organization had become very impressionabie,
gious aspect by saying:
"We have already noticed the influence and in whom the imagination has been
The
of the prevalent belief o~ any age in pro- abandoned to its own impetuosity.
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marvellous and horrible tales tllat are told
to children are also a fruitful source of this
subsequent impressibility."
Let meclassity these causes and see how
many of them, either directly or indirectly, have had a bearing on modern revivals:
1. Influence of educational and social
ideas.
2. Force of example.
3. Moral contagion.
4. Profound
pre-occupation
of the
thoughts.
5. Prolonged concentration of the mind
on one subject.
6. Marvellous and horrible tales.
Who has not noticed in certain localities,
where big meetings have been raging, how
a certain class have· been operated upon,
aud every other part of the audience remain as unperturbed as a staring barbariall?
Why are not the same subjects made to rave
.At other meetings, under a different reli·
gious education, where more Bible knowledge and less passion is exhibited?
The
children of parents, molded in certain rer
ligious beliefs, and aomestics fashioned in
the same mold, are magnetized by some
boisterous, mercurial exhorteJ:, who is well
advised of tbe singularities and peculiarities of the doomed audience before him.
This deluded class of people have been
brought to believe that "religion" can be
found under a tree, in the barn, in the cel·
lar, in the garret, in the field, and on the
road-side·. They have been taught thatconversion is as startling and as instan taneous
as a flash of lightning, unsolicited and unlooked for. They have been taught to expect certain appearances, certain unearthly
feelings and twitchings, ccrtain tokens or
signs, and no recorded plan of God's mode
of salvation could make them believe the
contrary.
They have wedded themselves
to dreams and phantoms, and to them the
word of God is a cold and airy abstraction.
They are moved only by the evidence of
the natural eyes and ears-what they don't
see and hear thllY won't believe.
And
hence God is called upon to "come sensibly
Dear"-to ·":Jome down with all his power"
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-to "baptise them with the Holy Ghost"
-to "come quickly and speak peace to the
soul"-to
"roll down balls of fire"-to
"send down the arrows of conviction,"
etc., etc. Do such people walk by faith at
all, which is the only principle on which
God will accept the person of any man?
So far as Bible testimony is concerned,
they might as well be in heathendom at
once. What is all that, just enumerated,
but an appeal to the fears and fancies of
an unthinking and vacillating people?And you once get them into that way of
belief, beyond the pale of r~son and revelation, and you get them into a position
where reason can't touch them, and where
revelation becomes a dead letter.
Pride
and passion rule them-not
faith and lov6
-these
are only incidental, and merely
serve to complement the vague principlM
of the "inner light" and the "self-consciousness" of the faithless pharisee.
The doctrine that men' must go through a purgatory of doubt and dismay, before they can
exercise faith in Christ, is a doctrine that
has been as fruitful of dreams and devils,
and of mist and myths, in the past century,
as the' superstitious dogmas of the Papal
power in her palmiest days of priestly intolerance.
Who has never witnessed this "moral
contagion," above alluded to, where there is
manifestly more of the mesmeric influence
of man at work than the workings of the
Holy Spirit. In that battery of "seekers
of religion," what mean those continued responsive amens? that constant contact of
person? that fiery friction of the rubbing
of hands? that uninterrupted
singing and
sighing and groaning? those meaning glances and significant noddings of the knowing
ones? Who has never seen the workings
of this moral contagion in places where all
the interested ones seemed to be paralyzed
by the positive power of. animal magnetism,
until many, pale by exhaustion, fall helpless
and prostrate; or overcome by the the awful
delineations of the wrath of God, or carried
into the other world by a reprcsentation of
exstatic scenes, t!ley swoon away into an
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inglorious state of mesmeric bewilderment.
And this they call the "power br God"unto salvation," I suppose.
I recollect that not long ago, in a certain
town, and at a certain meeting, where I
happened to be in attendance, I was invited
to take my place in the pulpit. I took my
seat by the side of him who was to harrangue the people. The brethren sat upon
one side of the pulpit, and the women on
the other, both sides approaching close to
the speaker; the preacher struck up a hallelujah metre, and instanter went off into a
rapture; men and women struck in simultaneously; the preacher began to weave
and see-saw; he fixed his eyes in empty
space-so did the brethren j the preacher
kept time by the patting of his feet-so did
all the brethren; the voice of the preacher
grew loud and shrill-so
did the voices of
all the sisters; an ineffable sanctity spread
over every countenance; and as strain after
strain continued to leap out of their throats,
and the tones of the anthem to rise higher
and higher, and all began to weave and seesaw in glorious concert, I must confess,
skeptic as I am, I too felt as if I could leap,
and hop, and clap, and dance a holy dance.
That was "moral contagion."
When I got
outside of this battery I felt as if I had
just come out of dream land. I came pretty
near being hallucinated I You havo seen
chickens stagger around after being brought
to market and cut loose, have you not?'Well, sir, after I was cut loose, I staggered
round considerably.
lL is awid sueh COiltagions as this, that unsophisticated people,
who are largely gifted with the marvelous,
see heaven opened, and angels coming down,
and that sinners see hell opened and demo~s
coming up.
"An individual who believes that he
sees supernatura4 sights is not slow to communicate his conviction to others who are
not more enlightened than himself. The
anecdote has been often quoted of the wan
who exclaimed that the statue upon which
he and many others were looking bowed its
head. All those who were present immediately asserted that they had seen it move."
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Go into certain communities, where the
least possible gospel is preached or known,
and there visit a modern love feast. And
then as that "brand snatched from the everlasting burning" begins to detail his conversion-the
particular place where, and
the precise time when, and how a dark
cloud obscured his vision, and how a gleam
of light shone through it, and how a whiterobel angel touched him, and a voice spoke
peace to his soul, just see how the eyes of
the unitiated innocents dilate, and how
the young prick up their ears, and how
they watch and wonder whereunto all this
will lead. How long will it be before the
"example" of these big bodies will run the
little bodies through the same gauntlet?
~ot long ago I was shown an old house,
which, wh~n it was first constructed, and
before it was occupied by the family, was
the scene of one of those old fashioned raveup and tear-down religious meetings. A
forward fellow by the name of "Sammy,"
who still lingers on this mundane sphere,
daringly, and with no fear of the penalties
of purgatory before him, clambered up on
to a beam, extending itself across the building, and there tigerlike, stretching his huge
length along, he watched, until in the midst
of the melee of singing and shouting, and
tilting and tumbling, a girl overcome by
"the power," incident to such meetings,
was prostrated and stretched, and looking
up intently in the direction of the beam,
whereon Sammy lazily lay, she cried out in
a stentorian voice, "I see J~susl I see Jesus I"
W.hereupon the inexorable Sammy, stretch·
ing ou~ his long neck, screechingly responded, "No you don't-it is I I"
"Concentration of mind on one subject"
has made thousands of monomaniacs.
OUf
asylums are filled with them. Devotees of
science, men of unstatiated ambition, misers
and. lovers, and phrenzied religionists, each
in his place, get mad, and become crazy on
one point. Many cases could be given in
illustration of the foregoing. One engaged
intently in contemplation of a given subject,
so as to lose sight of all outside influences,
can be wrought up to such a hight, as even
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to pray for signs or tokens of approbation.
M. Boismont sums up the moral causes
A case in given in the Eclectic.
of hallucinations as follows: "The mode
It is related of Lord Herbert ofCherbury, of development of epidemic illusions and
that when a certain book of his was lap_ ,hallucinations, refers them especially to
proaching completion, "he devoted to it moral causation.
Education, beliefs, the
every spare moment that he could snatch dominant ideas of the epoch, the varieties
from business. In doubt as to its publica- of civilization, all require special considertion, he, on one occasion, prayed audibly ation in any ,search after these causes.for a sign to guide his decision, and affirms Amongst the moral causes which exercise a
that he had no sooner concluded, than he powerful influence over hallucinations, we
heard a loud but agreeable noise in the must enumerate the belief in the power and
heavens, and saw also, in the most serene operation of spirits and demons, witchcraft,
sky l'lossible, the place whence it came. magic, vampyrism, ecstacy, etc. All pasThis, he says, gave him great joy, believing sions, fixed ideas, great preoccupation sf
as he did that his demand was granted.thought, may be the source of hallucinaBe it remarked that the work in question tions, and more especially the passions of
has by no means a Christian tendency, and excessive fear and remorse."
this anecdote is often quoted against others
How much of all this has been engrafted
where similar hallucinations have been sup- into modern religious "revivals!"
Some'
posed to imply supernatural interference one of thase notions has been made an infor a given purpose."
tegral part of a majority of modern converI once heard a case like this. A young .sions. Education makes the whole dffierman, very much disturbed about his soul's ence. Why is it, that in certain localities,
salvation, and incessantly keeping his mind where twenty-five yeal'S ago, a certain quanupon it, related, that when in the field tum of sickly stuff could be preached, stories
ploughing one day, the horse sudde~ly and legends could be narrated, sensation
stopped still, and a fox appearing just then, harragues could be made, mystic theology
began to run rapidly round horse and could be dealt out, blind fanatic.ism could
plough, and that every time his honor, the be evoked, and night visions and day dreams
fox, made one circuit around the parties, would be approbated, and "mourningthe expectant sign-seeker, felt one sin pop benches" sacredly consecrated, that now
out of him, and as fleet-footed Lx continued in those same places, and in the same
to run his mysterious rounds, the sins of Churches, such things are not only not tolthe young sibylline kept popping out until erated, but openly rebuked?
Because
every last sin had finally popped out of people have learned to read the Bible
him I Many such cases could be related, aright, have received the key of interpretahut this must suffice. Why did not this tion, and can discriminate between a revyoung man go, or why did not some of his elation of God, and a revelation of a disorspiritual advisers tell him to go to the dered brain. "Getting religIOn," "getting
preaching of the apostles for the know 1- through," "obtaining
a hope," etc., are
edge of salvation, instead of sending him mystic terms seldom used in many sections
to spiritual hieroglyphics as undefinable as at this day. In those places they begin to
a Delphic oracle, and as silly as the oft-told preach words as well as ~pirit, testimony
tales of a Gipsy wanderer?
as well as feeling, baptism as well as faith,
"Hallucinations,"
says our author, "will confession as well as experience.
But a.
almost always be found to reflect the beliefs, few days ago, I heard a Methodist preach~r
the passions, the prejudices, and the man- declare that a certain person in his Church
ners of the age in which they occur. They bad been" converted to God by the preachvary, therefore, according to the amount of ing of the Word, accompanied by the HolY'
civilization and culture in the people."
Spirit I" What a marvel! and certainly a
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lively indic;1tion of retrograding from mist,
but progressing toward the truth o( the
Bible. We as Disciples, then, have not alto~ether labored in vain. The gloomy
clouds are by no m~ans dispelled, but gleams
of lovely light begin to break through.
Pedobaptists, too, are frequently obliged to
immerse converts, who imperiously demand
it. It would be a strange sp'lJctacl~, indeed,
in certain quarters, to see converts stand up
and relate how they were instantaneously
converted in a corn-field, or under a tree,
or asleep in bed I This kind of conversion
is now almost exclusively confined to the
illiterate and superstitious .
." History also tells abundantly of epidemic hallucinations;
the Crusades ·were· especially rife in such portents.
" Scarcely
was the signal for the first crusade given
than the apparitions commenced; everyone
recounted his visions, the words he had
heard, the orders he had received. The
people, the armed multitude, perceived in
the air Ibignsand portents of all kinds; but
it was especially when the Crusaders had
penetrated into Asia that the prodigies
multiplied."
They saw on all hands the
saints descending and fighting for them at
the head of angelic hosts."
M. Boismont remarks:
When a man is
subjugated by superstition and terror, there
are no ideas so grotesque that they may not
become realities.
One of the most singular aberrations of this kind is that which
is known under the name pf vampyrism, of
which we find the traces even in the Talmud. This epidemic reigned about the
commencement of the eighteenth century,
i~manypartsofHungary,Monrovia,Silesia,
and Lorraine.
The peasants who were the
subjects of it, believed that after death
their enemies had the power of appearing
to them in various forms. Some dreamed
that these malevolent spirits took them by
the throat, strangled them, and sucked
their blood; others believed that they really saw these cru 1 monsters.
*
Mystical ideas of an expansive character,
exalting the imagination, produced these
various ecstasies to which we have referred;

* *
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and which had, as characteristics, celesti'll
visions of all kinds. It is to the same influences that we must refer the apparitions
and the aural illusions of the 'dance,'. of
the convulsionaries of St. Medard, the
ecstatics of Cevennes, the possessed of Loudon, and others of the same kind."
JOHN F. ROWE.

.THE NEW TRANSLATION.
NO. II.

:MR. EDITOR :-In
the second verse of
the 1st chapter of Luke, the Now Translation has taken a liberty with the position
of object and subject, for which I know of
no justification.
The inspired original says, "As they delivered them to us, who from the beginning
were eye-witnesses. and ministers of the
word."
"As they delivered them."
Here the
object of delivered is "them," the things
fully believed among us. Of this no one at
all conversant with the Greek can doubt for
a moment.
The object of an active verb the New
Translation changes to the subjec.t of a
passive verb. If the Holy Spirit had made
the change, we would have bowed in submission. But we object to such power being assumed by men.
Outside of the Roman Catholic Church,
few persons can be fou~d who would yield
to the exercise of authority, which thus
undertakes to remodel the direct and positive form of phraseology employed by the
Spirit of all Wisdom and Grace, and substitute a construction of man for the words of
inspiration.
In the same verse the subject of a verb
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is changed into the object of a preposition.
This is another direct violation of the original. If such things are permitted, then we
are at liberty to make sacred Scripture, not
to translate it.
Thus the plain, literal, undeniable rendering of the inspired Word of God, "They
delivered," is changed to the human device
"Were delivered by those," and. this New
Translation is published as an improvement.
If this is an improvement, it improves, not
the work of man, but the work of God. It
alters the Truth as given by the Holy
Spirit.
But there may possibly be cases, or such
at least may be imagined, where the idioms
of the two languages may be So different
from each other, as to furnish a plausible
excuse for a change of construction.
No
such excuse exists in the presen.t instance.
The idioms of the two languages perfectly
agree in their forms of construction in this
case, and the change is, therefore, as violent
as it is unnecessary.
The particle" de" is used as a conjunction or connective, at the beginning of the
6th verse. The Common Version and the
Bible U Ilion Revision translate it "AND."
The New Translation omits it altogether.
There is no reason or justification for such
omission any more than there would have
been had the New Translation left it out at
the commencement of the eighth verse,
where it occurs fn precisely the same relations, and where that Translation retains it,
and translates it "AND."
Here again, as in the other cases, the attempt to improve upon the Revision results
in a departure from the inspired original.
The excellence of a translation of sacred
Scripture consists in bringing the reader as
closel y as possible into meatal contact with
the meaning of the Qriginal. If practicable,
the very image of the thought should be
lIaguerreotyped upon the mind. As an example of this, in the first verse of this chapter occurs the Greek verb" Epecheireesan,"
derived from the noun lLCheir," HAND.The image or figure of the hand is striking
and expressive, and has been very properly
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retained in the Common Version and Union's Revision in the apt phrase, "Have taken in hand."
But the New Translation
endeavors to improve upon this, by substituting the expression," Have undertaken."
How tame and inexpre~sive this, in comparison with the original I The beautiful
and forcible image of the HAND is entirely
ignored, and a· word employed instead,
which from the service that it here performs, reminds us of the business of. the
undel·ta!ar, who buries that of which he
underbkes to dispose. The image employed
by the Holy Spirit is effectually buricd by
this New Translation.
But there is a still stronger objection to
the use of the word" UNDERTAKEN" in such
a connection.
The word indicates something venturesome or hazardous, and prepares the mind for a failure. If a man says,
"I undertook to write a history, or to make
a poem," the idea is immediately suggested
that he did not succeed. There is no such
implication in the inspired original, and
there ought not to be any in the translation.
Thus far, then, we see in the New Translation:
1. The unnecessary and unwarranted substitution of a passive vcrb for an active.
2. The confounding of "aCCU1'atetracing"
with obtaining exact information.
3. The change of the object of a verb to
its subject.
4. Thetraosfer of the subject of a verb
to the position of an object of a preposition.
5. The entire omission of a word in translation, without cause or necessity.
6. The concealment of a striking and expressive image or figure of the original.
7. The substitution of a word suggesting
ideas altogether foreign to the original.
WM. H. WYCKOFF, Cor. Sec.
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man, he used also the words body and soul.
The word spirit is ever made to stand out
in bolJ relief, from all other terms; it is
not even to be confounded among us of a
pure speech with the sectarian idea of soul.
PREACHING TO THE &PIRITS IN
Our Savior, in correcting the impression
PRISON.
made upon his disciples on a cert<!in occasion, said: A spirit hath not flesh and bones,
INDIANAPOLIS, April 28, 1863.
as ye see me have. Luke xxiv: 39. And in
BRO. FRANKLIN:
this instance, uses the same word, only in
. A few days since, I noticed in the the singular number. This is, doubtless,
"Review" of the 21st inst., your reply to a reason enough why Christ went in the spiquery about the "spirits in prison." As rit, because he preached to spirits.
you are eminently a man for both sides of
But these spirits were in prison. What
the question, permit me a few words in re- prison? The original word (phulakee) sigply to your reply.
I will note your points nilies a watch or guard, or literal prisonin their order. After quoting 1st Peter, place; and in the New Testament, with
iii: 18-20, you say:
scarcely a shadow of variance, it means a
1. "This preaching was done in the days literal prison-place in this woTld, where men
of Noah, while the ark was preparing."may be watched or guarded, or in the next
This, you assume and I deny. So far, we world, where spirits may be watched or
are even; but I further affirm that the guarded.
"when" and the "while" in the 20th verse
3. "No preaching was ever done by the
refer respectively to the "sometime" of the Spirit without employing a human agent,"
dislJbedience, and the "days of Noah," and etc. Now this you assume, and a very bold
not to the time of the preaching.
assumption, too, it is. It is simply that
2. "Christ did not do this preaching in reckless sty Ie many of our preachers have
person, but by tfte Spi1·it."
"He of affirming what God will do, and what he
went and preached to the spirits in prison." will not j what he can do, and what he can
To this first clause I assent, if by the" in not, w:th as much assurance as if they had
person" you simply mean in the flesh. It entered into and understood the secret counwas without doubt by (in) the Spirit, but sels of the Almighty-a
style which leadnot by Noah. The second clause, however, ing men, like yourself, ought rather to cor-,
demands particular
attention.
Take the rect than to encourage.
To say God does
19th verse: By which (Gr. in which-please
not preach to men here without" human
note this, for we complain bitterly of the agency," would call no 'qu~stion with me.
sects because they use by and with when it But to say what God does, or does not do,
should be in). By (in) which also he went in the spirit-land, is quite another question.
and preached unto the spirits in prison.And the simple fact that He has not revealNow, what are here affirmed? (1) He went ed to us what He does, affords us not the
-who?
Christ.
(2) What did he do ?slightest gr.ound for affirming what He does
preached.
(3) To whom or what? spirits. not; yet no more common thing occurs than
(4.) Where were those spirits? in prison. to hear splendid sermons built up, having
N ow notice that he preached to spirits, and no better foundation than the absence of
not to men. And I here take occasion to revelation.
suggest, that there is not an instance in the
4. Here you assume again that Noah did
Bible where the word spirit, and specially all the preaching, and in Gen. vi: 3, you
the word spirits, is used in the sense of, or make the time Noah preached to be 120
put in place for the whole man. On the years. Now, I a'ssumo that the 120 years
oontrary, when Paul designated the whole referred, not, to the time men should live
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till the flood, but to the average age of man "unseen world," but no distinct revelation.
in a general sense after the flood; accord- What do you do? explain them out of the
ingly, we find that in less than three hun- way, or make them allude to this world? yet
dred years after the flood, m'en lived about they are just as "obscure expressions" as
120 years; at a later date, man's life was this. Take, for example, lst Peter, iv: 6,
shortened to "three score and ten," in a and it will also be obscure, unless you let
general sense, and ,remains so till this day. it mean what it says. The whole error
But again: it was wMle the ark was pre- consists in concluding that, becau.se Christ
paring, according to your theory, that Noah went and preached to spirits, therefore man
did his preaching.
Let us see (1) Noah can; or that, because Christ preached to a
was 500 years old when Ham was born, whoje world that never before heard of him,
Gen. v: 32. (2) Ham was a married man therefore, those who die under the gospel,
when God told Noah to build the ark, Gen. yet without accepting it, will have "another
vi: 18. (3) We know that Shem was 97 chance."
No, no, Bro. Franklin; let the
or 98 years old at the time of the flood, passage stop where, Peter does, and it will
Gen. xi: 10. (4) Ham being next younger I do no harm. No man more heartily repnthan Shem, must have been, therefore, about diates than do I, the terrible ,delusions of
95 years old when the flood came. (5) But "Restorationism" or "Universalism."
But
Noah was only 600 when it came, so that he it would indeep. "be infinitely better to say
could have been but three or five years at we do not know what the passage means,"
most; and probably, by a close calculation, than to use terms as used not" anywhere
it would be shown that he was only one or else in the Bible." In shunning Scy lIa,
two years building the ark, a remarkably let us not run into Charybdis.
Above all
short time to preach to the then whole things, let us avoid the sectarian method of
world.
disposing of what conflicts with our precon5. That their disobedience was in the ceived notions, simply by explaining it ont
days of Noah, that is, 600 yean of it out of of the way.
1656 years, I do not question; or that Noah
7. Here you aSsume that the Savior could
was "a preacher of righteousness," I do not not have done this preaching between his
doubt, though I should not have known it death and resurrection, because "he wllnt
but for Peter's aBusion to it in another to paradise."
But does it follow;' that heplace, for in Genesis God says nothin~ about cause he went there, he staid there? Surely
sending Noah to preach to the ante·diluvi- he did not always stay there, and there is
ans, but rather to build an ark and get out very abundant lack of proof that he staid
of their way; but that Noah did the preach- there the three days, specially when Peter
ing that Petel" says Christ did, is the very says he went and preached to the spirits in
thing for you to prove.
prison. Again: you say "the wicked dead
6. "It is a most unlikely thing that the are in tortanls."
This may be so, but how
Lord would attempt to reveal to man a dis- do you prove it? You say, too, that" the
pensation of grace in the intermediate state," angels that kept not their first estate are in
etc. 'Now, here is the solution of the wliole tartarus," and it would follow, t4en, that
matter.
Those who adopt Bro. Campbell's the wicked dead and the wicked angels are
theory have become terribly alarmed because together: but how do you prove all this?
Jesse B. Furguson, in attempting to explain So much asserted and notbing proved might
a passage of Scripture, went too far, and de- do for men of small calibre, but for great
stroyed both himself and the true meaning men, it cannot be tolerated for a moment.01 the passage, a very natural result to hose Now, I agree with you that the wicked anwho "wrest the Scriptures."
You call it gels are in tartarus, and that (2d Peter, ii:
grace for the intermediate state, etc. There 4) is the only time the word occurs in the
are a "thousand and one" alIusions to the New Testament. But what about the wiok-
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ed dead? I don't know much about them.
I remember about the "rich man," but he
was in "hades," and I suppose our Savior
was also in "hades," for David says, Psalm
xvi, thou wilt not leave my soul in "hadesj"
and Peter reaffirms (Acts ii: 27-31), that
he did not leave his soul in "hades," and
certainly it could never have been left there
if it never went there; and if he went there,
he might have preached to the" spirits in
prison," as Peter says he did. "All who
have passed over the boundary line of time,
etc." includes vast millions that never even
heard of Christ in this world,. and if the
Scriptures intimate that they may have
heard of him in "hades" or "in prison,"
I have not the slightest objection. But it
does not follow that I shall intimate anything else to any child of Adam living under
the gospel, than that, "he that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved, and he that
believeth not shall be damned."
Last of
all, is it not !'trange that Peter connected
this preaching so directly with the time of
Christ's death in the flesh? He could have
told us in plain terms that Christ preached
by Noah, but he says he-Christ--went,
etc. He speaks of Noah and the "old
world" and "the world of the ungodly," in
his 2d Epistle;
but he says Noah,-not
Christ--and world-not
spirits.
This simple association of terms is of itself sufficient,
if not to support my theory, to at least demand a better one. than yours.
In the hope that these thoughts may be
received in the same spirit in which they
are submitted, and assist at least in stimu~
lating to a careful research into all Scripture truth, I remain your brother
In the contention for the faith,
O. A. BURGE!38.
RElIARKS.

1. We cheerfully insert the foregoing for
several reasons: 1. When it ill manifest that
a man thinks he has done ~ clever thing,we
take pleasure in giving him the benefit of
it. 2. We are always willing to be corrected. 3. Because the foregoing speaks with
(Jiu.thority.
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II. The foregoing is a kind of negative
article, the author not seeming to know very
definitely what the passage in hand does
mean, but simply knowing what it does not
mean. He is very delicate about taking
any definite, tangible, or decided ground;
but.he enters the arena objecting, wavering
and slightly opposing. He is only successful in one thing, and that is, starting difficulties, creating doubts and rendering uncertainty more uncertain; shedding no light,
explaining nothing, but darkening couI\sel.
III. The article contains almost a Greek
criticism on the word en, and a modest hint
that "we complain bitterly of the sects because they use by and with when it should
be in." Indeed I and does our worthy brother tell us when it should be in, and when
it should be by? He certainly does not.He surely does not assume that the Greek
preposition, en, should always be translated
in. We have no Greek authority at hand,
as we are from home; but our recollection
is that when the preposition, en, refers to
the plade where anything is done, it should
be translated in; but when it refers to the
agency by which anything is done, it should
be translated by. In the case in question,
the preposition does not refer to the place
where he went and preached, but to the
agency by which he \Vent and preached.Jesus was put to death in the flesh, but
quickened by the Spirit, by which (Spirit)
he went and preached to the spirits in prison. If our brother reads it, "preached in
spirit," then we inquire what the meaning
of Christ preaching in spirit is? Will he
explain this mystery to us?
IV. Bro. Burgess says, "If by , in person' we simply mean in the flesh," he assents to it. But we do not mean that, nor
can we see how anyone could think of such
a meaning as that from our language.Chriit, in person, was in the body, in the
flesh, put to death, and separate from the
body wbile the body was in the tomb, and
went to Paradise.
But he did no~, in person, preach to the spirits in prison, or to
any body else, so far as the history informs
'us, except while he was in the flesh.
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V. Bro. Bur/?:ess, in the exuberance of aecording to men in the fleshl Was the
his learning, makes some nice distinctions. gospel preached to them in hades-to spirHe says, " Now notice that he preached to its and not men-that they might be judged
$pirits, not to men. And I here take occa- according to men in the flesh?
sion to suggest, that there is not an instance
VI. Bro. Burgess informs us that the
in the Bible where the word spirit, and spe- "when" and the "while" in the 20th verse
cially the word spirits, is used in the sense refer respectively to the "sometime" of the
of, or putin place for the whole man." We disobedience, and the "days of Noah," and
have not the means at hand to determine not to the time of the preaching.
The dishow far this suggestion is correct. We obedience, then, was in the days of Noah,
know the word soul, is used for the whole but the preaching was some twenty-five
person, as when it is said, eight souls were hundred years after! What did they dissaved in the ark. If a part is thus used for obey? a gospel that was not preached to
the whole, when the soul is the part, we see them for twenty-five hundred years after,
no reason why the spirit, as a part of man, when they were shut down in tartarus, with
might not be used for the whole man. Of the angels that sinned, in prison!
That is
course "the word spirits IS not in a single a likely state of case. True," when" and
instance used in the sense of, or put in place "while" refer to the sometime of the disfor the whole man" 1 But that the word, obedience, in "the days of Noah," and it is
spirits, is used for persons, in the passage true that Noah was a preacher of righteousin question, may appear yet, on close In ness. It is true also, beyond diEpute, that
spection, whether it is so used in any other he preached by the Spirit, and that this
place or not. Let us look at it. "By which preaching was done in the days of Noah.
he went and preached to the spirits in pri- It is true, too, that the spirits, to whom
son; which (spirits, not men,) some time Peter refers, were disobedient in the days
were disobedientl"
When were these spir- of Noah, while the ark was preparing, and
its, not men, disobodient?
When once the that the gospel was preached to them that
long-suffering of God waited in the days of they might be judged according to men in
N oab, while the ark was a-preparing, where- the flesh. What, then, is wanting to make
in few, that is, eighli souls, were saved by out the case?
water." What was it t.hat was disobedient in
VII. Bro. Burgess intends no Restorathe days of Noah, while the ark was a-pre- tionism or Fergusonism; no, not he. He
paring?
Bro. Burgess says, "spirits, and only maintains that the gospel-was preached
not men," for" there is not an instance in to "spi'rits and not men," in tarlarus 1 Well,
the Bible where the word spirit, and speci- what is the gospel 7 The good news. And
ally the word spirits, is used in the sense what is the good news preached for? Peter
of, ~r put in place for the whole man."says it was that "they- might live according
Those that sinned then, or were disobedient, to God in the spirit."
No matter whether
in the days of Noah, while the ark was a· he intends any Restorationism or not; if he
preparing, were "spirits', and not men" 1- defends one of the main perversions or mis,But let us hear Peter again about these interpretations of SC,ripture, used in support
"spirits and not men." "For, for this cause of it and to induce the people to believe it,
was the gospel preached also to them that he is so far sustaining' and encouraging it.
are dead, that they might be judged accor- Let men be induced to believe that the gosding to men in the flesh, but live according pel was preached to "spirits and not men,"
to God in the spirit." ,1 Pet. iv: 6. The in Tartarus, in prison, and they will soon
reader will remember the suggestion of Bro. find Peter's reason for the preaching, that
Burgess, that this preaching was to "spirits "they might· live according to God in the
and notmenj" yet Peter says, the gospel was spirit," and soon be Restorationists, talking
preached to them that they might be judged of "another chance." A more mischie.vous
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sophistry could not well be invented, no is. It is simply that' reckless style many
matter what the in.tentions of the man ndvo- of our preachers have of affirming what God
cating it.
will do, and what he will not; what he can
VIII. For weakness, we have not met do, and. what he cannot, with as much assuwith anything surpassing the reasoning of ranee as if they had entered and under~tood
Bro. Burgess, to show that Noah <;lidnot the secret counsels of the Almighty." This
have time to preach to the ante·diluvians! language is not reckless at all, but mild,
Yet he finds n~ difficulty in finding time persuasive and hUlIlble; perfectly modest I
for Christ to preach to 'them during the and unassuming I Were it not unbecoming
short time of his separatien from his body! for one to speak with frecdom to hit; upe"If weak thy faith, why choose the harder riors, we should hUlIlbly de;nand1 where the
side?"
If Noah could not preach to the ~round for all this? W ~ mll,de U0 as~ertion
ante·diluvians in the time he had, how could about what G9d can. do or cannot do. ,We
Christ preach to them in the much shorter simply made' an assertiop in referel}ce. to
time, while he wa~ separate from his body? what has been done-mere, rq,atter of fa~t.IX. Bro. Burgess has hit-upon t.he hap- Ha~ our stateJUent, or a,ssert}on, h~e~wvarpy 'conception, that the meaning of the ex- dated? Certai~ly not. Pi~ Bro . .:&qrg,ess
pression, "yet his days shall pe an hundred try to show t:P~~it was incorrect?
Be did
and twenty years," refers to the average qot. Our assertion is, that "No preaching
age of man in a general sense I If we un- 'fas ever 'done Qy the S,pirit "jVitho~tempJoyderstand him, it means this: ":My Spirit iug, a hUJIlan agen~." Let a case ,be rros'hall not always strive with m~n, for that quyed, wpere preaching "Wasdone by ,the
he also is flesh; yet his average age shall Spirit without employing a human ag~nt,
be a{:;otttan hund1'ed and t enty yea,rs."- :l:nd it will settle the matter; but blustering
That would bll a profound reading f T4e aboqt "reckless style:' settles notb,in,gantithesis is certainly between the time 'fhere is a way ~o settle que,stions oj fact.
when the Spirit should strive with man, and
XI. The spiri~s were in pr~son ,!hen Pethe time when the Spirit sll.Ould not strive Ler spoke of them, and (2 Pet. i..,;6,) he says
with man; and not between the time w1;J.enthe gospel was weaol:ed to them that they
the Spirit should strive with man, and the might be judged according to men in th,e
average age oj man. During the one hun- flesh, but live according to God 'n the spidred and twenty years, from the time the rip. Did Chrjst preach to' the spiri~s while
Lord declared to Noah that he would de- they were in hlfdes, yhat they might b,e
stroy the world by a flood t~ll the destruc- judged according to men in the flesh, but
tion of the world, the Spirit of the Lord did live according to God in the spir'it? If Bro.
strive with man; after the expiration of the Burgess says he did, let him not say anyone hundred and twenty years, the Lord thing against B.estorationism.
u
abandoned him; the Spirit did not strive ,W,e are satisfied t,hat, in his article. our
with him; but he was destroyed by the flood. brother is han~iling. to,o~slVith which he is
In view of this, the Lord said, "I will de- not acquainted, ~nd iq ,doing so, is b~dly
stroy man whom I have created from the cuttip.g hisfingqrs.
;8. F.
face of the earth."
See G!JD.vi~ 7. There
.
,
is nothing about the average age of man in
the wlrole passage.
n'
X. In refereJ;lce to our statement, that
"No preaching was eve; done by the Spirit
without ewploying a human agent," our
worth] brother adm.inist~rs the following
authoritative reproof: "Now this you assume, .anq ~ rery bold assumption,
. too, ~t

.
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H. T: ANDERSON'S REPi~
WYCKOFF.

TO WM. H

NO. I.

BRN. FRANKLIN & RICE:':While I deem it proper to postpone my
reply to the "Bible Union" till they have
brought their entire argument to a close,
yet, to the f~iends of a faithful En9li~h
version of the New 'l'estament, I wish to say
a word now touching I this discussion.
I
do not wish to interrupt in the / least the
regulaT ceurse of cri~icism, 'nor do I now
'write to induce the slightest change in the
spirit or the method of the Bible Union
attack upon my translation.
I shall wait
till their quiver is emptied, and the bow is
relaxed ill their hands. Then I will claim
for myselt the same patient hearing that
I now propose to give to them: I pledge
myself, however, to deal with every criticism that they may see proper to make in
a way that shall be satisfactory to all lovers of the truth.
In the meantimaI desire
my brethren especially to read 'carefully
these critiques of the Bible Union; to give
them that respectful con'sideration ~hich is
due to the productions of such mcn, and
to file away the papers for fut,ure reference.
When I have finished the examination of
these criticisms, I shall, if it be not then
thought a useless task, invite the Bible
Union to a candid and critical examination
of their own "Four Gospels."
, I wish t08ay also that my letter to Bro.
Rice, published in the "Review" of last
week, authorizing him to open the columns
of his paper to the Bible Union, was written without any thought of its public appearance as a part of this discussion.Hence, anything in that note that may
savor of discourt~sy to any member of the
Bible Union, was entirely unpremeditated
on my part. Such expressions are hereby
modified and made to conform to the style

courteous. In the meantime I will give to
their 'first critical effort, an examination
that will enable me to brief in my future
notices of, their criticism.
They charge that I have departed from
the words of Inspiration.
In order 'to persuade men to think so the)' reason, in substance, as follows:
1. r'have, they argue, in translating ka.
thos paredosan, changed' the active, As
THEY DELIVERED, into the passive, As
THEY WERE DELIVERED,and thereby given
another meaning.
\
2. This, they intimate, I have done
"without nuthority, and without any appar'ent reason."
3. Therefore, I "have departed, in this
instanc~, from the words of Inspiration."
Before I examine the premises from
which they attempt to draw this conclusion, I would enquire, What is meant by a
"departure from the words of Inspiration?"
I cannot suppose they mean to convey
the idea that 'a translator should use the
same words that are in the original.
This
w6uld be to transcribe, not to translate.
Nor can t suppose that these learned gentleman me~n to convey the idea that a
translator should not depart from the ely-·
molo'gical forms' of the original, but must
'llways reproduce these in the English. For
even the Bible Union "Gospels" themselves
are full of such departures froUl the forms
of the Greek; and the translator must, of
necessity, thus depart in many instances if
he would be ,either faithful or perspicuous.
I conclude, therefore, that they mean that
I have departed from the sense of the original; that I have failed to bring out the exact
thought of the Sacred Writer; or that I have
not expressed it so clearly and fully as they
have. Indeed, the Secretary emphatically
says, that 'the exact meaning of the Inspired
Writer is the test uf a version, and 'he proposes to apply this test to the passage before us. 1 like his test, for it is the only
proper one. To that test 1 will cheerfully
submit my entire translation; and by that
test I shall, in due time, if God spares me.
subject the Bible Union "Gospels," and
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for argument's sake, that
this I will do for the sake of Him whose ,Admitting,
word is truth, and who speaks as no man their own version expresses nuke's mean-,
)ng clearly and exactly-whic!). it does not
ever spoke.
1. The charge then is, ~hat in the second do-I respectfully challenge the Secretary
verse of the first ehapter ()f Luke's Gospel, to show, for truth's sake, where the difference in thought lies." For he insinuates
I have changed active to passive-translating .7cathos paredosan by "As they were "that it is palpable and indisputable.",!
Now, one ml:ght, ignorantly or disingendelivered," instead of "As they delivered;"
in doing which 1 have departed from the uously, ,counterfeit a difference by assulning that the subject "they," in the passive
meaning of the Sac7'ed lVriter.
No;, applying the test of the Secretary, sentence ,of my rendering, means the same
by which he proposes to determine the cor- thing that it, does on the subject of their
And perhaps he mi~ht
rectness of the translation, the question active rendering.
arises: Have I given the exact meaning of even persuade a careless reader that there
Luk~ in this verse?
I affirm that I have; is a "palpable difference" in meaning, were
the Secretary denies it. Here, then, is a he to take advantage of the accidental recurrence 'of the word "they," which is the
simple issue made up.
.
Now, the whole Bible Union are perfect- subject in both clauses, and suppress the
ly familiar with the fact, that the active simple fact that they stand for different
and the pas,sive form of a sentence exprpss thingsj and then quote, for c?mparison, the
precisely the same thought, provided the isolated ve7'bsin the manner following:
"l'hey delivered;"
object of the active-transitive verb is made
"They were delivered /"
the subject of the passive, And the SecreBut it would poorly serve the interests of
tary well knew that I had observed this
principle strictly in expressing Luke's any good cause to attack or to defend in this
thought by "ineans of the English passive style, and a crit~c would compromise himself
form. For example: The two statements, by doing it. But how, then, can such a differ"The Bi&le Ufiion revised the New Testa,· ence in meaning as that alleged be othcrwise
men/," and" l'he New Testament was revised made out? For the Secretary of the Bible
. by the Bible Ufiion," express the same mean- U Ilion knows that in my sentence "the.v"
ing. If the subject of the active sentence, stands for what is the 07~jectin his active
on the other hand, is rehined as the sub- sentence, and that"consequently, the mean·
ject of the passive likewise, a change in ing remains the same. It follows, then,
thought is made j which departure from concI usively, either that he has forgotten
syntax, however, the Secretary well knows, the familiar, grammatical principle, that an
does' not occur in my rendering.
For ex: active and a passive form of sentence con·
ample: "The Bible Union revised the New vey precisely the same thought, when the
Testament," and "The Bible Union was object of the one is made the subject of the.
revised by the New Testament," present a other, or that he has been led by the zeal
difference of thought that is quite striking. of criticism to Eee what is invisible, to feel
But let us apply the test which he has pro- what is not "palpable," and to dispute what
.
posed, and th~s try the interesting is~;u~ is not "disputable."
How plain would all this have been to
before us:
THE BIBLE UNION revises thus: "As the mind of the reader, had the Secretary
thpy delivered, them to 1IS, who, from the be- boldly placed the two contending clauseB
ginning, were eye-witnesses and ministers of in full, 'side by side, as I have done! Had
the Word." 'Ve translate thus: "As they this been done by the Secretary, his own
were delive;'ed to 71S by those who were, from "school-boy" would have seen that the dif.
the beginning, eye.witnefses and m7'nisters of ference in form of, sentence, involved no
difference in me?-ning, 8uppose. WWia,m
the Word;"
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affirms that" Brutus killed Cresar," and
Henry declares that" Cresar was killed by
Br~tus."
'What would be 'thought of the
critical acumen of the man, that should
strenuously maintain, that there is a "palpable and indisputable difference" in meaning between them; that <both cannot be
"right'; and one ~ust be wrong? And what
would be thought of his candor, should he,
in order to make such a difference appear,
quote William as saying "He killed;" and
Henry as saying "He was killed i" and on
this verbal distinction of the parts, rest
his proof of an alleged difference of meaning in the statements of the two men ?"-rBut I must hasten to the examination of
the other premise of the Corresponding
Secretary; who, after arguing that I have,
in the passage before 'us, by changing' the
'active form of the verb into the passive,
produced a difference in sense, goes on' to
intimate that I had neither" authority nor
apparent reason" for so doing. In reply, I
affirm that I had good reason for adopting
the mode of expression that I did adopt;
and good reason, with me, is good authority.
Here, too, we have another plain, simple
issue made up between us.
2. I affirm that there is good and sufficient reasoIl' for ,the form adopted; he denies
that there is any apparent reason for it. I
will both give a reason, and make it apparent to the Secretary.
I now give their
translation of this verse again.
"As they delivered them to us, who from
the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word." 'spired
This sentence of the Biblr Union, as it
stands, is not good English-it
is not clear
-it. is turbid-it
but obscurely'expresses
the thought of the inspired writer-and
to
many minds, it may convey a false ide 80.Indeed, if an ordinary English reader inter!
prets it according to its obvious syntax, he
will be misled as to Luke's meaning. Let
the sentence be at once submItted to the
"test.",
Let the Secretary give this verse
to the young people around him to read, or
to any English scholar, and then ask, What
persons were eye-witnesses?
By the laws
.'

of good arrangement, is not the pronoun
"US'I the ante?edent of "who?"
If so, are
not the" us" also the" eye-witnesses ?"Does this rendering of ,the Bible Union
clearly and satisfactorily express the mean.
ing of Luke?
We speak not of what the
Secretary calls "graces of polished rhotoric," "smooth and elegant phraseolagy,"
which things, he seems to thi!1k, must be
set aside in some degree, when we are to
speak God's Truth in English. I speak not
of these things; but does the sentence of
the Bible Union' convey one thought, or
two?
,May not It who," in their rendering, syn"tactically relate to "us?"
If so, is not the
"exact meaning of the inspired writer,"which is the SecretaI' 's own test of a translation-obscurelyand
awkwardly ~xpressed
by their version, if expressed 'at all? Away,
then, with such blemishes on the fair face
of God's Word I
•,
But, in order to make apparent this one
reason for a diffel'ent structure of the sentence, I would say, in conclusion, that according to the ascertained sense of the original, the pronoun "who" ought to relate to
the agents that "delivered;"
but in the
awkward structure which the Secretary defends, it must, by the laws of Englisp grammar, relate to the" us " who received. It,
now, we assume their translation to be good
English, then it follows that the Bible
Union has departed from the words of inspiration. But if, on the other hand, ihe
ascertained sense and meaning of the inwriter is, that the things mentioned
in the previous verse were delivered to Luke
and others, by those who were eye-witnesses and mi~i8terll of the word, then has the
Bible Union made a palpable and indisputable departure from English syntax.
~
Is it posSible that the Bible Union has
adopted, as a principle of revision, the notion, that i!1 order to express the ~houghts
of Inspiration, the purity of language needs
not, and in some casrs must not, be attended
to? Must a translator, in order to be faithful to the Greek, be false to the Spirit that'
that speaks to us through the Greek? Must
,
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he, in order to give us God's thoughts faith·
fully, employ English obscurely?
If they
have not adopted such a principle, what
means. the remarkable criticism of their
Secretary, which we have now exposed ?And what means the equally remarkable
declaration with which he seems to apologize lor the style of his version?
"The
truth," says he, "the whole truth and nothing but the truth, is our motto. If it were
not, we could easily make the ,phraseology
of the Revision more smooth and elegant."
N ow, the truth, the precious truth that
lies embalmed in the Greek, and this truth
ascertained and expressed, is our motto.And we are sure, that the more plainly we
perceive and tne more heartily we appreciate this truth, the more clearly, smoothly
and elegantly will we able to express it in
our own noble language.
'
May God help us to g,ive to the people a
version that will tHus express His own glorious, life-giving thoughts!
Yours truly,
H. T. ANDERSON.

P. S. With respect to the participle of
the verb "parakolouthein,"
I have to say,
that I gave to it the secondary sense, which
is the true one in this instance-"'Having
obtained exact ~nformation;"
and I will
weigh the Bible Union in the balances with
Alford. Alford says, in his note on this
participle :-"Having
traced down, (by research) and so become accurately a~quainted with."
The reader can judge wrat difference there is between the two expressions
-"Having
become accurately acquainted
with," and" Having obtained ex~ct information."
H. T. A.
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THE NEW TRANSLATION.
NO. III.
MESSRS.EDITORS:-The purpose of the
Bible Union Revisers has constantly been,
to reflect the meaning, and, as nearly as
possible,'the phraseology of the Holy Spirit.
They have not felt at liberty to rewrite any
part of the New Testament.
In whateve;
respect the original varied from what might
now be regarded as a good style of writing,
they have allowed that variation to appear.
Therefore they have not changed the ideas
which Luke was commissioned to express,
nor altered (unless compelled by the difference of idiom) the form of expression.The New Translation evidently has not the
.same regard to the words of inspiration.
As another in~tance proving this, we cite
their translation of the GI:.eekverb Anataxasthai.
The verb is derived from the noun Taxis,
an arranging, especially of soldiers, a drawing up in rank and fi le, a putting 1'norder;
an order of time, of men, or of things, &c.
The verb itself means, to set in order again,
to go regularly through again" to put in order, to arrange, &c.
The Common Version and our :Revision
concur in translat.ing it in the present connection: "To SET FORTHIN ORDER."
The New Translation makes it: To COMPOSE. The latter is not the meaning of the
word.
Webster defines COMPOSEthus:
1. To form a comp.ound, or one entire
bodyor thing by uniting two or more things,
parts, or individuals; as to compose an army
of raw soldiers, &c. 2. To invent and put
together words and sentences: to make as
a discourse or writiag; to write, as an author; as to compose a sermon or a book. 3.
To constitute or form as parts of a whole.
4. To calm, to quiet, to appea~e, to tranquilize, &c. 5. To. settle, to adjust, as 50
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compose difficulties. 6. To placc in proper to express his meaning, it would be furnishform or in a quiet state. In a peaceful ed beyond contrtlersy by the next word in
grave rny corps compose. The 8th definition the Greek.
is declared obsolete, and the 9th and 10th
PeriJ concer;"ing. '
are confied to printing and music.
The Roman Version and the Union's ReIn all these definitions there is nothing 'visi'on both> translate this familiar Greek
whatever correspondin~ to the meaning of preposition, "CONCERlllINjJ.",
the Greek verb ANATAXASTHAI. The disTlie New Translation entirely ignores its
tinction between ~he two words is very existence.
This it was obliged to do i~ 01'marked.
del' to employ the word "HIS:rORY" to transTo comjlOse an army, is to make it up of late the preceding term. "To compose a
smaller bo<\ies, or of individuals.
ANA- history c'oncerni~g the things," was too
TAXASTHAI is to draw it up, in order of ab&urd a connection of ideas, and the word
battle. - The 'sp\rit ~f this difference pe;. "concerning" would reveal to the English
vades all the minor uses of the words, the r~ader too clearly the real meaning of the
one meaning to make up, to settle: the oth- Evangelist.
It is probable that no history
er, to arrange in order. The word tmploy- of the things,' was ever ~ritten or ever ated bJ the Holy Spirit has no reference to tempted in the time of the EVl/-ngeliats.composition, but to arrangement.
To sub- From all their narrations, with whatever
stitute the former for the latter, is not to could be supplied ,from other sources, atimprove a translation, but to pervert sacred tempts have been made in modern times to
Scripture.
make a history of the things: but the books
The next word employed by the New which the Evangelrsts have left us, are not
Translation is equally unfortunate.
The pr'opcrly described by such terms. They
original term is dieegeesin-narration.
are, as Luke properly describes them, "N ar"The Common Version translates this: A rations concerning the things," frequently
DEOLARATION.
stating only isolated facts, and semetimes
The Union's Revision has it "A NARRA- omitting Doth cause and effect, as well as
TION."
historical comment. The fact must be manThe New Translation' makes it "A HIS- ifest to anyone who reads. these narrations
TORY.'"
wit.h care, that the Holy Spirit had special
. It would be easy to show that the trans- reasons for using the w-ord '''concerning'' in
lation adopted by the Union, has the au- connection with them. They do not prothority of the latest and best lexicogr~.phers, fess to be the "history of the things beof which authority the New Translation is lieved," but only' narrations of facts and
destitute.
The noun is derived from a incidents that relate to them.
And 'it
Greek verb DIEEGEO)IAI,to set out iu detail, becomes the translator of sacred scripdescribe, narrate, and its distinctive, appro- tures to Jet this appear to I the English
priate, and, I may almost say, its exclusive reader, as)t
is clearly and undeniably
meaning is narration.
The exception is manifest to the intelligent reader of the
that, in a speech~ it signifies a statement of Greek.
the case. The appropriate Greek word for
We regard the suppression of the word,
history'is the one from which it is derived: PERI, by the New Translation in such a
HISTORIA.
connection, a suppression so complete that
A history is properly a connected narra· the English reader does not even suspect
tive of facts and events with their causes from the translation that there is such a
and effects. No such thing appears to have word, or any word, in the Greek, as A
b~en' intended by the inspired writer.VERY GRAVE FAULT.
It is'taking
Were evidence of this not abundantly man- away a word which God has revealed, and
ifest from the word which he has selected which is necessary to the correct underJ
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standing of His truth, and giving no inti- and most determined refltsal duly to nonm'
mation of the removal of so much of divine Our L01'd Jesus, the anointed of the Fathe'r,.
full of gmce an,d t'l'uth, and their persevertruth.
W. H. WYCKOFF.
ing effort to keep him in the back-ground, or
out of view. We have matured what we
are saying, and say deliberately, that one of
our main charges against ~ectarians is that
they ignore the Lord Jesus, the Christ,:
keep him in the back-ground, or measurably out o( view, and give him no adequate'
prominence in their _religion.'
Especially
at those poi[\ts where hill prominence, in
his appointments, is most impressive, and
THE WORK OF THE APOSTACY,
calculated to affect the hearts 'of the people,
Jesus says, " I am the way and the truth and, without his prominence, the appointand the life."-J olin xiv: 6. Again, he ments are empty and unmeaning ceremosays, "I, if I be lifted up, will draw all nics, in their practice is our gracious Lord
men to me." JIe further says, "I am the kept out of view, and his p;ominence
Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and av-:>ided. This only need,S !II few examples
ending, the first and the last." Once m~re, to verify all we are here saying, and these
he says, "I am the resurrection and the shall be forthcoming. '
life." Again, he says, "I am he who was
In view of the Scriptures quoted, and
dead and am alive, and behold, I live for any amount more similar to t4ese, nothing
ever and ever, itnd have the keys of hades is clearer than that Jesds is the soul of the
and of death; I can open and no man can Bible, the foundatIon of the Church, the
shut, anll can shut and no man can open," rock of which we sing, that is higher than
Paul says, "As a wise master builder I have I-that
God has highly exalted him, set
laid the foundation, and other foundation him far above all pringipalities and powers,'
can no man lay than that which is laid, which ,given him a name above every name, both'
is Jesus Christ."
The first preachers in Heaven and on earth, that at the name
preached Jesus-preached
Christ-deterof Jesus every knee-should bow and every
mined to make known nothing but Christ tongue should confess that he is Lord to
and him crucified-to
glory in nothing but the glory of God, even the Father.
He
the cr()~s of Christ, and all the converts who honors the Son honors the Father, and
they received were required to confess that Jesus says, "He who sees me sees the,
they believed with all the heart that Jesus Father." He is now exaHed to the Heavens,
is the Christ" the Son of the living God:
seated in the throne of the Almighty, and
Among the .first things we ,ever heard crowned Lord of all, that ill him should all
against di$ciples, we heard it objected that fullness dwell. Such is but a feeble sketch
they did not sufficiently honor the Savior. of the exalted pqsition of l]im whom God
This we heard expressed many times, a few has constituted hea<J,over all, and blessed
years since .. Little did we think, when we forevermore.
Let us now see how sectaheard this, that the very men who urged rians honqr him, how much importance
this objection were more liable to the same they att:lCh to his name"faith in him, his
charge than any other class professing to authority and his appointments, whi<Jh
be Christians. Little did we feel then that bring him more closely'to the hearts pf the,
one of the main obsta~les they are interpos- people.
ing in the way of the success of the Gospel,
1. What confession does the Lord reand one in which they are now committing a quire o£ one who wouH become Christian?
greatsin, is found in their persistent, continued There -it stands, in the words of Pet,c",
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sanctIoned by the Lord himself: "Thou
a,rt the Christ, the Son of the living God."
There it stands, also,'sanctipned by the inspir d John: "'Th~se things are' written
that you might believe that J csus is. the
Christ, the Son of God, and that believing
jou mIght have life through his name."Jt>hn xx. 30, 31. There it stands in the
confessio-n of the Ethiopian' offioer : ( "I
believe that J e{lus is t)Je Christ, the Son of
Go,d." To rec'eive a person on this confessian is to receive such person on Christ, or
on faith in Christ. This is placin'g Christ
at 'the head, the Lord over all, and making
the entire issue of reoeiving a person in
reference to' him.
The gre.at question is
conoernin$ Christ.
"What t'hih.k you of
Christ?
Whose Son is he? Do you ackfiOwledge and receive him as the Christ,
the Son of the:living God ~" If you do, this
is the faith upon which you can become a
ChristIan.
This is the grand foundation
pl'opositian that has all Chriirtianity in it.
For believing, confessing and maintaining
the proposition that Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of'the living God, many of the
first Christians gave their warm hearts'
bloo'd in their martyrdom. In this way they
honored J eslJ,S,the Ohrist', to the extent of
their power.
'
What does a modern sectarian think of
this cr;mfession? He says, it is not sufficient.
Which one of the modern p;rties will receive a man on this 'c6nfession? Which
one of them will reoeive a man to baptism
on the confession that Jesus is the Christ,
th.o Son of the living God? Do they not
all say' that ~'snot sftjjicient? That something more must be added?
What must
something be added for? Because that
confession and submission to ~t only makes
a Christian. It only brings a man to Christ,
and they will not receive a 'man ripon
Ghristianity, or upon Christ, without s'omething being added.'
What do they want
added? Some peculiarity, or peculiarities,
which make them a party; and distinguish
them as such.
For instance, there is no
Methodism in the confession that· Jesus is,
the Christ, the Son of God, or in complete
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and perfect bhri~tianity; hence there is no
question but a man cim be a Christain, in
the full sense, and not be a Methodiiilt, or
even know what Methodism is. If a man
is a Christian, and no more, you must add
'something to make him a Methodist.
In
the same way you must add something to
the Christian to make him a Presbyterian,
and something different from what is added
to make a Methodist.
This adding to the
Christian is what the law of God does not
allow, and these additions to the Christian
are. what the parties dispute and divide
about.
The reason, then, they are not
united is that they do not honor Christ by
confesBin~ him, and 'uniting on him, but
dispute and divide about their peculiarities.
They are like Moses at the rock Horeb j'
they do not sanctify, or set apart" the Lord
in the eyes of the people. Moses said, "0,
yo'u rebels! must· we bring you water from
this rock?"
The Lord said to him, " Because you sanctified me not in the eyes of
this people you shall not go before them
into the land which I have promised them."
In a similar way many of the leaders of the
people will not be permitted to lead
them into the heavenly Canaan, becausl:
they sanctified not, or did not set apa1't,
the Lord Jesus, the Christ, in .the eyes of
the people; but they have sanctified, or
set apart, their own peculiarities in the
eyes of the people. They will not receive ,
a man on the faith that J osus is the Christ,
the'Son of God, but they will receive him
on faith in their'peculiarities, though their
peculiarities may be rejected by evel'y religious party in the land, except their own.
II. In baptism, or when baptizrr is trans.
lated into English, in immersion, we have
the representation of the death, the burial,
and the resurrection of Christ. As Ohris
died literally, the sinner dies to sin; ail
Christ was buried in the grave literally,
the penitent is buried in immersion; as
Christ rose from tbe dead literally, the
convert rises from his immersion to a new
life. Thus, in the true order of thi'ngs, in
the sinner's turning to the Lord, he is'
brought into contact with the Savior, a~
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three of the most impressive and touching with him, and the wonderful impressive
points in nis whole histor'y, viz.: In his representation of his resurrection is lost.
death, in his burial and his resurrection. Those sprinkled are not in the likeness of
In a large portion of sectari~n practice his resurrection.
In the true practice we are in the likethese three forcible figurative representations are entirely set aside,' obscured or ness of his death, of his burial and of his
destroyed.
Let us take a glimpse at them resurrection, but sectarianism strikes out
this wonderfully forcible representation,
separately:
1. As Christ literally died, ~o we die to and keeps the death, the burial and the
sin, cease to sin, and are separated from sin. resurrection of our Lord out of view, as if
In the system of infant membership pre- devised with the express intention of btrikvailing so extensively now, this figurative ing the Lord Jesus, the Christ, out of their
representation of being dead with him is religion, and that, too, at the very points
entirely lost.
Infants are not in the like- where we would be more likely to be imness of his death at all, nor in any way im- pressed by him than any others j at his
pressed by his death. They know nothing death, his burial and his resurrection.
III. The assembling of the Saints on
of his death, are in no way affected by its
power, or influenced by his death. They " the first day of the week;" or " the Lord's
are in no sem;e "in the likeness of his day," is in memory of the Lord's resurrecdeath," and cannot be said to be "dead tion on that day, and continually brings the
with him." In no connection .we can have Lord's triumphant resurrection to view, as
with the Lord in this world are we more often as they assemble on that day. The
impressed than "in the likeness of his assembling of Christians on the first day of
death."
This impression is all lost, set the week is the celebration of the Lord's
This brings the Lord to our
aside and destroyed by an empty and un- resurr~ction.
view in a most impressive manner every
meaning infa?t membership.
2. Jesus was literally buried in the tirr::ethe Saints assemble, and their att~ntomb. Weare buried with him in immer- tion is called to the matter. Modern secsion. Where and when is there such an tarianism sets all this aside, talks nothing
irnpressiol) made upon a human bein~ as 'about celebrating the Lord's resurrection,
when he realizes that he is buried with his and in no special manner brings the Lord
. Lord in immersion?
This brings the Lord to view, in the assembling on that day j
into his mind as he lay in the tomb, as be but talks about ",the holy Sabbath," exin like manner is buried in immersion. horts to the "keeping of the Sabbath,".
This impressive figurative representation is and delivers .solemn sermons on Sabbathall lost, set aside and destroyed, by that breaking, and procures civil enactments,
empty, unmeaning and wholly unauthorized from sinful civil rulers, to enforce the keepceremony, substituted for the ancient prac- ing of the holy Sabbath I In all this solfaJce, without a
tice-spn:nkling.
Who is impressed with emn and Pharisaical
that solemn, scene, the burial of Jesus, shadow of foundation in the New Testawhen witnessing sprinkling?
Certainly no ment, the Lord of life and glory, in his
one.
No impression is made upon the wonderful and victorious resurrection, calsoul, in view of the burial of the Lord, in culated greatly to impresB the hearts of the
witnessing sprinkling.
There is nothing people of God, is kept out of view, ignored
and slighted.
He who honors the Son
in it representing a burial.
honors
the
Father
also.
3. Christ literally rose from the dead.
.
IV.
The
communion,
on the first day of
Like as Christ rose from the dead, so we
also rise from our burial with him in im- the week, is the celebration of the Lord's
mersion, to walk in a new life. In sprink- sufferings. In the breaking of the loaf, we
linq this is also lost.
There ill no rising have the breaking of the body of Jesus
N
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brought impressively to our view; and in
the pouring of the wine, we have in the
most impressive manner possible the pouring of the blood of Jesus for our sins, re. presented to our view.
This the first
Christians did when they came together on
the fi~st day of the week.
Indeed, they
came together on the ~rst day of the week
to break bread.
What has sectarianism
done with this impressive institution, intended weekly to bring o.ur Lord before
us, in h'isgreat sufferings for ltS? In some instances it has been turned into monthly communion; in others into a quarterly communion, and in some into an annual communion. This is the manner in 'which our
Lord is honored' in these sectarian establishments, and the manifestation of sectarian love for JesU3.
B. F.

A SERMON,
BY N. J. MITCHELL.
" If ye then be risen wit!' Christ seek those things
which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right
hand of God the Father."-CoI. iii: 1.
.

. The term since substituted for the word
if will better express the idea of the Apostle. He does not mean to express a doubt
in regard to the congregation at Collosse,
having been raised with Christ; but rather
to affirm the proposition.
Having been
mised it is clear, to our mind at least, that
they must first have been buried.
But
they were risen with Christ.
Therefore,
they must have, previously, been buried
with him. This' fact-the
fact of their
b.urial with Christ is affirmed in the 12th
verse of the 2d chapter.
"Buried with
him in baptism, ~herein ye are risen ~ith'
~im, through the strong belief of the
operation of God that raised Christ from
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the dead."
The burial, then, is in bap.
tism. Is this a figurate or a literal burial?
One rule of interpretation is, we are to understand a passage in a literal sense, unless
there is an insuperable difficulty or bar in
the way. Is there any difficulty in understanding the word buried in a literal sense?
Not the slightest difficulty. For since the
world began was any person baptized, in
the primary and fair meaning of the term,
without being buried?
It is an insuperable difficulty to understand it in any other
than a literal sense. The element in which
the subject is buried is w~ter .. " See, here
is water, what hinders me to be baptized?"
"Can any man forbid ,water that these
should not be baptized, ~ho have received
the Holy Spirit as well as we." What are
we to understand by the phrase, "buried
with (Jh1'lst in baptism?"
They go down'
into the water, both' tlie administrator and
the subject, and he baptizes him. Literally
there are the two only in the water, Christ
is not there literally, to be seen by these
bodily eyes j nevertheless, he is there with
the candidate.
In ~hat sense? Christ is
said to dwell in the heart of the believer
by faith.
The system of the Gospel-the
plan of salvation is addressed to man as a
being capable of believing. Hence, faith
is the p1'inciple of action in man.
This
principle must be possessed by the subject
before any other mental exercise or bodily
act can be performed acceptably to the
Author of Salvation.
Hence, Paul to 'the
Romans, speaking of the Gospel in regard
to its development for the benefit of all
nations, says, "which, according to the
commandment of the .everlasting God,
made known to all nations for the obedieDQe
of faith."
There is one prime truth-a
great central truth-which
is the alpha
and omega in the plan of human redemption; as developed and vouchsafed to lost
and siR-cursed humanity. This great truth
is that Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ, the
Son of the living God. There are three
facts which were d'eclared, and elaborated
by the Apostles, in confirmation of this
great truth.
The facts in themselves are of
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little importance to humanity, save as they' napkin about his face. Xhis showed the
regard Jesus the Christ. His death was power of Chdst as the Son of Man, having
necessary to the remission of the sins of dominion over angels, demons and men,
many. The remission of the sins of "the over the Devil and all wicked spirits, and
many" is necessary to happiness here and over death.
Still, the death, burial and
I
hereafter.
In his death he shed his blood. resurrection of Lazarus was never an·
This blood was that of the new covenant. nounced as the bospel of salvation. The
This covenant was 6ealed-':'ratified by the great facts are stated, proved and sustained
blood of Jesus.
The provisions of this by indubitable testimony. The sinner hears,
covenant were "made sure to all the heirs and believes with all his heart that Christ
of promise."
Without the shedding of is the Son of God .. He sees, by faith, the
blood there is no remission. Having ex- Son of God in unutterable agony on the
pired on the cross to expiate sin by the cross. He beholds. his bleeding wounds,
sacrifice of himself, he w~s taken down, one ~n each hand, l\nd one in each foot, and
wrapped in linen white and clean and buried one in his side that pierced his heart.
in the tomb of Joseph of Araillathea. H;ere "Five bleeding wounds he bore, received on Calvary,
are two great facts which transpired in They pour effectual prayer, and strongly speak for me,
accordance with the Scriptures of the Forgive him I 0, forgive, they cry, nor let the ransomed sinner die."
prophets.
Silence reigned in and around The sinner says, "Lord, I believe, help Thou mine
that sepulchre, save and except the noise'
unbelief."
made by the stately tread ,of the Roman
Now Christ enters into and dwells in his
cohort which constituted a guard to pre·
heart
by faith. His language is, what must
ven~ anyone from taking the dead body
I
do?
The answer is, repent and be bapaway, and then report that he had arisen
tized.
Evangelical (gospel) repentance
from the dead. But a third great factbeing
a
change of mind which results in
yes, the most marvellous and interesting
reformation.
The first act in pursuance of
fact that ever occurred in the annals of husaid
chanJSe
is
to go into ~he grave with the
manity, occurred on the morning of the
first day of the week, immediately succeed· Divine Redeemer, not literally, of Cllorse,
ing the burial of Jesus of N azateth. The but he is buricd with Christ in baptism.
Angels rolled the rock away; the Roman He rise~ to walk in newness of life. Christ
guard fell as dead men to the ground; the was in his heart by faith, and, therefore,
Son of the Most High rose triumphant from with him when he made the noble confesthe iron grasp of the ruthless monster,' and sion of the faith, he "tas with him when he
from the cold and lonely precincts of the went down into the water, he was with him
narrow house. These great facts Paul an- when he was buried in baptism, ~e was with
nounced as glad tidings.
" Moreover, him wheu he was raised, and will be with
brethren, I declare unto you the Gospel him through all th~ weary pilgrimage of
which I preached to you, wherein you this inconstant life., if he continue to obey
stand, and by which you are saved, unless him. He will stick closer than a brother.
you hav~ believed in vain. For I delivered N either tribulation, nor distress, nor angel"
unto' you, first of all, that which I received, nor life, nor death, nor any other creature,
how that Christ died for our sins, according shall separate him from the' love of Ohrist.
to the Scriptures, that he was buried and He is dead-dead to this wicked world, and
rose again the third day, according to' the his life-his tru? Hfe, is hid with Ghrist in
Scriptures."-l
Cor. xv.
Now, Lazarus God; when Christ, who is his life, shall
died, was buried, and remained under the appear, then shall he appear with him in
Has any one use~ }lis influence
power of death four days.
Jesus said, glory.
where
he
knew it was operative to dissuade
"Lazarus, come forth."
He came forth at
a
penitent
believer from being buried w,ith,
his bidding, with grave clothes on and a
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Christ in baptism?
If so, would it not be
better, far better, that a mill-stone were
hanged about his neck, and he cast into' the
sea, than thus to offend one that believes on
the Savior?
How dare a poor, sinful, dependent mortal, through the influence of
carnal and selfish motives interpose his
authority between the Blessed Redeemer
and one who wished to acknowledge the
authority of the peerless names of Father,
Son and Holy Spirit, in the Heaven appointed institution of immersion?
Who
was it that said, "He that believeth and is
baptized shat! be saved; he that believeth
not shall be damned?"
Who has rendered
the baptism of the believer null and void
by the substitution of a few drops of water
from the fingers or' a Priest, dribbled upon
the forehead of an unconscIOUS babe? Just
as well baptize an idiot, for neither can be
a believing subject. But the day will come
when those who trifle with the commands
of Him who possesses all authority in
Heaven and on earth shall stand before
Him and answer for the deeds done in the
body. "It is not everyone who says Lord,
Lord, that shall enter into the Kingdom of
Heaven, but he that does the will of my
Father who is in Heaven."
Unpardonable
ignorance cannot, of course, be excused;
yet it is much more tolerable than that
spirit that says, well, we know that Christ
8'0 commanded, but we will change the ordinance some~hat, it will not alter or affect
the substance.
Baptism is a non-essential
at any rate.
Presumptuous mortal, how
dare you thus speak and write and talk
concerning the positive commands of the
King 'Of kings and Lord of lords, who in
His time will show who is the only Potentate. "He will smite his enemies with a
rod of iron, and dash them to pieces as a
potter's vessel is ~roken."
But you, my
dearly beloved, who are risen with Christ,
having been buried with him in baptism,
continue to seek those things which are
above. Set your affections on things above.
"Labor not for the meat that perisheth,
but for the bread that endures unto eternal
life." You that are rieh in this world, 0,
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trust not in uncertain riches, but in the
living God. You that are not rich, remem.
ber that they who will be rich pierce themselves through with many sorrows, which
drown lll~n in perdition.
You that are
poor, remember that God hath chosen the
poor of this world, rich in faith and heirs
of the kingdom that He has promised to
them that love. Him. Yes, some of you
may be in penury and scarcely know where
to get the wherewithal to feed and clothe
your loved little ones. Then it will be all
the easier for you to transfer your affections from e3lI'th to Heaven, and patiently
wait in hope for that auspicious day when
the righteous nations that have kept the
faith shall meet together in the sun bright
clime, where your once aching and weary'
head shall receive a crown beset with diamonds and brilliants more glorious and
beautiful than kings or queens of earth
ever wore. You that are well to do in this
world, see that you do good and communicate, for with such sacrifices God is' well
pleased. Give to the poor, and thereby
lend to the Lord.
Remember that the
earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof, as well ,as the cattle upon a thousand
hills; and what have you that you havlilnot
received?
But permit me to say to all,
rich and poor, and those in moderate
circumstances, set your affections on things
above, so that when you are called to
leave all below, you may with joy meet
the summons, and go where your real
treasure is.
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from the Bible Union's Revision, except
two. T~ese now demand our attention.
In the third verse, the Common Version
says: ".To write in order to thee."
The New Translation has it: "To write
them in order for yori."
THE NEW TRANSLATION.
The Bible Union RevilJion reads: "To
write
to thee in order."
NO. IV.
No Greek scholar will for a moment disLuke commences with the word Epei- pute, that the Union's Revision has givefl
the literal meaning of the Greek, and that
deeper.
The Common Version and the Revision just so far as the New Translation differ's
from it in this case, it differs from the
translate this: "FORAS1rIUCHAS."
The New Translation makes it: "SINCE." Greek. There are only three Greek words
Here is a marked differenbe. "Foras- in the phrase. Their meaning is not dismuch as" refers to a cause of reason for puted: "In order," "Thee,". and" To
what follows. "Since" only denotes when write."
The New Translation interpolates "THEM'·
the event occurred.
"Forasmuch as" does
and
changes" Thee" to "You."
Are these
not exclude the idea of time, but directs
changes
required
and
justified
by
t~e cirattention Lo:Whatprecedes as having a bearcumstances
of
the
case?
We
will
show
ing upon what succeeds. "Since" refers to
the former merely as fixing a date, as that that they are not.
The word" THEM" thus interpolated, can
the latter took place after the former events.
The Greek word, Epeideeper, has both have only one antecedent, "All things."obuses. The question in the present case The New 'franslation says: "Having
. must be, which use was designed by the tained exact information of all things from
the very first, to writ~ them in order for
evangelist.
The natural and obvious inference from you."
The evangelist John SlLyS: "And there
the connection is, that Luke refers to the
fact of " many" having written upon the are also many other things which Jesus did,
" things believed" as suggesting to him the the which, if they should be written every
ide of doing it also, especially as he had one, I suppose that the world itself could
carefully traced the facts. "Forasmuch as not contain the books that should be writmay have," "it seemed best to me also." ten.
Yet here the New Translation makes the
This, we think, would strike every unprejud.iced mind in reading the Greek. If evangelist Luke declare, that he had "obthis be not the force of the connection, there tained exac\ information of all things from
seems to be no reason whatever for alluding the very first," (the birth of Jesus) and
.to the fact that others had written upon had written all of them in order .
these subjects.
There was no occasion for - We decidedly object to such rendering of
fixing a date. There was nothing doubtful sacred Scripture. .Noone has the right to
interpolate a word into the writing of an
about time.
Under these circumstances, the change evangelist, making him responsible for such
To change "Traced"
into
by.the New Translation from" FORASMUCHan assertion.
"
Having
obtained
exact
information"
was
AS" to "Since," appears to me not only no
unauthorized
and
unjustifiable,
but
the
improvement, but a marked deviation from
fault
was
venial
in
comparison
with
this
the evident import of the original.
We have now examined in the introduc- interpolation of a word, which imposes uption to the Gospel by Luke every word and on an inspired writer an asserti?n of such
phrase in. which the New Translation differs magnitude, and sO,opposite to the fact.
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The change from, " Thee" to "You" is
of a different character,
As it involves not
merely this individual case, but the nume·
rous class of cases throughcut the New
Testament in which the second person is
addressed in the singular number, it would
be improper to pass it over with a few remarks, or to attempt to dispose of it at the
close of an article. I therefore reserve it
for the commimcemetlt of the fifth number
of this series of articles.
Respectfully,
WM. H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Sec.

CONTINUATION

OF MIRACLES.

HUTSONVILLE,ILL., May 4, '63.
BROTHER FRANKLIN:1 see a piece in your paper on the 17th
lind 18th verses of the last chapter of Mark.
In giving your views on it you say: "Nobody wants miracles but skeptics. They
,seek signs, follow del usions, and are carried about by modern hum buggery." I hope
you ,don't pretend to insinuate that seekers
after truth are skeptics, do you? If so,
you will find me one also. Will you please
to give the public your views ()n the 28th
verse of the 12th chapter of 1st Corinthians, in ·conne€tion with the 11th verse of
the 4th chapter of Ephesians?
By so doing you will much oblig.e your brother in
search of truth.
J. T. STARK.
REMARKS.
It is not skepticism to seek after truth,
.nor to seek to understand the Scriptures;
but it is skepticism to insist on the necessity for miracles in our time. Miracles
llad their day, did their work, did it effectually, and it needs not to be dene again.
They arrested the attention of the world,
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called it to Christ, his apostles, his Church,
and his religion, and proved that Christ
came from God, was divine, the Son of God;
that the apostles were inspired; the Church
divinely authorized, and the religion of
Christ true. This being once proved; never
needs to be proved again. The same proof
that once established it made it credible,
and gained for it the credence of mankind
so largely, only needs 'to be exhibited to
others, in the preaching of the gospel and
the practice of the Church; to gain the
credence of mankind to the en I of the
world. When the rich man, in Hades, desired one to go from the dead to testify to
his five brethren, the answer was, "They
have Mo~es and the prophets; if they believe not them, neither WQuid they believe
though one rose from the dead.:' We now
have Moses and the prophets, Jesus and
the apostles, with the record of all the testimony confirming their wonderful missions,
and the man who believes not them may
seek signs, prate about miracles, and follow
spirit-rappers till doom's day; but he certainly would not be converted if one would
rise from the dead. If a man can not be
moved by the trembling earth, the rending
rocks, the sundering of the vail, the darkness of the sun, for three hours, when Jesus
died; his resurrection from the dead; the
resurrection, in all probability, of about
one hundred and forty-four thousand immediately after he rose; his appearance to
above five hundred brethren at one time;
his ascilDding into heaven, in open day, in
the p~esence of his chosen witnesses; the
stupendous displays of supernatural power,
in open day, in presence of the vast mixed
multitude 011 Pentecost; the turning from
their established religion of three thousand
Jews the first day; thc turning of five thousand, in a short time after, in the city of
Jerusalem, where they had the best opportunity possible to know the truth of all the
apostles were saying; the filling of all the
cities, towns, and country places the whole
length of the Mediterranean
Sea, and
throughout the Roman Empire"":"we say, if
a man will not believe in view of all this,
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he would not believe if one would rise from That time was, when the Church passed
the dead. You need not talk of any signs the period of infancy and childhood-its
and wonders to convince such a man. The incipiency-came
"to a perfect man." This
first thing that will rouse his stupified soul, is evidently that to which Paul alludes, 1
quicken his calloused heart, and bring him Cor. xiii. After stating that "prophecies
.to spiritual consciousness, will be the sound should fail, and tongues should cease," he
of the trumpet of God, and the imperative says, "when I was a child, I spoke as a
summons, "Arise, you dead, and come to child, I understood as a child; but when I
judgmen.t."
Then, and not till then, will became a man, I put away childish things."
such men believe, and, for the first time, This' also alludes to the incipient state,
eommenJe praying.
What a prayer, too, white all the offices were supplied by ex.they will pray I "0 for the rocks and traordinary gifts, or by miracle; but "a
mountains to fall·on us, and hide us from more excepent way" was to follow that,
the fllcceof him who sits on the throne, and when the church was to come to the knowlfrom the wrath of the Lamb."
edge of the fulness of Christ, "to a perfect
Never was there such a grand display of man," when prophecies and tongues should
evidence. surrounding anything, claiming cease, the necessity for them no longer exthe credence of man as that connected with isting.. Men, since then, are qualified for
Christ and his religion, and never did man all the offices in the church by ordina~y
take such a responsibility as he does in re- and not by extra.ordinary means. We' have
jecting Christ and his religion., He risks no evangelists, shepherds and teachers
the loss of .everything, without the possi- now, made wch by miracle, nor };lave we
bility of gaining anything.
miracles now in any form, or any use fOT
1 Cor. xii. 28, reads as follow!>:"And God them, except in his/o/'Y, and the fulfillment
hath set some in the Church; first, apos- of pl\ophecy before our own eyes, uttered
tIes; secondarily, prophets; thirdly, teach- eighteen centuries ago. We do not see
ers; after that, miracles; then gifts of heal- Jes'ls turn water into wine, heal the sick,
ings, helps, governments,
diversities of open the eyes of the blind, give hearing
tongues."
These were all supernatural to the deaf, speech to the dumb, raise the
gifts in the primitive church. No time dead, or feed five thousand persons by a
had elapsed for qualifying men for these miracle; but we have that which shows his
important offi,ces in the Church by ordinary divinity equally as much. We have his
-means. For the time being, they were sup - words, uttered forty years befoTe Jerusalem
plied by supernatural means. But in tlie was destroyed, declaring that tbe devoted
last verse of the same chapter, after speak- city should be razed to its foundation, not ...
ing of spiritual gifts, he says, "Yet show I leaving one stone upon another, and trodunto you a more excellent way."
den down by the Gentiles till the times of
Eph. iv. 11, reads as follows: "And he the Gentiles be fulfilled, and that the Jews
gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; should be carried away capti'l'e among all
and some, evangelists; and SOlDe, pastors nations. This prediction stands fulfilled
and teachers."
What did he give these till this day, before the eyes of all nations,
for? "For the perfecting of the saints; showing that he who uttered it lcnew all
(or the work of the ministry; for the edify- things. Blessed be his name. He who
ing of the body of Christ."
How long? who does not believe now is worse than the
"Till we all come in the unity of the faith Jews, for Paul said, "blindness in part is
and of the knowledge of the Son of God, happened to Israel," for blindriess not in
.unto a perfect man, unto the measure of part but in full, or total blindness has hapthe stature of the fulness of Christ." This pened to him. We have now the sacred
clearly implies that there would be a time I record of the miracles performed in conWh~Jl FheJlesupernatural
gifts would cease. firmation of and establishing the New In-
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stitution, and the fulfillment of prophecies
uttered eighteen centuries ago, taking place
in our ,own time. The people of the apostolic time saw the miracles. This we do
not see. But we see the fulfillment of
prophecies, which they did not see. Thus THE ANALOGY BETWE]:N THE ANthe evidence is as convincing in our time as
CIENT AND MODERN SECTS.
it owasin theirs.
Everything commences, or comes into B~o. FRANKLIN:
existence, by extraordinary means, but is
Dear Sir :-There
may be, and doubt.
perpetuated by ordinary means. The' first less are, monarchists under republican govhuman pair was brought into existence, ernments, and republicans under monarchnot in infancy, else they would not have ies; but these are only exceptions to the
lived but a few hours, but in the full rule, which do not disprove the correctness
strength and maturity of manhood and in either system. I do not hesitate to say
womanhood, by a miracle. This was extra- there are many pious and devoted persons
ordinary.
All the rest of the race haTe under all the sectarian governments, a~ well
~escended from these and peopled the earth as sorpe evil and ungodly sectarists, who
without a miracle. The first church was profess to be governed by their Bible alone '
brought into existence by miracles; but she in religion; but these are exceptions, as in
has propagated her species without a mira- the former case, which do not disprove the
cle. The first church was officered and proposition.
But this docs not excuse a
instructed by miracle, but the church good man for remaining in a sect, while the
.now is officered and instructed without warning voice, like thunder, cries, Come
miracle.
out of her, 0, my people; that you be not
Whatever men may say about miracles, partaker of her plagues.
one thing is certain, and that is, they do not
I am willing to admit that we are sur.
'exist now. The silly pretenses of Roman- rounded with sects of great respectability
ist, Mormons, and Spiritualists, are but the and influence, such as Episcopalians, Pressilliest, weakest, and most stupid and shallow byterians, Methodists and Baptists, etc.,
pretenses, compared with the stupendous etc., of whom I would not utter one redillplays of supernatural power at the cross- proachful word. But most, if not all of
ing of the Red Sea, the Mount Sinai, the these sects sprung from the hot-beds of Camount of transfiguration, or the glorious tholicism; and I ask, how can pure streams
Mount Olivet, when our Lord ascended issue from a corrupt fountain? who can
up into heaven. W,ell may the Lord con- bring a clean thing out of an unclean thing?
demn and punish men wtio turn aside from Not one, the Book says. The fact of these
all these genuine miracles of the Bible, and many other sects springing from this
~nd follow t-he foolish and idle p,retenses aged mother ill obvious to all unprejudiced
of the imposters of modern times.
persons, as well as the time, place and cir-
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cumstances of their birth are matters of re.
cord. They have all beoen born since the
Lutheran Reformation, except the mother.
They all hail from Rome, and not from J erusalem, who is the 1ll0ther of all true
Christians.
The first seven chapters of
Acts. Gallatians, iv : 26, Jerusalem is the
mother of UB all.
The sects have taken their articles of
faith and the principal part of their govern-
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ments from the Romanists. The Athanasian
creed is the foundation of every Protestant
creed in Christendom, and the; all bear its
exact ima9.e. But is the Roman sect the
one that was organized in Jerusalem on the
day of Pentecost, under the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit, and of which the twelve
apostles were members and foundations?
Revelation, xxi: 14. I positively assert it
is not. Can, then, the broken off brancher>
of that old mother be the componcnt parts
of the congregation of Jesus Christ; found:
ed in Jerusalem?
Certainly not.
But what have these orthodox branches
done in two hundred years for us? In that
time there have sprung from the pink of
orthodoxy, the Presbyterians, some eight or
ten conflicting sects, and every faction that
has been born of them, and which has in. fiuence sufficient, takes off a branch, and
raises a new sprig, hostile to all the rest,
and still dignifi~d with the name of a branch
of the Church. There is not a generation
in .which the best of factions does not fall
to pieces by the weight of its own corruption. But what can be said fur our Baptist
brethren, who mainly took their confession
of faith from the Presbyterian sect, and in
less time than the former have split into
some dozen sects, that neither can move
with or have any sympathy for each other?
This Baptist family is like many other families, the most bitter in their family quarrels. The Methodist branch of the Church
have outdone all the other branches of the
sects. In about one hundred years they
have succeeded in manufacturing some eight
or nine "branches of the ChurchY
I do not say that sectarians are infidels.
But I do say that I believe that sectarianism is infidelity, and that it has been the
cause of more infidelity than 'any other
thing, except sin. The prayer of Jesus
was, that all that believed on him through
the apostles' word might be one. Who can
read the reports of our missionaries, and
the complaints of the heathen, telling them,
first be 'Unitedamong yourselves, before you
deluge our country with partyism and blood.
You have two wars to our one j you come
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here and rob and kill us. How can your
religion be so good, then? But what astonishes me i~, that many pious and good peopIe of all the sects see and acknowledge all
these evilii, and yet live in the bosom of
corrupti9ri and confusion. Like on_eof the
Catholic Fathers in Luther's day, being
asked why he lived in the Romish Church,
after pointing o~t her errors, replied, Deus
non dedit mihi spiritum Lutheris-God
has
not given me the spirit of a Luther .. Neither leaders nor the Jed, as sects, can amalgamate. They cannot cohere or stick to: gether.
If there were a union on a creed which
man's vile hands have formed, it would be
a party still, and, of course, would fall to
pieces directly.
As it was Dot the wish of
our Savior to unite all the Jewish sects, but
only to demolish the middle wall of separation, so that they might flow together as
individuals, this is our wish and effort. We
must blot out sects, and return to original
ground-we
must all give up something j
let us all sacrifice our sectarian errors on
the altar of truth, by returning to the Bible
alone, as the only rule of faith and practicer
containing the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
What short-sighted mortals we are, to
think our new-born 1'sms, such as Calvinism, Arminianism,
Trinitarianism, U nitari:mism, Universalism,
etc., etc., are·
true,-not
considering these are creations
of yesterday in comparison of Christianity j
which existed purer hundreds of years before any of these isms were born, than it
has ever done s~nce. We must blow away
these dense mists of error with the balmy
breath of truth, and return to the long-forgotten constitution, the New Testament.In doing this, we 'have nothing to lose, but
shall be all gainers. But we shall never 'do
this till we are free from the pernicious
idea that all our Christianity has come ~o
us through the corrupt sect of Rome and
her branches or daughters.
The Christian congregation is built .upon,
the Rock Christ Jesus, the Son of the Liv,ing God-the Roman Hierarchy is built on
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Peter, trllditions and Popish Oouncils ; and
her daughters are built upon cre~ds and the
'commandments of me~. , The mother congregation at Jerusalem 'continued steadfastly in the apostles' teaching, prayers, and
breaking the loaf, etc.
Rome and her
branches continue,d'steadfastly in the teaching of the traditions.
The rrcord of pure
Christianity in the New Testament is a very
different thing from the bloody record .of
the Roman wars, massacres, inquisitions,
'tortures, murders, persecutions, burnings,
and wholesale butcheries of the Mother of
"abominations for twelve hundred years past.
J.OREATH.

THE NEW TRANSLATION.
NO. V.

The ·first and greatest desideratum in a
translation of inspired truth, is that it conveys the' exact meaning of the original, in
the clearest possible light. Whatever adds
to that meaning,
interpolates
human
thoughts under the guise of divine revel ation. Whatever takes from that meaning,
diminishes thc instrumentality ordained by
God for the conversion of sinners and ,the
sanctification of saints. Whatever obscures
that meaning, so far conceals from man the
truth which God has given for his spiritual
benefit.
The substitution of the plural form for
the singular; in address, combines these
various evils. It adds to what God has
said. He speaks to one, and uses a pronoun,
which designates only one. When" You"
is substituted for" Thou," it makes God
speak to more than one, and thus adds to
the meaning j it takes away the distinctive
applicati0ll- of the: truth and thus dimino,
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iahes its force; it obsc,ures the purpose of
,God, and thus hides the truth.
Take as an example the first twelve verses of the third chapter of John. Our -Sa.vior begins by addressing Nicodemus, but
soon proceeds to apply his remarks to the
whole company. The change from "Thee"
and "Thou" to "Ye" and "You" is strikingand significant.
If "You" is substituted for" Thee," and" Thou,", this remarkable transition will be entirely lost.
Nothing will be left to show us that there
was anyone present with Jesus and Nicodemus. The words intended for all, will
be applied to him alone. To him will thus
be added what does not exclusiyely belong
to him, and from others it will be taken,
and all the peculiar force and beauty (}f
the argument, so far as they depend upon
the chang'e of persons, w:ill be hidden from
the reader. And all this will be the result
of changing in the translation the meaning
of the original.
Take another example.
Matthew xvi: 19. "'And I will give unto
thee the keys 9f the k~ngdom of heaven j
and whatsoever thou shalt bind," &c.
. Substitute in such cases "You"
for
"Thee," and make it "And I will give un.
to you the keys," &c.
Everyone would readily admit that suoh
a translation would take from Roman Catholics their favorite argument about "Saint
Peter and the Keys."
But have we the
right to take away 'an argument from any
errorist by concealing from the English
reader what God has revealed for the benefit of all ?
The Bible Union says :-" Let the whole
truth come out as' God has given it. We
are willing to stand or fall by the truth of
revelation."
It would be easy to multiply examples,
but the case does not require them. The
principle itself is clear. In many scores of
cases in the New Testitment, the substitution of " You" for" Thou" or "Thee"
would obscure the sense or diminish the
force of the meaning conveyed by the original. Often our Savior, when addressing a
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multitu<te, or a company of disciples, sin- ception in the case of Jehovah, as an adgles out an individuaJ and directs his words dress to Him is too solemn for such a fapersonally to him, in order to give vi"vid- miliar and undignified usage, what shall we
ness and particularity to hIs remarks: and do in the case of our adorable Savior?
in this the apostles imitate him in tRair Shall we use ".You'''· or retain the accus-'
Epistles.
All this would be entirely lost tomed appellation, "Thou?"
Shall Pater
by the proposed eh:u~ge. Indeed' su.ch a say to his Master: "You arc the Christ,"
c.hange, tlroroughly carried out, would ren- or "Thou
ar the Christ?"
Shall we
der a commentary necessary to accompany 'honor tne Son .less than we honor the
the New Translation in order that the Eng- Father?
.
Hsh reader mig.ht know in each case, wheth-·
'And if ,we ~etain rour ~pprppriate' usage
er thai original used wthe singular' or the in both t,hese cases, then Why make a displural.
• ,
tilfctipp. b~we!ln tlW..se cases and others
It is true that in ordinary conver~tion which the origiq.al does no.t make and does
we use the plural. form for the singular, not autho~ize? A~d why ad?pt ~ lUethod
But the look and manner supply the neces- of translation, which Ctn 9t ge consistent, 1,
sary distinction.
It is also trne that, ex.' car ied out without. shock.ing the piops, ana
cept in very solemn or very emphatic Ian. which d~stroys the ,distinctions that God
guage', we generally use the same -form. has made, and mak~s those w1:J.ichhe did
But as the choice of expression is our own, not intend?:'
'!T
we ,can arid do' usually so form our phrase~eavingl this str.ong range of argument~
ology, that.the r.eader 'is in no"da:nger of I will close,this article by referri"ng to the
making a mistake. But the case is entirely fi st six verses ar' Ehilemon. Substitute in
different where the modes of expression are them "You and ,,' " Yours ' for "Thee '
already fixed in another language, and we and "Thine," and the third, fourth, fifth
have only to. transfer them to ours, and an,d si th lverses, are ~daressed to Apphia
where the utmost clue is needed lest some and Archippus, as .•well as to Philemon.
form or shade of trutn or of the applica- Substitute them throughout the Epistle and
tion of truth, shall be lost or obscured. you will heed a commentary to inform you
The gravest solemnity and tIle most forcible whether it was Philemon, or alJ three to
emp.hasis also distinguish these sacred wri- wl\Om 0 esimus 'is returned.
If :lIny
tings. NOthing in fact in the circumstan- has any doub,t of the propriety of the us
ces of the case, requires or justifies the of the singular pronoun, when one person
proposed change, and to make it, when not is addressed, let liim read that epistle carerequired, or justified, and when it mani- ftilly .. Let him note the striking dis tinefestly darkens the light of the inspired ~ion in co~secutive verses (21st and 22nd)
original, is the very opposite of improving between ." 1;hy .obedience '.' IlnQ "Your
the transJation of the word of God.
. prayers" .and say whether .he wishes all
There is still another ana a very imp or- such distinctions obliterated.
tant view to be taken of' this proposed
Rellpectfully"
change. If adopted shall it be carried out
W~. H. W~CKOPl!', Cor. Sec.
in all cases?
If this be done, ,then every address to
God, must employ the plural form, and we
must call Jehovah "You."
Are we prepared for such language?
Even to say
"Hallowed be your name," would shock
the sensibilities of every pious heart.Ho;w, then, can Iicall God "You ?!'
If, as some propose, we should make ex•
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ROMANISM.
LECTURJ) VI.

One Hol!! Apostolic Church.
I, therefore, the prisoner of thll Lord,
beseech you that ye )walk worthy of the
vocatIon wherewith ye are called, with all
lowliness and meekness, with long suffer.ing, forbearing one another i love; endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in
the,bond of peace. There is one body and
one Spirit, even as ye are called in hope of
your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is
above all,. and through all, and in you -all.
But unto everyone
of us is given grace
according to the measure of the gift of
Christ.
Wherefore, he saith, when he ascended up on high he 'led ~aptivity captive,
and ga.ve gifts. unto men. 'Now, that he
ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the \,ower parfts of the
earth?
He that· descended is the same
also that ascended up far above all-heavens,
that he might fill all things. And he gave
some, apostles; and ·some, prophets j and
some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers, for the perfection of the. saints,
for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body Of Christ; till we all come
in the unity of the faith, and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the mea~ure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ; that we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and
fro, and carried about witl,l every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to
deceive ;' but speaking the truth in love,
may grow up into him in all things, which
the head, eve"n Christ; from whom the is
whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that whioh every joint supplieth,
according to the effectual working in the
measure of every part, maketh increase of
the body unto the edifying of itself in
love.-Eph.
iv: 1-16.
I have read thill passage this evening for
the purpose of calling attention to the consideration of One Hol!! Apostolic Church.
Romanists would wish to change but one
word in the above-Apostolic,
and substi-
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tute Catholic.
Then therc would be a
statement of the four grand characteristics
of the papal institution.
The Church of
Christ certainly is one, according to Paul's
statement that there is one body. Christ
is the head of that body. One head 00,
several bodies, if that were possible, would
be monstrous.
Equally monstr.ous. would
several heads on one body appear-. Jesus
prayed that those who believed on him by
the word of his apostles might be one, as
he and his Father are one. The plainness
of the oneness of. the Church, as taught in
the il ord of God, is aUilh as to produce
general conviction
that there. is one
Church only in the world. Oatholics boldlyassume to hllve that unity, and that it is
visible. Protestants declare thll Church to
be one, but invisible.
This their divisions
compel them to do. WhAt does any man
know of an invil'lible qhurch in this world?
Distr,~ction in the minds of thousands, not
mempers of any Church, is strong and sad
proof to them that the Church's divisions
are seen. Why then may not its union be
seen? Is Satan more powerful in embarrassing than God in. as.siating the Church?
The Jews were united! before Pilate in
demanding the crucifixion of .Teaus. That
alone did not make them, acceptable to
God. Neither does the unity 'Ofthe Church
of Rome prove tHem the people of Godv
A single feature of the primitive Church>
does not prove identity.
Seven thillgs at
least characterize the Church of Christ on
the subject of unity alone.
From its
commencement to the close of time, the
Church is one with reference to our entire
race, in all latitudes (ahd ciroumstances.
Eph. iv: 4-" There is one body." Eph.
ii: 19 -22-" Now, therefore, ye are no
more strangers anG. foreigners, but fellowcitizens with the saints, and of the household of God j and are built upon the
foundation of apostles and prophets, Jesus
Christ himself being the ohief corner
stone; in whom the whole building, fitly
joined together, groweth unto a holy temple in the Lord j in whom ye also ate
bllilded together for an habitation of God

I
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through rthe Spirit."
1 Cor. xii: 12, 20
and 27-" For as the body' hath many
.members, arid is one, and all the ,members
of that one body, being many, are one body,
so also is Christ."
An d if they were all
one mrmber, where were the body? "But
now are they many members, yet but
one body'"
"Now ye are the body of
Christ, and 'members in particular."
But
I forbear making further quotations for the
present, on this point, though the Scriptures abound with teachi'ngs similar to
these.
'
2. This one Church is holy. This word
means purity, freedom from sin, immacu·
late, etC'. Rom. i: 7-" To all that be in
Rome called saints," i. .e. holy persons.
1 Cor. i~ 1-2-" Paul and Sosthenes
unto the Church of God which is at Corinth,
to them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus,
called saints witlJ. ail that in every place
call upon the name of Jesus Christ our
Lord, both- tneirs and ours."
1 Cor. iii:
/17-If any man defile the temple of God,
him shall God destroy; for the temple of
God is holy, which temple ye are." I Pet.
i: 15.16-" But as he which hath called
you is holy, so be ye holy in all manner of
conversation j because' it is written, be ye
holy, for I am holy."
The foregoing, to proceed no farther,
indicates with satisfactory
clearness to
levery one who seeh to please God, that the
Church is holy.
How the Romanists can
claim their Church to be pure and free
trom the grossest sins, may seem surprising
to some. Let it be remembered that noth·
ing is t6'o strange or great 'for that Church
to assume. But it is not her characteristics
we are directly seeking, but those of the
original,
apostolic,
primitive
Church.
Thoae composing that Church 1800 years
ago were regarded as a holy priesthood, a
holy nation, a peculiar people: So now
they must be characterized by good works.
3. We have assumed the one holy Church
to be apostolic. To be apostolic it must be
such as the apostles founded, and would
unite with were they here in person now.
It should be like the Church they have
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,
described in their writings.
Can that be
the Roman Catholic Church?
If so, her
character, as seen now and read in history,
will be like the Church described by the
apostles of Christ.
All the apostles belonged to, or were at least present in, the
Church of Jerusalem.
This is true of no
other locality known to history.
It the
presence and teaching of the apostles were
contended for as necessary to constitute an
Apostolic Church, the Jerusalem Church
may justly claim to be apostolic in a sense
no other ever was. They laid the foundation, which is Jesus the Christ, and erected
thereon a st~tely spiritual building.
That
Church became, not the mother
of
Churches, as Rome proudly claims she is,
but the mother of Christians.
II J erusalem," said Paul, II is free, which is the
mother of us all."-GaI. iv: 26. All apostolic congregations, from 'that day to this,
are like that one at Jerusalem.
Her history is .recorded in the first seven chapters
of the Acts· of the A postles. Who pretends now, in defending either the doctrine
or practice of Romanism,(to appeal to that
portion of sacred history?
Who can find
there anything about transubstantiation,
infant baptism, adoration of holy bread,
the use of pictures and images, etc., etc. ?
Noone.
The second chapter of Acts gives
a history of the founding of the Church,
that all must admit was apostolic. If a
Church was to be found now precisely like
that one, in doctrine and conduct, who
could deny it to be apostolic without
knowing he was on the side of unbelievers?
Then the apostles remitted and retained
sins; and the manner of doing so is made
so' plain that I need not detain you to
show how. There is no resemblance to the
manner in which those who claim apostolic
succession do so now. That Church 'cannot be apostolic that denies the powe of
the apustles of Christ to remit and retain
sins. This is done, however, when any prescription is given for pardon different from
theirs.
The apostles chosen by Jesus
when he was on earth, with one exception,
still belong to his Church, having neve r
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been ,excluded by him
br overseer.
Titus 'i: 5·7-" For this
under, his authority.
'
cause
left
I
thee
in tJrete, that thou
'
,
. 4 In thewoFd Chur,ch is cente,red every- shouldst set in order the~ things that are
thing of 'a religiou~ natur~ in t~e mind, of wantingj and prdain elders in every city, as
.a Ca. holic. With him it is the source and I had appointed thee j if' any be blameless,
cent r of powex;. '. is }ait~ is in the the husband o{ ..one wife, 'having ·i"ithful
Chu~ch, and hip pral.ers are 0 er~d up to children, ,not accused 0 riot or unruly.
·ts. decea~ed members. The l~ving(succes- For a bishop, mut\t· be Plameless as the
sors of .the flPostle~ he thinks are in the stewlU'd of God."
It is easily se~n here
Church, a~d to' them h pltys a. deference that elder' (p.resbuteros) ana' bishop (epis.
never allowed by Jesus' apostles to· be paid koptfs) mean the same thing.
Again in
to them" He believes just what th,e Ohurch Acts xx; 17;' Paul called the elders
teaches, and asks no questions whether it (p1'esbute1'oi) of the Church. In the 23th
is appr?ved by the Lord. With him t1?-e verse he calls them overseers (epis.7wpoi)
Church is infalliple, and to deny what her' of the flock of .God, charging them to feed
doctoI;s .and priJlsts teach is heresy.. He the Church of God. From these and many
boallts of her antiquity, and unbroken.his- .other pa~sagea in tne inspired record we
tory f~om the apostolic age, as if' these learn l:LOthing oT a single bishop having
~atters w re of the ~rst imp rtilDce t9,his; rule over one congregation', much less hav:
salv~tj ~n'.1
.
!.
1
,
ing aom'inio)J. over a di,strict containing a
If tpe slvation of men depends on th~ir nuf\J.ber of congregations.'
One bishop to
ability to trace an unbroken succession of a number of churches is a monstrosity in
bishops from the tjme of the apostles, very the kingdom of Christ.
A plurality of
.f,!lw, if indeeq any, could n.ow be saved. bishops existed in every congregation
The man Who desires to be a Christian where there Fere rulers at all, so faT'as can
need not go· to such trouble.
To be be learned fro~ the Divine history;
a. Christian. he. o~ly need ,to ascertain
We have now no less than three estabfrom the inspirEjd record or the New lishments, eacli of which' claim to b!l
Testament.what was necessary then to be- pil-tholic-Greek;
Roman and Anglican.
c9m~ a disciple of Chri~t, and do it. He They cannot all be cath.olic, holy and apos.who does, so ip. the e gays will not be long tolic, unless they are united at least. This
in finding a place for meII\bership in this they are not, and cannot be, without yieldcountry, with a Church earnestly and solely ing some of their peculiarities.
Not one oj
striving to teach and practice according to these has all'the marks of the" One, Holy,
the Jerusalem model.,
Apostolic Church" of our Lord Jesus,·the
That model presents us with the follow- Christ, in either doctrine or practice j in
~ng, among other things, as characteristic org1}nization. or worship. The obliJ;eration
of the Church;
of all their proceedings from the page of
1. It was composed of immersed, peni- history, would leave tlia world, with the
tentobelieverll, who called on the name of writjngs the of apostlell and prophets in its
the Lord.
possession"as well off for salvation as, they
2. They had extraordinary
officers. seem to make it. The apostolic congregaThese we;:e apostles and prophets, as shown tion must expect to live and do good, withlast evenipg.} These still exercise theiT out aid from any of these anauthoTized inauthority in the. Church by their written stitutions, w~ose strongest claims to regard
testimony,
•
are founded on their pretended sucoession,
3. They: had o.rdinary officers. Over- antiquity and numbers.
seers and deacons. The~e also the Church
J. 1\1. HENRY.
still has. IThe word elder, when used to
denote an officef, me.a,ns t.he same
as bisliop I
~
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H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H,
WYCKOFF.
NO. II.
BRO. FRANKLIN :The Cor. Sec. of the Bible Union ,returns,
in his second communication, to the criticis~ of th~ phraseology of Luke i, 2, as it
occurs in the New Translation; and, laboring ad nauseam upon its passive structure,'
"discovers two other changes ,from the Greek
to the English language, which, with characteristic haste, he calls "alteratioBs of the
truth !"
Having already discussed the propriety
of expressing .Luke's thought by the use
of the passive form of the English sentence,
in preference to the active; and shown that
the active form adopted 'by t~e Bible U?ion
is both obscure and ungrani.matic~l, conveying the false idea that Luke ap.d his
a~sociates were the "eye-witnesses "-it
would seem to me to be trifling with criti. cism to proceed now to justify the position
gIven to subject and object, i~ rriy rendering of that ver~e, since this arrangement is
necessarily involved in a c<?rrect structure
of the English.
Simply to lay bare a criticism of this sort is, I think, the only refutation of it that sober controversy requires;
and this I have already done in my reply
to the Secretary's Paper "No. 1."
The next feature of the New Translation
which is assailed is the omission of some
word to stand as a representative or trans·
lation of the Greek particle de, in the beginning of the 6th verse of this chapter, I,t
is enough to say in reply, that here there
is no occasion for any English representative; and that this is often the case with
this particle, the Secretary might himself
have known from the fact, that in other
passages of Sacred Scripture, even the
Bible Union themselves have ignored its
existence, and refused to translate' it I This
they have done in such passages as the following: Matt. x.iii. 1; Luke iii. 11. .Every
I

Greek scholar understands ~the nature of
this particle, and he will doubtless be sur.
prised at this criticism from the pen of the
Cor. Sec. of the Bible Union. For the
benefit of the English reader, however, I
would;add th'at it freque'ntly serves to ip.dt
cate the introduction of some new matte/
incident, or train of thought into composi.
tion; and to attempt to translate it at all
would, in some cases, pe useless, if not
ridiculous.
But those who trammel themselves with arbitrary rules of translation,
.and who think that idiomatic Greek s~ould
·be affected by solecistic English, and who
are more zealous to reproduce forms of
speech, than faithfully to give,the thoughts
of the Spirit, frequently emba,rrass themselves with s1,1chGreek contrivances as this
particle "de." Regardless of the fact that
.it. is sometimes best tran.slated when not
translated
at all, they drag the English
language fOf words that they imagine will
correspond to it in. position and meaning;'
and often, 01\ the same page, give to it the.
most varied. and opposite significations.To illustrate the chanc er of this little
word, and, 'at the same time, to show the
importance th~t should be attached to the
'criticil3~ which we are now .noticing, I
would state that so Protean-like' is this
"de," in the opinion of the Bible Union,
that they have ventured to translj1te it, in
this first chapter, sometimes by the conjunction and, and sometimes by but; now
by the word' then, and then again by the
word now: and having exhausted, it would
seem, the resources of the English tongue
in order to translate, or rather to monument
it, in other places, they determine at last to
depart themselves, from "the words of Inspiration," and to leave it untrftnslated en·
tirely! But, to close this notice of the
Secretary's
suicidal critic,ism, I would
merely add, we translate this particle when
the sense r~quires. it; and when the sense
does not require it, or an attempt to render
it into English would give nonsenSEl,we let
it alone, as the Bible Union have done in
other passages, and ought to have done in
this.
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The next and last critical note, with
whioh the Seoretary favorli us, conoerns the
translation of the Greek verb Epecheireesan,
This verb is from a noun signifying "hand"
-and
this hand, says the Secretary, very
gravely, is a striking image I Assuming
that there is no effort on his part to appear
facetious, but that he sees really a rhetorical and not merely a pugilistio image in the
figure of the hand, I confess m'yself unable
to .appreoiate what he calls the beauty of this
13ible Union rendering.
To say of a writer, that "he took in hand to set forth in
order a narration concer~ing anything," as
the Bible Union would phrase it, may, by
reason of this image, "atrikc" some persons
"with forcej" but a serious and tasteful
reader will hardly suppose that such English is the work of the Holy Spirit.
But I
respectfully
submit to the Secretary,
whether his partiality for the faint rhetoric
of'llthe hand" in Epecheireesan does not
invol ve his Version in a fatal departure
from the sense and meaning of the Inspired
Writer.
He argues that the New Tranlllation, by using the expres~ion "Have undertaken," implies that "The many," who undertook to set forth in order, did not succeedj but that the Bible Union Version, by
translating it "Have taken in hand," contains no such implication.
Now, admitting
that the word "undertake" suggests any
such notion as failure, I would ask the Secretary to inform those for whom he is writing, whethet' "The many" whom we represent as "having undertaken," apd whom he
represents as "having taken in hand," did
succeed or not? Will he please to answer?
The Secretary even here, as elsewhere,
charges upon his own version "a departure
rom the words of Inspiration."
But this is not the only diffioulty in
which our Critic involves himself and the
Sooiety which· he represents.
Will the
reader have the kindness to turn to Acts
ix. 29 ? We read there that the Grecians
went about to slay Paul. The Greek word
there translated "went about," is thitl same
verb which the Secretary insists should be
rendered "taken iIi hand," in order to I?re-
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serve the figure, and to avoid suggesting the
idea of failure.
The reader may now try
"the image" and "the implication" to his
own satisfaction.
The "striking figure of
the hand" here must please our critical opponent; for, in this instance, the purl'0se
was to kill Paul. But what shall we do
with "the implication of sucoess" which
goes along with "the image" in his rendering? For the Grecians actually failed
even to "strike" Paul with their "hand."
They simply undertool~ to kill Paulj but he
escaped to Tarsus I
Will the Secretary find fault if, in conclusion, we apply his method of criticisIR
to his own Version?
In this same chapter
of Luke, verse 78, we have the Greek words
splangchna eleous, whioh the Secretary, by
means of what he calls a "human device,"
translates by the phrase ten'der mercies.Here oertainly, according to his own reasoning, are both a departure from the
words of Inspiration," and "a concealment
of a striking figure" of the original.
1. Splangchna is a noun, but the Secretary has ohanged it into im adjective, which
is a very different part of speech. To use
his own language, he, in this instance,
"undertakes to remodel the direct and positive form of phraseology employed by the
Spirit of all Wisdom and Grace, and substitutes a construction of man for the words
of Inspiration I"
2. The Inspired Greek, as the Secretary
would say, requires splangchna to be modilied by eleous, but the Bible Union chooses
to reverse this order of the original, and to
make splangchna modify eleous. In the
sot6.ewhat emotional style of the Secretary,
we might say-"Had
the Holy Spirit made
the change, we would have bowed in submission. But we object to such power being assumed by man 1"
2. Splangchna literally means "intestines," "bowelsj" of this no one "at all conversant with Greek can doubt for a moment." "N ow, the very image of a thought
should be daguerrotyped on the mind,"
says the Secretary.
But instead of the
image of the original, the "human device"
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of "tender" has been employed by the Bible Union, which, "from the service that
it here performs," reminds us of the pretty
pun on the word undertake, with which the
Seo. of the Bible Union, in his second paper, relieved the dignity of Bible controversy; but which we confess our inability
successfully to imitate I Thus it appears,
by force of the Secretary's own reasoning,
that, in rendering one single verse of this
chapter, the Bible Union Version contains:
1. The substitution of an adjectives for
a neun I
2. The change of a governing to a governed word I
3. The c()ncealment of a striking figure
or image of the original (
Yours truly,

H. T. A:
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that some of the flowers turned pale while
other~ blushed and so gave up the effort.
"But when the patient stars looked down
On all their llght disooversThe traitor's smile, the murderer's frown,
The lips of lying loversThey try to ahut their sad~ening eyes,
And, in the vain endeavor,
We lee them twinkling in the skiel
And so they ••••nlc forever."

And no wonder; for right under the eye
&f God, the eyes of "ten thousand times
ten thousand angels," before the eyes of
good men, and the glaring eye-balls of demons, eager for fresh meat in hell, men
have persisted in sin not only till flowers
paled or blushed, and stars would shut
their eyes, but even till Jesus grew pale in
the garden, blushed on the cross and closed
his eyes upon a guilty world.
"To shame our sins he blushed in blood,
He closed his eyes to show us God."

Oh I sin, sin; would thal we could convince men of its "exceeding sinfulness"then how deep would be their repentance,
how joyful their obedience, how happy
their Christian life and how sure their
heaven.
Were I to discuss the main issues between us and the Universalists, or any
PREACHING HELL-SINFULNESS OF
other anti-hell sect, I would make the naSIN.
ture of sin the fulcrum of all my arguments
NO. V.
with them. All the distinguishing theories
?tiRo EDITOR:-Oliver Wendell Holmes, of Universalists, Restorationists, Spiritualin his "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table," ists, Soul-sleepers and every other kindred
has introduced a delicate little story, a sect of Religionists, Philosoph&J's, or Infifable illustrative of the leading thought in dels arise from an inadequate conception
this article.
The stars all, in consultation of what sin is. They regard it as no very
with the flowers, agreed to devise some serious matter at most--the soul wounds
means of shaming the world out of their inflicted by sin will either, like flesh
sine. It was thought if they could in wounds, heal up of themselves, by the resome way keep thousands of eyes turned cuperative energies of nature alone; or
upon men, both day and night, their object they can be cured by human sufferings on
would be accomplished.
So it was arrang- earth, in Limbo, in Purgatory, or in Hell;
. ed for the flowers to watch by day and the or else their sins can be balanced off by as .
stars by night. At break of day the flow- many good works and have a little left in
ers began their vigils. From hill and vale, their favor; or in some other way the
from field and lawn, they turned their pure whole affair of sin, what's of it, can be mariNor
eyes upon men to sh'ame their sinll, but no 'aged without much inconvenience.
are
such
notions
confined
to
those
sects,
for
man regarded those gentle hints: their
the
disobedient
generally
entertain
thelle
conduct was still so base and immodest
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or kindred opmlOns. These all must be God's high purposes with the heart. Nor
made to feel their sins to be terrible evils, oan ita nature be ohanged; its essenoe, its
incurable wounds, ilfeffaceahle stains to be centre and circumference, its warp and
cleansed only by the blood that has purified woof are all conliltitutionally, inherently
the souls and whitened the robes of all and eternally the same-opposed
to God
God's saints.
and evalving death in all its ways.
It is a fearful thing' to sin even against
The evil of sin is not removed, and
God's natural laws. The heinousness of scarcely mitigated by our having sinned
any ~iven sin may always be measured by only a few years, or having committed but
its ruinous effects. It might seem a very few sins. Neither the laws of God in nasmall sin against nature to rip open a jugu- ture, nor the laws of civil authorities, ever
lar vein. It could' be done in a moment, exempt us from punishment on this acby the exertion of a single ounce of mus- ceunt. Is the murderer excused for a sincular power.
But pain, death, bereave- gle assassination, because it was the only
ment, mourning and all concomitant sor- one? Must a man fall from the steeple a.
rows are the measure of this trangression. dozen times before he may expect the penGod, who knows the nature of this sin alty? Does the thorn pierce your flesh a
against one's body, has fixed the penalty hundred times before the violation acquires
of death, both as a protect jon to life and as sufficient consequence to give you pain?
an exponent and definition of the evil of Why are men sensible enough in everysin itself. The wages of sin, both in nature thing but religion?
It must be from this
and religion, is death. If some !uperior stand point that God calls some people
being had power to cut the centripetal cord fools. And why...not, since the same perthat binds the earth to the sun, what lan- son that justifies the executive in exacting
guage would equal the enormity of the capital punishment for the first and only
crime ?-earth's
tangent flight, disordered murder, expects to offend his God for half
day and night, the loss of seasons, disrupt- a life time, and then scarcely be liable to a
ed seas, the chill of the fearful apogee, the penalty. A sand in the eye will immedidragging of other planets from their or- ately intimate its prcsence, for nature never
bits, the consequent congregation of ruined delays her penalties till the fortieth sin is
worlds, with all the contageous whirling committed. N ow, if the laws of nature, as
confusion it would generate in the works well as those of civil government, are deof God; all this would but articulate His fended against a s.ingle infraction by prompt
estimate of the sinfulness of such a sin in and unfailing intimations of God's disnature. And can a man cause a little one pleasure, how can we hope for impunity,
to stumble, to fly from its true orbit around though we sin but once against the moral
the Sup. of righteousness, dra'gging others universe?
Why expect to escape on acwith it into a common ruin, and not incur count of the fewness of our sins? Every
the vengeance of an insulted God?
Is a sinner ought to know, and every preacher
sin in the moral universe less sinful than should declare, that had there been but
in nature?
Shall a world destroying angel one silmer to be saved, and had he sinned
be convicted and punished for high crime but once in all' his life, it would have reand ~he Eoul destroyer be less 'criminal? quired the same sacrifice, the same spiritIs a soul worth less than a world? As it ual enginery, as to save the many from
is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of their many sins, for without the shedding
the living God, so it is a fearful thing to of blood there is no remission. To keep
sin against him.
The very nature of sin but one man alive on earth, and that for a
is destruetive; it disintegrates the soul, single year, would have required the same
degenerates its powers, mildews the affec- sun and moon, the same seasons, and the
tions, and works an abortion out of all same general arrangements as to presern
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us aU for a cef!tury. Think not then of in ruin. A single bad life or a bad book
the fewness of our sins, for the whole sad may begin a disintegration of souls that
spectacle of the manger, the garden, the will ultimate in their irremediable overcross, and the grave must transpire to blot throw. As Abel has not yet oeased to bear
out a single sin. Such is God's estimate witness to the truth, so Paine has not yet
and definition of the "exceeding sinfulness yet ceased to lie, for the current of lies and
evil influences put in motion by the "Age
of sin."
A~ to those who really do commit fewer of Reason" is still in high flow with many
ains than others, two remarks may be made. who receive not the truth in the love of it.
David says "there is a river, the streams
Their sins are many more than they suppose, nine-tenths of them having been for- whereof shall make glad the city of God."
gotten; and secondly, sucb persons having That's a beautiful river, the river of heavgenerally had better advantages than oth- enly influencei'! on earth, that ha,d its origin
ers in parental and religious instruction, in Eden, received contributions from Abel,
have much less excuse-hence
their sins, Enoch, Noah and all the Patriarchs; it was
few or many, are all the more offensive to widened and deepened through all the cenGod. Beware, preacher; be not deceived turies of the Jewish age; was swelled into
by these men-away down in their hearts magnificence and ~randeur by Christ and
there may be found a latent opposition to the Apostles, and will roll on till it gladGod which all your preaching may never dens the whole earth; and when it shall
subdue. It behooves us to study the hu- have filled to the brim the cup of bliss on
man heart-to
understand its excuses, its earth, it will overflow into heaven and gush
defenses, its shields. We must learn the from beneath the throne, a "river of water,
best means of approaching the citadel to clear as crystal," and make glad the whole
storm it. We must teach by illustrations city of God. But oh! that other river
from Scripture, nature, history, science, that roUB with the impetus of increasing
and from common life, the nature and enor- sin; that, leaping from the lip of time, dismity of sin, and not conceal the fearfulness charges its dark waters through the Cocyof "falling into the hands of the living tus, Stix and Phlegethon, intensifies hell,
God." We may convince them of the and completes the damnation of all its unterms of salvation, of the nature of the or- happy inhabitants.
dinances, that heaven would be an elegant
If such be the cumulative power of sin
situation, and so on; but if we cannot sub- here and hereafter, it should be powerfully
due the heart, they will neglect our preach- developed by every preacher, believed by
ing, and inwardly despise our ministry ..
every sinner, and fled from as from the
The evil of sin is greatly augmented by wrath of God. That "sin is exceeding
sinful" is thus proclaimed by the voice of
its leav~ning and contagious character.Each sin, like a single thread of a garment, civil government, of God in nature, and in
draws the whole web of vice afte!: it. Every, the Bible. Of this the world must first be
national war has been generated by some convinced, or the Gospel will seem to be
one thought excogitated from the brain of destitute both of power and of all meaning.
the author of the evil. As every great
Another brief article on the nature of
river takes its rise in some feeble spring, punishment, and why no one should be
whioh rolling on and receiving new oontri- ashamed to preach it boldly, will close the
butions till it becomes an irresistible cur- present series.
THOMAS MUNNELL.
rent i so a single wicked thought finding
expression in words and deeds, and becoming oontageous, gathers new accessions in
cumulo, until it not only destroys tl\e healt
that begat it, but involves a whole people
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THE WAY OF SALVATION.
NO. II.

Young Jones, when he was fourteen
years old, aooompanied his mother to hear
her favorite preacher on the Way of Salvation. The discourse was regarded by his
mother as a great sermon.
The text was
as folloW's: "Christ oame to save that
whieh was lost." The subject was divided
as follows:
I. To show what is meant by being lost.
II. To show what is meant by being
.aved.
III. To show what the consequence will
be if we are not saved.
The subject was discussed as follows:
1. What is meant by being lost 'I To be
lost is to be in a state of nature separated
from God, unpardoned, unsaved. It is to
be in an unconverted, unregenellated and
sinful state.
In this state man is totally
depraved, utterly dead in tresspasses and
in Iilins. He is sinful in all his parts, wholly
inclined to evil contin~ally, and wholly
averse tQ good. His whole nature inclines
to evil, and only evil all the time. He
cannot think a good thought, or do a good
thing, till he IS quickened by the regenerating PQwer of Divine grace.
He cannot
believe, repent, or do anyting acceptable to
',God till he is quickened by the Holy
Ghost. This is the condition of all the
world in an unregenerate state.
II. What is meant by being saved'! It is
to be pardoned, justified, or delivered
from sin.
To pardon, justify or deliver
from /lin is an act of God.
He performs
this act for the creature upon the condition
of faith. "Therefore, being justified by
faith, we have peace with Ged, through
~ur Lord Jesus Christ."
Faith is the gift
of God.
God gives faith by His Holy
Spirit.
Before he gives faith the sinner
can do nothing.
But when, by the in-
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fiuence of the Holy Ghost, the sinner is
quickened, made alive, God gives him
repentance and enables him to believe,
and, when he believes, he is justified by
faith.
III. What will be the consequence if
we are not saved? The consequence will
be that we shall suffer the second deaththe second separation from God-a banishment from God and the glory of His power
forever-go
away into everlasting punishment--be tormented day and night forever
and ever-in ~he fire that shall never be .
quenched where the worm dies not.
On their way home the following conversation took place between Mrs. Jones
~nd her son:
Son.-Ma,
where did I get my nature
from?
Mother.-My
son, you inherited it.
S.-Ma, what do you mean by that?
M.-I
mean, my child, that it came
from your father and mother, or that it
came to you by inheritance from your
father and mother.
S.- Were yourself and pa ilinners wh.en
I was born?
M.-N 0, my child, we were bnth professors of religion-both
Christians, I trust.
S.- Well, ma, how then did I inherit a
sinful nature from my parents, if they were
Christains when I was born?
M.-My child, do you not know that I
have read to you from my book of Discipline that" all men are born in sin? "
S.-I know you have ma, but how could
I obtain a sinful nature from my parents if
they were not sinners?
M.-My son, the Scriptures say "we are
brought forth in iniquity," and that means
that we were born in sin. That is the rea·
son that the prayer was offered at your
baptism, that you, being delivered from
God's wrath, might be received into Christ's
holy Churoh.
S.-M~, who prayed for me when you had
me baptized, that "being delivered from
God's wrath I might be received into
Christ's holy Church?"
.
·M.-The minister, my dear.
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S.-Ma,
did the Lord answer that can do 'TWthing'1 Ma, this makes me unprayer?
happy I I am in sin and can do nothing to
M.-Certainly,
my child i the Lord hears be saved, and will be lost if 1 die in my
the prayer.s of His people, and that prayer sins I
was offered for you at your baptism.
M.- You must pray to the Lord, my
S.-Then
I am a member of Christ's child, to give you faith.
holy Church, and delivered from the wrath
S.-If
I pray without faith will the
of God I If 1 had died before you made L,ord hear me?
me a member of the Church and 1 was deM.-No, my child, you must "ask belivered from the wrath of God, I would lieving."
have been lost i but now I am a Chri.tian!
S.-How oan I ask believing before the
:M.-N 0, my ohild, you are not a Chris- Lord give me faith?
tian, nor a member of the Church. You
M.-My son, 1 am distressed about you.
must be born again.
1 am afraid you are running into skeptiS.-Then that prayer in reference to my cism.
being delivered from the wrath of God and
S.-Skeptici.m!
Ma, what is that?
made a member of Christ's holy Churoh,
M.-It
is unbelief. A .keptic is a man
was not answered.
What good did my who does not believe the Bible, believe in
baptism do, ma, if 1 am yet in my sins?
Christ, or the Christian religion.
M.-My son, you are too young to unS.-Ma, I am not, then, a skeptic, for I
derstand these great matters?
believe the ,Bible and believe in our Savior,
S.-Ma, I am distressed.
You say I am and in religion.· What makes you think
a sinner, and must be born again. Then, that I am a skeptic?
if 1 die a sinner I will be lost! You must
M.-Because,
mv son, you ask 80 many
explain thi8 matter to me. How did I in- perplexing q~estions, and trouble me sO
herit a .inful nature from my parents if much.
they were Christians when r was born?
S.-Ma,
I am not asking questions to
M.-My
ohild, I oaimot explain these perplex or trouble you, but beoause I am
matters to you. You are too young to un- in trouble myself, and know not what to do.
derstand them.
You must come to the You say, the Lord made a sinful nature in·
Lord and seek salvatiOlr.
clining me to sin continually, and that he
S.-Ma, the preacher to.day said I can- gave me no ability to do any good, and yet
not think a good tllOUght or do a good if I die in my sins, I will be lost! What
thing-that
I cannot believe, repent or do am I to do? I cannot avoid being troubled
anything.
Is this true?
Yet, if I die in and asking questions about this matter !my sins, I will be lost I Who made this You say, I inherited my sinful nature from
sinful nature of mine, which inclines me my parents j but I cannot see how I inherwholly to evil all the time?
ited a sinful nature from them, as they were
?It.-The
Lord made our nature, my Christian. when I WItS born I If they were
child.
holy, why did I not inherit a holy nature
S.-Ma,
dId the Lord make for me a from them '1 Why may not a holy na·
sinful nature, inclining me to sin oontinual- ture be inherited as readily as a sinful
ly, and then does He punish me for the sin nature?
this sinful nature which He made inclines
M.-~iy
child, what are you talking
me to commit.
about? Who ever heard of a holy nature
M.-My 80n, you are too young to un- being inherited't
derstand these matters.
S.-I never heard of a holy nature being
S.-Still, you say, I am a sinner and will inherited, but if the sinful nature of parent8
be lost if 1 die in my sins I Will I be lost may be inherited by children, inclining
because 1cannot under8~nd j beo&ase 1them oontinually to sin, why may not a holy
I
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nature, where it exists, be inherited by
ohildren, incIiuiog them to holiness continually?
M.~My child, I never heard such questions as you ask. But one thing, my dear,
you know; and that is, that the minister
told you t(J-da~>that you can do nothing
till you are regenerated by the Holy
Ghost.
S.-I
know he did, and I am some consoled by that; if I cannot do anything, and
am lost, it will not be my fault. The reason
will simply be, that the Holy Ghost did not
do for me what I could not do for myself.
Still, I cannot see why I should be lost for
not being a Christian, when it is not in my
power to be one. If I cannot be good, why
did you, several years ago, whip me because
I was bad, and make me promise to be good?
If I inherited my bad nature from yourself
and pa, and cannot be good, it is cruel for
you to punish me for being bad. And,
then, can it be that the Lord, whom you
have taught me is so great, wise and good,
will punish me for being b\d, when lie
knows I cannot help being bad, or for not
being good, when he knows I cannot be
~ood ?
M.-1Ily son,1 know not what to do with
you. I know not what to do with your
questions.
I see the minister is stopping
at our gate. 1 will get him to explain these
matters to you.
In a few minutes J\irs. Jones, her little
son and ~he preacher were all in the house
seated, when the following conver.sation
ensued:
M.-Bro.
WiBe,I am glad you have called. My son has been asking questions all
the way home. I do not know what to think
of the child. 1 never heard such questions
as he asks.
Minister.-Young
man, what is the trouble with you?
8.-1 am not able to talk with you, sir,
and am sorry that ma said anything to you
about my questions.
But I was telling ma
that if I have a sinful nature, inclining me
Wholly to evil, aDd if, as I understood you
to say, I can do nothing-cannot
believe,
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repent, or do anything acceptable to the
Lord, I cannot see why I should be' lost for
not being a C.hristian I
Min.-You must be regenerated by the
Holy Ghost, and when thus quickened, or
made alive, you can repent and believe.-,Before this, you can do nothing.
S.-Then, I cannot sell how 1 am to blame
for not being a Christian.
Will the Lord
condemn me for being bad, when I cannot
be good?
Min.-See here, young man; you are running iI\to skepticism, and you had better
stop and consider the road you are travel.
iog.
S.-That is what rna says; but'h()w can I
help it, if I am running into skepticism ?You say I can do nothing only what my
wicked nature inclines me to do; that 1 can
not believe till I am regenerated by the
Holy Ghost. How. can I "stop and consider," if, as you say, I cannot do anything?
Min.-My
young friend, you are in a
dangerous condition; I tremble for you. I
regard you as on the verge of ruin. You
ought to pray to the Lord to take away this
stony heart of unbelief, and give you a
heart of flesh.
S.-1 know I am in a dangerous condition, and 1 am greatly distressed on account
of it, and what adds to my distress is, that
you say I can do nothing-that
I cannot
believe, and yet that ] will be los£ if I do
not believe! You now advise me to pray,
but 1 feel two difficulties i~ my way. 1. I
cannot see how 1 can pray,' if I can do
nothing.
2. 1 cannot think: the LQrd
will answer the prayer of an unbeliever.
Will the Lord hear the prayer of an unbeliever?
Min.-Young man, who put these notions
into your head?
You are certainly on the
broad road to ruin.
S.-1 fear that I am, but I do not jlee how
I can help it, as you say I can do nothing!
1\la says I inherited a sinful nature from my
parents, inoliniog me wholly to sin, and that
I can do no good thing. I suppose that
wicked nature puts these things into, my
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head. But I cannot help it. If I am nat1trally bad, cannot be good, I cannot help it,
and cannot see why I should be lost for
what I could not help. Will I be lost
because the Holy Ghost won't make me
good?
.
Min.-Young
man, I tremble for you!You have a pious mother, but you appear
to be making a very poor use of all her pi.
ous instructions.
S.-I tremble for myself, and am as much
concerned for myself as you can be for me,
and, what is worse, all you say only makes
my trouble and difficulty worse and worse.
You speak of my pious'mother, and yet she
says I inherited my sinful nature from her,
,inclining me to sin continually, and you say
that I cannot be good.
Min.-You
can pray for the Lord to have
mercy upon you.
S.- Y ou say I cannot believe; will the
Lord answer the prayer of an 'unbeliever?
Will I be condemned for not believing,
when I cannot believe? If the Holy Ghost
don't come and give me power to believe, is
it my fault?
Min.-My
young friend, I have no patience with your talk. It is most painful
to hear you.
S.-~ am sorry it is painful to you i but
you know it is occasioned by my sinful na,ture, inherited from my parents. I can do
nothing, and unless the Spirit gives me
power to believe, I must die in unbelief. I
am in great distress, but cannot help it. I
want to be good, but cannot I
Min.-I am out of all patience with your
talk. Good-bye, ,sister Jones.
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THE NEW TRANSLATION,
NO. VI.
MESSRS. EDITORS;-

The question of substituting "You" for
"Thou" and "Thee," (according to the
plan of the New Translation,) is one of so
great moment as to justify me in again alluding to it. Th~ heart of the meek and
humble follo'wer of Jesus pants after the
knowledge of his Master's will~ He says
whh Solomon, "Every word of the Lord is
pure," and with David, "Thy word is very
pure; therefore thy servant loveth it."The words of Christ are his food-his
spiritual sustenance.
Let such a one take
the 18th chapter of ~Iatthew, and read it
as the New Translation would make it,
substituting "You" in every instance for
the second person singular.
He cannot
fail to be impressed with the idea that the
very doctrines of that chapter are changed
by such a reading.
Individual
duty,
which our Savior is so particularly enjoining, becomes collective duty.
Christ. in
the 14th verse, is speaking to the disciples
asa body. In the 15th verse, if·"You"
and "Your" are employed instead of the
second person singular, Christ is still made
to address the collective body, and they
are told .how, as a body, to treat a brother
trespassing against them. It is the same
with respect to the doctrine of offenses in
the 8th and 9th verses. Instead of teaching individuals seif-denial and self-mortification, by such substitution they beeome
instructions to )he body of the disciple's,
how to treat members who offend. The
truth is that the more this proposed change
is considered, the more objectionable it appears. Sometimes it makes a speaker appear ridiculous, as in Acts xxv. 26: "Wherefore I have brought him before you, and
especially before you, 0 king Agrippa." •
Sometimes it entirely confounds the
-.
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Bense, as in Romans ii. 23, 24: "You that
make your boast of the law, through
breaking the law dishonor you God? For
the name of God is blasphemed among the
Gentiles, through you, as it is written."
Here precisely' the same parties are addressed in both verses, (according to the
method of the New Translation,) which
is entirely contrary to the sense of the
original.
So'metimes it destroys all the aptness anel
force of a precept, as in Luke xi". 7, 8 :
"And he put forth a parable to those who
were bidden, when he marked how they
chose out the chief rooms; saying unto
them, When you are bidden of any man,"
&0. Here the vivacity of the address, that
which makes the reader start as though he
felt it come right home to himself, consisted in the sudden change of number: "Saying unto them, When thou art bidden,"
&0. This sudden transition from the general to the particnlar, from the multitude
to the individual, is utterly lost in the New
Translation.
That vividneliis of oonception
by which our Savior intensified a universal
moral by ooncentrating it upon an individual, is completely obscured, and the language tamed down to platitude.
With as
much reason might we ohange the expression, "Behold the lily of the valley, how
it grows," to a more general one: "Observe
the growth of the vegetable kingdom."The speciality of the words of Jesus is one
of their most striking characteristios, and
he that does anything to diminish this,
draws a cloud over the brightness of divine
truth.
The conclusion to which I am forced, by
an examination of a large number of the
c,a.ses in which "Thou,"
"Thee," and
"Thine," would thus be changed to "You"
and "Yours," is, that more would be lost
by it in the knowledge of sacred Soripture
by the ordinary English reader, than is
gained by scores of real improvements and
oorrections of errors in the revision of the
'~ew Testament; while not o~e particle of
light would be added by the change to a
single passage of the word Of God.
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The next variation to be noticed is in
immediate connection with the word "You."
The Bible Union Revision says: "To
WRITB TO THEE."
The Common Version has: "To WRITE
UNTO THEE."
The New Translation substitutes: "To'
write for you."
The differ!lnoe between the Bible Union's
Revision and the New Translation, which I
am about to examine, is that between "To"
and "For."
The question is simply, whether' the
Greek "Grapsai soi," in the conneotion in
which it stands, means, "To write to thee,"
or "To write for thee."
This question, we think, is decided by
the facts, that the writing is addressed to
Theophilus by name, and that there is no
intima'tion of any other purpose. "The Acts
of the Apostles" is addressed to the same
person. In each case his' name is given as
the party addressed in the second person.
All the Epistles \re addressed to certain
parties, and no translator, so far as I know,
proposes to change the translation in any
of the cases so as to make them written
"for" the parties instead of "to" them.
It is true 'that every communication
whioh any man makes by letter to another,
may be said in some sense to be written
"for" the party addressed j but when the
party is addressed by name, and there is no
intimation that it is intended for another,
it is said to be written "to" the one addressed.
The change, therefore, by the
New Translation, in this case, as in the
others, is unnecessary and improper, and
contra~y to the manifest import of the
original.
There remains only one more phrase tQ
be examined in this introduction to Luke's
Gospel.
The Common VerJlion says: "THAT THOU
MIGHTESTKNOWTHE CERTAINTYOF THOSE
THINGS."
The Union's Revision says: "THAT THOU
MIGHTEBTKNOWTHECERTAINTYCONCERNING THOBETHINGS.
The New Translation haa it: "THAT YOU
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"MAY KNOW THE CERTAINTY OF THE
THINGS."
The first prominent point of difference in
these words consists in the use of the forms ,
ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
"MIGHT KNOW" and "MAY KNOW." The
LECTUREVII.
Revision employs the former j the New
The Lord's Supper.
Translation the latter.
The Greek usage in such cases is pecuThis institutioR has been regarded as of
liar. Its idiom does permit the subjunc. great importance ever since its commence.
tive in subordinate clauses· sometimes, as in ment. It is one of the two rites authorthe present instance, to be dependent on ized by the Savior, baptism being the other.
a hi&torical tense; and the subordinate sub· The account of the origin of the Lord's
junctive ordinarily represents present time. Supper is recorded by Matthew xxvi: 26But the idiom of the English language 28; Mark xiv: 22-24 j Luke xxii: 19-20.
does not permit a present tense to be sub· I quote Matthew's record of it. " And as
ordinate to a past in such cases. We say, they were eating, Jesus took bread, and
"I WRITE THAT YOUlIIAYKNOW," and "I blessed it, and brake it, and gave it to the
WROTETHAT YOUMIGHTKNOW."
disciples, and said, Take, eat; this is my
But it is not grammatical English to body. And he took the cup, and gave
say, "I wrote that you may know;" or, as thanks, and gave it to them, saying, drink
in the New Translation in the case under ye all of it ; for this is my blood of the
examination: "IT SEEMED GOODTO ME TO new testament, which is shed for many
WRITE IN ORDER THAT YOUMAYKNOW." for the remission of sins."
A proper regard to the idiom of our lanJesus directed all the disciples present
guage requires us to say either-"
IT on that occasion to drink of it. He did
SEEMED G00D TO ME TO WRITE IN ORDER not say, eat ye all of it, referring to the
THAT YOU MIGHT KNOW," or, "IT SEEMS bread, but, drink ye all of it, referring to
GOODTO ME TOWRITE IN ORDERTHATYOU the cup. This may be regarded as indicalIIAY KNOW."
ting the Savior's beneficent wisdom to his
On this point we anticipate no dilference people, in the ages then to come, to allow
of opinion among scholars.
The idiom of each disciple to both eat and drink in reour language is so decided, the grammati- membrance of him. The prohibition of
cal propriety in the case iii so clear, that " the cup" to the disciples by Romanists,
there is hardly room for question. "I wish is a plain and unmistakeable disregard of
that you might" and "I wished that you Jesus' command: "This do in rememm:!.)''' are equally bad English.
"I wish brance of me."
Luke xxii: 19. The
that you may" and "I wished that you Oatholics have not denied the bread, as
might" are equally ~ood English.
"May" they call a consecrated wafer, to the "laity."
is subordinate to the present and to the
No higher authority can be pleaded in
pllrfect tense in our language; and "Might" the universe for any ceremony than that
is subordinate to the past tense, and to at· which gives "the sacrament in both kinds"
tempt to change this order is to introduce to all the disciples of Ohrist. Neither is
grammatical confusion.
there an act of disobedience plainer than
•
Affectionately yours,
that which neglects or prohibits the eating
W"I. H. WYCKOFF,Oor. Sec.
bread and drinking wine in remembrance
of the body and blood of the Lord Jesus,
Ohrist. He gave it to his apostles, not a~
officers extraordinary in hiB kingdom, but
as disciples. See Matthew and Mark in the
chapters already quoted.
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His apostles after his ascension delivered well admit.
The argument which some
it to the disciples who became followers of over-zealous Papists have drawn from this
Christ through their labors .• Acts ii: 42. text, for denying the cup to the laity in the
And they continued steadfastly in'the apos- sacrament, was so solemnly given up in the
tIes' doctrine and fellowship, and in break- Council of Trent, that it is astonishing, any.
ing of bread, and in prayers.
It is the who profess to believe the divine autbority
almost universal opinion of Biblical critics of that Council, should ever have presumed
and ecclesiastical writers, that breaking to plead it again."
bread, here mentioned, refers to the Lord's
Mosheim, Tertullian,
Justin
Martyr,
Supper, or Eucharist as some call it. 1 Socrates, Pliny) Coleman, Wesley" and
Cor. xi: 23-26. For I have received of Nevin's Biblical Antiquities, all testify to
the Lord, that which also I dclivered unto the weekly observance of the Lord's Supyou, that the Lord Jesus, the same night per in the apostolic age of the Church.
in which he was betrayed, took bread: And Dr. Nevin's work is endorsed and published
when he had given thanks, he brakc it, and by the Committee of the American Sunday
said, take, eat j this is my body, which is School Union, by which men of the prinbroken for you: this do in remembrance of cipal othordox parties in this country are
me. After the same manner also he took committed to an acknowledgment of its dithe cup, when he had supped, saying, This vine institution, and authority for its weekcup is the new testament in my blood: this ly observance. Indeed there is no divine
do ye, as often as ye drink it, in remem- prccept to which there is a more general
brance of me. For as often as ye eat this assent of learned men than that concerning
bread, and drink this cup, ye do show the the weekly celebratiop. of the Lord's death.
Lord's death till he come. From the above
To the weekly observance of it, it is obthere can no honest mistake be made as to jected that the statement is nowhere made,
its observance by all Jesus' disciples.
that the disciples did, or should meet on
It was observed weekly. Acts xx: 7. the first day of t:very week to brake bread.
The language of Dr. Doddridge is so ap- To this it may be replied, that th~ compropriate to this point, and on the above mand, Exodus xx: 8, Remember t,he Sabpassage, that I read as follows: "It is bath day to keep it holy, did not say every
strange, that Mr. Barclay, in his Apology, Sabbath.
Yet every seventh day of the
page 475, should argue from verse 11, that week was kept by the Jews. Disregard of
this was only a common meal, and not the command on any Sabbath would have
the Lord's Supper. It is well known, the been punished j' Ml.d the plea that the law
primitive Christians administered the Eu- .did not say every Sabbath day would not
charist every Lord's day; and as that have saved the culprit from the punishwas the most selemn and appropriate, as ment demanded in the law against that ofwell as the concluding act of 'their worship, fense. Again, Dr. Macnight renders 1
it is no wonder that it should be mentioned Cor. xvi': 2, thus, On the first day of every
as the end of their assembling; whereas, week let each of you lay somewhat by
had nothing more than a common meal been itself. The early Christians met on the
intended, Luke would have hardly thought first day of 'the week j and the chief purthat worth mentioning, especially when, pose is declared to have been, to break
Paul being with them on a Lord's day, they bread. It is nowhere said they met on a
would so unnaturally have something far first day of the week, but on the first dly
nobler and more important in view, in of the week. As often then as the first
which accordingly we find them employed, day of the week occurs, the propriety and
and it is quite unreasonable to suppose, duty of attending' to this institution recurs
they spent their time in feasting, which to everyone that loves the Lord who can
neither the occasion nor the hour would attend to it. But ~t is still objected; the
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Lord has not commanded me to observe it Rodbert, a monk, and afterwards abbot of
every Lord's day, the examples in the Corbey, pretended to explain with prerecord say the first day. True, and the cision, and to determine with certainty, the
blessed Lord's kindness is shown in making doctrine of the Church on this head; fo!,"
omposed, in 831, a
it the absolute duty, else we by sickness, which purpose he
and things unavoidable would be compelled treatise concerning the body and blood of
Christ. A second addition of this work,
ometimes to disobedience.
John vi: 51-56. I am the living 'bread revised with care, and cOll6iderably augwhich came down from heaven. If any mented, was presented, in 845, to Charles
man eat of this bread, he shall live forever: the Bald; and it principally gave occasion
and the bread that I will give is my flesh, to the warm and important controversy
which I will give for the life of the world. that ensued. The doctrine of Paschasius
The Jews therefore strove among them- amounted, in general to the two following
selves, saying, How can this man give us propositions: first, that, after the con5ecrahis flesh to eat?
Then Jesus said unto tion of the bread and wine in the Lord's
them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Ex- Supper, nothing remained of these symbols
cept ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and but the outward figure, under which the
drink his blood, ye have no life in you. body and blood of Christ were really and
Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my lomilly presen£; and, secondly, that the
. blood, hath eternal life: and I will raise body of Christ thus present in the Euchrist
him up at the last day. For my flesh is was the same body that was born of the
meat indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. Virgin, that suffered on the cross, and was
He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my raised from the dead.
This is briefly the history of the origin
blood, dwelleth in me, and I in him.
This passage is relied on as justifying the of the Roman doctrine of transubstantiadoetrine of transubstantiation.
If this tion. Considerable opposition was made to
passage refers to the Lord's Supper, its al- it at first, by Rabanus Maurus, Heribald,
Charles the Bald, ordered \
lusion is so remote as to render an examin- and others.
ation of other portions of the Word of God Ratrom, and Johannes Scotus to draw np a
necessary, where the Supper is spoken of clear and rational explication of thc docwithout doubt. The obscure and doubtful trine that Rodbert had so egregiously corThe opposition came from the
must be understood in the light of the plain rupted.
Catholics
themselves, when the doctrine
and eertain. Jesus did offer his body, and
was
first
taught
by a Catholic monk. Are
shed his blood, that the world might have
we
to
suppose
that
the Church, for eight
life. Doe~ the eating of the bread, and the
hundred
YQars,wl}sin
such ignorance of the
drinking of the wine, in remembranee of
Lord's
Supper,
as
the
introduction of this
Jesus' body and blood, give eternal life?
Is that the means ordained of God to save dogma implies? If they did not underthe world?
The Savior addressed this lan- stand it who were instructed by the aposguage to the unbelieving Jews. The ob· tles in person, what new light has been
servance of the Supper was enjoined on the vouchsafed to men in succeeding ages, that
disciples.
We must, therefore, look for they can know more about it?
The discussion of the qucstion of the
something else to be done by those whom
real
presence in the bread and wine conthe Savior addressed on that oeeasion, as
tinued
until the year 121.5, when Innocent
the means of giving them life.
III.
in
the Lateran Council placed it among
Until the ninth century, the bread and
the
regular
doctrines of the Catholic
wine, used in the Lord's Supper, were reo
Church.
But
even his authority was ingarded as symbolic of the body and blood
of the crucified Lord and Savior, Jesus sufficient to silence all discussion of the
Christ. In this century, one Paschasius question. The doctrine however gained in
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popularity,
until the conseqrated bread
came to be regarded as a proper object of
worship. Why ihould it not be worshiped,
if it be the very body of Christ, born of
Mary, crucified on' the hill of Calvary,
raised from the dead, and gon into heav:en?
Here would seem a serious difficulty. If
Christs' body as in but one place at a time,
in the days of Tiberius Cresar, how is it that
it can now be present, whole and entire in
Rome and Cincinnati, at the same moment?
Faith cannot take hold of such a statement,
unless it be proven by inspired testimony.
The most corrupt condition of credulity is
alone sufficient to receive it. Accordingly,
the celebration of the annual festiv I of
the Holy Sacrament was instituted, by the
dream of a devout woman named Juliana,
who lived at Liege. She declared, that as
often as she add,essed ~erself to God, or to
the saints in prayer, she saw the full moon
with a small defect or breach in it; and
that, haVIng long studied to find out the
signification of this strange appearance,
she was inwardly informed by the Spirit,
that the moon signified the Church, and
that the defect or breach was the want of an
annual festival in honor of the Holy SacraI ment.
This festival was first ordered in
1246, by Robert, bishop of Liege. Its
observance met with opposition for some
time, but now has becQme general with
Catholics.
The bread and wine are said to be changed
into the real body and blood by the consecration of the priest. With Protestants it
is pleaded that the Scriptures say "this is
my body-this is my blood."
In ex.plaining to·his disciples the parable of the tares
Jesus said, "He that soweth the good seed
is the Son of man; the field is the world;
the good seed are the children of the kingdom: but the tares are the children of the
wicked one; the enemy that sowed them is
the devil; the harvest is the end of the
world; and the reapers are the angels."
Anyone can see that the words, sower, seed,
field, tares, enemy, harvest, and reapers, are
used figuratively.
The neuter verb in conjunotion with words metaphorioally used
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may be supplied with, lignifies, or means.
This rule, tried with the language used by
the Savior in the Supper, makes it easily
understood.
This is (signifies or means)
my body. This is (signifies or means) my
blood of the new covenant, shed for many,
for the remissfon of sins.
The divine origin of the ordinance is
seen in its simplicity.
The perversion of
it is seen in the pomp and glitter attendant upon its observance by Romanists. Let
us remember its origip i dom the Savior,
and with solemn and affectionate hearts
keep Him in memory evermore,
J. M. HENRY.

H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WI.

H.

WYCKOFF.
NO. III.
HARRODSBURG,KY., May 13,1863.
BRO. FRANKLIN:The last review is at hand. It contains
the first chapter of John, and the thi,d
criticism of the Sec. of the Bible Union. I
notice one error in the translation.
In the
9th verse, "who" should be "which."
I
noticed no other error. I will now reply
to the criticism:
The 'Secretary of the Union says; "They
--(the Revisors-)
have not felt at liberty
to rewrite any part of the New Teshment."
Does he mean that they did not feel at liberty to rewrite any part of the Greek? He
must mean this, for he immediately adds:
"In whatever respect the original varied
from what might now be regarded asa good
style of writing, they have allowed that variation -to appear."
I must be permitted to remark, that, haq
they attempted to rewrite the Greek, and
had their Greek been no better than the
English of the Revillion, it is certain tha.t
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the originial writers would never acknowledge it for theirs.
It may yet appear that
they have written some things which the
people will not receive. But to the main
point: I shall n?t notice what he says of the
origin of the Greek word anatassomai. lIe
denies that i(means, "to compose. "
1. We shall weigh him against the Rev.
Thomas Sheldon Green, whose lexicon is
well-known among our brethren.
He gives
to anatassomai the meaning, "To arrange;
hence, to ~ompose, " and cites Luke i. 1, as
an example of its use. What further need
have we of testimony?
2. The next word is diegesis. This is
translated by the common version, "a declaration;" by the Union, a narration; by myself,·" a history. " We will now weigh the
Secretary in the balances with the Rev. Mr.
Green, and Edward Robinson. Green gives
as the meaning of diegesis; "a narration, relation, history," and again cites Luke i. 1.
Robinson gives, "narration, history," and
cites Luke i. 1. These lexicographers are
known to the learned world.
3. The third is the preposition peri.
The Secretary says: "The Roman version
and the Union's Revision both translate
this familiar Greek preposition, "concerning." The new translation entirely ignores
it."
Here let me say, that I would not hurt
the feelings of anyone, even the least of all
the creatures of God. May the Lord pardon the error into which the ~ecretary has
fallen. "The New Translation," saYI!!he,
"entirely ignores this preposition."
Why,
reader, I have translated it by the preposi.
tion of; "a history of the things."
But the
Bible Union is not ·responsible for this
word "concerning" which they have written
only. The word" concerning" in this instance, is a special revelation to the Bible
UnioD; for Luke was speaking not of, but
concerning the things. Hear the Secretary.
"The fact must be manifest to anyone'
who reads these narrations with care, that
the Holy Spirit has special reasons for
using the word 'concerning' in connection
with them."
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Here then is a special revelation; f~r the
Holy Spirit had special reasons for using
the word "concerning."
The Holy Spirit
actually used the word "concerning."
I
have used the word "of," and am wrong, of
course. The Secretary tells us a very important secret. We thought that we were
dealing with the Revisors of the Bible
Union. But no. The Holy Spirit had special reasons for using the word "concerning."
The Holy Spirit is then the author
of the word "concerning."
But there is another serious difficulty.
The Secretary says: "The fact must be
manifest to anyone who'reads these narrations with care, etc."
Who reads these
narrations; what narrations?
Why, the
narrations that the many undertook to set.
forth in order, as lIle Revision says. I ask,
where are these narrations?
They have no
existence now; for they were made by men
who received them from the eyewitnesses;
and they are lost. But the eyewitnesses,
Matthew and John, wrote histories that
have come down to us. Luke is not of the
many of whom he speaks, as is evident.
Yet," the fact must be manifest to anyone
who reads these narrations with care, that
the Holy Spirit had special reasons for
using the word 'concerning' in connection
with them."
Now, a3 we have the testimonies of Mat
thew, Mark, Luke, and John only, and have
never seen a copy of those narrations which
many in Luke's day took in hand to set
forth in order; we cannot say whether the
H:oly Spirit had special reaserns fQr using
the word" concerning ," or not.
Be that as it may; we shall now weigh
the Secretary in the balances against the
Bible Union, and produce four instances, in
which this preposition, this familiar preposition is, by the UI!ion, translated oj, as I
have translated it. The fate of the Secretary and of the Union is sealed; for, a house
divided against itself cannot stand.
1. I quote the Revised Gospels. Matthew xvii, 13. "Then the disciples understood that he ,pake to them of (peri is
here) John thr, Ir.\~erser."
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2. Luke ii, 33. "And his father and in these replies, I say deliberately'ana. with
Far be it from me to aim any
mother marvelled at the things that were meaning.
thing
at
persons
as such. I would not wound
spoken of (peri is here) him."
'
any
person.
But
their work is public prop3. Luke ii. 38. "And she coming up
erty,
and
I
deal
with
them and their work
at that very time, likewise gave thanks to
as
such
men
and
such
works are dealt with
the Lord, and spake of (peri is here) him to
in
all
times
and
places.
When the wound
all, etc."
4. John i.30.
"This is he of (peri is is incurable, the limb must be amputated.
H. T. ANDERSON.
here) whom I said."
_ Here then, are four instances in which
the Bible Union has translated this preposition peri by the word of.
We would respectfully suggest that it is
probable that the house of the Bible Union
will not stand long; for there is division,
four against one.
MUSINGS.
Lastly: W eb6ter gives, as the meaning
BY WILLIA?>I PALMER,
of the word narration; "2. Relation, story,
history, the relation in words or writing of
With a mind ever roving-a heart ever lovingthe particulars of any transaction or event, A pen ever ready to write;
or of any series of transactions or events ." I clasp it with gladness, to banish all sadness,
After so many words. "narration"
turns To soothe every sorrow--annihilate madness;
To brighten to-morrow by driving away
out to be " history."
The clouds that darken my p:Lthway to-day.
Alas! How are the mighty fallen, and
the weapons of war are broken in their I muse on the hour when trouble and strife
handsl
H. T. ANDERSON. Claimed only a tithe of my then happy life;
When the song of the bird seemed so cheerful and gay,
P. S.-The
Secretary says, in No. n,- That I dreamed not that Summer would soon pass
" Here again, as in the other cases, the ataway;
tempt to improve upon the Revision results When I ran through the garden and played by the
stream,
in a departure from the inspired original."
Throughout the bright day that has fled like a dream.
Now, I desire the reader to know that I
had finished the translation of the whole Not fled-no, never I-while memory olings
New Testament, and had rewritten the gos- To the loved and the lovely of time's fleeting things,
The past will return, and in spite of to-day,
pels and Acts, before I saw the Revised Draw the mind to the scenes once so cheerful and gay;
Gospels, or any part of them. My transla- Again place beside us the friends that forever
tion is one that is independent of the work Have left us to ,cross the Stygian River.
of the TJnion." As to intending an improve- How dazzling to-morrow-how fleeting to-day,
ment on their work, such a thought never Time waits not for school-boys to finish their play;
entered my mind. My deliberate judgment His march is ~mward, his pathway is bright,
is, that such a work as the Revised Gospels And leads to :Lworld of endless delight.
Our toys and trifles we ought to throw down,
ean never u ergo improvement.
It must And strive to obtain a glittering crownbe thrown aside, and a new work be made
The crown that aW:Litsthe pure and the just,
from beginning to end. I have not borrow- After the spirit has fled from its temple of dust,
ed, nor would I borrow, one word or sen- When sorrow and death has ended the strife,
tence from that work. I have resources of Which we must endure throughout carnal life;
which the Bible Union has no knowledge, This soon will be ended-the vi tory won,
And heaven will welcome each prodigal son.
and can never have. Let the reader know,
then, that I am not to make, an improvement on their work.
I desire to say, furt~er, th!1t what I say
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The difference between the Revision and
the New Translation is particularly that
between "In" and "On."
The question is, .
whether it is more correct to say, "To inTHE NEW TRANSL4.TION.
struct in things" or "To instruct on things."
Had Theopb.ilus been instructed in the
NO. VII.
things
which Christians believed, or had he
MESSRS. EDITORS:
been
instructed
on them? A pupil may be
The New Translation again omits all
instructed
on
a
musical Instrument, but we
notice of the Greek word "PERI" in the 4th
do
not
say
that
a man is instructed on the
verse of the 1st chapter of Luke.
facts
of
a
case,
but
in the facts of a case.The Common Version has: "THE CERInstruction
may
be
founded on certain
TAINTYOF THOSETHINGS."
'. 'l'he Bible Union Revision corrects it things, whether faqts or principles, but this
thus: "THE CERTAINTYCONCERNING
THOSE is altogether different from instruction in
those facts and principles.
In the present
THINGS."
The New Translation restores the error, case, Luke was about to furnish to his friend
and puts it:" THE CERTAINTYOF THE a narration concerning certain things in
which he had already been instructed, and
THINGS."
The difference in meaning may be seen this narration was to enable him to know
the certainty concerning those things. They
by the following illustration:
were
things about which he had been inJ ames Adger was alleged to have murformed,
that is, in which he had been indered John Thomas. A writer traced out
structed.
In sucIi a connection, to say that
the circuinstances of the case, and wrote to
he
had
been
instructed" on " them, is not
a friend upon the subject, in order that he
" might know the certainty concerning the good English, and does not express the idea
alleged murder."
Every 1eader readily of the original.
We have now finished the examination
understands the difference between such a
form of expression, and the statement that of the introduction to the GOElpelof Luke.
he wrote to a friend in order that he "might It comprises only four short verses.' To
know the certainty of the alleged murder." recapitulate all the errors which have there
The certainty of an event, and the cer- been found in the New Translation, would
tainty concerning an event, are perfectly occupy more space than you or your readdistinct ideas. In the present instance the ers would be willing to allow. I will not
Holy Spirit has s.elected the latter mode of aver that more could not have been crowded
expression, and no translator has any right into so small a space i but I doubt whether
there are many examples in translations of
to substitute another.
sacred
Scripture, where faults so numerous,
The Common Version and the Revision
s'o striking, so varied in character, and so
both say: "THOSE THINGSWHEREIN."
The New Translation has the passage: palpable, can be found in the same compass.
My chief difficulty in exposing them has
"THE THINGSON WHICH."
In each case, the words "THOSE THINGS" consisted in the necessity of explaining
and "The things" are supplied, and each their nature to the ordinary English reader.
translator is left to his own judgment as to Had I been concerned only with sc,holars,
which form of phraseology may be most the task would have been comparatively
appropriate.
But thiEl remark will not ap- easy. I would then have needed only to
ply to the words "WHEREIN" and" ON direct attention to the facts, and the conclusions would have been inevitable.
WHICH."
What scholar, for instance, would have
The whole of the last clause in the New
Translation reads thus: "ON WHICH YOU mistaken al/- active verb for a passive, or
have doubted between the object and the
HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED."
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subjeot of a transitive verb? What scholar
would have needed un argument to oonvince
him that in English a present tense ought
not to be subordinate to a past, or a past to
a present? What scholar would require to
be shown that, in Greek, the presence of
"Peri" between a noun and a genitive indicates a looser connection than if the noun
~o'1erned the genitive?
What scholar
would not immediately discern the difference between "tracing" and "knowing ?"What scholar would not be struck with the
impropriety and unreasonableness of translating "ANATAXASTHAI" by the English
word" COMPOSE?"
And what scholar would need to be told
that a narration "concerning" things is not
necessarily a history of those things?
The greatest cause of surprise is, that all
tl1\lse, and the other numerous errors already pointed out, should have occurred in the
beginning of the book,-the
Introduction
to a Gospel,-selected
as a specimen of the
merits of the New Translation.
It is reasonable to suppose, that this part of the
work has received as much study and polish
as any other part. From the numerous
changes made in these four verses, it is evident that it has been a special subject of
consideration.
No pains have been spared
to improve upon the Bible tJ nion's Revis~on. Manifestly, the troops thus placed in
the front of the battle are picked troops, or
at least they are considered not inferior to
any of the rest. What, then, must be the
character of the whole work, when the specimen thus prominently exhibited is found
210 utterly erroneous and defective?
•
If the glaring defects exposed consisted
only in the ungrammatical character of the
English employed, it might be imagined
that a Greek scholar had devoted so much
attention to that ancient language that he
had neglected his vernacular.
Or, had
there appeared a perfeot knowleqge of the
construction of our own language, and the
faults have been confined to mistakes concerning the meaning of the Greek, we
might have supposed, that some polished
English writer had attempted to improve
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the English oonstruction, while his knowledge of the original was too imperfect to
proteot him from errors regarding the
meaning.
But neither of these conjectures is admissible. While ignorance of the Greek is
apparent, inaccuracy in English is also
manifest. The rules of grammar in both
languageil are violated.
The )lleaning is
perverted, not from intention, (for I have
no reason to doubt that the intention was
to give the truth) but from a want of familiar and accurate acquaintance with the original i in other words, from ignorance of
the Greek language. The English is faulty,
from a want of correct information about
the best usages of our own tongue.
In summing up, then, what I conceive to
have been accomplished in the examination
of the introduction, I express the opinion
that I have done more than was reasonably
to have been expected from my letter to the
Editor.
I have not only shown that "Bro.
Anderson has departed from the original,"
but that he has deteriorated the English.If I have spoken with severity of the faults
which he has committed, I have been compelled to do it by their nature and their
enormity.
Perhaps, if they had occurred
in the translation
of any other than
sacred Scripture, I might have been more
lenient. But the Word of God is to me too
precious to regard with indifference any deviation from its obvious meaning in a professed translation of its pure and momentous
teachings.
If it can be p oved that the Bible Union's
Revision has in any case departed from this
meaning, it is my purpose to do all in my
power to bring it back to the truth. Therefore, if, in the examination of these four
verses, I had found a single instance in
which the New Translation had improved
upon our revision, I would have noted and
acknowledged it, and have called the attention of the Final Committee to it.
But the contrary has appeared.
Evcry
change has proved a fault; every variation
an error. Instead of an improvement, the
New Translation seems to me an utter fail-
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ure-vastly
inferior, not only to the Bible
Union's Revision, but even to tne Common
English Version.
I will now proceed to examine the verses
that follow the introduction.
Affectionately, - .
WM. H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Sec.

HISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST
AND THE APOSTLES.
NO. V.
THE PREACHING OF

JOHN THE

BAPTIST.

••
Every farmer knows that it is necessary
to prepare the ground before he plants the
seed.
And it was known in Heaven that
before the Seed or Word of the Kingdom
of Heaven should be sown, the minds of
men must be prepared to receive it.
This
is why that extraordinary
preacher, John
the Baptist, came, as a fore-runner of J esus the Christ.
Even the Prophets seem
to have understood the necessity of preparing the people for the coming of the Lord.
For Isaiah, whose language is quoted by
Mathew, Mark and Luke, says.
"The
voice of one proclaiming in the wilderness;"
(or country districts;) "Prepare a way for
the Lord, make his paths straight, every
valley shall be filled, and every mountain
and hill shall be levelled; and the crooked
shall be made straight, and the rough ways
smooth; and all flesh shall see the salvation
of God."
The sacred historian does not tell us in
what year 'Ofthe world, or of the Jewish Era,
this important personage appeared.
But
he states, that in the fifteenth year of the
reign of Tiberius Cresar, when Pontius Pilate was Procurator of Judea, Herod tetrarch of Galilee, his brother Philip tetrarch of Iturea and the province of Tra-
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chonitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene;
and when Annasand Caiaphas were th~ high
priests, the word of God eame, in the wilderness, to John, the son of Zaehariah.And he went through all the country along
the Jordan proeliliming the immersion of
reformation for the remission of sins;" saying to the paople: "Reform, ~for the Reign
of Heaven is approaching."
J ohnmust have created quite a sensation,
for besides the peculiar charact~r of his
preaching, he "wore clothing of camel's
hair, and a leather belt around his waist;
and his food was locusts and wild honey."
He no doubt had also a long beard, and
must have presented such an appearance as
would atttact the attention of people.Such, at least, was the effect of his appearance and preaching, that "all the country"
(that is, the country-people) of Judea, and
the inhabitants of iT erusalem, came to him,
and were immersed by him in the river J ordan, confessing their sins."
I will here remark, that the circumstllntial manner in which Luke fixes the date of
John's receiving his commission to preach,
strikes me as an evidence of truthfulness
and candor, such as ought to convince any
one that the historian was well acquainted
with public affairs, and that he wrote with a
consciousness that the matters he was relating no one dare to di~pute. If he had been
fabricating a history, why expose himself
to detection by alluding so particularly to
Tiberrius Cresar, emperor of Rome; to
Pontius Pilate and Herod An~ipas, nsted
characters of that time; and to Annas
and Caiaphas, prominent men among the
Jews?
I will further detain the reader with a
few observations on J ohn~s preaching.
It
is not doubted by any student of Sacred
History, that John proclaimed the near approach of the Reign of Heaven. But it is
not so generally believed that he immersed
all the people of Judea and J eruselam in
the river Jordan;
though all the circumstances related lead us to the conclusion
that this was the act performed.
It is contended by many that immersion is not for
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the re-nission of. sins; though taught as
JOHN'S TESTIMONY CONCERNING CHRIST.
plainly as anything in the Scriptures. But
The testimony of such a man as John
these points have been often ably discussed,
and I do not feel disposed to weary and the Baptist must be very convincing, and
disgust the reader, by going over the ground have a great deal of weight with the peowhich has been gone over hundreds of ple. It was important, then that he should
be a witness, and testify concerning him
time •.
But having preferred the word reforma- who was to come after him, and whose way
John the Apostle retion to 1'epentance, I wish to give my rea- he was preparing.
garded
him
as
a
witness;
he says: "There
sons for doing so. The word "repentance"
was
a
man
sent
from
God,
whose, name was
does not express the idea which is evidentJohn.
The
same
came
as
a witness to bear
ly designed to be conveyed by the sacred
the LIGHT, that
penman. For John certainly did not sim- testimony concerning
ply tell the Jews to be sorry for their sins, through him all might believe. He was not
which is the meaning of repent. He wish- the Light; but he came to testify concerned them to forsalce their sins, and to reform ing the Light."
"And as the people were in suspense contheir lives; for he said to the multitudes of
Scribes and Pharisees, who flocked to him cerning John, and all were reasoning withto be immersed: "Offspring of vipers, who in themselves whether he were not himself
has warned you to fly from the coming ven- the Christ, John answered them all, and
geance? Produce fruits worthy of reforma- said: 'I indeed immerse you in water; but
tion, and do not say within yourselves: 'We One mightier than I is coming, whose shoe,have Abraham for our father;' for I tell lachet I am not worthy to un~ie; he will
yOI1that God is able of these stones to immerse you in the Holy Spirit and fire:raise up children to Abraham.
And even whose fan is in his hand, and he will thornow the ax is lying at the root of the trees. oughly cleanse his threshing· floor, and will
Every tree, therefore, that does not produce gather the wheat into his granary; but the
good fruit, is cut down and thrown into the chaff he will burn up with unquenchable
fire.
fire."
It happened that while all the people
"And the multitudes asked him" saying:
'What, then, shall we do l' He, answering, were being immersed, Jesus also was imsaid to them: 'He that has two coats, let mersed; and while praying, the Heaven
him impart to him who has none; and let was opened, and the Holy 8pirit descended
him who has victuals do the same,' Publi- upon him in a bodily form, like a dove; and
cans also came to be immersed; and they there came a voice out of Heaven:said to him: 'Teacher, what shall we do?' 'Thou art my beloved Son; in thee I am
And Jesus was himself about
And he said to them: 'Do not exact more delighted.'
than what is appointed you.' And soldiers thirty years of age."
Such is John's testimony, according to
also_asked him: 'And what must we do ?'He answered: 'Do violence to no one, nor Luke. But the Apostle John furnishes us
accuse any falsely; and be contented with with the. following interesting account of
incidents which seem to have occurred imyour wages.' "
No one, who carefully examines the above mediately after the immersion of Jesus, in
quotations, can, it seems to me, fail to see which the Immerser gives important testhat John preached reformation.
And that timony concerning the Anointed One. He
immersion for the remission of sins was in writes:
"N ow this is the testimony of John:
order to reformation, appears to me equally
When the Jews sent priests and Levites
plain. The common version-"baptism
of
from Jerusalem to ask him, 'Who art thou?'
repentance," is not good English.
he confessed, and did not deny; but con-
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fcssed,-'I
am not the Christ.' And they
asked him: 'Who then? Art thou Elijah?'
He says, 'lam not.' 'Art thou the Prophet?' and he answered, 'No,' They said AGENCY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN
therefore to him: 'Who art thou then? that
CONVERSION.
we may give an answer to those who sent
us. What dost thou.say of thyself?'
He
Of the many religious delusions which
sai.d: 'I am .the voice of one proclaiming in affiict humanity, I regard that of an abthe wilderness: "Make straight the way of stract influ~nce of the Holy Spirit, by imthe Lord," as said the Prophet Isaiah.'
pact upon the human heart, in order to con·
And those who had been sent were of version, the most dangerous and detrithe Pharisees.
And they asked him, and mental to the interests of those who desire
said: .'Why then dost thou immerse, if thou to be saved from sin in this life and in that
art not the Christ, nor Elijah, nor the which is to come. It is difficult, successfully,
Prophet?' John answered them, saying: 'I to oppose this delusion to th,e satisfaction of
immerse in water; but there is one standinl7 those who, through false teaching, have im·
among you, whom you do not know; it i~ bib~d it. The sacredness of the subject is
he that comes after one, the latchet of of Itself an obstacle nearly insurmountable
whose sandal I am not worthy to loose.'in an effort to introduce correct sentiments
These things took place at Bethany be- into the honest and candid mind. Anyone
yond the Jordan, where John was im- who has proper respect for the Father, Son
mersing.
and Holy Spirit shudders at the thought of
On the morrow he sees Jesus coming to resisting any of the three. The Father has
him, and says: 'See the Lamb of God that revealed himself in the great work of erea·
takes away the sin of the world!
This is tion, and the still greater of human redemphe of whom I said: After me comes a man tion in the gift of his Son to the sIn-cursed
who is preferred to me; for he was before world. He revealed himself as the God of
me. I did not know him; but that he Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, in short, he has
might be made known to Israel, I came im- revealed himself in words in the Bible.merliing in water.'
The Son was made manifest in the flesh in
And John testified, saying; 'I saw the the form of a servant and as an expiatory
Spirit descending from Heaven, like a dove, sacrifice died on the Roman cross. Hence,
and it remained upon him. And I did not people are not expecting the Father nor
know him; but he that sent me to immerse the Son to operate by contact or impact upin water said to me: 'The one upon whom on their minds and hearts, but they do exthou shalt see the Spiritdescendidg and re- pect the Holy Spirit to thus operate. The
maining on him, is he who immerses in the great di.fficulty surrounding the subject is
Holy Spirit.'
And having seen, I have to discriminate betwixt the Spirit's and that
borne testimony that this is the Son of of some other influence.
Hence the misGod."
WM. PINKERTON. takes that are daily made by the really canLynehburgh, Ohio, April 26, 1863.
did and honest. The difficulty had its origin in a false position or proposition, that
is, the Holy Spirit operates on the mind
and heart independently of any of the external senses, there being no criterion by which
to determine w~en the Spirit operates except
that one which is first submitted to the rea·
son and judgment for a decision asto its infallibility.
This rule or criterion is e~amined by a comparison of such facts and
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truths as enter the minds through the me- one half the society believed they were india of the senses.
It is impossible to de- fluenced by the same Holy Spirit to oppose
part from,such rule without exposure con- Hicks. The controversy was carried on bY'
stantly to imposition.
In thc year 1831 I the respective parties, e.ach believing themhad a .short conversation with a Mormon sclves to be influenced by the same Holy
preacher in regard to the Divine authentic- Spirit, until their difficulty had to be adjuity of the book of Mormon.
He affirmed dicated in the courts of civil law to deterthat, in answer to prayer, God, by the Holy mine which party was the true primitive
Spirit impressed his mind with the truth of Quakers that the church property might be
the Book of Mormon j the question then awarded to the proper owners. Who doubtarose how did he know that the impression ed the sincerity of either party?
was from God? Why was it not just as
Again, in some religious meetings, this
propcr to refer it to Eo Batanus-the Ad- Spirit makes all who come under its influversary of God and man?
He could not ence Methodists, in other instances all Luprove that the impression was by the Holy therans, in others all Presbyterians, in othSpirit. I affirmed the proposition that it ers all are made Baptists.
In some places
was made by the Devil and proved it by this Spirit produces much noise a~d no little
showing that the book of Mormon contra- confusion, in other cases everything is calm
dieted the Bible, therefore the Holy Spirit and orderly, sometimes, M is the case at
did not make the impression, but that Sa- Camp-Meetings, at the sound of a trumpet,
tanic influence, which allows a man to be- blown by some fat captain of these gymnasHeve a lie, without evidence, that he may tics, the Spirit is silenced and the subject of
be damned because he takes delight in un- its influence becomes calm and serene.righteousness.
Again I proved the pro po- Again, under its influence one man "called
sition by showing that if the Eol,!! Spirit and sent" preaches one thing, while another
had enabled Smith to translate from the "called" one, contradicts the former in regard
golden plates, he would have been enabled to doctrines and practices deemed of primary
to translate into good English, whereas, the importance.
What man of good sense and
book abounds with "down East"-real
Yan- well balanced mind can look upon these
kee provinoialisms.
Again, I proved it by things and attribute any of the effects to
showing that there was a palpable error in the Holy Spirit's influence 1 No marvel
that the book deolares that the plates had that there are infidels in the land j yet the
lain in the ground 1200 years, and was a re- infidel has no justification for his infidelity
cord of the man Nephi and his descendants in thesc absurdities and aberrations from the
and God's dealings with them on this West- path of sober sense and sound reason.
ern Continent.
The descendants of Nephi
The questions now arise: does the Holy
cannot be the Europeans and their descen- Spirit operate on the human mind?
If so,
dants because the white inhabitants of this how? We affirm that it operates throu~h
Continent have all come here since the tbe word of truth.
First, we discriminate
year 1492; therefore the Spirit should have between inspiration and the ordinary inHuenabled Jo. Smith to make the translation ences of the Spirit on the mind. The coninto the language of tho real descendants founding of these has done much mischief.
of Nephi.
Yet are there thousands of For instance, Christ said, "It is expedient
Mormons who are honest and sincere, be- for you that I go away, for if I go not away
Heving themselves to be influenced by the the Comforter will not come unto you,
Holy Spirit. Again, about the year 1828 but if I go away I will send him unto
Elias Hicks divided the Quakers, he cut you j and when he is come he will
them in two, declaring that he was moved reprove the world of sin, of rightand influenced by the Holy Spirit to bring eousness, and judgment."
the society back to primitive Quakerism j "Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is
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come he·will guide you into all truth." John's
testimony, 16th ch. 7-13 verses.
There
'are myriads of people, even D. D's., who
apply this portion of Scripture to the world
of man, indiscriminately; may we be saved
entirely from such doctors. To. whom was
the Savior speaking?
Certainly to the
Apostles and to no one else, nor is the
promise of sending the Comforter, as given
here, applicable to any others.
"It is expedient for you"-for whom?those to whom he was speaking.
Was he
speaking to the whole world? Certainly
not. Was he not speaking to the ApostIes? Certainly he was. Was this promise to them fulfilled?
It certainly was, on
the day of Pentecost, see Acts 2d ch. Had
the Savior gone away? He had. Did the,
paracletos-cvmforter-come
to the ApostIes? he did.
Did he reprove (convince)
the world of Ilin, of righteousness and of
judgment?
He did.
How did he do it?
by taking the things f the Savior and by
showing them to the Apostles.
Then, what
did the Apostles do? they spoke as the
Spirit gave them utterance j to whom did
they speak? To the vast multitude which
had come to the feast of Pentecost from
nearly all the provinces of the Roman Empire. The Apostles were baptized, immersed, in the Holy Spirit, and every man heard
them spea\: in his own tongue wherein he
was born. The Apostles were under the influence of the Spirit in a miraculous man·
ner, the people who heard them speak were
under the influence of the Holy Spirit also,
but that influence was through the media of
hearing and seeing.
"He has shed forth
that which ye now see and hear."
The
Apostles were Christ's embassadors, and
~ere qualified as such by the miraculous
impartation of the Holy Spirit. The peopIe who came within hearing distance of
the Apostles came under the Spirit's influence, through the sense of hearing.
The
Apostles were enabled to speak words by
the suggestion of the Spirit, and the peopIe heard as they would hear any other
words, see 1st Cor. 2d ch. beginning at the
9th verse. Also Ilee 1st Thes. 2d ch. 13th
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verse, 2d Thes. 2d ch. 13-15 verses.Theile passages and many others of like im·
port go to show that the influence of the
Spirit on the mind is exerted through the
instrumentality of the word spo en by the
inspired Apostles.
This view of the question, which is, doubtless, the only rational
and tenable view, does not make it any the
less the influence of the Holy Spirit that it
operates through the medium of the word
of truth,-thc
gospel of salvation. Paul
said, "1 am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ for it is the power of God unto Sal·
vation to everyone that believeth"-Rom.
1st ch. and 16th verse.
It is the power of
God, &c." not a power, but the power.Paul again says, "though ye have many instructors, yet have ye not many fathers, for
in my bonds have 1 begotten you through
the gospel." Peter says, "being born again
not of corruptible seed but of incorruptible seed, by the word of God which liveth
and abideth forever."
"And this is the
word which by the gospel is preached untG
you."
The world's Maker is the Bible's author,
and there is no way of avoiding religious
delusion but by observing closely the teachings of the Book of Books, examining
it closely by applying those principles of
interpretation which we would to any oth·
er book, of equal antiquity, avoiding all superstitious notions in the perusal of it.-'
There is no Illore piety i8the reading of the
Bible than in the reading of any other
book. We read it for the sake of the facts,
truths, commands, precepts, promises and
threats which it contains, with the underst~nding that God is its Author.
The question in regard to the Holy Spirit is about as follows, namely:
By the inspiration of the Holy Spirit the prophets
taught their Countrymen and predicted future events. "The prophecy came not in old
time by the will of man, but holy men of
God spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit."
"The Spirit of Christ which
was in them did signify when it testified
before hand the sufferings of Christ and
the glory following these."
The fulfill-
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ment of these predictions proved their Di·
vinity.
When Cbrist was on earth he
wl'ought miracles by the Spirit, for to him
it was given without measure.
When he
went back to Heaven he sent the Holy Spirit to inspire the Apostles and to enable
them to work miracles; they preached the
gospel with the Holy Spirit sent down from
heaven; the word preached was heard and
the hearers brought under the influence of
the ideas conveyed by the words; those who
believed and obeyed the word, received the
gift of the Holy Spirit, better known by its
fruits than in any other way.
"The fruits
of the Spirit are.love, joy', peace, long suffering, gentleness, meekness, patience, faith
against such there is no law. Gal. 6th ch.
But there is not an intimation in the Bible.
that the Spirit operates by impact upon the
sinner to convert him and make him a
Christian. "But because ye are sons, God
hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into
your hearts, crying Abba, Father."
A departure from the plain teachings of the Bible on this subject is the primary cause of
the many errors and delusions into which
honest and sincere persons are fallen. I
once had a long conversation with the Shaking Quakers in the County of Warren,
Ohio. They thought they were in the resurrection state and delivered from the dominion of the flesh.
Yet they danced as
lustily as men and women in the flesh, and
perspired as freelf They claimed to be under the influence of the Spirit and solicited
us very cordially to remain with them over
Lord's day, and they would afford us the
Jare opportunity of witnessing the expulsion' of old diabolos from thei~ meeti~g
house. Joanna Southcoat also, and her followers were, in their own estimation under
the influence of the Holy Spirit.
The only
remedies to be applied to these religious
maladies, is to apply "to God and the word
of his grace, which is able to build us up
and give us a place among them that are
sanctified."
"God who at sundry times
and in divers manners spake in times past
by the prophets, to the fathers, hath in
these last days spoken to us by his Son."

OHRISTIAN

"That which thou hast given unto me I have
given unto them, (the Apostles, see John
17th ch.) and they have received the word
Holy Father bless all them who
shall believe on me through their word."There is no safety in being governed by
anything but the word of God.
But with
what brazen effrontery men of wealth and
learning, and cons~quently of influence, will
depart from the plainest teach'ings of God's
word, and yet pretend to be governed by it.
For instance,' who can read Paul's letters
to Timothy and Titus and not know that
there were a plumlity of Bishops (English
overseers) in every city or local church, also a plurality of Deacons (English ser·
vants of the church.)
Now men say, with
perfect sang froid, that one Bishop may
oversee a thousand churches. I am sometimes almost discouraged.
But, "truth is
mighty and will prevail."
In all your
gettings,get truth.
N. J. MITCHELL.

* * *

THE NEW TRANSLATIJ,>N.
NO. VIII.
MESSRS.EDITORS:
In the fifth verse of the first chapter
of Luke, the Common Version and the Uni·
on's Revision have: "THE COURSEOF ABIJAH."
The New Translation has: "THE CLASS
OF ABIJAH."
Which is right-COURSE, or CLASS?
The original word is, EPHEEMERIAS,the
genitive of EPHEEMERIA. It is composed
of the preposition EPI, ONor UPON,and the
noun HEEMERA, DAY. Our best lexico·
graphers translate it: "A DAILYORDER,or
COURSE."
We are informed in Chron. viii; 14, that
Solomon "appointed, according to the order
of David, his father, the courses of the
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priests to their service, and the Levites to " PRO" prefixed to it, requires something
their charges, to praise and minister before more decided. In such a position, it is of
the priests, as the duty oj every day requir- the nature of an intensitive. The idea then
ed." In strict accordance with this lan- cannot bc fully expressed by "ADVANCED."
guage, Zachariah; belonging to a certain But the phrase" FAR ADVANCED"exactly
course of priests, that is, priests whose meets the case, and is the proper translation
, course of service was fixed by the course of of the Greek.
"N ow" is employed in the Revision with
days, "EXECUTEDTHE PRIEST'S OFFICEBEthe
words" FAR ADV.ANCED,"but is omitFORE GOD IN THE ORDEROF HIS COURSE."
ted
in
the New Translation.
1'his is anoThere is nothing here, either in the origin
of the word, or its definition, ot in the ap- ther decided error on the part of the latter.
pointment by Solomon, to justify the change Every Greek scholar will understand the
of the word "COURSE" for "CLASS." The reason why" Now" is here used, when he
latter word does not do justice to the origi- is referred to the fact, t):J.atthe wurd "PROnal, and does not indicate the priestly BEBEEKOTES"is a perfect participle, joined
to the imperfect tense of the verb "Enn."
usage.
In the 7th verse there is another varia- The expression is "EESAN PROBEBEEKOTES." The verb is in a past tense, but the
tion.
perfect
participle brings up the idea to the
The Common Version says: "AND THEY
present,
and holds it there. This is exBOTH WERE NOW WELL lSTRICKEN IN
pressed
in
our language by translating the
YEARS."
The Bible Union's Revision: "AND THEY verb in the past tense, and placing the adBOTHWERENOWFARADVANCEDIN YEARS." verb of present time "NOW" before the parThe New Translation sayS': "AND THEY ticiple. The man who doe&not understand
this usage, is very poorly q~alified to be a
WERE BOTHADV~NCEDIN YEARS."
The Greek word, thus variously transla- translator.
The Il.ext change is as follows:
ted, is "PROBEBEEKOTES," a perfect partiThe Common Version and the Revision
ciple from the verb compounded of PRO and
agree in flaying: "WHILE HE EXECUTED
BAINO, TO GO, TO ADVANCE.
The compound verb is used in such con- THE PRIEST'S OFFICE."
The New Translation substitutes: "WHILE
nections as the following: "The stars are
HE
OF]'ICIATEDAS PRIEST."
far gone in heaven."
"'rhe night is wearThe
book is designed for the people, and
ing," ·etc. The connection in which it here
therefore,
the more simple and intelligible
stands leaves no room to doubt that it indiit can be made, the more useful it is likely
cates that the parties were very old.
The question is then before us, whether to be. Very few readers of the English
this is better expressed by the words "ad- Bible find difficulty in understanding the
vanced in years" or "far advanced in years." phrase" he executed the priest's office."We think that both the circumstances of To execute an office is language with which
the case and the Greek word here employed common people are familiar. But to " OFdenote more than is necessarily implied by FICIATE" is almost, as respects the common
"advanced in years." This phrase is rather people, a new wo.rd, and may be regarded
Ordinary people never use
indefinite in character, and may with propri- as technical.
it,
and
we
doubt
whether one in a hundred
ety be applied, as it is in common usagc,
understand
its
meaning.
So far as such words
either to the stage of life immediately sucare
introduced
into
a
translation where
ceeding the prime, or to a more dvanced
words, more simple and more familiar to
period.
The participle, BEBEEKOTES,in the same the people, will equally express the meanconnection, might with propriety be trans- ing, just so fin the truth is obscured and
lated "ADVANCED."
But the particle concealed.
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"IN THE ORDEROF HIS COURSE,"say the all the errors of the Common Version, which
Common Version and the Revision.
rendered necessary the revision of thi~ pasThe New Translation changes this to :- sage. So, instead of being an improvement,
"IN THE ORDER~OFHIS CLASS."
the New Translation is, throughout this
We have already shown that the original passage, a mere restoration of erroneous
word means "course," and not "class." The translation.
Affectionately,
use of the word, class, in this connection, is
WM. H. WYCKOFF, Cor. Sec.
very unfortunate, as it entirely excludes
the idea of the course of priests corresponding with the cou~se of days, and confines
the attention to a class or fixed body of
men.
The Common Version and the New Translation agree in saying: "ACCORDINGTOTHE
CUSTOMOF THE PRIEST'S OFFICE,HIS LOT
H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H,
WAS TO BURN INCENSE WHEN HE WENT
WYCKOFF.
INTOTHE TEMPLEOF THE LORD."
NO. IV.
The Bible Union's Revision says: "IT
FELL TO HIS LOT, ACCORDING
TO THE CUSHARRODSBURG,KY., May 23,1863.
TOMOF THE PRIEST'S OFFICE,TO BURNIN- BRO. FRANKLIN:CENSE, GOINGINTO THE TEMPLEOF THE
I know no good reason why I should not
LORD."
•
reply to the Cor. Sec. of the Bible Union,
Anyone
who carefully examines the by presenting some portions of their gosGreek, will see that the latter has the true pels in which English words are so arrangmeaning of the original. In the New Trans- ed as, either to convey no idea at all, or one
lation, the lot of Zachariah, that is, the duty not authorized by the Greek. I have alwhich fell to him by lot, is "to burn incense ready replied sufficiently to his charge.when he went into the temple." According Not, however, intending to let his criticism"
to this, he was not obliged to go into the pass without notice in future, I now pretemple, and therefore was not obliged to sent some portions of their gospels, that
burn incense. His duty was simply when the reader may judge of the competency of
he went in, that is, if he ever went in, then the men either as translators, (revi.sors I
to burn incense. But the construction of should say,) or as critics. The first that I
the original makes it evident that it was his shall notice is found Mark xiv; 21. It
duty, which had fallen to him by lot, to go reads thus:
into the temple and burn incense. His go"The Son of man indeed goes, as it is
ing into the temple did not depend on hiD written of him; but woe to that Ulan through
option. It was his duty. It had fallen to whom the Son of man is betrayedl
Jt.were
him by lot, according to the custom of the good for him if that man had not been born."
priest's office, to do it,. It was as much a
I confess my astonishmeut on reading
part of his duty to go into the temple as to this. The Savior is made to say that it
burn the incense. "It fell to his lot" to do were good for him if Judas had not been
do it. That is, he. drew by lot this duty. born. The pronoun him, in the last clause,
And it was in accordance with .the custom stands for the Son of man. Grammatically,
of the priest's office to draw lots in respect it,can s nd for no other person. Now read
to the duty. All this is expressed in the the Common version, and see how obviousBible Union's Revision simply, intelligibly ly different in sense, and yet how obvious
and accurately.
But it is not so expressed the sense. "Good were it for that man if
in the New Translation.
On the contrary, he had never been born." The law-that
this has recurred in the present passage, to pronouns should stand as near as possible

QUARTERLY
to the nouns which they represent-seems
to be disregarded by these Revisors.
I know how they would reply to me
They would say: We have followed the
letter of the Greek text. And I would say
to them, that they have not given to the
English reader the th.ought that is in the
Greek text. What is the great law of translation? Is it not this? Give to him who
reads, the exact thought of the original.
Certainly.
But a version according to the
letter often presents a false idea to the reader. As proof of this statement, take a second instance from the Revised Gospels.
Luke i, 54. 55. which reads thus:
"He helped Israel his servant, to remember mercy (as he spake unto our fathers)
for Abraham and for his seed forever."
Here is English that is to me incomprehensible.
I candidly confess that I know
not what it means. The infinitive mnesthenai, is translated literally, "to remember"
without the least regard to the sense which
Luke would express. Does Luke intend to
say, that the Lord helped Israel his servant
to remember mercy for Abraham? If so,
why put a semicolon after the word servant, as they have do.ne? But what sense
is there in Israel's remembering mercy for
Abraham?
The common reader will say
that there is none. Truly, there is no sense
in the sentence as the Revisors have it.
But they have followed the exact letter of
the Greek text.
Yes; and have given to the
common reader no idea at all. It would be
well for all revisors and translators to study
Paul: and I will here quote one sentence
from him which is equal, and superior indeed, to all laws of all societies. Read it
and think of it, ye men of Gotham.
"There are, it may be, so many kinds of
voices in the world, and none of them without signification.
Therefore if I knaw not
the m'eaning of the voice, I shall be to him
that speaks a barbarian, and he that speaks
Ilhall be a barbarian to me." 1st COl'.xiv.
10. 11.
According to these words of Paul, the
Revisors are certainly barbarians to me,for
I know not the meaning of their words.
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The two instances, given above, are speci.
mens of their work, made according to a
strict observance of the letter of the Greek
text. Letthe reader know, from these specimens, how competent they are as Revisors.
If they cannot give the sense of the original, they are not competent as critics. But
another specimen or two and we turn to
Criticism, No.4.
In Matthew xii. 10, we
have this remarkable improvement on the
Common Version: "And behold there was
a man having his hand withered."
This, I
suppose, is anotber version according to the
letter. We are taught that the man was,
then and there, undergoing an operationhaving his hand withered.
Let us compare
with this version of the Union, such a sen:
tence as this:-':" There was a man having
his arm amputated."
Can anyone fail to
understand the meaning? How easy to have
said; "There was a man who had a withered
hand."
I now give an inlltance of rough and inelegant phraseology, and the reader will
not be surprised that the Secretary makes
apologies for want of smoothness and cle•
gance.
"If a than say to his father or his moth.
er. It is Corban (that is, a gift) whatsoever thou mightest be profited with from me,
[he shall be,£ree."] Mark vii. 11. .
Now, the Secretary says that the truth
requires such phraseology as this. We will
quote his words:
"The truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, is our motto. If. it were not;
we could easily make the. phraseology of
the Revision more smooth and elegant."
This is the apology for such English as
we have in the sentences quoted above. I
will say, that I give them credit for all that
they profess. But I must rather think
that two things are wanting to them. 1.
Knowledge of the Greek text; 2. Knowledge of the Engli'sl\ language. For I. can
easily understand, that there may exist a
sincere devotion to truth, and yet but little ~
acquaintance with Greek or English.
As an instance of want of knowledge, let
me give, in addition to the above, Matthew
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xii. 20. "A bruised reed shall he not break, ion is that it seemed good to Luke "to
and smoking flax shall be not quench, till write in order."
But whether he wrote in
he send forth judgment unto victory."
order,'merely, or wrote the things of which
In this-"till
he send forth judgment he had obtained exact information, in order,
unto victory"-is
an evident want 'of knowl- or consecutively, can never be learned from
edge. In the first place, there is no sense the Revised Gospels. But Luke wrote, in
in the English words-"send
forth judg- order, or consecutively, the things, of which
ment unto victory."
In the next place, he hlld obtained exact information, and
had the revisors used proper diligence, they these things I have expressed by the procould have made a translation of this pas- noun then~, thus-"It
seemed good to me
sage that is smooth and elegant, full of also, having obtained exact information of
beautiful truth, and in perfect harmony all things from the very first, to write them
with all. the facts of the gospel. The Sec- in order for you, Most excellent Theophiretary may see this translation at some fu- Ius."
ture time.
The Secretary resorts to a quotation from
Since writing the above, I have read the apostle ,T ohn, in order to hide the bare..Criticism No.4.
I must acknowledge my ness of the revi~ed gospels. Such things
indebtedness to the Secretary for the much only strengthen me, but expose and weakgood that he is doing in behalf of my ver- en his criticisms.
sion. He will certainly prove that it is one
On Tholt and you I will now remark, that
of the best of versions. It was my wi~h in my version they have been used with a
that it should be subjected to severe trial; deliberate purpose.
Thou and thee always
and the Cor. Sec. of the Bible Union has have a meaning, in my version, in the Retried his strength.
So far he has done good vised gospels they mean nothing more than
in showing that it is invulnerable.
a Quaker peculiarity.
I use Thou and thee
What I have written above, may be re- when God is addressed; also, in all cases of
garded. as a reply to him, that is designed address to the Savior, when the persons,
to unfold, in part, some of the laws which speaking to him, intend to be reverential.
govern the Revisors.
As to the word Even the demons say Thou; because the de"epeideper," which I have translated by the mons believe and tremble. But the Devil
English word "since" I have Green, Robin- says not Thou, because he has no reverence
sin, and Liddell and Scott, (or authority; for Jesus.
You occurs, in all instances of
and Webster gives to it th~ very sense in ordinary conversation, or address from man
which I use it, beca~lsethat: this being the/act to man: also, of addresses to the Savior,
that. As to the pronoun them, it is very when no reverence is intended by the per.certain that Luke wrote something; and I son or persons speaking. This is the style
have given the true sense, by expressing of the year 1863, the style of the people for
this pronoun them in English, the word in whom this version is made. The people in
Greek not being expressed, but understood, praying to God, and in invoking Christ, say
as every Greek reader knows.
Thou and thee. In speaking to one another
The Rlo1visonhas-"To
write to them in they say you.
order"-If
we ask the meaning of these
Yf e shall continue to examine the goswords, we are told, that they are "the lit- pels"and intend our examinations as reeral meaning of the Greek."
But what do plies, in part, to the Secretary.
they mean in English? • Luke wrote someH. T. ANDERSON.
thing; what did he write? Why, "he wrote
P. S. Lest the Secretary may think that!
in order," says the Secretary. vVhat,Iask,
have not sufficiently noticed his remarks on
did he write in order. The Secretary re- the word "since" I will add a few words. He
plies-"To
write to thee in order." Well, saysi" 'Since' only denotes when the event
then, all that we can learn from the Revis- occurred."
"Forasmuch as" refers to a
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cause or reason for what follows. Again;
"The Greek word, Epeideper,
has both
uses." Now let the reader notice that the
Sec. says, as quoted just above; "'Since'
only denotelil when the event occurred."
This being so, the Bible Union can never
use the ward "since" in the sense, in which
I have used it, which is, as given above by
Webster:-"because
that." If, however, I
give at least three instances, in which the
Bible Union has used the word "since" in
this sense, then what becomes of the words
of the Secretary-"
'Since' only denotes
when the event occurred."
1. "It is not lawful to put them in the
treasury, since it is the price of blood."
Matth 27.6.
2. "And
evening having now come,
since it was the preparation." .Mark xv. 42.
3. "The ,Jews therefore, since it was the
preparation, etc." John xix. 31.
What now becomes of the Secretary's affirmation that the word, "Since only denotes
when the event occurred."
I am not now
speaking of the Greek word epeideper. I
have already given full authority for my
translation of that word. I am trying the
Secretary's affirmation on the meaning of the
English word, "since;" and this I do by the
use of it in the Bible Union gospels. Here
then are three witnesses from his own Revision, which testify against his affirmation
that, " 'Since' only denotes when the event
occurred."
When the very book, which he
attempts to defend, testifies against him, it
is time for him to do one of two things; either employ a critic, that understands what
words mean; or say that his book is not defensible.
H. T. ANDERSON.
CORRECTION.
I have examined the manuRcript furnished by Bro. Anderson of his translation
of the Introduction
to Luke's Gospel, and
find a typographical error in the following
sentence, "that you may know the certainty of the things on which you have been
in ucted."
It stands in the manuscript, and should
have been printed, " 'in' which," etc. Bro.
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Wyckoff's attention is hereby drawn to this
matter, that he may, at the earliest possible day, make the necessary correction in
his criticism on "on," in the above connection.
G. W. R.

SACRIFICE.
In the curse which was pronounced upon
the serpent, then recognized as the instrument of Satan, for the deception he had
practiced on the woman, the restoration of
man to the favor of God again is faintly
foreshadowed.
The enmity which was now
established between the descendants of the
woman and of the serpent, it was enigmatically declared, should finally culminate in
a contest in which thc serpent, the Devil,
should be completely overcome and destroyed by one of her descendants, and man recovered from the ruin which he had brought
on him. This is the first intimation we
have, dark and obscure as it may be, of the
ultimate purpose of God in regard to the
future of man.
In order to accomplish this great object.
God at once instituted a remedial system,
in the elements of which we discover those
means which God has ordained to secure
this end. These were, 1, Sacrifice, 2, the
Altar, 3, the Priesthood.
These elements
are essential to a remedial system. They
contemplate every difficulty and meet every
want involved in a system.that proposes to
deliver man from sin, and yet destroy
without mercy the evil that occasioned hi;;
ruin.
There were, no doubt, wise and profound
reasons why God could not at once have restored man to his favor again without instituting a system which could only be
gradually developed, and which would,
therefore, run through many centuries before it could be finally completed and per-
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fected. There were DJany things to be ,done
before this end could be attained.
The organic and inorganic systems of this world
were not perfected until ages had been consumed in their development. The same
consumption of time is observed in the establishment and perfection of all the systems which God has established on this
earth. Christianity
was not introduced
until at least four thousand years after the
expulsion of Adam from Eden. The J ewish institution was not ordained until nearly twenty.five hundred years after the same
period. There was much to be done for
man, which required the institution of just
such a system as we have in the remedial
plan of salvation. Man had sinned and lost
Eden before he acquired a proper knowledge of God.
Man learns by degrees,
whether in or out of Eden. God had not
fully unfolded his character to Adam in
Eden. He had, no doubt, learned much;
but there were some attributes of his char·
acter which could not have been called out
while man was in Eden, and which were
essential to be known by him, now that he
was out of Eden. A knowledge of God is
absolutely essential to man's happiness, and
Eden with all its natural delights would
have been a desert had not God been there.
How much more the world, now laboring
under the curse of sin? Man needs now to
be taught the terrible nature and the ruinous effects of the evil in which he is now
involved. He needs now to be taught the.
inflexible justice, and holiness of God, and
made to see and realize how just has been
his condemnation and how utterly hopeless
he is now of life without the special mercy
of God. He needs now to be taught reliance on God, an'dthat life itself is but unrest and misery without the favor and mercy
of Jehovah. He needs now to be taught
what he had lost in losing Eden, and what
.labor and trials he must undergo on account of his transgression. It was necessary
for his now future welfare that he be made
" the practical workings of sin in
to realize
himself and others. He required to know
all that man knows now of the character of
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God; and this knowledge could only be
acquired through a system by which these
attributes could be unfolded in forms and
language appreciable by man. God has seen
proper to develop his character by means
of facts rather than by principles. He has
esteemed it better for man to xhibit sin
to him in man's own acts, than to expose its nature by teaching him principles
alone. Such a plan of procedure required
time; and hence, this knowledge being essential to man's recovery, he could not have
been restored to the favor of God during
the life of Adam.
Among the elements of this system of
restoration, Sacrifice stands conspi.:JUous.
Without it, the altar would be without a
victim and the priest without an offering.
The altar and priesthood may exist; but
without a victim, whose blood shall be
poured out-whose
life shall be given up,
there can be no expiation of sin. It was,
therefore, the first to be ordained, and the
first step taken in the way of redemption.
Moses gives us no account of its institution. When he wrote, it was a universal
cllstom. He speaks of it, therefore, as a
thing well known to the nation, for whom
he wrote his history.
It was instituted in
the family of Adam. Of this we have
positive proof in the offerings that Cain and
Abel made to the Lord. These were the
first sons of Adam, and were born after hc
had left Eden. Since the conception of
such an institution, and the purposes for
which 'it was ordained could never have
originated with man, the knowledge that
these sons had of it must have been obtained from their father, and he must have
received it from God himself. We may be
positively certain, therefore, that God ordained sacrifice immediately after man's
ejection from Eden. If a remedial system
were to be instituted at all, the time for its
inauguration would be at this period.
T,here are two great classes under which
all sacrifices may be arranged.*
The first
embraces ,sin-offerings and the second he
lJ

Reb. v: 1.
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thank-offerings.
We have this distinction
made in the first case of sacrifice that Moses
records. Thank-offerings are those which
are made as an expression of gratitude to
God for mercies and blessings conferred on
him who makes the offering. Sin-offerings
have a more important signification. They
look to the spiritual condition of man.They have reference to his ruin by sin.
These offerings are most vital and essential.
They go to the very root of all the trouble
in which IDan has been involved by sin; and
evince in. him who offers them a feeling of
special dependence, and the realization and
acknowledgment of his ruined condition.
Without such a feeling existing, and maintained in the heart, man cannot be redeemed from sin. If he do not realize and confess his sins, he cannot have the efficacy of
life interposed in his behalf. This was the
trouble with Cain. He brought no sin-offerings, and consequently his thank-offerings were not accepted. There was no confession by him that he was a sinner before
God. He came with the fruits of his toil,
and offered them as a thank-offering.
But
these without a in-offering are a mockery.
Abel came with "the firstlings of his flock
and the fat thereof."
He came with a sinoffering and with a thank-offering,*
and
they were accepted by the Lord. In these
he confessed his sins, supplicating the pardoning mercy of God, and evinced his gratitude for all his mercies and blessings. He
could do no more than this, and God could
accept no less. Cain was as much obligated
to do this as his brMher, and because he
did not do it, he was rejected.
His case
forbids.any man from supposing that gratitude for temporal blessings can secure the
favor of God. The thousands of this day
of rationalism, who presume to believe that
a moral life and alms-giving are sufficient
to secure the favor of God, find in this case
a complete refutation of such an opinion.Such offerings, unsupported by a sin-offering, are an abomination to the Lord. '~The
sacrifices of the wicked are an abomination
tHeb. xi: 4.
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to the Lord."'~ The case of Cain alone is
sufficient to prove this.
But the absolute importance and necessity of sin-offerings are further shown by
the nature and olject!l of life sacrifices.The penalty of sin is death. "The man that
sins shall die." Life is forfeited by sin.This ends his being. The law is inexorable. The nature of sin is such that he who
commits it must give up hie life. It is the
only way by which the evil can be destroyed. This is the extent of the punishment
which the law can inflict on the sinner. The
death of the sinner must, therefore, satisfy
the demands of the injured law. This expiates-this
atones for sin. But the d~ath
of man becomes his eternal ruin. The fate
of the sinning angels becomes his fate.
But should there be it purpose or desire
on the part of God to release the sinner from
the penalty of his transgression, his justice,
truth and holiness call accept nothing that
is not an equivalent of the life of the sinner. If less than this be "accepted by him,
the demands of justice are unsatisfied, and
his honor is sullied. If his attributes remain unsull!ed while releasing the sinner
from the penalty of his transgression, the
consideration which enables him to release
the sinner must.be equivalent of that which
was forfeited by the sinner. Hence, life
only can be accepted as an atonement for
sin. When the equivalent, life, is given,
the sinner is then released from his sin.He then stands before God as though he
had never sinned; and, therefore, enjoys
the favor of God.
But that a life may be substituted as an
equivalent, that life itself must be absolutely free from sin. For if it have sinned, it
cannot beco.me the expiation for sin. It ii:l
forfeited by sin, and must itself be atoned,
if atoned for at all, by a life free from sin.
One infraction of law, both under divine
and human governments, forfeits the life
of the transgressor.
The life, therefore,
that is to become the expiation for sin,
must be absolutely free from sin. As this
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It would be the grandest
is not to be found among men, inasmuch as contemplated.
all have sinned, it must be sought for else- failure the universe could witness. Some
substitute was, therefore, a necessi ty; and
where.
The sacrifices which were at first ordained this substitute was found in the life of one
were animals. Their lives were offered up who had committed no sin, and which could
as sin-offerings. Their life was taken for therefore be redeemed from the consethe life of the sinner. This is called III quences of sin without any violation of
the Scriptures an atonement for sin. It the principles of justice and holiness.*
redeemed the sinner from the penalty of After the life has been given up, the law
can demand no more. The victim may
his transgressions.
When sin-offerings were first ordained we then be redeemed from the grave without
may reasonably suppose that they had the violence to the law; and this redemption
same import and signification as they have from the grave must follow on account of
under the law of Moses. We have in the the sinless character of the victim.
The physical perfectio.n of the animal
Law a particular account given us of the
was
symbolical of the moral purity of the
institution of sacrifice.
We there learn
victim
which should atone for sin. Incathat when a man had committed sin, he
pable
of
sin by its physical nature, and
was required to bring an animal without
physically
perfect in the body, an \lnimal
physical blemish, and to offer it to God as
an atonement for the sin he had committed. is a true and beautiful type of an offering
He was required to bring it to the altar of which shall eventually atone for sin.
The spotless character of the victim is
burnt-offerings,
which stood before the
door of the tabernacle, and to put his hands an important feature of sacrifice. It most
on the head of the animal and cORfess the clearly demonstrates that the sinner can
sin he had committed, and then to kill it; find no atonement in any thing he possesses
and the priest received the blood and in himself. Sin has forfeited all, and if
sprinkled it on the altar, and hts sins were he is saved from its penal y, he must be
then forgiven him. The ceremony of lay- saved by means outside of himself.
It mal be thought singular,-and
the
ing hands on the head of the victim transjustice
of
God
has
been
impugned
for
it,ferred, as it were, the sin of. the man to the
animal; and the animal by this act, be- that the life of an innocent being should
coming the sinner, yielded its life as an be taken for the life of the sinner.' If
atonement, or satisfaction for the sin com- the life of such a being were arbitrarily
mitted. This was all that the law could substituted by God for the life of a sinner,
require, and the pardon of the man follow- and against the will and consent of the
e~ as a matter of course. If the law es- being so sacrificed, the act might be justly
teemed the life of the animal'as an equiva- amenable to such a charge. But such is
lent of the life of the man, the penalty not the case. The victim whose blood
was paid when the victim was offered, and forever takes away sin, gave up his life volIn the case of animals the subthe law could have no further claim against untarily.
stitution
by
violence was unavoidable,
the man, who had committed the sin in
since the animal had no power to assent
fact.
.
We have said that the penalty which or dissent. But no violence was done to
God had denounced against sin was death.
•.•If death be the penalty of sin, as it is, and if
N ow if the death of the sinner satisfied the those who commit no sin, yet suffer this consequence
of sin, these attributes of God would require, it seems,
insulted law, when this was paid, the sinner that all such guiltless persons should he redeemed
was ~ree. But for the sinner to pay this from the grave, whither they had been carried by no
act of their own, and restored to life again.
The
penalty would be e~uivalent to bis annihi- victim, theretore, wbich beccmes a full atonement,
must
have
a
nature
kindred
to
man's,
and
be
raised
lation-his
utter and eternal destruction. from he dead, and become tbe precurser of all Who
Such an event could not for a moment be sleep in him, and lead them to life aga.in.
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injured innocence; no crime was committed -:-to the· time when they would cease to
against an intelligent, spiritual and moral be. offered on account of another and a
being. But were the life of a being who more perfect sacrifice, which should forever
has will and consent, taken against that tak~ away sin.
Under the dispensations of heaven the
will and consent, and made to suffer for
essential
features of sacrifice have been the
crimes he did not commit, the universal
conscience would revolt against the arbi- same. These radical and common features
That the life of an innocent victim
trary character of such an act. Yet the are-1.
life of no other being can atone for the is substituted for the life of the sinner. 2.
sin of man. The life of animals was con· That the transgressor is transferred, as it
fessedly inadequate.
The annual atone- were, into the victim, which pays the
ment called to mind the sins of the past penalty demanded by the law, thus satisfyyear. And as sins were continually re- ing the law, and at the same time releasing
membered year by year, they were never the sinner. The sinner merges into the
atoued for-were never blotted out of the victim for the time being, and in that victim
book of God's remembrance by those sacri- gives up his life, which was forfeited by
fices which were offered for them. "For it his transgression.
But in the very nature of things, the
is impossible that the blood of bulls and of
substitution
should be voluntary on the
goats should take away sin !"* It simply repart
of
the
victim.
For, were the substispited the life ofa sinner; and had there been
no means afterwards instituted to buy off tution arbitrary, that is, if the victim were
these transgressions,t man would have been taken by God, and made the substitute in
already lost. The reason of this is founl! the absence of all consent, the substitution
in the essential difference that exi~ts be· would be no more than a mere subterfuge.
tween the nature of men and of animals. It would be a confession of weakness or fear.
Animals have not a constituent of their If a government were to allow a criminal to
in consideration, for inbeing capable of an existence independent be set at liMPty
r.
stance,
of
his
position
and influence in
of their body, and of existing in another
society,
it
would
confess
its
weakness and
state of being. So far as we know their
fear
in
not
daring
to
mete
out
to him a
nature, they are wholly confined to this
just
and
merited
punishment,
or, if it
world. Their life, therefore, can not be
should
allow
any
consideration
instead
accepted as an equivalent of one which so
thereof,
which
was
manifest
to
everyone
far transcends theirs.
Such sacrifices as these continued to be as no proper consideration, it would show
offered for four thousand years, and during that it was either too weak or too timid to
all this time no "comer thereunto was execute its laws. So with the government
m~de perfect" t - no floul was cleansed of God. If he should make an arbitrary
from the guilt of sin. Yet they served a substitution for the life of the sinner, it
rational purpose in the great plim of God. could not be a substitute at all. Voluntary
They served to tea;:h man the terrible na- consent is absolutely essential on the part
An arbitrary subture of sin, and the consequences which of a proper substitute.
stitution
would
be
an
act
as much against
should follow it. They served to keep
continually alive in his mind the dreadful the justice and holiness of his character,
doom denounced against sin, and at the as the pardo~ of sin would be without any
He had as well
same time to inspire a hope of a final re- consideration whatever.
demption from sin. In the ,purposes of pardon without any respect or consideration
God they were ever pointing forward to for his own attributes as to pardon on acthe fulfillment of the promise made to Eve count of a s,ubstitute arbitrarily made. As
animals could not for this reason become
"'.Heb. x: 4.
t Heb. ix: 15.
t Heb. x: 1. proper substitutes, they could only fore-
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shadow in the purposes of God, a true and
perfect sacrifice, WhiChshould be voluntar'·
ily offered for the sins of the world.
•
The nature, propriety and necessity of
sacrifice are deeply laid in the fundamen'tal
principles of the organic ki,ngdom. It is
only in a world like this, where living beings are created by law, and maintained by
processes which are common to the whole
system, that such an institution, as sacrifice
is, can be ordained.
Here, a kingdom of
life emerges from a world of death, where
no signs of life are to be seep. It comes
from the deep abyss of death, and spreads
itself over this broad realm, and rests itself
on this foundation, living and flourishing on
death. 'The simplest forms of the living
kingdom spring immediately from the kingdom of dead matter, and are sustaine~ by
material which exhibits no traces of an organized structure.
They live alone on unorganized matter, the dead elements of the
material world. No organized body becomes
food for these until it has lost all traces
of its organic structure, and passed completely into the world for dead matter.
The liv:ng plant lives on de~~~l,
The same principle lies at'tlie foundation
of animal being. The animal lives on the
vegetable. The death of the plant sustains
the life of the animal. And the death of
one animal becomes the mean.s of sustaining. the life of another.
The life of one is
~ given up that the life of another may be
prolonged.
In this we see the substitution
of one life for the life of another.
This one
must perish if that does not yield up its life.
Thus all organized beings live on death.
The principle of sacrifice is seen running
all through the kingdom of organized beings. It is a necessity inhQrent in the system, permeating and infusing itself ipto
every department of the system. Theprinciple is deeply laid in the nature of organized beings, and is as firmly established as
the system itself. We may thus see that
sacrifice is no anomaly in the universe; that
it is not an arbitrary arrangement on the
part of God that he may be able to presene
the honor and dignity of his character,
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while executing a purpos'e dear to his heart,
the release of the sinner from the consequences of his transgression; but that it is
a principle pervading and inherent in a
system by which organized beings are indefinitely created, and their lives maintaine.} in a world of dead matter. Such a system once instituted, we have all the relations between individuals establis'hed and
provided for, in harmony with the principIes on which the system is founded.
From
these relations dependencies spring, which
weave and lock the elements of the system
into one intricate and united whole; so that
the last member of the series shall rest,
through the other and lower members of the
series, on the broad kingdom of dead matter. Here its roots ramify and spread and
<take stronghold, iII order that it may rear
its head high in the glory and sunlight of
heaven, where it can exhibit to an admiring world, the living forms which death is
capable of supporting.
Hence, man who
crowns the long series of animated struc.tures
lives on the, death of the living beings below him; his natural life is sustained and
maintained by the flesh of animals whose
life was sacrificed that their bodies might
furnish him the necessary food by which
alone his life can be prolonged on the earth.
Hence, man lives not only spiritually, but
naturally by death. The life of another is
sacrificed that he may live on in this world,
and in the world to come. His life is prolonged on the earth by the death of others.
The same is true as regards his spiritual
life. SacrifiJe saves him from death on a41count of sin. It does more for his spirituallife than'food does Jor his natural life.
It gives him eternal life. Where there is
a true and effectual sacrifice, the sin is falIy and forever pardoned.
There is no more
remembrance of it. It is blotted out, and
man lives eternally.
The natural life and death of the body are
symbolical of the spiritual life and death of
the soul; and that which preserves or loses
the one, becomes the symbol of that which
preserveil or loses the other. So that, as
man's spiritual nature becomes a part of the
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great system of organized beings by union
with an animal nature in man, so does the
institution of sacrifice show itself in harmony with the fundamental principles of
the organic world, and becomes linked to
. these as man's spiritual nature is united
to the animal system.
In harmony with these views, Christ
speaks of his own flesh and blood as symbolizing the words which he utters and
which give to all who hear them, eternal
life. This is the food which does not perish, but endures unto eternal life, and of
which, if a man eat, he shall never die.*

*

H. C.
John, chap. 6. .

ROMANISM.
LECTURE

VIII.

Dangers of Romanism and means of avert. ing them.-Luke 14: 25·33
And there went great multitudes with
him; and he turned, and he said unto them,
If any man come to me, and hate not his
father, and mother, and wife, and children,
and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own
life also, he cannot be my disciple, and
whosoever doth not bear his cross, and
come after me cannot be my disciple. For
which of you, intending to build a tower,
sitteth not down first, and counteth the
cost, whether he hath sufficient to finish it?
Lest haply after he hath laid the foundation, and is not able to finish it, all that behold it begin to mock him, saying, this
man began to build, and was not able to finish. Or what king going to make war
against another king, sitteth not down first
and consulteth whether he be able with ten
thousand to meet him that 'cometh against
him with twenty thousand? Or else, while
the other is a great way off, he sendeth an
In this, my concluding address for the
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ambassage, and desireth conditions of peace.
So likewise, whosoeTer he be of you that
forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be
my disciple.
present, 011 Catholicism I wish to distinctly
disavow entertaining any bitterness offeeling for Catholics or Protestants.
I love
the men, but hate their errors. Indeed I
have a high regard for the man who honestly thinks me wrong, and tries to show me
my error. But I hold his conduct in contempt, who says I am in error, in private,
and to my face is all smites and conciliation. Such a course indicates a species of
cowardice, having no sympathy for the
truth.
Error does not make a man bold,
but on the contrary destroys his manhood,
and in his conscious weakness fears nothing
more than its manifestation.
If such an
one have the power he becomes oppressive
and cruel to those that oppose him.
This
being true, the more erroneous any system
is, the more tyrannica
will its friends become. Romanism being the mosterroneous
system of religion, in what is called Christendom, and also the most potent in numbers, is more to be feared than all the parties of Protestantism combined. Catholics
are men 'of like feelings and passions with'
the rest of us; and, influenced by their religion, 'are just what others would be if they
were Catholics.
If any thing I have said'
has been offensive, the cause is to be
sought fer in the false system more than in
the offended ones.
No man imitates the
Savior or his apostles who is offended by a
true statement of his sentiments.
Some
persons are so sensitive that one cannot repeat their sentiments, who differs from
them, without regarding it as an'offensive
act. Such persons are in 'the bonds of a
slavery more crushing than the manacled
prisoner. Paul rejoiced that his enemies
preached Christ of envy, thinking thereby
to add affiiction to his bonds.
Romanism has a history written with sufficient clearness to warn us of its danger in
this country.
With its leaders it is chiefly
a grand system of political intrigue; to
the people it is a religion.
Kings have
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been compelled to bow before the pretended successor of the apostle Peter.
He has
levied taxes, raised armies, concluded treaties the same as any other political ruler.This course of procedur'e arises from the er·
rors of the syst~m. Some of these I have
briefly referred to this week. I will mention them again.
1. Romanism claims Peter as the rock
on which the church is built. This assumption gives us a man instead of the Lord
himself. There is danger to the religion of
the Bible in everyman's heart who believes
this. No man can be a papist and not believe Peter to be the rock, the foundation of
the church. Hemust also receive the statement, that about 260 men have succeeded
Peter in authority since his death.
2. The Holy Scriptures are not an unerring guide. The reception of a fundamental truth leads us logically to the reception
of every other truth related to it; so the
reception of a fundamental error leads u!
lQgically (or illogically) to all related error. The belief that Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of God, leads logically to obedience
to all he has comma'nded. Belief that the
Pope is the successor of Peter, lea~s to the
conclusion that he, as well as Peter, may
deliver authoritative oracles, possessed of
equal power with those recorded in the Bible.
3. That priests have power to forgive
sins.
The man that believes this will be
inclined to seek absolution from the priest
rather than God; and to hold in undue reverence, a weak and fallible man, such as
himself. We should remember, that Roman priests have no power to pardon sins,
that every Christian does not possess.
4. That the tread and wine used in the
Lord's Supper are changed into the body
that was born of the Virgin, suffered on the
cross, and arose from the dead.
The danger growing out of this monstrous falsehood is, that it leads to the worship of "the
deified bread." If the bread and wine were
transformed into the body and blood of the
Son of God by priestly consecration, a miracle is then performed.
However monstrous
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this may seem, our eyes and taste to the co
trary, it is aSl'umed.
5. The Pope assumes to have the care of
the Lord's flock throughout the world as
he declared in his letter to President Pierce
and sent by the hands of the notorious Bedini. In that letter he tells our President
that he hopes th President will protect the
rights of Catholics in this country, in return for which he will pray for him. What
rights have been denied the Catholics here,
that the Pope should be in fear for their security?
They enjoy such civil and religious privileges in this country, as they
grant in no country, where they have control.
It should be carefully remembered, that
shortly after a meeting of bishops in Baltimore, a few years since, several of whose
sessions were held in secret, that a simu,ltaneous attack was made on our free school
system. Dayton was the theatre of It controversy, through one of the daily papers
at that time, on the subject.
The discussion was carried on, if I remember .rightly,
between Rev. Dr. Hall and father Yaunker. They asked a pro rota division of the
common school fund to be given them, to
educate their children apart from the chilo
dren of Protestants.
Had this been grant.
ed, a similar apportionment of funds, could
with equal propriety have been demanded
by each of the Protestant parties, and the
result would have been a complete overthrow of our educational system.
I have looked on the increase of the
Catholics in this country with some degree
of alarm. They number perhaps between
3,000,000 and 4,000,000, and are in the
Northern States chiefly. When t}Vopolitical parties nearly equally divide us, they
hold the balance of power in their hands.In an address, published in Cincinnati a
few year! since, by bishop Purcell, "to the
Roman Catholics, and all whom it may concern" he said, "hereafter let it be remembered, that who!lver seeks Catholic suffrage,
must expect to subserve Catholic interests."
A Catholic, writing not long ago, to a
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foreign Journal from Cincinnati, said, "this
looks like a Catholic city." He then referred to its numerous schools and churches
as proof of his assertion.
In this city of
Dayton, with the 12 years of my residence
here, the meeting-house room of the Catholics has increased nearly six-fold. I cannot say that their membership has correspondingly increased, though I have been
told, their houses are crowded at all their
regular meetings. During the period above
named, the aggregate increase of all the
other. churches, has not been more than
about 30 per cent, though the population
has increased more than one hundred per
cent. If we look not beyond our own city,
this state of 'things should arouse us to a
sober consideration of the cause of the
rapid increase of Catholics aillong us, and
the slow advances the rest of us are making. They are making numerous converts
all over the country, according to their own
reports.
Societies are organized by them
for the dissemination of their doctrines; eloquent men are sent out to lecture, and the
people hear them, and no one answering
them, it is thought by many who hear
them, that they cannot be answered. Is
Protestant love for the Bible, and freedom
to examine its claims, to be abandoned by
us? For myself I answer, no. There is
remedy for Romanism, untrue as it is, I
think.
The means for averting the evils of Romanism are as I think:
1. To meet them whenever they come
before the public to plead the claims 9f
Catholicism, and ~how them, in the spirit of
earnest truth and love, that the Bible, with~lUttradition is adapted to our religious instruction and direction in every thing necessary for us to know or do.
To meet
their errors with the truth; their obstinacy
with patience, and their misrepresentations
with meekness and forbearance.
To refuse
to hear them and to reply to their pleadings
is an inqication of either fear that we cannot succeed, or unjustifiable indifference to
their salvation. Have Protestants lost their
confidence in the power of the truth?
Or
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shall apathy in its defence, be set down as
cowardice? If Protestants have not confidence enough in the truth to meet Roman
Catholic tradition that fact alone may increase justly an alarm.
2. Divisions among those calling them·
selves Protestants, must be healed; and
Christian Union be substituted for Protestant Leagues, Evangelical Alliances, and
Union Prayer-meetings.
We may tell the
people much as we will, that the union for
which the Lord prayed, exists among evangelical denominations, and thousands will
not believe it, because they see our partyorganizations still existing.
It will not answer such men, to tell them that the union
of Christians is invisible, while they can
see so much done for mere partyism.
"Union is strength."
This is obvious to every
one, but attention is specially directed to it
by the Savior in his prayer, and the apostles in their teachings.
Union among the
professed followers of Christ makes faith
in him possible to the world. J ohB 17: 21.
A t this time, there are millions of our wretched race that know not that God has Bent
his son into the world.
N either can they
know or believe in Jesus until He is made
known to them by his people united in one
as He and His Father are one.
Romanists justly and proudly boast lof
union ill all the world. Thair union certainly is not so close, nor is it of the kind that
Christ prayed for, and yet is much more com·
pact, and consequently more efficient in its
operations, than divided and distracted Protestantism. I need not here to enter into an
effort to show how Protestants may be united.
This is a proven part, as witnessed in the
union of hundreds of thousands of them from
all the existing parties. As parties we never
can unite.
With the demonstration of the practicability of Union on the Bible alone, of men
of all parties, even Romanists, the way to
succes to stay the increase of Romanists,
and to convert the world is plain. We must
have as much confidence in the word spok.
en by the Lord, and confirmed by them that
heard, as this primitive church had for three
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the change takes it equally away from the
original. The Revision is literal, exact,
simple and appropriate; and the New Translation leaves the Greek, and does not improve the English, by varying from a rendering in every respect so judicious.
In the 13th verse, the Common Version
says: ('THY PRAYERIS HEARD."
The Revision has it: "THY PRAYERWAS
HEARD."
The New Translation puts it: "YOUR
PRAYERHAS BEEN HEARD."
The original in this case is not doubtful.
It is "EISEEKOUSTHEE," the second aorist,
indicative; passive. The meaning is not left
to the shadow of conjecture.
It is "WAS
HEARD," and not" Is HEARD," nor" HAS
BEEN HEARD." Every person who has
spent six: months in the study of Greek,
knows "that the first aorist, indicative, passive, does not mean "Is" or "HAS BEEN,"
but " WAS." To argue the case might intimate a possibility for doubt, which does
not exist.
"THY PRAYERWAS HEARD." The intimation here is, that Zachariah had at some
former time prayed for a son. Perhaps he
had offered the supplication when he was a
young man, or in the prime of life. But
. time had passed, and the prayer did not appear to have been noticed, and Zachariah,
THE NEW TRANSLATION.
in his old age, had ceased to pray for this
blessing. But the Lord by his angel now
NO. IX.
assures the veteran saint, that the prayer
MESSRS. EDITORS:
which, so long ago, he offered in faith, was.
It" WASHEARD." It was
The first part of the 12th verse is thus not neglected.
translated by the Common Version: " AND heard when it was offered, although the
WHENZACHARIASSAWHIM,HE WASTROU- answer was delayed till the fullness of time.
The beautiful doctrine, here inculcated, so
BLED."
The Bible Union's Revision says: "AND strengthening t.ofaith, so consolatory to the.
ZACHARIAHSEEINGHDI, WASTROUBLED." believer, and so honoring to God, is utterly
The New Translation puts it: "AND ZA- ignored by the New Translation, which has
CHARIAHWASTROUBLEDAT THE SIGHT." to violate the tense of the Greek, to prevent
Noone would imagine, from the New this example of Jehovah's hearing prayer
Translation, that the word, which it here at the time of its utterance, although posttranslates ,( AT THE SIGHT," is the partici- poning the reply, from appearing in the
ple "IDOON," "SEEING." Yet such is the English version as it does in the or.iginal.
Errors ofthischaracter,arising
from a want
fact. The only cause for the change, which
we can discover, app.ears to be a desire to of accurate intelligence and of just discrimimake it different from the Revision. But nation in the distinctive functions of Greek

centuries.
Then, and never until then, may
we see the nations receive the gospel. When
the day comes that the present number ot
Protestants in the world shall be united, as
Jesus and his Father are united, if they
shall be possessed of present· faclli ties for
travel, and the printing of books, Romanism will be overthrown, Mahommedanism
and Paganism destroyed, and the know ledge
of the Lord be in all the earth; and in evevery place, incense and a pure offering be
made to Him who is worthy to receive all
honor and dominion forever. To labor for
these ends is the duty of everyone
that
loves God and his fellow men. Effort i.n
any other direction may give promise of
present success, but in the day of the Lord,
will be complete anel eternally ruinous failure. May He guide and preserve us all, by
his unerring word, and comfort us by the
Holy Spirit, unto the day of eternal redemption; and His name be praised evermor&.
J. M. HENRY.
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forms, will appear, when we come to examAs examples of this usage, we may refer
ine the first chapter of the Gospel of John, to such passagei as the following:
to constitute a striking characteristic of the
Mark i: 16, "OASTING A NET INTOTHE
New Translation.
If there is any peculi- SEA."
arity in the present case, it consists in the
Here one would naturally expect to find
fact that the correction of the Oommon "EIS" with the accusative.
But instead of
Version by the Revision had called atten- this, "EN" is employed with the dative.
tion to the Greek tense, so that the mistake
.Of a somewhat similar character is Acts
in the New Translation cannot be regarded v: 18, "PUT THEM INTO THE COMMON
in any sense as an oversight.
It is a clear, PRISON."
indisputable proof that the translator does
Here, again, instead of "Eis" with the
not distinguish between an aorist and a per- accusative, "En" with the dative is emfeet, but believes an aorist, when correctly ployed.
translated, to be erroneously translated, and
In the case under consideration, "Epi"
believes that the proper meaning of an ao- with the accusative is employed in the first
rist is that which properly and exclusively clause, and "En" with the dative, is substi·
belongs to the perfect.
tuted for it in the second clause. The con. In the 17th verse, the Oommon Version struction in this respect is precisely similar
and the Bible Union's Revision agree in to that in 1st Thess. iv: 7using the phrase "TO THE WISDOMOF THE. "FOR GOD HAS NOT CALLEDUS TO UN.
JUST.~'
CLEANNESS,BUT TO HOLINESS."
The New Translation makes this: "By
Here in the first clause, "En"
is used
THE WISDOMOF THE JUST."
with the accusative; and in the second
Thus the whole passage is made to read slause, "EN" with the dative is substituted.
by the New Translation:
It would be simply preposterous to change
"And he shall go before him, to turn the the translation of the latter by substituting
hearts of the fathers to the children, and "By" for" To," and to make the passage
the disobedient by the wisdom of the just." read:
The inconsistency of such phraseology is
"GOD HAS NOTCALLEDUs TO UNCLEANbroadly apparent.
"To turn the hearts of NESS,BUT BY HOLINESS."
the fathers to the children, and the disoOompare the two passages, and the usage
bedient to the wisdom of the just," is con- to which I have referred will be found presistent and symmetrical.
The question in cisely the same in both. In each case the
the case is, which is authorized by the verb acts upon two clauses. The direct ob·
Greek?
jects in these clauses arc in the accusative.
The difference depends upon the transla- In each case, the object towards which the
tion of the Greek preposition "EN." This action is directed is expressed in the first
preposition govefns the dative case, and its clause by "Epi" governing the accusative,
proper meaning is " IN."
It is sometimes and in the 5econd clause by "En" goveruing
with the dative, in quick speech or rapid the dative. By a similarity of translation,
narrative, substituted for "Els" and "EPI" both are consistent and symmetrical, and
with the accusative.
Instances of the kind both fully and accurately express the meanare not uncommon in secalar writers; and ing.
they are oocasionally found in the New Tes"GOD HAS NOTCALLEDUS TO UNCLEANtament. They result from the ease and NESS,BUT TO HOLINESS."
rapidity with which the mind passes over
"To TURNTHE HEARTSOF THE FATHERS
the transition state to the result of that TO THE CHILDREN,AND THE DISOBEDIENT
transition.
"EIS" directs the attention to TOTHE WISDOMOF THE JUST."
the transition; "En" to its termination and
It is only necessary to add that the subthe state consequent thereupon.
stitution of "By" for "To" in such a case,
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is entirely unjustifiable o.n any principles of
grammar or translation.
The literal mean·
ing of the original word is ''IN.'' The only
plausible plea for a change would be in favor of this original meaning. "By" is not
the original meaning, and it is far more reo
mote from it than "Po." "By" is not in
the first clause, and therefore is not rhetori'cally or grammatically suggested as the
translation of the preposition associated
with the same verb in the second clause.Analogous construction, as we have seen,
does not direct us to "By."
And, above
all, the manifest sense of the passage in no
way favors "By."
If" By " is substituted
for "To," the sense of the whole passage
becomes perverted.
WM. H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Sec.

R ..T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H.
WYCKOFF.
NO. V.

HARRODSBURG,Ky., May 25, 1863.
BRO. FRANKLIN:In my last reply to the Cor. Sec., I made
this remark, that two things were wanting
to the Revisors.
1. Knowledge of the
Greek text. 2. Knowledge of the English
language.
I find that they use the word unto throughout the Gospels. I know not for what class
of readers they made their Gospels, unless
for a class that has no knowledge of the
English language. They tell us, indeed,
that their work is intended for the common
reader. But, let me ask.: Has the common
reader become acquainted with Webster's
Dictionary?
Again: Do they intend to
force the common reader to use words. which
are obsolete? The New Testament, a book
which is read, and to be read by everyone,
which moulds and fashions the language of
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the people, should be written in the very
best and purest style. But here is an obsolete lt0rd, used everywhere throughout
these Gospels. The Revisors certainly,
either did not not consult Webster, or they
disregard his authority.
He says of the
word unto, (compound of un, not, and to.)
It is used instead of to, but it is not in our
mother tongue, 001' is it used in popular
discourse, or in modern writings.
It is
therefore to be rejected, as obsolete and not
legitimate.
Now when we consider the preparation
that has been made for the revision of the
New Testament, the expectations that have
been raised, the large amount of means expended, and when we find, that, after the
labors of some twelve years, the Revisors
have not learned how to consult dictionaries, that they retain obsolete words, what
shall we say of them? They make a book,
for the common reader, and yet know not
what words are in usc among the people.
I may be told that this is a small mattel': yes, surely j yet, "faithful in little,
faithful in much," is the law. If these
men know not these little matters, how
can it be expected that they shall know
the greater?
But they are not acquainted with the inflections of the verb, Do. They have the
form doeth, for doth. "This verb, says
Webster, when transitive, is formed in the
indicative present; thus, I do, thou doest,
he does or dotlt." Bulour Revisors have,
"let not thy left hand know what that thy
right hand doeth."
Small matters, indeed.
But remember, that dead flies, and not dead
elephants, cause the ointment of the apoth.
ecary to Bend forth a stinking savor.
These two witnesses must suffice for the
present. They testify to the fact that the
Revisors want a knowledge of the English
language.
I had intended to change the subject of
my remarks; but, on opening the Revised
Gospels, my eye was met, accidentally, or
providentially, by this expression; "But
when the unclean spirit is gone out from tb,e
man," &0. Here is another instance of
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Here, the plea, that this is the literal
negligence: to say the least of it. I again
meaning
of the Greek text will not avail
quote Webster:
I deny tbat it is evan literal.
"There is another fault very common the Sccretary.
among English writers, though it is less But what meaning is there in the words?
frequent in the United States; this is the I must again quote Paul: "If I know not the
conversion of an intransitive verb into a meaning of the voice, I shall be to him that
passive one. It is surprising that an error speaks a barbarian, and he' that speaks,a
of this kind should have gained such an barbarian to me." It is vain to use language
established use, in some foreign languages, that the people cannot understand, and
as to be incurable.
Barbarous nations may then attempt to shelter themselves under
indeed form languages; but it should be the the plea, that they giTe us a literal version
business of the civilized men to purify their of the Greek. We would prefer the Greek
at once. That we understand; but their
language from barbarisms."
But again; in
"Is gone" is then, in Webster's estima- English is unintelligible.
tion, a barbarism; for it is an intransitive Luke iv : 33, we read:
"And in the synagogue there was a man
verb converted into a passive one. Archbishop Magee says: "Criticism is a thorny having a spirit of an unclean devil."
The first thought that this sentence
road."
The Secretary may yet find that
this remark is true, if he has not already awakes in the mind is, that there are, at
found it so. Whether the Gothamites least, some clean devils. For, if there are
think themselves civilized men or not, we unclean devils, there must be some that are
know not; but we of the State of Kentuc- clean. There are two objections to this
ky, and of the West generally, think our- sentence above quoted: 1. The word hal!'selves, at least on the borders of civiliza- ing. "There was a man having a spirit of
tion; and we, therefore, wish to purify our an unclean devil." I do not understand
language from barbarisms; and, therefore, why the participle having should have been
we reject a version of the New Testament used here. It is inelegant; it does not exwhich contains barbarisms, and obsolete press the thought of the Greek. 2. The
words, and intend, by the grace of Him who word devil is here improperly used. In
has called us to this work, to supply our this instance, Webster and Worcester would
But
families with a transb.tio,n that contains have given the Revisors instruction.
neither a barbarism, nor an obsolete word. Webster is of no weight in the Bible Union.
We think that by proper attention, we shall I remark:
1. That there is but one devil. The
be able to inflect the verb Do. Do, doest,
does or doth. We think also, that we know Greek Diabolos' with the article, always
what "since" means, and we are able too to means, "The Devil." He is one.
2. Da,inwnion, and Daimon, are names'
add this much to our knowledge; that if
for
a class of spirits, supposed to be either
A says, Brutus killed Cresar, and B should
say, that Cresar was killed by Brutus, they angels of the devil, or human spirits; some
of which took possession of the bodies of
both mean the same thing.
But I must confess I do not know the men; others were the objects of Gentile
meaning of the following words taken from worship. Paul says to the Oorinthians:
the Revised Gospels, Luke iii. 23. "And "The things which the Gentiles sacrifice,
Jesus himself was, when he began, about they sacrifice to demons, and not to God.
thirty years of age; being the Son, &c." Now that the word here cannot mean devils
Will the reader -look at those words again? is manifest; for the Gentiles knew no such
Letus place them to themselves, so that they being as the New Testament Diabolos. The
word in Luke iv. 33; and 1 Cor. x. 20, is
can be clearly seen•.
"And Jesus himself was, when he began, diamonion, not diabolos. The one is demon,
the other devil, always. Here then the
a.bout thirty years of age."
I
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Revisors have, throughout, erred grievously
not knowing the difference between these
most obviously different words. Webster
says, under the word devil: "In the New
Testament the word is frequently and erroneously used for demon."
Before I bring this to a close I will make
a remark or two on the word Thou. Custom has confined its use to the language of
devotion, and to poetry. We use Thou and
Thee in prayer, as the language of reverence. But to make the scoffing Pharisee,
Sadducee, and priest say Th01t to the Savior
is to make language utter a falsehood. For
I say again, it is established law with UII to
use Thou and Thee when we feel reverence,
and that for God; but if we shonld use these
words in addressing one that we hate, we
should violate the proprieties of speech; for
by us they are never so used.
I will quote two passages of rough and
inelegant English, and close the book for
-the present.
1. "For nothing is hidden, but it shall be
manifested; nor was done in secret, but that
it should come abroad." Mark iv: 22.
2. "With what measure you meet, it shall
be measured to you, and there shall be added to you." Mark iv: 24.
I was made a life director of the Bible
Revision Association some years past, when
father Maclay was agent for the Revillion.
He promised us then that the New Testament would be finished in three years.The aged man has passe'd away. He lived !!-otto see what he so earnestly desired
-a faithful version of the oracles. But
had he lived, how his heart would have been
pained at the reading of such English as is
found in these Gospels of the Bible Union.
He was taken from the evil to come. As a
life director, I claim the right to criticize
these Revised Gospels; and as the sweet
Psalmist of Israel said, I will pray the
Lord to "teach my hands to war and my
fingers to fight" till I shall have accomplished this work, which, in his providence
he has call me to do.

H. T. ANDERSON.
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HE LEADETH ME.
"He leadeth me '" 0 I blessed thought,
words with heavenly comfort fraught,
Whate'er I do, whate'er I be,
Still 'tis God's hand that leadeth me I
He leadeth me I He leadeth me I
By his own hand he leadeth me I

oI

Sometimes 'mid scenes of deepest gloom,
Sometimes where Eden's bowers bloom;
By waters still, o'er troubled seaStill 'tis his hand that leadeth me I
He leadeth me J He leadeth me I
By his own hand he leadeth me.
Lord, I woul.! clasp thy hands in mine,
Nor ever murmur nor repineContent, whatever lot I see,
Since 'tis my God that leadeth me.
He leadeth me I He leadeth me I
By his own hand he leadeth me.
And when my task on earth is done,
When, by thy grace, the victory's won;
E'en death's cold wave 1: will not flee,
Since God through Jordan leadeth me.
He leadeth me J He leadeth me I
By his own hand he leadeth me.

... EXAMPLE.
The best inheritance a parent can bequeath to a child is a virtuous example, a
legacy of hallowed remembrance and associations. The beauty of holiness beaming
through the life of a loved relative or friend,
is more effectual to strengthen suoh as do
stand in virture's ways, and raise up those
that are bowed down, than precept, command, entreaty, or warning. Christianity
itself, I believe, owes by far the greater part
of its moral power, not to the precepts or
parables of Christ, but to his own character.
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NO. VI.
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KY., 1\1ay28, '63.

BRO. FRANKLIN:

Criticism No. V. lies before me. In the
latter part of this number V. the Secretary
undertakes to criticise what does not exist.
He answers before I speak.
He
says:
"If this be done, (he is speaking of the
use of you for thou,) then every address to
God must employ the plural form, and we
mUiit call Jehovah ' You.' "
I say, he has answered a matter before he heard it. He has not seen anything like this in my translations, and
knows not what I have done in this instance. Let him hear the words of the
wise man, and be on his guard for the
future.
"He that answers a matter before he
hears it, it is folly and shame to him."Provo xviii: 13.
, I read the first sentence of Criticism No. V.
with much pleasure. It stands thus :-"The
first and greatest desideratum in a translation of inspired truth, is that it conveys the
exact meaning of the original, in the clearest possible light."
To this I most heartily subscribe, and in
this way I translate.
But the Revisers are
not able to act in accordance with their
own words:
They Bee the right, and approve it too;
Condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue.

The exact meaning of the original should
I

be conveyed in the clearest light. Then
why envelop the truth i,n darkness, as in
the following passage from Mark vi : 2,
"And 'what is the wisdom which is given to
him, and such miraMes wrought by his
hands ?" These are English words it is
true; but no man, or set of men, acquainted with English Grammar, would ever have
penned such a sentence. Such is the product of twelve years of labor. Twelve, did
I say?
They are not yet in their teens.
We must be merciful to the errors of youth.
They have not come to their work, exerci·
tati, but, exercendi; that is, in plain Eng~
lish, they came to their work not prepared,
but to be prepared i not practiced in language, 'but to be practiced.
Their whole
work proves the truth of this. But to the
words thou, thee, and you. But the Secretary has furnished me with so many excel·
lent sayings that I must, before I notice
the pronouns, quote him again:
~'Whatever adds to that meaning, (the
meaning of Scripture,) interpolates human
thoughts under the guise of divine revela~
tioJ:ls."
In this we agree. And we charge up a!!
the Revisers this very thing-the
interpolation of human thoughts under the guise
of divine relations.
This they have done
in the great Commission given by the
Christ to his apostles. They have it thus:
"Go therefore, and disciple all the na·
tions, immersing them in the name of the.
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Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy marked flexion, as lovest, lovedst, is an·
other example of a force once existing in
Spirit."
In this they have suppressea.,the truth, the language, which has been, or is being,
and in place of it they have given cur- allowed to expire. In the seventeenth cen·
rency to a palpable error, which; in my tury it was 'with thou in English as it is
next, I will thoroughly expose; and this I still with du in German, with t1t in French;
will do, not in my own strength, but in the being, as it then was, the sign of familiarigrace and strtlngth of him who gave that ty, whether that familiarity were of love,
Commission, and of him who clothed the or of contempt and scorn."
"It was not unfrequently the latter,Lord Jesus with all authority in heaven
Thus,
at Sir Walter Raleigh's trial, (1603,)
and on earth. That truth in the Greek of
Coke,
when
argument and evidence failed
:Matthew shall pe told in pure English.
I
him, insulted the defendant by applying to
now return to the words tho1t and you.
I will say that in Greek there is one him the term 'thou :'-' All that Lord
word, the singular pronoun $10, that is al· Cobham did was at thy instigation, thou
I THOU thee, thou traitor."
And
ways used, whether God or man be address· viper!
ed. The Greek has no form for solemnity, when Sir Toby Belch in, Twelfth Night, is
or for familiarity.
There is no solemnity in urging Sir Andrew Aguecheek to send a
forms, save so far as custom may establish a sufficiently provocative challenge to Riola,
law. We, as has already been said, use Thou he suggests to him that he taunt him with
and Thee in prayer i in conversation, never. the license of ink; if thou thou'st him some
But the people have decided this matter, and thrice, it shall not be amiss.". See Trench;
vain is the effort to change the language of English Past and Present.
I will now quote, for the readcr's benefit,
the people.
We can purify the language
from
Gould Brown:
from barbarisms, and obsolete words; but
"The history of youyouing and thoutheechange an established custom we cannot.
Persons in high
The great desideratum in a translation of ing appears to be this.
the Scriptures is, that it shall utter the stations, being usually surrounded by atoracles of truth in the language of the peo· ten dants, it became, many centuries ago, a
pIe. I will further say that ,there is not in species of court flattery to. address indiany passage of my tran~lation a single in- viduals of this class ,in the plural number,
stance of obscurity arising from the use of as if a great man were something more than
In this way the notion of
the pronoun you. I am not astonished at one person.
greatness
was
agreeably multiplied, and
the Secretary for offering sucb a plea as he
those
who
laid
claim
to such honors, soon
has done, for he must feel the obscurities of
the Revised Version, and wishes to give as began to think themselves insulted when·
much light as possible from these grave ever they were addressed with any other
Humbler peo~Ie
and solemn words, Thou and Thee. When than the plural pronoun.
he makes men speak, he would, at least, yielded through fear of offense, and the
have us understand whether one, or more practice extended, in time, to all ranks of
than one, are addressed; but whether the society; so that at present the customary
persons addressed understand the speaker mode of fa~iliar as well as complimentary
or not, is a matter of minor importance.
I address, is altogether plural i both the verb
will now quote for the reader's benefit a and the pronoun being used in that form."
See Grammar of Grammars, p. 345 .. Again
passage from Trench:
"Once more-the
entire dropping of from the same author:
"The pronoun you, though originally
the word' thou,' except in poetry or in addresses to the Deity, and, as a necessary and properly plural, is. now generally apAgainconsequence, the dropping also of the sec- plied to one person or more."
ond singular of the verb with its strongly "For if !Iou has IitenlIy become singular
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by virtue of this substitution, we, also, is
singular for the same reason, as often as it
is substituted for Ii else the authority of
innumerable authors, editors, compilers, and
crowned heads, is insufficient to make it
so." p. 55!.
We have now before us the history of
these words, as it respects their use, and
we can understand why the Quakers established the use of them.
Thou and thee, in
the mouth of a Quaker, meant that all men
were equal. But in the mouth of a great
man these words meant that the person addressed was an inferior.
To an equal, Lhey
meant contempt and insult. But with us,
thou and thee mean reverence to the Father
in heaven and to the Christ. I therefore
submit the matter to the people, who thus
use these words, and who have decided that
they will so use them.
In this way they
are used in my translation; and I am perfectly willing to put into the hands of the
people, a translation of the oracles, in which
not only these words, but every word I use,
shall express the exact sense of the inspired
Greek, and let them judge whether what I
I say is true or not.
The Greek, and not
the Revised Gospels, is the standard by
which versions will be tried; and we have
men among us who need not to be informed
by the Secretary of any Society whether a
version is correct or not. I have no objection to criticism, nor to a. comparison of
versions.
The "Review" speaks on this
subject; and the people will speak, so that
their voice will be heard. If I seem to any
one to boast, let such a one consult l'aul
on this sub!ect.
I will turn once more to
the Gospels as revised by the Bible Union,
remembering that the first and great desideratum in a translation of inspired truth is
that it conveys the exact meaning of the
original in the clearest possible light."Take an example, ~Iatt. xxviii: 1.
"And late in the Sabbath, as it was
dawning into the first day of the week," &c.
Here is a most serious offense against
Greek and law. They have not only offended against the Greek of Matthcw, but they
have offended (not to say sinned) against
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the law of Moses. For, first,-"Opse Sab·
baton" cannot be translated "late in the
Sabbath."
!'t has no such meaning. And,
secondly, they have here given us such a
translation as would lead us to suppose
that the Sabbath lasted till the morning of
the first day of the week.
But the Sabbath ended at evening. This they did not
know, perhaps; and as the law of Moses
makes an allowance for those who are "ignorant and out of the way," we will show
mercy a~d teach them.
See Leviticus
xxiii: 5. "In the fourteenth day of the
first month at even is thc Lord's passover."
It began at eveu and endcd at even. Then
at verse 32, "From even to even shall
you celebrate your Sabbath."
Now, as
two feasts are here mentioned, we take the
two, 1. '1.'he Passover, 2. The Day of
Atonement, and establish the fact that
the Sabbath began at evening and ended
at evening.
And particularly
is the
passover mentioned as beginning at evening.
And it was at the passover that
the Savior was crucified.
Therefore, as
the Sabbath ended at evening, how could
it be possible that a translation of this
kind should see the light, unless the men
who made it are, 1. unacqainted with
Greek; and, 2. not at all versed in the law
of Moses. They are then doubly offenders
in this instance.
Verily, criticism is a
thorny road.
In my next I will attend to their version
of the Commission.
H. T. ANDERSON.
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that Philip Melanothon, whom we have all
been led to look upon all the impersonation
of all human exoellenoe, as the mildest and
kindest spirit among the early Reformers,
MELANCTHON-THE LA:¥B OF THE did approve of the oounsel and deed of
.them who put to death Miohael Servetus,
REFORMATION.
for no other orime than that of daring to
The age of Luther was one of intense in- hold and express opini ns different from
terest. Truth waged a fierce and fearless those of John. Calvin and th.e orthodox
battle against time-honored error, support- Genevese - his murderers.
Melanothon
ed by power and strengthend by supersti- was learned, far above the men of his own
tion; and, in the end, gained a signal vic- times, and gave an impulse to literature
tory.
Rome, hitherto, had been deemed whioh has reaohed to our own days-and
invincible, but her strength had never be- well dill he earn and nobly wear the title
fore been put to so severe a trial; all her of Preooptor of Germany; but in impartial
forces were marshalled, all he.r arts of force history his name must ever be linked with
and flattery tried; but all in vain. In this one of the darkest deeds that ever saw the
oontest she could not even cover her defeat sun. That we have not spoken rashly, let
by the claim of a drawn battle; for so de- the following aocount of the sad event bear
cisive was the victory gained by the Re- witness :-"The
executioner employed by
formers, that three hundred years have the Genevese was not so well skilled in his
only served to confirm the claim of the work as others. The wood which had been
. victors and the disgrace of the vanquished. piled up was fresh oak, still in leaf. There
Hence, we find that the names of the was a stake, and before it a block upon
boldest defenders of Rome in those. stirring which Servetus was to seat himself. His
times are but little known, only as they feet hung to the ground, his body was fasare linked with the names of their success- tened by an iron chain to the stake, and
ful assailants, and have thus obtained an his neck by a strong rope twisted several
immortality of shame; but, on the other times round it. On his head was a wreath,
hand, how prominent on the page of history woven of straw and leaves, sprinkled with
the names and deeds of the Reformers; and brimstone, through which suffocation might
who, among earth's civilized millions, has be speedily effected. The book which had
not read there the name of Luther.
Ro- occasioned all his misery was, according
manists themselves a e silent concerning to the senten~e, tied to his body, both the
those who then stood forth in behalf of the manuscript sent to Calvin, for his opinion,
Papacy with a zeal and devotion worthy of and the printed work. He now prayed the
a better cause; but Protestants, even yet, executioner to put an end to his sufferings
regard the memory of the first Reformers as speedily as possible. The officer brought
the fire and kindled the wood, so that he
with feelings somewhat akin to idolatry.
Most prominent among these, whose was surrounded by the circling flames. At
names, like those of David and Jonathan, this sight he cried out so terribly that the
Peter and John, Paul and Timothy, sug- whole people shrunk back. As the pile
gest each other, stand Martin Luther and continued to burn but slowly, a grea~ many
Philip Melancthon; the first called with of the people ran and cast additional bungood roason the Lion of the Reformation, dles of wood inte the flames. Servetus
the other-shall
we write it?-with
less, cried continually to God for mercy. It is
the Lamb. "Speak nothing but good con· possible, as one report states, that a strong
cerning the dead," says the ancient moral- wind prevented, for a considerable time, the
ist; "but speak the truth," says Truth, and action of the fire. The torture to which
to her mandate we bow. The truth, then, is, the papal tribunals had so long doomed be-
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lievers in the Gospel, was prolonged in the
case of Servetus, if we may believe the account addressed to the Genevese, for half
an hour. Farel says notlling on the subject.
At last Servetus cried aloud, and
this may be regarded as a sure sign that he
persevered in his belief, , Jesus, Thou Son
of the eternal God, have mercy upon me! '
protesting, in the midst of the flames, and
in defiance of the whole Christian world,
against the, doctrine of the Trinity. When
the sun stood at the highest in the autumnal sky, and the clock in St. Peter's tower
struck twelve, Servetus had ended his sufferings and the people dispersed in silen~e."
If Melancthon justified and approved
this foul deed, seems he still to you, kind
reader, the Lamb of the Reformation; or
hath not this lamb a tiger's heart; and are
not the robes of this fair seeming saint
stained with a martyr's blood.
And oh
that the evidence against him were slight
or doubtful, that it were an unfathered rumor, or the whisper of a secret foe seeking thus to sully his fair fame; but, alas,
if the deed was dark as midnight, the proof
that he sanctioned it, is as clear as noonday. The evidence consists of a letter from
his own hand to John Calvin, the chief actor in the bloody scene described above;
which reads as follows :-Honored man and
most beloved brother:
I have read- your
letter, in which you most excellently confute the horrible blasphemy of Servetus;
and I thank the Son of God, ho has been
the umpire and director of your conflict.
The church of Christ will also, both now
and in all future times, own its gratitude to
you. I am wholly of your opinion, and
declare also that your magistrates, the entire proceedings having been conducted according to law, acted quite justly in condemning the blasphemer to death.
P. MELANcTHoN.
Rcader I let this foul blot on the character of Melancthon warn you against indulging in religious bigotry; against the employment of any other weapons against
those who differ from you, save truth and
reason.
B.
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THE GOSPEL TO THE POOR.
Go your way, and tell John what things
ye have seen and heard; how that the blind
see, the lame walk, tqe lepers a~e cleansed,
the deaf hear, the dead are raIsed, to the
poor the gospeliE preached.-Luke
vii: 22.
From statistics gathered by a committee
appointed by the Ministerial Association of
the city of Cincinnati, the -following facts
appear: As this city is, perhaps, about the
same as other cities of the country, we are
brought to the conclusion that the same
state of facts exist not only in other cities,
but also in smaller towns and the country at
large.
First, In all the Protestant Churches in
this city there can be seated about thirty
thousand persons. On an average not more·
than one-third of these seats are occupied
each Sabbath, leaving, thereby twenty thousand vacant seata.
Second, The entire membership of all the
Protestant Churches, out of a population /
of 180,000, is less than fifteen thousand.The Roman Catholics out number all the
Protestant Ch~rches put together. Supposing both Catholic and Protestant Churclles
to number thirty thousand, there are yet left,
outside of the Christian churches one hundred and fifty thousand souls, including the
Jews, who ignore Christianity.
Third, There are not as many members
now in all the Protestant Churches, in proportion to the numbers, as there was ten or
twenty years ago, showing that this city is
gradually retrograding towards infidelity
and religious indifference, or Catholicism,
which, although in some respects is beneficia.I
to society, is very little better for humanity.
Assuming that the other cities of the country are about on a par with Cincinnati, as
far as the above facts are concerned, it
makes a very unfavorable showing for
Christianity.
These facts are fearful and
astounding, yet they are facts.
Now arises the question-Why
does this

f
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The Sabstate of things exist?
Is Christianity' a ing his point, and he may not.
failure?
Is the Gospel incapable of ac· bath rolls around, the sermon is read. A
complishing what its Author intended, or few, for a little while, are pleased with the
have the professed teachers and preachers of mellifluous words that fall upon their ears.
the Gospel so far deviated from their path The effects of the sermon soon pass away,
of duty, as to make their labors fruitless. like a gentle exhalation, and the minister,
Unless we follow the correct rule laid down by and by, is chargrined to behold that
The
for us to follow, we need never hope or ex·· his labors have been almost fruitless.
pect to see the work well done. Let us no- Sermon was not calculated for the poor and
But they
tice how some and perhaps a large majori. illiterate had they been there.
were
not
at
the
church
for
several
reasons.
ty are working. They have overlook~d the
leading idea of the text, as well as the fun- First, the church, the house itself, with its
damental principles of the Gospel, that the fine carpets, its velvet cushioned pews, its
poor are to have the Gospel preached to splendid organ, all seemed to admonish them
them. The poor as well as the rich have a to stay away. The theme itself is too high
divine right in the Gospel and should have and elevated for you to understand and apit preached unto them.
The majority of preciate with your ignorant and uncultivatministers backed up by their churches en- ed mind. The sermon is the production of
deavor to secure the favor and influence of a learned and highly refined Doctor of DiIts sublimity is far beyond your
the rich, often at the exclusion of the poor, vinity.
comprehension. The fine carpet says, "don't
thereby losing all hold upon the masses.The greater portion of the human family touch me with your dirty, poverty-stricken
- are the Bl1bjects of misfortune and poverty, feet." The pew says, "away with your
and for this alone are excluded from the so rags, you must not defile me." The organ
called Christian churches of the land. Now says, "come not within my presence, my
we propose to examine a few wituesscs notes are too soft, too sweet and inspiring
But had all
touching the supposition that the fault may for your uncultivated ear."
be attributed to an inefficient ministry as these said, "come let us worship and give
well as a proud and selfish church.
The thanks unto the Lord," what would the
minister alone does not deserve all the cen- Doctor and his nervous congregation have
sure, for it is the duty of the church to said? We have a pretty good idea what
prompt him to a better discharge of his the mest of them would have said. Doubtduties, when he is found neglecting the less there would have been a little opposipoor, and if he will not perform that which tion exhibited against some of the leading
christianity requires of a faithful minister, injunctions of tpe Gospel. The Master has
it is the place of the Church to discard him said, the poor have the Gospel preached to
them. How many. of our so-called Chrisa.nd secure the services of one that will.Let us first notice the sermons that have tian churches to-day can say, "we admit the
or may be written and read. Do you see poor into our churchcs that they may have
that minister in his studio preparing and the Gospel preached unto them."
There is another class of intelligent men
elaborating his subject for next Sabbath.His mind is contemplating not only his sub- and women, who are to a great extent; close
ject but his eye is fixed also upon some in- observers. Though they are now in comtelectual man, or some rich and influential fortable circumstances, they know not how
family~ The subject is a sublime one. I It soon misfortune may overtake them and,
is ably written.
The style is clear, classi- they themselves be reduced to poverty, and
cal and elegant.
Perhaps it may be read as they stand looking on at the treatment
in a forcible manner. The emphasis, paus- the poorer claeses are receiving at the hands
ea, tones, and gestures of its author may of the rich churches, they shrink from be.
be most happy.
He may succeed in gain- coming church members, fearing to .risk a
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religion that oares 50 little for the poor.They judge of christianity by the influence
it exerts over its present professors, and as
they appear to them to be selfish, they turn
from the religion lest they become more so
themselves.
We are constitutionally
religious beings.
Everyone must and will have Bome kind
of a religion, a kind of binding process,
(for that is the meaning of the term,) that
which binds us to something greater than
ourselves.
It is a prevailing opinion that religion
is calculated to bless its possessor. It
seems to be the determination of all to have
some religion.
If we are driven from the
Protestant, we go to the Catholic. If we
cannot edl.brace either of these, we seek
the Jewish, Mahommetan, or some reIL~ion calculated to satisfy our own minds.
If we arc out of reach of all of these,
we then fall back upon some natural relig.
ion, common t9 those living in Bome unenlightened country,
Again we notice
that the system of religion which takes
hold of the masses is always the most
powerful.
When we lose that, we are like
Samson shorn of his locks. As that system of religion which cares for the poor
or the common people, is necessarily the
most powerful, the reason why the Catholics
in this and other cities, are increasing more
rapidly than the Protestants, at once be·
comes apparant. They minister to the wants
of the poor, and ~nthis consists theirstre'ngth.
In this one respect they are a worthy example for Protestant Christian Churches
to emulate.
No Catholic church is too
fine for the reception of its poorest members. No sermon too sublime for them to
listen to. No music too sweet and melodious as not to cheer the heart and enliven
the .spirits of the poorest members. Why
are Catholic churches always filled to overflowing? because there is a spirit of equality, of love and sympathy existing among
the members.
Why are the principles
advanced in Catholio sermons adhered to
with such constancy by the members?
merely because they have been addressed
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to all classes alike. Why does the musio
of Catholic churches possess a richer charm
for its members, than that of the aristocratic
Protestant churches? because its harmony
is intended to fall upon the ears of the
rich and poor alike. In the Catholic
churches, all arc on a common level. In
the majority of the Protestant churches,
wealth makes distinctions.
The poor are
seldom seen worshiping in the churches
of the rich. They are sometimes admitted,
but are not always acceptable:
Here is a
haughty and ostentatious spirit of worship,
a pride of feeling, a sort of noli me tangere
characterizing many of the so-called Christian churches, which tends to repel the
poverty-stricken,
the meek, the poor in
spirit, and those who hunger and thirst
after righteousness.
Itis no unusual thing
in a city to see wealthy families !!Ieatcd in
their pews on a Sabbath, listening to flowery
sermons prepared expressly f.or their benefit,
while the coachman or hack-driver is seated upon a thousand dollar carriage in front
of the church, reading the New York
Mercury, or meditating upon thE: folly of
religious worship.
In such churches a
storm of contempt is se~n to gather over
the countenances of numerous professed
Christians, when any poor _worshipper is
seen among them clothed in the garb of
poverty, and whole congregations of such
have been thrown into a state of tumult
and confusion, because some poor colored
brother chanced to enter their door. It
matters not how many fine sermons may
be written iIDd read, innumerable theories
upon metaphysical subjects may be advanced
and listened to by some with delight, but
one little word or deed of Christian kind·
ness will accomplish more for the cause of
religion than all the selfish sermons of an
age. Show the poor that you care for
them and are willing to labor for, them,
and a higher and purer spirit of Christianity
will at once be infused into the hearts of
the people. The advocates of natural reo
ligion when brought into civilized countries
prefer their own form of religion to that
of Christianity.
For they who profess to
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be governed by the former, always have a
word of comfort for the poor, while they
say the Christian neglects them and avoids
their society. The common people, they
say, will not embrace yourreligion, because
you fail to assist them to do so, yet you
set in your fine churches with folded arms,
and say, unless all men become Christians
like us, they will be eternally damned. Before dealing out threats of punishment to
others, we should be sure that the position
we occupy is such as to make us secure f~'om
eimilar punishment. These, and many others
are the obstacles thrown in the way to hindel' the success of the cause of Christianity.
Protestants are not doing as well as they intend or wish to do. Perhaps the trouble is,
they are not working by the Gospel rule.
They have cisterns, but they are too small.
They hold some water, but not enough.They have a Gospel, but it is too limited.
It is not broad enough to accommodate all.
Suppose we throwaway our little vessels
and come to the deep and broad well of
salvation, come to that river the streams
whereof -sh"ll make glad the city of God.
L,et us all adhere to the simple yet glorious
principles of the Gospel. Let us grasp
the old Jerusalem blade that was instrumental in one day, of converting three
thousand souls, in the hands of the first
preachers, who were always successful.Let us follow in the steps of those who all
preached alike, who went abo,ut telling the
simple story of the cross, carrying to the
poor, words of cheer and comfort, and who
were not ashamed to induct into the church,
upon the Gospel plan, the Ethiopian or
colored man, when he would say that he
believed with all his heart that Jesus. Christ
was the Son of God. The sermons of the
first preachers were sublime enough for
the admiration and contemplation of angels.
They contained force and wisdom enough
to attract the attention of the Jewish lords,
the wisest statesmen, and the intelligent
and learned of all classes.
Yet they
preached with such plainness and simplicity
that the common masses all und'erstood as
Boon as heard. Hav.ing heard and asked
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what they should do to be saved, the preacher told them, and they did that which he
commanded and were blessed and saved.When Peter preached, he simply made
reference to his own experience, he referred
to the Prophets and the Psalms, proving
that Jesus Christ was the son of God.He told them that they had wickedly murdered Him, that He had arisen again, and
what they saw was a fulfillment of the
sayings of the Prophets and of the Savior's
own words.
Let us have more pentecostal preaching,
and our prayers will be more speedily
answered whcn we pray for pentecostal
showers. This is the old Gospel arrangement.
When God wants it changed to
some~hing different He will do i , and the
change will be right, having done it him~
self. Every effort men make to change for
sometlling new will be for the worse. Go
tell John the poor have the Gospel preached unto them. It is for us, of to-day, to
do all in our power, that the poor may enjoy with us equal religious privileges.
The
Bible should be our platform.
Faith, repentance and baptism, the old apostolic
plan of induction into the church, should
still be adhered to. These three' requirements were all that was necessary to gain
an admittance into the church.
In order
to remain in the church, it was incumbent
upon- each member that he should love
God with all his heart, which will be shown
by doing His commandments.
God commands us to do what his Son telle us to do,
and He tells us to love GQd with all our
hearts, and to love man as we11as God, also
to keep in memory the death of the Savior
by observing the Lord's Supper. These
are the three fundamental and binding requirements laid down for Christians to follow. The observance of these will lead
men up to a higher and a holier life, and
the higher a Christian ascends in holiness
the lower he witI descend into the vale of
poverty and distress, that he may mingle
and sympathize with the sons and daughters
of sorrow. As men become ennobled with
the spirit of true Christianity they forsake
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word, which is here translated "far advanced," as also in the 7th verse, means that,
and not merely "advanced in years."
The Greek word translated "AN OLD
MAN," is ., PRESBUTEES," properly a noun.
The noun for "AN OLDWOMAN"is " PRES.
BUTIS." The Revision, then, is strictly in
accordance with the Greek, and the New
Translation, in varying from it, has departed from the original.
In the 19th verse, the Revision says: " I
WASSENT."
The New Tran;lation has cha~ged this
to: "I AMSENT."
The Greek verb is "APESTALEEN," the
Second Aorist; Indicative; Passive.
Every Greek scholar will admit without
hesitation, that the Second Aorist is a historical tense, and that its meaning in narrative relates to the past, not to the present.
It doee not signify "AM," but "WAS."
By what right, then, is "AM" substituted
for "WAS?"
We know of no reason, no
authority, no justification for such a change,
but regard it as altogether unwarranted and
improper.
Indeed, if such liberties are
permitted in translation, if the present may
be substituted for the past ~t the option ()f
the translator, there is no limit to the changes which can be made in statements of fact.
The occurrences which transpired thousands
of years ago, may be declared to be now tao
king place, and the parties then concerned
THE NEW TRANSLATION.
with them, to be now living. By suoh a
mode of translation, Jesus may be proved
NO. X.
to be at this time in the wilderness, and
MESSRS.EDITO;RS:
John immersing in the Jordan.
In the same verse, the Bible Union's ReIn the 19th verse, the New Translation says: "FOR I AM OLD, AND MY WIFE vision has: "THES'E GLADl'lDINGS."
The New Translation has: "THIS GOOD
IS ADVANCEDIN YEARS."
NEWS."
One might natu~ally ask the question,It is sufficient to remark upon the differ·
"What is the difference between being 'OLD'
ence
in this case, that the number indicated
and 'ADVANCED IN YEARS?'" Had the
translator followed the Greek, he would not in the Greek is plural, and not singular.have made Zechariah express precisely the The Greek word which determines this is
"TAUTA," the Accusative j Neuter; Plural.
same idea in different form.
Our Revision has it in exact accordance Of this there cannot be room for doubt.
with the original: "I AM AN OLDMAN,AND Therefore, the New Translation, in. substituting the singular for the plural, has again
:MYWIFE IS FAR ADVANCEDIN YEARS."
We have before shown that the Greek departed from the original.

pride and arrogance for humility.
Instead
of wearing a contemptuous smile, they always carry with them a feeling of sympathy for the poor and the oppressed, and like
their Savior, love to go about doing good.
The soul of Howard became imbued with
the religion of Christ and he descended
into the "gloom of the prii1on, and the taint
of the lazar-house" that he might carry to
the poor and the outcast of the world, the
hope and consolations of Christianity.
Did
this snme spirit pervade the churches of
to-day, the poor would not be seen as they
are, shut out from church and from religion
with no kind words to comfort them in
their hour of sorrow ·and distress.
In
every pulpit an humble Christian minister
would be found speaking to them words of
cheer, and pointing them to that bright,
eternal home where sorrows and afflictions
never come. May the Great Head of the
Church help his people to see eye to eye,
and may His divine aid come to rescue the
professed Church of Christ from the ene·
mies that threaten its overthrow.
G. B. ROGERS.
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In the latter part of the next verse (the posely avoids it, after employing the com..;
20th), the Bible Revision has: "My WORDS, pound form in the clause immediately preRespectfully,
WHICH SHALL BE' FULFILLED IN THEIR ceding.
W"bI.H. WYCKOFF,Cor. Sec.
SEASON."
The New Translation has changed this
to: "~Iy WORDS,WHICH SHALL BE FULFILLED IN THEIR PROPERTIME."
The Greek words which close the sentence
are "KAIRON AUTOON,"THEIR SEASON. It
may, indeed, be said that "their season" is
their seasonable time, or their proper time,
or their opportune period. But the. word
H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WId. H.
"
" Season" so precisely corresponds
with
WYCKOFF.
"Kairoo" in various uses, and so completely
expresses the idea in the present case, that
NO. VII.
there is no reason for a change. "EN KAI·
HARRODSBURG,KY., May 29, '63.
ROO" is "IN SEASON." "Apo KAIRON" is
"OUT OF SEASON." "KAIRON" is "SEA- BRO. FRANKLIN:
I had promised to expose the error that
SONABLY."
"W ords fulfilled in their season," are is found in the translation of Matt. xxviii:
words fulfilled at the. time appointed for 19, as found in the Revised Gospels. T
them and appropriate for them, as fruit mao will not, however, charge tbis error upon
turing in its season. It does not help the them directly, but I charge them with not
idea to say, that fruit maturing in its season correcting a palpable error of the Common
matures at its proper time. No such change Version, which version they propose to reimproves a translation.
It is an awkward vise and correct. They have permitted this
substitute of two words for one, where the error to remain, and, therefore, they have
original has only one, and where the one by given their sanction to error, and are guilty
which the original is translated in the Uni- of suppressing the truth, and, in the words
on's Revision, expresses its full and appro- of the Secretary, their translation "interpolates human thoughts under the guise of
priate meaning.
In the next verse (the 21at), the Greek divine revelations."
The error of which I speak is found in
makes a marked distinction i.n the use of
two forms of verbs. In the first, it joins the preposition in which they use for into.
the imperfect tense of the verb, Eun, To Their version reads thus:
"Go therefore, and disciple all the nations,
BE. with the present participle of the verb
signifying, To WAIT; thus making a form immersing them in the name of the Fathwhich is exactly represented by the English er, and of the So~, and of the Holy Spir"WERE WAITING." In this the Revision it," &c.
The palpable error lies in the preposition
and the New Translation perfectly agree.
But in the next clause the Greek drops this in. But, before we show this error, let us
form, and simply uses a single form of a look at the first part of this commission.
verb: "ETHAUMAZON,"THEY"WONDERED." There is a want of perspicuity; there is
The New Translation, however, still retains stmething obscure here. Let us read again.
the compound form, and makes it: THEY "Go, therefore, and disciple all the nations,
immersing them," &c.
"WERE WONDERING."
The pronoun them must stand for nations,
Aside from the awkwardness of the ex·
pression" Were wondering," there appears as there is no other wor~ for which it can
to be n; reason for adopting a compound atand. This being so, we have here an imform in a case in which the original pur- mersion of all the nations. All the nations
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must be discipled and immersed. Now,
that such is the meaning and intent of the
Savior, is obvious, if we haTe the exact
thought of the original in these words of
the Revisors.
But that Buch was not his
meaning, is obvious from the Greek text.
The Bible Union has given to the pedo.
baptist world a fine argument for immersing
infants.
Disciple all nations immersing
them-the
nations. And the pedobaptist
will aay, that he dedicatell the child to God
in immersion, and thereby fits him for becoming a disciple.
Further; he says the
participle "immersing," expresses the man·
ner in which the nations become disciples;
and all that is needed is, to immerse the
nations, thereby making them disciples,
and after this teach them to observe the
commandments. The pedobaptist will thank
the Union for this, no doubt.
But again: "Disciple all the nations, immersingthem."
The obscurity in this English is palpable. In the Greek, there is no
obscurity whatever. We confess our partiality to the word, "disciple;" but nothing
must be done by partiality in translating
the word of God. No human thoughts
must take the place of the divine word.
Let us se~ the Greek. The word ethne is
neuter.
The pronoun autous, which is
translated by the word them, is masculine.
It cannot, therefore, stand for the neuter
noun ethne, nations.
As autous cannot
stand for ethne, the Revisors, by their version, have interpolated a human thought for
a divine revelation.
As this is done in the
beginning of the commission, we need not
wonder at the error in the latter part.
But this is an error that involves consequences of no ordinary magnitude.
Here
is a commission delivered by Him who was
just clothed with all authority in heaven
and on earth.
Every word must be weighed with the most profound reverence, and
with the utmost eare. By this commission
the Holy Twelve were guided in all their
preaching and teaching; and by this same
commission must all who preach, be guided to the end of time. An errer here is
fraught with danger to everyone.
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The Revisors have expressed the command of the Savior in obscure language;
yet the command is given as if to be performed in the n<tme, that is, by the authority of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Spirit. Now, when a command
or charge is given by one clothed with all
authority in heaven and on earth; and when
this command is to be performed in the
name, that is, by the authority of the Father, Son and Spirit, surely, the words of the
command should be given in the most perspicuous language.
But the Revisors, with
characteristic obscurity, give us the words:
"Go, therefore, and disciple all the nations,
immersing them."
All the nations must
then be immersed. Everyone feels, I say,
feels that there is something wrong here.
I use the word feels deliberately.
For there
is in the human spirit something, be it what
may, that recognizes that which is true,
when the truth is plainly spoken. And
this same, something, be it what it may,
condemns err6r, when it sees it. To t1.e
reader of God's word truth brings satisfaction, contentment, peace; error awakens
dissatisfaction, discontent, trouble.
But,
to the preposition in.
I deny that the preposition eis ever has
the signification of en. To assume that
it has would be to destroy the foundations
of knowledge. Words are given to us as
the means of conveying' to others our
thoughts.
The meaning of words must
therefore be fixed and certain; or we can
convey no thought, gain no knowledge.
"If I know not the meaning of the voice,
I shall be to him that speaks a barbarian;
and he that speaks a barbarian to me."
Th~s Paul thought.
Then eis to onoma cannot equal ento onomnti, or epi to onomati. We have, for example, these words, John v: 43, "I have
come in my Father's name, and you receive
me not; if another should come in 'his own
name, him you would receive." ,Here the
sense is obvious; "in my Father's name"
means, by the authority of my Father.
In
this place eis would be impossible. Again;
Blessed is he that comes in the name of
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the Lord. Matt. xxi: 9. Here, the preposition en occurs again, and the meaning of
en to onomati is, as is obvious, bY'the authority of the Lord.
I will now quote a passage, Matt vi: 22,
in which the dative is used without a preposition; to so onomati with a meaning somewhat different from the dative with en.
"Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy
name." Here, the dative ie one of means.
Have we not prophesied by means of thy
name; making use of thy name. And
again; Matt. xxiv: 5, the dative with epi,
in nearly the same sense, many will come
.in my name: here, it is not, by the authority of Christ, but, depending on my name,
making use of my name as a means to deceive.
En and epi have in some places the same
or nearly the same signification.
In Acts
iv: 7, "By what power, or by, (or in,) what
name have you done this?''' en is used here,
at! we say; In the name of the Common.wealth, or by the authority of the Commonwealth. Thus en may be used for the Hebrew be. Again, in verse 18; "And they
called them and commanded them to speak
no more at all, nor to teach in the name of
Jesus."
Here epi is used. The sense of
the two places is obvious. 1." In or by
what name." 2. ';'To teach in or by, or relying on the name of Jesus."
With these places before us let us now
t rn to Acts ii: 38. "Be immersed in the
name of Jesus Christ."
Here we find epi.
Taking the foregoing meanings of epi in
the places quoted, we can now see how full
of meaning this word is. Be immersed in
the name of Jesus; that is, we immerse you
according to his commandment.
We act in
his name; by his authority; relying upon his
name; he commanded us to immerse those
who believe.
You are immersed by his
authority; in his name; relying on him; depending on him; for, in order to, the remission of sins. In Acts x: 48 en occurs.
He commanded them to be immersed, en,
in the name of the Lord; that is, simply by
bis authority.
Observe, reader, that the command of
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Peter is given in the name of Jesus, not of
God the Father, nor of the Holy Spirit.
Here, then, we come in conflict with Papists, Protestants and' Baptists, and fearlessly, so far as they are concerned, but
with profound reverence in the eight of
God the Father, we say, that no. one was
ever immersed in the days of the apostles,
by the authority of God the Father, or by
the authority of the Holy Spirit, but in
the name, or by the authority of the Lord
Jesus.
'1'he two passages, Acts II: 38,
and x: 48, show this. The reason is plain.
We turn again to the words of J eeus :
"All authority is given to me in heaven,
and on earth, go, therefore."
"Therefore," means "for this reason."And the reason is-because all authority is
given t.o me.
By whose authority, then,
did the apostles act in ~reaching and immersing?
Children and the people generally will say, at once i-by the authority of
Jesus.
God the Father had just clothed
him with all authority, and yet, with this
truth most perspicuously stated they make
the Savior command the apostles to immerse in the name o( God and the Spirit.
Yes, the Savior is made to say that he hall
all authority in heaven and on earth, and,
in the. very same sentence, he is made to deny this. And this error has become hoary
with age, and claims the veneration of millions. Before it the Bible Union delight
to bow and offer homage.
Fearless of the
millions that are against me, I assert the
rights, the authority of Bim to whom God
the Father has given all authority, and
I hold up this error to the li~ht that it may
be seen and avoided by all who love the
truth.
The Revisors have not only suppressed
the truthf they have given their sanction to
an error, by which the people are deprived
of the knowledge of their relati'onship to
God the Father, to tIle Son and to the Holy Spirit. The right translation of this part
of the commission is: Immersing them into the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy, Spirit." Bere the expression, "name of the Father" is a periphrase
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for "Father" just as, in many instances in
the New Testament, "Name of Christ" is a
periphrase for Christ, and the passage stripped of this periphrastic style, would read
-"Immersing
them into the Father, the
Son, and the Spirit." But as this would
sound badly, and seem irreverential, we
have the beautiful, and reverential wordsname of the Father, &c.
From this formula, "immersing into the
name of the Father,and of the Son, and of
the Spirit," come those oft.repeated expressions in the apostolic letters, "in God the
Fathe;, in Christ, in the Son, in the Spirit."
When we are immersed into the name of
the Father, we become his children; immersed into the name of the Son, we are
saved from our sins, and he becomes our Savior, Priest, Teacher, Guide. Immersed into the Spirit, we are made partakers of the
Spirit j we are strengthened by it j it dwells
in us j it sanctifies USj it helps our infirmities. All this knowledge is lost by means
of the version given to us by the Bible
Union. Yes, they fear to translate God's
truth lest the light of the truth should shine
to their peeple. If I am wrong in saying,
"they fearj" I will retract, and say, they
know not the truth of God j and if they
circulate their version among their own
people, then they will only add darkness to
darkness j and we can only conclude that
God has smitten them with blindness, because they have disregarded the voice of
his Son.
I am here reminded of the many conversations that I had with Dr. John L. Waller, during his stay in Louisville.
He was
a most ardent friend of Revision, and si'ncerely desired to see a pure version of the
oracles of God.
He has gone, like the
aged Maclay, to the world of Spirits. But
had he lived, he would have vexed hi~
righteous soul with the unlawful English of
this Bible Revision.
NOTE. The Cor. Sec. of the Bible Union
will remember that we hold him accountable for his charge, that we have departed
from the wor'ds of inspiration.
He must
"stick to his text," if I mal use a common
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saying, and do nothing else but 'prove his
assertion.
H. T. ANDERSON.
P. S. As the expression, "in the name,"
means, "by the authority of," let us turn
to Math. x: 41, of the Bible Union version, and read: "He that receives a prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive a
prophet's reward; and he that receives a
righteous man in the name of a righteous
man shall receive a righteous man's reward."
Now what can we understand by receiving a prophet in the name of a prophet?As, "in the name" means, "by the authority of" we uytderstan'd, that, he that receives
a prophet by the authority of a prophet
shall receive a prophet's reward. This is
like the rest of the work done by the
Union. They are determined that no one
shall understand the New Testament, as far
as it is in their power to prevent it. But
"eis onoma" is here in this place, and the
Revisors had their eyes turned, p~rhaps,
to'the commission. In this, as usual, they
have displayed their want of knowledge of
Greek. "Eis onoma" cannot be translated
"in the name."
It has no such meaning.
They may see a version of it, at some future time. To what honor were these ReVIsors exalted I But alas, how have they
fallen!
Upon the Society, let the name
henceforth be written-ICHABOD.
H.T.A.

THE BLESSEDN AME.-The name Jesus
is not only light, but also food; it is likewise oil, without which all the food of the
soul is dry; it is salt, unseasoned by which,
whatever is presented to us is insipid; it is
honey in the mouth, melody in the ear, joy
ill the heart, medicine to the soul; and there
are no charms in any discourse in which his
name is not heard.-Bernard.
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lavished upon churches unnecessarily, to
feed all the hungry, and clothe all the naked I And what does it all amount to in the
way of producing Christian cl.J.aracter?
How is selfishness and avarice-evils
that
POPULAR CHRISTIANITY.
are deep-seated in the bosom of fallen hube overcome by converting the
It is not my design, Mr. Editor, in pen- manity-to
ning these few lines, to ridicule, vilify, or world to the popular typo of Qhristianmalign true, genuine Christianity, or reli- ity? What has modern Christianity accomgion. I do not wish to detract aught from plished, or what is it likely to accomplish
Go into the busy, bustthe fair name and fame which it has so in that direction?
justly acquired, and which it condignly ling mart, and you will find those who have
merits. God forbid it! I profess to be a just arisen from their kntles; and those, too,
friend to true, Bible Christianity.
I have who prate loudest about "Holy Ghost reliopenly volunteered, and pledged myself gion," and "heart-felt religion," as busily
before men and angels-before
heaTen and engaged in driving a sharp bargain, trying
earth-ever
to be loyal to King' Jesus, to to circumvent and overreach their neighbor
fight under the ample folds of his blood- in a trade, as those who make no pretenIs this the religion
stained banner, and "strike till the last arm- sioDs to Christianity.
shall
ed foe expires I" Yet, I do most solemnly that is going to conve;t the world-that
benevoprotest against the populm' Christianity of disseminate true philanthropy,
the present day. But by the phrase, "pop- lence, charity, fidelity, and disinterested
ular Christianity," I do not, at this time, and self-sacrificing devotion to the cause of
have reference so much to errors in doctrine Christ far and wide? Great God, what hypocrisy?
as in practice.
J.et 1'evivals sweep over the land, prostraIt is positively humiliating to contemplate how poorly the pure and unsullied ting everything that opposes their progress,
principles of Christianity flourish, even in and when thousands have been "scared
our own country (to say nothing of England) through," or gathered into the churches,
-a country which is emphatically a land what has society or the cause of Christ
Is the converted miser any less a
of Bibles-a land which professes to shed gained?
more gospel light upon its inhabitants than miser? Is the ambitious seeker after fame,
any other couutry; a land which sets up or wealth, or power, any less such? In
high claims for the vigor and purity of its short, is the animal selfishness in any deI grant, you may have givChristianity; a land of "Sabbath and sanc- gree removed?
tuary privileges;" a land where you can en him a long, sanctimonious dough-facej
you may have given a religious cant or
scarcely get out of s.ight of church-steeples,
drawl to his voicej you may have robbed
or out of hearing of church-bells!
It is no part of popular Christianity to him of his reason and made him a fanatic
or a bi~ot; (I mean generally speaking-of
feed the hungry and clothe the naked.Wealthy Christianity and squalid poverty course, there are many illustrious excepexist side by side fOT year after year. There tions,) but his animal feelings have not been
is more strife in the church (falsely so call- uprooted, and pure, disinterested love and
ed) to see who shaH build the most costly benevolence implanted in its place; he is as
church edifice, erect the highest spire, and greedy as ever to drive a sharp bargain; he
adorn the inside with all that can excite the clings with as much tenacity as ever to his
pride, flatter the vanity, than there is .to earthly treasures; and the hand of poverty
see who shall look faithfully and efficiently is still stretched o~t to him in vain for reafter tl:e wants of the poor and perishing lief.
Do the popular churches of our large
within her borders. ,There is money enough
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cities, as a general thing, look after the of the Bible touching the sins treated of
poor, even among their own brethren and above:
1. Covetousness. "Thou shalt not covetj"
sisters?
I challenge them to answer!While the member!! of our orthodox church- Ex. xix: 17. "He coveteth greedily all the
giveth and
es are wallowing in wealth and luxury, day long, but the righteous
clothing themselves in "purple and fine lin- spareth not;" Prol'. xxi: 26. "Incline my
en," and faring "sumptuously every daYj" heart unto thy testimonies, and not to covnnd while the church has (perhaps) a etousness;" Psa. cKix: 36. "Lay not up for
large poor fund on hand, there are poor yourselves treasures upon earth,. where
widows and orphans, members of their moth and rust doth corrupt, and thieves
own churches, pining in want and destitu- break through and stealj" Matt. vi: 19. "1
have coveted no man's silver, or gold, or
tion I
What has the world to expect from such apparelj" Acts xx: 33. "For to be carnally
a Christianity?
In what respect are the minded is deathi" Rom. viii: 6. "The love
poor to be benefitted by such a religion ?- of money is the root of all evilj which, while
What effect has it upon the proud, selfish some coveted after, they erred from the
faith, and pierced themselves through with
and worldly minded?
Go from the bustling mart to the fash- many sorrowsj" 1 Tim. vi: 10. "Lovers of
ionable church, and what do you find there? their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud,
Look in upon them! listen to the rustling blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unsilks!
witness the gorgeous display of thankful, unholy;" 2 Tim. iii: 2.
2. Riches.
"There is that maketh himwealth and fashion, and .snuff the odors of
the fashionable perfume shop, and tell me, self rich, yet hath nothing; there is that
where else on the face of God's footstool ma~eth himself poor, yet hath greatrichesj"
can you find such an exhibition of van- Provo xiii: 7. "Lct not the rich man glory
ity, pride and superciliousness?
. And in his riches;" Jer. ix: 23. "Verily, I say
yet, these churches claim to be the em- unto yOll, that a rich man shall'hardly enter
bodiment of true religion, and represent into the kingdom of heavenj" Matt. xix:
what is to be the effect of Christianity 27. "He hath filled the hungry with good
upon the world-! that when aU are con- things, and the rich he hath sent empty
verted like themselves, then the millen- awaYj" Luke i: 53. Wo unto you that are
rich, for you have received your consolanium will come I
How do people who belong to the popu- tiODj" Luke vi: 24. "And it came to pass,
lar sects, and give their example and sub- that the beggar died, and was carried by
stance to the support of false Christianity, the angels into Abraham's bosom. The rich
while the true is trampled under foot, ex- man also died, and was buricil, and in hell
pect to answer to their consciences for he lifed up his eyes, being in torments j"
their dishonesty and hypocrisy ? Not one Luke xvi: 22, 23. But ye have despised the
in ten of them believes tbcre is any more poorj do not rich men oppress you, and
connection between tIle popular religion of draw y011before the judgment seats?" Jas.
this age, than there is between Belial and ii : G.
3. Uncharitableness.
"They cause the
Christ j yet, for the sake pf b.eing with the
naked
to
lodge
without
clothing
that they
popular multitude, or because their worldhavelilo
covering
in
cold;"
Job.
xxiv:
6.ly interests are thereby subserved and prQmoted, they stifle conscience, tmmple truth "Pllre religion, and undefiled before God
and honcsty under foot, and crucify Christ and the Father, is this: To visit the fath.
without repenting I
Is this faith in God, erless a.nd widows in their affliction, and to
or infidelity? Deliver me from such Chris- keep himself unspotted from the world j"
tianity as this I The following Scriptural J as. i: 27. "If a brother or Bisterbe nakexce1}Jta is an epitome of the tcachings ed and destitute of daily food, and one of
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you say unto him, depart in peace-be ye
warmed and filled, notwithstanding ye give
them not those things.which are needful to
the body, what doth it profit?"
Jas. ii: 15,
16.
4. Pride. "Let not the foot of pride come
against me;" Psa. xxxvi: 11. "Him that
hath an high look and a proud heart will
not I suffer;" Psa. ci: 5. "Pride, and arrogancy, and the evil way, and the froward
mouth, do I hate;" Provo viii: 13. "The
Lord will destroy the house of the proud;
but he will establish the borders of the
widow;" Provo xv: 25. "Everyone thatis
proud in heart, is 'an abomination to th
Lora;" Provo xvi: 5. "A man's pride shall
bring him low, but honor ,shall uphold the
meek in spirit;" Provo xxix: 23. "Lest,
being lifted up with pride, he fall unto the
condemnation of the devil;" 1 Tim. iii: 6.
"Whosoever,
th,erefore,
shall
humble
himself as this little child, the same is
greatest in the kingdom of seaven;"
Matt. xviii: 4.
5. Vanity. "Turn away mine eyes'from
beholding vanity;" Psa. cxix: 37. "Wealth
gotten by 'Vanity shall be diminished,"
Provo xiii: 11. Turn from these vanities to
the living God;" Provo xiii: 11. "Behold
they are allvanity-;-their
works are nothing;" Isa. xli: 11. "They
speak great
swelling words of vanity;".2 ;ret: ii: 18.
6. Fashion. "If there come unto your
assembly a man with agold ring, orin goddly ap'parel, and there come. in also a poor
man in vile raiment; and ye have espect
for him that weareth the gay clothing, and
say to him, Sit thou here in a good place;
and say to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit
here under my footstool, are you not then
partial in yourselves?"
Jas. ii: 1~7. "I
will also that women adorn themselves in
modest apparel, with shameface.dness and
sobriety; not with the broidered hair, or
gold, or pearls, or costly array; but which
becometh women professing godliness;"
1 Tim. ii: a. "Wh6se adorning, let it not
be that outward adorning of plaiting the
hair, of wearing of gold, and of putting on
of apparelj" 1 Pet. iii: 3.
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I must lay down my pen.
My sheet is
full. I own I have written plainly, but I
prefer disclosing the truth in a plain manner to making use Qf' honeyed phrases,
which signify just nothing at all. And is
it not every word truth? Reader, decide for
yourself.
O. J. KIMBAL.

BEREA VEMENT.
BY JOHN 1'. lIITCHELL.

The earth is fresh upon a grave
The loved one has departed 1
Thc Lord has cla.imed the gift he gave,
And thou art broken-heartcd.
Thy home is sad, its light has fled,
A shadow has descended,
And rested on thy darling's hea?;
Her infant days are ~nded.
Gazc wherc thou wilt, some token there
Calls up again thy weeping,
And drives thy heart, in dark despair,
To where thy child is slccping.
The dress she wore, in childish pride,
Is lying folded neatly;
The flow'rs she tended, ere she died,
Are blooming just as sweetly.
Wben midnight's gloom is OTerall,
Thy infant's face is beaming;
Thou hearest, then, her childish call,
But thou art only dreaming.
For, reaching forth to grasp thy dead,
In happiness elysian,
In darkncss has the shadow fled,
And all is but a vision.
All through the long and lonely day,
The weary heart is turning,
And fO'rthe dear one gone away,
Thy soul is ever ycarning.
But cease thy grief, and humbly pray,
The Lord can so&the thy sorrow;
For he who called thy child away
May call on thee to-m&rrow.
On carth thy child t hOll canst !lot see,
This though t thy heart has liligbted ;
But aU who love the Lord will be
In Heaven re-united.
One thought should still thy spirit bless,
Although thy heart is riven:
On earth there is a being lessAn angel more in heaven.
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In a discussion of this kind, and one
involving such momentous eonsequences,
nothing should be taken for granted, but
DISCUSSION ON UNIVERSAL SALV A- each posItion taken by either party, should
be established by sufficient proof or evirION.
dence, to establish it as a valid position.ELDER M. N. LORD:
Mere assertions should not be received.
Dear Sir-Your
reply in the "Review"
I shall endeavor to perform my part
of June the 30th, requesting a change in thoroughly and faithfully.
the phraseology of our proposition for
In each article I shall endeavor to not
discussion, has been received. If the change exceed one and a half columns, or two
wiIl benefit the mass of common readers, columns at most. I shall endeavor to obI have no objection to the change you men- serve the utmost candor and gentlemanly
tion, as it does not change the essence of courtesy throughout, and believe that I shall
the proposition.
I think the following receive the same in return.' We, Elder'
phraseology will be free from ambiguity, Lord--for I cannot call you brother, but
and wiIl be comprehended by all classes' of by common brotherhood of the whole hu-.
readers, and will embrace all the argument mm family,-can
discuss this matter of
necessary on both sides : HAVE WE SUFFI- difference in a proper spirit.
CIENTEVIDENCEIN NATUREAND THE BIIt will not be out of place, if it is not
BLE TO PROVE THAT ETERNAL HAPPINESS necessary, before commencing the general
WILL BE THE DESTINYOF THE WHOLE HU- argument upon the proposition we have
MAN FAMILY.
agreed to discuss, to make a few general
The reader by comparing this with the remarks upon the great Qifference of our
former phraseology, wiIl perceive that the views upon man's condition here, and also
essence of both is the same,-for
instance, beyond the grave, and the different charthe "evidence presented in the case," em- acters these views give us of our one and
braces all the facts in nature and the Bible; common God.
in affirmation of the proposition.
Outside
The doctrine of partial salvation or endof these, there is no evidence. vVe cannot less woe to the great mass of the human
"believe" a thing, unless we have sufficient family, is the most sad and dreadful in its
"reason" or "evidence" to prove it. The nature, and awfully fearful in its results,
proof
of anything is nothing more than of any doctrine ever promulgated to man.
bringing forth the "evidence" to establish No other evil so great as this could posit, or convince our mind of its truth.
sibly be conceived by tke imagination of
The reader will, therefore, perceive that man, or could fall upon the human family.
the above phraseology, which is in accordYet, as revolting as this doctrine is to
ance with your own suggestions, will Dot all the faculties of human nature and
limit my arguments in the least. Nature in our conceptions of the character
f an allits general sense, as given by Webster, is, wise, powerful, good, and merciful God,
"Whatever is made or produced; a word it has been zealously advocated since about'
that comprehends all the works of God; A. D. 500, to the present time, by the great
the universe," and in which sense I shall body of the church, as an essential doctrine
use it, and the Bible embraces all that ex- of the Bible, and one of the most effic~ent
ists. But I had intended from the first to means for the prevention of crime, and the
leave out all irrelevant matter, and limit promotion of virtue. But a day of better
the argument as much as possible to do the things is fast.dawning upon us, and we are
subject entire justice.
The subject is an forming nobler conceptions of the characimportant one; and anything calculated to ter of God and the relation which we SUB• throw any light upon it, should be educed. tain towards Him as His dependent child-"
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ren, and we are fast learning that this ted them as he designed them to be,-for
Father will not be more unjust toward us he holdeth all power in his own hand, and
there never has existed a being, whether he
than an earthly father would be.
There always have been many persons be man, angel, archangel, or devil, who has
who have denied the correctness, and doubt· had the power io change, or to thwart any
There is
ed the beneficial tendency of the doctrine of His plans and operations.
nothing
that
now
exists,
that
God
did not
of endless woe, and the number of these
foresee
and
provide
for;
and
from
the
charhave been rapidly increasing since the dawn
acteristic
attributes
of
God,
there
is
nothof the reformation.
But within the last
half century, a most astonishing change has ing that now exist, that was not for the b~st,
been produced in the opinions of the Chris- SIN, not excepted. It is such a God in whom
I believe,-such
a God I honor and revere.
tian world.
The doctrine of endless punishment has In such a God I rest my final destiny,
almost been driven from the church in Ger- and in whose hand I know it is safe and re.many. In ~ngland and France, some have Berved for me,-not placed in my own hand,
ceased to preach it; while others have come perchance, my vascillating nature might
out boldly against it. Nor, is the rejection bar~er it away. This is the perfect charac- •
of this doctrine confined wholly to those ter given to God by the deductions of Uni·
denominated Universalists.
The Unitari- versalism. On the other hand, all the vaans, Moravians, Shakers, and Dunkers, do rious systems of partial salvation deduced
not preach it; and among the clergy and from the character of God" make it an immembers of the orthodox churches, are ma- perfect one. They all agree that God is perhe made all
ny who secretly believe with us. A great fect in His attributes,--that
change has taken place in regard to the things as he designed them to be, except
preaching of endless misery within the last man. His last and best work, whom He
century. A century ago, we were treated, pronounced very 90od, instead of simply
in' almost every sermon, to such words as, 9ood, as He had pronounced every thing
"burned in a lake of fire and brimstone," else. But, here, according to these sys"burning hell," "endless damnation," &c., tems, some superior agency, comes in and
and which were as common as the words, thwarts God's designs towards man, causing
"God," "Jesus Christ," "Gospel," &c.- him to become a different creature from
That this
But now there are replaced by milder terms, what God designed him to be.
such as, "the stings of consci.mce," "un- is so, none of them will deny that God crehappiness of the future state," "banished ated man to be happy, that is, God's first
design toward man was, that he should be a
from the presence of God,";&c., &c.
N ow they all claim that
I, as a member 'of the great human fam· happy creature.
ily, and as a child of the Great Jehovah, man is not as happy as he was created to be.
and an heir of the eternal world, and a rep- There is something wrong in the premises,
resentative of His last, greatest, and noblest and it will be the object in my affirmation
work, feel grateful for this opportunity, to of the proposition to find out, if possible,
vindicate, in my weak manner, His great what it is.
When the issue involved is summed up,
and glorious character-a
character, per·
it
will reveal God in the following light :feet in all its attributes.
I wish to bring
He
either designed Adam to sin, or He did
before the reader and endeavor to delineate
not
so design him.
If God did design
the attributes of the great Deity, in all
Adam
to
sin,
it
was
in
accordance to His
their perfection and beauty. As such, the
Deity stands as the cause, creator, and rul- will, and was for the best interests of the
er of universal nature, and in whose realms human race, and therefore fully provided
there exists no rival, or dictator. Knowing for, lea mg God still a perfect being. If
all things from the beginning, He has crea- God did ,not design Adam to sin, then Adam.
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infallible, what need to express our faith in
other language than that of the Bible-that
is, in language which is fallible. The Association, therefore, and the churches which
its members represent, while they profess to
believe in the sufficiency and infallibility of
the word of God, act as if they .t\lought
it both un sufficient and fallible.
While
G. L. PURDY.
the writer happens to know of a people, .
whose claim to be deemed Evangelical,
would probably be disputed; who though
having no creed; not even as much as embraced in the first article of the "Basis," afford the .fullest demonstration, by their
practice, that they believe in the sufficiency,
and infailibility of the Scriptures as a rule
REVIEW OF "THE.UNION DOCTRINAL of faith and practice, by adopting them as
BASIS,"
their rule-their
only rule. Moreover, if
Article 1. The Inspiration, Authority, the first article were adopted in its fullest
and Sufficiency of the Bible.
extent, the necessity for the remaining
The Scriptures of the Old and New Tes- twenty would not be very apparent-unless,
taments are given by inspiration of God,
possessed of supreme authority, and the on- indeed, they were expressed in the language
ly infallible and sufficient rule of faith and of Scripture; which is. by no means the
practice.
case. But even the first article is unneccesThis article in language sufficiently clear, sary, for the same thought is quite as well
reaffirms a declaration found in the creeds expressed in the following words of an inof all Evangelical Churches, as they are spired Apostle, 2d. Tim. iii. 16,17. Our
styled, and does not indicate any nearer ap- devoting so much time to the first article,
proach to unity in this respect than previ- will enable us to deal briefly with the rest,
ously existed.
No ground therefore is as much that we have said with referen~e to
gained; unless, indeed, the ministers com- this will apply to those that remain.
posing the Association have to a man abanArt. 2. Private Judgment in the Interdoned their respective creeds, and thus pretation of the Scriptures.
given full proof of their hearty belief in
It is the right and the duty of every man
to search the Scriptures, and in humble dethe supreme authority of the Bible; as pendence upon the Holy Spirit to form his
the only infallible, and sufficient rule of own judgment concerning their true mean.
faith and practice.
We have not been in- ing.
formed that they have thus acted, and· conThis in the main must be regarded as a
. fess ourselves unable to perceive the use of protest against the Church of Rome; and
an article of faith; which though commend- yet I am not certain that all Prot~stants are
ing itself to all who believe t4e Bible to be permitted to enjoy, unmolested, any views
the word of God, has been ;ttended with which res'ult from their own Bible readings;
no practical results. Nay; we have reason when those views are at variance with the
to believe that while the article in question standards of the Church. Some years since
admits fully the sufficiency of the word of the Rev. R. J. Breckinridge urged upon
God, the practice of the framers of that ar- the Presbyterian Church the necessity of
tiele, proves that Disciplines, Creeds, Confes- having a new Commentary on the Bible p;e!lions and Articles of Faith,arenecessary and pared; which should better conform to the
desirable. If the Scriptures are sufficient, Church Standard, and it was moreonr inwhat need of these?' If the Scriptures are sisted upon, that King James'Version;
sinned contrary to the will of God, and
therefore, was superior to God, thus making God imperfect,-for
He has created a
being which He cannot control, limiting
His power in t~if'l respect.
With this in'troductory, I will proceed regularly with
my arguments.
Yours truly,
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should be the text OJ;!,
which such Commen- which abound in many of the theological
tary should be based.
standards upon thi,s y~xed question, and also
_ We agree, then, with the framers of this from the obscurity of the tel,"l)lsused in its
article, that it is the. right, and duty of discu.sllion, would it no.t then be safer, as
ev~ry I)lan.to search the Scripturell; this ~fi well as wiser, to let ou)" faith in regard to
el;ljoined·upon us by the Scriptures theJ:!1- this matt!:]r consist iI\.,a h~pJ;ty reception of
selv,es, a.ud is greatly strength,ened by the all that the Bible declares qoncerning the
f~ct, that the Bible was' not given to any Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit. These
class of men, but to all men. We would declarations all can comprehend; while the
fain hope then, that th~s article is intended most profound writers upon the "Trinity"
to. te~ch, that men in rElading the Bible, are have frequently contradicted themselves,
under no oblig<ttion to make their interpre- confused their readers, and canfessed their
tations agree with.any of the Church Stand- subject to be a most mysterious one.
ards, but simJ?ly to be consistent with other
Art. 5. Jesus Christ God and Man.
portions of the word of God-if such be
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and the Sath,e meaning it is an improyement; a l;1tepin vior of the world, is in one person very God
th'e right dirept" on.
and very man.
Art, 3. The Unity anqAttributes of God;
The meaning of this article, could have
Creation, and Providence..
beE:nbetter expressed in the language of the
The Lord our God is one Lord, and there New Testament writers, as, "And the Word
is no' other God. God is a spirit, eternal, was made flesh and dw.elt among us," "God
everywhere present, all-wise, .and almighty, was manifest in the flesh," and the first
infinite in holiness, justice, goodness, and
truth; and God is,lov;e. He is the creator chapter of Heb. with respect to Christ's diand preserver of all things, and hill tender vine nature; the second chapter wjth remercies are over all his works.
spect to his humanity.
This article, is mainly the language of the
Art. 6. Christ's, Incarnation, Death, BurBible, setting forth the nature and attrib- ial, Resurrection, Ascension, Intercessiou,
utes of God, and might be passed by with- and Reign, and his Coming to Judge the
out remark; were it not that there i'1 at World.
Jesus Christ the Son of God, was conceivleast a seeming difference between one of ed by the Holy Ghost, born of the Villgin.
its declarations, "there is no other God" Mary, &ufferedunder Pontius Pilot, was cru~
and the, language of some of the articles cified, dead, and buried, and the third day
which follow, which will be noted in the pe rose again; he ascended into ~eaven, and
prop.er place.
. sits at the right hand of God the Father,
'where hE:ever lives to make intercession for
Art, 4. The Trinity.
us. AU: power is given unto him in heaveIL
In the unity of the Godhead there are and in ear:th, and he will, come to judge the,
three persons-':"the Father, the Son, and the world at the last day.
Holy Ghost.
A summary of New Testament facts.
While the doctrine announced ill this ar.
.
Art, 7, Th.e Atonement.
. t.Icle ~as co~"uJsed the Church for centuries,
Jesus Christ took upon him our nature,
and gIVen rise· to fierce and unrelenting per-yet without sin; he "honored the divine law
secution, and been the occasion of books by his obedience; he died the just for' the
ap.d sermons without number most of which unjuJlt; and made a full atonement for' our'
holy
se d t
d th
b" t
. Isins, and uniting in his person the tenderest
a~e ~
.rv~ 0 ren er e su ~ec more 'human sympathies with dLvin,e perfections,
mysteriOUs, ~s It n~t a matter o£ wonder· to Ihe is a suitable, compasionate, and all-sufficievery reflectmg mm&, that the wor<L"Trin- en,t Sayio[.
ity" is not found in the Bible?' and stranger
As no theory of atonement is assumed,
s.tUl, in the judgment of thousands of· hon- the New Testament view is presumed to be
e,st Bible readers, its eqRivalent is· also meant.
wanting.. This article is free, it is true,
Art. 8. The Work and Divinity of th.e
frQJIl,the contradictions, real, Qr apparent, Holy Spirit.
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The Holy Spirit, who, for Christ's sake, things, knowing bhat we could not obey the
enlightens, reproves, regenerates, comforts,
former or refrain from the latter. Much
and sanctifies the soul, is very God.
Calvinism was yielded, and much truth
The Holy Spirit is said to preform its
gained, when the above article was adopted.
work for Christ's sake, what this may mean
Art. 10. Man's Disobedience and Sinfulwe are unable to say, as we cannot recall ness.
anything in the Scriptures which conveys
Man was made upright, but disobeY,ed
that idea to the mind. It does occur to us God's law, and became a sinner, and brought
however, that the work attributed to the death upon himself and his posterity, and in
Holy Iilpirit in this article, is not regarded consequence of this disobedience all his descendents, by natural generation, are at enin the Bible as being exclusively the work mity with God, and have deceitful and wickof the Spirit. Itis said of the word of God: ed hearts, and are inclined to evil continual"The entrance of thy word giveth light," ly, till they are born of the Spirit.
That man oy disobeying God's law bethe Scriptures are profitable for reproof;
Peter says, "Being born again not of cor- came a sinner, and brought death upon himruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the self and posterity by his disobedience, {loes
word of God which liveth and abideth for- not, we think, admit of doubt; but when
ever." The word of God is represented as the Bible teaches, that sin is the transgressa Source of comfort, and has ever been re- ion of the law, we are not able to see very
sorted to for that purpose, and never in clearly, how the law is transgressed by little
vain; and the Savior prayed for his discip- children, whom the Savior seemed to regard
les in these words: "Sanctify them through as innocent, when he said in the days of his
thy truth; thy word is truth."
Thus we see flesh: "Suffer the little children to come
that all which in this article is attributed to uoto me, and forbid them not; for of such
the Holy Spirit, is in the Scriptures also at- is the kingdom of heaven." And again,'
tributed to the word of God. It may be when addressing the sinful, he said, "Exthat the framers of this article regard the cept ye be converted and become as little
Holy Spirit, as effecting all that is there children, ye cannot enter the. kingdom o£
mentioned, through the word of God as a heaven"-in both of. these cases, children
means, which it unquestionably does I but instead of being regarded. as sinners, seem
it is liable to great misapprehension, as if to be the types of sinlessness.
evident from the fact, that many do suppose
Art. 11. The Sufficiency and Freeness of
that all this is accomplished by the Holy Salvation.
The atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ is:
Spirit directly, and not through the instrusufficient for the sins of the whole world,
mentality of the word of God. The declar- and in the Gospel salvation is sincerely ofation, that the Holy Spirit, is very God fered to all ineh.
s.avors more of the schools, than of the BiComing from the 30urce which it does,
ble.
we are truly giad to see the announcemen.t,
Art. 9. Free Will.
made; "That in the Gospel, salvation isT~e human will is free in choosing and sincerely offered toati men." To us we must'
refusmg good or evil, and this freedom is es" confess, that ail offer of salVation through'
sential to man's responsibility.
the Gospel, to all men, with the explanation
The only wonder is, that the truth of the that, a certain limited, and definite number
above should ever have been doubted, and only could accept it-savored of insincerity, I
the adoption of it by many of those whose not could we see clearly the guilt of those
creeds and practice seemed to indicate the who failed, to accept the Gospel which wa.
opposite of that statement looks like an ad- really never intended for them, and which
vance in the right direction. It would be waS consequently imppssible to obey. Ws
most strange if God were to enjoin certain understand from the article above, then,'
things up(m us, and forbid certain other that God means what 'he says, and that if:'
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respective of all the conclusions of theolo- apparently slight changes is to give an idea
gians to the contrary.
Whosoever will, foreign to the word of God, and involves,
moreover, an adding to, and a taking from,
may take of the water of life freely.
the word of God j against both of which
Art. 12. Of Regeneration.
Except a man be born of the Spirit, he there is, ~ terrible denunciation in the 18th
can not see the kingdom of God j and every and 19th verses of the 22d chapter of Revman who is in Christ is a new creature.
elation. Were the "Basis" the production
To this article we have serious objections of a single mind, dashed off in an hour or
-the first of these is, the term Regenera- two, we could readily attribute this error to
tion is not used in the sense intended by the haste, or confounding two similar passages
inspired writers j it is used only twice in -but what shall we say when those articles
have been under consideration two years,
the New Testament, once by the Savior.Matt, xix:. 28, in which it does not mean a and have been unanimously· adopted by
pr6cess; as it evidently does in the article thirty-five ministers, representing ten differabove; but a new state or kingdom j not ent denominations?
the J,lleansby which man enters that state or
True, it may be urged, that the words of
kingdom-to
thus confound the kingdom the article are found in· the Scriptures, this
of Christ with the means of entering that is not denied, and from this very circumkingdom is an error of no ordinary magni- stance arises the danger: for which the words
tude. The next instance in which it is used may be called from different passages, the
is by Paul in his letter to Titus, 3 chap. thought is not Scriptural.
and 5th verse, in which place it evidently
Paul said, Rom. i: 16. For I am. ashammeans Baptism. Thus the term Regenera- ed of the Gospel of Christ, for it is the
tion in this article has not the meaning of power of God unto salvation to everyone ..
the same word' in the New Testament. The Again Heb. 5:9, he says, And being made
second objection is, that half truths are perfect, he became the author of eternal salsometimes whole falsehoods-that
is j they vation unto all. Was Paul here teaching
convey an impression far different from that the doctrine of universal salvation?
By no
which was designed, and that impression a means; for we find on examination of this
false one. The article declares th~t, "Ex- strictly Scriptural language, that Paul says,
cept a man be born of the Spirit, he cannot that the Gospel is the power of God unto
see the kingdom of' God," a declaration salvation to everyone that believes it j and
neither found in, nor warranted .by, the Bi- that, "He became the author of an eternal
ble. There are two passages in the New salvation unto all them that obey him. To
Testament which have some resemblance to say that Judas went out and wept bitterly,
the language just 'quoted from the 12th arti~ and that Peter went out and hanged himcle of the Basis, the first, John iii: 3-"Exs~lf, would not be Scriptural truth, alcept a man be born again, he cannot see the though in Scripture language.
kingdom of God." The second is John
Art. 13. Justification by Faith only.
iii: 5-"Except
a man be born of water and
Sinners are justified freely by God's grace,
of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the king- not for works of righteousness which they
dom of God." Some of the words of both of have done, but through faith only in the
these passages are quoted in the article atoning merits of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Any doctrine which cannot be stated in
without giving the sense of either. The
the
words of inspiration, should, to say the
first passage has the word "again" omitted.
least,
be looked upon with suspicion. Such
and the words, "of the Spirit" substituted.
a
doctrine
is that of justification by faith
The second passage, has the words, "of water and" omitted, and nothing substituted, only. Luther termed this doctrine, the test
and the words, "enter into" omitted, and the of a standing, or falling Church, and is
word "see" substituted.
The effect of these said to have for a season rejected the epistle
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by James because he taught differently, and
hence, in the esteem of Luther could not
be an inspired man. Certain it is, however,
that whoever would believe that 'doctrine,
must in some way get rid of the words of
James, who, in language must unmistakable
declares, in the 2d chap. and 24th verse,
"that by works a man is justified, and not
by faith only." Now it doubtless is true that
a man is not justified by works only, any
more than by faith only; and yet it may be
true that he may be justified by both eonjointly.
'
We need no reasoning, however, in regard
to the matter, since none presume to state
the doctrine without adding "only" to the
words of the Bible j and the effect of a single word, as we all know, is often to cause
the passage to have au entirely different, and
even an opposite meaning.
No believer in the Bible doubts that men
are justified by faith j that justification is
impossible without it j yet he who professes
to believe in justification by faith only, does
so in the face of a direct declaration of the
word of God to the contrary, and fails to
see, that it was by the addition of a single
word to the command of God, that Satan
wrought the overthrow of our first parents;
for while God's word, was, "ye shall surely
die," Satan's was, "ye shall not, surely die."
We think, therefore, that the 13th article
is one of very dangerous tendency.
Art. 14. Sanctification.
The fruit of the Spirit in the believer is
in all goodness, and righteousness, and truth,
and every Christian is prepared for the perfect holiness of heaven only through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the truth.
The language of this article is a piece of
Scriptural Mosaic, while the words are of
New Testament u'se, the phrases are not
found together, and of course do not present a cle'a1'and consistent thought; indeed,
it seems ·to us studiously indefinite, and may
mean "perfection" to some, and a degree of
holiness far below it to others j "of the
Spirit" seems to refer to the agency of the
Holy Spirit in effecting sanctification; but
it may also mean, the human Spirit, which
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is the object of the sanctifying influences of
the Holy Spirit.
Art. 15. The Church.
The Church is divinely instituted, and J esus Christ is its builder and head, and he
loves it, and gave himself for it. In the
Church, Go_d'spraises should be sung, and
his Word read, prayer offered, the Gospel
preached, and Baptism and the Lord's Supper administered.
Every Christian should
be a member of the visible Church, and endeavor to promote her punty, peace, unity,
and prosperity, and to extend her influence.
And the Church should exclude from her
communion everyone who denies the faith
or walks disorderly.
This opens up a wider field for remark
than we feel at liberty to occupy. The final
clause is as follows: "And the church
should exclude from her communion every
one who denies the faith, or walks disorderly." That which constitutes a denial of the
faith in one church, is really, "the faith" in
another; to walk orderly in one church
would seem most disorderly in another; indeed, cases are not wanting in which persons have been excluded from 'one church
for conforming to the worship and order of
another. This article, then, should have
clearly defined, "the faith" and disorder.
Art. 16. Baptism.
The Sacrament of Baptism was instituted
by Jesus Christ in his Church, is of perpetual obligation, and is to be administered in
the name of the Father, and the Son, and the
Holy Ghost.
We object to the term "Sacrament," as
applied to the ordinance of Baptism, as unscriptural. It is no where used in the Bible,
and is one of the peculiarities of the Papacy, and was borrowed from Pagan Rome.With regard to Baptism, while there is
seemingly unity, there is really great diversity; and while the language is calculated to make the impression, that the ministers who unanimously adopted this article
entertain similar views with regard to Baptism-they in reality differ widely. They
simply cover up under the same term, a
thing which they regard as essentialy different; and while their words are the same I
their thoughts are as wide as thll poleg, asunder.
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It amoupts simply to an agreement to
shut their eye~ to a radical difference, the
existence of which it is impossible to ig
pore.
Let a Presbyterian Minister, a member of
the Association, whose views this article assays to set forth, present himself at the
Communion of his Baptist brother, who has
also adopted this article as the expression
·()f his views, and what will· b.e the result.The Presbyterian will be gravely informed
that he has not been baptized, and consequently he has no claim to a place at the
Lord's Table. But did we not frame an article expressing our agreem~nt upon the sub.ject of Baptism? he will reply. Certainly;
b~t what you regard as Baptism, with me
has no olaims whatever to be the ordinance
·instituted by t,he Savior; to be frank with
you, Immersion only is Baptism. A third
IJlember of the Association may come in,
and endeavor to reconcile matters, b1 taking the ground that.any of the modes inuse
·are Baptism; but the Baptist will not be
convinced; and the nature of the unity
which exists would be admirably set forth,
were a fourth party to enter and assume
the ground, not wholly new, that immersion is not baptism. The unity in this case
at least is merely vel'bal, and of the value
of such unity we care not to inquire.
Art. 17. The Lord's Supper.
The Lord Jesus the same night in which
he was betrayed instituted the Sacrament of
the Lord's Supper, which is to be observed
till he comes. The elements to be used in
this ordinance are bread and wine; and it is
the duty of Christians often to eat this bread
and drink this cup in rememberance of their
, crucified Redeemer.
I

Here the word "Sacrament" meets us
·again used even more inappropriately than
in the preceding article. For while there may
be some anology between the "Sacramentum" (soldier's oath,) and the pledge made
in Baptism-there
is none between it and
the design of the LOJ;d's Supper; which is
purely commemorative, as is evident from
·the words "this do in remembrance of me."
But, "it is the duty of Christians often to
'cal this bread, and drink this cup." How
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often? Annually? Quarterly?
Monthly?
Weekly?
Have the Scriptures no light on
this subject?
Art. 18. The Sabbath.
The Sabbath was made for man throughout all generations, and all men should remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy,
not doing their own ways, nor finding their
own pleasure, nor speaking their own words,
but devoting its sacred hov.rs to reading,
meditation, and prayer, to the worship of
God in his sanctuary, and to works of necessity and mercy.
The Sabbath was peculiar to the dispensations which preceded that under which we
live. The Lord's Day or the first Day of the
week; being under a better Covenant should
be observed, to say the very least, as well as
the Jewish Sabbath, or the Seventh Day.
Art. 19. The Christian Ministry.
Christ has appointed ministers in his
Church to preach the Gospel, administer
Baptism and the Lord's Supper, and to take
heed to all the flock over which the Holy
Ghost hath made them overseers to feed the
Church of God. 'Christian ministers must
be blameless as the stewards of God, not
self-willed, not soon angry, not given to
wine, not given to filthy lucre, but lovers of
hospitality, lovers of good men, sober, just,
temperate, vigilant, apt to teach, holding
fast the faithful word.
.
This article is too vague, it creates the
impression that there is but one class of
ministers, or servants in the Church of God;
it would have been equally as easy to have
enumerated Bishops or Elders, Deacons
and Evangelists, as tQ have left the impression that the duties of these classes were to
be performed by one class.
Art. 20. Christian Duties.
It is the duty of every man to repent of
his sins; to believe on the Lord Jesus Ohrist
for salvation; to confess Christ before men;
to be baptized; to observe the Lord's Supper ito pray i!l the name of Christ, and read
the Scriptures daily; to endeavor by his life,
and words, and prayers, to bring the unconverted to Christ; to obey the Ten Commandments; to love Qod the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit with all his heart, and soul,
and mind, and strength; to do to all men
whatsoever he would that they should do to
him; to ministex to Christ's cause of his substance as God has prospered him; to be meek,
humble, and forgiving; to take up his cross
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daily, and follow 'Christ; to live soberly,
righteously, and godly in this present world;
to set his affections on things above, not on
things on the earth; to love his neighbors
as himself; to love the brotherhood; and
in all things to obey and adorn the Gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Quite a good summary of Christian duties; and while we plight object to the orde~ in which they stand, and incline to the
opinion that a better summary might be
framed, consisting entirely of Scripture language, we forbear with the remark, that as
Article 16 is silent upon the subject of
Infant Baptism, and as this article makes
Baptism a personal and not also a relative
'duty, we may reasonably conclude that Infant Baptism is not recognized in the "Basis," and thus one of the obstacles to Chr,istian Union is removed out of the way.
Art. 21. Death, Resurrection, Judgment,
and Eternity of Rewards and Punishments.
After death the bodies of men return to
dust, and their spirits to God who gave
them, and at the last day there shall be a
resurrection of the dead both of the just
and the unjust, when all men must appear
before the Judgment-seat of Christ, that
everyone may receive the things done in his
body according to that he hath done, whether it be good or bad; and the wicked shall
go away into eternal punishment, but the
righteous into eternal life.
No remarks.
Our task is done; and in sober sadness,
we give it as our conviction, that much val'uable time and talent has been spent in
vain. What Christian mind has been en-.
lightened by a clearer presentation of the
truth?
What Christian heart cheered by a
prospect of the union of the people of God?
No practical result has followed, no real
union has taken place, and the "Ba!is" is
'one upon which those who framed and
adopted it, it do not stand; they severally
stand upon their individual interpretations
of it, which are as different as the various
religious parties, which they represent.
TmOTHY.
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H .. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H.
WYCKOFF.
NO. VIII.
HARRODSBURG,Ky., June 5th, '63.
BRO. FRANKLIN:
Your last Review contains criticism No.
vi. I must notice, first, that I have used
the word for, and the Union to in the third
verse. "To write to thee," says the Union.
But my version, "To write them for you."
It seems that the Secretary takes this testimony of Luke for a letter; for he says:
"All the Epistles are addressed to certain
parties," &c. It had never occurred to me
that the testimony of Luke was an Epistle.
But this is the Secretary's reason for saying, "To write to thee." In all the epistles, I translate as the Common Version;
Paul to the saints, &c. But the dative soi
in this instance is what grammarians call
the dative "commodi," which means, that
the dative is used in connection with many
verbs to denote that any thing is done for
one's benefit or advantage. That such is
the case here is obvious; for Luke. wrote
the things of which he had obtained exact
information for his friend Theophilus-that
is, for his benefit. But the Secretary has
discovered that the testimony of Luke and
and the Acts of the apostles are letters, and
for this reason he would say to.
The next point is, whether we should use
the words "may- know" or "might know"
in the fourth verse. I quote my versionbut from memory, for it is not by me. "It
seemed good to me also, having obtained
exact information of all things from the
very first, to write them in order for you,
most excellent Theophilus, that you may
know," &c. Now, thfil words "may know,"
depend not on "seemed," but on "to write"
which is a present tense. "To write" expresses what Luke was then doing, and is
equivalent to "I write." The words "it
seemed" point to a previous intention, which
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Luke was then executing.
The words, that he has given the party that made this
"might know" would really antidate the Revision, over to an undiscerning mind, in
time of writing.
If I should say, "It seem- order that they may accomplish the end
ed good to me to write this reply, that the which he has in ·view. There were men
brethren might know," &c., it is evident among them that could have guided them
that "might know" being past time, would to that which is good, but they are taken
antidate the time of my writing. But, it from the end to come. I am now examinseemed good to me to write this reply that ing these gospcls, that it may be evident to
the' brethren may know that the Secretary every reader that the hand of the Lord is
is mistaken.
Here, "may know" is subse- against the Bible Union. Each passage
quent in time to the writing. And I think that is quoted from their gospels is proof
that the brethren will all see that the very of their non.acquaintance with Greek and
laborious Secretary lies under a mistake. English.
Let us examine the passage found, Luke
His perseverance is worthy of a better cause
than that in which he is engaged. I turn viii: 31, in which these words are found:
"And he besought him that he would
now to the Revised Gospels of the Bible
not command them to go away into the
Union.
In Luke iii: 2, we find an instance of deep."
What are we to understand by the word
most unintelligible English.
The words
The English reader
are: "When Annas was high-priest and deep in this place?
can never know.
Turn to chapter v: 4.
Caiaphas."
The meaning of this clause, when parsed, The Savior had entered Peter's ship, and
(for we tried to parse it,) is, that Annas after having finished his speech to the peowas both high-priest and Caiaphas. We ple, he said to Peter, as the Revision has
Here the
had always supposed that there were two it, "Put out into the deep."
men, Annas a name for one, Caiaphas a reader concludes rightly, that deep means
Will he come to the same
name for the other. Now Annas is evi- deep water.
conclusion
when
he reads the passage quotdently the subject of the verb was; priest
ed,
viii:
31.
The
"devils," as the Revision
and Caiaphas are predicates; and a predicate
is that which is affirmed of the subject. has it, besought Jesus not to send them
Then Annas was both priest and Caiaphas. into the deep. We suppose that the EngThere is no escape from this. The language lish reader will conclude that deep means
is not to be misunderstood.
Now it seem- deep water,' and that the devils were cared good to me to notice as I now do, this ried, against their will, down into deep waand other instances, that the reader may ter, after they had entered the swine. To
know that there is much want of scolarship what other conclusion the reader could
come, I know not. But I will expose this
in these Revised Gospels.
The Secretary informed us, in one of his ignorance of Greek, so that he that runs
criticisms, that the Holy Spirit had special may read.
The demons had said to Jesus, "I bereasons for using the English word "conseech
thee, torment me not." The torment
cerning" in a certain instance.
I suppose
that the same Spirit would direct in all in- would have been inflicted by sending them
stances. If in one, why not in all., There into what the Revision calls the deep.is significance in this hint of the Secretary's. How? says the English reader. Would it
I have firm faith in the inspiration of the be a torment to send them into deep waHebrew and the Greek Scripturel3, but none ter? Hear then, while we make this matwhatever in the inspiration of the Revised ter plain.
The Greek word, used by Luke in this
Gospels. On the contrary, it is my firm
conviction that the Lord intends to make place, is abussosj and it occurs Romans
shall
a full end of all parties and partizans; and x: 7, which I translate thus-"Who
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descend into the abyss? that is, to bring consequently, are unfaithful servants, and
Christ up from the dead."
Here it is must be dealt with as such. If they did
equivalent to hades, and means the abode not know it, then they are incompetent for
of the dead.
the work of revising, and must be rejectcd
It is found also, Rev. ix : 1, 2, translated as incompetent.
I again ask the readerin our Common Version by the word belt- What confidence is due to such men, as
tomless-"To
him was given the key of the critics?
Their criticisms are to be judged
bottomless pit; and he opened the bottom- of by their translations.
less pit."
Evidently, "pit, the abyss;"
In Luke iv: 1 we have a· statement
though here used as an adjective.
See. made, which is, to say the least of it, in
Isaiah xiv: 15, "Yet
thou shalt be opposition to truth.
Weare
told that
brought down to hell, (Hebrew, sheol; Jellus "was led by the Spirit into the wHGreek, hades j) to the sides of the pit." derness, being forty days tempted by the
There is, then, in hades, or the abyss, a Devil." If anyone should ask a scholar
pit j a place lower still than the general whether Jesus was tempted during those
region of the dead, in which pit the souls forty days, or at the conclusion of the forty
of wicked men and angels are confined.days, he would answer, at the conclusion
But again, Rev. xi: 7, "The beast that of the days. But the Revision has-"beascends out of the bottomless pit."
In ing forty days tempted by the Devil."
this place, abussos occurs without the word Indeed, any reader, whether scholar or not,
phrear, pit.
Again, Rev. xvii: 8, "The can see that the temptation did not begin
beast shall ascend out of the abYlls."- till the forty days had enned. Why then
Again, Rev. xx: 1, 3, "1 saw another an- should the words of Luke be so translated,
gel come down from heaven, having the as not to express a truth?
We answer
key of the abyss and a great chain in his this question by saying that the Revisers
hand.
And he laid hold of the dragon, do not understand the power of participles;
that old serpent, which is the Devil and They have offended the ear with the repeSatan, and bound him for a thousand years, tition of the present participle; not only is
and cast him into the abyss, an'd shut him the ear offended, but the sense of the writer
. not expresse d .
'
up," &c.
IS
The abyss, here mentioned, is the same
Matt. xx: 17, "And Jesus going up to
abyss mentioned in the eiglith of J_uke, Jerusalem took the twelve disciples apart,
and is the pit, or lowest deep in hades, in and in the way he said to them: Behold,
which evil angels and wicked spirits are we are goin~ up to Jerusalem."
Everyone
thrown.
See II. Peter ii: 4, "If God sees that there is want of accuracy here, as
spared not the angels that sinned, but cast well as wa.nt of correct taste. The sense'
them down to Tartarus," &c. Then, while is not expressed so that the reader may
the term abyss, like hades, is the general Ilee it.
name for the place of the dead; it signifies
In Luke i: 9, speaking of Zachariah,
also the lowest pit in the spirit world, into Luke is made to say, "it fell to his lot to
which wicked spirits are thrown; into this burn incense, going into the temple of the
Satan, himself, will be cast and enclosed Lord."
for a thousand years. The demons spoken
This is most unfortunate, and is an inof, Luke 8, besought the Savior not to tor- dubitable proof of want of knowledge.
ment them by sending them into the abyss.
Tn Luke x : 25, "And behold a certain
N ow I will suppose that the Revisers lawyer stood up, tempting him, saying." knew this, as they ought to have known it,
Here are four instances of the translabefore attempting to revise the Common tion of participles, each of which is, to the
Version. If they did know it, then they scholar, a proof that the Revisers have not
have not been faithful to the Greek; and, become acquainted with the law by which
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participles are translated.
This law was
observed with far greater faithfulness by
the King's translators than by our Revisers. I will give this law' for the benefit of
the readers of the "Review."
The Revisers will never observe it, I am sure.
4. The principle, as cJ.escribed under 2
and 3, is used to denote:
(a.) A specification of time, where the
English uses subordinate clauses, with the
conjunctions when, while, during, after,
since, or a substantive with a preposition.
(b.) A cause or reason, where the Eng.
lish often uses subordinate clauses with
since, because, as, inasmuch as, or a substantive with a preposition.
, (c.) A motive, purpose, or object where
the English uses the infinitive with to, in
order to, or a finite verb with that, in order
that, so that.
(d.) A condition, where the English
often uses a subordinate clause with if; or
a concession, where the English uscs a subordinate clause with although, though.
(e.) The manner and means, where the
English sometimes uses a participial noun
with a preposition. - Kuhner's
College
Grammar, pp. 481-2-3.
Had the Revisers been acquainted with
this law, or, if they please, these laws of
the participle, they could not have translated as °they have done. Indeed, translation of the Greek or Latin language is impossible without the knowledge of these
laws. If then they have not a knowledge
of participles, what can be thought of their
knowledge of other parts of speech? The
participle is but one part of speech. They
have erred in this i they err in others. To
reply to the Secretary would be to teach
again the principles of the grammar of the
Greek language. I would be glad to meet
a critic who understands the grammar of
the Greek and English languages.
We
could tken confer together with pleasure.
I shall not say, in this place, how the
passages above quoted should be translated. But I will say, that a translation has
already been made by one well known to
myself; and this translation, made accord-
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ing to the well known laws of the Greek
and English language, will be p:ublished
ere long.
I must conclude this reply with an apology for my style of writing.
Having studied the oracles of God for many years, I
have learned to speak directly to the point,
and to speak of things as they appear to
me. The Savior and the Apostles thus
speak. They speak truth, whenever it is
necessary to be spoken, plainly and without
concealment.
Having Christ's example,
and being engaged in translating his truth,
I speak as that truth requires me to speak.

H. T. ANDERSON.

HISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST
AND THE APOSTLES.
NO. VI.
JESUS' IM~IERSION AND TEMPTATION.

Mathew, Mark, and Luke-all
mention
the immerSIOn of Jesus.
The words of
Luke have already been quoted. Mark's
account is very brief.
Mathew records a
circumstance not mentioned by either of the
others,~a conversation between the Savior
and the Immerser, before the act of immersion was performed.
"Then Jesus comes from Galilae to the
Jordan, to John, to be immersed by him.But John tried to prevent him, saying:
'I
need to be immersed by thee, and dost thou
come to me?' And Jesus, answering, said
to him: 'Suffer it now; for in this way it
becomes us to observe every righteous ordinance.'
Then John consented. And J e·
sus, when he was immersed, went up imme~
diately out of the water; and see! the
heavens were opened to him, and he (that
is, John, it is supposed,) "saw the Spirit of
God descending, like a dove, and coming
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upon him. And see I a voice from Heaven induce him to speak or act unworthily of
said: 'This ifYmy beloved Son, in whom I his Divine character, or unconsistently with
am well pleased.' "
his Divine mission.
What an interesting scene was this I A
"'then the teacher C:lme,and said to him:
crowd of John's diciples were standing on 'If thou lItrt the Son of God, command that
the banks of the Jordan. Thc Son of God, these stones be made bread.'
But he, anin the form of a man, draws near. He de- swering, said:
'It is written, man shall
sires the Prophet of Hebron to immerse not live by bread only, but by every word
him :-he who was to immerse the people that comes from the mouth of God.' "
in the Holy Spirit, demands immersion in
Then the Devil takes him up into the
water;-not for the remission of sins, for Holy City,-that
is, J erusalem,-and
plache was "without sin;"-not
into the name es him on a pinnacle of the Temple, and
of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,-but
and says to him:
'If thou art the Son of
that he might show by example the propri- God, throw thyself down; for it is>written:
ety of attending to all the ordinances of "He shall give his angels command conGod. He is plunged beneath the waves, cerning thce; and they shall bear thee upand, rising out of the water, he raised his on their hands, lest thou dash thy foot
eyes and voice to heaven and prays. While against a stone.'"
Jesus said to him:praying to his Father, the Holy Spirit 'Again it is written: "Thou shalt not tempt
comes down,' in the likeness of a dove, and the Lord thy God.' "
settles upon him. A voice from above proAgain the Devil takes him up into a very
claims him to be the Father's Son, in whom high mountain, and shows him all the kinghe delights.
dams' of the world, and says to him: 'I
Here ohserve: the Father is in Heaven, will give thee all this power, and the glory
the Son on earth, and the Spirit between of these things; for it has been all deliverHeaven and Earth, descendi.ng I Glorious ed to me, and I will give it to whom ever I
spectacle I It is difficult for us to realize will, If, theJefore, thou wilt worship me,
the grandeur and sublimity of this heaven- all shall be thine.' What a lie! "The Earth
ly scene. But we must turn from it; for, is the L01'd's, and thef1tlness thereof." But
immediately afterwards, "Jesus
was lea Jesus, answering, said to him: 'Adversary,
by- the Spirit into the wilderness"-;-the
be gone from here; for it is written: Thou
uncultivated portionlil of J udea-" to be shalt wOf-ship.the Lord thy God, 'and him
tempted by the Devil. And after fasting only shalt thou serve.'"
forty days and forty nights, he became
Here the Devil, having been.met at every
hungry."
point, and having failed to accomplish his
• We may pause here long enough to re- object, "leaves him, and angels came and
mark,-for
it is indeed remarkable,-that
ministered to hi:o."
Moses fasted forty days on Mount Sinai, beHow successfully Jesus put the cunning
fore receiving the Law j that Elijah fasted- Adversary to silence-how
easily he vanforty days in the wilderness, while on his quis-hed the Arch-enemy of God and men
journey to Mount Horeb; and that Jesus, -simply by quoting the Scriptures!
And
before entering upon his Heavenly mission could not Christians as easily and successto the world, fasted forty days in the Wil-!fUlly cO)llbat "the world, the flesh, and the
derness of Judea.
And it may be further Devil," by arming' themselves with the
remarked, that the Adversary of God and "sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of
man, the Being who tried the patience of God?" Would it not be well to have the
Job, and who was "a liar from the begin- laws of God, the teachings of Christ, and
ning," knew that while Jesus was hungry, the admonitions of the Apostles,-all
plainit was the most favorable time to approach ly, written upon the tablets of the memory,
him with some enticement, that he might that when temptations present themselves,
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is, Jesus.
"He"-An.
to the lowed him,"-that
drew-"first
finds his brother Simon, and
says to him: 'We have found the Messiah'
JESUS OBTAINS SEVERAL DISCIPLES.
-which [word] is translated Christ. And
he brought him to Jesus.
Jesus, looking
While John was immersing the people at
on him, said:
'Thou art Simon, the Son
Bethany-not
that Bethany where Lazarus
of Jonah; thou shalt be called CEPHAS,'liyed, near Jerusalem, but that upon the
which [word] is translated Peter." (Peter
Jordan river, at the ford, where the Jews
and Cephas, translated into Fnglish, both
probably crossed under J oshua, (called
signify Rock.)
"The next day Jesus reBethabara in the common Version,) he bore
solved to go over into Galilee. And he
important testimony concernjng the Christ.
finds Philip, and says to him: 'Follow me.'
This testimony has already been given in
Now Philip was of Bethsaida"-situated
the preceding article, as though the interat the north end of Lake Tiberias, east of
view. of John with the priests and Levites
where the Jordan enters it, on its way southhad taken place before Jesus' temptation.
ward,-"the
city of Andrew and Peter.That it occurred afterwards, appears eviPhilip finds Nathaniel, and says to him :dent, from the reading of the following
'We have found him of whom Moses, in
narrative of John the Apostle, who records
the Law, and the Prophets, wrote,-Jesus,
a chain of events, extending from the time
the son of Joseph, from Nazareth.'
And
of the above mentioned interview to the
Nathaniel says to him: 'Can any good
time of the wedding at Cana, where Jesus
thing come out of Nazareth l' Philip says
changed water to wine. '1'his writer, after
to him: 'Come and see.'
·recording the interview as occurring on a
Jesus saw Nathaniel coming to him, and
certain day, proceeds to say:
says of him: 'See an Israelite indetld, in
"On the morrow, John sees Jesus com- whom there is no guile \' Nathaniel says to
ing to him, and says: 'See the Lamb of him: 'How dost thou know me 1'. Jesus,
God, who takes away the sin of the world I answering, said to him: 'Before Philip
This is he of whom I said: "There is 8 called thee, when thou wast under the figman coming after me, who is preferred to tree, I saw thee."
Nathaniel replied:mej" for he was before me.
And I did 'Rab1i, thou art the Son of' God,-thou art
not know him; but that he might be made the King of Israel.' Jesus, answering, said
known to Israel,-for
t,his I came immers- to him: 'Because I said to thee, "I saw
ing in water.' "
thee under the figtree," dost thou believe 1
"Again on the morrow, John was stand- -Thou shalt see sreater things than these.'
ing with two of his disciples j and looking And he says to him: 'Truly, truly, I ay
upon Jesus as he was walking, he says:to you, hereafter you shall see Heaven open'See the Lamb of God!' And the two dis- ed, and the angels of God ascending, and
ciples, hearing him speak, followed Jesus. [then] descending upon the Son of Man."
And Jesus, turning, and seeing them folWM. PINKERTON.
lowing, says to them: 'What are you seeking l' They said to him: 'Rabbi, (which,
being translated, means Teacher,) where
dost thou dwell l' He says to them: 'Come
and see.' They came, and saw where he
livedj and they staid with him that day, as
it was about the tenth hour"-about
4 P.
M., according to our time.
"Andrew, Simon Peter's brother, was one
of the two who heard it from John, and foltbey may rise up in opposition
promptings of the Evil One 1
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incompetent to write, so as to impart any
certain knowledge.
Lastly, the "many"
who had set forth in order these narration~,
H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H. were not eye-witnesses of the things of
WYCKOFF.
which they wrote, but had received them
from the eye-witnesses.
It is therefore evNO. IX.
ident that the testimonies of MatthEjw and
John were not alluded to by Luke. Mark
HARRODSBURG,Ky., June 12th, '63.
was as yet unknown to Luke. Atleast,Mark,
BRO. FRANKLIN:
Criticism No. 7 lies before me. Our being one man, could not be called "many."
Critic has discovered one error in the in- It is therefore, further evident, that these
troduction to the testimony of Luke. But "narrations of the many" have never reachNow, in the face of these
it is an error' of the types, not of my pen. ed our times.
lt is not in my translation.
The types have facts found in Luke's introduction, the Secon for in, "on which" for "in which" be- retary has this following words:
"The fact must be manifest to anyone
fore the words "you have been instructed."
As.my last reply contains a notice of all who reads these narrations with care, that
that is found in No.7 with the exception the Holy Spirit had special reasons for
of an error made by the Revisers in the using the word "concerning" in connection
last clause of Luke's introduction, I will with them."
The Secretary supposes that the narraanalyze this introduction, that the contents
may be clearly seen, and that the mistakes tions set forth by "many" in Luke's dayof the Secretary and the Revisers may be narrations so set forth as to impart no certhat have not
read and known by all. I shall use the tain information,-narrations
come
down
to
us
at
all-The
Secretary, I
version of the Revision in my ,quotations,
so that no confusion may arise in the mind say, supposes that these narrations are t'he
of the reader, with respect to the words of testimonies of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
See his Criticism No. III.
the Secretary and those of the introduction John.
Now, that a child may not mistake, let
to Luke.
Luke intends to give a reason for writing us repeat what we have said. 'Luke gives
quote the Revihis testimony, and this reason is found in us a reason for writing,
sion of the Union,) "That thou mightest
the concluding words of his introduction"That thou mightest know the certainty know the certainty concerning those things
Eviconcerning those things wherein thou hast wherein thou hast been instructed.
dent it is, then, that the "many" had so
been instructed."
The word "certainty"
has a meaning in written, that Theophilus could not, from
it. It implies that the narrations, made by their writings, know the certainty of the
the "many" that are mentioned in the first facts which they had taken in hand to re'part of the introduction, could give no cer- cord. And this arose from their want of
tainty as it respects the things of which "order" and their not having accurately
they were made. They had not been writ- traeed all from the very first. But Luke,
ten kathexes, "in order" or consecutively, so by writing these things in order, and after
as to present the facts in a proper point of having accurately traced all from the very
view. Further, these narrations composed first, proposes to give certain knowledge of
by the many, were not only deficient in "or- the things to his friend Theophilus.
N ow what shall be thought of the critider :" they were deficient in accuracy. The
cal
acumen of the man, who, in the face of
persons who set them forth "in order" had
these
facts, supposes the testimonies of
not accurately traced all from the very first.
The "many" who had set forth these narra- Matthew, Hark, Luke and John, to be the
tions in order, were, in Luke's estimation, narrations of the "many?" He would place
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Luke's testimony among narrations which knowledge might be gained by TheoLuke himself regards as incapable of giv- phil us l!l
ing certain information.
Now, in the presence of the readers of the
The reader will probably think that I am Review, I must say that I feel grieved for
mistaken in what the Secretary says. Then our critic.
What spirit bewitched him,
let me quote his words:
and urged him to this discussion?
He
"But the books which the E.vangelists has rushed into battle without his armor.
have left us are not properly described by
But let us continue to analyze Luke's insuch terms." (Here the Secretary objects troduction as given to us by the Revisers.
to the term "history.") "They are, as Luke They say :-"Forasmuch
as many have taken
properly describes them, "narrations con· in hand to set forth in order a narration" &c.
cerning the things," frequently stating only and again ;-"It
seemed good to me also,
isolated facts, and sometimes omitting having accurately traced all from the very
both cause and effect, as well as historical first, to write to thee in order, most excelcomment.
The fact must be manifest to lent Theophiluil, toat thou mightest know
ltny one who reads these narrations with the certainty concerning the things wherecare, that the Holy Spirit had special rea- in thou hast been instructed."
sons for llsing the' word "concerning" in
The reader will see that Luke uses cerconnection with them."
tain expressions, which, rightly understood,
Here, the Secretary says, that LU'ke pro- distinguish him and his testimony from
perly describes the books of the Ev'angel- the "many'" and their nar ations. He has,
ists as "N arrations concerning the things." say the Revisers, accurately traced all from
But where does Luke use the words the very first. The "many" had not done
"Narrations comcerning the things?"
The this. He intends to write these things in
words are found in the first verse of Luke's order, or consecutively.
They had not
introduction, and read, in the Revised Gos- done thiil. He intends that what he writes
pels, thus:
"For as much as many have shall give certainty.
The writings of the
taken in hand to set forth in order a narra- "many" gave no certainty.
tion concerning the things."
N ow no one
But let the readers notice that Luke says,
can doubt that Luke applied the word, that it seemed good to him to write these
"Narration concerning the things" to the things in order. If Luke did write these
works of the "many,"
Yet the Secretary things in order, it is as evid'ent as demontells us, that Luke properly d'escribes the stration that the "many" did not set them
books of the Evangelists
as "narrations forth in order.
For why should Luke
concerning the things." Thus it is evident· propose to do what had already been well
that our Brother, W. H. Wyckoff, Corres- done? But as Luke proposes to write these
ponding Secretary of the Bible Union, things in order, then the "many" hild not
thinks that Mathew, Mark, Luke and John done it; and hence, the translation given
are the "Many" who took in hand to set by the Revisers-"Set,
forth in order"-is
forth in orJer narrations concerning the a mistranslation.
But they did not comthings which were delivered by the eye- prehend Luke, nor the meaning of the
witnesses! 11 But if so, then, Matthew, Greek.
I have translated thus :-Since
Mark, Luke and John
had not ob-. many have undertaken to compose a history
tained exact information, and had not of the things," &c. I have expressed the
written the facts in order, and therefore exact thought of Luke. For these "many"
no certain knowledge could be gained did undertake to compose histories, yet
from their writings I
And, therefore, their works were a failure. Their underLuke, after obtaining exact information, taking being a failure, as it respects orderthought it w.ell for himself to write out ly consecution, exact information, and cerin order, or consecutively, that certain tainty, Luke, after ha1ing obtained exact
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information, thought it good to write these the world, to examine this introduction;
things in order, or consecutively, that The. and if he can point out any error, he will
ophilus might know the certainty of the confer a favor on me by so doing. We give
things in which he had been instructed.
this invitation, not for the sake of contro.
But the Secretary classes Matthew, Mark, verting any point, but because we know
Luke and John with the "many," and even that there is learning among the Catholics,
makes Luke call the testimonies of him. Episcopalians and Presbyterians, and we
self, Matthew, Mark, and John, "narrations desire to profit by their suggestions.
I do
concerning the things," when it was Luke's not confine anyone named in this invitatio,n
purpose to show that these narrations were to the introduction to Luke's testimony,
deficient in three points j 1. Orderly conse. but he will make suggestions on any chapcution. 2. Exact information. 3. In im- ter that has been, or may be published.'
parting knowledge.
Very truly,
I intended to notice the error of the ReH. T. ANDERSON.
visers in translating
the last clause of
Luke's
introduction.
That preposition
"peri" occurs again in that clause. Suffice
it to say, that they have erred in this last
clause as in many others. I shall continue
my review of the Gospels, and a notice of
this may come up in due time. The errors
already noticed in the introduction to Luke,
and the notice of the Secretary's remarkRIPLEY, 0., June 20th, 1863.
able discoveries with respect to these "narBRO. FRANKLIN:-Permit
me to introrations," with the fact that the lIoly Spirit duce myself as a reader of your excellent
had special reasons for using the English paper, "The American Christian Review,"
word "concerning"
will suffice for the a favor bestowed upon me by some unknown
present.
I hope the reader will not think friend, or friends, for which I feel truly
it out of place if I now give my transla~ion grateful.
I ,have had ths honor of being a
of this introduction.
With all the facts member in the Christian Church~ (someabove noted he can, perhaps, better judge times called "the old Ohristian Order,") for
of its merits.
abou t twenty years, the last· thirteen of
"Since many have undertaken to compose which, I have been trying, in much weak.
a history of the things that are fully be- ness and trembling, to preach the Gospel to
lieved among us, even as they were deliv- a dying world.
How successful I have
ered to us by those who were, from the be- been, I leave to the judgment of others, and
ginning, eyewitnesses and ministers of the for the decision of the great day.
I have
word j it seemed good to me also, having formed an agreeable acquaintance with mao
obtained exact information of all things 'ny of the Christian (Disciple) brethren,
from the very first, to write them in order most or whom I esteem with the highest
for you, most excellent Theophilus, that Christian regard. I haTe long felt an anx.
you may know the certainty of the things ious desire to see a union of the two bodies
in which you have been instructed."
' into
It would certainly wrest from
As the Corresponding 'Secretary of the the hands of the sectarian and the skeptic
Bible Union has spent all his power on this a weapon, which is now being used too sucintroduction, and as not one of his missiles cessfully against the simplicity of the Bihas left even a mark upon it, I do now re- ble, and Christianity in general, I had,
spectfully and affectionately invite anyone however, almost despaired of by such a
of whatever name, Catholic, Episcopalian, union until recently, when on becoming
Presbyterian, Methodist, or gentleman of more fully acquainted with your sentiments,
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Priest and King immediately, or from the
anointing forward.
We think the intention of the question is better expressed
omiting the words, "to be. "
Was not our
Lord anointed with the Holy Spirit, a
Prophet, Priest and King, immediately after his immersion 1 The intention, we take
it, is to ascertain whether the Lord did not
commence acting and officiating fully in his
offices as Prophet, Priest anl King, at the
time of the descent of the Holy Spirit on
him. If we are not correct in this, our
worthy brother will correct us.
So much
for the definition of the question.
With
this definition, we answer, No.
II. The idea that the Savior was anointed Prophet, Priest and King, with the Holy Spirit, immediately after his immersion,
is plausible, and has been received thousands of times for no other reason than its
mere beauty and plausibility.
Still, we
know of no Scripture that teaches anything
of the kind.
That he was was "anointed
J. P. DAUGHERTY.
with the Holy Spirit and with power," we
REMARKS.
are clearly taught in Scripture.
See Acts
That he received the Holy Spirit
We are thankful to receive the foregoing, x: 31.
believing, as we certainly do, that it comes -that the Holy Spirit descended on him
with pure motives, from a mind capable of immediately after his immersion, is equally
understanding the truth, ascompanied also certain, but that this was intended to
with a disposition to receive-it.
Not de- anoint him a Prophet, Priest and King, is
siring'to print the questions twice, and de- not proved by any Scripture known to us.
siring each question to be before the mind We have one clear intimation of the object
when reading the answer, we shall print ooe of the descent of the Holy Spirit on him.
question at a time and follow each ques- John the immerser said, "I knew him not,
tion immediately with the answer:
but he who sent me to Immerse said, On
whomsoever you shall see the Holy Spirit
QUESTION I.
Was not our Lord annointed with the descending and remaining, he is he." The
Holy Spirit, immediately after his baptism, intimation is clear from this, that the object
to be a Prophet, Priest and King 1 Matt. of this wonderful descent of the Spirit, accompanied by the words of the
iii: 16, 17; Acts x: 38.
Almighty Father, "This is my Son the beANSWER.
I. The first thing in o'rder, is to deter- loved in whom I am well pleased," immemine the meaning of ~he question.
What diately after his emerging from his immeris intended by the words "to be a Proph- sion in Jordan, was to manifest him, as the
et, Priest, and King 1"
These words are Sun of God to Israel. Hence John the imnot clear.
They are liable to be taken to mcrser exclaims, "Behold the Lamb of
mean in two different ways.
They might God who takes away the sin of the world,"
be understood to mean, to be a Prophet, and not "Behold your Prophet, Priest and
The intention was to make him
Priest and King commencing atsome future King."
period of time, and not to ,be a Prophet, known to Isreal, as their long-promised Me-

a faint hope arose in my mind that possibly
such a good thing may yet be accomplished.
But if such a work is ever done, it must
have a beginning as well as a consummation.
Therefore, in order to contribute,
though it may be but a single "mite" in
that direction, I propose for your consideration the following questions, (not for the
sake of controversy, but as an honest enquirer after truth); the answering of which
may do much to remove .obstacles, and bring
us all "into the unity of the faith, and of
the knowledge of the Son of God." 1 shall
endeavor to shape my questions so as to
embrace the principal objections to your
system as I understand it.
I hope you
will receive them with favorable regard, as
from one who loves the truth, and is willing to be led by the same. If in any case
I shall improperly anticipate your sentiments, I will most cheerfully stand corrected.
Yours for the sake of truth,
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siah. We must' take the divine intention not from hence.:' See John xviii: 36.and not the human intention of some mod- When he died, and his disciples were disern theorist.
persed, his reign had not commenced,
III.
He was certainly a prophet, and but was only in prospect, and he was put to
more than a prophet.
He was the Prophet den.th to prevent the inauguration of his
of all the prophets-the
one of whom Mos- reign. But he ascended no throne, had no
es spoke, whom, the Lord should raise up, crown ~n his head but a crown of thorns"
and he was a Prophet while on earth, but and inaugurated no reign while on earth.
we know of no evidence that he was ever All done during the period of his lifetime,
anointed prophet immediately after his im- was preparatory; all the steps taken were
mersion by the Holy Spirit.
incipient, and his own disciples did not unIV. He was prospectively Priest, not derstand the nature of the reign at hand,
merely a priest, but the great High Priest believe or understand the foundation facts
foreyer after the order of Melchiscdec; but of the Institution.
They did not believe
he did not enter into his priestly office, act, the Lord when he told them that he would
or officiate, as High Priest, while on earth; be put to death, nor when he told them that
nor is there any evidence of his being he would rise from the dead. They never
anointed Priest immediately after his im- preached that Jesus would die, that he
mersion, by the Holy Spirit, or by anything would shed his blood, or that he would rise
else.
Paul says, Heb. viii: 4, "For ifhe from the dead, or even understood these
were on earth, he should not be a priest, things, during the Lord's personal minisseeing that there are priests that offer gifts try. During this whole period, they were
according to the law." He was the victim expecting an earthly kingdom, and even
himself, the great sin-offering,
in the end after he rose from the dead and appeared
of the two ages, offered without blemish to to them, they said, "Lord, wilt thou restore
God. He died without the gate.
He en- the kingdom to Israel?"
All they said
tered not into the most holy place on earth, and thought of his being King, was not in
with the blood of bulls and of goats, but view of his being anointed King by the
, into heaven itl:lelf, into the true holy place, Holy Spirit immediately after his immerwhich the Lord pitched and not man, with sion, or any other time while he was on
his own blood to appear in the presence of earth, but prospectively.
They believed
God for us and purge us forever from our and preached as he taught them to do,
sins. Here is where he officiates, oracts as- while he was on earth, and as he also
Priest for us, and not on earth.
No man preached himself, that the ldnqdoin was at
can find an instance of his claiming to be 11 hand.
Consistently with this, he taught
priest while on earth, or acting as priest,them to pray, "Thy kingdom come." This
He waited till the law was ended, dead and they never prayed after the kingdom had
taken out of the way, till the old priest- come. Many preachers are maintaining that
hood was removed, when he entered his of- the kingdom did come early in the lifetime
fice as a priest forever; to officiate in the of the Lord, and are praying for it to come
true holy place, in the presence of God.
to this day!
V. He was prospectively,
not only it
QUESTION II.
King, but "tl"e King of kings and Lord of
If the Messiah was not inaugurated King
lords," but not acting in his office,as King, before his ascension, how was the prophecy,
while on earth, nor when put to death. He "Behold thy King cometh unto thee,"
explained when on trial before Pilot, say- CZech. ix: 9.) fulfilled, as recorded in Matt.
ing: My kingdom is not of this world; i xxi: 1-4, ~nd John xii: 13-15 ?
my kingdom were of this world, then would
ANSW'ER.
my servants fight, that I should not be deHe was their anticipated King, or their
livered to the Jews; but now_is my kingdom King prospf;.ct1:vely,or to be; but certainly
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not yet inaugurated, reigning and acting in or pri'lparatory state, and they opposed the
the office of King. Where had he been preaching, cavelled, quibbled and confused
inaugurated?
When?
Let him who says, the public mind, ~nd thus obstructed the
This was all the
he had been inaugurated previous to this way into the kingdom.
time, point to the time and place. Where way in which they could have shut it after
is the account of any inauguration previous it even was fully inaugurated.
QUESTION V.
to this time I It is not sufficient to
If
Christ
had
not a kingdom while on
imagine an inauguration and claim it, when
earth,
to
what
kingdom
or order did those
we have no account of it, but let it be
belong,
who
believed
in
and followed him.?
pointed out.
ANSWER.
QUESTIONIII.
Their church relation had not been
If the kingdom was not set up before
Pentecost, how could it be preached and changed. The Jewish Churoh was still in
men press into it before Christ was cruci- existence, its ritual, temple, altars, priests
and all stood in full force, not abrogated
fied? Luke xiii: 16.
till Jesus died, and they all remained in
ANSWER.
All the steps taken were
1. It could be preached precisely as the old Church.
Christ commanded, and as the apostle did preparatory to the change from the Old Inpreach, that it approached, was at hand, stitution to the New, from the old church
and thus prepare the public mind for it to the new. They were all under the law
when it should come, and not as he did not till Jesus died. The preaching and imcommand them to preach, and as they never mersing was all preparing among the Jews,
did preach, that the kingdom had already and in the Jewish Church, a people for the
come. Certainly the Lord did not say, as nucleus for the new body, or church; but it
he does, Mark ix: 1, "There be some of never took distinct, separate and independA people in the
them that stand here, who shall not taste ent form till Pentecost.
of death till they have seen the kingdom old Church, under the law, adhering to all
of God come with power," knowing that its rites and ceremonies, were prepared for
they had already seen it, entered it, and the Lord; but they never existed in the
new, separate and distinct body till Penteintroduced others into it.
II. The "pr~ssing into it," only means cost.
QUESTIONVI.
inqui1'ing into it, and not entering into it,
for surely "every man" did not enter into . If Christ had not kingly authority, by what
it. Had· "every man" entered into the authority did he teach? Matt. xxvii: 29.
ANSWER.
kingdom at this period, we know not where
As the great Prophet sent from God, the
Peter found his three thousand on Pentecost, five thousand in Solomon's portico, Son of God and the Savior of the world,
and the numerous other thousands still not the sent of the Father, or the apostle from
God, he had authority from bis Father and
in the kingdom /
by his authority he taught, doing nothing
QUESTIONIV.
How could a woe be pronounced on the in his own name. The beginning of rePharisees for shutting up the kingdom, in pentance and remission of sins in his name
was after he rose from the dead. See Luke
the days of Christ, if it did not exist?xxiv: 47.
Matt. xxiii: 13.
QUESTIONVII.
ANSWER.
If Christ was not inaugurated King till
By objecting to the preaching of Jesus,
the Twelve and the Seventy, who were after his ascension into heaven, how far, or
preaching that the kingdom was at hand, in what sense, are the precepts of his peropening it up to the public mind. It did, sonal ministry obliglttory on mankind since
however, exist in its incipiencl. embryo, that time?
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ANSWER.

ANS

ER.

He taught as the great Prophet from God,
the apostle of God, the sent of the Father,
the Son of God, and the circumstance of his
not being inau~urated King till Pentecost
would detract nothing from the authority
of his precepts. His moral precepts are all
binding, and will be till the end of time.We find in his life some special enactments
for special cases, as anointing a blind man's
eyes, the enactment for the thief on the
cross, etc., never intended as geneval law,
and not a~plicable to any other cases.
QUESTION VIII.

It was not precisely either. It was the
beginning of repentance and remission of
sins in his name to be preached among all
nations. It was the beginning of the proclamation to all nations, and the beginning
of repentance and remission of sins in his
name. Previous to this time, they had not
preached to all natiorfs, nor been authorized
so t1 do, nor had they preached repentance
and remission of sins in his name, or been
authorized so to do.
B. F.

Upon the hypothesis that Peter preached
the first gospel sermon on £he day of Pen-.
tecost, how do you explain Matt. XXIV: 14;
Mark i: 14; Heb. ii: 3?

-.-

ANSWER.

The gospel was preached to Abraham, in
promise, saying, "In thee and thy seed all
the families of the earth shall be blessed."
The good news of the kingdom, in a mystery, secret or promise, was preached to
Abraham, but not made known to the sons
of men till they were re·vealed to the holy
apostles and prophets by the S'pirit. The
gospel, or tbe good news, that the kingdom
was at hand, was preached by the Lord, the
apostles, the seventy, prospectively, or good
news shortly to be realized, but never
preached in all its fullness, in fact, and the
way opened for the people to enter into the
real enjoyment in full of the kingdom of
God till Pentecost.
They never could
preach that Christ died for our sins, shed
his blood, was buried, and that he rose from
the dead, till he did die, shed his blood, was
buried, and did rise from the dead, and
without the fundamental facts, the gospel,
in all its fullness, wall not and cannot be
preached.
QUESTION

IX.

When Christ commanded repentance and
remission of sins to be preached in his name
among all nations, "beginning at J erusalem," was it the beginning of the gospel, or
the beginning of its proclamation to all nations, that he meant?

.

DR. LILLIE

ON VERBAL
TION.

INSPIRA·

BRO. FRANKLIN: Enclosed, I send you
Art. No. I, of Bro. Lillie's Essays on Verbal
Inspiration.
I think your readers will be
pleased and instructed by the perusal of
this, the first part, and perhaps demand the
second.
Yours truly,

D. S.

BURNET.

June 17, 1863.
THE WORDS OF SCRIPTURE THE WORDS OF
GOD.

Efficient work implies competent knowl·
edge; and God, in requiring work from His
children, has not left them without light.
"He hath showed thee, 0 man, what is
good, and what doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, to love mercy, and
to walk humbly with thy God? Mic. vi. 8.
"But do thou abide in the things which
thou didst learn, and with which thou wast
entrusted, knowing from whom thol1 didst
learn them, and that from a child thou
knewest the Holy Scriptures, that are able
to make thee wise unto salvation, through
the faith which is in Christ Jesus. All
Scripture is God-inspired, and is profitable
for teaching, for argument, for setting right,
for training, that is in righteousness, that
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the man of God may be complete for every Every reference made by Christ to the
good work fitted out." Tim. iii. 15, 16.- words of Scripture, demonstrates the light
'Ve are here infallibly' taught how we are in which he looked at them as the words of
Whether he is repelling the
to become complete men, trained for all the his Father.
works of God. It is by knowing and ap- assaults of Satan, silencing the Pharisees
and the Saducees, or teaching his disciples,
plying the" God-inspired" writings.
The Greek compound theopnewste occurs he appeals to the Scriptures as the infallibut once in Holy Writ, and literally means ble words of God. Does Satan tempt him
God-breathed.
We 'may be sure if the to infidelity, when he is hungry, .after the
Holy Spirit uses a peculiar word to express fOlty-days fa&t? He answers: "It is writthe character of Scripture, it must be an ten, 'Man shall not live by bread alone, but
infinitely important matte~ that we inter· by every word that proceedeth out of the
Is he
pret it properly.
It is illustrated in Ps. mouth of God shall man live.'"
xxxiii. 6: "By the word of the Lord were tempted to presume on his Sonship, he rethe heavens made, and all their host by the plies: "It is written, 'Thou shalt not
Is he offered
breath of his mouth."
Here we are taught tempt the Lord thy God.'''
that the heavens are" God-b1·eathed." The the kingdoms of the world and the glory
heavens, then, and the Scriptures are alike of them, if he will fall down and worship
in this. They are equally the glorious Satan? he answers: "Get thee behind me,
effects of the wisdom and power of the Satan, for it is written, 'Thou shalt worEternal.
Every word therefore of the one shiP. the Lord thy God, and him only shalt
is as divine as every star of the other. It thou serve.' "
In each of these texts we have the words
is a palpable contradiction of the Apostolic
The use, howstatement to deny that the words of the of Moses to the Israelites.
Scripture (of which words the Scriptures ever, to which Christ puts them, stamps them
are made up) are God's breathings or God's as the living word of his Father, which Satan
word. This is what is meant by verbal in- could not ~esist, and which Jesus, as made
spiration ; and were there no other passage under the law, came to vindicate and obey.
than the one before us, no Christian c'an With all the precision and power of liim
consistently deny, that' the words of the whose name is Oounsellor, he appeals to
Bible are divine. A truth of such infinite the divine statute in his arguments with his
importance, however, has not been left to enemies: "Yea, did we never read ?"" How doth
be proved by this one decisive text. There " What saith the Scripture?"
are very few truths for which such a mass David in spirit call him Lord?" John x. 34:
of Scripture evidence can be marshaled as Is it not 'written in your law, I said ye are
this. One or two of the more obvious gods. If the la w called those gods, to whom
points are all that can be mentioned now; the word of God came, (and the Scripture
after which, I will invite your attention to can not be broken,) say ye to him whom the
the more prominent objections, which two Father sanctified and sent into the world:
popular religious teachers are urging against Thou blasphemest, because I said I am
God's Son?"
Here the argument binges
this divine and all-important truth.
If your law gives this
THE SCRIPTURES ARE THE WORDS OF on tbe word gods.
GOD.-Heb. i. 1: "God who, in many parts title to your magistrates, why may not I,
and in many ways, spoke of old to the fa- without blasphemy, call myself God's Son,
thers by the prophets, dill, on the last of when God is evidently marking. me as his
these days, speak to us by his Bon." Here messenger by all the miracles that I am
Tho questiou was unansweris a clear declaration, that God is the Au- performing?
thor of the Bible, in both the Testaments. able; simply because the word" gods" could
The prophets in the Old, J esq.s in.the New, not be set aside. "The Scripture can not
were the conveyers of the words of God. be brol,en," (more properly annulled or
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set aside) i. e. This word" gods" is Scripture, i. e. God's writing, and must stand.
Even the gainsaying Jews could say nothing again. Our modern Christians, who
ridicule verbal inspiration, would have retorted at once: The word proves nothing.
Moses made a bad selection, or: It is a
blunder of some ignorant transcribers.
"Search the Scriptures, for in them ye
think ye have eternal life, and they are
they which testify of me." Why should
they do this, unless the words w,ere all divine? Had some words been divine, and
others human, ~anew revelation was indispensable to make the distinction between
the two; and if the Scriptures were the
prophetic witnesses of Christ, from what
mouth coura they have come, if not from
the mouth of Him who knoweth the end
from the beginning?
It is an unparalleled manifestation of the
glory of the words of the Old Testament,
that the Son of God himslllf, in whom
dwelt all the fullness of the Godhead bodily, should have so habitually appealed to
the words of the Old Testament, of Moses,
David and the prophets, as the Qracles of
Heaven, thus veiling his own peerless majesty, while, as made under the law, he
bowed in meek. submission to its very least
command, and taught us, by his example,
how to drive Satan before us, to silence if
not convince the teacher,s of error, and
savingly to instruct the people of God.
The divine authority of the words of the
Old Testament, therefore; is guaranteed to
us by the express authority and habitual
use of God our Savior.
The question now comes up concerning the
New Testament.
Is it the will of God,
that his children should regard the New
Testament, as on the same heavenly level
with the Old?
In the first, place it will be admitted
gladly by every Christian, that the Gospels,
so far as they are the words of Christ, are
the words of God. But what security have
we that the words are correctly reported?
Two of the Gospels are by the Apostles
Matthew and John.
On these, before leav-
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ing the world, Christ breathed, and said:
" Receive ye the Holy Spirit."
To them
he had formerly promised his Spirit "to,
lead them into all the truth," "to bring all
things to their remembrance, whatsoever
he had said to them," and" to shew them
things to come," and that he would be with
them" to the end of the world." He told
them they were his witnesses to the nations,.
that they were to be brought before Governors and Kings, and commanded them
not to be anxious beforehand what they
should say, inasmuch as words were to
be given them in that hour, expressly.
assuring them it was not they who should
speak, but the Holy Spirit. Their official
words, therefore, were to be the words of
God.
N ow the point which we have to consider
is this: If the Apostles always spoke the
words of the Holy Spirit, in those innumerable discourses delivered to their cotemporaries, and which have perished,. so far
as writing is concerned, shall we believe
that in their testimony which has. been embodied in which, and which has been revolutionizing and reforming the world for 18
centuries, they were left entirely to themselves, that their words were merely their
own, and not the Holy Spirit's?
Did they
always speak inspiration when theypreaehed
bu t never write it ? Was Christ and his
Spirit so careful of the generation then Iiving,
and so careless of, all the generations that
were to follow? . That is impossible; for
Chribt expressly told his disciples:, " Lo I
I am with you always even to the end of
the world." The only way in whieh the
disciples have been in the world, since they
left it, has been by their written testimony j
and therefore we are sure, that in that testimony we have not merely the disciples
speaking, but Christ speaking, and the Holy Spirit speaking, even to the end of the
world. •
'
Mark and Luke were not Apostles, but
they were the disciples and attendants of
Peter and Paul, and their Gospels have always been regarded by Christians as of
equal authority with those of Matthew and
I
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John.
On this point I shall have occasion
to speak again.
Paul is a divine witness of the verbal inspiration of both parts of the Bible. In
2 Tim. iii. 15, 16, we have an unanswerable
text, in which he pronounces ali eulogium
on the Old Testament, by calling it the
Holy Scriptures, and declaring them to
possess a saving power as the word of
Christ-they
"are able to make thee wise
unto salvation, by faith which is in Christ
Jesus j" and then by immediately adding:
"All Scripture is God-inspired"-he
stamps
the New Testament isotime of equal that is
of infinite value. Paul took every opportunity of magnifying his office, as that of a
witness whose words were all divine. 1
Cor. ii, 4: "My speech and my P!eaching
were not in persuasive words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit
and of power, that your faith might not
stand in the wisdom of men, but in the
power of God." 13:" Which things we
speak, not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but in those which the Spirit
teacheth, comparing spiritual things with
spiritual.
Peter is a witness of the ~ame character.
1 Peter i. 23: "Being born again not of
corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by
the living and eternally abiding word of
God." 2 Peter i. 21: '~For not by will of
man was prophecy ever brought, but the
holy men of God spake, being moved by
the Holy Spirit."
iii.2:" That ye may be
mindful of the words that were spoken before by the holy prophets, and of the commandment of us the Apostles of the Lord
and Savior." Vs.15, 16: "And the longBuffering of our Lord account salvation;
even as also our beloved brother Paul, according to the wisdom given to him, wrote
to you. As also in all the epistles, speaking in them of these things, among which
are some hard to be understood, which the
unlearned and unstable wrest, as also the
other Scriptures, to their own destruction."
Here we see the great Apostle setting his
official seal to the words of the Old and
New Testament, uttering his divine testi-
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mony to the equal authority of his beloved
Paul, endorsing all his epistles ~nd his
dark things, and denouncing perdition to
those who wrested them. If Peter threat.
ened perdition to those who offered violence
to a few of the words of Paul, because difficult as they were, they were still the
word of God, what would he have said to our
modern deniers of the divine authority of
large portions of the words of the Bible,
or even of the whole, because they find it
hard to understand how they can be divine?
The conclusions of the two TCitaments
are solemn, and should be weighed by all
who read the Bible. Mal. iv. 4: "Remember ye the law of Moses my servant which
I commanded him in Horeb for all Israel,
with the statutes and judgments.

--A SYNOPSIS OF THE F AITR
PRACTICE OF THE CHURCH
CHRIST,

AND
OF

Meeting at the CQ1'nerof Jefferson avenue
and Beaubien streets, Detroit.
Togetherwith the by-laws which regulate the order
and business of the church.
Such is the title of a little work recently
published by thc congregation in the city
of Detroit.
It consists of ten Articles,
or paragraphs, which we are to understand
as constituting the faith of said Church.
Then follow eighteen by-laws, which control the order and the business of the congregation j all of which are neatly expres~ed in the beautiful style of our gifted and
accomplished brother, ISAAC ERRETT.~
The congregation meeting on the corner of
Jefferson avenue and Beaubien street, Detroit, are admirably harnessed, panoplied
and equipped, for their spiritual warfare,
with ten articles of faith, and eighteen bylaws; ~o that under these safeguards, it is
to be presumed their religion, in the
important elementary points of faith, order
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and business, may be considered as entirely eighteen by-laws, and obliged himself or
secure from the assaults of foes, both with- herself to obey them. I say we are to unin and without.
And if the Church, in derstand this as an implied fact. Any
the city of Detroit, do not move on with other supposition would involve an absurd.
the utmost precision aBd mechanical har- ity, and even falsehood, in the title of the
mony, as perfect as that of the spheres in document. The words are these: "A sy·
their mystic dance, it will not be because nopsis of the faith and practice of the
of the absence of a human symbol of faith, church of Christ, meeting at t,he corner of
and eighteen most exact by.laws,-for they Jefferson avenue and Beaubien street-tohave these-the
coveted idol of every form gether with the by-laws which regulate the
of the Apostasy, in every age of its his- order and business of the church."
We
tory. The truth is, the brethren in Detroit are not at liberty, therefore, to suppose
have made a creed, a confession and disci- that this document is a mere declaration depline, and published it to the world.
signed to furnish information to the public
It matters not whether they intended to alone.
Before the public is reached, the
do so or not, they have done it in fact and church itself was reached-and
its memo
in form; and as such it must be treated or bers subscribed both the articles of faith,
regarded by every man who can discrimi- and the by-laws. The entire church con·
nate and identify facts. The work before sent to hold these ten articles, and to obey
us is far more than an essay. It is an au- these eighteen laws; i. e., they agree to
thoritative declaration and document.
It hold and advocate the one, and to obey the
professes to enunciate in regular systematic other. Now what is this but making and
form, the faith and the practice of that par· adopting a human creed, in every particuticular congregation.
True, it only pro- lar essential to such an act? If the church
fesses to be a synopsis of their faith and in the city of Detroit are not bound by this
practice.
But we are to understand that it document, then it is not their faith and
embraces the "essential"
or the "funda- practice-but
an imposition upon them,
mental" points or articles of the faith of and the public too. If they are religiousthat Church.
So that this "synopsis" sus- ly bound by it-as in all good faith we must
tains the same relation to the DetroitChurch,
believe, then they have a human creed as
that the "Discipline" does to the Methodist much as any church in Christendom.
Society, or the West Minster Confession,
2. The information
conveyed in the
to the Presbyterian Church.
The brethren tenth paragraph is singular and extraordi·
in Detroit may not be so rigid in the ap- nary, in the superlative degree, to-wit:
plication of their synopsis and by-laws, as "This declaration oj our faith is not to be
the various protestant sects; they may not taken as a creed." How, then, is it to be
make their ten articles and eighteen by-laws taken? You tell me what you believea test of fellowship to the same extent as what your faith is-in plain words-but in
the Presbyterians; but this is another mat- conclusion tell me that I am not to take it
ter altogether.
The use they may make of as your creed, or your faith. This appears
their creed cannot alter the nature and to me to be inconsistent and self-contracharacter of the document which lies be- dictory. The ch urch in Detroit writes and
fore us. It is a human creed, whether they prints a "synopsis" of its faith, in systelive by it or not.
matic form-prints
it for the information
1. Weare to understand that the entire of the public, and then closes by assuring
congregation indorse, that is, believe these 'the public that this, the authentic creed or
ten artcles of faith-have
accepted them faith of the said church, is not to be taken
and hold them as the faith of Christ. We as a creed or formula of faith II Whose
are also to understand that each member of creed is it then, if it be not the creed of the
said church has likewise accepted the church in the city of Detroit?
That the
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document is a creed in form, substance, faith and practice solely to give information
and fact, no one can be so puerile as to de- to the public. _ There must have been first
ny. This is the nat·ure of the docnment. a personal sense of need in this respect.
It is a declaration of faith-the
creed or The congregation must have felt that a
symbol of the faith of the church in De- written formula was, in some sense, essentrait, and if it be not taken as a creed, it tial to its own well being. If it was merecannot be bken at all. The moment the ly to give information to the public,. why
mind ceases to regard it as a creed, it loses adopt the form of a creed?
Why dress
all importance, becomes insignificant and the document in sectarian guise?
Why
false, both in name and character.
No, we use ribbons and gewgaws from the ancient
must take every thing according to its na- shop of Mystery Babylon?
A tract, or an
ture or character.
This document in its essay, or a sermon from the pen of brother
essential nature is the symbol of the faith Errett would have given the requisite inof a religious congregation; and as such, formation to the public.
Indeed, I am
it m~lst be understood, or it cannot be un-· clearly convinced that this last method
derstood at all. I confess my inability to would have been much more effectual.comprehend the meaning of the admonition The fact that another method was adopted
that this declaration of faith is not to be -that
a creed, in fact and form, is protaken as a creed. It seems to me to be out duced, compels a thinking man to regard
of place; and suggestive too, that the work this movement as radical in the extreme;
of these brethren had not been compre- and, as designed chiefly for the well-being
hended in its real nature. It appears that of the church, as supplying a felt deficienwhile the church 'in Detroit have nerved cy in the structure, or the circumstances
themselves up to the act of making a creed, of the church, in the abstract.
The carethey have not yet got the courage to openly fully prepared discipline, in the shape of
avow it and employ it for the only purpose eighteen laws, meant to regulate the order,
that. instrument is adapted to-to
control and the b~lsiness,would seem to be a special
and fix the minds of its members. Hence devisement intended to meet a special
the squeamishness as to how their little want. Then these eighteen by-laws emSynopsis shall be regarded. Though it is a brace the practice of the church!
They
creed, they do not wish it to be so regarded. are the second table of the law-the
first
They are not yet quite full grown men and table being filled with the faith. Surely
women in the creed-doctrine.
The initial this is sufficiently methodical.
But what
lesson has been well studied-the
work even a meager practice of Christianity do these
has been done-the
little creed-bantling, by-laws present. I have read them over
well dressed, is introduced upon the stage; several times, and r feel sure that I entirely
but with some bashfulness and deep mis- comprehend them.
But they are cold
givings it is said: O! it is nothing-not
to mechanical forms. I ask myself, Is this
be taken as a creed-not it-but merely an the practice of the church of Christ?
Is
innocent little angel to impart informa- this to be called the practice of Christian to the public!
Time, however, will tianity?'
show the effect and influence of this doubtI open my New Testament and readful measure upon the authors of it.
"Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch
3. It is said that this synopsis at the cannot bear fruit, except it abide in the
faith and practice of the church in Detroit vine, no more can ye, except ye abide in me.
is put forth, or published, for the informa- I am the vine-ye
are the branches.
He
tion of the public. This is plain. But that abideth in me, and I in him, the same
why wasit conceived and subscribed by the bringeth forth much fruit, for without me
church?
It is not to be presumed that ye can do nothing ... I beseech you therethe church would write and publish her fore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that
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you present your bodies a living sacrifice,
holy, acceptable unto God, which is your
reasonable service. And be not conformed
to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your illind, that you may prove
what is that good, and acceptable and perfect will of God .•..
Let love be without
dissimulation.
Abhor that which is evil;
cleave to that which is good. Be kindly
affectioned one to another with brotherly
love, in honor preferring one another; not
slothful in business; fervent in spirit, serYing the Lord; rejoicing in hope; patient in
the tribulation; continuing instant in prayer; distributing to the necessity of saints;
given to hospitality.
Bless them which
persecute you; bless, and curse not. Rejoice with them that do rejoice; and weep
with them that weep.
Be of the same
mind one toward another.
Mind not high
things, but condescend to men .of low estate. Be not wise in '!I0ler own conceits.Recompense to no man evil for evil. Provide things honest in the sight of all men.
If it be possible, as much as lieth in you,
live peaceably with all men.
Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather
give place unto wrath; for it is written vena
geance is mind. I will repay saith the Lord.
Therefore, ifth'ne enemy hunger, feed him;
if he thirst, give him drink; for in so doing
thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head. Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with
good . . . . Let all bitterness, and wraths,
and anger, and clamor, and evil speaking,
be put away from you, with all malice, and
be ye kind one to another, tender hearted,
forgiving one another, even as God for
Christ's sake hath forgiven you." Here is,
in part, the practice of the apostles. It
kindles the soul to read it. It unseals the
decpest yearnings and aspirations of the
heart.
It points to the personal effort, conflict, prayerful endeavor, and manly purpose, to rise to the divine and heavenly, by
surrendering the mind and heart to the life
and law ·of Love an Righteousness.
It
opens at once another life within life, deep,
pure, immortal, and Godlike.
Like some
sweet voice and hymn of nature it soothes,
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and melts the heart, heals it of its sicknesses, and brings into it the thoiIghts, and
the beauty, and the joys of heaven.
Now let the reader compare this specimen of the ancient apostolic practice of the
saints, with the practice of the Church in
Detroit, as enunciated in the eighteen bylaws of the newest human creed in christendom-and
tell me what he thinks of the
comparison.
These eighteen by-laws are
as cold and mechanical as those which regulate the Lo~ell mill in l\fassachusetteJl, in
comparison with the soul-moving teachings
of the Holy Spirit.
Besides, what of
Christianity is communicated to tIle public,
in these eighteen by-laws?
Not one particle. And yet they repre~ent the practice of
the Church of Christ in the City of Dettoit!
Obedience to everyone of them would not
weigh one feather in a true and Scriptural
estimate of the christian life. Nay, a man
may punctiliously
obey each of those
eighteen by-laws, and not even be any thing
but a heartless form:tli&t.
And so it is,
and ever will be, with every effort of man
to mend or modify the Christian religion,
and to render it more acceptable. to the
speculative spirit of the age.
Human
creeds are lifeless forms.
They are trees
without foliage, without blossoms, and without fruit. Their dry, knotted, and gnarled
trunks, and storm- beaten and twisted boughs,
only add fresh feelings of desolation in the
mind of him who gazes upon them, in the
barren wastes of dogmatic theology. The
Bible alone contains the true faith and
practice of Christ and the apostles.
To
circulate this-to interest men in i~to call
attention publicly and privately to' its
teachings, and to exhort men to believe and
obey it-is the great work of a preacher.
Writing creeds or symbols of faith for tJio
public; and publishinli by-laws to enlighten
men concerning the practice of the Gospel,
will never do any good, but will ever do
harm, no matter how well meant. Such is
my deep conviction, and I cannot but weep
at the fact that any of our brethren should
so far go backward as to manufacture a
creed and by·laws for the perfection of the
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Church of Christ, and the conversion of
the world.
The Church of Detroit bas as good a
right to make a creed as any other body of
men living. But in doing it they haveleft
the grand principle of Protestantism-and
ignored the. fundamental axioms of the current Reformation-that
the Holy Scriptures
alone contain and teach all that is necessary for salvation. Here is our creed and
discipline.
It is sufficient and perfect in
every respect to tbe end had in view. If it
be not, I am sure the wisdom of the world
cannot supply the defect.
So far as 1am
concerned, I can never consent to hold
membership in any church which has any
other creed than the Bible.
But enough
for the present.
J. W. Cox.

_e.
H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY
WYCKOFF.

TO WM. H.

NO. X.

HARRODSBURG,KY., June 19, '63.
"BRO.FRANKLIN:
Criticism No. VIII. lies before me.Like those that have preceded it, it has
much of the freshman about it. This constant attempt at the display of Greek words
proves the novice. Somebody says that
roots are found to grow mostly in barren
ground.
Fruit is found on a different soil.
But to the criticism.
Robinson and Webster are the highest authorities in the Greek and English.
Rob••
inson gives us the word "class" as the translation of the Greek term; and Webster
gives in his sixth definition of the word
"course" "order; turn; class; succession of
one to another in office or duty. Solomon
appointed the courses of the priests. 2d
Chron. viii." Class is the word for these
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times. We say, a course of medicine, a
course of study, the course of nature,
the course of a stream; but no sensible
man ever talks of a "course of men" or
course of priests. "Class of priests" is
English.
Our critic is surely afflicted with the
spirit of error. In his remarks on the parti.ciple of "probaino" he forgets all else but
the Revision of the Union.
The verb
"probaino" is one of the most common of
Greek verbs, and means "to go before; to
advance." The simple verb "baino" cannot mean to "advance."
For it requires
the preposition "pro" to give it this meaning. Surely our critic did not think that a
Greek could be guilty of such a blunder
as to use a word that would be equal to the
English words advance before. Yet such is
his judgment in this case. Then he knows
not that the verb advance is equal to the verb
to'go before. He tells us that "pro" is of the
nature of an intensitive. Intensitwe 1/ I suppose he means intensive. Let me say, that
this is but a fiction of his imagination.For there is nothing that would lead any
one to think that Zachariah and Elizabeth
were ve?'y old. The words now and for, as
given by the Revision, are the merest fictions, and show to every scholar that the
Revisers are in error. Advanced in years is
the full meaning of the Greek words.Bloomfield says, "the expression exactly
corresponds to our word elderly."
Our
critic has lately. made the discovery, that
a perfect tense expresses past time continuing up to the present, an'd he is anxious to
acquaint the readers of the Review with
the fact. We will see who is fit to translate,
ere we are done.
The Revision has the words, "Executed
the priest's office·." I have "officiated as
priest."
Webster is of no authority with
the Bible Union. We execute plans and
works, law or justice, deeds and bonds;
but we do not execute offices. Our critic is
so much occupied with Greek roots, that
he has no time for the examination of an
English Lexicon.
Lastly, the Revision has, "It fell to his
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lot, according to the cust<?mof the priest's
office, to burn incense, going into the temple of the Lord."
The remarks made by our critic on this
sentence convict the Union of want of
•
knowledge, as respects the translation of
participles.
The obvious meaning of the
sentence above quoted, is, that Zachariah
burned incense in the act of going into the
temple, and not after he had entered the
temple. The language, as they have it,
"to burn incense, going into the temple"
can mean nothing else. They teach what
is not true in this case. The sense of the
original is lost to the English reader. But,
"to burn incense when he went into the
temple" is the exact thought as expressed
by Luke's Greek.
I have noticed these points more particularly than was necessary for the readers
of the "Review" generally.
But our critic
deserves some notice on account of his
freshman style of treating Greek; and for
his sake I have been more particular than
herctefore.
I will now resume the examination of the Gospels revised by the
Union.
First, we will take an example of
rude collocation of words in a sentence;
Mark x: '2.
"And the Pharisees came to him, and
asked him, if it is lawful for a man to put
away his wife, tempting him."
Here is another abuse of the law for
translating
participles.
Two defects are
obvious in this sentence. 1. The position
of the words. 2. The translation of the
participle.
In Matt. ix : 19, 20, we find the following: "And Jesus arose and was following
him, and his disciples.
And behold, a
woman, having a flow 'of blood twelve
years" &c.
In this last clause, the participle "having"
is most unfortunato.
There is no excuse
for it but want of krtowledge. We well remember the words of the Savior: "The
servant that knew not his master's will, and
did things that were worthy of stripes,
shall be beaten with few." We have been
merciful, and have spared the rod measura-
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bly, knowing that the intent was good.There are, however, some'things pardonable,
and some things not. The first clause in
this last quotation is a version that is not
pardonable, and we will expose it fully, so
that anyone who has the least acquaintance
with Greek, mav see the error.
It not unfrequently happens that, in the
same sentence, there are two or more nouns
in the nominative case; one a singular noun,
the other, or others, plural.
The singular
noun is called the principal subject; the
verb takes the singular number, because
the principal subjec t is singular.
The
other noun, or nouns, as the case may be,
is called the subordinate subject, and has
no verb expressed.
Then, in translating,
we couple both the subjects by the copulative and, and make them the subjects
of the one verb. I will give two exam·
pIes, first expressing them according to
the Greek form, then according to the
English.
1. "The King came, and his courtier."
This is the Greek form. In English we
say, "The King and his courtiers came."
2. "The President entered the room,
and the professors," the Greek form. In
English we say, "The President and the
professors entered the room."
Nowby applying this law, the Revisers
could have said, "And Jesus and his disciples arose and followed him." But in
their ignorance of Greek Grammar, and of
English composition, they have committed
this unpardonable error; " And Jesus arose
and was following him, and his disciples."
And further; as the pronoun "his," must
grammatically stand for "him," the ruler;
then Jesus follows the ruler and the disciples of the ruler.
Again; in Luke xxii: 36 we find this
most noticeable attempt to improve upo~
the Common Version.
"Therefore said he
to them, But now, he that has a purse, let
him take it, and likewise a bag; and he that
has none, let him sell his garment ;lnd buy
a sword."
We have tried to find out the meaning
of this sentence, but our efforts are vain.
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"He that has none," must mean "he that
has no purse or bag;" and we must interpret thus: "he that has no purse or bag,
let him sell his garment and buy a sword."
Still we are altogether uncertain as to the
meaning. The Common Version has, "He
that has no swore, let him sell his garment,
and buy one." This is intelligible.
Our critic is admirable on the meaning
of the perfect tense. Let us hear the Revision on that wonderful tense. In Luke
viii: 46 we find the following:
"And Jesus said, Some one touched me,
for I perceive that power has gone out
from me."
According to the late discovery of our
critic, this means, I perceived some time
ago that power has now gone out from me.
In Matt. x: 22 is the following: "And
ye will be hated by all, for my name'sc;akej
but he that has endured to the end, the
same shall be saved."
According to the late wonderful discovery, we interpret thus: But he that has now
endured to the end, that is, has now endured
all the trials that shall hereafter come upon
him, the same shall be saved."
Well, we
shall grow wise, if we are patient.
Once more; and for the present, we will
lay down our pen. "Nor do they put new
wine into 01.1skins, else thc skins burst,
and the wine runs out, and the skins are
destroyed." Matt. ix: 17.
Our Revisers attempt to be ludicrous;
askos and derma are surely differcnt in
meaning. Why did they not, for the sake
of the Greek, and for the sake of dignity,
use the word "bottle" in the text, and by
means of a note, inform their brethren that,
in ancient times, (as even now in the East,)
bottles were made of skins?
Your's very truly,

H. T.

ANDERSON.
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TRUE AND FALSE EDUCATION.

•

Address before the Graduating Class of
Eureka Collegefor the session 1862-3; delivered on J1me 25th by the President, B.
W. Johnson.
I prt!sume that I address to-day only the
friends of education.
Your presence on occasions like the present,. sacred to the cause
of human progress and the attention you
have given to the exercises, serve to show
the deep interest you feel in this great work.
We are all the friends of education, and indeed it has no enemies. All men, wise and
simple, virtuous and vicious, rich and poor
are its friends.
The pick-pocket and the
ruffian of the great city, the miser who will
not vote a dollar for schools, the savage of
the Wes'tern wild, all make common cause
with the good and great in favor of education. Not only is this the case, that all
men are the friends of education, but I
will go a step farther and urge the paradoxical position that all men m'e educated;
friends of that system in which they have
been educated.
We speak of the poor, ginorant and degraded of the earthj I have
no issue to make with those who use such
language, for they use it cOHectly, but still
I must assert that all sane persons who have
reached adult age are educated men and
women. Yes, the degraded rag-Ficker of
the Northern city gutter, who has never
seen inside of a school and does not know
one letter from another, the unlettered poor
white of the slave states and the still more
degraded African. have all gone through the
proceos of education. They may not have
attended the best schools, enjoyed the best
masters and pursued the best systems, but
still they have had their schools, masters
and systems.
What is the meaning of the term education? It evidently has an equivocal signfication; for we may say correctly that a person has a good or a bad education.
It
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means to draw out, 'to develope, to cherish
the powers we have within us. It matters
not what these elements may be, wicked or
righteous, passions or virtues, the fostering
and strengthening of these elements in education.
There may be a physical educa,tion of the body, the development of the
muscular system, as seen in the litheness
and elasticity of the acrobat, in the great
strength and symmetry of the gymnast, or
in the mighty arm of the blacksmith; there
may be an education of the appetites, as
exemplified in thqse who develope an acquired taste until it gains a power to whose
mandates they ure compelled to cower like
helpless slaves; a.s exemplified in the drunkard who sees in the red depths of the intoxicating bowl, dcstitution, starvation and
wrethedness for his wife and little ones, and
the gutter, the poor house, death and hell
for himself j-shrinks
back from its horrors, yet drinks, .the powerless victim of
the appetite that he was llducated into such
omnipotent strength.
That fierce; alI-devouring passion was feeble once, but grew
under the tuit·ion he gave as gradually as
the slow dawnings of the young schoolboy's mind.
The savage of the western wild, delighting in deeds of blood, treachl<lrous to
, friends, stealing at the midnight hour to
murder and scalp the unsuspecting victim
whose fears he has allayed Ly professions
of friendship, fiendish to his captured enemies, this being who has never seen a book
or a school house, can we call him educated?
Who will lay it to the charge of the Gr~at
Author of existence that He created him
a demon 1 that He made him the slave of
cruel, relentless and debasing passions?
Who is responsible for this, -man or God?
They have been educated to track the foeman, to treacherously slay the )lnsuspeeting victim, to torture the pri50ner to death
with fiendish atrocity, to revel with develish pleasure in deeds of blood. We may
not approve of their system of education,
but nevertheless they have been educated.
The thief has th~ faculty of acquisativene~s, given by God for noble ends; this he
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distorts and developes to a disproportionate
extent, while the moral faculties lie dormant and ignored by the system that he has
adopted, and the consequence is that he is
gradually schooled into an adept at his unholy calling. So with all the children of
vice and shame; they had noble spirits once;
warm hearts th ro bbed in response to the high
impulses that filled their bosoms, but they
have been educated in the wrong schools,
unholy influences have directed their footsteps into the ways of sin until, their man.
hood forever wrecked, they are only a
fallen tower, or a dismantled ruin, amid
whose walls reeking with poisonous damps,
creeps the venomous serpent.
You are the friends of education, I dare
say; you say that it is a great thing to be educated, better than rubies or the gems
that sparkle in the mine, desirable above
iLllthings earth ly. I am not ready to agree
with you unless you suffer me to qualify
your language. It depends on the kind of
education whether it is a good thing. Men
are educated to lie, cheat and steal, to
blaspheme God, and to curse mon, as well
as to be noble, good, and wise. "Oh yes,"
responds some hearer, "I de not mean that
the developement of the basest passions
and propensities is a thing to be desired,
but I mean education of the intellect;
I
would develope that divine faculty into
overpowering strength that would blesB
the subject and be a blessing to mankind."
I admit much of what you say, my friend.
It is a noble work to cultivate our intellectual being; I love to see it developed into
a power that seems to belong to God rather
than men; but I must urge that the education of the mind is not enough. That
may give superhumap power to a friend
who will use it f~r the destruction of mankind. Danton and Robespierre, Couthon
and St. Just, the furies of the "Reign of
Terror," who swam in seas of innocent
blood; Cresar and Bonaparte, each of whom
immolated 2,000,000 human beings upon
the shrine of his satanic ambition; theiie
all were men of surpassing genius and high
cultivation.
They used the powers of a
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developed intellect to erect temples to their
own fame out of the ruins. of the human
race. Jeff. Davis, Toombs, Benjamin and
Lee, are all men of education-too
well
educated by far.
l- have presented the examples that you
may look at the subject from its different
stand-points and may see the need of developing some other faculties that will act
as a restraint and guide to the intellect.It must needs be controlled and directed.
Let no one conclude from what I have
said that I am not the friend of education.
I yield to no man in interest for this great
cause, but while its friend, advocate and
servant, I am an enemy to some kinds.I am an enemy to that schooling which injures and debases men j I despise systems
that make men lie, cheat and steal, torture,
cut and slay; that make them fiends and
scourges to the earth; but there is n~
warmer friend of that education w"hich ennobles and blesses men, which holds the
baser passions in check, which develops
the intellect, but directs it to good and
noble ends. I want the man developed,
not the brute or "lurking devil" that is in
the man. I want them to be exercised.
The problem of education is then one
of the deepei interest.
On the "cou'rse"
pursued depends the course of life. On
the influences brought to bear depends success or failure, virtue or vice, blessings or
curses in this life and that to come. It need
not be wondered then that t~is subject has
excited the deepest interest among the
friends of·the human race. The wise and
good of ancient and modern times have
labored 161ig and ear,?estly to devise the
course and means by which society could
be improved, enlightened, and elevated j
t e old philosophers have thought that
they supplied the great want in their various systems, but their hopes were proved
vain, and it has been left to our own age to
still discuss doubtfully the educational
problem. I shall allude briefly to three
modern systems, which, though still in existence, have been tried enough to show
their insufficiency and that ere long they
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will be consigned to the tomb of the dead
theories of the past.
1. The first system is practically as follows: The student is shut up in a sort of
monastic iife from the world; he is brought
into converse with the dead of other ages;
he is led into the mysterious mazes of the-'
oretical philosophy, but kept away from all
that is modern, living, and practical in the
hope that he will be held aloof from the
follies of the world. What is the conlj,flquence? The scholar knows too little of
the actual wants of the race to become a
benefactor of men; or he is unfited to grapple
with the strange foes that rise to assail in
the unlGnown country in which he fights
th.e battle of life.
The scholar of this
system might be fitted for the Roman forum,
or the Athenian agora, but is totally disqualified for the rushing, whizzing life of
this age of gunpowder, steam and harnessed
lightning.
2. The second system is at the other
pole-the first is the negative, this is the
posit·ive. It is called the practical system.
According to its canons all that is useful in
education is that which has an immediate
bearing on the special calling chosen for
life; there is nothing for manhood, but
everything for business. Its corner stone
is the Horatian precept, "In all thy gettings .
get money." The soul is sold to a trade or
calling. Schools are springing up devoted
to this system, and the prevalence of its
dogmas among the patrons of other schools,
exerts a most pernicious influence on the
cause of sound education and human progress. Men and women haste to be rich;
and boys and girls haste to be at the business of life. A year or two at most is all
that can be devoted to the develo pment of
mind and soul. Pope was right when he
said that
"A little learning is a. dangerous thing."

These smatterers who think that they
have bounded the domains of knowledge,
when they have only peeped into her outer
chambers, and never had the slightest
glimpse of her inner glorie~, these men are
blind leaders of the blind, wells without
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water, clouds without rain, pretenders who
'Steal away the key of knowledge, and will
neither go within her sacred temples them'Selves nor permit others to enter. The smat.
\
terer is conceite'd and p-edantic; the thoroughly educated man is mO"destfrom a sense
-of his own nothingness and of the boundress
Tealms of the unknown oefore him, whi\)h
his science will not enable him to explore.
S. The thiTd system, I woul-d call the
exquisite system.
The God of the first system is antiquity, of the second mammon,
-nnd tJf the third fashion.
The sea'tof its
power is in the fashionable boarding schools
"Ofthe country.
Its votaries are the vain
-arid foolish of the earth, those who prefer
gilding to real gold; the Qxterior polish to
"t"ne all-pervading beauty of th'e spirit;
who are satisfied if the outside of the platter is clean, though all is filthy within. In
this system, forms are of more value than
power or substance; to shine preferred to
goodness or usefulness;
this world, with
its few fleeting years, 1)f more importance
than heaven and eternity.
In this system,
the soul is left a dreary wast~ ; the mind is
cultivated only under the inspiration of
vanity, and the desire of huma
approbation. No great and ennobling motives are
held up as incentives to exertion.
Its subjects are educated for the parlor or ·ball.
room, and their ears are so filled with the
notes'of Tevelry that the sad agonizing ory
that oomes from a despairing world, is unheard.
Is that' your system, my friends?
I know that it is not.
What then shouid be our system?
It is
evident, when we glance at the human constitution.
We have a body, a mind, a1ld a
1lpirit. 1:f one is cultivated to the exclusion of the other, it gains an unnatural pow·
er, and no system is worthy of adQpt-ion
that does not address itself to each of ·these
three elements.
'rhe body mllst be 'developed, for a sound mind can only be found
in a sound body; the mind must be devel·
Qped, for in the exact ratio of its cultivat,ion, will be our power; and our moral na·
ture must be developed in order that we
may be good as well as great; otherwise,
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with the mind ~f an angel, we may be stained
with the sins ef a demon. T~e intellect,
ever increasing in power until it assumes a
gigantioC streBgth, must be controllea and
directed by a h~art that beats in response
to the sufferings of man. We must not
ignore the great fact that we are destined to
an immortal existence; we must recognize our
J udgein heavenjwemustrealize that we shall
be held to account for the manner in which
we perform the work of life. While we sit
at the feet of Plato and Newton, we must
not forget to tearn the lesson of the Great
Teacher, upon which eternity hangs, and
which this earth could never teach .. A correct system should turn out its s~bject8
acc"Omplished ladies and gentlemen, thorough scholars and pious' Christians.
I should like to develop at greater
length, the excellence of this, the only true
system, the (J/£1'l'stiansystem j but the time
I have spo'ken, admonisires me that I must
close; and besides, we prefer judging by
tbe Savior's rule, by the fruits of the tree.
We have the fruits to exhibit to-day.
The ladies and gentlemen who sit before
me, have been educated according to ·this
system. They have been taugh.t·that they
must not be "cumberers upon theelti'th;"
that the business of life is to work, 'and
that they must" work while it is called today, knowing that the night of death cometh when no man can work."
You will
probably expect that I would gi-ve them.
some advice on thi~ ocoast"O"n-the last 'that
we shall be asso-eia6ed in this capacity. I
have nothing to'say, for what I would say,
is already in their heai'ts. They ,have been
educated in the true system~our system.
Their hearts are warm, and their hands are
ready. They hear the Macedonian cry,
a-nd go forth "aboat their Father's business." They are our "epistles," livipg
epistles of the work
which we are engaged.

in
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words of inspiration, he will find, when it i
too late to [tmend, that the labor of the Bible
Union has been in vain.

E. T. ANDERSON'S

REPLY TO WM. H.

.
WYCKOFF.
NO. XI.
,
IIARRODSBURG,Ky.
BRO. FRANKLIN:

2. I am pleas~d that our c~'itic nas .at last
-llndertaken to giVe us some mformatlOn on
the Aorist tense. In the words of the Revision, we have an aorist thus: "Thy prayer
was heard." It will be a cause of amusement
to thc reader to see how sorely the'Secretary
lashes the authors of the Revised:. Gospels.

The ninth criticism on the first chapter See:
of Luke lies before me. I must call the at" Every person who has spent six IDr}llths
tention of the reader to the me[tning of the in the study of Greek, knows that thc first
word Translate. Webster gives it thus:aorist indicative passive, does not mean 'Is'
"To interpret; to render into another lan- or 'Has Been,' but Was. To argue the case
guage, to express the sense of one language might intimate a possibility for doubt, which
in the words of another."
Unless the sense does not exist."
of the one is expressed in the words of the
Such is the lash which our cl'itic applies
other, the::l there is no translation.
I must to those men, who, for twelve years, have
also say,that no one can cxpress the sense of been trying to revise the Scriptures.
I say
one language in the words of another, by he applies the lash to them, intending it for
imitating the forms of that language which myself.
he proposes to translate.
Our critic fancies
Let the reader open his Greek Testament
that everyone departs from the words of in- and turn to the fir~t chapter of Luke, and hespiration, when he does not imitate the exact will find,in the 49th verse, (he first aorist of
forms of the Greek. I have a.lready given the verb poieo. The Revision has translated
many instances, in which the Bible Union it thus: "Has'Done." "Because thc Mighty
have closely followed the Greek forms, and, One has done great things for me." The
by doing so, have not given the sense. We n:orist is translated as a perfect by the Bible
will now attend to cl'iticism No. IX. Here Union. Heal' our critic again:
is, in the Revised .Gospels, an instance of
" It is a clear, i~disputable proof that the
exact im}tati'On of a Greek form:
translator does not distinguish between an
"And Zachariah seeing him, was trou- aorist and a perfect, but believes an aorist,
bled." Thisis not translation, but imitation. when correctly translated, to be erroneously
Such is the custom of the Bible Union. I translated, and believes that the proper
have translated this passage thus; "And meaning of an aorist is that which properly
Zachariah was troub.led at the sight."
I and ex-clusively belongs to the perfect."
have already said that this book published
I know not what these Revisers will thi.nk
by the Union exhibits, throughout, igno- of such a. castigation from the hands of thei];'
rance of the use of participles.
The pal,ti- Secretary.
But we are not done with this
ciple ,in the above passage denotes cause; aorist tense as yet. The reader will now
but the Revision does not express its sense. open his Greek Testament and turn to Matt.
They merely imitate the Greek form, because x: 22. 'Fhere 1;1ewill find a first aorist parthe)' do not know for what purpose the par- ticiple. The Revision has translated it as a:
ticiple is used. I have expresssed its real perfect thug.: "Has endured."
"He that
sense by the words "at tne sight," which, }as endltred to the end, the same shall be
give the reader the cause of Zachariah's be- saved." Yes, reader, here is aIlOther aorist
ing troubled.
translated as a perfect. But again in Luke
N ow, if our critic thinks that a rigid imi- yii~: 46, another aori&t is, by the Revision,
tation of Greek forms is an adher~nce to the translated as a perfect. ': Has gene.'T '" I
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perceived that pO\Ter has [Jane out from chapter of Luke, by rendering the aorist by
me."
an English perfect. The Mighty One has
In these three instances, an aorist is trans- done great things for me. But, strange to
lated as a perfect by the Revisers. Now, say, they have committed nine errors in ten
what shall we think of our critic? He has verses, and have thus not"only not expressed
not read the Revised Gospels. .He knows the sense, but have spoiled one of the finest
not what is in ~hem. He attempts to find songs in the Holy Oracles.
fault with my translation; and in doing so,
1'he next point is my translation of the
condemns severely his own Revisers. It is preposition en. The remarks of the Secreevident that he knows not what he is about; tary show that he has not studied the use of
for surely he did not intend to lash his own en. I will here say, that cn is never used
brethren, whom he undertakes to defend.- for cis. There are instances in which it is
But to the aorist tense ..
so used apparently; I say apparently, and
The aorist is used to express the taking this only to such as are not acquainted wiLh
place of an event in time past, without ref- Greek usage. The only way of interpreting
erence to the particular time. This is its this passage so as to preserve t he original
first sense. But secondarily; from the fact sense of en, is to s1ipply hosti einai, and read
of its being thus indefinite, with respect to thus: "To turn the hearts of the "fathers to
time, it is used to express an act that fre- the children, and the disobedient so that they
quently takes place in past time-the
con- may be in the wisdom of the just." To avoid
tinued recurrence of the act. Thirdly; it is this rudeness in English, it Is generally supused to express a thought, which is present posed that en is used for eis, and so it has
indeed, but which is supposed to have been been translated by to. This is but avoiding,
long and firmly conceived in the speaker's not solving a difficulty. The preposition en
heart.
is often used in the New Testament in the
K ow, to say, as the Revisers have said,sense of by or through; Matt. xvii: 21, "This
" Thy prayer was heard," is to do injustice kind goes not out but, en, by prayer and fastto the Greek, and to the 'ways of God. The ing."
Here, prayer and fasting are the
imperfect tense, was heard, conveys to the means by Which such evil spirits were cast
mind of the reader the thought, that God out. So also en in many other places·. Now
did, in some time past and gone, hear the let the reader notice that JohIi the Immerser
prayer, but no longer regarded it. For in- went before the Lord to turn the hearts of
stance: "A man builded a house." The the fathers to the children, and to turn the
man did, in some past time, build a house; disobedient, en, not to the wisdom of the
but is no longer building.
The prayer was just; but he was to turn the hearts of the
heard in time past, but is no longer heard. fathers to the children, and he was further to
I objected to the Common Version, because turn the disobedient to the Lord, by some
"is heard" limits the time to the then pres- means; and the means we find expressed by
ent moment. But what is the fact in the the words, lJythe wisdom of the just. On the
case? Zachariah had prayed some time be- use of en with verbs of motion, and eis with
fore this; his prayer was not only heard, but verbs of rest, see tbe Lexicons and Gramremembered, and God intended to answer it. mars. This is a point on which many errors
N ow, a translation that will express this fact are made by the uninitiated.
I shall not
must be the true one. "Your prayer has follow the Secretary in his remarks on en.
been heard" exactly expresses the whole It is unnecessary.
truth; for the perfect expresses time past
I must remark that this is the third in'and continuing up to the present. God heard, stance in "IV hich we have shown that the
and continued to hear, and was then about Revised Gospels are against our critic. Yet
to answer the prayer. And thus the Revisers he goes boldly forward, fearless of conse·
have done well in the 49th verse of the first quences.
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A word or two on his remarks on my Re- mon Version makes Jesus do. May we not
ply. He says that I virtually admit what he now say, that incurable blindness has fallen
I submit the above
stated-"He
has departed from the original on the Bible Union?
sentence
to
the
examination
of any scholar,
in varying from-the Bible Union's Revision."
and
he
will
decide
that
the
devil
is the perNow, I beg leave to say, that I have not adson
!mowing
and
acting
throughout.
The
mitted what he has stated.
He is much
laws
of
grammar
are
inflexible,
and
know
no
mistaken in supposing such an admission. I
have translated the passage in question; the mercy. The Revisers revise the Common
Revision imitated the Greek form. This is Version, and make it far worse in many resthe true issue. I t'l'anslate the thought from pects than it was before. These ltevisers
the Greek into English.
The Revisers have removed the word Jesus from the text, •
merely imitate the Greek forms. And I and thereby made the Devil wait on Jesus'
must say to the reader, that the true issue disciples and wash their feet!
N ow, our amill.ble brother, the Secretary,
between myself and the Secretary is found
in the words translate and imitate. Every instead of looking into the Revised Gospels,
scholar knows that no one can express the and amending the errors there, is vainly attempting to make out that I have "substitnsense of the Gr,eek by imitating its forms.Translation isa se.mething widely different ted" a passive for an active verb; that I have
from this. The. Secr-etaey and his Revisers departed from the words of inspiration. He
are entangled in'. inextricable difficulties, by deals in things of no moment, while the vital
attempting to give the sense of the Greek in question is left untouched. This vital quesan exact, literal version. They err in tenses, tion is-Shall we translate the thoughts, or
For myself,
in participles, in prepositions, in articles; in imitate the forms of Greek?
a word, they zrr in all things. And they the decision has long since been made. I
cannot avoid e1"1'or.;.forthey have chosen the translate the thoughts that are in the incourse that leads to error. Our brother spired volume into pure and grammatical
Let this be a full reply to his reWyckoff is a. good man.;.but he is blind, and English.
led .by the blind. Take. the foUowing exam- marks on my reply. .
I must make a remark or two on the paspIa from J ohnxiii: 2, 3, 4. This I adduce
sage
quoted from John xiii. The word J eSliS
as an example of the. most incurable blindis
left
out by the Revisers; and this is done
ness. Reader, mark the example I now give.
without
authority. The sense of the passage
"And supper being served, the devil having already put into the hear,t of .J.udas Is- is wholly lost, and another sense given. I
cariot, Simon's son, to betray him; knowing have noticed other instances of omission by
of omission, but of removing
that his Father had given all things into his them-not
hands, and that he came out from God, and wor.ds and changing them. If we are to
is going to God, he rises from s~pper, and judge of their acquaintance with those laws
lays aside his garments, anlLtaking a towel, by which a word is removed from, or retained in, the text, by this instance of removal,
girded himself."
Reader, let us look at this sente.nce, and then we must say that they are not to be deconsider its grammar. The participle know- pended -on in thllt department at all. How
ing must agree with some word in ,the sen- far they have done justice to the Greek or
tence. It cannot agree with Judas Iscariot, the En!!;lish, let every reader judge. We
nor with son, nor with any other word than shall do the book that justice, which is its
devil. If the reviser says that it agrees with due, in exposing its errors to those who read
he, the following pronoun, then I ask, with th~ "R~wiew." To the readers I will say, be
what does he agree? or what does he, as a not weary; we will make an end of this dispronoun, represent?
It can represent no cussion in due time.
Very truly yours,
other Iloun in the selltence but devil. Then,
H. T. ANDERSON.
the devil is here made to do what our Com-
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SECOND DIVISION.
QUESTIONS BY BRO. DAUGHERTY.
QUESTION I.
Has God more than one plan of remitting
sins under the gospel?
ANSWER.

Only one plan for the alien, or the man
of the world, who resolves to turn to God.
The steps to be taken by all who would become Christians, or disciples of Christ, to
come to the point where the Lord has
promised remission of sins, according to
the gospel, are the same to all. God has
ordained but one process through wl:ich
for men to pass to obtain pardon and become children of God.
QUESTION II.
If God has ordained that mankind, undel' the gospel, are to obtain the remission
of sins through the positive act of immersian in water, will he not inve1't his order,
or contradict his plan, if he ever saves one
soul who is not immersed?
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is nothing hard in immersion, any more
than in faith, repentance, prayer, the communion or the .attendance on the public and
established worship, that men should be
cavilling, quibbling and wrangling about
it. It is manifestly a commandment of
God, and right. It is not the part of any
one who possesses loyalty to Christ, \to try
to get rid of it, round.it, or by it, or to inquire whether he can be saved without it.
Submit to it at once, and thU:s end all scrupIes about it, and you then k now you have
done right. The man who evades immel'sion, or excuses others in doing so, soon
finds himself in a cavilling, quibbling and
unsubmissive spitit, wholly incompatible
with the Spirit of the Savior, and you will
soon find him lacking fealty to Christ in
other things. When we find what the law
of Christ is, let us lay it down and enforce
it; maintain it; advocate and perpetuate 1t,
as the' only truly benevolent, philanthropic
and merciful system for poor, sinful, dying
man. He is an enemy to the race, who is
an enemy to the gospel, in any or all its
parts, as the Lord gave it.
QUESTION

III.

Is God's plan of remitting sins so conANSWER.
tracted, as to require positive performance
Certainly not. If he should be pleased of any overt act before pardon is granted
to save persons outside of the clearly re- which may be beyond the power of thouvealed plan, as we find it in the gospel, it 'sands of individuals?
would not invert nor contrad'ict, the reANSWER.
vealed plan. But he has not said that he
By no means. The gospel, c.ontaining
will save any outside, or independent of the faith, repentance and immersion, is for
his revealed plan, and no man knows that" all nations," for c, every creature"-as
he will. It is not, therefore, preaching free to all as to anyone.
Still, it is in a
the gospel to preach that he will save any man's power to place himself where he 3anwho do not obey the gospel, as preached by not hear the gospel, and consequently,
the apostles; but preaching another gospel, where he cannot believe; or where there is
of which he knows nothing, and for which no water in which to be immersed, or no
God will condemn him. We know the person to immerse him, and consequently,
Lord will save those who obey the gospel where he cannot be immersed; or he inay
as pr~ached by the apostles, and we are defer his believing or repentance till he is
safe when we are preaching and enforcing in eternity, or so near it, overwhelmed in
that on mankind, and no man has any au- pain and ind scribable sufferings, so that
thority to preach and enforce anything else, he cannot believe or repent j or he may be
or even express the opinion, that there is so far gone that he cannot be immersed j
any other way. We must preach what we but who is responsible for all this failure?
know, and not what we do not know. There Certainly not the gospel, but the man. him-
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self. The gospel was made for him and pardon, or may he attain it through repent.
adapted to him; but he kept himself out ance and baptism, without prayer?
ANSWER.
of the way of it, refused to regard it till it
Peter
did
not
say,
"Repent and be imwas too late. Is the gospel to be conimmersed
everyone
of
you in the name of
demned for that?
The light of the sun is
made for all, but if a man puts out his eyes, Jesus Christ, without prayer, for the remisor goes away into the caves 'of the earth, sion of sins," but Annanias did say to Saul,
or closes his eyes, the light of the sun will " Arise and be immersed and wash away
do him no good, but this is no objection to thy sins, calling on the name of the Lord."
the sun. The fault is in the 'foolish man, It is safe to stick to the letter of Scripture.
Follow the apostolic directions and no cav·
and he must suffer for it.
The faith, repentance and immersion are illing about them, and then we know we are
for the same persons, and for persons who safe.
QUESTION V.
can believe, repent and be immersed. There
Should
the
penitent sinner pray that
are inf<tnts and idiots who cannot believe
God
may
pardon
his sins now, or in the act
or repent. These are not gospel subjects,
of
baptism,
or
after
he is baptized?
They are not required to believe, repent or
ANSWER.
be immersed. The Lord will take care of
The best way is to come to the Lord humthem. If there are persons who cannot be
immersed, they too are, in so far, not gos- bly and submissively, and call on his name
pe'l subj ects. We leave them with the for salvation, for his mercy, and not instruct
Judge of all the earth who will do right him when he shall save, but be instructell
with them. There are persons who cannot by him what to do, how to do it,' and what
assemble themselves togflther as the gospel it is/or, and rely on his most holy, rightrequires, but that is no exeuse for those eous and gracious promise, and you need
who can, but will not. The circumstance have no fear but he wiIl save in the right
that there may be persons who cannot be manner and at the right time.
QUESTION VI.
immersed, forms no excuse for those who
If
none
were
.turned from darkness to
can but will not.
light
and
from
the
'power of Satan unto
That immersion is in the same sentence,
in the commission, with faith, and one of the Gud, that they might receive the forgivethings to be done in order to the same end, ness of sins, before baptism, how did Paul
any man can see who will read and believe accomplish his mission (Acts xxvi. 18,) in
his Bible. That immersion is in the same harmony with t.he fact, that he was not sent
sentence, in the language of Peter, Acts ii. to baptize, but to preaeh the gospel? 1Cor.
38, with repentance, and one of the things i. 17.
ANSWER.
to be done in order to the same end, viz:
When there was no other person to 1m·
remission of sins, any man can see who will
read and believe his Bible. It is useless to merse, though not sent to immerse, he did
inquire wheth.er it is so or not. If any immerse, as is stated, 1 Cor. i. 14-16: "I
msn does not believe this, it is faith in the thank God that I immersed none of you but
word of God he needs, lind not immersion. Crispus and Gaius, le£t any should say that t
It is no difference how many times men immersed in my own name. And I imstyle immersion a " positime performance," mersed also the household of Stephanus.?'
an " overtJact," or the plan" can tracted," The reason he assigns why he was thankful
ther.e it stands in God's own inspiration, that he had immersed only these few of
for every gospel subj ect. He who runs those who said they were of Paul, was
" lest any should say he had immersed into
may read.
his own name," and not thathe considered imQUESTION IV.
The probOught the penitent si ncr to pra.y for mersion an unimportant thing.
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ability is, that he was not sent to immerse, begotten you through the gospel." Liter·
as a favor on account of his being a small ally it is, "I have made you believers
and feeble man, but the fact that he did im· through the gospel." We are begotten
merse, though not sent to immerse, by virtue again, ,not of corruptible seed, but of inof his right to do so, shows that he consid- corruptible, by the word of God," or we are
ered,it a matter of importance.
Before he made believers by the word of God,would. omit it, slender and feeble as he was, "Everyone,"
then, " who loves is begotten
or even defer it, though not sent to im- of God," or made a believer by our heaven·
merse, he would administer himself, by Jy Father; but not pardoned till born of
virtue of his common right to do so, as a the Creator, or immersed into Christ. The
disciple of the Lord. Give us an instance penitent believer, who loves God, is a prop·
where he ever omitted or deferred it, and er subject for immersion and pardon.
we will admit that there is something in
QUESTION IX.
the question under consideration.
He did
Has God promised pardon to the im·
not defer the .i ailer's immersion long!
mersed sinner on any other condition than
QUESTION VII.
to the unimmersed?
Christ says, "He that loveth me not,
ANSWER.
keepetb. not U!y sayings," John xiv. 24.
We do not know that we understand this
Therefore, as love must precede acceptable question. God has promised no pardon to
obedience, if t'he candidate goes to the wa- an immersed or an unimmersed sinner, but
tel' without loving God, and is baptized in he does promise pardon to a penitent be·
order to get his sins forgiven, will he not liever who is immersed. To a man who is
as certainly fail' as did ~imon the sorcerer? .not immersed, and will not be immersed, he
Acts viii. 13, 21-23.
. does not promise pardon at all, on any con·
ANSWER.
ditions. The promises are all to those who
This question involves an absurdity. No 'have entered into Christ, into the name of
one will come to Christ in immersion, or in the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
any other appointment to obtain pardon of Spirit, into the kingdom, into one body,
him, who does not love him. He certainly according to the gospel, and who are walk·
will pardon no one who does not love, in ing in fhe love and obedience of the gos·
immersion, or in any appointment.
pel, and not· to those who have taken a part
How did our worthy brother find out of the steps required in order to admittbat Simon was not pardoned?
Jesus says, tance. If we were as small, weak and fee"He who believes and is immersed shall ble, in body, as Paul was, we would considbe saved."
Luke says, "Simon hims~lf er it an infinitely easier task to immerse all
believed," and" was immersed."
See Acts whom we could ever turn to the Lord, than'
viii. 13. Did the promise of Jesus fail?
to prove by Scripture that God will pardon
QUESTION VIII.
anyone who is a gospel subject, who will
John says, "Everyone
that loveth is not be immersed. Noone
doubts that
born of God," and" d Ifelleth ia God and those who believe, repent and are immersed,
God in him." 1 J obn iv. 7-16. Hence if the calling on the name of the Lord, are parcandidate loves God before he is baptized, doned, and if they live Christian livesis he not born of God, and consequently are faithful till death, no one doubts that
pardoned before baptism?
they will be saved.
B. F.
ANSWER.
Instead of "born,"
in this passage, we
should have begotten. "Everyone
who
loves is begotten of God." Begotten of
God, literally means, made a believer by
our heavenly Father.
Paul says, " I have
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prehended and founded this plan in all it So
magnitude and minutire, and foreknew all
things concerning it, from the beginning;.
that in this creatian. God had an eternal
DERATE ON UNIVERSAL SALVATION
pJ:rpose to fulfill, and that this ~urpose, as.
ELDE:R LORD:
far as man is able to learn, extending from
Dear Sir-Presuming
that you will have the smallest atom of earth to the final desbut few objections to my arguments until I tilly of man, was the Creator's glory, and
begin. to di-sGluSS
"Man himself and his Rela- the greatest good of man;. and finally, a&
tions to God," I thought it best to send an:i God's provisio.ns have been for the greatest
publish several articles without waiting for good of all the now ex~stin.g classes, genyour reply. If you should prelient some ob- era, aDd species of the Drute creation, as it
jections, I will take anarticleto notice them has also been. of the long since extinct.
in. This course, I think, will move the races of the same, and of whose prior exdiscussion aloIlg a little faster. Otherwise istenee we have only become acquainted by
I would have to wait on your replies, and their fossilized remains being found locked
could publish but o.nearticle every. three or up in the stony sepulchres ef nature, where
four weeks.'
they have lain ages upon ages, awaiting
You rna,. think I am rather t1edio.us,all.d the progress of man's development, when
much of the argument not necessary.he, wit4 the key 0.£ geology, would open
Were all minds as enlightened as your own, their rocky tombs, and in their resurrecthis might. be the case;. for many of my po- tion read wondrous pages in. the hjstory og
sitions would be taken for granted-being
earth and the progressive plan of creation's.
self-evident to them. But this is not the work, we can find no cause, eitller in na.case, and· I must explain these things to ture or reason, why God's plans are not the
them, and form a connected chaln from be- same towards man, the greatest and the best
ginning to end. I must show the oonnec- of His works.
tion,. harmony and perfection of the great
Now, my deal' sir, as stated boyyourself.
creative plan-for the more perfcct this plan and in which statement. I fully coincide,
is shown to be, the less reasonable. will ap- that this discussion will be for the benefit
pear the break at man, for which you will, of the" common mass of readers," more
contend.
than fOorthat of those versed in theology
I will at the outset of my general argu- and the various sciences, it should be disment, and as a guiding principle in its elu- cussed in a plain aDd common sense manoidation, lay down a proposition, or class of nero
. general principles for consideration, which
'In a contro,veray of the importance oJ
I think yeu will receive as being true, and this, nothing should be taken for gnnted
which will also be received as such, by all which is not fully understood by the readclasses of readers who have examined with er, therefore it will devolve upon us t& escare the creative works of the great J eho- tablish such points ~y good and sufficient
yah. To those who have not so examined evidence.
the Creator's wor~s, it will devolve upon
In pursuance of the prindples of the
me, the affirmative upon this question, to above propOSition, I wilf commence this
explain and prove these priciples, so they subject at its beginning, and deal with first
may be comprehended and understood by principles throughout.
I shall also conthem.
tend for the perfect and inimitable cnaracThe proposition I would lay down is tcr of G,od. This character I shall prove
this: The whole creation of God has been, from His works, ascertain the nature of the
and now is being, wrought out after a defi- cause by its effects. In the delineation of
!lite a.nd well matured plan; that God com- G.od's. charactcr awl attributes, I shall be
o
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gin at the fountain head and come down
the stream of time until it empties itself
into the boundlese ocean of eternity, noting
upon its banks the" footprints" of its great
creative Cause, and read the records placed
there by the finger of the" Great I Am,"
and from their interpretation,
to learn
what they teach of God and of man-learn
what position he occupies in the great creative plan, and to his Creator, his progress
here, and his final destiny.
Of created things, all that was, now is,
or ever will be, hath a beginning, but the
Eternal God had none.
The Bible tells us God had no beginning
-is self.e;istent-has
always been, and
forever will be. Nature c~n trace him up
the stream of time to where He fint manifests Himself in His works, but no further
-all beyond this is dark, and the long eternity of time that has passed, an'd lies beyond the commenc'ement of His works, the
fertile imagination of man may in vain try
to fathom. Man may conceive of the duration of a thing, though it may have existed for millions upon millions of years;
but of an object or being that hath no be~
ginning, he can form no adequate idea. Of
the duration of time since the world began,
man can form an idea, but of the infinity
of time-without'beginning
or ending-he
can form none. In admiration of such a
Being as the Creator of all that exists, man
may, in wonder and exalted adoration, s:'y,
Oh! infinity, infinity, whcre'er I look, the
effects of infinity meet my ravished gaze I
Infinite in power, wisdom, goodness and
love, and in this infinity, "Thou hast made
the heavens and the earth, and all that in
them is."
To prove the character I have ascribed
to the Deity, I must produce t~e evidence
from His works. That these works are
formed after a definite plan, a plan known
in all its details to the great Architect, I
believe none will deny. I would be regarded as a very unwise man, were I going
to build a house, and knew not what kind
of a house I want~d, or knew net whether
it wOllld answer my purpose when it was
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done. An architect, when he builds a
house, must have the plan first, and which
he must understand in all its details-must
know just how the house will be, the num- .
ber and size of the rooms; wh ther it is a
two story house, or no upper story at all;
whether there is to be a cellar or not, &c.,
&c" before he can build the house upon
correct principles, and without mistakes,
tearings down and building up again. If
men perform their work aftQr a definite
plan, how much more has the intricate and
complicated machinery of nature, been
formed after a plan without an error-a plan
perfect in all respects, and executed in infinite wisdom and power.
After these preliminaries,
which I
thought necessary to fully open the subject,
and prepare the way for my direct argument, I will at once proceed to the discussion of these works. I will, in the first
place,confine my attention to the Creator's
works as displayed in the formation and inhabiting of the earth. I will condense my
remarks as soon as' possible, and at the same
time maintain an unbroken chain of argument.
There was a time in the long past ages of
the eternity of time, when the earth was
no1--the place of its orbit around the sun
was vacant. But the time came when it
was to be-that
time in the great creative
plan, when the earth was to be commenced,
had arrived, and the fiat of the Creator
went forth, and the 'earth began to be.The most probable theory of the earth's
first State, and the theory having the most
facts in its support, is, that the earth at
that period was a ball of liquid fire, in substance the same as the fiery matter erupted
from the volcanoes of the present day.This ball of liquid fire contained all the
elements to be used in the inorganic struc~ure of the earth, that is, the rocks, soil,
minerals, or what we call the ground or
earth, has been'fo.rmed from this mass, under the operation of certain physical laws
established for the government matter.The time of this beginning, neither nature
or the Bible informs us of. Bat it began,
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progressed from age, and still exists. Geology gives us an approximate answer as to
how long the earth has existed. It tells
us that what are called the fossiliferous
strata-containing
the remains of animals
and vegetables-comprising
seven and a half
miles in depth of the earth's surface, were
52,000,000 of years in forming. How long
the earth had existed before their formation began, we can of course but guess, as
there is no evidence anywhere to tell us.
But there came a time when this 'huge ball
of fire began to cool, by its heat being thrown
off into the surrounding air. This process was continued age after age-how long
none can tell-until a crust, called the primitive rocks, was formed. This crust was
frequently broken up, and floated as islands
upon its surface-the interstices being again
filled up. This process of cooling continued, and a solid wall of primary rocks was
formed around the globe, imprisoning the
liquid fire, where 'a great portion of it remains to this day, now and then breaking
forth from various volcanoes. The earth
is 8000 miles in diameter, and about 7,900
of this is yet liq uid fire, for the crust of the
earth is but about 50 miles thick. After
the primary rocks were formed as abeve
stated, the formation of water took place,
in which the Silurian rocks were formed,
and with them the lowest class of animal
life, the Mollusk, which sported in all the
enjoyment of life in the warm shallow waters of this far-distant Silurian age, when
the earth could support no higher class of
life. In my next article I will try and run
up the geological chain to man.
Yours truly,

G. L.

PURDY.
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OVER
BY

THE

RIVER.

HENRIKT'rA

Over the river-Death's

G, LEGGETT.

dark, rolling river-

We shudder-we

fear

To launch on these waters- these turbulent waters,
Chilly and drear.
We come to the margin, but shrink from the billows,
Fearing to lave
Our f~et in the dark rapid stream that sweeps onward,
Cold as the grave.
Over the river-we

all must pass over, •

Seeking a home;
From that far country, unfading, unchanging,
Never to roam.
On the cold banks, Mercy'll spread her fair pinions,
Pleading no more;
But soaring away, with her farewell dirge ringing,
That we must pass o'er.
Over the river-are

we thinking with pleasure

Of the dark night,
When the unseen, with its long-hidden treasures,
Bursts on our sight?
On the rough banks have we beacon lights gleaming,
Lighthouse of love,
Illumined by faith's torches, with hallo rILYsbeaming,
Pointing above?
Over the river-have

we a sure passport,

That may not fILiI?
Is hcpe, as an anchor, truthfully, steadfastly,
Cast in the vale?
Eternity, knowing no changing, no ending,
For time will be o'er;
Wisdom Divine, may we ever be tending
To that heavenly shore.
Over the river-we'll

seek a true Pilot;

One who has passed
Cross the dark stream while the greatest commotion
Reigned till the last.
We'll lean on his bosom, he'll calm tbe wild billows,
And light up the way,
And bear us triumphant,

where bowers are blooming,

That never decay.
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H. T. ANDERSON'S REPLY TO WM. H.
WYCKOFF.
NO. XII.
HARRODSBURG,Ky., July 5,1863.
BRO. FRANKLIN:
Criticism No. X. lies before me. Our
critic objects to the translation of the Greek
word presbutes.
I have-" For I am old,
and my wife is advanced in years." The
Revision has-" I am an old man, and my
wife is advanced in years." Our critic asks,
"What is the difference between being "old"
and advanced in years?"
I know not that
there is any. Nor can I perceive that any
truth is lost by my version. For as we all
know that Zachariah was a man, and not a
woman, I did not think it necessary to use
the word man, thinking that when a man
says, "I am old," he means the same as if
he should say, "I am an old man." When,
however, old men are distinguished from
old women, then we think it due to Greek
and English so to translate, as in Titus, ii:
2,3, "That the aged men be sober." "The
aged women likewise," etc. In Philemon,
9, we would say, as the Common Version,
"Paul the aged," not "Paul an old man."
If I may express an opinion, I would say,
that the above has more the ap.pearance of
fault-finding than criticism, and our critic
could certainly find so.mething more profit.
able in which to sptud his time.
The next is the translation of an aodst
tense. I have-"I
am sent." The Revis·
ion has, "I was sent."
In reply to the remarks of our critic, I have only to cite a
passage from the Bible Union Gospels, in
which an aorist is translated as a present.
In J\Iatt. iii: 17, we read thus :-" This is
my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." The word eudo7cesa is in the aorist
tense, and yet translated as a present. If
now, the Revisers are right in this transla-I
tion, then our critic writes in vain. If they
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are right, I am. He writes, however, with·
out regard to consequences.
He has not
looked into his own book, so as to know
what it contains. This is the fourth in·
stance in which he has bcen condemned by
his own book.
But really, our brother Wyckoff has not
considered the fact, that in English we have
no aOl:ist tense. How, then, can he trans·
late at all? He will give us in English an
imperfect for an aorist in Greek. Our im·
perfect is not equal to a Greek aorist. Now,.
in the absence of an aorist tense in English,
I lay down this as a truth undeniable, that
no one, '" ho would translate literally, can
translate at all; because the English has no
tense that exactly answers to, or is equal to
an aorist.
If our critic would translate
literally, he must make a tense correspond.
ing to the Greek aorist, or not translate at
all. Here is a difficulty from which he can
not escape. The Revisers and our critic
are snared continually by the aorist tense,
and they have made some of the most un·
happy and unfortunate errors, all of which
are obvious to everyone who has studied
the ways of God. I ask, then, what can be
done, when our language has no tense that
is equal to a Greek aorist? The literal
translator violates the laws of both Greek
and English.
The student of the Oracles
of God learns how to understand the ways
of God, and he is governed by the known
laws of the relation of· thought, and trans·
Lttes accordingly. There is a meaning which
words derive from their relation to other
words, and from their contextu<tl position.
There is a' sense which tenses express,
known to the student by a diligent compari.
son 'of all the circumstances of time, and of
the relation of one fact to another. Our
Revisers have not studied the tenses, and
consequently have erred in many instances.
Let us for one moment consider the it'lstance
in hand :-"1 am sent." Take the fact into
consideration that our language has no aorist
tense. Gabriel stood before Zachariah.God had sent him. God did send him.
These two forms of expres~ion are different
in tense. They both cxpress the fact of
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Gabriel's being sent; but whether we Use
the one or the other, depends on our particular view of the case. "I am sent," and
"I was sent" are different forms; ea'ch expresses the fact of Gabriel's being sent.But how shall we determine with certainty
with espect to the two? Let it be thusGabriel certainly did not intend to say to
Zachariah,-"I
was sent," and thus state a
fact that took place in the past. For he
'was then standing before Zachariah, and the
f"ct in the Nst, that is, the particular time
'at which that fact took place, was a matter
unnecessary to be expressed. The past fact
of sending W'lS known and certain, from the
present fact of his standing before Zachariah. Hence, in English we say, "I am sent,"
or "I have. been sent," to denote the present fact connected with one past.
\or this
very reason, the aorist is often translated as
a prefent or a perfect, because it expresses
time indefinitely, "This is my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased" is correct; because God was not, in some time past only,
well pleased; but had always been, and was
then, well pleased.
:An aorist may then be translated by a
perfect, a pluperfect, an imperfect, a present; and the translation will always depend
on the relation of time and fact, the contextual relation.
This I write for the readers of the" Review" generally, that they may know how
I deal with this tenBe. I do not write for
our critic, or for his Revisers; for what they
have written, they have written. There can
, be no change with them. Our critic speaks
of substituting am for was. What can he
mean by substituting? Surely he cannot
refer to the. Greek; for
and was. 'are
English words. His thoughts are bewildered., I have substituted no one word for
another. I have translated the thought
from Greek to English.
I fear he is stm
troubled. with the thought, that I have intended to improve the Bible Union Gospels .. He must be at ease on this point. I
knew nothing of those gospels when I was
translating.
I shall never try to improve
upon them.

am
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On the expression, "These glad tidings,"
I remark, that I have not used the word
tidings in my version, because it is now not
much used among the people. We do not
say, "these news," but "this news."
Whether
my translation
of Gabriel's
words to Zachariah is correct or not, let the
following remarks determine.
I am sorry
that our critic compels me to say what I
now say. It is true that fruits ripen in their
season,. but Gabriel's words were fulfilled
in their proper time. There are seasons in
which fruits ripen, but no particular seasons
in which children are born. There is a
proper time, however, in which, or at which
birth takes,place; and this happens to be
the very thought of Luke. _" My words,
which shall be fulfilled in their proper
time." Let the reader take the facts mentioned throughout the chapter, and he will
see the truth of my rendering.
The words "were wondering," to which
our critic objects, are sanctioned by our
Revisers, in their translation of the imperfect dielogidzeto, in verse 29 of this first of
Luke, thus-" was considering."
This is
the progressive form, an'd shows that the
action was continued.
It is strange that
our critic cannot see a little distance before
him. He seems so intent on finding fault,
that nothing can hinder his onward progress. He thinks he has found some small
matter in which I am wrong, and he applies
the lash, not knowing that it falls on his
own Revisers.
This is the fifth instance in
which his own book condemns him. If I
may express another. opinion, I would say
that he would do well to study his own
book before he writes more. We have yet
to notice several instances in which his book
condemns his criticisms.
I had not intended to notice the present
effusion of our critic further at present; but
on opening the gospels of the Union, this
passage met my eye: "Now the feast of unleavened bread was drawing ncar." I am
condemned for making use of the progressive form, "were wondering," and yet here
is a second instance from the book of the
Union. Two instances are enough at pres-
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ent. Our critic should read more closely
than he does. If his book is right, so is my
translation in this instance. And strange
to tell, in the very next verse, Luke xxii:
2, theTe is another progressive form for the
common imperfect: "The Scribes were see!cing how they might kill him.'" I italicise
the f-orms.
1
In the third verse ·of this chapter, the
Revisers tell us tbat Satan was of the number of the twelve. Hear them. "And Satan
entered into J~das IsCQ'l'iot, being ~f the
number of the twelve."
The participle be'ing must belong to the subject of the verb
entered, and the subject of this verb is Satan. Again, in the 10th of the same chapter, we have this bad English: "Follow him
into tbe Rouse where he enters in." Well
done, you men of the Revision~ The ·house
where he enters in!!!
Again, in verse 17,
"And having received a cup, he gave thanks
'and said." Again, in verse 20: "And the
cU'p in like manner after supper."
What
will be the astonishment, of the reader when
I tell him that the word which our Revisers
have here translated by the wQrd "Supper"
is an aorist infinitive 1 Now, let our critic
tab heed how he talks eftranslating
a0-rists.
In the 52nd ver&e we TInd a barbarism" we-re·come ;" and in -verse 54 a singular
expression-"And
Peter followed afar off."
Singular following indeed t In xxiii: 6,
"When Pilate heard of Galilee, he asked· if
the man is a Galilean." The Common Vel"
si()n has it thlls-"
Whether the man were
a Gal.iIean." Much better English; but
even it may be made better. in verse 9, we
find this-"And
he questioned him in many
words." I know not what this means. The
Revisers will publish a book of notes to explain their bad English, or we shall be unable to understand them. In verse 12 :-., For before they were at ·enmity between
themseJ.ves."
This is uninteUigible Eng.
lish. We must have 1t gu'ide-book-a key
to these Re\ised Gospels of the Bible Union. In verse 34, we read thus :-" And
they divided his garments, casting lots."The sense is entirely lost to the reader in
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this. They have translated a participle by
a finite verb-"they
divided;" and .an aorist
tense they have translated by a participle,
"casting."
"They parted hi~ rniment and
cast lots" is the Common Version, which
can be made much better. But enough.
Yours truly,
H.·T. ANDERSON',

------_ .._---JOHN WESLEY.
John Wesley was born in the town of
Epworth, Lincolnshire, England, June 17,
1703. His father was a clergyman of the
National Church, and is represented by his
biographer as havi.ng been a man of great
piety, learning, and talents. His motherthe daughter of a clergyman of the same
Church-was
a highly accomplished lady,
and is said to have been a most beautiful
woman. She gave birth to nineteen children. Eight of them died in infancy-or
at ieast while quite young. Of the remaining eleven there were three sons and eight
daughters.
A singular and awful fatality
seem.ed to hang -over the Wesley familyor tnoemajority of th'€lll-as it respects th-e
marital relation. :M:ostof the&e daughters
-all
of them finely educated, virtuous,
and good women-had the great misfortune
to get brutlils and scoundrels for husbands.
One of them married a preacher by the
name of Hall, and after living with her tiB
she bON) him ten children, and treating
her with uniform unkindness, not to say
cruelty, during a pe·riod of many years,
-he finaloly left hoer, llIRd died a miserable
wretch.
Hetty W-esley, another~aug'hter, and the
flower of the family, coerced by her pious
father aforesaid, married a low, ignorant
fellow named Wright, Lecause he had money. He soon grew weary of her intellect
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and beauty, and betook himself to the more
congenial companionship of pimps and
drunkards.
It has been truly said of her
married life that, "it began in despair, continued a living death, and ended with a
broken heart."
Susanna, another sister, married a morose
gouty tyrant named Ellison. After enduring with him for many years a purgatorial
existence, human nature could hold out no
longer, and she left him.
So much for
some of the daughters, and their congugal
misfortunes; that of John, the subject of
this sketch, "ill be noticed at' the proper
time. The three sons-named
here according to seniority-were
Samuel, John, and
Charles-all
clergymen (if the Church of
England.
They were distinguished for
poetical gifts and scholarly attainments:
"all graduates of England's famed University.
One night, while. Wesley was a little
child, the house in which they lived took
fire. The flames spread so rapidly the fam·
ily had barely time to escape. The father
counted his children by the light of the conflagration. John was missing. Presently he
appeared at an upper window, through
which the smoke issued in thick volumes.
The flames were ready. to lick his cheeks.
Noone dared venture in. It was inde~d
a critical moment. 'What was to be done?
One tall man stood on the shoulders
of another tall man, and extended his
arms.
John threw himself into them,
and was safely borne to his overjoJed
mother.
In after life his portrait was
pu11ished with this text engr:tved under
it: "Is not this a brand plucked from the
burning ?"
Their new hou~e, built on the site of the
one destroyed by fire, was haunted by
ghosts. Horrid groans, loud knocks, doors
opening and shutt.ing without a visible
hand-such
were some of the spiritual exercises of these disembodied visitors. The
old gentleman remained skeptical until one
night loud knocks on the headboard of his
bedstead converted him to the faith and at
leut quashed his doubts.
After this he
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was taken in invisible hands, used very
roughly, and jammed up against the wall.From this circumstance originated John
Wesley's ideas of ?nyster~'ousi"'fluences!!!
He continued superstitious, if not all his
life, at least many, many years, as we can
abundantly show. '\Vhile attending college
at Oxford, a poor girl came to his room one
day and asked alms.
He had nothing to
give; but afterward, his eye falling on a
shilling picture which he had purchased,
he tormented himself with the monstrous
idea that it was the price of her blood !He soon became the leading spirit of the
Holy Club-a band of sanctified young men,
so called by their irreverant companions.Wesley, however, adopted the name. Afterwards they were, by the same wicked
young collegians, called Methodists.
Wesley readily adopted the name! Had they
chanced to call them devils, it would to-day
be called the Devil's Episcopal Church. A
distinguisghed Methodist writer truly says:
"To say nothing of good taste, it was the
worst policy in the world to adopt it. It
was a term of contempt, meant to disgrace
the religious zeal of those to whom it was
applied, and no one can deny that it has answt'Jred its purpose. Names have an influence for good or ill. If the Christians at
Antioch had been called Swaddlers, as the
Methodists were in Ireland, the odious term
would hardl have a place in Luke's history." Yes it would; because itwould have
been the name given by the Holy Spirit,
and if that name pleased God, I would as
soon be called a Swaddler, or a Methodist,
as a Christian.
But God had just as much
to with making Swaddlers as Methodists.
He never had anything to do with either
as such.
The author above quoted continues:
Method'ist, with all its autlandish derivativ,es, has been a drag on the Wesleyan
reformation since the day it was given.
It is conceding too much to the Devil
to allow him to narue a great religious
movcment."
Shortly after Wesley was admitted to
clerical "orders," in the Established Church,
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he sailed for Georgia, United States, as a
missionary to the Indians.
True to his papal ideas of punishing the
body for the good of the soul, during a
voyage of one hundred and twelve days he
at nothing buts8a-biscuit and rice. While
in Georgia he lived a great portion of his
time, from choice, on bread and water. As
a matter of course, with such notions of
penance as he had, taken together with the
austerity of" the life he led, the character of
his preaching would be greatly influenced.
Consequently his sermons were dry, morose,
and sour. Said a gentleman to him one day:
"Why, if this is Christianity, a Christian
must have more courage tha~ Alexander
the Great."
The result of his well-meant tpissionary
operations on this continent proved a total
failure.
He shook the dust from his feet
as a testImony against them and determined
to return to Ellgland.
At this juncture he
got into an unpleasant difficulty with a
young lady.
He repulsed her from the
"sacrament," a lawsuit was entered against
him, and damages were laid at one thousand
pounds.
Six tim.es he appeared in courtto answer,
and as often was the case deferred.
Believing this was done to vex and hinder
him, he posted a notice on the pub.lic
square of Savannah setting forth that he
would embark on a certain day. The day
arrived, and Wesley was permitted to depart in peace.
So ended his labors in
Georgia.
It is but fair to say, however,
that the friends of this lady claimed that
'Yesley loved her, proposed marriage, was
rejected, and vented his spite by excluding
her from the Lord's Supper. As a faithful
chronicler, we have given both sides, and
our readers must form their own conclusions. The most astounding discovery that
Wesley made by his voyage to America
was, that he himself was not a Christian /
Here ar~ his identical words, faithfully
copied from his published journal: "I went
to America to convert the Indians; but oh!
who shall convert me? who ill he that will
deliver me from this e,vilheart of unbelief?
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I have a fair s~mer
religion.
I can talk
well; nay, and believe myself while no dangel' is near; but let death look me in the
face, and my spirit is troubled." We would
like to transcribe the whole passage, but it
is too long. Th'e gist of it, however, amounts
to this: He was on the ocean-a storm arose
he became alarmed for his personal safetyaDd concluded himself no Christian!
The
closing paragraph reads thus: "This, then,
have I learned in the ends of the earththat I am fallen short of the glory of God;
that my whole heart is corrupt and abominable, and consequently my whole life;
that alienated as I am from the life of God,
I am a child of wrath, an heir of hel1.""Ve offer no comment on this-but
when
and how was he "converted ?"-he means,
pardoned.
Let us condense from his writings. Shortly after he landed in England,
he went one night to a house in Aldersgatc
street, London, where it appears there was
some sort of social religious meeting. Some
person was reading Luther's Preface to the
Galations, and while listen'ing to this "Vesley
says: "God strangely warmed my heart."Now, this was three months of tel' he arrived in England; let us see how it corresponds with extracts from his diary during
his voyage.
We have no difficulty in showing that
he never understood the subject of regeneration, and in making out a clear case of
Wesley verSUSWesley.
He first states, the reader will remember,
that his whole heart was corrupt and auominable; that he was a child of wrath and
an heir of hell.
Read the following,
bearing in mind that it antedates the
meeting in Aldersgate Street about fOUT
months:
"Dec. 14, 1737.-1 read public }>rayers,
and was much rejreslced with the glorious
promise in Psalm lxxii, and Isaiah xl."
"Dec. 28, 1837.-Finding
my aI'prehensions increase, I cried earnestly for help T
and it pleased God in a moment to restore
peace to my soul."
"Jan. 13, 1738.-We
had a thorough
storm. The sea broke over the ship c~m·,
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tinually.
1 was at first afraid; but I cried
to God, and was strengthened.
Eefore
ten I lay down, I bless God, witholtt fear."
If God will deal thus with a man whose
"w hole heart is corrupt and abominable;
a child of wrath, an heir of hell," what
would He not do with agood man-a Christian? But his mother, who had more
sense, bllt not much better knowledge of
the Living Oracles than himself, wrote thus
concerning his strange heart· warming :
"You say that ti1l within a few months you
hadnospiritnallife,
nor anyjustifyingfaith.
Now this IS as if a man should affirm he
was not alive in his infancy because when an
infant he did not know he was alive. All,
then, that I can gather from Jour letter is,
that till a little while ago you were not so
well satisfied of your 'being a Chl istian as
you are no.tv. I beartily rejoice that you
have now attained to a strong and lively
hope in God's meroCYthrough ChrOist; not
that I can think you were totally without
saving faitlt before i 'but i~is one thing to
have faith, and another to be sensible we
have itJ' The italics are the present writer's. There'", theology for you! Let our
teachers and scribes attend!
A mong other things, Wesley taught
what he called the "Doctrine of Christian
Perfection in and verily, this has been a
bone of contention am~mg his fol1owers.
But that he 'has been greatly mIsunderstood
on.this question, the writer has no doubt;
and, were he now living, he would repudiate with scorn and contempt the insane ravings of such persons as Ex-Bishop Hamline, Rev. J !rmes Caugh~y, ·Mrs. Palmer,
and others, on the doctrIne of "Sanctification."
Another of his dogmas was, "The abstract iRtluence of the Holy S.pirit in conversion."
:Pie held it to be such a 'testimony of the Holy Spirit as leaves a.n impression or consciousness that a man is
pardoned and accepted of God. And this
consciousness, he contended, io always a·ntecedent to the religious affections of love,
joy, peace, etc. While, on the other hand,
the most distinguished of American Meth·
o
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odist Bishops-the
late Rev. Elijah Hedding, D. Do,-has left it on record that he
was converted some weeks before he received the Spirit's witness!'!!
Here the experience of the Bishop
stands diametrically opposed to the doctrine
of the founJer I And yet, this very people have the hardihood-when
speaking
with reference to the Church of Christto talk about "all sorts of doctrines by all
sorts of Dlen I"
Suppose two Ohristian preachers should
differ as widely as some'ofthe "essentialsj"
when would we hear the last of it? But
now comes the strangest part of this "eventful history.". Wesley, after a while, denied
the necessity of such evidence of the Spirit as he had before contended for? In the
year of our I.ord 1768-just
thirty years
after the heart-warming operation-in
a
letter"to Dr. Rutherford, he says: "I have
not, for many years, thought a consciousness of acceptance to be essential to justifying faith."
The italics only are the
writer's.
Here's more work for the doctors of
divinity!
Now let them cry, havoc! and
let slip the dogs of war!
Added to his unsettled opinions concerning the regeneration of the 'Soul, he was
very superstitious-as
'We 'have elsewhere
intimated.
Among many other foolish
things, he was guilty of the great folly of
opening the Bible and letting the first text
of Scripture that met his eye decide the
most important 'questions of duty 1 This
is almost incredible, but still it is a fact.White1i.eld wrote him, urging him to
come to Bristol.
He submi.tted the question to the decision of the chance tex.t.The reS111tis thus sta'ted in his own writing': "I was not at aU forward to go, and
perha.ps a little less the inclined to it because
of the remarkable Scriptures which offered
as often as I inquired, touching the consequence (probably permitted for the trial
of our faith):
'Get thee up into thi~
mountain, and die in the mount whither
thou goest up, and be gathered to thy people.' Deut. xxxii: 49, 50. 'And the cbil-
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dren of Israel wept for Moses In the inevitable Journal and made this entry in
plains' of Moab thirty days.' Deut. x:xxiv,: the Latin language: "Non eam reliqui:.
8. 'I will show him how great things Non dimissi: Non revocabo." ")Vhich behe must suffer for my name's sake.' Acts, ing done into plain English reads thus: "I
i~: 16.• 'And d~v~ut men carried S~ephen h"avenot left her; I.have not dismis'sed he;;
to his burial, and made great lamentatiQn I will not recall her." .'
over him,' Acts viii: 2."
0001, wasn't it? We pass no opinion,
These 'oracles didn't talk to suit him; and but simply present the facts. (N. B.-Peonot being quite ready to brave the broilings pIe who live in glass 'houses should not
and roastings of inquisitorial fires, he re- throw stones.)
801ved to lay the whole matter before the
Addeu to his, many other traits of real
"society" in London.
Charles Wesley was genius, he was a keen satirist. r.We give
present at this ~ame of holy dominoes, and two sPljcimens from his diary: '(I preached
vehemently objectcdr to John's exposing in the court house to the elite of the town.
himself to the unbridled fury of a :J'lristol So I took the plainest text j but I 'found
~ob. Recourse was had to the Bible, w1).en 'that I was still out of their depth.
How
Charles was squelched,with this text: "Son hard it is to be shallow enough for people of
of man, behold I take from thee the desire quality /"
Another:
The famous Beau
of thine eyes with a stroke."
The rest of Nash once understook to blackguard him
the persons present.were divided in oprnion, in the presence of a congregat~on at Bath':
when finally they determined to settle the "How do you know these thin/?s whereof
question by lot. The lot told John that you, accuse me?" queried,. Wesley.
".I.
he must go. Aga,in the Scriptures we~e judgefrom commonr~port," a~sw(e,redNash.
opened to ascertain whether or not the de- "I dare not," replied Wesley, "judge r of
cision of the lot would be confirmed by the you by common report."
•
chance text. The result is thus recorded
He died in London, March 2, 1791, beby J ohn Wesley: "When wicked men have ing at the time 0/ his death over eighty;
slain a righteous person in his own huuse eight years of age. Had he made the same
upon his bed, shall I not now require his effort to restore primitive. Christianity to
plood at your hands?" 2 Sam. iv : 11. "4-nd the world that he dil} to refo'lm a corrupt
Ahaz slept with his fathers, and ttey buried State-Church, who could measure the bene-,
him in !ehe city, even in Jerusalem." 2 ficial results of his life? With all hisl~F~,
O~ron. xxviii: 27.
Things looked far rors of fa,ith, and some of practice, ~e was,
from favorable.
A bloody death was clear- according to hill light, unquestionably a
ly indicated.
But Wesley's heroic soul good man.
The mummeries of papal
was now' fully aroused;
he went to superstition dimmed his intellectual vision;
Bristol, and died-just
fifty-one years, the scholasticism of his own age dwarfed,
eleven months, and twenty-six days after! his spiritual powers and blunted his spiritLike many of his sisters, he was unfort- ual perceptions.
Considering when, where,
unate ,in his selection of a life-partner.and how he'started, he made a tremendous,
To say nothing of the Georgia affair, after advance upon the moral status of "the times'
he returned to England he fell in love with in which he lived.
DAVID'WAIlK.
a most charming and accomplished lady j
Greencastle, Ind.,.July,
~863.
-, .
,
put it seems Charles Wesley was opposed
to the match, and it was therefore broken.
At the age of forty-eight he married ,a
buxom widow; they lived together twenty
years, and then s,he left him.
Finding himself in the unenviable posi- ~
tion of a "grass-widower," he went to' his
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a lie, apd worshiped and served the creature
more than th~ (j) eaior:"-"And
even as
tHey did no like to retain God in their
SYNOPSiS OF THE FAITH AND PRAC· kno1wledge, God g'av!ethem over to a repro·
,TIeE OF THE CHURCH iN'DETROI:r.
bate mind, to 'do thos'e things w'hich are not
,
.'
•
•• r'
'!
convenient j being filled with all unright.
1.n a former article, r offered such remarks eousness, fornication, wickedness, covetouson the creed of the Chutch in the'City of ness, mali!Jiousnes8 j full of envy, murder,
Detroit, as seemed pertinent and proper. I, deba'te, d ceil., m'alignity; whisperers, backresume the subject, riot for the purpose of biters, haters of God, despIteful, proud,
criticising the "Synopsis," b~t to elucidate bo sters, inventors of evil things, dis'bbedi;
the great principle onwhieh the brother- ent to parents, without understanding, covhood stand, ;and which, after years of m'edi- enant·breakers, without natural affection
tation and reflection, appears to me to( be implacable, uI!me'rci!ul."
•
the same' as that) on which the apostles
The picture is complete. The understandfounded the church, jn the begihning.
• ing darke\ned and the heart ruined, are the
The necessity for recurring often to the fearful price'
apo~tasy from the rev'ela·
first principles ,o'f the gospel is manife t in tions that God gave to man. Here is the reo
the history of the Christian' retigion', as well suIt of exchang,ing faith for ingenious specuas in the teachings of the ap'os'tles. The latiEln-for
ubstituting the wisdom of ihis
tendency of th'e human mind to abandon the world for the wisdom which is of God. The
safe and certain truths and examples of Di- history of the ancient religions, and of manvi~e_Revelation, and to follow the guida'nce ners and'morals'under them', is the history
of fable, myth, tradition, popular opinion, of man, no longer under the guidance and
and the varying and false lightsofthe specu- moral power of fait.h, but under the guidlative reason and ecclesiastical authority, is ance and power of speculative thought.
demonstrated by iDC\Jntrov;ertiblefacts, under
If the Jews be taken as an example, their
every Divine disp'elis,atioh .. The general numerdu 'lapses can be' tr~ced positively to
prevalence of idolatry at the Christian era the Same founta!in~relinquishing
faith for
originated in thill cause.
Men 'were not rea~on. And the same moral phenomena,
satisned with 'God's' revelation of his char- folldwell clps'e 'upon the darkening of their
acter and order ofl moral government.-'- under'standing with the empty and insiduous
11When they knew 'God, they glorified him philosophy of the natural reason-the
aInot as God, neither were t~ankful, but 'be- most total co'rru~tibn of their mora'ls and
came vain in theh 'imaginations, and their piety. If· they made fires to Moloc1i:,grim
foolish llea'rt was darkened.
Profes'sing monster 'smeared'wi£h human blood, they
themselves to be wise, they became fools, caused their owb. innocent children to pass
and changed the glory of the incorruptible
through the fires; and· there 'was no disgustGod into an image made like to corruptible ing form of heathen degradation and poIlu.
man, and to b~rds, and four-fopted beasts, tion which they did not readily adop.t, when
and creeping things." ,Here the origin of once the Divine truth had been' dglodged
idolatry is given in a few'pregnant words. from their minds. The difficulty with which
But the mischief did not end in intellectual they withstood the example of idolatry, and
blindness allme. The poison affected other the almost 'iricessant solicitations of the impowers, and the fearful result was a univer- agination to guide the 'soulj"ts'seen in their
sal corruption of social life. "Wherefore
frequent apostastes~ and in the perpetual
God also gave them up to uncleanness admonitio s and warnings Of the prophets.
through the lusts of their own hearts, to
The publication of the Gospel was the
dishonor their own bodies betw~en them- clear rising of the Sun of Righteousness
llelves: who changed the truth of God in to with healing in his beams. Jesus of Naza-
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r~th was tHe 'brightest glory of God, and
,the express image of his person. The Creator-united himself to hUqJanity, and now,
'the Divinity of the heaven of heavens was
revealed through
the forms of human
thought, human customs, and human sympathy.
While fallen creatures could not
gaze upon the unvailed Divinity, those graMous scintilations of our own untroubled
spirit were employ'ed as fitting splendors
through which the unclouded Godhead
might pour an effulgent stream of truth
upon the world. God was in the world as
a m~n, and men knew it not. But through
th~ very principle on which the human family had become idolaters, the J ew~ crucified
'the Savior of the world. But the, Gospel
was announced by inspired men-a system
as simple as love, and the impulses of a
generous and pure heart. One would have
'-thought that now surely mah will be satisfied, being in possession 0: unmixed trutb,
and obliged only by the law Of, love. But
not so,,
In the days of the apostles, amid the awful splendors of miraculous gifts and powel'S, the "myster:y of iniquity inwardly workcd." The seeds of the great apostasy were
sown. For twel ve hundred years-dreary
years---.:the light and the power of Christiauity have heen obscunid and thwarted by
the active operation of the same causes
which changed the glory of the incorruptible God into ,idols.
idolatry is but a human creed substituted for the word of God;
and the apostasia announced by ~he apostle
Paul, is nothing but a human creed, put in
pl~ce of the gospel of Christ. Thus a common principle and cause underlies every
-fo~m of religious error-every
form of the
grand apostasy of man froni God in every
age of the world. The ancient superstitions
or idolatries, together with every form of
'errOT u'nder the Christian name, and under
every fOTmof speculative thought, rest upon
the sam.e principle-a
human creed or form
-of religion, ado'pted in place of simple faith
in Divine tr,uth. HeTe is the common fo~n'tain of religious corruptions.
Countless
streams have issued .from this one fou.;tail'.\
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-and thesll streams are, at every moment,
penetrating the world. Error reaches every
'human mind-and
there is no remedy for
it, or pro.~ction against it, except the word
of truth.
,
True, 'these hU\Dan creeds or forms of religion differ from one another. The two
extreme points of obser'vation are the first
form or system of idolatry, and the )ast human creed, produced under: the peculiar
modifying influences of the:Christia.n Scriptures. The difference between' these two
outgrowths of human wisdom is unquestionably vast j but no greater than might
reasonably be eXJlected, when the circumstances are taken into consideration.
By.t
whatever the difference between idQlatU or
the ancient supe'rstitions, and human formulas of Christian faith, they are the offsprings
of the same puentB, and common family
features reveal the close and intimate degree of relationship between them.
The corruption of morals and manners
.under the 'Christian apostasy is in harmony
with like causes in every age of the world.
The Middle Ages are distinguished for nothing more than the absence of moral purity, in a religious point of view. Poperya form of religion growing out of, and rest,ing upon, the wisdom and authority of a
human creed, could not, and cannot, produce fruits of piety and moral excellence.
When unchecked by op'posing truths, when
left in quiet authority over society, it seems
even to hasten a generltl COTru'ptionof manners. II uman nature, under the control of
Pope:y, runs a riotous course of licentiousness and vice. The facts of history clearly
and unequivoc'a1ly demonstrated these remarks. The !eason has been already stated.
The dark~'ning of the un~erstanding-the
intellectua:l apostasy from Divine truththe substitution of human reason for faith
in the word of God---'bhe dislodgement of
truth frorq. the i!ltellect--;issues in the corruption of the heart and the ruin of the virtue of s~ciety. Hence, the demoralization
of society is alway~ in proportion to the ignorance of -the people concerning the 9isclosures of the Bible, and of the dogmas of
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the speculative reason, ad,opted as religious mind with pure abstractions, as objects of
truth, The character of these dogmas, also, faith. These mental identities occupy the
must be understood as a modifying influ· place the gospel ought really to occupy, and
ence. That Popery is a' 1).uman creed or prod uce formalism ,ri t~alism,mechanical grisystem of religion, is a fact sufficient to ac- maces, ce,remonial ostentation; yet they are
count for its bad fruits. ~ut the peculiar held in check, and modified perpetually by
" nat)lre' or character of this creed alone ac- the deeper conception and life-principle of
counts for' the more than usual evil effects the sole authority and sufi.ciency of the
The protestant movement
it has produced, in comparison with other holy Scriptures.
has,
therefore,
greatly
stimulated thought
Christian creeds.
It has searched heaven
Protestantism, or>the Protestant move- and free-inquiry.
ment, is, in principle, a repudiation' of hu, and earth, developed science, prosecuted
man creeds, however signally men have discovery, adorned the world with fine arts,
failed to apply the principle in fact. The patronized decorous ernaments, sought mesoul of the movement was the grand hom- chanical invention, and has labored with a
age it offered to the 'word of God. As the distinct conception and purpose of renderlife of animals and of vegetables frequently ing man's life more comfortable, more usemaintains itsglf under evil conditions, and ful, and grander in all the elements of asplen.
Yet it has secularized the
overcomes destru,ctive influences, till they di'd civilizatio~.
faith
as
much
as
its
fundamental principle
pass away, so it has happene,d in the case of
would
allow.
It
has
substituted party
Protestantism.
Its inner life consisted in
spirit
for
the
spirit
of
the
gospel j secular
profound religio~s faith and reverence of
the Bible as the o.nly authoritative standard organfzations for the simple church of
of Christia~ity,
And though outward cir- Christ j and brought in a system of sercumstances forced upon the Protestant com- monizing which is a mockery for Scriptural
Division,
munities creeds, made by uninspired men, exposition and interpretation.
and
its
long
train
of
bitter
fruits,
may be
Jet the life-the spiritual life of the entire
taken
as
the
peculiar
evil,
in
a
moral
point
movement fixed the cha1'acter of those
of
view,
of
Protestant
creeds.'
creeds, and rendered them of such a moral
The conclusion to be drawn from the
tendency as forever precluded the same reforegoin'g
analysis, is this: N0 hu~an
sults from them as Popery had produced.
formula
of
faith can be substituted for the
The evil effects of human creeds among
word
of
God
without producing the most
Protestants are, therefore, of another class
serious
intellectual
and moral evils. In
altogether, and differ, e'ssentially from those
other
words,
a
human
creed is necessarily a
produced·by the flame generic cause among
foun
tain
of
evil.
No
remed
y exists against
Romanists, i,ll a different age and condition
its
bitter-fruits.
The
subversion
of them
of the world.
Protestant creeds consist of intellectu'al is, consequently, an object o~ benevolent
abstractions, and favor the development of and p:ous exertion.
'Our brotherhood stand, not upon a humetaphysical thought and theories.
The
evils arising from them are plain, and easy man creed, not upon speculative deductions,
of comprehension.
They nourish a spirit but upon the divine teaching or doctrine of
of dogmatism, in contradistinction
to the the Lord Jesus and the apostles. To us
spirit of, authority, which, is the grand the Scriptures are profitable for doctrine,
attribute· of Romanism. Hence Protest- because they teach the salvation of God.
anti~m \;plits-divides
into innumerable TIle Bible is not an arsenal from whence
sects or parties. Rome co.nsolidates into the mere dialectician may draw his weapone vast despotism. ,The abstract' nature ~n~. It is not a book of mottoes, of maxims,
, '
'
of the Protestant d'ogr;nas-develops an in- of app.orisms, of proverbs, of proof.texts,
tellectual system of religIon, and fills the to be improved through speculative logic,
v

I
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and twisted into the support of any and and peace. It is by a humble, cordial, revevery species of abstr ct doctrines which er~nt reception of the inspired teaching
issue from ambitious intellects. It is not tha't all else that is divine and good, fol.
a mere wa;ming pan for genius-a
stimu- lows, in daily outgrowth.
To Lim who
lant to aid men of talent and learning to accepts Christ in his teaching, all promised
elaborate scientific systems of religious divine gifts descend in faithful abundance.
philosophy.
It is not a book designed to To believe and obey, is better than to argue
aid men in becoming the author of meta.- and create formulas of abstract doctrine.
physical theories and the founders of dog- To take Christianity as we find it in God's
matic sects. But on the other hand, the own book, is better than to re-cast it in the
Bible is a' divine revelation.
It teaches moulds of human wisdom. A divine Christ
what God has done·for man, and what man is better than a' human pretended shior;
must do for himself.
It teaches salvation and God's truth is better than logical defrom sin, and death, and the grave. It is ductions-than
the stiff, lifeless, barren
a book of facts, of commandments, of prom- gospel formulas, such as we meet with in
ises, and of threatenings.
There is no sci- human creeds.
entific theory in it. It r~veals a plan of
The Jews and the gentiles heard the gossalvation; but that plan is not in a form pel from the lips of the apostles. They
of human science. The facts are given believed it and obeyed it, and were saved.
and proved.
Their significance is clearly No human formulas were put between their
stated.
Terms of acceptance with God are minds and the gospel. The peopie believed
positively specified; promises are tendered; what was preached to them. They received
precepts instituted; threatenings denounc- the truth, itself, in the love of it. The
ed. The course the sinner must take in gospel, as preached by the apostle~, is preorder to' be saved, is pointed out and de- served in the pages of the New Testament,
fined with more than human pen;picuity and he who believes it and 'obeys it" standi!
and simplicity.
How to be pardoned, or upon the same principle that'the first dishow one is to receive it, at the hand of ciples stood upo'n. A human creed or synGod •. is a fact of divine revelation; and opsis of the faith is no more required now,
plainer than it, is, no man or angel can by saint or sinner, -than it was in the days
make it. The Christian life also, or' the of the apostles. What saint and sio'ner
way a disciple must live in order to be then needed, saint and sinner now needsaved eterhally in,heaven, is revealed with the gospel of the grace of God-the
truth
the transparency of the purest light. The as it is in Jesus. No Christian, in aposway-the entire way of salvation, is traced tolic times, ever dreamed of meeting any
as with a golden path of r;1Ys. It is visi- want, either of the church or of tHe world,
ble to every sort and condition of intellect- by uninspired formulas of the faith. Such
ual capacity that is at all responsible.· J e- things belong to a later age-to ages when
SIlS Christ can penetrate all hearts; and he the love of intellectualizing
Christianity
is most kingly in those minds which are into theoretic forms had triumphed over
Mt able to 'manipulate him with philosoph- the simple faith of Christ"and the piety of
ical instruments,
but whose simple faith the heart, nourished by divine truth. - The
casts out fear, and u?seals_~ love for Him apostolic church was distinguished for its
that is deeper than the seaB. Christ is the faith in the divinely revealed gospel, and
central fact of the Christian religion. He not for theologies, or formulas of doctrines,
teaches the soul. It is under his guidance, or by.laws-mechanical
forces that operate'
instruction, leadership, that a man grows on the mere surface 'and leave the heart"
up into friendship with the living God, unl'epewed.
r ,
and is fitted for companionship with apgels
Our brethren have done 'well in recover.
and glorifie~ spirits in the ~ansions of love ing and reinaugurating
the religion of
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Christ upon its own unique principleas gives offense to intellectualized and pious
faith. They have fairly solved the prob- peapll)? Why not secure for the truth the
lems of the imfficiency of tbe Scriptures approbation .of the orthodoxy?
A formu-,
alone to sustain and support the life they la of faith, drawn up with due discriminaimpart, without any of the supposed water tion, would ,show the doctrine in a tangible
of life sucked out of human creeds. That form; and though points of difference might
a religious community, with no other bond still remain, y'et, in essential matters, orof union than the word of God-with no thodox" views" could be reach!ld without
symbol of faith but the Christian revela- injury'; and then, the way to'honor is open,
tign-':with' no ,definitions either of faith or and her prizes within reach. The trial is
practice, other tha,n those furnished in the great, and as time rolls on, it \becomeif
New Testament,-in
a word, that a reli- greater and greater still. The influence of
gious community committing themselves en- example is absolutely' tremendous.' The
tirely and alone, to the holy Scriptures; tone of society, like the law of gravitation
possess every necessary ·or essential aearching every atom-penetrates
our whole
means to evangelize the world, and to "per- .being. The voice of a nation-of
Christo;
feet holiness in the fear of God," has been endom, seems almost likt: the voice of God~
d~monstrated, amply demonstrated, in the' and the soul bends before it as the' grass
history of the brotherhood; so that it is before tlle wind. Here lies our dangerno long~r an expdriment, but a developed that, after' having cros!!ed the R6'd sea, and
fact, that human creeds are altogether use- left the land of bondage and sorroW beless, and the w"ord of Qod sufficient for the hind, we begin to sigh for the flesh pots Qf
church in every condition and emergency. Egypt, and end by returning into slavery.
But. the same old tendency, to depart Is it possible that the brethren ca~ ever be.
from faith, and to seek salvation at the al- brought to write creeds and subscribe them,
tars of reason, is alive within us; and so- and thus convert the religion of the Son of
licits us to follow in an easier way-or,
at God. into human speculation?'
I cannot
leas~, in a path sprinkled with richer scene- answer this question satisfaotorily to my
ry, and trod by greater and more popular own mind. That there is a tendency' to
crowds of adventurers.
Th~ novelty and this retrograde movement in the" synop-'
excitement .of newly discovered truth wears sis," I am sadly and sorrowfully force.d to
away., The cOl)flictrslackens, and the din, believe, For a time such a thing as the
of strife dies, aqd silence invites to medi- "Synopsis" may be used, not as a creed or
tation and reflection on the advantages' of test of fellowship, but as a pretty means to
the contest which seems to have been fin- stop the mouths of gainsayers.
Still no
ished. Depression ensues, and in contrast one who thinks, can fail to see that the
with .unappreciated truth, and almost unre- prime motive is deep down in the heart. If
warded exertion, stand the temples of er- it becll'mes "fashionable')
for Qur pastors
ror, adorned with the magic of art aod and congregations to write out and publish
be~u.ty, trhronged by, cr'owds of gay unques- such documents for ." the i4formation or
tioning votaries, who lavish praise, and the public," then it will' not be lorlg before
more s~bstantial tokens of love, upon the we shall have quite an interesting varie'ty of
presidjng gen'iu,.sof the sacred desk': The them, pointing to every region of speculahyart ye~rns. for ease aI;1d pleasant times, tion; nor m'uch longer before they will beand for fame, that serves to rescue from come ", pris'ons'l for 'tne chil~ren of Godoblivion a perishing life; and we begin to cells, cold, and Breary, and comfortless in
feel t1{~tthe rigid severities of truth, after which to chain the immortals hom Christ
all, are not worthy the sharp and self-PFun- had blessed with perfect lil:lerty .• In this
ing . contest 'that is aecessary to maintain court, nothing lies before us but endless
them. Why not c0!Dpromise just 0 much' strire; division, wars of words, angry de-
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bates, confusion, shame a~d disgrace. The
flood gate once hoisted, and who can withsta.nd,or roll back the rush of ~aters?
But let ,us hope for better things. I am
sat~sfied that our brethren are not yet ready
for'this movement.
The act of the church
in Detroit feels the way, and breaks the ice.
It is a fitting occasion for the brethren to
u'tter their sentiments and views. Perhaps
it is best to have a thorough expression
from the brethren, that we may know how
and where we stand. I have freely expressed my own opinions and convictions,
and trust that I have dope it in the spirit
of the Master.
For myself I am free to
say, that the Scriptures are amply saflicient
to' teach the public the faith and practice
of the church of Ohrist.

J. W. Cox.
s'

DISCUSSION ON UNIVERSALISM.
ELDER LORD:

•

Dea1' Sir-In my last article, I had merely begun to describe the wondrous work of
God-had
but noticed 'the first link of animal life which forms a grand chai~ from
the lowest order of life up to God Himself.
I will now notice this chain, link by link,
from the Mona4 up to Man. The :whole record of the animal and vegetable creation,
or the links of this gr~nd chain are contained in the fossil~ferous strata of the
earth.
These strata are no l~ss than thirty-six in number, and represent as many
distinct geological ages of the earth. J They
may be represented by so many volurpes of
history piled one upon a;nother-the
lowest containing a history of the lowest ordet:
of animal life, divi~e4 into-many chapters,
each chapter treating of a higher order of
life than the pr~ceding, until the volume is
finished. The next volume treating of a
Itill higher class of life, and' one distinctly
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marked from the first. The third of a still'
higher, and so on, to the last and topmodt
volume which treats of man; this volume
tJ;eats of the human period, the last of the
geological series. What volumes are y~t
to be added to this. library !-Jf'God's cr~~tive plan, time yet to come must answer.
Creation has been progressiv'e. As the
4
earth has undergone change after change,
each) change maturing it !D0re and more,
and fitting it for the sustenance of higher
classes of life, as they have been added~
Thus in the upper Silul'ian system, the surface of the earth was soJchanged from its
previous .condition, that it could support
the lowest class of fish-life, or the first of
the vertebrate class; and here we find the
first traces of this class of life. Animal
,life has been divided into Jour g,reat clisses, the radiated, articu)ated, molluscan
and TCrterbr~ted. In organization, they
stand as here named. The lowest class is
the radiated. This is the first class.of life
that
had a being on the earth,
and' at one
I
,
time of the Silurian age, were its sole monarchs.' After this, when rthe condition of
the earth could support it, .the articulated
superceded the radiated, and they i~ turn
were the monarchs of the earth. The articulata were superceded .by the molluscan,
and this in turn by the 'vertebrata:
Each
appeared, the one after the other, as the
ea,rth p~ogressGld towards .maturity and
could support them. During the Silurian
period, the earth w~s, in its most im{>erfect
period, capable .of supporting life, and in
accordance with a wi~e plan, we find none
but the lowest and mo~t imperfect classes
of life. These were the lo~est ciass~s
then, and continue to be such at the pres- I
ent trme, though the species of these .classes are of a much higher degree of organization than tIi~se of the Silurian period.
We come down to the old red Sandstone,
and find the fish the reigning dynasty, the
species advancing'it!- oig~hiza'tion as we approach its closes. There we 'find master
fish; in life and 'armor, both of ofr
r
fence and defencEj- sllch as the WJrld has
f
never, sinceequaYed.
'We come down to
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the Carboniferous age, and find the second in low~r speciei, in the, Silurian rocks.class of the &reat vertebrate division added, The radiata of to·day is the lowest class of
the reptile.
'J'his is a higher dlass of life living animals, and was the first class inthan the fish, but why is it added now? troduced into creation. - The same classifi-'
Because the time has come when the condi- cation holds good with regard to the retion of the progressive earth could support maining three great classes, both living
this class of life. This class superceded and extinct.
the fish, and w~re for unt.old ages the rulThis evidence must be received-there
ing monarchs of land and sea. [It was at is no getting around it. And what does it
thili age that (J-odbegan to provide fo~ c,om- indicate?
That creation has been formed
ing man, for it is from the monstrous vege- after a definite and progressive plan; that
tation of this period, that the cpal we now classes of lite have been introduced as the
burn was prepared.]
,
condition of the maturing earth could sup, But we hasten on, and pass the mon- port them; thafthe lowest orders were instrous forms of reptile life, such, as never troduced first, when the earth could supinhabited the earth before nor since, and port none higher; that these were succeedreach the Oolitic period, where we find the ed by higher classes, the previous classes
thir4 class of the Tertebrate, the bird.maintaining a minor position, while the last
'J'his class is higher in the scale than the intr.odu,ced class was the reigning dynasty
reptile, and does not come upon th,e earth of the period, as man is the ruling dynasty
until that time in the gr~at creative plan, of the present period. Before man was inwhen the earth was,fit~ed for its receptio~. troduced, the mammaliferous brute was the
The dynasty of the fish and the reptile had' reigning dynasty, but as soon as ilian was
served their. purposerand had to ~be super- called upon the stage, they lost their supe!leded as such, but not to cease entirely, riority, and retired to a minor position.
they still lived, but as subservient classes j The four dynasties of the vertebrate type
and still live as such. The bird tqok their of ll.nimal life, have succeeded each other
places. as the reigning dynasty, but not in in ~s regula-r order a.s the four great emSO ,eminent a degree as they had of the oth-pires
mentioned in " Rollin's Ancient Hisers. - But they, in ,turn, were to be supel'- tory."
The lower have always given place
ceded by a still higher class, the fourth and to the higher.
The progress has always
last division of ,the vertebrate type of life been toward the higher-there
has Qeen no
-the Mammalia, to which man belongs.
r~trograde movement. Who dare say, that
The mammalia, or th.at class which suck- t\ler~ is anything here that God did not
les their young, is the highest class of an- desipe? Will any man be so presumptuous
imallife. known to the naturalist, and,is the as to say that God has been thwarted in
last class found by the geologist. It can- any of His plans, thu~ far in His creative
not be a mere coincidence that, the geolo- plans? ,No man in his right senses will say
gi~t, beginning at the low,,estrocks contain- that He was.
jng the remains of animal life finds, as he
That natur~r has been progressive, and
proceeds -towards the surface, higher and that God had from ~he first foreseen and
still higher types, classes, genera, and spe- embraced man in this plan, we have .but to
cies of animals. .Nor can it be a mere refer to'the brain of the animal world.poincidence, that of the geologist
as By what is man so distinguisheJ from the
he proceeds from' remote time,to that of animal world? Every aile will say by his
recent date, should find fhese remains bear- intelligence. Upon wqat depends this inteling the same classification as that embrac- ligeace?
The superiority of his brain, the
ing the living animals;of to-day. These organ of intellige~ce.
Then note the proclassifications are nearly. the same-the'ragres iveorgani~ation
of this organ as -w~
diata of to-day ~as'its depresentative, but ascepd the scale from the radiat_a to man.
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Do..w.n in the radiate class, amo'ng the ters, revolving around our sun, all in per,
sponges and polypes1 there is found no fect harmony, making their revolutions
traces of a brain whatever., Among some Jlpon their o.wn axis and. around the sun,
of the classes below the fish, we find what in exact time, to even a second-from swif~
is called the sensory ganglia. .When. we flying Mercury, which makes its revolution
ascend to the fish, we find the brain in pro- in 87 days, moving at the rate of 100,000
portion to the spinal chord as 2 to 11; in miles an hour, to far distant Neptune,
~he reptile, 2i to 1; in the bird, as ~ to Iti situated 2,854,000 of miles from the sun,
in the mammalia, as 4 to 1 ; and in godlike whose motion is very slo'f, compared with
reasoning man, as 23 to 1. Thus the J:>rain, that of Mercury, moving but about .10,000
proper, begins in the fish, the first class of miles an hour, and bei;ng 168 years in pass.
the vertebrate type, and ultimates ·in man ing once aro,?-nd the. sun. What almighty
the last cbss of this type.
wisdom and power manifel3ted in but one,
, But let me direct your attention, for a ;nd our ow~, solar system. ~ut this is but
moment, before closing the present article, one sy.stem among a myriad of others.to the preFent species of animal life upon Then what infinite p.ower must it require to
the ever teeming glo b~. Here:we find no form and govern the;\Vhole!
less evidence of a definite plan in creation's
The fixed stars !,Vhichbejewel the sky,
works. From the micrpscopic animalcule, and of. which there has been calculated to
so small that the breadth of a human hair. be at least a million, are undouJ:>tedly the
would cov~r a hundred of them, and mil- suns of o'ther systems of worlds, as 9U11
Fons of them could be contajned in a cubic sun is ·of ol,lr system. Our 'sun, which is
inch, to the largest whale, the interval of 80.0,000 mijes ~n diamet~~, is th.Qug.htto be
space between them would be as 1.1 to 34,- a monstrous body of matter, but when com.
560,000,000,000,000,000.
12his vast inter- pared with some of the fixed stars, dwin.
val of space, almost incomprehensive to dIes into insignificance.
I will make but
to man, is filled up of every conceivable one com'parison: Dr. Herschel estimated
variety of ~nimal life. .
the star Vega to be 33,440,000 miles in di.
" In the vegetable kingdom, the interval ameter, that is, 54,874 times larger than
bctween the smallest and largest. organism our sun.
is not much less. These vast inter..vals are
These stars or suns ~re 's~ remote from
filled up with 144,000 species of .animals, us that, our imagination, in even its 'most
and 100,000 species of plants.
lofty flight, can scarce reach them. The
This is the order of God's creative plan, distance of the nearest ones, we can hardly;
and it has been wrought out in almighty comprehend.
Sirius is calculated, by Prof.
wisdom and power, and I would challenge Struve, to be ninety-three billions of milesthe world to point out one single instance from the earth-while
the' star named 61
where God hM failed, or made a mistake, Cygni is, according to Bessel, 63,070 bil.
or wh.ere anything is not as God designed lions of miles from us, a dii3t:tnce so vast
!t to be.
that light, 'moving at the rate 192;000 miles
~ will, before coming to my argument per second) rwould be 1'0 years in passing
bearing directly upon man, adduce my ar- over the interv-al. Great as this distance
gument in support .of t.he character I have is, it'is yet compar:).tively small when con.
ascribed to the Creator of the universe, trasted wit~ some of the stars composi!,1g
drawn from the architecture of the heavens. the Milky Way. Sir Wm. Herschel, in
f'ho earth with ali the wonders so briefly g!!gip'gthis pprtion of th'e sky, found well~.
noticed, is"but a mere atom of the Deity's defined sta~s, s,o relp.ote, that he b~lieved it;
glorious works, is but as a single drop com- woul4 take light not less than 120',000 years,
par!;d with the mighty ocean/',The
earth to reac!l the earth. He observed Qthers
is b1,lt one of eight planets, of similar charac~ ~ill more Temot~, appearing as. meTe h.azy,
t
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is 'nothing more than bringing forth the
evidence to establish it." Without proof
there can be no' belief. With you, I accept
the definition of nature as given by Webster. That which you predicate of the
Bible, I d~ not understand fully, but I
think I shah understand you, as you proceed with your proof and argument, As you
say, all irrele.van t mattcr should be left out,
and the argument limited to the subject
matter in issue. I agree' with you, that
the subject is an important one, and involves momentous consequences--consequences pregnant with weal or woe; and
the subject should be treated with that
high consideration it deserves. Nothing
should be taken for grantcd.
The proof
brought forth to sustain the affirmation
must be clear, definite, unambiguous, unc~
quivocal and logical. Like you, I shall
e'nde~vor to perform my part thoroughly
and faithfully.
I will try to meet every
argument in kindness, in Christian courte:
sy'ana candor. I regret, as much as you
do, that we ~re not privileged to call each
other by the .endearing name of '~Christian
brother"-perhaps,
the time may come when
we can.
Y ouP remarks in reference to the ·doc•
11
trine of" par-tial salvation" are in point
l-'A PORTE, July, 25, IS6a .. and relevant.
Dates render nothing sacred
DR. G. L. PURDY:
with me. Ancient philosophers and aca:.. Dear Sir-Your
reply to my' lette).' of demic sects taught us,'that after death there
;!une 30th is b~foI:e me. I tender you my is a rew~rd for the good, and a punishment
thanks fQr your courtesy' in acceding t9 my EDr the wicked. The Jews taugh t us, that
request. I am satisfied the change made God wohld reward the good with everlast. by you in the phraseology w-ill meet with ing joy 'or pleasure, and punish the wicked
the' approbation of the common ll1aSSelL- with everlasting misery or" eternal punAs you say,. it is now free fr-om ambiguitYl ishmEmt." It was taugllt before and after
and-can J)e comprended by all ,classes of the birth of Christ. It was taught at the
tftiders-and
cOl).tains,essentially, all that birth of Christ, through his Ufe time, at
was embodied in the first· proposition.
I the time of his death,. hnd it has 'bee~
agree with you, th<l,tunder this proposition, taught ever sinee. .Age, nor date, nor
'OYou can bring all the faots in nature Jand time, nor distance cannot add sacredness to
tHe ;Bible, in affircmationof the proposition" the doctrine- with me .. My respect for such
-and"
outside of these facts, there is' JlO a. doctrine rests upon a more solid basis.
evidence." I agree with you, that "we If God authorized "His Son" and the
cann~t believe a thing unless we have ·suf- tweI've.Apostles to preach" punishment fo't'
ficient reason or evidence to prove it." 'I tIle wieRed,", and "reward for the rightagree with you, that tlw Ploof of anything eouel,'! then the doctrine will command my

lights, and which he believed so remote
that light would be 300,000 years in traversing tp.~ interval.
Who, will 'dare limit
the wisdom and power capable of producing
the above results?
. When we remember that each star is a
Bun'surrounded by a retinu-e of worlds, and
probably -each inhabited by intelligent creatures as we are, circling through the realms
of boundless space, without jar or discord,
each in its allotted piace and at its appointed time, what must we s~y? Infinite in
perfection, matchless' in wisdom, and unlimited in power . We can come to no other
conclusion. All is perfection and harmony. But will arise the natural inqUIry,
why, amidst this universal harmony, does
the discord claimed to have originated in
man, aris'e? Can this really be so? Are
the inhabitants of those niillions of other
worlds" in the ,same fallen and depraved
condition that is' claimed fot us.
" Yours truly, .
G. i.. PURDY.
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respect. If it is taught in the word of God, me to 31 stric~ account, fOJ:,all things I J;Il~j,
the denial of 'it by the "neo-Platonists"
of hereafter a$rm.
Germany, the" Moravian," the Shaker, the
I now enter. the arena wHIr you to vin.di~·
Dunkard, or th'e Unitarian of Europe or cate the attributes a'nd ch,ar~cte.r of God-.
America, shakes not my confidence in its "the God" of nature lwd the Bible. What·
stability and soundness.
If not taught in ever charadteristic or at~ribute he ha~ w~n"the word' of God," I could not accept it; ifested, I shall defend as right-1 shaH
if all the" philosophers of old"-the J ew- fend it as right,; whether found in nature
ish sanhedrim-the
Christian councilsor in revelation.
I shaU maintain; to the
theJ10mish powers-the
orthodox. clergy best of my ability, th~t God is, the authQJ;
a.nd dissenting ministers should thunder it of all that 1).eclaims to be, and that his
in my ears. I bow but to one" authority," designs in reference to (he salvatioJl' of
and that authority,
"Almighty
God man, have been carried out on his part, andthrough his only Son." If future punish- he now awaits the action of ~an.
illhment has sometimes been disprop.ortiquThat this plan is Ilerfe(}~, I believe.
ately presented by "orthodox. preacliers;" ~hat he will do allJhings well, I do .no
ta warn and frighten the sinner into their doubt: That he will do justly by hims~lt
sys~em of human contrivance, you will not and map"I do not fear-1 do not question.
¥k me to defend their wild imagery. 'If a That'He stands as th~ Oreator-the
Rul~t
II Pollock" in lively but wild 'fantastic
im- anAlthe final Arbiter of matter and mind,
a.gery, eloquently' described the "wOrm I fully believe. That He foreknows all his
that never dies"":-" hell with its rolling own worlc," from the "beginning"-that
billows"-" the !:ike of fire"-the
groans He has made· ample and suitable pl'ovisions
and misery of the da~ned j you will not for the finale, I have no doubt. That man
ask me to defend him, I feel quite well as- was created, and surrounded by all the
sured, any farther than the Bible warrants necessary
relations to make him happy in
J
a defence. In my proof, and in my de-' his primitive state j but that, from some
fence, I will only bring forth from" na- cause, he is not happy now, few will deny.
ture" and the "Bible," such declarations That sometliing is :wrong therein, we agree.
as are in apposition with the proposition.
That God has tendered toman suitable conI regret as much as you do, that the words ditions by compliance with which he Can re"burned in' a lake of .fire and brimstone" lease himself,if he will,from the present state,
_" l:mrning liell"-" fires of hell," etc., and reinstate himself iIi his primitive hap pi, .
were used by (( untaugbt" men, to frighten, ness, I firmly believe. I believe in such a (lod.
and tliat they are still 1.\sed to frighten I lion or such' a God. I revere' him, anq ill
timid men and women into hysteria.
r re.- the hands of such a God, I am willing to
gret, as much as you do, tha t the rationale rest my final destiny, as " you say."
of Christialllty should have been abandonPermit me; " my deal' sir," 'to call your
ed, and such a substitute for the "goSpel" attention to one 'Point aJIuded to ih your'
should have been introduced, to convince in roductory epistle. It. is 'in regard.to
men of the claims 9f 'Jesus the Christ.your being a child of God and an . heir of
The teachers of the Christian religion are the eterna.l world. That! man can b'e:if
privileged to instruct others in the things "child of God"-that
he can be an heir of
taught by thll "Savior" ,ttnd his "Apos- the" eternal world;"'I agree with you.".ties." To their teaching we must be con- But, how? . In the course of your argu.~
fined-no more-no less will do. Now" my mel}t, you will, of course, devevelop. the
(( dear sir," you will not hold Ijle to a de- whole matter, !fdo not doubt.
fence of these -Whims, notions, and fancies
We now co'me to your oonclusions. 'We
of the orthodox. preachers j I know you must'now part company. Against some oJ
will not. I am assured, that you' will Ju>ld your affirmations; I am now obliged to enter
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Jil.ysolemn protest. It is my prayer,' that
our Heavenly Father may vouchsafe to you,
health, strength, reason, and the rii!;htful
exercise of .all the faculties of mind which
you now pos'sess, 'to maintain the truth. If
you are in,error, "my dear sir," I thank
Goa through our L6rd Jesus Christ, that 1
. am privileged to entertain the fond hope,
that yo~ will yield to your convictions, and
bow to the mandate.s or heaven's King. If
I am in err-or, in entering my protest against
your. affirmations, I hope God will vouchsafe to m..ethe rightful exercise of my reasoning powers, that I may discover it; and
I can assure you I will act accordingly.
With these assurances,' I shall ',await your
first argument, and the proof' to sustai'n it.
. Permit me to subscribe myself your·
friend and well-wisher.
M. N. LORD.
F

!
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THE ALTAR.

r .

, With sacrifice the a1ta~ is inseparably
~nnccted.
The blood that atones for' sin
must be shed upon it. Without the altar
the victim dies in vain. ,It is a divine institu'tion. It holds an important and essentia.l position in the GREAT PL 'N of pardon. It i~ that element of the .Remedial
System which sanctifies and gives efficiency
to blood; as an ato)lement for sin, Matt. xxiii.
19. The significance of this fact is to be found
inthe character of the antitype, of which the
altar and its victim wer.e but tYlies to indicate, in' shadowy outlines, the nature of
that victim whose blood should effectually
atone for sin.
,. Symbolizing the divine nature of the
Son of God, we can see how important a'nd
essent~al an element the altl\r was in. a system of types and figures. We.. can understand why such a strapge injunction was
given in regard. to its erection, that no
device of ~an should fashion its form.
r

CHRIST.lAN

We can' see why it was that before every
act of worsIilp in the patriarchal age, the
altar was first, erecfed. In \ every place
where the patriarchs pitched their tents, an
altar was raised. No victim was accepted
unless offered on an altar. And as sacrifice and the altar were the only institutions
or ordinances of worship during the patriarchal age, no act, of worship to God was
performed in the absence of these. All
worship gathered around, and radiated
from the altar, as all the elements of the
great remedial system center in the divine
nature of the son of Mary. Whether it be~
prayer, or praise, or thanksgiving, or supplieati~, al.! are offered on the altar of his
divinity, which gives to them their acceptanQe with Gfld. Hence, the various kill!lJ?
.of offerings, 'under the Jewish institution,
were all offered on the altar. Under the'
Christian system, if Clirist be not divine in
his nature, he can be the foundation of no
accepta;ble wor'ship to God, for it is his divine nature that sanctifies the hu.man, and'
gives efficacy to his blood as an atonement
'for sin. This is the office of the' altar under all the dispensations of religion; and
its inseparable connection with sacrifice is
seen in the union of the divine and human
natures of the sacrificial victim of the
new covenant. His h,uman life. was the
sacrifice (Isaiah liii.l0) which Christ offered
for the sins of the world; and this life, likethe lives of the victims offered by patriarchs and Jews, was only efficacious in
atoping for sin when the Blood was poured
on the altar of his divinity. This is the
only altar known to the Christian system,
lof which. the sacrificial
altar of the Jew.
ish institution was the type, and from
which it derived its importanceJl.nd significance.
I

THE

PRIESTHOOD.

In, the earliest ages of the world the
o$ce of the vriesthood was not so distinct,'
isolated and specialized as under tha Jew's;
institu.tion.
T~e religiop was that of the)
familYi lmd not of a,nation. The giving of
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the law at Sinai was the first 'attempt to sins by sacrifice befo e he is prepared to
bring families together to constitute a nn- intercede for another.
tion,andgovern them by one system oflaws.
The ordination of the pril(sthoolllooked
tJIence we have laws more sp~ciali~ed, rahd to man's condition under sin. He had
.~eremonies in greater detail, all of which sinned, and been denied the presence and
is a.s muqh an ad ance on the elements of '£aY,orof God, and on what ground could
_the remedial system 'known among the pa- he .hope to regain the lost favor? He had
triarchs as a nation is an exten~ion of, and nothing in himseJ£ that could secure this
. an advance beyond, the family.
again, and God could not, co.nsistently with'
Under the patriarchal
sy..atem, where the dignity of His 'character, make overevery family constituted a distinct and sep- tures to man to return in the absence of
arate assembly 'Of worshippers, the father any redress of the wrong he had commitefficiated at the altar, as priest. AfGerhim ted. The penalty, that overhung his transcame his first born who enjoyed special ana gression was death j and if it were suspendpeculiar privileges above others of the same ed, it was but for a time, that something
.family. He inherited a double portion of might be interposed ih man's behalf .
.the estate, and became successor to all the
The institution of sacrifice c~)Uldonly do
.honors and dignities of the family. He this in part, and the victims that were then
became the priest· of the family, and as ordained as sacrifices, were only potent
such officiated in the family altar. If when presented by the constituted interthe fath,er were· a king or a priJice, the first- cessor, and as they foreshadowed the volborn suceeede~ to these titles.' But'these untary interposition of another and a highstates or conditions were accidents.
They er life in behalf of the sinner. God foredid not belong to every family. If kings seeing the last, erdained the first. But
illld princes officiated at the altar as priests, who sha:ll offier it? He who interposes is
they did so, not by virtue of their rank and the only one competent to become the offerdistinction
among me,n, hut because of er of the sacrifice, as the priest. The sintheir relation in the family. The priest. ner lJannot become the priest because he
hood was limited in the family to the father, has nothing to effer. The priest only has
or first-born, or oldest son.
the offering, and he alone, therefore, cap.
It was the duty of the priest to officiate officiate at the altar.
at the alt§.r. He took of the blood of the
During the time t'hat these things were
victim and sprinkled it round about and but rudimentary, and could be but rudi'upon the altar, and burnt the sacrifice on mentary, tl;1.eirfull development could not
the altar.
He di~ ~his botli for himself be presented.
Theil full development and
and for tp,ose ho, callie with their sacri- perfection could only be seen when these
fices to the altar. He stood as an inter- .rudimentary elements should be centered
cessor, by virtue of his office, between God in one person. And fore~eeing this faet
and the sinner, presenting the blood of the and that there should appear in the course
victim to GoJ,in behalf of the transgress- of time, one who would propose to become
or. On acconnt of his own sins he was re- a mediator and intercessor between'the par.
quired to offer sacrifices for himself. An ties, this fact was prophetically declared in
intercessor should be without offence to- the ordination of tile p'xiesthood.
The
wards either party concerned in the sacri. priesthood, therefore, ,of the patriarchal
fice. It seems to have been necessary to and Jewish institutions derived its impo'rthe perfection of the system, that one oth-, tance an~ ·.significance, .wholly from this
er than the sinner should offer the blood of fact. It published the O1ecessity\of an in~
the victim. One has no power to intercede tercessor, and the utter hopelessness of man
if he be as much involved in guilt as the without some one to appear in his behalf.
sinner. Hence he must atone for his own
If inteplcssion be thee essential and pe.
,j
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rcuhar function. Of the priestbood,'
s the him from approaching God in his own perapostle Paul seems to' affirm, (Heb. vii. 23 son, and that he could find acc'eptance with
'-6'; ix. '23-6,};then we can see very clearly God o'nly through an intercessor. It taught
wliy the sinner cannot iIlimself become the him, that he must rely on another for th-e
priest, under a system which shall com- presentation of his petition for mercy an.d
pletely redeem man from th~ guilt of sin; pardon, and that, if his prayer were anbu't that ano'ther person, not involve-d' in swered, he owed the favor to the intercessin, should present tne compensation which, sion. of his friend. 1t made him realize
• shall deliver the .man from sin and at the that he was forever lost if some one did not
same time do. no injustice to the character intercede for him; and thus realizing his
of~od..
If, under the patriarchoal and J ew- hopeless condition, his gratitude stirred the
-ish institutions, men "who are encompassed deepest emotions of his nature to adore the
-w.i.thinfirmity," were constituted priests, the mercy of God, and to bless and praise' the
Such a feeling as this was in-fact only discovers still more the i~lierfec- intercessor.
spired
in
the
hearts
of patriarchs (Gen. xiv.
ticinJ of these ,insiituti(Yns. And the im20)
and
Jews
(Judges
xvii. 13; MaIachi ii.
perfection of this priesthood is .discov.ered
7)
for
the
person
and
character
of prie5ts.
-by this v'ery fact, that men who are sinners
They
reverenced
them
because
thiy rethemselves, were appointed to this office.
It must be evi:dent, then, that anyone who gaided 'them as thei!' intercessors with
'.'
-shaH become an inte ce~sor in such a case God.
Intercession, then, being the fundamen~s we have in toe transgression of man,
-must not himself be involved in the diffi- tal idea of the priesthood, we observe at
-cully. For if he be a sinner, he is in the once the propriety, and the necessity, in_same conaition as those for whom' he pro- deed, of the introduction of a third party
poses to intercede; and if he can intercede who shall not be involved in sin, to offer
,with success, the sinner may have equal the expiatory sacrifice for the transgreshope to do the same. If, therefore, the es- sions of the sinner. The priesthood is seen
'sential function of the priesthood be in'ter- from this fact to be an essential eiement of
cession, then it is1perfectly evident that the 'It remedial sy tern, without which man cannot be saved from sin .. 1t is deeply laid in
:priest must be without sin.
)
We have thus reached he same conelu- the wants of man, and is \lrgently demandIt is insep'sion in regard to tbe priesthood that we ed bY'his hopeless condition.
-fi.ndrin regard to sacrifice: that the require- arably united with sacri~ce and the altar j
'ments of both uemanded jU5t stich a'victim and so long as these continue to be essen
and 'just such a priest as we have in the son tial to man's salvation from sin, so long will
the pri-eetllolfd ihe an e$sential element of lI.
Loi Mary llindthe ,Bon ()LGod.·"
H. C.
But notwithstanding these essential re- remedial system.
quisites of the priesthooa, the ordiDd,tion of
~he priesthood of the patriarchal and J ew-ish ages was important and necessary, in
ordeD that man might be schooled to thec'ontemplation and anticipation of just such
ra p.erson as this ipstitutioil was designed to
l
iforeshadow. ]t was important that "h.e
-should be taught the nature and function
of such an office Iby daily observance and
-reliance on it. It served to t'each .him
how much he was r indebted -to the intercession of anothe.r. fOJ)the favor and pardon
-of God. It taught him that sin prevented
I
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QUARTERLY

DISCUSSION

ON UNIVERSALISM.

LAPORTE, Aug. 19, 1863.
.DR. G. L. PURD!
:.
(

Dear Sir:- Your communication in
the Review of August l~th, 1863, now iies
before me. The course you are pursuing,
in opening the ·discussion, I approve. It
will limit the discussio'n, and make it more
intzresting to the readers.
. You are correct in your anticipations. I
shall not enter upon ~e discussion until
~ou bave reacned the main proposition, and
fair;ly opened your argument., I will attentively watch your introductory, or pref~tory
remarks, as well as your minor propositions j
and whenever I deem it imperatively necessary, will enter up my objection, in order
that you may notice it hereafter,
It is not
iny wish that these objections ~rrest your
attention at this time-nor do they demand
it; as the discussion upon the main issue
will embrace them all.
.Permit me, then, to notice a few items in
the communication before me. An analys}s
of your general propo~ition, disc'overs the
following special propositions:
'
1st. "That the' whole creation' of God
has 'been , and now is being, .wrou3ht out
after a definite and well-matured plan."
Without any accompanying qualification,
this proposition is excepted to.
2d. "That God comprehe)1dtid and founded this plan in all its magnitude and minutire, and forelcnew all things concerning it
from the beginning."
You will pardon me-but
the truth demands that I should object to this proposi'tion.
3d. That in this creation, God had an
eternal purpose to fulfill, :which Furpose
wa,s-the Creator's glory and man's great~st good.
'I have not quoted the proposition and
aeduction in full. A part of it I approvi,
and a part is objectionable.
After delibe,
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rate reflection, I bave determined to object
to the proposition-qualifiedly.
Hereafter,
it will claim, and it shall have my attention;
and then I will state clearly my qualifications.
Finally, "A,s God's provisions have been,
etc.; we can find no cause why God's plans
are not the same towaTds
man, the greatest
,
and best of His wprks."
This proposition does not require any
attention all jt now stands. When developed, in proof and argument, we will give it
our attention.
Your theory concerning the formation of
the earth has been approved by many able
and wise philosoph-ers. It has met with
th~t consideration at their hands which ,i:l;
deserves. The truthfulness of the theory
has been questioned by great, wise and good
men, and is still on debateable ground. I
do not think the truth or falsity of it affects
the main proposition or' argument-there~
fore, it do'es not ,require my appro.al 0]1
disap"proval.
You must not think that I enter my objections upon the record, merely for the
sake of objecting to the several propositions
-for I can !1ssure .you, that such objections
are the result of years of serious and, prayerful, as well as careful reflection. Nor
wi.Il these objections ever be urged unless
the necessity of the case demands it. Youi'
own use of the proposition will determine
the strength or .force of the objectisns.
As I have already stated, these objectione
do not demand' your attention now, and. you
will please pass them by, until you reach:
them in the development of the subject.
I have read your communication carefully, and I am pleased with its tone and style ..
Go on, "my dear sir," and "God speed you
in the right." Perm!t me to subscribe myaeif ' Yours,
M. N. LORD.
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monthly published by the three Societies.
Of course, our intimacy was very close, and
we felt a peculiar interest in one another.
11
But 'Ye ~eparated. Rolling prairies, bro_ad
"HE DIED IN A MILITARY HOSPITAL rivcrs, cloud-capped mountains intervene-d,
as .we_scat.ter~d over our vast, and then pros~ENNESSEE,")
.'
.\
,
perous and happy land .. We had our ideal
On the 4th of july, 18'56, in the great life most.gorgeously pai~t~d; bright visions
hall of the old College b,uilding at Bethany, of long life, haPRl days, flower,y paths, and
in the presence of a very large assemblage, all that' couid make this world desirable,
the degree of A. B. was conferred on 'a class loomed u'p'checringly and invi~ingly in our
of twenty seven young men, by ou~ venerable horizon. But' alas I PO~!, '.frail, perishing
and venerated Bro. Campbell. ~'The "Bac- man I How' short and uncertain that life
calaureate Address'" delivered on that oc- you so much.cove'tl We had not been'long
"
J,
from Bethanv
when the )sad intellicasion closed thus-" Go, then, young Ken- away
\
}
,Of'.
that W. A. Hall, of Tennessee,
tlemen, into 'the broad field of the world, genc'e came
f
f
lJ
~
ahled with the swo';d of the Spirit in your one of ,th~ ljDost promising of the six, had I
to the cold embrace of death,-ha~
tight hand; the shield of faith in your left. yielded
,',
.f,
•
• .
o.
r ,.
Place on your head the helmet of hope; on cut loose from hiS moorIngs here, and gone
your breast the breastplate of righteattsness ; to that far-off spirit. land whither his Father
on your feet, the ready-made 'gos'p~ldfpeace,o and ;lder Bro'ther had invited him. With
and around your loins, the girdle of sincerity that victim death seemed to be satisfied, and
rznil truth. Thus armed, you wili triumph the remain~ng fiv~ lived on w'ith various ocover every forR! of infidelity-rover
every cupations and success. For the last year
lust and passIon that' may war against the or more, I have lost sight of all of them,
land. Thu's pimoplied', and thus wrestling save Bro. John A. Brooks, unti.! the other
against foes and snares without, and lusts day, when I read this sentence: "I suppo e
and passions within, your lives will be Bro. Miller told you of the death of Bro.
He died
in a military
hospital in
honorable and useful; your death will Pyron.
~).),l
,
.•.
nnnessee."
W'as
it
really
so
?-did
my eyes
be calm and triumphant;
and a cio/lfn of
actually,
see
'it'?
or
w.as
I
under
the
inHuglory that fadeth not away, will be awarded you by that righteous Judge, who l:i~s ~~ce of some frightful dream? ,Pyron, the
noble~
promised to honor them 'who honor him, generous, co¥'fi,ding, great.hearted,
and to award to every man according to souled Pyron, so dear to the hearts of all
wbo knew him, "died in a .military hospital
his ·works." ,
in
Tennessee."
J
For years we had been joint participants
,.
While grim-visaged war, with all its horin all the labors, c..ares,pleasures, etc., connected with the varied scenes of College rid attendants, is overrunn\ng our once
hfe. But on this day we made our valedic- peacefiIl and happy land; while thousands
thousands of fathcrs, husbands, bro-'
to'ry to our President, Professors, and fel· up.on
}
.
low-students, and listened to the parting thers and sons are pouring out their blood
advice of that nobIll old man of God, upon the gory field, where host encounters
whose furrowed. cheeks 'and whitened locks host in deadly, ,conflict j. whpe very many
showed that he had neared the dividing :he sutferint
gr!oaning and agonizing in.
line between time and eternity.
In a few some hospital. just waiting their, turn when
hours more the parting hand was given, death shall deliver them; even the, ten<\er'.)
and we separated, the most of us, to :neet eart becomes so accustomed to the fright"(
r
f
j,
ful work, that we can read of all these
DOmore on earth.
Of that twenty~seven, six were associated dre~dful scenes alm~st as unmoved as adatogether as editors of the Stylus, a little mant. But, even DOW,when a dear friend
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is stricken down under great sufferi~g an'd the pity of his God-unworthy
tbe sympa:
-trial, it reaches a sympathetic chord, and thy and society of men. Why these tears
makes UB feel that death is ;til.l cloth.ed -these heart-burthening sighs--thcse lurkwith Dlany terrors..
ing thol1ghts' of futurity--these
secret
How our dear b'rother'became the inmate ,springs of jgy that transport our spiritual
of'l\ hospital, I· know not. All I know is, being from the trials and troubles of time
" He died in a military hospital in Tennes- ~o the ~eality and repose of eternity-if
th
see." 'Tis a short but sau story, i~deed.---": s~ul be not immortal?
I'
We think it a great trial to be sick for a
" The ,so111cannot die. We have seen
few days whlm we are at hom~, have a mo· the ivy stretc4ing its spiral coils around the
ther,' wife, sister" or some kind friend to withered oak,' cJothing if with new aspects,
watch over us and respond' to our every of beauty'and emblems of life; so this hope,
want; but he, always so kind and sympathiz. the prike rest.orer of our life, flows with its
ing, must die away from home, no parents, consolations like a noiseless stream, cheerbrother, sister, friend to stand by and min- ing the worn and yveary heart and renewing
ister, but where to the fearfulness of the dis- the,sou'l with immortal youth:'"
.,
,
•
I
ease mu.~t be added the harrowlDg thou~hts
We wil.l now give an e:x;tract from a most
of former happiness contrasted with present J>eau,tiful article' on Flowers-;-" The poets
suffering.
But those days of agony and say that the flQwers which fade in autumn
trial are over; h~ has gone 'a little in ad- make the rain bows of spring. Will the~
vance of us to that happy land where the neve cease 'from making us happy, evJn
"wicked cease from t~oubliiJg and the weary when they liave faded from the eax:tli, yet
are at rest."
will they shil}e the brighter in ,the bow of
I
•
.
I
,To show the brigl].tness of his intellect, the heavens? When you went to the 'grave
the devotedness. of h!s'spirit, the goodnes~ at eveningi h'ow: sweeu'y did the'y: smile
and tende.rnesJ of his heart, I will giv~ a above that loved fo:m, and. ~s thos~ bitt~r
.few extracts from so.ne of his articles pub- tears fell, they C!l:ug~tthem in tbe\r "tremJished in the Stylus. The first on the Im- bling bosoms," bared to heaven like thine
mo~tality of the 80ul":'-''' T~e flowers ~iIl own heart, and with that earnest prayer d.id
fade;
the streams
shall cease to seek the tbeir• sweet odors rise.
r
~
ocean; pations and empires shall pe con"Did you .not think them a beautiful
sumed by time as with a m.oth; the earth emblem of that pure spirit which now blooms
shall pass away; the moon sh,all fade with in a land that kno~s no fading?
Dld you
years, and the stars themselves shall be no not charge these ,holy sentinels to guard
more i
that sacred spot, and scent with odors the
revered ashes of the de,parted ? In the stillAll earthly shapes shaH melt in gloom,
ness of that twilight, the mourner he~rs a
The sun himselt' must die;'
•
t
I
'
gentle w~isper, 'Plant flowers on my grave
Yf:aj "all this beautiful universe shall lSink and water them with thy tears, if this should
juto nothingness, but the soul shall remain console the~, for my spirit is at rest.' A
unclJ,anged j yes, the soul will live, and for- faded flower I' V:hat a' subject for serious
ever brighten in the ~cending series of ,an contemplation I ~Ho~ many of us have
i tipite progresshm in spiritual grace and learned the lesso~ it teaches!
Frail arm,
b,llauty, or quench its light. in a night more weak, vain, peri~hing mortal, read thy own
fearful than the grave. .
destiny in the 'printed chapter of its falling
. "Who would not prove this' truth in his leaves. See iIi'tliis the mo~'rnful c~ravi.m,
life, or would banish this bope from' his with 'sable plu'mes and solemn 'p~ce, move,
heart?
Let such llD one, like Babylon's to the newly-~ade grave, and hear the tearwicked king, crop tbe grass with the .beast less olods fall upon the faded form of youth
of the field, considermg himself as beyond ahd berauty~ 'If a 'man die, yet shall he
•

.,
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live.' Happy thought, bright hope, dearer tiful than those above j but it would make
. to my ey~s._ '
my article too long. I will give a short exto my soul than lIght
tract
from ,his last Bijlce before his gradu.
, In trailing cloulls of glory d<;>es,itcome
From God-who is our home,'
I
ation-" To you, my ~ellow-,graduates, ~
~
A' wide, wide world'
bursting upon the soul ~ik ~ome hallQwed speak in particular.,
~,ream, so tender, so pure, so ,divin~, so glo- opens ~efore us; before us, then, are trials
rious and inexpressibly grand, ,that death that will take. a manly heart to endur..e, and
itself is but an a.wak.,eni~g,to the heavenly temptations, ~ strong one to resist-fears
Let us
symphonies ofrthatgo'odly land, where there untold and dangers unnumbered.
not go doubting and hesitating, but like
ill no fading,. no sorro~, no death-where
all their songs are son~s, of,j 0iY and peace" men, with a heart purifJ.ed,by its trials and
"and the grave only afT estibule where the ennopled by its conflicts, yith a life made
bpirit clothes itself with the apparel. of im- hoporable by the sincerity of our motives,
y~uth, and forever blooms
in the and useful, by a str.!tight-forward and manly
_mortal
J
land of unfading flowe,rs. Yes, fair flo)Vers, course of action, we will have no need to
we w~lcome you again. Farew~n, ye ,snows, blush for any word we have spoken, or any
deed.
which dreamed so long on yonder hills, we have performed." ,
'
So far as I know, he ever lived in con
hill9 of Bethany l'-:'heaven-reaching , pires
of out, happy homell-w'ho ~an forget ~hem? formit! to the noble principles so clearl,
in his writings,
You Will stand pyramids in, memory for and beautifully-presented
long, long years to come-freed
froI!l yhe and now ,he has gone to enter upor that im;
bondage of winter and clothed with the ves- mortal and glorious life, of which he used
turd of spring., Go, old winter, and seek to hke such great delight to think, and
colder hills tqan ours on which to. stretch talk and. write. The hope of other days is
thy snowy pinions; and deep~r'v,alleYs than now glad fruition to him.
Could we but lift the vail, and learn the
these, in which~to spread thY,stainless manhistory
of that little band of twen.ty-s~1)en"
tles-these
vapory beauties have vanished,
how
sad
a tale might be told, how much 9£
and winter's tears come tricklin~ down the
J
suffering
might be re.veale~, and how little
sunny hills. Farewell, ye mournful winter
winds, ye shall no more shake the hill-tops of, tha~ ideal happiness so ardently hoped
in your fury"pl1 break the silence Qf .the for only seven years ago. But such is life I
valleys with your murFurs. The giant oaks no, such is not life, but such is the'dread
and tender vin,es shall fol tp.~ir arms in reality that this world has in store for us.
silence, and spring shall clothe ,thew with But is this life? No.
beauty, and nature shall spread t4~m in
" Life is real, life is earnest,
And the grave is not its goal;
peace.
r •
Dust thou art, to dust returnest,
" C01Jle,welcome flpwers, come yet again;
Was not written of the soul."
for the load o£ that simp~e Ihe,art which waits
to greet you; for the eye that moistened at
To all who may deign to read this humyour approa,ch j for the squ!,t~at s~ile~ with' ble, tribute to the memory of a -departed
tender eJ;IlotiQI).s
at your return i-will you brother, I desire to give a parting -word of
come with joyous smil~s? w~t'lyou hem up advice, 'J Look not for, happiness here, but
those r.agged ,garments pf nature? will you lay up treasures in heaven. Build not airy
clothe her solitary,places with ,beauty,cro",n castles; revel not in-golden dreams of worldthe hills with the garlands of spring, crowd ly fame and honor; picture not to yourself'
her vall~YB with the mar ~i g colu~ns of that happy daY' when men may admire and
your varied beauties, and fill this soul with applaud, and imagine that this will be, hap:
~nspeakable joy and praise?"
piness enough for you. The applause of
I might present many other extracts, to·day may give place to the hiss of tool
somel, perhaps, even ;more chaste and beau- morr.ow-the
conquering hero of to-day
,
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may be the humbled and disgraced of to. morrow. Men may appiaud, and honor, and
worship even, the heartless, soulless w~etch,
who is loathsome in the sight of God,-an
heir of eternal infamy j bat God 'approves
that meek, humble and trusting heart which
strives for that honor and wisdom that
comes from above. The applause of merl
can't save 'us from the" horrible pitj" the
approbation of God can raise us up from
the hospital, or from whatever place 'We
may occupy, 'and crbwn us with glory unfading.
May the Lord be with us aI!d guide us
safely along life's journey.
May ministering angels attend us in death, and may the
portals of heaven open wide to receive us at
last,'is the prayer of
J. A. l\'!ENG.
Elizaville, Ky., Aug., 1863.
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atack it. But, then, these '" human contrivances," as you are pleased to"term the variou; religious sects, e~brace all the sects
of {he Christian world, e~cept the Disciple
church, as you' will contend, which is' ~
mere moiety when set in opposition with all
the othex: sects.' All t.hese sects, or systems
of "numan contri'iance," claim to be sancL
tioned by'the Bible. As they cannot all be
right, w1J.ichis wrong? Now, if the l?isci:
pIe church is right, the others 'must be
wrong, and the result is, that at the least
possible calcula~i~n, nine hundred' and
ninety"nine, out of every thousand of professing Christian~, are wrong, and always
ha:ve been. N ow, according to the partialist's view of salvation, what are the resulting consequences t~ this vast maj ority?
In referring to your reply, you have not
disputed th~ a£tributes which i: have affirme'ti to belong'to God j therefore, these
are established.
You also agree with me,
that G'od foreknew all things from the beginning i "that He stands as the Crcatorthe Ruler and.'linal Arbiter of matter and
mihd i" "that His p~an af 'creation is pe~DISCUSSION ON UNIVERSALISM.
fect," and "that 'H'e will do justly by
SHILOH, Sept. 10th, 1863.
himself and man." The above then are
ELDER M. N. LORDestablished facts.
Dear Sir: Your reply of July 30th is
We now come to man, whose place in
now before me, and in regard to which I creation, and whose final destiny we shall
1>hall say but a few words, as you differ in attempt to investigate.
Man i~ the last,
but two or three respe?tS from the positions the highest, and the best of God's works:
I have taken.
He
the crowning point, the pinnacle,
In regard to its always being taught that and the ultimatum of all the rest. ,Nature,
God will reward the good and punish tIie science and'revelation give him this posiwicked everlastingly,
it will come up for tion. He came upon the stage of existence
discussion in due time, and I need say the l!lst of created beings, and in organiza~
nothing of it here.
.
ti~n and faculties, stands highest in the
I am glad to hear you confess, that the chain of animated nature.. He, like all
vehement preaching of "hell fire,'" "the classes ~f life below him, came into being at
worm that never dieth," " burned in a lake the allotted time and p1ace of God's creaof fire and brimstone," and other terms of tive plan, adapted to the place he was f.o
similar significance, are not necessary "tb occupy, and surrounded by all the circUm?
frighten
the sinner into their system of stances necessary for his de&1resand hap" human contrivance j" nor are they neces-' piness. He was cre~ted in the image of
sary t'o reform the world. Yau request me his God, and pronounced by 'his Mak~r not
not to ask you" to defend their wild image- oniy go~d, but' very g~od~better
th~h all
ry." All r can reque~t of you is, defend else God had made. Made in the image of
the system of partial l3alvatiob, as I I3halllGod, we cQnceive to mean-not in bodily
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form" but in .mind, intellec~, or reasoning reasoned upon the subject, believe that the
faculties. In intelligence we are like God. last link, the one immediately below theGod's intelligence is infinite, and m;n's but Creator, be less perf~ct than the one most
finite,' In mind th}, same in essence, only remo ~ or lany intermediate one. No perdiffer,ing in degree j b~t how greq.t th~ ,fte- son attempts to claim that any link except
gre,e ; great as a moment of time compa-red man, is imperfect~ ,Why should the link
with the ~ndless ages' of e,ternity.. Man, that was most perfect at its c~eation, be
.then, in intelligence, is' the image of. his deemed defective now? 'Ye, ,claim the
God. Having the 'p~~s~Jsion 9] these fac- ,whole.c,hain to be perfect, as God, in His
ultie~, man is a co-worker with' God, ad- foreknowledge and f!lreve"r designed it to
y~ncing al}d perfecti~g himsell,.and m:ouj'd- be.
In my next article, I ~hall c?mmence the
iog creation,
to a t-certain extent to his
•
inves
igation of man in relation to God,
~wants~ He is the only peing that has ever
and
wh.y
he sinned, and ,the cause of this
improved upon the work of ·God. The
sin,
or
:from'
w.hence it ,emanated,
.earth was.left crude to his hand-he
has
\,'
"
, •
Yours truly,
improved it, and made it \1 bountiful
a.nd
•
G. L. PURDY.
.be~utiful. Had n t man r possessed this
image of God, the earth would :'lave reo
•. J•. r,
r
mai~ed a~ G~d l~~t)t, an ~nfruitfu~ and
desolate, wilderness. Man .,
could have im•••••
proved ,it no more
than oJthe animals ...,J.
which
•
have not thes~ faculties.
All of animated nature below man, was
greate.d with organ!zations ad,apting them. WHAT IS POLITICAL PREACHING.
}o the places they were t? occupy; and so,
.also, 'with man. In both, the same law
There has been for some time past a neholds good, and m'ln is no excllption to the cessity for some' d'efinitions. We have no
gener~l rule. His endo:w,ment with .~nielli- obj~ction to political p1'eaching, provided
gence does not exempt him from it. .God, the announcement is for that kind of preach,
in Hi~ f9rek~owledge, saw, the esuIt of jng; at tha rig.ht time, in the. r~ght place,
,this inte \g~nce, rand what influence sur- and by the p'ght..•men, But we dp not want
roun ling circumstances w.ou\d have upon it, it unde the name of preaching the gospel,
~nd made ample prov~sion' for it,~ In His in the congregati?n of the Lox:d, nor when
almighty wisdom', lie could as well prepare assembled for worship. Nor do w~ want it
fOF man, with all, hi~ exalted facul~ies, a,s from the. same' man who preaches the gosfor the lowest form of ,life, with scarce ,any pel. We never knew a m.an who was a S\1C,
faculties~ It does not argue, beca"se .man cessful preacher in both departments at the
possesses higher faculties than any ot~er same time. It is making, two preachers
form of being, that God could not, or did of the same man, and eith~er the poli.tical
not adapt lawsJor ~is government as p-er· preacher or ,the gosp,el preacher must go
fect and as muc9 in accordance with His under, So f~r as our obsllrvatio"i:t goes, it
wishes, as t~ose applying to Ithe lowe! gen~rally turns out th~.t ~he gospel preacher
classes. God can govern inte~ligence ~s sinks and is altogether absorbed inthe powell as instinct, or other attributes of the litical preacher.
We know some men who
brute creation, Animated natu~e, inc lud- only aim to be preacher enough to serve-as
ipg ,man, is ~ grand chain, each class.of life Qhaplain oli public occasions, solemnize
constitutes a' Vnk, 1!-ydyou cannot break it, J31arriage, and go ?n the· cars for half fare.
¥an is the lastr link in the chain, the link These are .great. me~ at political meet!ngs,
tj~rj;t binds (he;chain to. the g1'eat God of fairs,' fourth f July celebptions1 railroad
natut:e~ . Q~n any. map. .who laas rightly cclebrations, etc" etc. They are alwaJIi
I

•
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resent, and precisely' 'in the right place, " is the minister of G~d to you for good;".
with an' "appropriate and eloq~cnt prayer." that "he bears not tlie'~'word in vain;" that
They are on hand at great Masonic celebra- he " is the mi'nister' of 'God, a revenger" to
tions; Odd-Fellows' pr'oc.essions, meetings execute w'rath on him ~ho does evil 7" If
of the Sons of TempElrance, temperance this is politICal preaching, the~ Paul was a:
meetings of every kind, or almost any other politi~al preach~r, for t~is 'is' from him;kind
ofr meetings,
except religious meetings, Rom. ch. xiii. But this was' not political
.
, •.•
with a riyer ready, and a few appropriate preaching tHen, nor is it now. He here says
remarks.
They preacli on Lord's day, but nothiu about the -form Of government, no
p
should there be a prospect of doing gooa, the cha~acter of the rulers, whether' lie
and the brethren press them to stay,' and thought they were good, might be better br
preach two or three day~ longer, they Ilave worse'; but that the1y were such as God had
pressing business, a sick wife, etc., etc" at b'een pleased to giv~, and that "it wa~ their
hothe, or an engagement to marry se~ebody, duty 'to obey them, whethe~ they liked the~
and must leave, Now, we do not say that or not. Such is the' duty of Christians now;
,
r
these men do no good, or that they should no , matter whether
the Chief Magistrate, ot
cease preaching; but we do say, that they any other officer, was their 'cboi e orfnot,
accommodate themselves to the world, make he is th~ legitimately constituted authority
their preaching yield to the influences of -the' minister of God" no matter by what
the world, and do but a tithe of what they
party elected. 'As Christians, their duty is
might do if they were devoted preachers of plain-they
are' bound to obey him. He
the gospel. We give it all the time as our who resists ~iolates both the civil law and
decided i!Dpression that the preacher of the the law or'God, and is o~ the road to ruin~
gospel should devote himself exclusively to - , We have ~poken hus freely, because, we
his work, and that in eve'ry other sense, ex- are credibly informed that c'e!tain men iJ
cept as a preacher of the gospel, to have the IlIfnois are talking about peace doctrines;
highest influence, he should be 'only a priwith revolvers iri their pocket~, threaten~ng
vate citizen. For the good of the church, to-'resist the consti'tuted authorities of the
and for no political purposes, do we insist land, and profess to quote us in justi'lication
on this, N otJ.iing will excite 'disgensio~ in of their conduct. But those ~h~'have read
the church more readify than for the preach- us ..••.
now t hat not h'109 we .bave• rwnt• t en can~
er to tthn politicia and commenc~ making afford a shadow of justification for, such
political speeches; nor will any thing destroy co'nduci, We did, at an-early period in our
the religious influence of the preacher fast- troubles, 'expresl:i conscientious scruples
ter.: This, too, will have no bearing on one about fighting, not in this war, but in any
political party more than another. Any wa:r-jighting at 'all j nor could we s~y, if'
political pa'rty will make a'tool of a preach. all' we had and life' itself were at stake, that
er when'it can, and then chuckle' over the thes scrupies have ,b~en rem~v~d, th . li
'llChievement. I The preacher is J weak man we admit the whole qu~stion a difficult one.
and easily guiled and deceived 'when he will But there is one question about
ich there
allow himself to be thus u'sed.
.
is no doubt. That is, whether a Christian
But what is political preach'ing?" 'Is it may resist the constituted authorities of the
to teach Hevery soul" to "be subject to the I~nd.•• There can be no doubt here. He
•
liigher powersj" that "there is no power but who resists, no matter underI what pretense,
6r God';" that "the powe'rs that be are or- violates the law of Christ. As the venel'li!.
-dained of God;" that he who "resists the ted- Walter Scott said to us, the last time
power, resists the ordinance oJ!' Goldj" that we saw him, and only'a short time before
J'they that resist shall receive to themselves his death, " A p'eace man must b~'an un~on
damnation;" that "rulers are not a terror to 'itio'nal submissionist,"
So we say, unless
good orks, but to the cvil;'.' that.'the puler rulers should {oFlJid th~ preaching' t the
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gospel, or the worship of God. Let!10 man opportunity for doing good, and w~ shall
who resis~s the civil rulers talk peace" or see such a triutpph of th,e gospel as we have
refer to us as ever haviIlg said anything in Ilever beheld. We shall come out from:
justification of ~lleir I conduct. Such men under the war clo,ud soon, with much dross
'are on th high,roa;d to war, to u!1iver al purged out, and the pure gold will shine
;lDarc~y nd, rui~.) Wp;'flay this, not for, apy brigqter than ever. ',I'he Lord hasten the
political purpose, but religiously an~ in the day.
fear of the Lord, in view of the most terriBy the way, nei~her the civil authorities
hIe respon~ibilities, to save brethren a-qd \lor the military ha;ve ' ever oppress~d, dischurches, who have been cleansed by th~ tr~~sed OT interrup~ed us in any way. By
blood o.f Jesus, from sinning and bringing the blessing of Heaven, they have alloweq
on themselves, as some have dllDe, s,wift de- us to pursue our 1 gitimate work without
struction.
If a few brethren, whom, we the lea~t ,molestation, for which. we are
, loved dearly, h,ad listened to private co"p- thankful. t
• B.
F.
sels we gave th,em, in 1l;indness, theY,would
have been saved from terrible ruin which
has befallen them.,
I
(I,u
.We want no Republican .\lhurches, 'D9r
Democrat churches, b'\lt Christ1:anchurc~es.
We will defend no Republicans nor Demo·
cra'ts, as such; no Rep1tblicanism nor De·
mocracy, In one word, we will not act po- RISTORY AND TEACHING OF CHRIST
, AND THE APOSTLES.
litically, but religiously. Never in our )ives
)lave we had as good .an oPBortunity to exNO. VII.
,
pibit to the people of this generation thegenuine Christian character, the meekness,
,J ohn's interview with. the Priests and
gentleness, kindness and love <;>fGhrist.Levites at Bethany has already been rela,
We are the last people with whom the civil
ted, as well as that of Jesus with N athanie\,
authoriti~s,should have any trouble. ,pertainly Christians can live under a :govern- which happened a fe'f. days afterwards; but
ment and do well, where men of the,world w.eare not informed wherll the latter occurr~d,-only
that it took place after J eBUS
can.
I'
'
h~d resolved to go mto Galilee. Possibly
It is not !}leaching,peace, nor submissio'Tf
it was on the 'road to ~az'lreth.
The next
.to the civil gove·rnment that will do good
place
we
find
him
is
at
Cana,
in
Galilee.
now, so much as good conduct, the manifes~t might be regretted t)J.at the sacred writation of a good spirit, kindness and a disters
W,ere npt more particular in telling
positiop to conciliate those in fellowsqip,
precisely
"hen and where each event they
,wi us in' the same ·congregations.
Quiet
)
.
,ecord
tQok
place, were it)'lOt that this apm,en, really peaceable men, who love the
parent
negligence
in regard to particulars
church more than the world, will generally
of
time
and
p!ace"observable
in many parts
,get along well. But somll men will be in a
of
their
w;ritings,
affords
UBa
strong argumuss. They must preach peace, or,war, or
ment
in
favor
of
the
truthfulness
of their
something, just a,t the time when ,their
narr.atives.
We cannot fail to perceive, 'jf
preaching, whethe;J; right or wrong, can only
preatecontention.
They must have an ex- w~ read att~ntively, that th,e authors' minds
citement, an upheaving 'or commotion' of a);Elso Ilngrossed with th~ facts they are re.some sort, even if it ~e a the ,~xpense •.of lating, that they ay little attention to ord~r,
sinking all the good they haye done. Let time, place, or anything elsc but the narraus patiently wait our time. The Lord will tion of wha~ they think will prove Jesus to
opp~ our way presently, and afford u~ a vast be the Ohrist, ,the Son \of God. And w.e
J
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could not wish for any stronger proof of the
honesty and integrity r of a witness, than to
see him eo wrapped up in the'leading facts
he has to relate', as to pass over '3111 unimportant circumstances of time and place.
Thomas Hartwell Horne, in his" Introduction to the Study of the Bible," vol. 1.,
pages 64 and 65, says: "In short, it does
not 'appear that it ever entered the minds of
these writers, to consider how thi~ or the
othe'r action wo~ld appear to mankind, Or
what objections might be raised against it.
:But, without at all attending to such a consideration, they lay the facts before the
world, at no pains to think whether they
will appear credible or not. If the reader
will not credit their testimony, there is no
help for it: THEY TELL THE' ,TRUTH, AND
NOTHING ELSE.
Greater mark of sincerity
than these it is impossible to find in any
historical compositions that ~re extant; and
they show that they pu.blished nothing to
the world but what they believed themselves. Like honest and faithful historians,
·they are concerned about nothing but the
truth."
,
But thou'gh they werc so engrossed with
the great truths they, were publishing to
the world, as to- relate many' things without
informing us when and where they transpired, yet in many instances they descend
to the minutest particularity.
Their omission of particulars in some cases is not,
therefore, to avoid detection, as if they were
practicing deception, they would wish to
do, by leaving out whatever might lead to
their exposure.
It was owing to their being in possession of a great number of facts,
which they wished to relate as briefly as
possible, that they were campelled·to omit,
not only some less important events, but
many particulars, the narration of which
could not have benefitted those for whbm
the Gospel was written.
-That we may be able to form something
like a connected view of the travels of J eo'
sus, we may do well to acquaint ourselves a
little more with the geography of the country which wail the scene of his acts. and
teaching.
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BethanY-Cnot that Bethany near J eru:
salem, where Lazarus lived; but that called
in the Common Version, "Bethabara beyond
J ordan,")-is
situated on the easter/n bank
of the Jordan,' about ten miles f~om its
mouth,-or~here
i~ empties into the'Dead'
Sea. If we ascend the river about fifty
miles from Bet~an'j; Cor Bethabllra,) we
shall come to the southern extremity of
Lake Tiberias, which is twelve or fifteen
miles in' length.
We have thus measured
about ~eventy-.five(·miles of the length of
the Ri'9'er Jordan; to the wes't of whieh lies
Sama;ia, which is situated between Judea,
od the south, a~d Lower Galilee, on the
north.
Therefore;r esus, 'in going from
Bethany beyond the ~ or dan tb N azarethin
Galilee, -had to pass through Samaria, and
tra~e~ a distance of about seventy'mlIes.Nazareth is about half-way 'between the
Lake Tiberias and the Medite ranean; Sea.
As Jesus traveled much in the vicinity o{
Lake Tiberias, wc may observe. further;
that the country 'of the Gadarenes is on the
east of that Lake; Chorazin and Bethsaida
on the north, one on each side of where the
Jordan enters the Lake; and Capernaum on
the westc~n s11ore, a fe miles south of
Ch~razin. Cana 'ls a littl~ west of Capernaum,' on the road to Nazareth, ~nd Nazareth is about twenty miles farther w'est,Jesus appears to ha~e been on his way trom
Nazareth to Capernaum, when he pe~formed
in Oana of Galilee his
.
, o·
, F~RST l'UBLIC MIRACLE.

It was, perhaps, some time in March, A
D. 30, according to our way of computing
time, tliat Jesus and se eral followers--Peter, Philip, and Nathanie'l, and two others'
who had accompanied him from the banks
of 'the J' ordan,-were
invited to attend a
wedding in the town of Gan'af The'mother
of Jesus was -there. Perhaps it was the
occasion of the marriage of one of her relations. According to thJ customs of theJews, there was great festivity at wedding~,
and wine was one of the indispensableso~
Neither Jesus nor his' disciples were Sons
of Tempe,oanceo ·Nor'was·MarY a Dau9hterl
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~hough,I doubt ot.. they were all ~empe- thinks that. the six probably contained
rate.
J
,
about fifty-four gallons, '1\ hich would be
There appears to have been an unusual nine gallons apiece. The precise quantity,
ntimber of guests at this 'w~dding-more
however, is immaterial to us.
than the fr~e)1ds expected-fdr
the wine
Jesus commands the servants to "fill the
"fell short." ·Probably a !lumber had come water-pots with water."
They filled them"
in on account of·J esus b~ing there; for .one up to th~ briIJ;l. And he says to them :whose extraordinary char~cter wa5 so well" Draw out now, and carry. [some] to the
known, would be v~ry likely to draw a ruler of the feast."
Anjl .they carried it.
crowd around him where,ver he wen\).
When the ruler of the feast tasted the wa·
And Mary se~ms to have known· some- tel' that was made wine, and knew not where
thing of Jesus' ~bility to perform miracles. it'was from, (though the seryants who had
Indee~, it is not unreasonable -to suppose drawn the water knew) ,the. ruler of the
that, as he had sh.own his superior wis,dom fea~t calls the bridegroom, and says to him:
at.twelve, when heJdisputed with the teach- 'Every"man sets_out the .good wip.e first j
ers, -he had alse, during the eighteen .years and when fhe1 h.a.vtljdrunk freely, then that>
which elapsed to the time OFhis imm~r~ionl whic¥- is worse. Thou ,hast kept the gp,<ld
giv~n flome woofs of J his wonder~wo king wine till· now.'''
Here the writer from:
po}Ver·:tho,ugh I do not ,believe the mila- whose nar ative I qave quoted,-J ohn the
cles-or
t'rifl.ing a.cts,-ascribed
to him in Apqstl.er-r--says: "T!;lis beginning of ,mirathe.A pocryphal Testament, were' ever per- cles Jesus worked in Can a of Galilee, and
formed ·by him. ¥owever, as so0!1 as Mary manifested bis glory) and his disciples bediscovered that the wine was out, she. comes lieved on him."
to Jesus and says to him: "They have no
The reader will observe, that the effect
wine." Why slJould she .tell him this, un- produced by ~his miracle w~s Gf)nviction.less she thought .hie had the power of sup- The disciples were convinced of the Divine
plying the deficiencl ?
mission of Jesus, that is, that be was sent
It app~ars that Jesus, though it is likely from Goql '.I,'hiswas the d~sign of the mihe had perforIIJcd a number of rni~acles be- racles which· he performed---:-to convince a
fore, was not very anxious to bring himself number o£ comp~tent witnesses that he was
into public notice," by ?oing what would the Christ. The Evangelists had a similar
draw the attention and ,excite the admira· desigp. in }Vriti~g a narrativje of the wondertion of the peop)e. rJle says; i~ "reply~ to ful performanc.es of Jesus, namely, thc con-,
his mother: "0 wom,an, what havli I to do viction of' the world. I will now prellent
with thee? My hour is not yet come."the reader ~ith Horno's definition of a mi.,
Whether lie aid anything more to her then racle, and then conclude with quoting some
or not, we cannot1Jellj bu~ his mother seem- or his remarks on tho DESI<!Nand CRl;Dred to understand that he would 4P 80me BILITY of miracles'.
thing, and "says to .the servants. 'Whatever
). DEFINITION.-" A '11lilla'cle is an eireot
he says to you, do it.' "
r.
or event, contrary to the established cODsti'It was according to Jewish custom to tution or cQurse of things, or .a sepsible sushave -a large supply of water at fe·a.sts,·for pension 91'. controllment of, 91' deviatio~
purposes of purification, or cleanaing,,from, the known laws of nature, wrought
that is, for washing hands, lfnd the cups and leither by the immedj,ate act, or by the as
plates} etc·., used on the occasion. There- sistance, or by the permission of God, and
fore, they had placed in 30me convenient accompan,ied with a prerious notice or depart of the hOUTlC',
six water-potsj or large claration that it is pe~formed according to
stone 'jars, which held" two or three meas- the purpose and by the power of God, fo
ures apiece." We cannot tell how much thl3 prgof or evidence of some particular
those jars held j,;,bu~ Dr. l?hi.lip Dvddridge doctrine, or in attestation pf the authority
I

-
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Q.r Divine mission of some particular .per- racles, ~ike other events, admit of' the evison."
d
dence of testimony." r
, This is a very full, complete, or comprer
I
'
I
W'M. PINKERTON.
hensive definition, and I would suggest that>
the up-learned ~eader review it seven times,
in order to a pe,Tfect understanding of it. ,
2. DESIGN.-;-"A miracle !:>eC'om~s
a proof
of the character or miso:ion of him by whom
it was wrought, by beingprofessedly wrought,
, r
for, the confirmation of either. A miracle
THE WORK OF TH:g SPI'll.IT.
is the testimony of God. From the perfect
r
r ,
veracity of Him, who iil the Supreme Being,
NO. I'r
I

it irresistibly results that ,l;ienever can give,
But "the natural man receiveth not the
nor rationally be ,supposed to give, his tes: things of the Spirit of uod, for they 1m3
tlmony to anyl hing .):>Uttruth. Whenl there- foolishness t.o him; neither can ,he know
fore~ a .•~iracle is wr!Jught in confirmation them, because they are spiritually discernof anything, we know that tha,t thing is cid."
• '
. I
true, because God has given to it his testiThis imp6rtatit passage has been subject.·
mony. The miracles of Moses all..d0'£Ohrist ed to va.xious interpr~,tations.
Ffrst, '.some
w~re wrought to 'Pfoye that their doctrine have supposed the inability of <the natural
and their mission were fJom .Qodj' theJ;efore 'man to arise frdm a want ~f r.evelation, so
they certainlY·were from God.". ,
t):l.at he wall naturally incap'acitated frem
3. OREDIBILITY.-" Whatever miracles knowing or re.ceiving the truth.
But. this
ari wrought, they are matle1's of J.act, and cannot be stricbly true, for he must have
are capable of cbeing proved by proper evi- some knowledge of the' Gos~el ,in order tor
dence,'all other; facts are. To those who pass sentence upon :it, and account it td be
beheld the miracles wrought by Moses and foolishness. Secondly, 'othe.rs suppose rth61
Jesus Christl as well as by his apostles, the inability to arise from the mere unngeneiaseeing of those miracles perfQ,rmed w~s suf- cy of the/natural man j 'they regard it as a
flcient evidence of the Divjne inspiration of moral inability j only
be removed by a
~o ljs and Jesus Christ. The witnesses, direct and immediate operation of the
however, must b!! supposed'- to be acquaint~ Spirit ere he can know or receive the Gosed with the course of nature, so as to be pel. IOn the other hand, w.e maintain that.
able .to judge that the event in question was this. inability is not wh t is called Moral
c,ontrary to it. With respect to the ~ira- Inability j neither docs it, arise from the,
cles recorded in the Scriptures, this cannot u'nregeneracy or depravity of the natural:
be doubt.ed : fOI J;l0man of ordinlllry u,nder- man' j but ,it' arises from the method which
standing could be incapable of ascertaining he pursues in deciding upon ~be merits of
that ,the event was pont-rary to the course of reveale'd tlluth; it is an', inayility w.hich
natilre, when the Israelites passed 'through ever presents itself when men lean .to their
the E>E1d
Sea, and afterwards ov~r the river own weak understandings, and set up their
Jordan, the waters being stayed in their own petty standards, of judgment; instead.of
. ourrent on either side; when disea.ses were receiving the Gospel with a devout and
healed by a word,j when sight was imparted humble faith. The natut:al man IS depraved;
to. the blind, hearing to the deaf, and the but it is not his depravity, but his method
powerl! of speech to the dnm,b, merely at of reasoning that prevents him from know
cOlI,lmand, and without the 'use of any other ing or receiving the truth.
Let us look to;
means; especially when a corpse, that had the passage.
. ;
begun to putrify, was restored to li£;e by the . 1. The "things' of the Spirit" are the
speaking of a~word. But to o~her men, mi-_ truths of the Gospel. '''Eye hath not seen;
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nor ear heard, neither have entered into body, as that h~ will be raised with a spirthe mind of man the things 'which God itual body. We have no rational criteria,
hath prepared for' tHem that love him; but by which to determine the probability of
God hath revealed them to us by his Spirit, Gospel facts. Weo can only look to the
Now we have received the Spirit of God, credibility of 'thll 'testimony.
Again: We
that we J!light know the thin",s that are can demonstrate mathematical truth; but
freely given to us of God; which things not the truths of revelatio'n. 'fhese are
we speak, not in the words which man's no premises from which to deduce, by reaswisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Spirit on, the truths of revelation.
They were
teache!h." .•"Whereby, when ye read, ye all myste;ies until revealed, and then they.
may understand my kn('o}Vledgein the mys- ceased to-be such. Therefore, as the truths
tery of Christ, 'whIch, in other ages, was of the Gospel do not come under our pernot made known to the sons of men.'lsOIllll'observation, and as their truth 'or
1 Co '. 2. Eph. 3. Therefore, "the things falsity ~an not be demonstrated on rational
of the Spirit" are' the revelations of thlJi principles, we must receive them un the
Gospel.
credibility of the t'estimony which presents
II. By what method are we to know and them to us.
receive the truths of revelation?,
Evident2d. What is the office of Reason in rely, by faith.
• •
gard to revelation?
It can only ascertain
1st. 'there are. several methods of re, the character and credibility 'of the testi~eivj.l1gtruth:
First, by the testimony of mony. 'There
are limits .t~ religious
our senses we become acquainted with many thought, or moral reasoning; and we reach
facts. Second, by the exercise of our reas- those limits before we reach the' truths of
oniJIg iaculties, we into possession of a the Gospel. The German Theologians have
large class of truths.
By this method we attempted to give ractionai demonstrations
receive the truths and ,principlcs of Mathe- of Scripture doctrines, but their reasonings
matics, which c.ontain their own evidence', .are fallacious and' absurd. We can only
and which is made .apparant ilL demo.nstra- believe-Scripture on testimony; we can not
tion. It is impossible to reject them, for demonstrate it. If one waits till he can
they become self-evid.ent.The
facts of renson it nut, he will never know or receive
self-consciou.sness are also of this class.it. Reason, then, can only -decide upon
Third, we receive truth also on the testi- the credl:bility oj testimony. '
,
UloPy of others. We know a (great) many
3d. Regeneration makes no difference in
things because we have been told tham, or our' natural abiliticg' or powers, to underhave ;read of them. We do not know the stand. revealed truth.'
The natural man
thing for ourselves, but we believe it on the has the same'faculties and powers to know
testimony of other persons. 1 Our.certainty the truth ,that the spiritual man has.
The
in such caseS, is. based on the reliability of naturaf man has the tational faculty and the
the testimony. 1 The truth of the Gospel' spiritual faculty also; that is, the faculty
are of this class: .we dOl'nO.t know them to exercise ,!a,ith. The spiritual man has
for ourselves, or from' our own personal ob. only these two faculties; ·but he brings
. servation, ,but we bctlieve them on the testi- faith into requisition, nd the natural man
mony .of othcrs. We may judge of the' does not. When the natllral man throws
probability of many ,things that are told us aside his carnal wisdom, and looks, to the
by the circumstap.,ces under which they oe- div.ine testimony, he can know the things
eurred, or from the na:ture of things gener- of the Spirit. A long, continued habit of
ally; but we cannot thus judge of the facts exercising faitil. in the sacred Oracles will
ot the Gospel. It is just as probable to us strengthen the faith faculty, as exercise
that man will'be raised fI'om the dead with- strengthens the body; but the natural
out any body, as•. with.it 1 with a natural powers and faculties of the unrcnewed man,
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with respect to spiritual exercises, are ju~
the same as the nat~ral faculties and powers
of th1)regenerate man.
4th. We can only under.stand the tru,ths
of th1\ Gospel by faith. Whoever has attellded to the operations of his mind
enough to distinguish between .faith and
reason, will Bee the truth of this statement.
The Gospel comes to us in the shape of
testimony.
Its doctrines manifest a superioI, moral excellency, and a b.eautiful adaptation to their several ends; but they are
entitled to our credence on accqunt of the
credibility of that testimony which is ,confirmed by iracles, and signs,ltnd miraculous
gifts' of the Holy Spirit.
To the man who
disbelieves the doctrine of the Resut:rection because he can not see how it could be
done, we migh.t say with Paul, I'thou fool,"
our faith rests not on the wisdom of men,
but on the confirming power of God.~herefore the Gospel can not stand in human reason or human wisdom j but in faith,
by which alone we may know its truth.
5tn. Faith i5;the revealed means of understanding revelation. This is so apparent
to any reader of the Scriptures that it
scarcely needs mention.
Tq.e passages requiring, urging, aefining, and 'commending
faith are almost innumerable.
We adduce
but a single one-"Faith
is the conviction
of things not seen."
The facts of the
Gospel, and the 'hopes of eternity are unseen by us, but faith is the conviction of
them. Faith is knowledge, truth, and reality to us. Observation and reason bring
their objects to our inspection j but faith
believes on testimony, and becomes the
c6~viction of unseen things. If, then, faith
is the conviction of revealed truth, if it is
required in numberless passages, and every
othetJ'method di.scountenanced, it must be
the revealed means of understanding the'
Go~pel.
. 6th. The "things of the Spirit" are
$pirit1!ally discerned when we look upon
them ·with a cordial faith. r We can not
look upon these facts themselves; and by
wisdom we know not God j therefore, by
faith on the best authenticated
testimony,
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we are to receive the truth. ,Peter says- .
"Though now ye see hiD?-not, ye,t believing;
ye r~Joice with joy unspeaklLble and full
of glory; receiving the ena of yb'ur faith
even ,the salvation of yonr souls." . The
spiritual emotions nd' 'convicti6ns of the
child of G'Qdare by faith. Hence it is by
faith that divine truth is spiritually disce-rned:
• ,
III.
What are we to understand by the
natural man?, The word translat"ed i:lat~" .
ral, is elsewhere rendered sensuitZ, not having the Spirit.-J ude. James says sensual
wisdom. The natural man, then, is an unregenerate, unspiritual man. But it is not •
on account of his character, that he is said
to be unable to kn?w or receive the truth,
Qut on account of his method of reasoning
he does not discern spiritually, that is, by
faith; he will not believe, and there lies
the difficulty, He is just such a man 'as
some of our modern skeptics, spiritualists,
and rationalists.
A rat\onalist can ,not reo
ceive the things of the Spirit of. G d, because they are foolishness unto fiim; Ileitlier
can he know them, because they are spi1·it.
ually discerned. u The rationalist looks upon t~e doctrines of the Gospel, /lnd eannot
see how such things can be so, and, as a
consequ!lnce, rejects it. fA .spiritualist can
not know or receive the things of the Spirit
because they' are' fool-ishness to him .. His
system is diaipetrically opposed to the Gospel. They are unregenerate men, hut their
inabib:ty to know the truth does not allise~
fr,om their unregeneracy, but from. their
methQd of judging' divinO" truth.
Paul
meant by natura,l man just, what we mean
by Rationalist, Skeptic, or Spiritualist.These are all natural me_n, because they
adopt gross, natural methods of judging the
truth. 1he Gospel "destrQye'g. 'the wisdom
of the wise; and brought to nothing the
un'derstanding
of the prudent."
'And
doubtless many of those would-be wise men
were- destroyed with their systems-their
oppositiQne of scienc.e, falsely so-called.But let the rational, skeptic, or natural
man th.row away his opposing system, and
look to the Lord oy faith, and he shalL
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know the tru h .. The natt{ral man, then,
is
called, not becam,e of his cha.l'acter',
but because of 'hisfmodel's'of ihinking, and.
his' inability' to know or. receive the Gospel
arises not from ,his (Upravity,' but fr6m his
method of j.udging di ine things.
All men
are natural men by' reaSon: .until they lie-\
come spiritual~men by fr.ith.
, .
This passage does not teach us the ne·
cessity of "direbt influences," but a humble
trust in the Great Redeemer. ''lJhe spirit.
oual method is by faith.
The natut-al'man
is one who adopts a different method.
,
O. 'R.
r:
\ • I
II ,

so
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The foregoing is worthy of a careful read·
ingi which it will doubtless reoei"e' from
many close ~h,lhkers: Though it contains
an 'item or two to which we db' nat assent,
it is sound and v luabl~ in 'the Plain. It is
certainly' correct in deciding that "the
things of the Spirit," are the things reveal·
ed in'the gospel, I and that thelie things are
to be appreliended b'y faith in the divine
testimony, or· that they are to be learned
from the gospel. 'This, we think, is i~ais·
putably correct. This, too, is the great point
in the wb:olematter.
We' have, however,
taken the "natural man," of this passage,
td be an untinspir/a man in antithesis with
an inspired man.
The uninspiYed rea!loner,
or philosopHer, th~ wise mari, the disputer
of this war,ld, was the mall who laimed tUat
ne'could know God, the'mind and the will
M God,: withou the gospel, and witHout the
apostles. Thes, men k.new something of
'the gospel of the apostles' lind what 'was
being accomplished by. -them, liut did not
understand it .. Th,ey did not know the
thing,s cont3ined in th~ gospel, "the things
of the Spirit," .but simply 'kneW: that the
apostles were p .eaching.something new, and
that it was cavrying the people with it by
thousands, put it was all foolishness to
them. The apostle, in reply to tltese'men,
8tat~s that they <did not receive the fhiqgs
of the Spirit, the tHings' in the gospel tl'mt,
on their ground, or without the apostles,
or their preaching,
hey 'cnuld not know

them, for th~'y 'wer6 spiritually discoursed,
or perceived .. 'so long as they rejected the
revelations of the Spirit, they could not
ktiow' them-that
the w'orld by wisdom, by )
r~ason; science,' r philosophy, without the
revelation of the Spirit,J through the apostIes, could not kn6w them-did
not know
God. 'lEut, says the'apostle, we have the
SpiI'it ...•..the {Spirit of inspiration-and
the
Spiyit searcheth all things, even the deep
things .of God. We, tlJat is, we the apostlti;
have the mind,of Ohrist, and the things hid
for ages,' kept secret since the beginning of
time, lare now revealed, by us, by the inspi.
rati n of the Holy Spirit.
This wisdom the
pl1inces of this world' knew not, nor, indeed,
can the-y know it by Jieason, nature, science,
phildsophj'l, or any means, except to come
and l~ard it"from the gospel" which we
preach.) (0
iI
~ ,
Of course these were unregenerate men,
but the apoitle is not arguing that, on that
account, they coard ,not know these things,
or could not understand ·thei! g02pel. He
has no such qucstion as this before him.
:But, he is simply assuring them of their
dependence on the gospel, th.e revelation
through the apostles-that
they would not
know ,the things of God in any other way
but by ther go.spel" His argument is not,
that they could no~;understand the gospel
because they were unr.egenerated, but that
they could not know: the lllind of God', with.
out the pJ;eachingfof the apostles, or withou~ the,gospel, becauee they were not insllired.,
(
The passage, when understood, is aneter·
nal refutation of all pretence to understand
the mind of God, or to know the Deity in
any val.uable senie, by nature, reason,
science, philollophy, spirit.medium~, or in
any way, e~cept through tll-e revelation by
·Christ and the apostles-the gospel, as in·
scribed on the holy pages of the New Tes·
tament.· There is but one way of salvation,
and but one revelation of that one way, and
he who refuses to come to that one revela.
tion, to find that one way of, salvation, will
grope in the dark. He cannot know it, for
God has made no other revelation of it.
I
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Atheists may prate and try to ease their
consciences, by maintaining that there is no
God, but t]1is no being can clail!! ,to know,
without claiming qmnisciepce, which is abBurd. The Deist may claim to know God,
by reason and t~e iight of nature, but the
vain, absurd and .contrad.ictory theories in
reference to the D'(.eitypup forth by Dcists!
prove that they kno\'\' nothing about,)t.
The. shallow pretences o£ Spiritualists, to
reveal ,another world, to us. and the mind of
God, are at once swept to the four winds,
by the s}mple fac~ that, they have failed to
furnish us dispatches of a single battle in
advance of the ordinary news. If thl(Y
cannot teil JIs what is going on in this world,
only ,by tpe 0 dillary channels of information ~mployed by the rest of us poor mor_
tals, we cl3rtainly may ~ot qepcnd on'thop!
for information Ilbout apother worla. We
had bet,ter go to the infallible information
given Qy the apostles.
•
B. F.

the, VetteJ:>rata."
You commenced with
~he' "Monad" • the dividtng line betwee~
the vegetable and allimal struct,ure-a mere
,Point i,n animal organism-a
living {loint,
almost if 'not altogether void of any evigence of sensation or ganglia, and rising up
throllgh t~e thousands or myri\lds of structures you arrived at an, who possesses the
most perfect brainular aqd n~rvous fQrma.
tion in animat~d nature.
You caref~lly
note the progress of organization, as 'you
ascend in the scale from .tlieRa<J,iata to
man.
II! the lowest order-,.-the Polypi,
Sponges, &c.-you find no ttaces of brain
whatever, among some classes below the fish
you find what is called ner·vous cent!;es or
"ganglia." ,AI} will admit that the nervous
sy~tem is nearly equally developed in the
Mammiferm, Birds, Reptiles and Fish.Even insects have nervous cl'\ntres, sending
out lateral.nerves,
A nervo,us system is
discoverable, even in M<;>ll
uscous animals, but
when w~.commence at these' lower organic
structures,'posli,essing in the smallest degree
a,brainular deyelopmeJ;lt, ,,;e find the.brain
i,n proportio:n 'to the ,spillal chord as 2 to 11
and as we advi.l<~ceto man as 22 or 23 to 1,
~s you say.••;You s11mup the whole in these
few words. You say, "that nature has been
DISCUSSION O'N UNIVERSALI8J!t.
progrEls~ive, 'and that God had from tbe
"
NO. III.
T
first foreseeq and embraced man in tbis plan,
DR. G, L, PURDY:
and to oonvinge us of tbe fact, we bave but
Dea:r Sir i In article ~o. 3, you have, to refer to the brain of tbe an~mal world,"
with a master mind, described the massive You tllen ask, By what is .man ,so distin
structure of the e~rth" Jl1hrough \ts SF- guished from "the animal world?
Every
eraI strata, trom i.ts centre to its circumfer- op.e )ViI!answer, by his intelligence.
Then
ence. You have carefully, but in general you' ask,another question-"upon
what de~
terms, laid before ~he reader the evidllnces pends, flhi intelligence?"
Your answer is
of organic, animal life, as found deep eJ31' ~upon the super;iorityof his brain the 07'gan
beded in solid ropk. ,You have traced th.ese of fntelligfnce,
N ow, my dear sir, if you
v~rious ~orms and"organic structures, in ~ave IJo qu~lification to 111lakein reference
theearth'sfolmatio~,from
heirfiret appear- to yo r answer, you will permit me to offer,
ance in the Palreozoic rocks, to the earth's at a suitable, O~I proper time, a serious obsurfa~e.,or the ~l.luvial Drift. You 1.Jav~ad- jection to SU.9'hanswer. ''; If, however, in
vanced, step py step, from the lowesto,rder of the dexelopmeI\t Of your argument, sJl~ta.
organic life-a mere point in existence-an
ble modifications should be, made, I shall
indivisible life to~ "il) theKingdom~fth~
not urge my object jon. I agree with you
Radiata, , up t?, the highest conception, of in the facts, but oannot ad,mit you):,concluthe "8 rand, Supreme In~e.JIigenc,e" of the sion.J.
Like y.ou
my dear, sir, I am lost in
~
I
•
Universe, as develolled I'in the K'ngdom of thought when I c\>Iit~.mplatethiJl wq,ndrous
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edifice, inhabited by man.
If·r accept
your solution Df the Earth's beginning,
there was a time when this, whole earth
must have been a liquid, fiery glowing maes,
Tolling its onward course through space.Time rolls on, and there appears an increstation of Mica, clay and gneiss. A:nother
lItrata is demanded, -and the hpper arid lower
greywacke, or the silurian group, is laid
upon the former-and
so on up through
the. carboniferous, the permian, the trias and
the olitic, to the diluvian drift or quarternary rocks. And all this the result of Taws
conceived and exccuted by the -Great blaster Intelligence of this universe of organic
mind and matter. When we turn our face
backward and gaz'e into' the explored as well
as inexplorable depths of that eternity which
we have alredy past, and turning again,
look forward to> the immeasurable length
ahd breadth, and depth, and height of that
eternity yet to come, our souls si~k within
us, and- w-efeel our almost utter' nothingness in the scale of creation. What proofs
of intelligence, wisdom and power, are
scattered a:nong us. And oh I how little
appreciated by erring mortal man.
N ow, my dear sir, if these·w.itnesses have
been summoned by you to prove thtfexistence 'of one Intelligent Designer, then I
shall no'j;Iobject. If you offer the facts and
phenomena of nature to prove ,that this Intelligent Designer, through the force or
power of a law or'laws,'conceived and executed in wisdom, produced tbis mass of organic life and matter, then (have no objections to urge. If you put forward tHese
things as p'roof, that by law this Inte'Iligence
created a moving mass of organic life, and
then'by a law adapted to the end design~d,
changed this moving mass of living'matter
into a mass of "immobile" matter, and "thus
reached the end of his design, the earth's
formation, then I'have no objection to present. If.you offer these "witnesses' in proof
that the design- o( God' was to cr~ate ·this
earth and to place man upon it,'then I have
not a word to Say, nor have I an opposing
sentiment-but
on' the other hand, I can
heartily concur with you.
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If, however, you offer such evidence to
prove tb,at God (or that which is equivalent
to it, the law 6f God) has never been thwarted in any instance, you will, in kindness,
allow me to differ with you, and I can assure
you I will' try to maintain that difference,
a~d prove'to you, and satisfy you, too, that
your position is logicaily untenable.
:Again, if you offer tne facts, in reference
to the nervous and brainular formation, as
proof of the power of adaptation, "or adaptation, foresight" in this Intelligence, then
I have no obJectihn. If, however, you affirm that the muscle called the brain was or
is necessary to 'the development of intelligence, I shall deny. The latter' position
was assumed by the French and English
infidel philosophers, during the last quarter
of tlie past century. The position is untenable, and shoul<1lyou deem it p~oper to urge
the proposition, "that man's intelligence is
dependent for its existence and developmenti
upon the superior muscular organism of the
head,"-unless
you qualify it, I shall be
obliged to urge my denial.
Your own ar·
gument would convince me of the error o~
such affirmation, if there were no o1.hers to
urge.
A in, if by progression, you mean that
God'J'created the second organic anima
structure more perfect than the first, I have
no objection to make. If, however, yo
shou d slide alm'ost imperceptibly into th
sopbism mat the second is but "a progress
ive 'developmen't" fro~ the first, I shall se
riously object. As your argument, or rathe
as the basis o( y.()~r argument, is yet undeveloped, I will wait, for the forthcomin
deductions.
I enter 'these provisional objections i '
order to a preservation of a disputant'
right, and a 'foundation of future arguments,
if such arguments, with accompanying pioo ,
should be deemed necessary. I agree wit
you, my de.ar sir, in the infinite perfection
in the matchless wiidom and power of God.
t ~annot agree With you in your ~djectiv
phras~--(' unlimited"
power, unless yo
qualify th~ expres.si~n, nor would I deem it
prudent> to affirm, that because he is match:
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less in wisdom and infinite in. perfection,
that therefore he never created or neter was
the Author of anything imperfect.
Noth,
If
'
CONTROVERSY.
ing but my religious zeal would allow me
to perpetrate such a sophism. Be careful
Truth and error are ever antagonistl~'.
you do not commit yourself to such a poli: God is the author of one, the devil of the
cy. In Christian kindness, and with the the other. Truth and error can no more
best feelings in the world, permit me to say be' harmonized than can their respective
that, although Mr. 'Pollock and others nave authors be reconciled.
The conflict is irrepoetized the inhabitants of other. worlds, pressible.
The earth is one vast battle field
,and have told us they were in an unfallen upon which has been waged an incessant
state,'still I have always thought the ex- I warfare between God and the devil-between'
pression once used by Sheridan, to che;k trilth and falsehood-between
good and evil
the imagination of his compeers, was a just -between freedom and bondage. The conone. "Gentlemen,"
said he, "you draw t st is one of mighty interest to God, an.
np1ln your imagination for facts." Now, gels, and 'true humanity.
The battle is
Doctor; should you occasionally take a fierce and ever presenting variable f~atures. ,
flight on fancy's wing to other worlds, do Now truth triumphs and the'~evil trembles.
not offer your visions as proof the ultimate T~en error is vi~torious and heaven mourns'.
happiness of all mankind. We hardly' know But the world's history has eTer demonhow to handle the subtle relations of Imag- strated the truth of Bryant's poetic stanz~:
inatien, creation and reproduction.
But,
"Truth orushed to earth will rise agl>in,
when we stand man' up before us as a Hving
Th' eternal years of God are hers;
fact, wh~n ~e gaz~ at his wonderfully comBut error, wounped, writhes in pain,
And dies amid her worshipers."
plicated organism, when we analyze his or1
•
ganic structure, from its frame-work to its
The life of the "Author and Finisher of
outer adorning,-we
arc awe-struck with the Faith"-th~
Founder of the Christian
tpe grandeur and majesty of the conception Church-was
a life of constant controversy.
and fi,nish .of such a godlike being. '
He was the long looked for Messiah, preThen, to contemplate that a being, for senting himself to a people who anticipated
whom the Creator has wrought out-so much his coming, bu.t whose prejudices, arisin
-that
a being, clothed with so 'much maj; from, nationa pride and false educlltion,9
esty and grandeur-the
offspring of such a prevented a proper recognition of his claims,
godlike conception or thought-should
ar- They had fixed their standard-~
humaq.
rest the attention of the archical hosts of standard-and
would receive no person who
heaven, in his acts t6 thwart the will' of Al- fell below it. They expected to see a
mighty God,-it is fearful, indeed. JIf man wealthy 'delivere~-the
S~vior was poor.
~as treated God with conte,mptj if he has They expected pomp and pa~ad~. The Saj
made the attempt to thwart his plan-oh I vior was humble. They looked for military
let. us not shield him from his guilt, but try genius. The Savior had none. They exto find the way to relieve him.
pected'royalty:
The Savior was of too
THese remarks wilt not demand yo~r at- humble an origin, froJIl too mean a citytention ~ntil ,m~t in the regular course of to~ poor. Had too'many igno,ble dompanargument.
You will pardon the oversight, ions, discoursed too much about heavenly
if I have eatered my objection tOQsoon.--' thIngs to sit with success upon the ·throne
Feeling assured of the exercise of suell. of David. He 'did not seem to have th~'t
courtesy, I remai~ yours,
'
magnetic power necessar'y to uni'te and dis,enthrall Israel and lead them on from con,
.
M. N. LORD.
Lapbr~e, Sept. ht, 1833.
quest to cpnquest until the kingdoms of
this world would' be at his feet and s'wayed
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by his mighty sceptre. Their standard was ed' purpose of winning all men ,to the Sa:
fixed; .Tesus of Nazareth did not come upl vio~ if possible. ~his was a great under.
to it and hence his rejection
"He came tak11lg-;a work which could not be accom:
d h'
r •• d h'
" plisheJ without controversy and agitation.
t o h IS own an .. IS own receIve
1m not. The w0 I'k was pre-emIDen
.
tl>v
d' 1 Th e
J ra tca .
It w~s the object of ~IS labors to break, ,ax: was to btl' laid at the root of the great
down these prejudices, and show by the free of error. These holy men were comprop.hyts, by mirap)es, by inimitable instruc~ I pelled 'i~ thejr preachingrto present princitions" by every honorable and powerful ar. pies w c~' haa a te~d~n~y to d~stroy the
C
whole system of relIgIOn then ID vogue.
gument, that he was the. Annomte~-thl;l
Religion too was at that time so intimately
Shiloh-the
Son of Go~ This Peing ,es· coIinected with' civil politics,' both among
bblished, he h,oped tq,corrquer the wills and Jews and Gentles, that they could not
win the hearts of all Ir.en.
• preach without, to a great extent,- revolu·
, His He was ~ec~ssaril a I'ife of reat tionizing civil. g.overnment.
T?e. gospel
•
\,
~..
g. . was so antagoDlstic to the then,existIDg state
t
,conjr<?versy. True,J he ~Id n9 sp.end, tIme of affairs, that the apostle's were liable to in.arg~~ng the case as we do; but like a §l&iIl. 'cur the charges brouglit-a~ain'st theIb, such
ful logician he ,took the shortest rout to ae "heiesy"-"tu1'ning
th~ world upside
conviction bV pr~ving that ,His fl:oice was down"-"teaching
customs unlawful fo1."oth·
the voice of 'God. lIt ~ould thjln followers to observe," &c. :£,heY,were liable, too,
-that hiS' 1pse dixit was :111'
\ind to all contro- to be arraigned before civil and e'ccle1liasti·
very. True, he frequently made usedt' the cal dignitaries 'as the Savior had told them.
reductio ad q,bsurdumj res rted ,so~etimes £0 The Saviot had said he came to send a
the argument'(tm ad hominum and occasion· sword, which would turn the nearest and
ally gave othe'r specimens ~f the higheet dearest friends against each other. Preach·
reasoning, yet he mainly labored to estab. ing such a gospel ,in such circumstances
lish his authority and inspirp, respect, by would necessarily produce such results.
demonstrating that he was Emanuel-God
Preaching the gospel to every person,
with us-the Son of the'Highest-and
that could not, but compel them to meet the
thcrefore, the world must (hear and heed Gnostic philosopher-the,
Platonist....:.the
without a. single demur.
J udaizer-the
speculatist-t,~e
materialist
.He did not bring conviction to every -~h~ Pharisee-.:.the Saduc~e-}Ve~? ~eartimIDd. The eyes of t):1emajority )Vere c1os· ly dls~o.ed and well qu~ldied tfl dispute
ed; their ears stopped; their hearts had every IDch of ground to J be gained' by the
'waxed gross;. the God of this worjd had stan~ara 'bearers of the cross. Bence, we
J>linded their minds; their prejugices could find the ,apqstles and evangelists of the
not b~ o,vercome. The Savior was arraign: ~.ew Tef;ltament p:eaching th~ gospel P?s.
ed, trIed, conde.mned ana crucified on ac. Itlvely, controvertIng error, dlsputmg with
count of these deep prej udices and false" learned; agitating the people and with the
standards, and because of a consciousness whole armor on, battling bravely' for the
of inability to meet the truth with fair ar. t:ight., lOf course these were stormy, and
gument. They hoped to crush it by foul ,even bloody times.' In the kingdom of
means. Irowever, likc Sampson, he de· nature God sometimes restores the equilibstroyed more enemies of truth in his death rium by, te~rific lightnings, terrible hurri·
than in his life. He, rises triumphantly c~nes, aw.~ulearthquakes,'an~ fearful volca~
from the grave, anq seeing a world still in DlcveruptiOns, Some are fnghMned, Bome
ignorance and ill sin, commissions his,apos- eome inji1r~d, and some kjlled,'but the air
ties to go int<;>all the wor1d, anll by the is purer and te'rrajirma ~ ;more congenial
advocacy of the Holy Spirit convince the home, as I a legitimate result.' So in the
world of sin, because they believed not on iingdJm of grace-the
battle ~s sometimes
Christ-of
the righteousness of the Savior, severe-controversy
high, and agitation
because 'God received him as an innocent fearful; but the end is "Glory to God in tho
and cro~ned him king -of kings-of j udg. high~st, peace on earth and good will among
ment, because the prince of the world is men.
(
.,
judged, (i. e.,' on the principle that if the
A'history of many of tl1e controversies
fo'untain isl condemned, the stream is con. which have existed in the Church since its"
demned with it,) He told them to go into fouhdation would doubtless be interesting
all the w01'ld, preach the'vgospel to every to many readers. I propose it my leisure
ratio aI-person, and that tQo with the avow· to introduce some of them.
1'1.
J
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JEsnS ATTENDSTHE PASSOVERAT JERUSA:- and sheep, and doves, and' the moneyLEM,
changers sitting.
And having made a
.
.
.;And
sho.ws his authol'ity
in his Father's whip of small cords, he drove all Oll-t. of
house, by driving traders and brokers out the Temple, both the sheep and oxen; 'and
oj the Temple.
'
poured out the changer's money, and over.
threw the tables; nnd he said to tho~e who
The inspired Apostle, John, further in- sold doves: "Take these things away from
forms us, that after J eaus had performed here: do not make my Father's House a
his first public ,miracle at the wedding in house of merchandizing."
And hi$ disciCana, "he, with his mother, his brothers, pIes remembE>red that it is written: "Zaa}
and his disciples"-all
"went down to Ca- for thy House consumes me:' .
pernaum," which,the reader will remember,
Upon this the Jews, answering, said to
ia situated on the northwestern shore' of him: "What sign dost thou show us, seethe Lake or "Sea of Tiberiaa." But "they ing thou doest these things?" "How astondid ,not stay there many days; for the pass- ished the Jews must hilve been I I someover of' the Jews was at hand j and times wonder why they did not try to drive
Jesus went up to Jerusalem."
This was him out of the Temple; when, according to
about the first. of April, or the 'beginning their ideas, he must have seemed a great
of the harvest season in Palestine.
'intruder.
But they are filled with astonThis passover, observed by the Jews ishment, and ask for a sign or miracle to
every year, was a great feast in commem- be performed, a3 e"idence of bis authority.
oration of the departure of the children of
"J esus, .answering, said to them: •DeIsrael from Egypt, nnder MoMs. It was stroy this Temple, and in three 'days I will
time of offering sacr}fices, and a great raise it up.'''.
I Astonishing
I In great
many cattle and sheep were ki~hd. It was, surprise they exclaim: "Fo'Ra'y-sIX YE.~R8
doubtles~, inconvenient for those at a dis- was this temple in building,'and wilt thOtl
tance to bring cattle, and sheep all the way' raise it up in THREEDAYS?" They thought
to J erusalemj and some, perhaps, not be- he meant the great Temp1erin Jerusalem.
ing catt.le raisers, were compelled to buy "But," says the biographer, John, "he
sacrific9s. Therefore it 'appears that 'mer- spoke of the Te'mple of his body," which
chants, or cattle dealers, took occasion to he knew would be destroyed, or killed, and
have these animals {or sale at the temple.
,then raised up again the third day. At
. Jesus, then, c)ming to the Holy'City, this time the'd~soiples understood him no
"found in the Temple those who /lold oxen better than the J eWSj but after his resur-
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rection from the dead, John says, "his dis- men. Hence, one of them is represented
ciples remembered that he said this: and as thanking God that he' was not as other
they believed the Scripture; and the word men are."
which Jesus spoke."
"['},ere was ·a man of the Pharisees,"
The writer adds: "Now ~hen he was in s'ays John, "named Nicodemus-a
ruler of
Jerusalem, at the Passover, on the feast the Jews. The same came to him"-that
day, many believed on his name, seeing the is, to Jesus-"by
night, and said to him:
miracles that he performed.
. ut Jesus 'Rabbi, <We know that thou art a teacher
did not trust himself to them, because he COl'nefrom God; for no man can do these
knew every thing, and had no need that any miracles that thou doest, unless God be
one should testily of man; for he himself with him.'''
It appears that the- won-derknew ~what was in man." What a 'vast ful-miracles which Jesus had been perform..number of JDiI'3cles Jesus must have per·' iug in Jerusalem, had .c.xcited Nicodemus,
formed ~ How many are recorded by the who desired to have an interview with the
four writers of 'his biography I and how Savior; wishing, no doubt, to learn somemany are only mentioned incidentally, as thing more fully about his mi-ssion. His
above, where the miracles he performed in coming at night is not positive evidence
.Jerusalem are alluded' to all having con-' .that he,was afraid to come in the daytime.
,vinced many persons'that he was tlhe prom- The sacred writer does not accuse him of
ised Messiah! But he woulJ not .trustl cowardice. But, wishing to coosult h'm
them; for he !rnew that it was in the hearts .about weighty matters, h~ sough,thim when
of Bolbe to kill him, if he did not proye tOI he would not be thronged -bY,a multitude
,be the kind of ·a Messiah they ,expected. . of peoRle.
It was during this visit to Jerusalem,
To the above language of ~icodemus, or
that Jesus had that memorable
to some question which he may have put to
the Savior respecting the Reign of Heave~,
INTERVIEW
WITH NICODEMUS.
Jesus replied: "Truly, truly, I say to thee,
At that time'the Jews were d-ivided into unless a man is born a-gain, he cannot see
Nicodemus is
several differe;Ilt sects, of which the Phari- tbe Kingdom of GGd."
filled
with
surprise
at
the
significant
lan.sees" Sadducees, and Edsenes were th'e :pringuage
of
the
Savior.
He
does
not
under.cipaI. The Pharisees were the most im·
-portant, while the Sadducees, according to stand him, and says to him: "How can a
rsome writers, were "the most ancient of man be born wben he is old? Can he enter
.the Jewish sects." (See Horlle.)
The a second time into his moth~r's womb, and
Edsenes, spoken of by J osephus, (Wars, be born?" J csus answered: "Truly, truly,
·B. II, Chap. 8, Sec. 2,) are not menttoned I sav to thee, unless a man be boru of w-ain the Scriptures; but Josephus describes ter and the Spirit, he cannot enter into-the.
them as a very pure. and sanctimonious Kingdom of God. That which is born of
the fle~h is flesh; and that which is born of
.sort of people.
Of the Pharisees, Thomas H. Horne says the Spirit is spirit. Do not wonder tbat I
(Intr. to the study of the Bible, VoL 2, 'said to thee: 'You must be born again.'pp. 144): "The Pharisees were the most The wind blows where it pleases, and thou
numeious 'and powerful sect of the Jews. hearest the sound of it, but canst not tell
They derived their name where it comes from, nor where it goes to.
from the' Hebrew verb Phara.sh,· (which -So is everyone that is b'orn of the Spirit:"
I prefer wind to spirit here, not because
.means) to separate; because they pro)essed
an uncommon separation from the apparel I think myself a better scholar, than those
.and .customs of the world to .the 'study of brothers in Christ from whom I differ, 'but
·the Law, and ·an extraordinar.Y devotion to because it seems the m~st natural sense
"God, and sanctity of life, beyoud other ,which the origiTlal word can be supposed to
I
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have in this place. I have read' what' soni~ things?
Truly, truly) I say to thee, we
have been pleased to write in favor of ren- speak what we know, and testify what we
dering this passage, "The SpiIit bre~th"eS ,have seenj and yOIl do not receive our
where it pleasesj" but must confess that it test,imony, 'If I have told 'you earthly
seems an unnatural rendering.
The'Spirit things, and you do not believe, how shall
is 'not: in any other place which I remem- y~u belie~e 'if I teJl\you heavenly things?
be'r, said to "breathe where he pleases,"NO'one has ascended up into Heaven, but
He is said to do many thingsj but never to he that c'tme down out of Heaven-.the
breathe so far as I recoJlect. Fllrther. J e- Son of ~.an, whose [abod ] is in Heaven."
sus speaks of hearing "the sound"-of
Here the Teacher speaks, of having come
what?' Of the Spi,rit's breathing, or the down out' of Heaven, whidh, he informs
• wind's blowing? 'But why speak o'f the Nicodemus, is th,e place of his abod r. Is
operation or'the Spirit in this way, and not this telling him of heavenly things ?then, as ,if he had been making a' cumpa'ri- Wh~ther Nicodemus' believed him, or .not"
son, say: "So is every o~e that is' b~rn of we a're not informe~; but.J esul' goe~ on 0
'the Spirit.\'
speak of his thissi,on from G9d. "And as
Does not the Great Teacher's meani~g Moses ~irted up the lSerpent in the deser~,
seem to be this: He is aware that Nicode- lSOmust the
Son
of Man be lifted up, th~t
,
,
"\
fuus is ignorant of spiritual things, and in w,hoever bel!ev:es on hilp may h,ave eternal
order to make him understand something of life, For God s,o lo~e~ the world, that he
them, he directs his mind to that invisible, gave his on']y begotten Son, that whoever
~yet po~erful agent-the
atmosphere-a'ld
believes on him sbo,uld not perish, but have
assures him that, as theOwind blows where
·eternallife.
For 'God,di!i
not senp his Son
,
I
it pleases, and he could hear the sound <!~ into the world to co'qdemn the ;world; b~t
it, and observes its effects, without knowing that the world might be saved through
where it came from, or went to,-that
him.
I
is, with.out perceivi~g it as a visible object,
He that bel,ieves on him is no.t. con.
-so it was with everyone
born of the demned; but he that does not gelieve .has
-Spirit? ,One who is born of the Spi-'it is already been condemned~ because he h;s
able to hear its teaching, and ,to observe not believed on the Name of the only b~its power, with the assurance th~t they are gotten Son of God., And this is the judgthe teachin~ and the power of the Spirit ment: light,has come into ,the wo.rlJ, and
of God, without being able te sp.e it or to lDen loved the d~rkness rather than the
know, by Obsp'f'vation, where ~t comeE from, light, b~cause their deeds were evil.
For
or how it operates in the world. This view everyone who does evil , hates the'liaht
'and
0
,_
of the subject does not involve the popular does not com~ to the light, lest his deeds
.notion ahout spiritual in~uences,. that the should ,be reproved,
But he who does
Spirit of God operates in a mysterious way (according to) the truth, ,comes to the light
.in the conversion of sinners,
that 'his j1ctions may \e made manifest as
It may be that this pa8sa~e is not fully \J.avin'gbeen performed agreeably .to the
understood,
But that Jesus was making will of God.
a comparison between thos.e two invisible
WM. PINKERTON.
agents, the wind and the Spirit, in order to!
make Nicodemus understand the spiritual
nature of his Kingdom, seems to me plain, '
and easy to believe.
Nicodemus does not yet understand him,
and says: "Hew can these things be ?"Jesus, answering, says to him: "Art thou
a teacher of "Israel, and dost 'no~know these I
'J,:

T
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.If!: C~rist also hath once s~ifered for.. sins, the
just for the unjust, that he might bring 11s
'J
to Go.d: being put to death in the flesh,
, but survivl(.d in ,the spirit, by'which also
SPIRITS IN PRISON.
he went and preaQhed to the spirits _in
BRO. FRANKLIN: As you (, aim 'to give prison, whg, sometime were distlpedient
wide and lib~ral range, for investiga~ion," wh.en once the lop,g-suffering of Gog waitlld
ple.!lse allow me a word in regaf(~ to "the in theJ days:-~f Noah, while the ark was
spirits in prison."
"
preparing." 'rhe idea is, that Christ was
'.I ag;ee lri,th. your .first position, that put to death iq the flesh; or, as to his body,
"the spirit~ '~f w;hom Peter spea~s, Ijved while, his spirit lived, and went ipto the
in th~ time pf Noah, and were disobedient sJliri~-w'Orld, and preached. to the spirits !If
whfle the ark was preparing i'! but I can- the antediluvianS' then in prisoq. Wh re
not endorse your ,seoond item, 'ip which 'Y;0u else 'c'o~ld sE~rits be except in the spiritclaim that the. Spirit of God; and tb,at of wor d·? Beal i mind) that Christ" went"'
Christ, ate ide.ntical. (T.here maYi'perhaps, as well as "preached."
Where did he go
be a sense in which they are the same i if· not Jnto the spirit-world when he was
tliat IS,.allo~ing spi~it to niean ,d1'sposition crucified?
Bear in 'mind also that it was
•or 'temper of mind i: but the Spirit of God, "Christ" wJ10preached, not Noah. I. do
as an entity, \sually called in the Sc;innot deny that Noah was a preacher.of,rightI;
tures, the" Holy Spirit," cannot be iden: eousness, and preached· faithfully to the
tic~l with the persondl spirit of Christ, for antediluvians of hiS' time. But Peter says
re~sons, too obvi~us, to require mentiop .nothing abo~t the preaching of Noah iD
here. And as this is t~e pivot upon which the passage under consideption.
He says
your wbole view of the passage is made ~d it was " Christ" who did the preachi.ng he
turn, you w'ill pard~n us for requiri~g som~ refers t9. Bear lP mind, moreover, that it
better proof of it than mere assump~ion.
was to " spir1:tsin prison," and not to me,n
Ou'r tran~lators, by rendering the parti- a~d wome"l in the flesh) tpat the preaching
cle (er-) "oy,': instead of" in," as in the was done IThe whole matter may be
line preceding, an~ beginning th~ Iwo~d summed up thus:
'spirit with a. capital, h/tve seemed t~ fim;r
1. Chrillt "went" not in the Spirit
the idea t~at "the' ~pirit," in the-l>as.s~ge: G~d, b9't in ?ds own personal spirit.
is the Holy Spirit by which J ~~us I was
2. N ot ~o,the gld world, but to the spiritraised from the dead. But there is )loth- world.
1
t
'j
1
'
in'" in the passage to favor this idea'. On
3. ~ ot belpre the flqod, bu.t after his cr~the,1bontrary, it furnishes goo~ eVidep~e cifixion. > vi'
•
that" the Rpirit" referred t~ was Christ's
He "pre~~he~,i' Dot thr;f?ugh Noah,
owP personal Spirit i 'for it is antithe~ical but in his own spiritual perso'fl'ality.
with" the flesh'.'"
Tf
the expression,'" the
5. Not to men nd women in the flesh,
.
l'
flesh," means Christ'S' personal flesh, thep }lut to spiri·ts in pris n. ,
the expression, "the spirit," m.eans Christ's:
These five points qf €ontrast exhibit the
personal Spirit. There is the sa'me oJ p;~of ,~iffere!lce between yqur positio'n l\nd mine,
I
of the one as 'of the other. Our transla- ~n t~e subject of thp spirits in, prison. I
tors 'had no authority for beginning the ,cannot {esist the epnviction that the pasword spirit with a capital, and certainly in, sage under cqnside~~tion Jairly teaches the
would have been a better translation of the doctrine, or establisq.es thp fact, that
particle en than "by."
Substituting for C4ri~t, after h.is crp.pifixion, went in :the
the ohsolete term" quickened," the word', spirit -into the invisible wo~ld, and there
lived or survived, and we have the following preached to,the sp,i,rits of .the antediluvian!!
as a fair translation of the passage: "ForJ who W,ere4,isobedient inthe days of Noah,
j
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while the ark was prepanng.
What he' at. all. ~ince he and'others are perceiving,
preached
the passage
does n?t deelare.Ill" 'think. they are, s~biething
in this\pasBut per~ps
a similar passage
from the sage
fine'fas'the di~cover'ies of Popery ~~d
same writer mity throw som~ light upon the Rest~rationists,
long since exploded
and
subject.
'1 Peter iv. 6: "For, 'for this cause defu~ct, we m1l'St foilow them and learn from'
was the gospe"! preached also to them that the~r profoun1
expositions
and criticisms.
are dead, that they might be junged ac- Weare
a little slow,'and can not keep up
cording to men in the flesh, but live ac- with: young
America,
specially
when he
cording
to God in the spirit.'"
Rere, we gets on the rerograd'e' moveme.lh back' tohave a gospel preached to the dead. But to wa~d~ the Romish theory of delIvering souls
the dead in what sense, it may be pertinent
out of'purgatory,
or Restoratiorists,
in ento enquire?
I answer, to tile literally deailj_ cou'raging men not ~o 'repent iIi this ,world, •
and my reason is, that they are contrasted
with: the hope of "andth~r
ehance" after
with," men in -the flesh," and must there- death.
One man tried this theory, ih Nashfote be men out of the flesh or dep'arted ville', a few years ;go, and £oon found himspirits.
The gospel was p,reached to such self fallen.
few young men undertook
for an ' object, namely,
their reformation,
to teach us some lessons on the influllnce of
" that they might' be judged according
to the Spirit, several years ago, by which they
men in the flesh, but live ,aeco;ding to (}Vd we're 'sliding
back into the anti.scriptural
I
in the spirit."
Here then is a judgment theories exploded by the reformers of forty
after death j not a judgment ,to consign years ago. 'These landed overboard
aqd
men to an' irrevocable
d~om, sending the' have amounted to nothing
since.
Seyeral,
righteous
to he.avoo :tnd the wicked to hell" new c.xperimet;lts are .no~ bei~g }II~de! )IY
to be happy or miserabM to'ill! eternity,
adventurers,
al~ of the' retrogradel. charac- .
but a judgment,
reformatory in its cha;a6- ter. We regret it; but if men will experitel", like the judgments
inflicted upon men m'ent, specially'
i~ expl~ded
articles,
we
in the flesh, the end wherel)f is sal,vation, dnnot help ~i1 they must take ~he consethat they might"
live according to God in quences.
,
'

h;

A

(lie spirit."
I care not wh-ere 'm~n may be,
either in this world or. the next; the localitil is indifferent;
if they are brought by
the" gospel" and by a discipline' Of" judgment"
to "Hoe according to God in the
Spirit, they are saved in the true Christian
SE.\DSeof the term-are
reconciled to God
aBd living in communion
with his Spirit.
I

Auburn,

W. W. CLAYTON.

N. ~.'

REPLY.
"This should have received earlier attention, but, owing tQ tpe many things demanding our attention,
it could not. ,The mind
of our correspondent
is exceedingly
fruit·
ful, to discJover 'in one rather obscure °ex'pression of Scripture,
of an even' dozen
words, a stupendous
system of prcaching
to spirits in the spirit-world,
reformation
by judgments,
&c I His power of percep-"
tionA is so wonderfu~
that
he' perc'eives
things
in this passage which are llot in it

We have' n~t our, article before us, but
recolle'ct no such position, or making no
such point, as that" the Spirit of God and'
that of' Christ are identical,"
I;lor do we
now see any use we could have had for any
such position.
It,is not "by
his, spirit,"
nor" by spirit," but "by the Spirit."
It
was the Spirit, of God by whic'h qhrist)
was quickened.
It was Dot the Spirit of'
Christ' that was put to deatH, nor ~as
Christ reviv.ed in spirit;
but Christ wail
"put to death in the flesh, but> qUic~ened 'by the Spirit j" or made aliv~ by.
the Spirit, or raised from the dead by the
Spiri't of God.
The antithesis
is not betwee'u flesh a~d spirit, but b~tween death
and a resU?'rectionfrom the dead. It was
by the Spirit of God th~t Christ was quickened, made alive, or raised from the dead,·
after he waS put to death.
See the following': 'n But if the Spirit of him that raised
up.Jesus
from the;dead
dwell in y~u, he
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that raisE\d up Christ ,from ~he d~ad ~hal! With his theory of revival in spirit," he
a!so quicTen you~ mortal bqdies by his Sp,irit has no use for the article" the." BUll it is~
that dwellet \'in you."
Rom: viii.
11,- no~'" revival in spirit,'" but mad~ali~e bU',
(U
~,
T"
Christ was pu.t to ~~ath injthe flesh. The thq Spirit. It, !~,
then, the Spirit of God
same that was put to death WilS quickeneu, by which Christ was .raised from the dead,
or made alive. It ,was not· the spirit of that is mentioned here, and by which he'/
C;hrist thaJ was' put to d~ath, bU,t the body. wen,t and preached' to tbe spirjts in prisop.
The body then, which was 'put to death" Filling up tbe elliJ>si~,,the passage will read
was quick~ned by the Spirit of God, and as follo~s: "',He was put to deatb in the
he' who qu'ickened c'hrist by his Spirit,' flesb, but ,quickened by the Spirit, by which
II shall also"
(as he did the mo~tal body, 9.t' (Spirit,) he also went and, preacbed to the
Cbrist) " 9uicfen your mort~l bodies by spirits in p,rison.'" T~ere is nothing about
his Spirit" (the, Spirit of God) "tbat his going per~onally, or in person, l'ut" by .
dwells in you." Christ· was put, til death the f?pirit," and tha:t the Spi'rit,of God.
i~ the flesh, but quickened 9Y the Spiri.t of
What puts it i~to tb~ mind of our corGod, by which Spirit of God he also went respondept that this preaching was dOD,6
and preached to the spirits in prison.
,between the death and resurrection of
But before we proceed, we have another ChJist? There is not an'intimation of the
little ma~ter for our correspondent, as he is kind ,in the whole passage. This is simply
fond of something a little novel as weH as assumed, or inferred, wJthout anytbing to
learned.
We should like to know what ir.fer it from. This theory stands tqen
quickening, reviving, or making Christ simply without one scrap of evidence.alive in spirit, meal(s! Quic~ening means Ar!l we, then, called OJt ~r evidence that
making alive. Did Christ die in spirit? (his preaching, was done in the days of
This subject needs a little light. Weare Noah while the ,ark was peing prepared?
perfectly aware that the Greek llreposition .We, then, giv.e the following:
e7!', should, in many instances, be translated I 1. We have prvved that Christ did this
in j but it is equally true that, in'many in- jreaching by thll Spirit of God,
stances, it should 'be translated by. The
11., Gen., vi. 3, the Lord says:
My
rule is, that where it indicates place, it Spirit shall not ,always strive with man." ,
should be, translated in, but where it ind~- This proves that thfl Spirit of God did
cates aie~cYI it should be translated by. In~!~trive with man whlI~ the arlt was being, t
the expression, "quickened by the Spirit," built.
)
" by,': in the common :version, is from en. ,III. We have no account of any preach:
Does en, in this instance, indi9a:te the agen- iug from God, without employing human>
cy by ,1which Christ was quickeneQ, or, the ~pee,ch tbrough wbiph to cOJ;lveyit tQ,man.
plac~ in which lJ,e was quickened?
The ~hi~ leads ,u;; tO/lo,~lf.for tbe visible agent
reading is ~ot, as we have before shown, through wbom this preaching was, donEf..
",by his spirit," n~r "by spi~it," but "by,
IV. We find NOlth a preacher of rightt he Spirit."
Tbe passage does not mean Jousness, Itt tlte, timc, tb.e pte'aching w Ii
that h'e was "quickened 1'n the spirit," done, and am6ng the very persons to whom
implying that the spirit was the place where it was done. ,
Chris~ 'was quickened; but he." was quickY, 'The disobedien.ce Wall in the days of
ened by the Spirit," implying that tbe Spirit, N oan, and certainly tbe disobedicnce was
was the agent by wh~ch he was quickened. at the time when tbe law of tb'e Lord was
G.od quicken~<\ him, ~y the Spirit, by which•..laid lfefore them in the,preacbing.
also he will quil?ken our morta:l bodies.
VI. The l0!ig-suffering O'f God waited a*
It is worthy o~ notice, that our corre, the. ~ame time, aild not tl:lousands of years.
spondent has no use for the d~finite artiQle, after, .while'another dispensation was offered
in. th~~ passage. He throws i~ out entirely. them" in the, spirit warld."
'I

r
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This put, together amounts to this:
Christ went, by the Spirit of God, which
inspired Noah, and through him did strive
with: the people, by preaching to them,
,,'hile the long-sulfering of God waited,
dliriI)g their disobedience, in the time off
Noah, while the ark was being prepared',
tfuhhey were in, prison when Peter wrote,
The import of the passage is, "by which
~lso he went and preached to the spirik
~ho are in prison."
The preaching was
not done ,in prison, and if thej had obeyed
the preaching, they would not have been
put in prison.
The same idea is found in
1 Peter iv. 6: "For, for this cause was the
gospel preached to them that are dead."
It was preached, in the time of Noah,' that
they might be judged according to men in
the .fl~sh, but they are now dead. They
a're ~alled " spirits," because separate from
their bodies when Peter spoke of them;
but they were in their bodies in the time of
Noah, when they were disobed'ient and
when the long-suffering of God waited.
B. F.

•
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DISCUSSION

ON UNIVERSALISM.
SHILOH,

ELDER

A" Oct, 3, 1863.

J-'ORD :

Dear Sir :-'Your second and third'
articles are now before me, and demand'
some attention at this time, although the'
points may be brought up again, at their
proper time. I had intended to devote the
present article to the subject mentroned in
my last,-man's
relation to God and the
cause of sin. But as there is a difference
between us upon two fundamental principies, I must, in justice to myself and cause,
revert to them, and see whether or not your
objections are valid. The first principle is
the foreknowledge of God. If I understand
your language, ~you both affirm and deny
this attribute"of God. In your article of

"
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July 2-5th, y~u use this language: "That
He foreknew all his own works from the
beginning-that
he made ample and suitable provision for the finale, I h'ave no
doubt."
The italics are ,your own. In my
last article, No, 5, I noticed'this admission
on your part, of God's foreknowle'lge, and
received this point as being established.You may judge that I was somewhat surprised, when in your next article, of Aug.
19th, I read the following language, quoting
a propositi?n of mine, whic~ you number
"2nti ":-" That, God comprehended andr
founded this plan, 10 all its m'agnitude and
minutire, and fore/mew'all thin,qs concerning
it from the beginning." In regard to this
proposition, you speak as follows: "You
will pardon me, but the truth, demands that
r should object to'this p'roposition."
Both pr~positions involve the foreknow-'
ledge of God. One you affirm, but the other
you deny. I am at a lo~s to understand
you, and will, therefore, leave the matter
until you define your positi?; 'upon, this
attribute of God-whether
God FOREKNEW
and COMPREHENDEP, in all its particulars,
His creative plan ftom the beginning.
The second point or principle upon which
we differ is: Does man's intelligence depend
upon the superior organization of his brains.
Now, this proposition, confined to man, in
which sense I used it, and in which sense I
pr~sume you received it, I do most emphati-'
cally affirm. You, however, have objected'
to it in the following words: " If, however,
you affirm that the muscle ,'called the brain
was or is necessary to the development of
intelligence, I shall deny."
The first prfllciples of mind, intellect, or
what you please to call it, embracing man's
understanding, prove that co,nceives,judges
and reasons is a very obscure ,thing to reason upon. The first principles of ruind are
really belond the grasp of man's own mind~
We know of it but by its effects, and from t
these only can we reason. We further
know that it is that' immortal principle
within us which knows no death nor .decay
-tbe principle that so distinguisbes us from
the brute creation, and which requires a so
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much larger brain for its development, and
the principle which so closely relates us to
God.
'
Intelligence, or mind, first originated in
the Deity; and He im'parted a portion to
each individual.
God's intelligence is infi,
nile, and that of man but finite. Whether
God possesses a b1'ain or not, I tIo not know,
and I presume that you will not venture an
opinion upon the matter, But a few things
we do know, which belong to this 'subject,
viz.: that man po~sesses a brain and a mind,
and, that ther'mind' cannot efist without. the
brain, and that when the brain is ,diseased,
the mind is impaired. '"
In all kindness, let me say that if I can
under~tand your lanl?uage, when you say,
"that the muscle called the' brain was or is
not' necessary to the devolopment of intellig~nce" in man, you array ;,ourself against
the best physiological a~thors:
The brain I do not believe to be the origin of II!ind,. any more than I believe the
ear to be the origin of sound, or the eye of
light i but the ear develops sound-for the
purpose of hearing, the ~ye light, for the
purpose ~f seeing, and'.the brain mind, for
the. purpose of intelfecdon,-thinking,
reasoning,
etc.,
etc.
I,
•
That the brai~ is (or the development and
use of t,h~ mind, let us 'look at a few facts.
Why is it that, in the highest animals, the
brain, compa;ed with the spinal cord and
nerves, is but as 4 to 1, while'in man, it is
as 2.3 te 1 ? , T,h.ereason is ver,y plain,-the
animal had no'mind for the br~in to develop
and use, and, therefore, the brain would be
useless. 'But, on the other hand, man was
endowed with a mind, and would require a
brain of its present size. If not, why encumber ma~ with a useless appendage? It
is another' physiological facl, that our most
intellectual men have possessed large brains.
The infant, in the beginning of its life, manifests but little intelligence, if any, althpugh
it has the principles ,of it mind within it.These principl~s of mi~d, I contend, are
perfect, but lie dormant, until such'a time
when t~e brain becomes developed enough
to exercise them. I need ,not mention how
'
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the mind progresses with the body, from
childhood to m'aturity, for the fact is patent.
to all: ,
'
"

oJ

The mind cannot be developed witho~t
the brain. Witness the idiot, whose brain
is deficient j the man whose intellect has
been destroyed by disease or injury of the
brain; and tpc aged man, whose mind has,
failed, and b'rought upon him what is expressly called a second. childbood, from the
brain failing ~ith the rest of the body ,as',
age advances.
These remarks I think are sufficient 1'0
establish the positioI! I have taken.
.
With a few more remarks, I will close my
pre~ent article, and await your' reply.
My remarks are in refe:ence to the facts,
or witnesses, as you ~tyl~ them, which' I
brought forth to prove that creation is the
w'ork of one almighty, intelligent,.and 'unlimited Designer, and that this Designer
formed it aTter Ii definite plan,' which was
foreknown and present with Him from the
beginning, and'in which plan all things are
executed as God designed they sho~ld, and
foreknew they would be. In reviewing
tbese facts, you say that if I merely use
tbem for the above purpose, you" heartily
concur in ,them j'l..if, however, "I offer such
evidence to prove tbat God (or wbat is
equivalent to it,the law of God) has never
been tbwarted in any instance," I" will allow you" to differ with me. This, as I have
saiq before, ,is .th~ tock upon which we split.
I contend that God bas created no being
that can thwart His purpose-you
contend
He has~and that this be'i~g is man, and
him alone, the iast ,and best of his works.
What is it to' thwart God? To frustrate
or defeat Him. Can a finite being defeat the
Infinite One? When the Injinite Bei'!tg has
created myri~ds pf( intelligences fur happi!.
ness, clln a finite being frustrate this purpose, and send the great maj ority of them
to regions of endless misery and unutterable
woes for one? 'I cannot believe it.
'
In closing your last article, you say your
remarks will not demand my attention until
met it! tbe course 'of regular argu~·ent.
I
li~e
keep the r,ubbish cle-a;ed up.and ~y
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way unobstructed.
The objec~ipJ1s I have
noticed in tbis, I thought d,ema~ded attention at this time.
I will proceed with. the
regu~ar argument as fast as 1 c~n, and do
my subject the justice its importance de·
mands.
j
Your truly,
G., L. PURDY.
)

j,

DISCUSSION ON UNIVERSALISM:.
ART. IV.

LA POR~E, Oct. 27, 1863.
DR., G. L. PURD!:
Dear Sil',-You1', article, No. IV., now
ljes before me,' and it requires an answer
fl'om me. 1st. I will direct your attention
to llomistake or a misconception. on your
part. In your revie\'y of my article,' (under
~ate, of July 25th, 39th)"you say: "~ am
glad to hear you confess that the vehement
preaching of 'hEJ'1l fire,' 'the wgrm 'that
never dieth,' 'burn,!ld in a lake of file and
brimstone,' and other terms of similar import, are not necessary to frighten the sipner into their systems of. 'Illtrnan contrivance,' nor are they ,necessllry to ~eform
the world." 'Now, my dear sir, if you will
read my article, from which you mak~ such
quotation, you wjll discover your er.r.or. It·
reads as follows: "I regret, as mu~h as you
do, that the words, 'Q!1rned in a ~ake of
fire and brimstone,' etc., were used by
'untaught'
men to frighten,' and that they
are still used to (rig~ten timid m~n and
'tomen into hysteria."
Again, '~If future
I{unishment h,as sometimes been disproport!onately presen,ted by 'orthodox pre'ach.
ers,' to warn and frighten the sinn,er into
tpeir systerqs' of human contrivance, you
will not ask me to defend their wild imagery."
You ~ill have the candor, my
~ear sir, to apknowledge the correction, for
nothing can be clearer than' my meaning.
Instead of its re~ding ap.d meaning t,hat
v

tpe~e things "were not ?1ecessary"to'frigh~en
men ,into their "systems of human contri-,
Y~~ce," it inferentially reads and mea~~
that ~hey "were and are necessary" to
,frighten both lpen and worpen into t~ese
,humal} ~'ystems, -ana I so.metimes Jleriously,
<I.uestionwhether these systems would have
had an existence to-day, had it not been,
for s~ch declamation or·preaching.
While
I ~.m,s;tis~e4, 'and. feel compelled to ac·,
knowledge th.e pernicious res~lts of such
te'aching to moralize the w<!rld"still I feel
it imperative_upon me to affirm a~d maintiun,
a well established ,principle-a
principle
acknowledged by -Paul and by. all the·
ablest Christian jurists in, the world, that
law should not only be remuneratory ~~t
vindicatory.
I am desirous that ye 'hayevllo
prop,er understanding of my ideas in regard,:
to the above J!lentioned lliatter, and thiqk-,
ingsou might 'have been a lit~le careles~
in reading my articles, I deemed .it prudeq.
to say' this much..
'
.
2nd. I will now, introd,1HJe another subject w.hich, perhap~,might
be omi~ted iI}.,
this article; but fearing that a controversy:;
may ,hereafter ari~e, I mention it to avqid
all such qiscussion. You say, "I have not..}
disputed the a~tributes affir,med by you of,
God." If you mean by this that I haye
not disputed thl1t which. you affirmed, Qf
the l.creative pO,wer of God, then I can
assure you that your af!rmation is correct.
But (f you mean that I have not made 'i).T).y
opjection; to your position in regard to the
foreknowledge of God, you can easily di51:
abuse your mind o( such a mistake ,by l
reading. ~y 'a.rtic!e,·:No. 11., dated Aug. 19.)
You will, jn ~indness, allow~m~.the privil,ege of reca~itulating.
In your first artic!e, dated yuge 29Lh, you introduce your.
subject in a genera) manner, and in rathel'
a declamatQry sty Ie npke some affirmations I
as follows: ~'Dei~y stands as the 'caus~"
creator, and ruler of ,the univers!!, and in
whose realms exists no 1'ival or dictatqr ••
Knowiqg all things from the begigning He
b.as cr{~a6\ldthem as be 'designed them to
be-for
He holdeth all power in his own
ha~d, ani there never ha~ e~i§ted a being,
J
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'lhn.etherh'e'b~\man or angel, arch-angel or! which is 6~rre~t Bible ,Scripture.
I will
d~vil, wh'o has had the power to change or" further elucidate this ~tter.
I will make
to thwart any ~f HIs, pran antI: dperations. your a.ffirrmati'on and:' dedU'ctio ,and tli'ell
l1here IS nothing that now exists that God my, own, hi order to show the difference in
d:id not see and- pto~ide for; :i~'d,from- the It~e twd prop.ositions.
c1J.~:ra-cteristicateri-butes', of God, there is
"God foreknew all things from the be'·
Ji-othing tHat n(lW exists that was not for ginning:" TAll" the sins of mankind are
the"best-nin not exctpted, etc.
things; therefore, God foreknew all the sins
ld the seco~d article, you developed- and_ of mankind. This is a logical conclusion
summed up, in p'att, t;he elements of t-lie! from the premises.
above decla:mation', and I t1i.en entered my
I will flow state tne Bilife' propositions
obj-ections against a part of your positions, of foreknowledge, in reference to Adam,
,,'hich' you wif! find in Article H.
the first man, and his first sin, which will
Your sufumi~g up ,reads as follows:be sufficient for the present purpose. "God
"That God' cbmprehen.dedr and founded- forekrro.ws all his own wor"Usfr-om 'the bethis plan, in all rts magnitude and minu~ Iginning. Adam's, or man's first sin, was
tire, and foreknew all things· concerning it 'not the work of God; therefore, it cannot
from the. beginning~from
the smallest be logically and sylogistically affirmed that
atoDi to the fi·n'al destiny of man.," etc. I God foreknew it, as it iB only affir~ed that
read and re:rea·d this gene-ral summary, he 'foreknows his own workS; anI! not mah's
wnd made tlia following objections 'in the wor/cs, from the beginning."
But you will'
f()ln~wing words, deeming it both oppor- say, the Bible declare~ tli'at "Gad foreknew~
tune and prudent to do so :. "You will par- all things from the beginn-ing." Permit
don me-but the truth demands that I should me to say, that the declaration cannot be'
object to this proposition."
These are the found in any version of the Bible with
words of my objection.
which I am acqu~inted; nor do I believe it'
You will please understand me now. I can be found' in a~y correct version of the
do Mt object to the fact tha't God: has a Bible now eitant-Lif it can, you will give
crMtive attrIbute, but 1 do object to your me the chapter and Vl:rse. Y q-uwill then
d'eclaration that God has· no rival or dio-ta, ask: Did not G~d design that Adam snould
tor iii his realms, if you offer the latter as sin, and did not Adam, in sinning, do as
ptoof of God's attribute, or if you offe'r God desi'gned-? 'This is your affirmation,
suoh decllltration as proof of youP proposi- in your first :trticle, and in the last para.!
tion.
graph in my first article, in genetal terms,
My greatest desire, my dear sir, is tnat I I objected- to it, as well as the' declaration,
should' be understood by you.
You say, that man, angel, aTchangel, or devil, has
"'That I agree'with you that Goa fore/cnew not, nor never bad the power to thwart the0I11 things from the b~ginninfJ." Now, if plans and opera:til!lrisof Goa.
yo-u will read the article Jith more c:ire
I have a few more tnoughts upon this'
you will find the folloVting language: subject, and will stat~ them as conciselY'
"That this plan is perfect,' I believe, etc, and clearly as pos8ibl~. 'While I affirm and
That He forel.'nows all his own W01'lcfrom faintain with you, that God, as Creator,'
the begin-ning-tbat
He bas made ample and in' exhibition' of his creative power,'
and/suitable provision for the finale I have planned, executed: and co-mp-le'tedthe mate·
no doubt." Now, sit, you can see the dif- rial universe, by the force of law 'adapted
ference b tween the declaration, "Gad fore- to reach such end, and now controls it by
knew' 'all things' from the be;;inning"the force of law ordained and a'dapted to
which is c~.trent Scrip.tu.:e 'with the .ortho"\ meet tlie r.equi~ements ~f such universe 0 .
dox, and the declaratIOn, "God foreknows matter-stlll,
my dear Slf, although he has
all. his 'own worlcs' from the beginni~g," thus created it, Imd now controls it, and in
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generalization' his design h:a-s not bee-n' perfect pi.ece of mechanism, Nor does1i'
thwarted, so' far as, tne' union of matter i~ ,fo11'0w;: because tbe arch'itecthas constructed~
concerned, I am far fr15m Believing arid a machine, rio'~ever perfect or imperfe<?t.it',
affirming that his will or design has never may be, 'ihat such piece of mechanism' is~'
been tliwarted in the creatwn and gov rn- superior to th~r arc'hit'ect'or cbnsh'uctor.ment of the intellectun.z universe. The dis- Nor does it follow,· because human governtinCtion between matte'r and mind is: too ments make laws to govern the citizen, and'
wide to be overlooKed by' you or me. 'If the citizen disobeys the lawS', that the citi~
you will carefully analyze. your last para- ,zen' is sUJierior to tibe g,o'vcrniliil-nt. N\lr
graph in your' first article; I1nder date of does it follow, because Adam, the crealure, ~
June 29th, yoU'will discover Ii sopliism you transgressed the law that God oida-ined fot
have fallen into, in reference to the attri- him to obey, that -Adam, the creature, with
hutes of God. This fallacy, into which all his im'perfections, is sup'erior to God,
you have been ,precipitated, 'i:s the result, his Cl'eator. P~rmit Oleto sa-y,in ali Chri'sno doubt, of the faulti'ness of the system ti:m kindness, that it will not stand t'he est~
YO'll advocate, or tO'e'influen{Je of erroneous of a logical a'nalysiS",'"toreason in this way,
iustruction, impress-ed up'o your mind by because a pIece of machinery is imperfect,
orthodox preachers, commentators', and the therefore, its author could not h:.ve been
m'ass of human creedl'i, are the several:cl1'uses perfect; or because a piece of mechanism is
combined.
You say "tha't,God either de- imperfect, that it is superior to the mechsigned Adam to sin, or he did' not s'o design anist; or, because we have men in our State
him. If God did desigll Adam to sin, 'it who transgress the law, that our legislators
was iIi. accotd'ance to ,his will, and w'as' for were not perfect, or that such transgressors
the best interests of'th'e human race, and of the law are superiors of the State govtherefore fully pro"vid'ed for,. leav'ing God ernment,;-any more than it wilt stand the
still a perfect being. If God did not de, test of a logical analysis to reason: because
sign Adam to sin, then Adain· sinned coh- man transgressed'the
law of God, that'lie
trary to the will of God, and'tlf!erefore was is superior to God, or that' God, "the Lawsuperior tb God, tbus Ipaking Go&imperfect, giver, is,r.ilFerfebt. God may be perfect in
far he bas created a' Deing which he canno~ all his attributes; be may make a perfect
control, limitin~ his. power in thiiuespe'ct," or imperfect law, l£nd .man may trangress
Your sylogistic reasoning is based up6n the his>law-still it does not challenge the per~ ~
attribute 6f'perfection, and your nypdtlre'sis fectnes of God's attributes, nor the peris, that God himself bein'g perfect, ,there- fectness of His law, nor his superiority.
fote he can create nothing imperfect.
When,. with a inaster band, you grapple
Your attention is now demanded to tbis ,wi-th tliese matters, I will give them all the,
point: Does i,t follow~ mt dear sirr because a£tention they d'emand. I will now direC:t
a mad is an expert mechaqist, and can make I your attention to another IT.atter. You
ana finish It piece of mechanism perfectly,' have stated "that Go"dcreated' a being tha,t
lilie a nicely constructed and well fini~'he-d'he could not control, therefore he has limwatch, that he cannot maKe a poor and an he<i his own power." I studied upon this
imperfecf piece of mechanism, or that he matter fot some time, and hesitated to ancannot .mli;ke a poor and iinper'fect watch? swer it urttil fully developed. I.wilt, how- '
If a mechanist can make :i perfect piece of ever, state, if you should affirm that God has:
machinery, he certainly can make an im- no power to limit his, own power, that I shall '
perfect one.. Now, sir, apply this reason~ objed to such affirmation;
ing to God's attribute of perfectrress, and.
N ow, sir, I have Doted carefully the Ob:7
if, God can' construct a" machine perfect in jections made in my -first and second articles,
all its parts, no rational mail would like to and called youi attention to that 'which I
assume that G.od cannot construct an im- conceived ,£0 be a sophism in your funaa-
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mental prQPosi~i_on,and deduc,tion.
If I
, bave misconceived any poin,t in your promise, or to your d~du'ctionj odf I have misC,onstructed aJlY. matter, \ you ,will please
note it, and I,will ch~erfully' retract' ~nd
correct such matter.
'You probablt did
not have my alticle, No.2, before ,you,
whEjn you wrpte your article No. ,4;. heng{l
t~eTmistakes made in refe'rence to my objections.
The two last paragrapl,s', in article No.4, .1 will carefjll)y' e~amine, and I
will ~nswer such parts as I.deem necessary.
Accept my assurance
of kind Christiap
t
~ .•.•
~
regard for your welfilr.e,·anq permit me t9
Sublluibe 'wyself
Your well-wisher, r J
<
'~L]i. LORD.

the grand proposition 'to which he intended'
.to·bring both Jew.and Gentile: "l1or I am
not· ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for
it is the power of God unto salvation to
everyone
that believeth."
To this the
Jew must CQme,and also the Gentile,. It.
is written, says thll A postle, "The j usi by,
faith, shall livet .. Thi's being true, the
power of the gospel unto salvation consists
in .the fact thatj "Therein is the righteousness of God revealed by faith, in order to
faith.~.
Thll' Apostle then shows" that
neither Judaism nor Heathenism have any
claims for justification,by faith. He proves
hoth D.I\d!lrsin, and. as havlrrg 'cople short
of. the glorJ of God. ,The Jew, after all
his'boast in the law, circumcision, the Ora'c1es, of God, and the tradition of the
fath~rs; and the Gentile, after all his boast
of ignQran~e and gods made with hands,
mu~s'tbot11 eome to the gospel of Christ in
oroer .toj ustific:ttion .and peace with 'God,
through the Lord J e'sus Christ .. Neither
Jew nor Gentile,. t.he one under law, the
POWER OF THE GOSPEL.
other give.n ovel: to vile lust" had, pIevious
,
,
to the g.oS:pel,been under a system of faitb. I
:.,.,uForI aJ!l not ~shamed of the Gospel
.The 'power of God unto .salvation, there.
of Christ, for it is the power_of Ggd un~o fore,· is not in'tlte law by MOBes,nor in the.
salvation to every one t~at, ,bel}ev;eth."---; claim of. being a :B..eshliY
child of) Abrahaq!
Rom. i: 16.
,"
by circumcisIon for nei'ther requi~es faith,
The apo.stlel in writing. to the brethren as' a pr,inciple of action. I Neither is this
at'Rome, had to adapt Lis arguments' to power in gods of man's invention, nor the
the prevailing errors, opinions and prac- general platform of ignorance, fOf heathentic~s of the Roman Church. " Th'e, church, ism is ])ot of. fairh, neither those who do
being built out,of both Jewish and Gentile heathenb;m can liv,e by heathenism.
Still,.
ma.terials, was in continual commotion.it ,has been written, "The just by faith,
The Jew, although he had believed and shall live." What is it; then, that conobeyed th~ gospel" was still contending for tains ,this principle?
The Gospel of
the law and the tradition of the Fathers. Christ.'. And why?, Because :'therein is
Abraham was yet claimed as their father, the righteousness of God by faith revealed,"
ana circumcision as an obligatory ordinance or therein-the
Gospel-the
justification
to be imposed upon both Jews and Gentiles. of man by,Go,d is reyealed, upon the prinT.he Jewl tKus b'oasting ov~r the Gentile;, oLinan:s faith. J1Here, and ,here only, upon
and the Gentile, probably, C(.1aiminghis a principJe of faith,_Dot flesh, law, 'nor igprivilege of favor thrQugh' .his previ{)us norance, man finds remission of sins, j ustiignorance, kept the. church' at Rome in a ficatio.n and peace with God through the
vacillati,ng and un:righteous c-ondition.Lord Jesus Chris~. The Gospel, then, is
The ApQstle, in view of all these facts, and bafied upon the principle which jis written,
b~ing in possession of the true, condition "The just by faith, shall live." It is the
of tpe church at Rome asaumed, at once, revelation of the justification of :man by
(
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faith, and contains the wisdom', wi.Jl, love,
mercy, .aIld Iong,s.uffering 'of Goa for man's
salvation from sin. Bat, lest we b'e'accused
of too much conformity to modern revivalism, we will define what the Gospel of
Christ is .. It is app rent to every sensible
mind, that the very nature 'of Apostle's affirmation requires an answer to the ques,
tion : What is .the Gospel of-Ohrist? Paul
cone ide red the Romans in possession of
this matter, 'hence 'he did not, like lie did
- to the Carinthian~, deem it necessary to
elaborate this point to the Romans. ,It is
the greaf misfortune of modern preachers,
to exoite~the passions, Hhort and cry,' and
use more physical than intellectual power
to c.onvince the, people that the Gospel is
the puwer of Ood 'Unto salvation, and, after
they' have done all ·their preaching, a man,
Iik,e, th young man at, Sunday School, is
as liable- to say, "Mr. G'enesis" wrote the
first book of Moses as anyone else. The
Gospel''of-·Cbrist is plainly stated by Paul
to~the Corinthians.
1 Cor. xv.
This being the Gospel, the Apostle's affirmation
in·Romans, in substance, would be as, follows :-For II am not ashamed to proclaim
"that Christ'died for our sins according to the
Scriptures:' and that He was buried, and that
He rose'again the third day according to
the Scriptures ;' for it is the power of God
unto ~alvation to everyone that believeth"
-"for
in' itl the justification of God by
faith is revealed, in order to f<kith;" as it i"
.written, '·Now the just by faith, shall live."
Power. is 'a term expressive' of "force,
strength, influen'ce,. facultY'of doing, state,
legal auth:ority," &0.
,.. The. Gospel, therefore, is the force,
strength,- influence,' or legal authority of
God unto man's salvation from sin and its
effect'~l '/1' his power is ,. exerted in, and
through tlie death, burial, and ~esurrection
of Christ,;" and comprehends the moral,
spiritual·, and ,physical power of God. unto
man's s dvation.
Moral and physical power, however, are but two effects of spiritual
power. Spiritual power is the one power
of God, which 3s,known in its moral anl
p-hysi.ca effects. . The spiri(ual power of
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God unto"man's salvation,' in the effect 'of
moral and physical force, is expended' in
the death, burial, and~ resurrection o'of
Ch,tist. His 'pb,ysICal pow~r, iti the Gospbl
itself, is seen in' the .effect of miracles,
signs and wonders,' in a'ttestationof' His
Son's mission, and, above' all, in "tIle
mighty power" He wrought when He rais'ed
Christ agai'n from the dead.
In thblle
I,hysical demonstratione, a1so, is exemplified the futu~e "mighty (physical) powel'''
which ,will be w1"ought in. the resurrection
of the'dead, a'nd the 'glorification of <the
Saint's animal bo'dies. This comprehends
the ultimate or final salvatioIt of man.~
But there is a "seed" before a germ, arid it
is necessary' that the seed should .be sound
and not fault~. ,The seed "(iinimal body)
that is planted by death, will, 'when raised,
be in)ts own."rank"-h'ave
its own germ.
Hence there will be a. rank or order of
germs among resurrected bodies .
.This rank and order will not be the effect of physical ,causes or physical power,
bat will be the effect· of the omoral nidu ,
in which the embryo formed its terrestri~l
mould.
This resolves upon .the ':deeds
done in the (seed) body."
If the deeds
are evil, and so continue till the "seed" is
planted, the germ will be, wh~n raised, 'of
the same kind, state, rank or order.
1:,&e
whole Book of God is in conformity to'TIle
fact"that, if God makes! man happy hereafter, He must make him \holy in this life, or
have hi.m holy in this life. This' state of
holiness is the effect qf obedience to the
Gospel of, Ohrist, actu&ted by f<kith; for
salvation is predicated of "everyone
that
believeth". only; 'Hence the Gospel of
Ohrist, in respect to salfvat\.on fromsin, has
no power. of God in it, phys'calor
m'oral,
for the sal vation of I'every one that" does
not believe,
There, is;; then, something
belief as well as the Gospell to reach the
power. of God It,uto salvation.·", ,
The question now is,' What power does
God p'ut for~h' in' this life, to make mali. be.
Iieve; olley;' and become' holy ~ The, an'swer is, the Gos:pel power~gO' and'proclaim
"Lha.t Christ died' for our'sins,according to
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•t;he,'8criptur~s : and that He ,~as Jburied, no, h,ut it is the death of the Lord Jesus
s,an!l that He . oS,e again ~he third !lily ~c- Chris·t=-Gtod,'s only Son. He died for our
l
was in the form of. God,
COJ;sljng~o the Scripll~r.es,:" "he that be- SiQS,Allt;h:oughHe
IJ~eveth,an<l is iI!'lmerse}!.,Jo~eys,) shall 'be thinking it no robbery to be equal with
llflved-have his .pa!lt"sins forgi.ven, and be- ,God; but He took upon Him5elf ~he form
I cQme a lJrospe.c~ive he\r ,Qf Chri1!t-a
child .of.a servant, made H\~elf .of no reputaqf Gop, a saint, a 'Chri&tii1n\ &c, j blit hG tiO.Il,beclun.e'Q,hedient unto death, even'the
1that believet4 no.t, I\.h.~ll.notbe saved-have
death of the Cross. Yes, He died a mi,his pa§t sin)! forgi.v;eJl--,but shall be' con· ,raculoRs dea~h I Nat~re sympathizes with
ileIl\ned.
1';he Q:o.,spel thus proclaimed, His dying groans. ·.Amd when He gave u.p
• tead or unde.rs~09d, with the motive of the·Spirit apd crie'd, "lIt is .finished," na{"Eternal Life" tp tllose ,';who believe and ture butst.£o~.th with sympathetib commoopety, is,all the iIijiuence,' [force, strengt.h, tion. T.he sun,from.the',sif(th to ,the ninth
spiri\u.a} ol'}moll.al,thatGo-d ,performs ;upon .hour, VAll clothed in dar.kness. ,The earth,
-man', b&dy,;sJlllI;~or spirit in this' life~ in ro.c~sJ'graves, andt~mplem~de'known
·th.e
~j)rder to roan's salvation .. The power Of IIDighty strug~le.· Tlien, as to the power of
fthe Gospel, thllrefore, in respect to i'pIes- God in the death .of J.esus, to control the
(ent flah·ationt is strictly )Doral, and only intelFgence of man, ,we say, in the lan,1lO0ral.. But,.sAYs au.me one', I cannot see guage of Jesus ·Himself, "Greater love
.fiuc,h strong moral power in ,the. Gospel as .hath no ma~ than this, that a man lay dow-n
thus toJcolltrol,D;ly,mind.
>'
'I
his life for his friends.'" The next fact in
Let us,. then, more closely examine the the Gospel, is a BURIAL. How solemn to
.facts w.hich constitute ,the Gospel. The behold .that lifeless lqmp of claYiJ'olded in
tiirst fact prese.nted in theJGospel, is DEATH. its white costume, and placed in its coffin I
,Is thElre power in death.? or -does dea~h Behold'those friends marching to .the last
Iproduce.a moul effect upon the living ....,...1 resting .place ()f,th.at .pale ,form I See their
Behold the .hand .of death I The animal tears I •and, when 'the clods commence
land vegetalile kinkdoms alike bow to the sounding on the vault, hear the last invol.
tIDOnster
death.
The mighty ,Ie"viathan, untar:y p:ush come fo.rth, "Farewell, dear
,
though he-.pLoughs the mighty deep, and child, till the resurrection morn 1" ,Il'hen,
~d fies nhe power of his enemies, must fiual- is there no power in'a burial.? ;But this
ly be still in death~no escape I Even the is not the burial in the Gospel-no,
it 'is
'lark, whicp. soars beyond the limit of bu, t!!e burial of the Lord J.esus Clirist-God's
~man visionrto :vje:wthe bright luminary of only>.Sop'. .His' 'body ·was enveloped in
jheaven, is pursued by the monster ,death j linen,land' l~id' in a sepulchre hewn in stone.
nd its. little body, so supple and ,fleet, -The next, or 'Iast fact in the 'Gospel, is .a
'fina,lly bec?mes the food of worms. And l'tESURRECTION. What a scene it will be
man-yes, the migh..ty man, where ~hall he in that great day, when the "last trump"
Jfl.eeto avoid death?
Past generations ar,e shall sound, and the sea, death and hades
swept away by death. Indi~iduals and' Igive up the dead,which are in them 1 Be,families are yet. dying around us.
Scarce, hold ~Il n.ations, kindred~ tongues, and
'do we find ~<meo:ver three score and' ten'l people w'\lo have left thflIr earthly bed,
,:Y et all tthe wisdom of past ages, 'and the. stand befor.e the ,throne of God!
What a
l.Joasted .in.tellig~nce of the pre~ent, have ,demonstration of .power I Then., is there
failed to find an antidote> to mortality,
no po'wer in a re&urrectipn?
But this is
I
.There is no "b:.tlm ip Gile.ad"-no 1Ded~cinelnot the resurrection in'the Gosp.el-n'o, it
.to prevent 'Imine' eyes closing. in d ath," is .,the 'resurrection of. the Lord J'esus
.my pody beitig ~eUlol1ed,ahd lie buried inl Chri~t-God's
only Son. The great' ston~
learth.. , 1:hll.n.,.is there. no 'power in death ?j rolls /from His sepulchre; angels visit His
(Bu,t tJ;J.ists,not. the Ae.ath in the Gospelresting Rlace; light and immortality spri.ngtl
I
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,forth, and Jesus -is, cO-l'onated J):INO:.OF _more tha.o 'lIhe :v.ord of Bfo. l?allggertJ' ip
,KINGS, AND'J.!oR? pF ,L0R,I1S. Is 1I10t tllis Bro\ Daugherty hjmself. The word of God
~ llemonstratipn ,of power,? FiI,lally,' to is the w;or~, of Christ, .the ;word of th~
.those rNho cann-ot see the morrol powe.r of Spirit and .wo;r,dof the apostles. The)word
~~.Gll~pel in t~eRe ~reat facts, .who cannoit ,is froIlh Gqd, as its author, -brought to, th!3
{be broughtJo .faith and repentance, ,and' ,wo!ld by Ch.rist, and delivered to ,the 3FOSt
tinally, to ?bedience ~y all the solemn tIes, and ,addressed to .man by the. ill8pira.'jPowers of death, burial, and res.\lrr~ction .tion »f the ,Holy Spirit, who spoke thrOtp,gh
which ,awaits the future of all liv.ing, and the apostles. It,i~ called the wor,d of Ij}o~,
love of GGd, ef.~mplified, in the death" because it ia frolD him, ~~ ~he .author: iJ;t
,burial, and resurrec.tion of .ijis .only Son, .is the word of Chl'ist,' because he, asjGod:e
-"for our sins·aoco.rdin~ to-thll Sc~iptures," apo~tle, .brought it fro.lD.heaven and ,deIivj
must be, to all intents an~ _puJPos.es, b.e- ered.it to pis <nigiAal tvrehv;e apostles,., ~t
yond the reach Qf .the power of God unto is the wa-rd of .the Spirit, ,because J,es)l
,~a-lvation.. ,His phy ical power, p.OL a1 told the apostles ;th~;ti;iysp,oqld n.o~be .tjllllP.preached gos.pel, is thllir only hope.
who spoke, .but .the Holy Sp1rit _shop~~
.
W BAKER.
syeak in them, tl<lldhe ac~ordiflg,!y,i.n~P\rIl~
-!pem ~ith ,the Spir't, who brought .3111
,~I;tings to their remempl'ance ang spo:k.e
! throu/l;h the.m.
It is 1t1~e ,,"ord of t~
I .apostles, beQa,use it was ap,okep. by the.W[.
Still, the word is not th~ Spirit 'at 11, an~
the Spirit is not ,tbe word. The word i
the s:word·o~ the SJ\irit, and not the Spir't
itself. ,The word is the JIledium, or ,D1ea:n~
QUESTIONS . AND ANSWERS.
,
through whioh the Spidt communicates,thll
NO. III.
in eUigence to ;the human understanding,
.For' the sake of convenience. we will the truth, or ,considerations which inquoll
,arrange the third class of Bro. Daugherty'S man ,to.turn to the Lord. Still, neit.hor t.hll
questions as we did in previous instances.' word nor the intelligence communigat
That is, w,e shall state .ea.ch question by ,through the word, is the ~pirit\ ,itsel f, "bu~
.itself immediately preceding the answer, to the~woi'd of ·the Spirit, containing iIJ~elli·
,eave printing the questions twice and yet gence from the Spirit. The, power of Gad,
,to have them connected with the answers. of ,Christ, the S~irit and ,the apo~tJes, i~
1hjs is of the more importance as ,the put fprth through the gospel to turn man
:answers, in some instances, are lengthy.
to God. Bence this gospel of God, of
QUESTION1.
'Christ, the ·Holy Spirit alld th,e apostle~, i~
lCIs the written word all the Spirit ~rom caJllld ~he power of God ·to llalvation tc;>
the Lord we are to receive in our·time?"
every ooe who believes.
J
.ANSWER.
The power of God ,exercised in turning
: ' We have' no use for the prefix, ;, written," man to God .and savi~g him, is in ~he gos,to the w,o;d of God.
e have no unwrit. ,ReI,.put forth ,thro~gh it ,and brought, to
.ten Vl;ordof God, or traditions, as the Ro-' bear on man for his ~alvation iq preacping.
manists have. There is no word of God :ijtit re~ei~iJ!g th~ gospel, believing it, being
\hat we know anythi9g about that is not turned and saved by it, is not receiving the
JJwritten. The word of God is in the Bible Spirit. 'Atter man 'hears, what God says,
"and no where else. ~his. word of God ,if! througp. Chr.,ist, by the '~pirit, in ~the word
n~t only not ",all the Spirit frolIl the Lqrd, pr,eaphed by the apostles, believes it, is
'we are to receive in our time," but-fit is n,ot' tq.rpep to Gird.and saved by it, or receives
lC,the Spirit fr~m the iord" ,at ali, 'a¥'y' remi siop of eins, he has thll proJIlise thJlt
"IN
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he shaM rec;ive the ~S~lrit! p~he promise
is not that htl shall' receiv~' the ~ord of the
Spirit, for that he m~st recei
,bef6~e, he
fcan 'come to Christ'at
all.
It is not'that he
shall receive' a 'holy' disposition
of mind, a
'calm and serene temper, ot the ibfldence <if
the Spirit,
but "the Spirit."
,,' Because
du ar~ 's~ns, God h~s' s~~t forth the Spirit
r
f'
of his So'n into your htlarts, crying, Father,
Father.'''
Se~ Gal. iv. 6. ":aut if the
'S{lirit of him ~ho raised up esu~ from the,
dead dwell in yori,'he
who raise'd
up Christ
{
,.
• ,.
from the dead shall' alsd quicken your mdr'tal bodies by his "Sp'i'rlt thl,lt owelleth in
you." 'See Rom. v'iit '11. "And we are
!Witnesses of the~e thi~gs;
and so is also
tlie" Hoiy Spi~it, whom God hath given to
'them who' obey him.,n
See 'Acts v. 32.:......,

e
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inllted On~ exists, no 'ma'n of intelligence
~ifl undertake
tb explain.
We con fidently
b'elieve that th~ Spirit of God exists;
tha~t
he entered the apostles and inspired them;
but how he exists, or enter~d and inspired
men , employed their vocal ~rgans and ~poke
l
through them, sensible men do not· undertake to ~xplain.
W e b~lieve th~ Spirit of
Gond'dwells in the saints, from clear statements of S~ripture, but" to explain all about
how, what He performs and how be performs
it,' we leave for
some
being who knows
r.
.. ~
vastly more than we do.
'I"
. QUESTION II:
"noes
the Spirit, op~rate upon; or influence men by any other law, or in any other
serille, than through
the Word, as I may
operate on a distant
friend
through
an
•

.t

I

i

'This, we take it,
not the supenfaturaf
~ift epistle.
,.
of the Spirit, ortp6~er
to work ~iraclJs,
REPLY.
,bilt that which 'is commbn to all Christians;
This 'question
needs sOJDe limitations,
'the indwelling of the Spirit, producing the definition and explanation
before an intelli'fruits' of the Spirit; love,' joj,: pe~'ce, &c. gent answer can be givcn.
If the question
If any man inquires ,ho~ the Spitit
dwell.s should,pe explained,_as
~e do not suppose
in the Christian, or the philosophy
of this' was intended,
to mean, "Does the Spirit
ind welling, we can only ~ay, that we cannot operate on, or infl.uence men" to prophesy,
teli how the h'uman spirit dwells in the speak by inspiration,
do miracles, &c", we
'boay,' ho'w it is separa'ted from the'liody, or answer; that he may po so in some other
,
•
"
1
1
I
eXlsfs separate from the ~ody, but w,e can way" than through
the, word," though we
beilieve the facts that' the human spirit cannot explain ho"w any more'than
we can
dwefls in tIle body, is separ,ated from it at explain how any other ipirac]e
was per,'death and exists, separate
from ft Ilfter formed.
If the question b~ explained,
as
death.
We know th~i the body cann?t live w'e again do ,not ~uJ?P'ose was intended, to
without the spirit, though we' d.o·~ot know mean, "Does
the. Spirit
operate
on, or
'precisely' wh~t office the spirit ~ei-f~tms, or influence"
Christians,
",by any other law,
how it keeps the, body aIi've. , Equally
or In, any other sense' than through
the
'true, we believe }t to' be, tha't the Christian
word,:', we ans1ver, that there is no law of
cannot'live
without
t~e Spi'rit
God, God but the word, and that we do not know
th?u~h we, m3;Y not'be able to tell how~the that the'Spirit
does not ,operate on ChrisSpirit dwells in us, ho,w it %i~es us Spiritu~ians ,or i(Jfl~ence them in any otber yray
allife, or precisely
wpat it does for us,2- except through the, word, and therefore, do
God dwells in his people a'~Wthey 'dwell in not affirm this negative gr~ul\d, or' what we
him.
So Christ
d~ells in the. sai'nts
and
.
~ do not lmow." . W II know that ..the , Spirit
they in him, but to ,tell all abbut how, or does .o'perate on~and ipfluence Christians ~y
'the pliilosbphj
of 'this itidwelliJ~,
i~ what the word, or they W'o'tild not be commanded
,we do not attempt.
Facts'w'e'n1ust re~eive, to "hear
what' t~e Spirit says t~ th~
whether w'e' under~tand 'them or 'no't. Phi-,churche's."
Th,is. ~elmay(affirm.
We 'kno~
losophy we only
ceive so' fa TIt S ~e tinderfurther, that,'If t,lie Spirtt docs operate o~,
,stand it. 'I We confidently'beHeve
that,God
and influence
dhristian~ 'in any otbe; ~ay
"exilltS; pU't lMa'the s~rf-existentaIia
~nbrig- 'dian f'througu
th'e word, that that 'is his
f
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work and, Ilot O'/frs, and that h~ will do his ox:have no debate, oy'l!ffirming a negativ:e
,work without our theories in' reference to it '...,.-that the Spirit 'does not operate in any
.as well as'with them, ' But the opcration, other way than through the word, insteaa
or influence ,put forth through the word, of their'opponents affirming that the Spirit
depends on human agency, or' our work, does operate in Rome'other way. We. must
alid we'should attend promptly to our part j ,tie our hands behind our backs, and 'then
that which the Lord has appointed for us gi've tlie champions of orthodoxy one'-tlrird
to do and do 'it; and we need have no fear 'of Ithe aistance start in the race; or, they
that "th 'Spirit will not do ·his' work all will'not,run at all! Why will riot these
right, whether we understand how he does vaunting chalJ1pions of .orthodoxy come up
it, 'or precisQly what he does or dpes not.
to the work like men of honor, and affirm
But if the questi(;m be explained, as we this' darling pet item of 6rtlrodoxy'; this,
suppose was intended, to mean, ," Does the with th~m, vital point, 'that the Spiri't, in
rSpirit'b.perate on, or influence" the sinner, turning sinners to the Lord, does operate in
'to turn him to God, il) any other way than some other 'Way ~han through the '/fJord?,through the word, or through the gospel, They beJieve'it,' preach it, sing it, incorpowe do no't 'affirm the negative propojlition, rate in' their prayers, in their newspapers,
.that he does not. But if any mali shall tracts, books, privatei:conversations'
'ana
affirm that ,the Spirit, in turning the<sin,ner Sunday-school teaching; but when it comes
,to the Lord, does oI>,erate on, oJ' influence to' the 'point, they will not a'ffirm' it in
him, in any' other way than through the debate,' Why wjll they'not hold one fail'
'word, weTdeny it. But, up to this date, we dehate on this subject?
Why will they
,do Dot now remember that any man of note, not debate 'on this subject unless we give
character and ability, in any controversy, them the, ad'v'antag~ by affirming a negative?
has affirmed thill,\or a.nything equivalent. Certainly he who believes the 'Spirit does
.We ,hll,ve never suc~ee1ed in findiIlg a sin- operate in some other way, in -turning the
,gle man of pote and influence who would sinner to God, preaches it, s1ngs it andilrays
affirm anything of the kind. This we' can it, ought, in debate, to' affirm it, 'and try 'to
but note; that during all the vaunting, prove it, if he _desires any body to believe
foaining" and denouh('ing; - while ~ll the it, or even to believe him sincere.
'
'fulminations, misrepresentations arid anathV{e write not thus for Bro. Daugherty's
emas liave been issuing 'forth .against us, sake, as it is certainly not applicable to
touching tlii's question of the Spirit opera- him, but. for many others whom~we ,are
ting ahy other way on, the sinner to turn thankful thus to reach.
. )
.him to God than through the word, not a
. QUESTION III.
man of note has bee'n found who will affirm
" If ·the Holy Spirit is not directly given
:th3t the Spirit operates in any other way to any person now, why are we'taught to
-than through the word," define that other p'ray for it, to be filled with \t, and that it
way 'and ,try to prove it'. We affirm, that helps our infirmities, and bears witness tHat
the' SpiDit operates through the word, in we are the children 'OD God ?"
turning si1!nera to the Lord. No - pODy
. EE~L;Y.
-denies it. LWhere is the man who' will
This' questi.on is considerably mixed up.
affirm that: he operateS' in some o'ther way, The first part of the question has been andefine that other way and undertake to prove swered- in answel'ing A pr~vious' "que'stion,
it? Not a man of intelligence, standing aqd 'SClrv-lngaa'.-a: prein}se ·in this, ii>,tgus
'and influence 'will do this. No; in every set,aside,
The SpirIt lis given to tlie~ chll'debate, so far as' we "noy recollect, held dren' of G-od now.•..•to I" thefn who obey
betwe.en DiBcip~ea mid others', on tllis'sub- him." .The. latter, part bf the question, or,
ject, tQe Discip1e~ hav.e been c6mp'eUed-~0 the arguIllentative p.art, 'evidently arisea
'plac.e them~elves in, a'logical disadvan'tlige; £lOrn a misapprhelision; ~f the import of
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'the !yo.rds, "the Spirit, bears witness with This'i la new thing; that thElJevidence that ~ur rspirit that we are the ohiHlren oflGod." JIi. 'man is a ohild of' ~od, is not in'the Bible,
ll)he '$pidt bearing witness, 'is the Spirit ,but Ii jnew -and dir~ct. evelation I This
lbearing, or giving' testimony. .. his testi- brings \is to (a new issue,lwhich;,. may 'be
mony is' to.prove a proposition. J. The prop- stated ag
lo,\ts', Is th'e evidenoe tnat w.e
losition i~, that "we" are 'the ·children. of ,are t'be chjJUren) of God in the Bible?~
IGod.'~ Tper,e are two assumptions implied Stltte'd in tliis way, we 'affirm. It might he
~n !7this question, neithe'! 0 whic'h 'cim lb.e' suited as~foHows: fs tlic' evi3enc tthat vie
.~dmitt'e.d. L That,'tbis testimony of the 'are childie'll of God Hum i'lilIiIllai~e direct
.Spiri.tJis not in wor?ls; for,lIo one ib'elieves ana. new revelation from God?' State!! t~us
that,tlle Spirit, nnw,' direotly from rhe ven, we odeny. The testimony of the Spirit,
,iil words, ',testidiies that we l}re,tlie children througll.' the. apostles, ':is reliable, but all
of ·God. 2. ':I:Jiltt this testimpny' 'of .tnethese (prdfe.'3sed new' testimonies from the
Spirit i not in the Bible. Tb:e' testimony Spirit> a;reJdouMful. 'We do not believe ih
-t)f, the Spiritl beaI1ing on .the proposition, 'any
ew rev:elations~. Abraham slHd tortrhi3
tllat we are the Qhildren p£ God, 'is iJ;}the ,rich D)an'in'1}adesr "If 'they will not hellir
Bible, and inw,()rQ.s-!he~ woi.ds ofJlhe M'osea ~nd ·th;e prophets, they will not hear
Spirit, uittered through the apnstIes., ThIS thoug,h 'one '~hourd rise fr.om the dead.",testimriny'of the .Spirit, set' foith pi the So, If th'6y witll not re~eivelthe testimony
'8.'postles, shows1the procesS t'\1rough which -o-fthe Spirit, rib. 0 ri§t '.tnd the apostles,
:we must pass -to become" the children
they' will 'nat receive anY' testimony now
.@-6d-the 'p'recise steps .to be taken and the oontained' in new revelationfl. \) We must
conditions to be o'ompli'ed with.' This tes- not! turn our ,ears away from .the truth to
timony ma~es out onepll-rt of,the case.idle and empty fables.
8tiU,. it does not; .complete the case. It!
QU.ESTfON IV. f
[
doos prove j)h~~.we are the children of
"Is ~t r.ight tOJpray with and for "tlie
({OD. We want anotHer witnesS', to testify penitent sinnel'! inquiriIlg the way of salvatlha,t we have gone t!J.r.ough th\B process, tion 1'1 'r.I
8'
)'
. r ~
' ..,
-taken. the .steps ne'cessary_to heoome ,th,e
.\,.
!t !. Ri~rP'L!Y:
!',
• -,f
children.of God. Our, .0Wnspirit testifies
,!f,'when the; 11.1rostlescame·to a penitent
that we.have done this, ami tllus the:j int sinner, inquiring' the way of'salvation; thef
.testimony Qf the w}tn'esses plfov.e the 'com- comme'I1'Il'Eld
praying with and for'him, and
plete prop.osition,that we are toe c.hildren exhorting'l1iim ,tOopray for -}iimself, it is
of God. The testimony oftheJ 8pirit,righlwfor
us' to ao so too." It is righ;t for
through the. apostles, shpws the' faith. ';U1l to follow theIQ. Let us t ke a/few.ex'fe;pentimce, ,c.onfession, anjl, immersion re- ampleB'. A vaSt multitude' of sinners,' <cut
quired to becom <achild of ·Gn.d a:~d our to .the lieart:once said to Peter l\nd the T.est
()wn spirit· be.ars ,witness, or testimoILy ,witl~ ,of the apostles, ".Men 'and brethren, 'what
~tnt! Spiritrthat we :haye :the faith, lrepent- shallmwe.do?"
And Feter al!swered ,and
ance, confession, abdoimmerSion, and .thus 'sali, "Repent ,and 'pray, am} iet:us join 'in
makes out the complele case, establishes playing with ana for you, ev.erf;one of you
be.p;:opJ>s·£iQnthat W.ecarectn.:e."oildren o( iil the' name nLJesus <:Jhristrfor the remia'lad.'1
~..-' c l:o".'
10 1"1 1
' ."
ion of ,sins. a.nd yon shall 'receivc":the gift
;If. $ldire,cf.'Operation" or influence of)th, of) tpe HoIYl.BpiTit." As .m'any a'd 'gladly
-Spici.t, D'nIadireotigift ~f he. SpII'it,' 1br.lng~ }'eceived his'wcira, pra~e{hanll were ilrayea
.. c evidence,~or 'pllodf tifat.wo' are the ..chil· )Vith and·for. an.d ,the>aam'e.day there came
di1~nof God,,,nlen, be-.proof, or ~idEmce to.the altaD-of prllye ,abGunhree thousand
. lis ,a ·air.eel!, irrLme.diate,.an& new.revelatio~ Bo,uls.'Aots ii.-3B.)'
gain,! 'JAnnacias said
!rfmJ, God 1[,; The Byjdenee that we are'thf\ ,tots ul, Arise 'and pray, 'and let me pr~
!iCb.itdpen Qf .GOdis riot in It Bible .atrflll1 ~ with $Ild .for you" a d .waeh.away your sillS
I
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calling on the name of 'the Lord." r Acts Not so this inoqern'seeking sYste"'m. Mani
xxii. '16. Paul said to the enquiring'jailor,
unde~ this system continue' to seek and
llBelie've {In tne Lord J estis Christ and thou mourn till th'e1day of their ae~th and fidd
.
I
'f,o
t
,'f ''l p'
shalt
be'saved and thy • bouse.
And 'th'he no mg.
spoke to him the word of the Lord and td all
, QUESTION
that w~re in his house: Ana the jailor took
"Is no church in os'pel orde~ except
Paul and Silas and washed their stripes and th.ose t?at,meet e~ery ,first day of the. week
prayed and was prayed with and for, the to' commune 7" ' ,)
r
r t
,.
same hour of the night."
Again, "the
REPLY.
.,
eunuch said to Philip, see here is a mournIt is certain that no 'church is in gospel
" I
"
er's bench; what doth hinder me to pray and practice whicli 40es not meet evrrry first day,
be prayed with and for? And Philip said, ana' commrine. tThe fueeting on Ithe: first
If thou believest with all thy heart thou day is iii ommemorati6n of tbe Lord's reo
f
t ,
t' r
ma-yest., H-e answered -and ~aid, I believe surrection 'on that day. and there is no rea.
that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God. son for meeting for tliat purpoile and not
And he ~ommanded the chariot to stand ceiebratiilg his death and s~~eripgs.
Tlu'
still, and they both' went down to the tlie first Christ~an!l did as.";egularly as the
l
, .• qo~
I
mour,ner's bench, both Philip and the eu: first day came, and this tooJ we'should do
nuch and he pray~d with and for him." I as w'e bel}r.love to the, Lord' wno died ,(or
am not ql;l.oting from Fhe Kjng James' ver- us and bought us- with :&is own prllClOUS
I
r
b
r
r
..t
sion, but from a new one, made for the oc- lood.'
.
casion'!' This reading suits' the gene;al
Q ltSTION VI.
practice ~r~cisely, a!l~, ~e ougJ1t to change
"Is it right
hold i~ felIowship an'i
the Bible or" the practice for' consistency church that d<fe'snot practice weekly comII ' '
f
•• ,
sake, if for no other reason. There is munion?"
pr~yer 'e~ough rcq~ired in th~ Bible, .inore,
. to" REPh'..
',j
,I,
th~n we can' induce the people to practice,
. It is right to try Ia-~~ ale any church
<'\
J
-.
h' h d oes ••.
f t' t h us practice)
;
P
., 0 b _
with?utpracti.cingitwhereitdoesnotbelong.
W lC
uO
~ee1 t h elf
It'is not a proselyting institution.
When ligation so to do. This,can be 'done whero
we iind i~q~i.ring penit,ents,. t~e be.s~thing ~he love .~f ?hr.ist',is" i~ritj ~~d ';here ~~at
we d~n do IS to answer theIr mqumes, as IS not the caae, tHey ar~ .dead a yhow
the apostles did, by telling them what to do.
. QUESTIONVII.'
Tell them w~~t the apostles told inquiring
IlDoes Goa call men, Or the ~oly'Spirit
persons. "Repent and be immersed every sep~r~~e~th,em.• :C Act~ xii. 2,) 'to tp,EPworkof
one' of you' in tne name of Jesus Christ the mmlstry J lsmce the days of the aposfor the remis~ion' 01' si~s and you shalf re- tIes?'" ,."
,
, r.
l
,r,; r
ceive the' gift of the Holy Sp,irit." "Arise
' REPLY.
and be immersed ,and wash ?owaythy sins,
None r i our day' aie ~an6d .a °the aposJ
calling on the· name of. the Lord," &c. tIes 10 the work of the:' nHhIs ry.' Jesus
When we find a man inquiring for anything, appea~ed to them in person and said,' ','O'ome,
we'tell him if we'know where he can find follow tb'(lU me." Nein' are now sent"ss
1
rt::n Peter d'id this on PeJtecost.
A~nani~ they were, for,' in person,"p~esent with tllem,
did the s~~~'wlien he 'came to Saul. The i he said, llGo-~therefore,' and disciple all' na':
a'Postle~; did "the saine in e'very case' 'and tions"2''Preaeh
't.h'e'gosp'el to e'very crea.
:'
t
• i r ~he
1
'
I'
," t&"c. Ii".NOneare
-l~ c.;1
f
'l'fi
'd 'h
d
never r failed
to show
the smner
way
to ture,'
qua
1 e lour
< a
pa~do,n., Th~~ had no (s~ekers, C?~#Juip~ a~: ilfe ~p~stI'
~ret eithe'~':to- pr~~c~" ~ ,
to seek and mournl who could'not find par- ,proye' Hilft the Lord sent them. They wer19
ddn.J All ho' ca~e to the apostles'in'quir. miraclilous1y endow'ed' by ,the Holy' 'Spi:it,'
ing were s~lOwnf,what to .tdo to, ae S'I ved: 'or inspired. to :g~id~ them irnto.aIr tru~h/ ~n~~j
pardoned.
rr ey Ii vel' made a failure. bled '>to speak n eyery 111~ua'ge und~r
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heaven, and demonstrate their divine em· gra~d and Go,?like a calling., Good ml?n
bassy by the ,most stupend~us displays of pr_~achthe gospel because they are constrain.
L
•
8upern~t~ral rowe,r. That ~o man in our ed by the love of Christ and can~ot re/lt
time is called, sent and qualified as they while they see their race rushing into ruin,
were, is simply what every ~an, who thinks, and not make an effort to snatch them as
brands from the b.urning.
B. ,F.
positively knows for himself.
QUESTIONVIII ..
llIf men are not called by the Holy Spirit, by what authority. do1they 'preach?"
REPLY.
By authority' like the' .foUf,wing from'
Paul: II TM things which thou hast learned
'.,
of me before many' witne~ses, Ilommit to
faithful men' who shall be able to teach
HISTORY AND TEACHINGS ()F CHRISTothe~~ also;" This is a~tl~ority' from' the
AND THE APOSTLES;
~nspired Paul,'to Timothy, to, commit the
things he had ~ea;-ned. of l?aul to faithful
NO. IX. I
)
men that they, in ,turn, might te.,ach them
JOHN AND'JESUS BOTH ENGAGEDIN nI'·
to others also. ' They have thus been trans"
.'.
MERSING.
mitted from faithful men to faithful men
till th'ey are now in our hands, and the'
After' the interview with Nicodemus,
authority still stands ~ood and will till the which took place'in 91' near Jerusalem, J eend of time, to it~ach.othe~s 'also.,
su~ came with his disciples into the country
. QUESTIONIX.
districts of Judea j "and he remained there
)
"As'no practical man is called to preach with them, and immersed."
John, also,
by the written word, may not ev~ry man not being yet thrown into prison, "was imlawfully excuse himsl?lf, ~nd thus 'leave the mer~ing in Enon, near Salim, because there
world without a ministry, unless called' by was much water lt~ere j and they (t1Iat is,
he Holy Spirit.?"
i,'
the people) came, and were immersed.':. jREPLY.,
l.
Enon was some forty, iniles up the Jordan
The falthful mp.n, whq.·s qualited" and river from ~ethany.
As' the :wr~ter ,does
has the love of ,Ch~ist,if particularly called to not tell us for '\Vhat purpo~e this abundance
preaeh and he must preach. His happiness of water was needed, there have been two
is so identified with his work, to which, in cdnjectures, or guesse's, about it. .One, that
the ,pr,ovidence o~ God, he is called, and much water was, needed for t~e s~pply of
the pressure of' his obligation to turn juan the people, and of th~ animals,as
a great
to the Lord, when,he kn ws that he has the number of people )Vould require a, good
llbility-that
Q.od has afforded· him the deal for drinking and other purposes. This
gifts".th~t he cannot cea e pre,aching with- is very suppositional, and"I think, highiy
out dest:roying all his happill:ess. ~hose improbable.
It is far more reasonable to
men who -ean cease preaching so easy, as suppose that, as there were no, doubt, many
many do,,.had' about as well cease as not, places in J~dea ,where water lYas scarce,
for t}1ey~hav~ not loye engpgh fpr man to John chose Enon on account of the abund!lave men, Ol they would 'not .thinklof'
stop- ,ance of' water there, ,which ,-ma~e.'it more
J'
p,iD$. A ~an who ha!l fiYl}}~2ili~y to' s!loyec~nvenient to immerse t~e l?~~t~~~des of
~en, and,c~nnot;be J?pv~d bYrthe grll:Itd'idea pe~pl ~ho flocked to him. Adam .Cl~rke
of winning souls; sa;ving ~Quls frpmi deatl;1.I thinks J.t "probab~e" ~hat, t~.e pe~p,l~:"dip-,
and ruin, has nev-er known ~he lo:ve pf ped,t.hems~lves," as "the J evyish custom. reo
Chris\ nor appreciated. the imp.ortanoe of q'}ired ,ther llerson to sta~d ill the- ~l\ter, and
the, .work ,of preaohigg, apd .~,unfit for ao having
been inatructed,..and. having tintered.
,
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into a covenant to renounce all idolatry, and not believ'e the' Son shall not sec life; bu~
take the God of Israel for their God, they the vengeance of God hangs over him."
plunge themselves under 'the water." This is
,The above i's surely not the language of
admitting immersion, but not agreeing very an ordinary man. No worldly-minded Jew,
well with the declaration of Script'ure, or envious person, could have expressed
that John immersed the people.
such sentiments-CIA man ~a'nreceive nothAbout this time, "there arose a question ing, unless it be given hi!ll' from heaven."
between John's discipfes and a Jew, about Entertaining such a sentiment as this, John
purifying."
The Jews had been accustom- could not become self-important and puffed
ed to various washings an'd immersions for up, or have envious feelings towards Him
purposes of purifications, and the idea of who was increasing in popularity above'
being purified by. immersion .was not new him, and' who'was attractin'g more attention
I
•
to them.
Naaman had been purified, or than he.
cleansed from leprosy, by seven immersions.
•It would be \vell if we could ~lways fully
Indeed, immersion in water is most beauti- realize our dependence upon God for all the
ful, and. to ~e seems the only proper sym- bl~ssings we enj oy' in this life. We would
bof of spiritual purification.
.
not then become vairt o:r self-sufficient. In
What the question about purification harmony with the sentiment of John, are
was, we cannot tell; and it would not be the words of J ames-HEvery
good: gift,
profitable to trouble the reader with any of and every perfect gift is from above, and
my guesses about it. Commentators fill up conies down from the Father of Lights,'with
their books with too many conjectures.- whom there is no changeableness, nor
Matters of fact should occupy our atte;tion shadow of turning."
.' .
principally.
We are informed that John's
John says; further, speaking of the imdisciples came to him, saying: "Rabbi, he portance of ~eceiving the Divine testimony:
who was with thee beyond the Jordan, of "He who has received his testimony, has
whom thou hast borne testimony, see, the' set his seal tha~ God is true." T~e oppisame immerses, and all come to him 1- site sentiment ~Oilld be, he who has not
John, answering, said: itA man can receive believ~d has no. 'c'onfidence in God. Who
nothing, 'unless it be given him from heav- could thus make out God a liar? '0, it is
en. You, yourselveS', are witnesses for me, a fea'rful thi~g 'to reject' the test'imon;r of
that I said, I am not the Christ, but that I God.
am sent before him. 'He who has the bride
THE INTERVIEl\; ;WITH THE WOMAN OF SAis the bridegroom.
But the friend of the
MARIA.
~
bridegroom, who stands and hears him, reIt appears, from the, testimony of the
joices on account of the bridegroom's voice.
This, my joy, therefore, is made complete. Apostle John/tnat Jesus was more suc,cessHe must increa~e, bat I must decrease. He ful in gaining disciples than John the Baphe immers,ed more than hethat come~ from above is above all : he that tis~that
is from the earth is earthly, and talks about though Jesus did not immerse the people
the earth.
He who is from Heaven is above himself: his disciples did the immersing
all. .Nnd 'what he has seen and heard he And why? The writer does not sal' We
testines, and no one receives his testimony. may suppose two' r~asolIs: First, that he
He who has received his testimony, has set could not con~isl.entIy immerse in his own
his seal that 'God is true. For he whom name; second, that 'iHvas not proper for·
God sent, spc~ks the'· 'words of God'; Tor him, who was to iinmerse in the Holy Spirit, to immerse inl)water too.' But this is
God does not give the Spirit by measure.The Father loves the Son, and, has given all conjecture. Jesus, having learned that the,
things into his' hand. He who believes on Pharisees had heard of his success in prosthe Son, has eternal life; but he who does elyting, "left Judea, and returned again t<r
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Gali~ee." r HEj ~pe! that the Jews would come here to draw.'''
What 6implic~ty I
be ~xoited'a.~ains~ ffim, and th~r~fore avoJd- Su~h a w9man w~s surely ready ,to receive
.~~them by: goin'g to Galilee.
It
anq obey .t~~Savio.r. It may be observed,
In go;ng there, it was necesaarv for him that so, farla~ John has reported what J e·
J
to pass t~ro~gh<Stt!ll~rjal for it lie~}?et,,!e~~ sus said on this ocoasipn, there is, n,o evi·
;r..•~~ea and, Galilee .. "Therefwe, he comes dence that the, Lord gave the Samaritaq
a ci}y o~ Sa1parih qaH~g. Sychar, near the woman any explanation of. what he meant
lpt of ground,J'hie~ Ja~ p. ,gave to.his son by the "liv.:ing,~ater." May we !lot regar~
Joseph-. )50w Jacob's well' was there.~~is "water of life" as the ~lkD0.wlll;dgeof
Jesus, ~herefore" being ,!~aried with the the Lord," which. is a source of .sp~#tuaI
;.o,urney, seated himself -on the '!VeIL. It life and light aq.d ioy?
l"
'
)V;asabout., th~ si,xth ~our,::( th,at is, abo~t
"J esus says. to her.: 'q,0', !JaIl thy _hus\noon.
band, and ,c9me, here.' ~±!!-8' woman anThe discipies J!e,!l~int-o tpe, citY,to buy swered and said: 'I have no husband.'fo~d, an.~ 'fhileltthcy \'ter,el gone" ...a wilman Jesus says' to h~r: "Thou 'siLidst well, ~I
f Sam~ria caIJIe ~o th,e "tell,,'to draw,water. have no hu~band i' for thou hast h:+dflvehus".[ es~~ sajs to her ,:, 'G;iv,e,ml(, to<dri~k.'''
bands; and he whom thou now; hast is not
The ~amaritan wqman, th Fefore, sa:~s to ~hy husband. ,That thou I hast • sEoken
n: ~'How is j~ that}~ou, being a Jew, truly.'" • ~h~ was, liv~Qg "lith a ~an to
a~ke~t ,drink R£ lme, being rSamaritan
wo- ",hom she was- not married.
;r es.us knew
man ?:' (For the J ew~ ¥.ve no 4ealiilgs' her t? be a gre,a sinner, ,but he "came to
with the ~amaritans.)
Jesus, al!-s,wering, save sinners."
She was astonished at his
said to her: "1£ thou knewest the gift of knowledge, and "says ~o h~m: 'Sir, I perGod, and who it is that saya,to thee, 'Give ceive that tho"Q.arta prophet.
Our fathera
~e drink,~ th.?~ WQu~dsthav~ a'sk dJor hilll, worshiped on this lIl;~lUntai~,a~d y6u· say
and he W0't}d hav given thee living water:" that in erusalem is t,he place where men,
The women says to ,him.: "Sir, thou hast Q,ught to w,orJip." .
,
nothing to draw JW,\th,a,nd,the '~el ;is deepi _ J es·us says t.o,her, "Woman, ,believe me,
wh~Rce,. then, hast thou tAat l.iv,ing.water ~ an hp~r, ia coming, when' you shall not
Art th u g-rea.terthan our father J I1cob,V{ho worship ~he,Fa4t~H in thi,s mount~in, .l}0X;
g v~,l}a t4~ w~q ~PJd.[drank"~£ it ~i~,self, in Jerusalem.
You worship that wh~eh
and his children, and his cattle?"
See hpw you do not kpow; we worship ~pat which
.Tesus excited the 'woman's curiosity,' and we know; for salvation 'Il' of the Jewll,thus'engagedner
attentidn!'
He then-con- But an hour i~ ~oming, and now i~~~~e~
des~ends tEl speak' to her of the "deep, th~ true worshipers sRall· worship the
things of Goq."
Father in spirit and in truth; for the
"J;,/lSUS, answering'vsaid to her: 'Every ~ather seeks all such, to Forship him,one who, drinks of this wP.tel shall becolI!e God is spirit; and those who worship him,
thirsty again; but whoever drinks "gLthCt JPust wOF~hiphim in spirit and i~ truth.'"
water that I shall gi.ve him, shall 'n~Fe~,be'
The woman s,ays- to him" "I kno:w}hat
thirsty; but the water that hhaU give him the Messiah ill comiQg' (who i c,a~led
shall beco.rqe in him a wenof 'water spriqg- Qhristj) when ,hveis CO(Ilelihe will, ~ell us
ing up lD~Oeverl!\sting life'"
N~t under- all things."
Jesus.says t'b her: "I,. who.
standing his rea~ tpeaning, but. supposing speak to t~ee, am he." . .
.
he had the powe): ~9 furnish ,so.m~superi,or.
Up,pn tpis his d},sciples ,c,amEl; and they
quality 9f water," by w1?-ich.she would be wondereq at his talking with the woman.
relieved 'of th~ trouble of. drawing, and Yet ~o one said: "What dost thou seek?
prevente~ from becoming thirstYb "the or 'Yhy dost tho~ talk with her?"
woman says to him: 'Sir" gjve me.' thiS';I'h,e
woman the.n left ~er bucket, !lnd
water,. that I may not becowe thirsty, ~ r going aw~y into the, pity. ~ays to the mep,.
f.j
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"Come, see Ii man wlio .told me all tHin-gs the paople, would remo-ve the nec-essitj fOJ:'
that ever. I did.· Is this tlie Chti,st ?"-!r a large 'Portion of the 'matter of commen·
Th:eywent out of the city~ and clime to him.taries.
WH. PINKERTON;:
r In the meantime the disciples prayed
him, saying: ·"Master, eat." But he said,
to them, "I. have foo<1-,to eat that you do
Dot know of." Therefore his disciples, said
one to another: "Has any on.ebrought' hin;!' '
anything to ept 1" J eS'us says to them:
"My food is to do the will of him who
sent me, and to accomplish 'hrs work. Do
younot.say, 'Th~re are yet four months, and "YE ARE FALLEN 'EROM GRACE."
then comes, the harvest Z' Look" I tell yo'l1',
f "
NO', IV'.
rAise your eyes,' an,dJlook ,on the. fields, for
• .
;1.,'
I
they Me already white fo harvest, And
After considerable delay, caused necessaHe who reaps, receives ,wages, and' gather's rily by the force of circumstances, we again',
fruit to life eternal; that both he that sQws; invite rthe readers of the'Review to a furan-d he that reapi, r'may rejoice'together,the id't1'estigatibn of t'he subject ab,ove indiAnd in this is the true saying, 'One sows, cated.
and.auother ~eaps,' I se,nt yOI1to reap that
We' wi!'l first notice some' of the' "re·
od which you Have' not lahored.
Other marks'~ ~ade by oui: worthy Editor on our
men have labored, and: yO,II have entered article of ,Sept, 1st.
into their labor."J
e~us speaks of its be·
1. He doubts tlie language of Heb: vi: 6,
ing four montns till harvest,
F~om this it bei~g suppositional, ahd 'saya':" it is not in
may be reasonably , supposed th t the the common version, 'if the] ahall fall
journey through~Sauia.ria, tiuring which the away,' b11.t,have Qr we'l'e fallen aTway; and
above interview took place; was made about refers to a revised, edi~ion. But he must
the first Qf Decamber, Qr'mid-winter, be· reme:mbel'l.tb.at that eUiti6ri is not the comc;tuse the first of? April was the' beginning mon ver~\on, Wllether the quotation' in'
of harvest.
o~t article of Sept. 1st; " if. tney shall fall
The 'sacred wrIter'continues : "A'nd,niany away," is correct or not, we will Ieave to the
of the Samaritans df that city believed on d,ecision_o~ the relider. The original, parhim, on account of'fh ',saying of the woman;, aresontas, having fallen away, is correctly'
who testified, ~He told. me all that .ever I refidered iIi dur common version, "if they,
did.' 'When, tharefore, .the. Samaritans shall fal! away." Or it could De ten'dered
came to hirp., they 'DeBought him to remain "on the stippojlrtion tha~ :they have fallen
with them, 'And lie stayed there two days. away," 'or "had'tliey fallen.. away." The
And' fannore believed' because of his word. phrase bannbt, be, translated without having'
And they' said to the woman : 'We no a supposi'tion expressed or understood, See
longer believe on 'account of thy saying; Ar-nol's Greek Prose, ,Section iXXXIX.
for we ou.r elves have' heard, and know page 103,
that thi,s: is 'in truth the SaVior of the
2. In his second 'refuark,' he asks, "how
world.' :'
did the dog returl\-,to his' vomit, or the, sow- I regard this as an interesting "narratjve, t~at had bee~ was.hed to' 'her wallowing in
and worthy to be reviewed, nndr reviewed the mire, if they h d hot'beenElaved fro'm
again with care.' More comm:e~ts- .might itt'
:E~might be asked how did, they re·
be made, but the attentive reader will nut turn if they were saved 'from it? OJ:we would
need to have. every sentence, eve"ry wora answer by asking another qlfestion,':-How
explained.
Indeed, a plain renderiI!g of does the dr'unkard, -:whO)pas been wiLshed
the. original into the common language of from the filth,of the grog-shop ~y a resolur
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tion to 'live a sooedife, but 'has ,not become
a Christian~teturn to his "wallowing in the
mire ?"
"_
r
But I am surprised that our worthy Editor, who loves the Ch1'istian name so well,
should make it synonymous with "dog" and
sow." Where, I!Eo~ Franklin, do you get
a "thus saith the Lord" for this?
Or why
do you not sometimes address your brethren and sisters with these very respectful
. terms?
3. We readily admit that God simply
knowing who would be, saved, and who
would be lost, " ddes ~ot prove that salvation is not conditional, that mlliJ.is not free,
or that true Christians.may I10tturn away.'''
And cannot see why such questions should
be raised, as they had, not .been denied.-That salvation is c,onditional and man is a
free moral agent, we most confidently believe. Then why this battling the air?'
4, He then tells us a great many tuings
that God has decreed, and thinks there are
some more which he has not mentioned.But why discuss at such length what nobody
denies? It is plain to be seen. In this
large catalogue of de'clJces, he frequently
assumes the point in discussion. And thus
by ingenious)y garbling Scripture, attempts
to make th~ iinpf~s'8ion on the mind of the
r.eader that' God has decreed that some shall
fall from grace, as in the following instance:
"Jt is the etern~l purpose of God that every
~an who is circumcised is' a debtor to do
the whole law-Christ is oeoome of .none
effect to them i whde er are justiJied by the
law are fallen from grace.!' Why does he
bring in these passages garbled in.-this way?
Why does he not assail the expositions given of these and some pf the o'ther passages'
in my previous articles, instead of. passing
them by,ahd tacitly admitting the trut'hfulness of the expositions, and then afterwards
using the passage in a contrary sense?' For
it is plain that if'he had used the passages
in th~ir'proper connection, the conclusions
would have'been fal' different.
·For instance;."whosoeveI; of you are justified by the law;lye are Jallen from grace."
The same a'po~tle say.s, "byJthe deeds of the

law shall' no flesli be justified."
The con'elusion, therefore, 'is, no one can fall from·
grace, in this way at least. Our Editor_
then aU at on'ce comes to a conolusion, and
pronounces ~he doctrine of the saint's assu·
rance "!}n empty theory, philosophy. or spe··
eulation, of no' value to any man, true or
false." But why be in such haste to decide,
Bro. Franklin?
Please give the subject a,
full investigation before'pronouncing so de'cidedly. If it is false and of rlno value,"
why have all you Armeniaps marshaled all
yollr forces t6 oppose it, thus allying yourselves with a Romish Council, that decreed
"if any, pers'on shall say that a man W,hOI
has been justified cannot lose grace, and
that, therefo e, he who falls and 'sins was'
never .tli'ulyjustified, shall be accursed ?"......,..
Surely, it can do you no harm.
But if it/is true, how dare you or any
other, man pronounce it of. no yalue? If
God has revealed it in his'Word, how dare
presumptious man say it is "of no value?'"
I thought you" Ch1,ietians" believed in tao
king the whole Bible. That this doctrine
is taught in the Bible is evident from the
following Scripture~ "~at'. xxiv: 24, "There
shall arise false Christa and false prophets,
and' shall show great, signs, and ..wonders i
insomuch that if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect." ~The idea is th'at
the e1ect cannot' be cheated out of their in·,
tcrest in the merits of Ghrist, for it is all
admitted fact that in other things they often
are deceived. This ,is the only sense,in
which we can see that i't is impossible to
deceive the elect, or the, Christian.
'
But if there should. be a quibble raised
on this passage, the following will admit of
none: Mat. vii: 22, 23, "Many will say unto
me in that ~ay, Lord, Lord; _have we not
prophesied in'thy ham'e.? and'in 'thy name
have cast out devils? and in thy nawe done'
many wonderful work's? Then will I profess unto them, J never knew you i depart'
from me, ye that work iniquity."
Christ
here 'represents himself as addressing the'
wicked ..in jqdgment, and says, "I never
lcnew you."
How could Christ say this, if
he had once known' some of them as his
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selves the Son of God afresh and put him!
to open shame." There is nothing suppositional in the case. It is not, 'Iif they were
,once enlightened," nor "if they have tasted
the heavenly gift," nor ';if they were made
partakers of the Holy Spirit," nor "if they
have tasted' the good word of God ana the
powers of the world to come," nor "if tbey
shall fall away;" but it is "those who were
once enlightened, and have tasted of the heaven7y gift, and, we1'e made partake1's of' the~
Holy Spin:t, and have tasted of the good
word of God a'T}-dthe powers of the world
to come, and ha'lfejallen away.'" These had
been Christians, but had fallen away, and
it was impossible to renew them again ito
repentance.
It cannot be rendered, "if
tlley shaH fall away," witheut making it
incongruous with .the whole connection.The sense of the connection requires tliat
it· be rendered "have fallen," or "were
allen away," and there is nothing suppositional in the whole passag'e. They had
been enlightened, tasted of the, heavenly
gift, been made' partakers of the 'llory
Spirit, tasted the' good word of God and
the powers of the world'to come, and fall-'
en away. It was'impossible to renew them
,REPLY.
'again to repentance.
Persons who were
1. In oQurprevious article, to which the enlightened, had tasted the heavenly gift,
foregoing is a reply, we wrote, "It is not, were made partakers of the Holy Spirit,
as in the common version, 'if they shall had tasted' of the good word of God 'and
, fall away, ' but have, or weref fallen." The' the powers of, the world to .come, h,ad been
printer made us say, "it; is not in tlie 'com- Christians.
This is indisputable.
These
mon version," instead of, '''it 1S not as in persons were fallen away, and the Apostle
the common versjon," &c. We will now says it is i,mposslble to renew them again
try again, and see if we cim get it printed t6 repentance, seeing they crucify to themao that our. corresptndent can understand selves afresh'the Son of God and put him
us: The passage in question, Heb. vi : 6, to open shame.
They wer~ ~allen from
as we have it in the common version, is grace and could not"be restored.
'
suppositional.
But it is not, when correctII. We have taken our correspondent tot
ly translated.
It should not read, as it does be candid and sincere. 'But in'his second
in the common version, "If they shall fall paragraph, touching the dog retu'rning to
away," but "have fallen away." The whole his vomit and the sow that was washed re·'
passage will then read, "For it is impossi-' turning to her wallo~ing iIi the, mire, he·
b1e for those who were once enlightened; gives us a bad example. The' little' quiband have tasted of the heavenly gift, and' ble that he makes is mere Fettifogging,
were made partakers of the Holy Spirit, cavilling and evasion. Befpre he turns out
and have fallen away, to renew them again thus op'enly to' sneering at 'the' figprative
to repentance: seeing they cr1,lcifyto them- language of inspiration, though the figure
disciples? Oould they not reply, "You did
once know us. ' For we exercised faith in
Yilur merits, were baptized into your name,
.you pardoned our sins, and we enjoyed communion with you in your Church?" Again,
some of these characters correspond well to
some of those who are said "to fall from
grace." For they said they had prophesied,
cast out devils, and done many wonderful
works in the name of the Lord. Surely,
they are equal to the best of those who are
said to have fallen.
But if it sho'uld be said that Christ did
not refer to all the wicked, and that he will
not say to those who have fallen"" I never
knew you," it will be seen that Christ himself tells whom he means, for he says, "ye
that work iniquity."
Who are those that
work iniquity?
Are they not all the wick:
ed? And surely those who "fall from g~ace"
are wicked.
') (
,
It is" also said in Lula xiii: 27, in the
saD;le connection, "Depart from me, all ye
workers of iniquity."
Thus we see that at
the day of judgment there will be none on
the left hand whom Chrint ever knew as
his.
A.. 'PHILO.
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may appear a little coarse in his refined
eyes, he should throw down and repudiate his :Bible. He 'should .ha.ve·intelligence enQug~ to see cthat the oomparison
was not Ol,lrs, but .the c'6J:nparison of 'the
inspired Apostle; and that his 'weak sneer
ll']ldslur were at the comparison of the inspiring: Spirit of all wisdom and all revela-,
tjon, who uttereq this langqage thJ:ough
the -4\.postle of ,J esus.
We invito the
readl! ,tp turn to II. Pet. xi : 20-22, and
read, "For if aft~r they havll cflCaped th¢
PIJ).l1tion)l\p(the world throl,lgll,thll k.no,\fl.'
edge of tI!e I<.q,!dan.d. Savior Jesus C4rist,
they a!~.again entl}J1gled therein and over-.
<tome,~~e latter llnd of them is ,,:orse tp/l-n
the b.eginning. ,For it hl}d been.hettel.dor·
ij1e!ll not to have known the :way of rig,~teou~qess, ~han, after tl!u l}.averknQw~ it,
to lurn fr.om ,the holJ; command,II,leJl,tdeli •.•
6J'llslto them. But it ill happened t9 them
aqjJo,rding to the true. ptjlverb, "The dog is
retprned to his vomit ragain, and the sow
that) was washed ~o her wallowing in the
ire.~' t To whom does the holy and ,in'spired Apostle refer, when he'says, "~ut ~tis
happebed to them?" Indisp]1tablJ to those
mention.ed, verse ~O, who had '~escaped the,
polqtioJ\$ of the wQrld'thro,ugh tha kn,owl.
edge of the I.•ord and Sa\;ior J e"sus Christ,:"
and as stated, verse.21, had: "known the way
'righteousness,'.' but had again become
Elnti}Jigledin th~ meshe~ of sin and over;
come; tlll:ned "from' t~e holy commandml'mt delivefed to ,them," whose <flatter en.d
is worse than the -beginning."
The~l:lare
the persons of whQIiI the Apo;tle speaks,
llind to whom he says, "it is happen;d t9
tbeql according to ,the tru.e proverbl Thei
dog is turned 'to his own vomit again, and
the sow that was washed tg her own wallowipg
i]l the. mire." They certainly dId not become
en.tangled again in the polutions of the
world, without having first once escaped
~Qm ,them .. They surely did not d~part
fro,m the ~oly; commandment without hay'ipg ,keen re~tored to it. r Or, to use the
Apostle's "true proverb," the dog, unqu.estionahly, did nQt turn to his cfwn vomit
qgai"}, without first ~aving)~eefi 'saved from

m

it; and the sow that .was washed did not
turn to her wallowing in the mire again,
without having been first saved from it.Or, without a figure, a man did not turn
back to his s,ins, without first having been
saved from them.
III. Our j"lorrespondent says we tell of a,
gteat magy ltnings which God h.lls decreed,
and asks theJluestion, "But why discuss at
sJlch length what' nobody denies?"
He
then adds, "It is ,plain to be seen. In this
large catalogue of decrees ,he frequentlx
assUmes the point in.di$cussion."
Indeed 1
and dO,es '~nobody: den)"," on the point in
disyussion, involved in'this
"large, catalogue of decrees?"
It: r1lns in' our mind'
that .there, is sOplebod):, who .denies, w;hen
he .~s so mixed, up.' alId· co~fqsed' that he
does not kn!ow which side. h~ is on. But
wha~ js the pqint in disput~? }vhy, simply
that in referenoe to certain pe~so~~, the captioQ under v;<hichhe writes is true.L-that tlJe
4-postle could truthfully say, to certail} pc"._·
sons, "Ye are fallen from, grace." The issue
is a plain on~. I be-lieye this stateIIjeY;lt.0£
the inspired Apospe.
He dq"el?not. :ij~
den:ies~hat aI!y person can fall from grape.
Paul is against him, and testifies against
him .• Hear him, "Behold, that I, Paul,
say to you, that if you be cillcumcised,
Christ sllall pJ.:ofityou D9thing. For' I testifyagain to every mall<who is circumcised,
that he is a ,qebtor to do 'the whole law-.
Christ is' l>eceme of 1p.ore effect to you,
whoever of yoil·is. justifi.ed by the law; you
ar~ fallen from g,race." 's this language
garbled?
Certainly not. Is it true? Surely it is. Then persons ~ay fall from gra,ce.
The amOl1nt of 'the Apostle's argument is,
that if any man Judaizes, goes back from.
Christ, under the law, claiming justification
by the law, he has lost his interest in Christ
atid lias fallen from,the favor of Christ and
gone back to Moses. ,True, no' flesh' can b.e
jll,.stified by the deeds of the law, but that
does not· prove that man may not tfirIl.iJJack
to thflaw!nd
claim just,ific"ation by it, and)
thus faU frQm the grace. of the Lord .T esus
Christ.
.A. Phil $ay8,_that we "all at once came
I
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to 'the conclu~on and pronounced tlie doc- phy orspeculatioI\," 'Qut in such,exp.ressions,
trine of· the saints' ai;lsurance an eJPpty the- d~nger r of falling a,way 'is implied\ that we
ory, philosophy or speculation 'of no value may Mt be true and thus fall;JoI fail of an
to any man, true or false." J This statement entrance into that crest.
,'
looks bad in print. We trust, when ,he eo; IV. But our correspondent, sets out'in
views it, lie will regtet that he ever Jpade it. earnest to prove that saints cannot fall from
Where, young friend, did we say t~is of, '\th~ grace, in defiance of Paul's statement at the
saints' assurance?"
Nowhere. You are r8~ head of his article. It is impossible: t,0l
sponsible yourself and yourself alone for this. deceiv,e the' elect. It is an easy matter to
We never said any such thing of "the saints' \lrgue in his loose manner. He has not
assurance," as you ascribe to us. No\ sir, done enough close tliinking to take hold of
we were Iilot speaking of "the sa~nts' assur- matters of this kind. It is easy to ·assume.
ance," but of the )lpfounded conceit, that that the "very elect," lJ:nd "the saints,'~
the righteous cannot, turn away from his· mean the same, and assume from.the implie '
righteousness; that Christians cannot turn impossibility td qeceivUlie ~aints, ,that It is
away from the holy commandment; fall impossible ,for the s~ints to fall from grace
awa.r, have their Bart taken away out o£ B.ut this does not.pass for argUment among
the book of life, out ,of the hqly city and, men who,un.derstand logic, Now, is it 'Clear
out of. the things' written therein, and fall that th"e words, "tpe very elect," me.aJ},pre~roJI1grace, and th.is false and delusive con- cisely the same as the WOlds, "the sl\int8 ?"
ceit, and not ~'the assurance of the saints," Look at these expressions, compare them~
we pronounced an '.'empty theory, philoso- and'thep, say whether they are the .same in
phy or speculation, of no value to any man, I meaning. Please notice; it is not merely,
whether it be ~rue or false." For this "elect."
N or is it merely, "the elect." It
empty theQry we have no respect, and. all is, "the very elect." The words "elect,"
the ·time and labor spent in preaching it, is and "saint," are not synonymous. There
ao much spent in diverting pu'! minds fro·m may be elect persons who are not saints, or
"th~ a~surance of the saintjl\" The assur; saints who are not elect persons. There are
a.nce of the saints is fou,nd in such precious, I different classes of elect persons, or persons
expressionll as the foIIowi!lg ~
elected for. different purposejl, and different
"But he that sq~ll endut,e to the end, the elections. This is plain from the Lord's
same shall be saved. Matt. xxiv. 13.
descriptive words, dthe ~ery elect." Does
"If you, dq these things, Y91ll shalt nevl!r he mea-n, by this, simply, r"the saints?"
fall."
2 Pet. '1. 10.
Certainly this is not it. ;It is a moxa ~pecial
"Blessed they th~t do his commandments; class, th~n !Plerely the saints, or pe<?pleof
that they may }lave right to the tree of life, God-the inspired elect, who had ~\le Spjrand may enter in through the g'ates into the it of revelation, wljich searches all th,ings,
oity." Rev., xxii. 14.
yea, the deep, things of God, whopl it ,is
"He that overcometh, the same shall be impoesible to deceive; but one of these, and
clothed' in a W,hite raiment; and :r will not Qer~ainly a saint besides, said he labored to
blot out hifl pame out of the book of Ii e, keep his body in' subjection 1e8t.l.hayill
but I will conf~f\s his name before. ,my p~eached th.e gospel ~to Qthe,:s he ,himself
F,ather, and befoN his angels." Rev. iii. 5. ,might be a cast away. S~ell pgr; ix. 27.
~ "Not everyone
that saith to me Lprd,
VI <;tur friend fin~s ~hat.~thc. Lord will
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of h~av- s!}-y,to yertain persons, in the d'aY.9f judgeu; but he who doeth the win of my Fath- ment, "I neverkno:w'yo¥."
Certainly, there
er who is in heaven."
Matt. vii. 21.'
will be some condemned in that day, whom
In these expressions, and any amount he never approved. But th_isdoes no~ p':rove
more of the same kind we have "the' aints' that there will not be otherS' there, whom
assura.nce," and no "empty theory, philoso- he did once apprqv.e, whrohave ttlrneJd'~way
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from the~r righteou:mess, from the holy
commandment, fanen away, fallen from
grace and ha4' their part taken away out of
the book of life and out of the holy city
and out of the things written therein, who
shall be condemned. ,Those who were once'
enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the
Holy Spirit, had tasted the good word of
God and the powers of the world to come,
were once approved, but when' they were
fallen away and it was impossible to renew
them again to repentance, he did not approve them.
'
. The effort to include all who shall be
condemned in the last 'judgment, in the expression, "all yO' workers' of iniquity," is
simply a failure. He does not say,. "all
workers of iniquity," but "all you workers
of iniquity!''-a
certain class whom he was
addressing, and not all who should be condemned.
B. F~

DISCUSSION ON UNIVERSALISM.
NO. V.

. LA. PORTE, Aug. 29, 1863.
G. L. PURDY:
Dear Sir,-In rr..y last article I directed
your attention to my objections against your
affirmations. I als.opresented afew thoughts
for your consideration; 'with one or two
sylogisms in regard to some common errors
concerning the foreknowledge and power of
God. I then promised'to note the two\last
paragra'p'h~ in your article No.4.
Before
doing so, I will slightly review the 'ground
you have passed over. You' lIffirm; firs't,
that God has a great and glorious chara.c:
ter-a character perfect in all its attributes
-and you wish to delineate His character
and His attributes.
Secohdly, that one of
his attributes is cte;ttive, and another foreknowledge.
Thirdly, that God, planed,
DR.
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created and executed, in the exercise of this
creative power and foreknowledge, in such
a manner, that nothing now exists that was
(or is) not for the best--sin not exceptedand that from the exercise of these attrib.
utes, "you deduce universalism." ,I will
pass over your r.emarks, in reference to the
argument between the religious denominations in regard to ~an and the introduction
of some superior power, and' come to the
issue as stated by you.
You say, when summed up, it will reveal
God in the'following light: "He either de-'
signed Adam to sin, or He did not. If
God did design Adam to sin, it was in aocordance to his will, and the best interests
of the human race, and therefore fully provided.for, leavingJGod still a perfect being.
If God did not design him to sin, then
Adam sinned contrary to the will of God,
and therefore was superior to God, thus
making God imperfect."
In your article
No. IV, you have promised to discuss this
under the relation of man to God; hence,
1have nothing to say until such discussion'
appears. So far no proof is adduced' of
man's future happiness; and I 'now proceed
to Arts. 2nd and 3rd. In' these articles,
you trace the exercise of the creative attribute of Goa, in its development, from
the monad up to man;·and offer the material universe as·proof of this power or attribute, and, at the same time, claim "that
,the whole has been wrought out after a welldefined and well-matured' plan," and God
having forseen and purposed all-"extend-'
ing from the smallest atom to man"-thai
it was all done for the glory of God, and
the greatest good to man. You also claim,
"that nothing has occurred to mar the harmony, nor can any imperfection be discovered.'! I hnderstand your that these several propositions will be supported by proof.,
So far, the main idea, supported by your
proof; is, that ail' created matter has been
wrought out after a well. matured plan, instead of proving that "eternal happiness
will be the destiny of the whole human
family." 1have1one'more remark of yours
to attend to, and then I will'proceed to the
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to the close of article IV. You liay; "I to itl.prove it to petfectibn, it protes that
would challenge .the world to point out one man has someth!ng to do as well as God.
single instance where Go.d has failed, or You state that "God's laws, adapted to th
made a inistake, or where anything is npt as government of, man, are as perfect and a
God designed it to be."
I think this much in accordance with God's will as those
challenge a strong one, and one you will applying to, the lower classes." 'This is
modify upon reflectien. If you only em- granted. You claim that man is the last
brace th.e material up.iverse, and apply it to li'Tfkin the chain ,of creation, and that'he is
!!ome general result~, the chal]enge might as perfect as any part of creation. If jou
go undisturbed.
If, however, you apply it mean that man considered as a material be·
to all the minutire of created matter, you ing, is the most perfect of Go~'s works on'
will be obliged to modify or withdraw it, earth, then I accept your' de.finition of
for I spall certainly discover to you, that "link;" but if you mean that maq, as a ma- •
all things in nature' are not as God design- terial and intellectual being, ,is a link ,in
ed, or as nature's laws, in their perfection crea.tion connecting the brute to a higher
are designed to work out. I now leave the order of intelligeJlce, I shall certain!y ob·
matter, t:simpl,y saying, that so far, I di;. ject. If you reason, my dear sir, that becovet no proof that sustains the general cause matter,'a creation without inherent
propositions, nO,rcan I say that I anticipa- mobility, is governed by a fixed physica1
ted it at the present stage of the discus" law, therefore man, a material.aIid intellec·
sion :-but shall wait· with yatience-contual creation, with. inherent mobility~ is
fident you will do lthe best you can to ad- governed by a fixed physical'law which he
duce it.
I
.
has no power to disobey, I shall certainly
. I now come to ygur two last paragrapps object to such reasoning, and give you such
in article IV. .You say: "We 1l0W (Jome a valid reason for my op}ection, .thatwbu will
to IIj.an,who,se place in creation, and whose accept it' at once, and never offer opposition
tinal de~tin,y:we shall attempt to investigate." thereto. I will now attend to article No.' V.
You then affirm ~hat.~an is the last,' the
1st. You will lea:rn something of'my idea
highest, and the best of God's '\V.orks. He of. the foreknowledge_of God, in my article
was created in the image of his G-od-n.o~ dated Oct. 27th, styled No.4. ,I will make
in body, but in mind, intellElct, or reasoning the matter clear. 1st. I admit that God
faculties.
You say, essentially, the mind foreknows Qll his own works from the begin.
of God and man is the same; they differ ning. I admit t~at the material- universe
only in degree. Now my dear sir, know- and the plan oj man's salvation' are the
ing as I do the reasoning groy.:ing OJlt, of works. of God. (f2nd. I deny that !' Goa
this, anq itl'i.consequen,t de'duction, I m-qst, forelcnew all thimgs." r deny the proposi~t this point, e1}ter my solemn protest tion, affirmed by you, "tha't God designed
against such propositions.
You say, thilt Adam to sin. I aeny that the sin of Adam,
IIj.an is a co-worker with God. To this lor the sin Qf any man' or Angel, is the work
objept, and will. \n due course of time, give of {jod... In order to make the matte'r still
mYdreason~. You say,. "man is the .only more plain, I will offer one or two syllo.
~eing'who hJls improved the works of God," gisms, like the two in article No, 4. Sup.
l shall be quite' well pleased when you pose I should affirm that God foreknows all
prov~ th~ propo~'tion to pe true, and for it his own works from 'the beginning; and I
IOU sh,~U have my thanks, as it will fully; should then affirm, 'that the, sin. of Adam
s~pport the~truth, as well as my argumen~ was the worlcioj God j then it'wpuld logic'"
ma~e in my l~llt l!rticle -on ~he proposition, ij.ll:yfol1aw, that'Godforeknew Adam's sin~
. '~t9at thougp., Gqd was perfect himself,.stiII 'But was Adam's sin the,work ol' God? 1'0
~is work zYigJlt not always be perfect," If !,n~wet thi.s correctly,' requires but a mo·
bll did n9~ peI(e~t the earth" .but l~ft man ment of time. We havll a well established
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principle in morals an'd in law, that ~ll acts planation, that,·in order to the development
or deeds, 'chargeable to 'a p~rson, must' be of man's intellect, under 'the oircumstances
done by h'mself or his authorized agent. alid conditions in which 'we find him'upoh
Now, my dear sir, 'when y01£prove to me,:or the eart"h, it was necessary th'at his brain
to the world, that Almilghty 'God authorized should be constituted as it is. If it is your
Adam 'to tr.ansgressthe (God'-s) law, and to lI1tent to limit· this matter to the present
rot, of the 'far'bidden Jfruit, and :that Adam condiUon of man, we are agreed j and agree
didrdo the- work as -God's (i,!I'ent,then, sir, I with ':all physiologists;
You affirm "that
will be a Universalist, If, however, "God
possesses a brain and a mind; and that
foreknows all his own works, " as the Bible the mind caunot existwithout the brain."'states, and you fail ito prove th~ Adam's You will a'!Townietoentermy!;'olemnprdtest'
sin was one of the works o£ God," 'then the against rsuch aiposition, unless you' limit it
•• deduction, that ,God foreknew:Adani'ssin;
to (man's' llresent existenoe, and modify
, would' fail Ito foHow from such premises you'r affirm'atite. I will, not· support my
Your difficulty is ,in the minor premiisll..1' , protest at' this' time, but ·will refer to 'it
If you) affirm and prove" 'that God fOre- ligaiu in 'this 8l'ticle.
knows 'all' tkings frolll the beginni g, .and,
Another point"comes under my observathen prove that :Adam's sin is a Itht'ng, the ion. You say, "'mind first originated'in
aeduction would be, that God fore'knew the Deity, and he imparted a portion to each.
Adlmi's 'sin. Your' difficulty is in your inuividual!"
As this' proposition . MW
maj~r'premise, in this latter syllogism, as stands, I shall' be oblig'ed to object to it.
Wis' in the'minor' premIse in former syllo~ ¥'Our explanatio'n of it, 'may be satisfactogisJii. The syllogisms are both sop'hisms; ry. I will say, that, in God origina ~d the
as -neither the minor premise of the first, p'l'8.n:of creating Inlnd''8.s well as matter,
nOT. th~ .majoll'prexp.ise of tlle ,'last, can 'be and that by aTlaw containing all the force
pl'oven I affirm, that God never \ aVQwed neoessary to accomplish tlie work; GtOdcret' man that he forekrlows all tMngs. Now ated both mmd and matter.
But I do not
~0'U: understand wby I a'drhftted that \ 'God admit, that Uie mental or inteHeotual uni!'
foreknows I8ll,lhis own:3;f orks from·) tIle he. verse w~s :an emanation from God, or" ereJ
ginning ,j and,why.I denied, that, he fore. ateCi'in nmss, f and a piece of this mass of
knew all tMl/{/s from the beginfling. "fr mind imparted''to each person. I helieve i
you will now :take up my '2nd' article, and unaerstand .ihe force Of'such a soph'ism,
COllnect my denial of your 1st and ~nd too well, to pass it 'by unDoticefl. I wilr
proposition's, you 'will di~cover how it is attend ,to such suphism when urge( if
that I .am cl,lnsiBtent, hen I admit.'that urge(l aVair.
God. forekne"Y bis plan. of creation;' and
It is m'y desig to handle all these mats.tiU deny" hat he foreknew 'all tliings.~ ters with care, hence I euter my objebtions
:You will dis-coyer a w'de .difference betwee'n as 'r pa's along. ' You ~close your -article
my admittance of the attribute of fore. by re.affirming your originld propositi?~.
/(DQwledgedn. God, and your 'application of Here "you all-ow" me}to differ j and here
llUll'q .attribute
r ,r
'
we may differ""wiaely.·
ou . affirm that
r will' now .attend ,to, another ,point. It God has created no' being that fca~ thwart
is. il1' regard, t,o man's intelligence. I ibow his purpose. r The difrerenee:between':Us, in:
•
,
.4
'i
understattd' y,our position. If you wiH this
matter, wi'll dep'end entirely upob'the
refer tQ your ~3rdarfjjcle, you will dotioe use you make· of the word purphsL In.
tbM you\' question reads 'as foUo'ws: "lJ po'lf your' 1st ar1icle, you have given u~an index
w,h.at',dej>~nd8 this. (mall's) intelligenc~? of its coIitraotive au If expansive power i aJiat
i!ttJsw.llr· 'Up:OD"the superiority of tIl
ur discussion will 'depen upon you~ exer.'
hr~in, This' il'ld.enied in 'article 3rd, with cise of'such
oWer'. liAs 1have not ~ffirmed
lJ.U.lili:~qlltion:s"
You .now:aflirm1 in y'OureX1, or denietl a '!I propositwn.
regard to lihe
i

man

.

'

in
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.of God, abstractly considered, but of man, and so adapted it to man's organic
nB've denied YOl,r affirmations in reference'tt> structure, that it iEl,necessary in its present
I
the thwarting :o-r tfie designs and opm'a'tio,ns state and condition, to the development of
'.of' God",as developed' in your 1st article;, mind., Remove ~he present conditio~s and
-I shall, thei-arolie, await your argument,the n'ec'essity ceases. Man may be placed
With me', there is a difference between a in other corlditions' where his 'physical
desi~n and p\l'rpose. I can see how a man structure may be necessary to his [happlCllll design withouti. ever forming a purpose ness, but if 1 you remove the conditiona,
in regard'to his design; and I Olinsee how the nec:essity will cease. /If I ulSagree with
'a man ca 'purpose and have no' design in 'physiologists 'at this poin,t, I shall maintain
his purpose.
In a certain sense t11ej;erlBs such disagreement' to ,the end. As a gen·
are [synonymous, but not in' eve~y sense; ,etal,proposition, it is not true that intellihence.Ilwait your denouement.
·gence is idepeIfgent upQn the muscle, called
I.wrIl Ji'oiVmake you understand my view the brain, (or its de'velopment. Asa spe·
IQf the' dependency of mind on lIlatter. 'But cial and iiJJ1ited ·propos~tiop..iUsrtrue.
,I
tWQthings e, ist in the universe-matter
do not endorse the pb~ition, tliat mind is
and f/TI/md:' .Mind existed before matter, or depend'ent upon matter for its existence, or
mattlr exi~ted before mInd. If inUitter ex- development; nor do I endorse the posi.
isted bbfore' mind) then mind depends upon tlon, that mind is an emanation and impa",·
mll.Uer'1'6r i "existe ce~ If mind existed tation'from 'God to man. ,A map's mind is
befor matter, 'then 1matter depends' upon !,\S much im individual'oteation as his phys'.
mind for its e!Kistence. I aflinm the la'tter ical organism.' You 'now underst:md me.
'pf.Qposition'a a offer Dr. G. L. Purdy, my I will now.venture an opinion in regard til
0pp0n'eIJt, ~s ene of my wit'n~sses to prove this first-cause. Does God possess) a mat~·
f
it. In your «'facts of nature vs. atheism," rial muscle ,called brain, whiclr is neces'sary
you S:1-Y, " that in all nature, in all the ma· to tile development of bis intelligence or
terbd ulliverse, we discover idestgn, order mind? My - opinion is,
Coloesnot. To
and ootntony.
Design, otder and harmony shpport this 'opinion I quote r.J ohn, iv. 2!t;
discovel' law-law discovJrsa designer,con''God ~8a Spirt/II' -1 am anxiously wa'Ling
triver, nrst cause or mind. "Hence the 'for your arguments'upon the 'main i8Bue.~
works eff nature teach us, that there i8 an Permit nl.e to close tllis article ",ith t4e as·
itftelligent first-cause.
That from t'lfe fact, surance of my' esteem for you arrd yours,f
that matter was created by this intelU'gent.!
(..
M. N.' LORD.
l
•
•
'.
,r
•
first-cause~that
suc~ matter, so created, IS, P. S. if notice' some typogra-phical errors
controled<'(bj raw) by this ntst-cause, intel- in your ow~· as weil as my .~rticles: such
ligence ot mind;' hence matter must' ac- 'as uni'on of' matter fo'r action of matter"·
"
~.
\
.
'
knowledg mind ~s Its first.cause, and coli· 'promise for premise, &c. Yo~ wil~ correct
sequently as Us su~erior, creator and law:- in your own reading. O'ne favor l' will
,giver. ' 'This int.elHgence or first-cause is solicit my dear"Sit and that is please read
,
ri"'. 0.,', "8
h
;, I
-'
,
I
)" f"
IJ'ehovah
or -uO.
. UC ISlour'r~asoDlng.
rpy article
a'little
c S~1",an~r" you ,will, see
-Rea~oding, like',the above, is sound arid the differ~bCjl bet;~~n ihings' and"wor~s,
logical, and meets my app oval. {'lIt' wakes &c
' { 'M. N.! L.
infatter dependent upon mind for itS[' exis - vL.
v
.'1
ilnce. If J1l1nlh5an' cxist and abt (as proven
by yoU:) without 'matter,' it foHows ',that
od' .,i l'l
'either the :brain of man nor angel is nlc-'" ( 11 i
essary to t1w:existence of uliod; nor:'is it ) .
0['1'
n'ecessary'to the 1aotibrt.and -development of
n+ b.,l 8i ,{
sv')
i-n'teUect" StIli';I'acknowledge that Go'd,'in "
Lac ,11:r.ffJill '):)iflo
i adaptativeforeslght, has formed the brain
purpose
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are realized, the' preacher becomes wholly
merged 'in the politician, and thus not only
he himself is lost to the' church, but by
~conductso unbecoming a professed teacher
THE POLItICAL PREACHER.
of the way of salvation, religion. itself is
Whether a political preacher should be brought to discredit,
the subject of praise or blam~) is a ques~ion
From some cause or other, when a preachnot very easy te be decided, .from the fact er turns Iltu.mp orator he goes beyond the
that very different tboughts arise in differ- usual limits of propriety presented by that
erit minds, when, political prea~hers and not over delicate class of speakers, who
,preaching are mentioned',
' will ponder,to the lowest instincts of the
We have few works on political economy, multitude to create a laugh, or make an im'so well known, and generally studied as the pressio~.
And those who listen t·o the
text book on tha.t subject lised in most of clerical buffoon on the ,stump' one' day, :and
:our Colleges,.pteparlld by the. learned and in the.pulpit the next, are disposed to dr~w
venerable Dr. Wayland, and the subjects of .comparisons not at all creditable to'the perTariff an'd Free Trade are freely discussed former, and are ready to con,lude that the
by him, no one, I suppose, would take the versability which renders the preacher so
ground that, by employing his able Fen on mirth-provoking at the Sa:turday.rally, may
such subjects, this truly great man has be the sjlcJ;et also Of his Sunday sa.nctitylowered the stl!ondard of ministerial purity that both are put· on for the occasion.
,and dignity. . No one thinks less of the
In many places in the South the people
justly celebrated Dr. Charming, because he hi!ve been stirred up by inflammatory apdiscuss~d a political theme in his ever me- peals ,from the preachers" and the most
-morable letter to Henry Clay., on the'an- bloo"d.thirsty, and diabolical sentimep~
nexation of Texas-indeed,
many of our have ,heen heard by the wlliter, I from the
profoundest thinkers and writers on P91itiQal class alluded to. N ot.contcllt, with urging
scien,ce are ministers, and 'no one' ever thi,nks ~heir fellow plen to a\ms, tQ.ey have' been
,they have sullied their robes by their in- to a man; the lldvocates of' extermination,
vestigations of such subjects. When, how- and from th~ lips of one mjnister I have
ever, we speak of political preacpers, very heard the'] very ,course advocatell, which
different associations rise up to those whi~h ,was so ter:ribly cafrie~ out in the- Lawreqce
cluster around the names of a Wayland or tragedy: Nor are we perfectly free from
, a Chann,ing, we think of t~a~ class who, ~his spirit at home. Not long siIJce I heard
forge~~ing the purity and dignity .of the an, ,eloquent y.oung ~lergyman declaiming
,pulpit, rush into the political ~rena,' and most bitterly against the rebels in arms,
outvie the veriest hacks of the, .party, in and when he was n.otified that his time had
the buffoonries, and, to use no harsher terms; expired, he expressed his regret that he
the indelicacies of the stum'p. The' phrase: had not time allowed)him tOj get the re,bels
ology ;f the house of God is made to do to perditio)1,
The ,patriotis~ of another
ser,vicll<in, tEe 'cxciting canvass, and wo'rds reverend: ge,ntleman ,flamed out t~ that de'which' should never be used without ~we gree on onE1or two, occasions that I hearll
and reverence, are made to perform most !lim, that ,he was n,ot satisfied with his
unseemly service.
I tribu~e t~ the flag uytil he ha'd 'p~anted the
Indeed, it is not unfrequently the case starry b~nner near the thr~n!} of God.that the professed minister of Christ, in his: Another minister, ,distinguished
alike in
zeal for party, acts as if he intended to, ,the field pulpit and thestqmp, while trav~l.
burlesque. his own. profession-:-so~etimesl i~g in.th~ cars,' had his ire'~uited to the
even he IS led to mdulge aspiratIOns for highest' p{~ch by' ,the remllrks of a. rj:l,bel
office himself j and when these aspirations; tcolone1, who sat near him, which'rcsn1t'eli
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as follows, as reIlor;'t,ed "py the..• Dayton
J oux:nal, and, copied by the .Cincinnati
I

w~,ak and unworthy
follows:
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It i~ as

tlxhibitions.
I

Gazette:,
J'
'Chaplain Gaddis said, at 1he commenceAt Fast the rebel Colonel-in
full rebel ment of' his speeQh, that even preachers
uniform,-who ta.Iked loudly and defian~l'y, might get mad under certain circumstances.
evidently desirous to a,ttract kttention-said
He illustrated this by narrating the followth.at it was ' the duty of the peace Demo. ing:'
crats to' elect Vallandigha'm. It was neces·
A(t call1p'meetin'g once ali. old brother
sa,ry to save them from Lincoln's cursed was detailed to bring sinners to the altar of
tyranny.
It ,was the most damnable tyran-, teperrtance. by sounding a horn. During
ny. on the face of the earth. Three months temporary a}/sence from his post of duty,
hence you people of the N ~rth will appeal an unregenerated
person filleq the .horn
to us (rebels) supptiantly'to
come up and with soft soap. When'the
brother came'
resclie you from Lincbfn's despotism,"
back to resume the vocation of Gabriel, he
Ha\dly was the sentence c'oncluded when discovered the trick that had been played
ColoneLMQ.ody, flaming. with indignati.on, upon him, said he, "I have been a member
9aflhed his paper to the floor, sprang across of the church for forty-five years and a
the car, seized t~e in~olent rebel. bl t~e :minister of the Gospel for. thirty-five.
I
throat, and thrustmg' his knuckles mto hi have never sworn an oath ID my lIfe, but
face,' hissed through hiS' teeth: '''You in:· d-n me if I don't whip the man that soapfamous scoundrel! Row dare'youinsult·my
ed my horn."
Pretty soon the altar was
Government with your treason?
Ho~,dllore crowded with mourners, and the spirit's inyou pollute this atmosphere with your, in. fluence was manifesting itself very satissults to my' country?
Shut your m.outh, factorily except in one heart that seemed
or I'IT crush' every t10ne in your idfern'al ver,y stu~born.
The yrol1rietor of the horn
body." Then the Colonel seizcd the rebel approacHed this 0bdqrate case and asked
by the breeches, with force enough, almost, him how lie' felt. The poor' sinner couldn't
to raise him from his seat. The rebel hasti- feel his' flins forgiven, and he knew there
ly, ~nd with consi'derabie trepidation, starn- was no use in petitioning the throne of'
mered, "I'll, Vll stop, sir !"
gracc .. He had committed an unpardonable
Q'uoth the Colonel, "'yes, you I wil~ stop, sin he said. I
~
.
you infernal rebel! Stop now, or I'll throw
"Ah," said, the preacher, "the blood of
you out of the wilJPow"-the train was go· Christ cleanseth Nom all sin."
ing at twenty miles an hour-"I
know your
"All, except the one I've committed,"
tights as a parolled prisoner, you are under sllid the sinner.
'.
the protection of the Government.
That
"What can it be, brother-is
it murder,
does not authoriz& you to abuse lind ins-ult arson, rape, or adultery'?"
.
it. You pave abused your privilege.
No
"Worse than tJiat/ sobbed the uneonman in rebel uniform shall abuse my Got- verted one.
(
ern-ment in my hearing without paying the
The minister looked at his stony.hearted
pe.naIty'of his insolence."
subject a moment, and 'tben suiting the acN ow if Colonel Moody acted as a min- tion to the word, said" "Will some brother
.'
".
hold my coat? Here s the damned rascal
Ister of the Gosr~l on, that occaSIOn, we that soaped my horn."
The preacher
think hts expresslO.ns were, ~o say the least, whjpped. the sinner, who soon after're.ceivunbecpm,ing.; at milder rebuke would have ing. the punishment
became thoroughly
been morein accordance with his nrofession converted.
but, perhaps, t~e rebuke and threat w~re
What a satire on his own. church, if the
given by him as colonel, and not as a min- above be true, a~d whether true or ~ot,
ister; if SOl its objectionable
feature van- what'more defiling word~ 'could come from
,
1shes• To see how ve}y, near, t~e v~rge of the lips of a \ pot. house )politici~n, than
profanity,; if not of absol'ute blasphemy, those from on~ who ministers in h~ly things?
i.
'-1
fhe p,olitic.?l prea.cher can ,go, we ~i,ve the How wili hi~ 'prayers and sermo~s sound-to
following extract from the Cincinnati Com· those who. have Heard the aboTe? Will
'0
mercial, and if it seems somerhat coarse, they not be at a loss to know ·w.bether the
our apology is, that its introduction may arts of 'tlle demagogue, or the labors of a
L
t;
serve to warn others ,against making sucIi m.inister of Christ are his true t vocation?
"I
.t
I
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determine tHat he wds"a 'child of God, a
Christiab,)or pardohed.
Nor is: there an
account there of anyone ever looking to
any peculiar cIa s of feeling as an'evid:ence
of having the Spirit'. 1 Thousands 'have been
detuded, and f!-re still b'eing delude~l in~p
the idea that som,e r;trange s\lnsation in the.
flesh, Qr cOD¥ulsion of animal feeling-sQ.l,De
mere srt ck of feeling, sudden sensation in
the flesh and blood-is
an evidence of 'the
receptiop of t,he Spirit.
ThIS is utterly
,
.'OBSERVER.
withou,t foundation. in Scripture.
Sudden
changes
of,
feeling,
,in
some
instances,
arise
,r
.1
from something unwholesome receiv:ed ihto
the stomach, breathing impure air, o~enduring su?d~n change~> of temperature; from
sudden a-la.rm, a shower-bath, or a shoc~
from an electric battery. But these changes
are 'mere results of adequate causes, and no
eVld~nce of spiritual influence. There is
'QUERY.
,
r
not,'
i our humble op'inion', a more, misWhen does an in~ividual' re~ive the chievous, dangerdlls and destructive deluHoly Spirit, a'na hqw can he knQ.wthat he sion, iil. our time, than that which turns the
has recei,ed it?
AN INQuIRJm.
mind of the people away from the divine
testimonies of the Spirit of all light, and
REPLY.
1. The miraculous '~r supernaturai gift trutQ and revelati~n, recorded in the 13i1.:l1e,
of the Holy 8pirit, inspiring ,persons, em· to the cnangeable, uncer ain, and unrelia·
powering theullto speak ·foreign languages, blt! feelings in the flesh. The devil never
and p~rform otliJr miracles, is not now con- desired a greater delusion than this. Joy
ferred at all on any person. B Ilt the Holy arioes fr9:m kpowing that w'e are ,pard~'ned ;
Spirit, imparted and common tQ all Chris· but we do not know that ,we are pardoned
All the joy, peace
tiaus-the
Spirit of :adoption, by which they by the joy wc have.
ana
comfort
of
love
tlle
saints have, arise
are enabled to cry Abba, Father-is
confer,
r
from
their
knowing
that
they
are in Christ;
red at the time when the person enters into
but
they
do
not
know
that
they
are in Christ
Christ,
or'into the , kingd6rii. It is promis.
by
the
joy,
peac~
and
comfort
they have.
ed with pardon, in Petcr's reply to thejthree
The'
know
ledge
gi
ve~
the
'joy;
the
joy dqes
'thousaud onlPentecost.
I
~
How, then, does
II. How does a p,el'son know that he' hras hot give the knowledge.
'H~
received t e Holy Spirit? 'We must take ~ man know that he has the 'Spirit?
a lit* space first in telling how it is not knows' it by the following m'eans:
!,
I"t IS not k nown by jceling.
E.
1. By the promise 'of God. To him who
known.
The
p~esence or indwelling of the Spirit is' not believes in the Savior, repents and is imknown' by 'an, impr ssion 'on the flesh. The n£ersed,' the promise is,v "and you shall reThis
8cn e of feeling is in the flesh.' We, thete- c~ive the ','gif; of th~ 'JIoly Spjrit."
p'romise
has
the
veracity
of
God
in
it.
The
fore, ne'ver read of feeling the Spirit, of
ma'n
;V'ho
does
not
believe'
it,'
and
will
not
knowing the, Spirit to be present by feeling"
rely
on
it,
is
a
skeptic.
Such
fa
man,
Car.llOt
or knowing that'we lIave the Spirit by feeling. Not 1m instance IS mentioned, in Scrip~ e'ven co.me to God, because h.e who comes
believe. Without fai'th, It is
turg, of any divinel.j ~rl.thorized tea:ch~r ever to, God'must
,
'f'"
impossible
to
please him.
directing anyone to I'ook to his feelings

Political questionsl often' a,ssume a moral
aspect, that demand attention from' the
minister of theGospel; but they should: ever
be discussed ~n a gr~ve, dignified: and earnest manfier~a 'manner
worthy of the
preacher and his subje'Ct-but
to desd.end
to thll low art~ of ~he political, l\rena, to
outdo the political demagogue in his own
spherc is unworthy of the servant of Christ;
and against such political preaching we
enter our' hu ble protest..
r
I
}
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2. He knows that he has the Spirit of as great, when properly considered, as in
God by the wonderful change wrough t in any other case. Others have the truth
him. A man knows whether he loves the brough t to their ~nderstanding suddenly
teaching of the Spirit of God in the Bible. and in an overwhelming mannel', producing
He '"nows whether he loves the children of a change so impressive that the realization of
God. He knows whether he loves God. He it has armore v·ividly marked period than in
lmows whether he delights in the law of the more gradual' change, tl}ough the change,
God and doing the commandments of God, in itself, is no grea'ter nor better
But the
He knows whether he is in harmony with chaJlge, in eith'er case, i", produced by the
God, and his main purpose of life is to do .~ospeJ, and is of'no value if it does not rethe will of God.
These are all matters sult in turning the person from'the power
which a man can know as certainly as he can of Satan to God. When .it does result ill
know any thing.
A. man can know that he t'urning th,e sin per to the Lo;d, by 'his bakis at heart with God, :md that the great ing the steps laid down in the Gospel, and
aim of his life is to walk with God and ther.person loves the Savier" walks in' the
please him.
This, too, others can know, com!Dandments, delighting in them, that
who are acquainted with him, by the visi- petson has :t~e Spirit, no matter whether
ble life he lives. A man can know that the he at! any particular time experienced any
love of God is in him; that hE:is not under wonderful change of feeling or not, or any
the power of the Spirit oncecontrolillg him, sudden or' striking change of any kind.but under the power ofa better Spifit, whether Persons may have sudden and. striking
we can tell all abollt how he knows it or not. changes of feeling and not have the Spirit
There are many things that we know well, at all, and they may have the Spirit and
but cannot tell how, we know them. We not have any sudden and striking chango
know the face of the writer of the query at of fee.ling at. all.
Yet, when the entire
the head of these remarks from any other ch'ange in this latter case is considered in
face; at a glance, but we could not readily all its extent, though it has been very gradtell how we know it. We saw a man once, ual, it' JIlay be greater than in the former
running over a lot of Bank Bills, throw out case. It is no evidence that anyone did
one. 'We inquired what was the matter not receive the Spirit, that did not feel
with that bill.
He said, ('It is a counter-. some wonderful and sudden sensation; but
feit."
We inquired how ,he knew. He it is an evidenQe that anyone has' not the
said he could not so' 'readily answer that, Spirit, if he does not love God and keep his
but remarked that it was a stran,qe facecommandments.
.'
that it did not looh like 'the genuine. So a
IV. Granting pardon and illJpal:ting the
mall can know that the Spirit d welling in Spirit are the work of God, and never fail
him is not the same-that
it is diff~rent from when we come to him according to th'e
the Spirit formerly dwelling in him, as well Go~pel. If we have confidence in him, apd
as he can know fresh 'from impure atmo- in his gracious promise, we cannot doubt,
sphere, pure from filthy water, though it when we come to him' according to his
may be_R little difficult to tell clearly how will, 'that he has graciously pardoned us
he knows it.
and' imparted to us His Holy Spirit.
If
III. Many persons are misled and trou- we do those things that are pleasing in
bled by the erroneous views ad vocated round His sigllt He will give· us .meeHy all
them, and persons are troubled by listening things to enjoy.
"He who hears' these
to' marvelous experiences told to them by sayings of mine," says the Lord! "a'nd
others .. Some persons receive the truth does them, I will' liken him to a wise man."
gradually, and consequently never ,realize T~ey who do' his commandments, shall
any suddlln ahd wonderful change, though enter, by the gates into the cit.y and have
they are as realIy changed) and' the change a right to the tree of life.
B. F.
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will not believe in and be governed by the
precepts of the EibIe, that it discountenances what they are pleased to call innocent
amusements!
.
. DANCING.-No.
1.
I preSume that by far the greater portion
BRO. 'FRANKLIN :-I'propose,
with your of those for whom I write will be disposed
permission, to lay' before the readnrs of the to think that I attach too much importance
A. C. Beview, a few short pieces on the to this theme; thcy will doubtless say that,
after all, it is rather a trifling affair, and
subject indicated by the above caption,-The practice of d:aneing,"I am sorry to say, amounts ,to' nothing more than a logomachy
is gradually' gaining favor in many sectians about the ?nodus operand-; of taking exerof the coulf,try, amongst those who profess cise! H owoei:t, I beg leave to remark that
to be disciplb of th'e .< Matl'ChFist 'Jesua," I do not view the question in this light. I
whose history is' laconically summed· up in would say to those gay triflers, that there is
these words: '" HE W'ENT ABOUT ·DOING no such1thing as a trifle on earth. The most
GOOD." I am aware this topic has received momentous results often flow from the most
Bome attention in the Review; yet lit has insignificant sources: In this world we have
not, 'in my humble opinion, receivedl that little great matters, as well as great little
amount of attention which it justly doserves. matters. , By some the little colloquy that
And whilst I do not claim oT7:ginaZity for took prace ne rly six thousand years ago,
alI I may say, still, Ldo claim that the facta between toe father of lies and the mother
and reasonings which I have to offer, are of our race, may be deemed of an exceedherein presented in a, differen,t light 'from ingly trivial character; and yet I affirm it
was the greatest controversy ever recorded
'anything I have yet seen.
I may be permitted to say, in this con- in the annals of time. The difference ben'ectio{l, that what may be said, during this tween the parties on that occasion,-which
investigation, is designed mainly and par- consisted of only two persons-was in 'refeticularly for two class\ls of persons, viz.: 1st. renee to a little word of only three letters,
God' had said, touching the inhibitThose professors of religion who are in -die.
the habit of attending' places of amuse- ed fruit, "In the day thou eatest thereof,
The happiness of
ment ,called balls; 2d.' Those non-profes- thou shalt surely'die."
the
whole
world,
from
Adam,
our federal
sors, who pretend to believe in, and have
hcad,
to
the
last
tic1e
in
the
clock
of time,
great -reverence for that Book called the
was
suspended
upon
obedience
to
that inBible-both
of which classes, feeling can·
junction.
The
eonsequenees
arising
from
scious of their guilt, are ever and anon
disobedience
were
beyond
the
ken
of
human
apologizing 'for their conduct, oy appealing
At this important juncture,
to the Scriptures of Truth.
Hence, the computation.
the
atch
Deceiver,
in the guise of a serpent,
avowed ,infiael, wno professes not to believe
steps
forward
and
proposes a trifling addiin the :Divine authenticity of the afore-mention
to
the
precept,
consisting of another
tioned Volume (if any such may chance'to
read thiSl), m,ay not consider himself. ad· very small word, containing also only three
negative term, "Thou shalt
dressed, in ·these 'pa.pers, except an inciden- letters-not-a
much like our dantal remark, 'hepe and there, that will apply not surely die "-(very
is not wrong to dance,
with equal f.orca' to 'such., I presume it cing friends argue-it
because of this ineonsidewould be a useless waste of time and space they say,)-and
..r
interpolation,
one of the parties lost
able
to dwell upon the subject on their' behalf,
Paradise,
and
gained
labor, sorrow, and
siMe nearly a11 the ske.ptics admit that the
death.
'Bible condemns su::h v&in ~.&ndusel.es8worse than useless practices.
Indeed, it1s . "The omission of an h in pronouncing a
urged by some of,them as a,reason why they word became, providentially, the occasion
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of the slaughter of forty-two thousand
'I
Ephraimites in one day; the conyersion of
an 0 into i divided the' ecclesi3lstic Roma'n
empire' into two great' parties, which disSECOND COMING OF rrHE LORD.
turbed its peace, fostered internal wars, and
Behold he cometh with clouds; and
wasted its blood and treasure for a succes- every ey'e shall see him, and they also
sion of several imperial reigns; and the eat. which pierce a him: and all kindreds of the
ing of an apple brought sin and death into earth shall wail because of him. Even so.
i: 7.
our world, and has already swept 'the earth Amen.-Rev.
•
!
All Pb.ristendom admits the truth of this
clean of its inhabitants more than one hundred times. Det no one, therefore, regard sublime statement: 'that he is coming at
I
anything in religion or morals as excessive- some time; not in their time, but in the far
ly minute, or unworthy the highest consci- off future. Men now thi·nk thus, because
entious regard.
A ,yes or a no has slain the generations before them thought so.
millions, while a thousand volumes have They think on all matters of Christianity
been written and read without any visible and religion much as their f~thers did; and
disaster to any human being."
it tequires the .strong energy of some indeTo an omnipotent, omniscient and omni- pendent mind, working patently, to tuhl
present God, nothing,is trifling or unimpor- thl! minds of the masses into new tracks of
tant.
To infinite space, a.n atom. and a thought.
We often see how hard it is for
mountain bear the same proportions; in the those who have been reared in the tenets
presence of endless duration, a moment and of any particular sect, to lay all these
an age are equal. The smallest animalcule tenets down, and take, in their stead, the
that floats in the sunbeam affects the most pure word of God alone. And noiW, the
distant world that rolls in space. If I wavi thought that we, who are now living, snail,
my hand in the atmosphere, the impression in all probability, see the I,ord with 01N"
is imperceptible. to you, and yet it goes on eyes, coming in the clouds of heavenand on, until every portion of the atmos- surely it cannot be; it must' yet be a g,reat
phere feels its touch I Precisely so is it way gff. But that such may be the casewith our every word and action. However that we may indeed' see him with these
insignificant, no power can destroy it or stay nli-tu.raleye~, we hop.e to show moslYconcTuit in its course. It is on, still 0'1, and for- sively before we are done. The first quesever'! Then think not any thing small-which tion1 that com~s up in the course of our
may have It bearing on the kingdom of incfaidef!l is, May the people of God know
Christ, and on the future destiny of all man- with certainty, when the time is aotually
In this, as in all subsequent
kind; yea, stretch forth into an illimitable approa~hing?
eternity, and there will be the objects of inquiries, let' the word of God 'answer.praise or blame, thousands upon thousands "But ye," brethren, "are not in darkness,
of ages after this world and all its vanities that ,that day should overtake you as a
shall have been wrapped in heaven's devour. thief. Ye are all the children of light,
ing Bames!
and the children of the day: we are not of
1 Thess. v:
With these preliminaries, I close for the the night nor of darkness."
present.
In my next, I will enter upon the 4, 5. To the world, Christ is coming as a
task lying more immediately before ine.
thief; un'expectedly, unlooked for; but to
Yours traly,
C. J. KIMBAL.
his people he ill coming as to one who is expecting and watching for liim. " N ow learn
a parable of the fig tree; when her branoh
is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye
kn,ow that summer is near: so ye,' in like
manner, when ye shall see these things co mil
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to pass, know that it is nigh, even at the but denying the power thereof: from such
doors." :Mark 13: 28, 29. The things turn away."
2 ·Tim. iii: 1-5. Look
here spoken of, are those enumerated in ab..wad Qve~ our "land and the civilized
the 24th and 27th verses inclusive. '" .A:nd world; e:s;amine Eociety' ~n all its a:spe~ts,
w~en these .thin~s be ,in t~ come to pass, religious and political, and see how eV6l:y9
then look, up, an~ lif,t up. your herds i for where may be met the different classes here
your redemption draweth nigh. So like- mentioned.
Look at the selfishness that
wise ye, when ye see these things COlI'e to evetY"lhere exists, even in the so called
pass, know ye that the kingdom of God is benevolent. actions. of men; how few of
nigh' at hand."
Luke' xxi:, 28, 31. The these a<;t.sare prompted. by the love. of
things spoken of; ~re' in. the 25th and 27th Christ, and done for his name's sake alope.
inclusive. Notice the peculiar language in See' the grasping alte'r the world j hear the
the 28th verse:'" When these thingsl beg.in boastjngs of,our greatness, and wealth, and
to come to pass;" it is not necessary that influence, an.d power; witness the pride that
the whole chlin 'of events should be.ful- everywhere exalts itself; listen to the oaths
filled, before we can recognize the things and curses, and imprecations that, greet us
intended; we may recognize the first jlink, at every turn'; ..llompare the dutifulness of
when they begin, and then link after link, children in the days of our childhood, with
as each circumstance is fulfilled in regular the almost tot.~l disregard of parental auorder: Does not Christ, in all this Ian· thority, and the disrespectfulness toward
guage, intimate that, as a matter of course, parents' that nGW exist; witness the unwhen the last precursors of his coming bounded love of pleasure in every conceivbegin to come to pass, his people shall be ab!e" form .that fruitful imagina.,tions can
able ,to recognize. them at once ? We cer· invent j but above all, look at the vast. multainly can come to no,other
conclusion.tiplicity of organizations having a form of
But most professing Christians' have an godliness but denying the power thereof;
idea that before Ghrist comes, great moral see how near they can come with their
changes must be wrought, vastly improving imitations to t1.e true standard of the gosthe condftion of the world. IJ'hat the g6s· pel of God, ,artd yet reject one or more of
pel shall first spread its triumph", through its most imperious commands; how some of
all the nations of the. earth, till every,tribe them. can even hold to the form of the dooand people become Christianized and pre- trine, and .yet utterly deny its power, or that
pared for the reception of Christ as their it fortlls any part of the plan of salvation.
king. 'And because this state or' thing~ is Is not the present state oft-he world, and
80 far from being accomplished,' they infer especially our owncount'ry,
a fearful counthat the'time of his second coming is also terpart of the picture drawn by the apostle?
in the distant future. But is thisJlto be Again: "Nevertheless
when the Son of
the state or: the world when he comes?Man cometh, shall he find faith on the
Will the gospel be everywhere received earth ?:' Luke xviii: 8. This question is
and obeyed? Again: let the word of God of that kind that carries its own answer,
answer: "This know also, that· in the last and is the same as though he had declared
days, perilous times shall oome. For men tort 1Il0 faith should be found in the earth
shall be lovers. of thei.t own selves; covet- when he came. How little, indeed, is there
GUS, boasters, 'proud, blasphemers,
disobe- of living faith' in the world now. How
dient to parents, unthankful, unholy, with- very few that receive the ,word of God in
. out natural affection, truce· breakers,' false simple faith, and act it out in their lives.
accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisere of How few that believe the word of Christ;
those that are good, 'traitors, heady, high. "He that believeth and is haptized shall be
minded, lovers of pleasure more than -Iov- shall be saved j" or that imperative comers of God; having a form of godliness, mand of the Spirit, "Repent, and be bapI
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tized, every,one :of yo,u, in~ th~ tJaqle) of
Jesus Christ,Jor the remission of sins, and
ye shall recei'te the gift of the Holy Ghost.".
How few that ·hll.ve the faith tJ~~t recognizes the. fae,t toat all 'things are in the
hands of Christ j that it is he, the 'Prmce
of peace; who rulrs among the nlttions of
the earth. MeIl, n.ow,. alIPQst universally,
speak of " trusting in Providence," but how
few trust in the Lord. Thi's state of thing;;
accords fully with the unexpec.tedness uf
his coming. As men have rejected him in
the rejection of his words, so they are )lot
looking fell' . hijl, second coroing; at least,
till their plans of earthly grandeur and
glory are carried ouJ;. But as it was in the
d.ays of Noah, when they. bisbelieved the
words of the Spirit, an.d in the full pursuit
of earthly pleasure, knew not until the
flood came and took them all ~way, so is it
now.
While, meri reject the words of
Christ, and are in the mad pursuit ofweaJ,th
and pleasure and honor, they dream rio"tof
the terrible end that is so swiftly coming
upon them, and. which "as a snare shall
come upon all them that dwell on the face
of the whole earth:"
It 9:1soaccords with
the feeli~g which the world will exhibit
whcn he appears-the
mourning and wailing of all kindreds of the earth ~ecause ,of
him; arid that agonizing, J!rayer .sent up,
not to God, but to rocks and mountains,
"Fall on us, and hide us from the face of
him that sitteth on the throne, and-from the
wrath of the lamb; for the great day of his
wrath is ,come, and who shall he able to.
stand ?"
_ But when then is th.e prophecy to be
fulfilled, that" the earth shall be full of
the knowledge of the Lord as the waters
cover thelsea j" aIlcl 'rhen 'f all shall know
him from the least to the greatest?"
Let"
us not anticipate'on this part of the subject,
~ear readers j we will come to it in due
time. The earth is to be filled with the
kn.owledge of the Lord, and that beyond
your grandest, most sanguine expectations.
The brightest dreams that ha'le risen be(ore the imagination of the phil hthropist
and Christian, as. yet, are nothing to the
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glorious re~lity that th,e. wor~ of God
revea,ls_to us, but which very few have yet
read., 'And, Chris,tian brother and sister,
a!J;nost hill den in th~ jlmoke and dust and
gloom of, parhaps, the batt1,e of ,t!le .great
day of God Almighty, you h~ve ':lot long
to wait.
(To be continued.)

...•...

l

"
DELINQUENCIES

OF PROFESSORS.

" The ways of Zion mourn because" so
few "come to her solemn feasts."
This
language of the "weeping prophet" is upon
the lips of many faithful pastors. Neglect
of the ordinary means of,grace is well-nigh
universal.
The .great body of believers
seem not to appreciate the obligati~us that
are imposed upon tbem in. this regard.They conduct as if it were entirely a matter
of choice whether the ordinances'ofreligion
are 'Sustained by their presence. They forget the Divine command, " N eglect.not the
assembling of yourselves togcthet:, as the
custom of some is."
The object of this chapter is not to exhioit the benefits of public worship, but to
expose the delinquencies
and discuss the
dm.ties of Christian professors in respect to
attendance thereupon.
The following remarks of an English divine, J oIlD Angell
James, upon this subject, though penned
with special reference to Christians residing
ill the citY<I quote entire, for theit interest
and general application to the Church:A 'general, regular, and punctual attendance upon all the means of grace is es,sential to the earnestne.ss of a Christian
Church. There is a wondel'ful d,ifference in
this respect'in the various congregations of
professing Chri~tians. In some instances,
you will' see. the hearers straggling 'along
with a dnll apd careless look, as' if they
were going to a'n unwelcome service-drop-
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ping into tbe pl~ce of worsbip long 'after occupation? I fear·this love of ease is ea'tthe service has ·commenced.J.looking round ing out the piety of our churches.
"Modern tastes' are sadly at war with
witb a vacant stare lipon tbe eongregation
-un devout and listless, as if they were modern piety. 'It seems a'S'if many of the
there they. knew not nor cared for why; the professing ClJ,ristians of th'Cdaiwere trying
seats ha1f em'pty, and those that occupied with how little attendance upon the ordi• them seemingly neither expecting nor d'esi· naMes:bf public worship, how little of selfring a blessing from above. There is no ,d.enial, and how li't:tle ,a publio manifestation
earnestness there. In other cases, how dif· of their religion could' satisfy their consciferent!
You will observe a stream of peo- el)ce ; and alas! how very little that is I"
ple, just before the hour of service, flowing 'I surely need not' spend a moment in
into tbe place, with a serious, thouglltful, proving that it is the duty of the members
yet cheerful air, as if they knew what tbey of our churches to attend upon the services
The delinquencics of
were going for, and that it was a solemn, of the sanctuary,
church.members
are
somewhat various,yet gladsome occasion. They take their
seats :with a composed, collected, devout All delinquents are not guilty of the same
manner. A look of expectation is in their neglect. Some are negligent in one way,
eye, which is first cast toward the pulpit,' as and some in another.
In ordcr to show that the foregoing
if tbey waited for tbe preacher with his
message from God, and then upward to that cbarges are n.ot made without ample reasons,
God who alone makes that message effectu- the reader's attention is, called td the folal. A stranger, coming in, is struck with lowing classifi~ation of delinquents;
The Fair Weather Disciple,-'-That the
the appearance of earnestness that pervades
church
embraces members who seldom think
the congregation, and almost involuntarily
of
worshiping
God p'ublicly upon a stormy
exclaims, 'How dreadful is this place!Surely this is the house of God and the Lord's day is proved abundantly by empty
gate of heaven I" Yes; and if he wcr~ to pe'ws. It is freely adini'tted that a storm may.
visit that place, time after time, he would be a sufficient excuse for some professors
see the same people, and the same devout to remain at home; but, after granting all
the exceptions consistent wifh Christian
manner.
" The earnest bearer is the constant hear- propriety, many are guilty of limiting their.
er, the punctual heaJer, the devout hearer. attendance to fine Sundnys. It is evidentl
Tbere is a spirit of indolence, self·indulg: in almost every church, that it does not reonce, and mischievous negligence creeping quire a very violent storm to detain some
over the churches, most fatal to fervent de- of its members ,at home. There is not that
votion, in reference even to the Lord's day conscientious regard to Christian example,
attendance on Divine worship. Very many in tIlis particular, which ought to distinof the members of all religious communities guish those who are to be ensamples to the
go but once a week to the house of God; world.
The inconstant Disciple.-Those
already
and this on Lord's day morning. All the
named are inconstant; but we refer to those
rest of the holy day. is spent in idlenessperbaps feasting and lounging over the 'wine who, fair weather or foul, summer or winthrough the afternoon-turning
over the ter, maintain no order, system or rule in
They ,may worship forpages of a magazine, with little devotion their attendance.
mally one half day, then De missing three.
and no profit, in the evening.
"If these persons were in their closets, ThllY do not appear to regard the public
studying' the Word of God, en'gaged in self· worship of God 'so much a duty as a conveexamination and prayer, ;mortifyib'g "tbeir nience. Their conduct seems to \lay to the
corruptions and invigorating theiD graces, world, "The sanctuary is a very tJOllvenient
we should think less of it ; but is this their place to visit when inclination fav.ors."
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The ta'f'dy Disciple.-He'may
not .be many about their work until tSunday, and then
minutes too late, but late enough to disturb send for the Doctor. It is a downright
the devotions Of the congregation.
For a desecration, because it is getting sick in
moment, at least, ali eyes must be directed their own time, and taking the Lord's f~r
to him, or her, and a consequent sensation, getting well.
if not noise, created through the house."Sunday
headaches" are remarkably
Such delinquents do well to remember the prevalent among our churches. Many who
principle of a devoted Christian female, who give as an excuse for absence from the house
replied to the inquiry, how she managed, of God, that they had a severe "headache."
amid so many domestic cares and duties, It is periodical j always, or generally, comes
always to be punctual in attendance upon on Sunday. 'Mondays they are well.
the service of the Lord's bouse, "It is a part
Oh what a shame to professing Chrisof my religion not to'disturb the religion tians I Reform, reform, and ask forgive.
of others."
ness.
The 7:istless Disciple.-There
is quite a
The above is mostly abridged from a
difference in the attention which'different work styled, "Spots on our Feasts of Vhar~
hearcrs render in the sanctuary.
It is de- ity."
J. R. F.
lightful to preach to some, and a sore trial
Millersburg, O.
to preach to others. While many are eager
to catch ever; word that falls from the
pr~achea's lips, and listen with profound~st
attention, 'here and there is one gazing about
the house, tumbling the leaves of a hymnbook, now lounging in a corner of the pew,
then sitting in restless uprightness, and, on
LOVE AND UNION.
the whole, apparently determined not to
hear.
Such demeanor in the house of God
Behold, how good and how pleasant it is
is unbecoming even in an unbeliever, and for brethren to dwell toge-ther in unity I
with professing Christians is highly censu- exclaimed the royal minstrel of Israel,
table.
when he beheld the tribes of the chosen
The sleeping Disciple.-U navoidable cares people, from all nations of the ea.rth, with
and toils through the week, deprivation of eager haste, pressing to the city of God to
nightly rest, age, and a(sease may excuse worship before him in Jerusalem.
It was,
some from sleeping in the house of God; indeed, a glorious sight to behold the scatb 1t there are professing Christians who in- tered sons of Jacob, leaving ~behind them
dulge the inclInation to sleep, without the all the cares of life, turning their faces to
shadow of an excuse. They offer no resist- the holy city, and singing, as its towers met
ance to the somnolent spell; they place their gaze, the lofty songs of ZIon. There
themselves in a position to invite t:'heover- was joy and exultatio,n in the city, as the
powering stupor j ana lose the identity of travellers from distant lands entered the
hearers in that of sleepers. Such is a brief, gates, every face benmed with kindness, evimperfect view of t110delinquencies of pro- ery door was thrown .wide to receive the
fessors.' Reference is made to the fact that weary ones; a warm and cheering welcomll
slight indisposition is regarded an excuse for was given them to their homes, and hearts;
neglecting the means of gnee.
A physi- not because they had descended from one
eian of forty years" practice says, "I have cummon stock; not simply because Abra
always had more c:.lls on the Lord's day;" ,ham was their father; that Moses was their
and I may add, some professing physicians prophet, and David their king-no,-they
always make an excuse for neglect of wor- were worshipers of the same God, believers
ship on that day. Some Christians keep in the 'same Law, and had cOll}eup to offer
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solemn saprifice, through: the same High the dayS of their piMS kings, before the
Priest, 'at one common shrine.
worship of ,J ehovah had' been corrupted;
It is thc evening preceding th'e great but; alas '! di;visions arose; by roany Mount
day of Atonement-the
day.on which' the Zion .was deserted for Mount Gerizimsins of the thousands of Israel are to be,ex~ the names, J cw and Samaritan began to be
piated; the evening.facrifice has beerr of- known, and the bitterest hatred sprang up
fered, the rites of hospitwlity tendered and between those who had formerly worshiped
enjoyed, J chovah!s blessing has been in- at the same altar. Tbe sayings of the fathvoked, and stranger and citizen yield to'em- ers, and the traditions of the elders soon
selves to the influences of. balmy' ~lc~p,....• grew into importance, and the pure teachDay breaks in grand~er over the hills of ings of. tlfe - L.aw were abandoned for the
Judea, and. BoleIl}n songs, usher in the holy I commandmepts of men.
Pharisee and
day.
,.
Sadducee" names.hitherto unknown sprang
The whole city is astir, the Priests and into being, the first comprising the stoical,
Levitis clad in their robes of office, prepare the self-righteous and the hypocritical, the
the hoJy things for the hal10wed service, secoli,d, embracing the materialist, and all
the smo.ke of'the morning sacrifice in SOrT the giday wanderers in pleasure's flow,ery
emn wreaths ascends the sky, and the s eet' maze-and when the Saviour of men made
notes of the silver trumpets call the whole his appejlrance in the world, nearly every
assembly to worship. The court of the vestige of pure religion had left the eartp,
Tabernacle is densely thronged, and the ad'd in its steail, there was to be fpund
High Priest arrayed in Mitre and breast- pride, hatred, impiety, idolatlyand
every
plate on which is graven the names of the evil work. God's Temple, instead of being,
tribes; as Mediator confesses over the head the place ,of holy prayer, and pious instru.cof the victim, the sins of the whole assem- tion, was desecrllted by cpvetoumess, and
bly, ,and bearing in his hands the blood of became the scene of ang,ry debates concernthe sacrifice he enters the h,oly place, illu- ing profitLess questions, and the ,Law of
lllin;tted by tQEl gold.en candleatick, and God was Ulade,void ):>ytheir traditio!ls.
perfumeg.. by the fragrant cloud from the
The Jewish age has pllssed..Ilw;ay,qu,t its
altar of incense; pe draws aside the vejl history should be to us a lesson of insttuc,which se..r>aratesthe. holy, and the most hOT tion. The Christian Church, like the J ewly, it closes, behind ,him, and in solemn ish, has ,had .its ~ge of union and purity.
darkness stands before the Mtlrcy seat over When first ins~it~ted, its members were of
which are bowed the 'oversl\adowing Cher- one heart .and one mind; the same faith
ubim; ~nd now as near God as mor~al may produced the same blessed fruits in' the
approach 4e sprinkles the blood which he heartl! and lives of all; anq. such was their
bears, while' the multitude withQut bow love for, al\d care over, eaqh other, that
their heads in silent adoration; he rdappeJl,rs the Pagans, by whom they were surrounoed,
tQ the expectant people bearing the news of were compelled into ~dUliration and forceq
pardon and peace; they hail his return with to eX'claim: Behold ,how .these Christians
jOJ and ~ladnes8; he lifts his hands, every love one another 1 The Gospel had the
voice is ,hushed and 'every head bowed in effect,of binding them together-they
had
;reverence, w.hile he .pronounces upon them drunk dcep illto the spirit. of the Master;
the blessing of the Lord. Again the trum- the business of tIteir lives' was to imitate
pets sound, and from the whole asseml:tly him, ~nd to love one another as he had
rises the anthems of praise and tbanbgiy·
Loved!the,m. But alas! the gold has being; with gladness they se,ek their 'homes lJ\lme dim, tbe, fine gold has. changed, the
again rejoicing in the tender mercies of the love w~ij:Jhmade the early ChristMtns ready
God of Jacob. Such was the' unity and to lay down their lives for their brethren, i,8
love which prevailed among.the Jews, in but little known, ~he spirit of barrcnspecu-
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lation and cl1illing bigotry has entered into
many hearts, \vhere love 'llone I should
dwell; and the feelings of pro'fessed fol.
lowers of Christ, of diffelent hames, are
no better than those entertained by the
Pharisee for that Sadducee, or the Jew for
the Samaritan:
All true lovers of Clirist
must bitterly deplore this alienated state
of feeling, which oonfessedly exists; but
no method of breaking down the barriers,
which man, and notl,God, has raised,. has
yet been put into successful o'peration:The differ(lnt bodies of p1'ofessed Christians have, so to speak; no affinity for eaoh
other. Th~principles by which they arc
governed are like oil and water, they oa:l
not 'unite, another
principle, then, not
n'ow operating, must be brought to bear
upon these discordant elements, and ·that
princi pIe is noy>;prejudice, suspicion or
hatred, but love-that
love which looks
back with 11 compassionate glance upon the
faults and errors, of our neighbor, and which
leads us, while J;emembering our own liability to error, to, place the very best
construction upon his words and conduct,
and to talk over our unhappy differences,
not in the spirit of angry debate, but in a
spirit of kindness' and. mutual forbearance.
It is characteristic' of love, to. delight in
resemblances; and this, will lead us often
to turn from poin.ts of diffcrence to pnints
of agreement; ind there is no 'doubt, if
this course be pu.rsued, we shall be sur·
prised to find in how many points we <agree,
when compared w~th the comparatively few
in which we differ .. Whenever we begin to
think and act thus, we may rest assured
that the Savior's prayer for the unity of his
people, which cour divisions bave frustrated,
will soon be fulfilled ; and 'that the dawn
of that day is not distant, when we shall
unite in onc song even here on earth, as
we trust to unite around the, throne in
heaven.
OBSERVER.
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In the first place, we will glance briefly
at t1)c wor.d "dance,]' as it occurs in both
the Old anll' in the New,Testament.
This
wor'd, in all I its fl xions, is found in the
Bible twent;y-'five times~in the Old Testament twenty, and in'the New, five times.
Seven ,times it occurs as a nmtn-three
times.in the singular and foul' times in the.
plural n'umber~eleve
times 'as a ?;el'utwice in the present, six .times in the past,
and ,tbree ti.mes in the future' tense-and
eight times as a pal·tioiple. The following
are the instances of its occurrence:
Ex. xxxii: 19; ...Judges xi : 340; J I\Pges
xxi: 21; Judges xxi.: 23; 1. Sam. xviii: 6;
L Sam. xxi: 11; 1.Sam. xxix: 5; II. gam~
xxx: 16; II. Sam. vi: 14; II. Sam. vi; 16;
1. Chron. xv: 29; Job xxi: 11 j; Psa. xxx:
11; Psa. c1 : 4; Psa. cxlix : 3; Ecc. iii: 4;
{sal.,xiii: 21; J er. xxxi: 21; Lam. v : 15;
Jer :x;xxi: 3; Matt. xi ::17; Matt. xiv:' 6;
l\'Iankrvi : 22; Luke vii: 32; (Luke xv : 25:
.OE co'urse we can'not notice, separatel:y
and form.a~ly, alL the paasages cited above,
for· thine are a @Ieat many, oLthem that are
not relevant to the subjee't under con~ider.
ation ;(besides, to aHempt 'to notice' them
all would require too much time and space,
and render our investigation too ptolix and
irksome.
We shaH, therefoTel animadvert
upon a. few of the most prominent 'and i.n·
portant, in as succinct. and concise a mauner as we know how. And, indeed; this is
all tlJat is 'ne'cessary, or that CalL be required of me on any ptinciple of logic known
to ,me, since what I shall say; in regard to
the few can be applied with equal force to
the whole.
First, then, let us e.xamine the first passage referred to a'hove-"And
it came to
pass, as soup as he came nigh unto the
camp, that he saw-the calf, and the.danoing,
and Moses' anger waxed !:\pt, ana, he cast
the tables of st.one out of his hand, and
brake .them beneath the Mio.unt."-Ex.
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xxxii: 19. Here we have an account of
the first dancing that was ever recorded on
the pages of history.
And what are the
associations connected wit~ this affair recorded in the thirty-second chapter of Exodus? Idolatry runs through and permeates· the whole transacHon, and (reason and
1'ebellion ;were the results 'I J 'Was Moses,
the servant of God, pleased -with this
grand ball that "came off" nearly three
thousand three hundred and sixty-thr.ee
years ago, in honor of one Aaron, whose
. idolatrous llod rebellious' heart pro'mpted
him to say, "Up, make us god1lwhich shall
go before us; for, as fol' this man Moses,
who brought 'us up out of the land of
Egypt, we know' not what is become of
him?" Nay, verily! As Moses and Joshua
wer~returniog from th.e 'Summit of Mount
S1nai, (with the histor.y of which th.e reader
is doubtless well acquainted,) they heard
a strange, an unusual noise-a noise like
u.nto "war in the camp." A queer proced)Ire, this, for a religious people, who s'hould
have been engaged in worshiping Almighty
God. But if we leave the mountain side,
and approach nearer the camp of Is'rael,
what shall we find, think you? A GOLDEN
CAJ:,F,
manufactured from the. jewelry of
the women, is erected in a conspicuous
place, and the deluded, ido:latrous 'multitude are hovering around this blind; deaf,
dumb, lifeless calf, making music and
dancing! How ridiculous!
But if you
will examine this w'hole chapter carefully,
you will find another feature connected
with this id01atrous ball, which modesty
and decency forbid that I shoufd mention.
'I ,again ask, did Moses and Joshua approve of this heathenish procedure 1 When
the people "rose up early on the morrow,
and offered burnt-offerings, and brought
peace offerings;" and when they "sat down
to eat and d1"inlc,and rose up to pla,y, " did
Moses join with them? -Read what follows: "And it came to pass, as· he came
l1igh unto the camp, that he saw the calf
and the dancing, and his anger waxed hot;
and he cast the tables of stone out 'of his
hand, and braKe them beneath thc Mount.
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And he took th.e calf which., they had
made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground
it to powder, and stre.wed it upon the
water, and made the childr~
of Israel
dtink of it." What a severe, what a withering, scathing rebuke to this wicked people 1 Then comes Mos.es' 1'eprimand-.
"What did this people, that thou hast
brought so great a sin upon them?" .etc.;
and thus briefly and ingloriously ends the
first ball that ever took place on this terrestrial globe I
Now, gentle reader, imagine yourself in
attendance at one of our modern cotilli'On
parties, where the sensuous p~asure-seekers "sit down to eat and drink," as is custOIPary, and then "1'ise up to plcty"-to
make a "noise" similar to that of "war in
the camp"-a
"sound of revel1'Y by night,"
as Byron has it; and you will find that
meeting accurately portrayed in this thirtysecond chapter of Exodus.
But in addition to this, let your fiddler represent the
wlf-which,
by the way, is no mean representative j though he may not be so
valuable a one .as a golden calf-and you
have' t1J.epicture complete 1
The point which I would make by the
foregoing remarks is, that all dancers are,
in some sen.se, idolaters. And here. I will
make the assertion, without the fear of
successful contradiction, that modern dancing, though changed and modified until
it is now comparatively decent, is but'a
relic of heathenism.
Indeed, some of the
more wise and enlightened heathen philosophers, themselves, discountenanced
the
practice, as I shall show before I get
through .
. It will not be out of place for me to remark, just here, that Webster gives dan.
cing as a definition of the word "play,"
found in the Scripture quoted above; and,
inasmuch as Moses condemns the performance indicated by this term, it necessflrily
follows that dancing falls under the same
condemnation.

C. J.
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QUALIFICATION OF PREACHERS.
This subject, it seems, was very amply discussed in the Ohio State Missionary meeting, for this year, held at Shelby. Its treatment in the hands of such experienced
ministers as Bros. Errett and Hayden, it
appears, was distasteful to several equally
experienced ministers, who were present, and
who, with becoming candor, have bad the
openness and manliness to say so, with their
reasons attac.hed. W c were not among the
honored men who participated in this meeting, and of comse did not enjoy the privilege of hearing these discussions. In fact,
we know but little of them, save so much
as is revealed in the criticisms and comments
of some who have published their objections.
We look at the matter, therefore, only afar
off, and through the showing of others; yet
we seem to see exactly how the matter was,
.and take confert in the i~pression that much
of the apprehensions which tbese good brethren have expressed (f refer particularly of
Bros .. Franklin and Rogers) arises from a
too close, and ,consequently a partial view of
the case.
As a people, we say much about "the
proper standpoint."
We have been accus"
tomed to consider how much the appearance
of a thing depends upon the position in
which the beholder stands to it. Now if the
limners, who upon this occasion drew the
picture ministeral, intended to say, or did
say, in word or substance, that no man should
or ought to become a proclaimer of the gas·
pel unless he be "highly cultivated, and well
versed in the learning of the times," we at
once set down the position as preposterous,
and reject it with a repugnance strong and
enduring as are the veneration and gratitude which we cherish for the labors and
glorious achievements of the many brave
and devoted pioneers, who, without scholarly
culture, and without knowledge of the learning of the times, were mighty in word'and
doctrine, through 'knowledge of the Scriptures and culture of the heart, to the pulling
down of Satan's strongholds, and the. up·
building of this growing and giant structure
of Reformation, to the keeping of wbich
some of us, who are younger, are left, and
to which I trust we will ever be faithfuLand
true.
Experience is a .great teacbe~; and bel'
lesson to us on this subject is the lesson
which we learn from the history oftbe pr.im-
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itive church. The great and fearned A pos~
tIe, who of course did not wantonly or contemptuously disparage learning, bas written
the lesson for our instruction; and our experience corroborates it with a clearness that
prevents all controversy.
We may take his
,words, and address them to ourselves: "For
you see, brethrerr, how God has called you;
bow few of you are' wise in earthly wisdom,
how'few are powerful, how few are noble.But what tbe world thinks folly, God bas
chosen to confound its wisdom; and wbat it
bolds for weakness, he bas chosen to confound its strength;. and wbat tbe world
counts low and scorns as worthless" nay,
what it deems to bave no being, God bas
chosen to bring to nought the things that
be'; that no flesh sho}lld glory in his presence." (1 Cor.·i. 25-30.) The power of'our
cause is in the ljospel, and the success in
which we should rejoiceis that which springs
from its true and honest proclamation. This
is never to be forgotten. The "folly" that
confounds is not real/ally. It was only that
a foolishly conceited' world Called it so. 'fhe
wisdom that was' confounded, was' not true
wisdom, for she ever sits at the gates of God,
and from her serene and unclouded brow reflects the judgments of righteousness 'and
truth; but it was the mock wisdom 'of minds
groping in\ darkness, or dazzled by the
phosphoreuce of:their own corruptions.Nor was the weakness of which Paul speaks,
mental imbecility. Which of the apostles
was a Jl1ental imbecile' Who amongst them
wa's a man for his brethren to be ashamed
of! We read the New l1estament, but do we
find anything of weakness, in the sense of
mental imbecility? We analyze its language,
but do we find any violation of the complex
grammatical system of 'the Greek tongue !lliiterate were' these fishermen-grant it all.
But see how they spoke, reaa how they
wrote, despite of the educational difficulties
of the time'l, and let us,not, while rejoioing
in their illiteracy and ignorance, so far fore
get their example as to despise the gramm'a,r
Qf our ,grand a\ld stately English!
In
Paul's accurate, e,nergetic and antithetic
style, weak is contrasted with pawel1'J.tt. He
is not speaking of mental w;eakness,-forthe
inspiration ()f the Holy Spirit did no,t allow
of that, but be means political,llocial, worldly weakness. They were not men of'position, of rank, .of power and place .in the
p,u1:)li,corganization of society. Fishermen
they were, for the,nwst par,t; nQt emperors,
genet:als, governors, procuratorsl high priests,
nor nobles; weak, and not powerful, -:Is the
world holdS things to. be-yet truly stronger
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.than'the might of the sneering world, and lieus of life, and ashamed to stand up in the
superior to its scorn.
My veneration is presence of kings, emperors, and nobles of
shock-ed.when I hear the apostles disparflged the earth, to vindicate the cause of their
as .rn.en.tallyor morrally weak.. I sit at their Mastel'. We t11ink of them in no such light.
feet, and as I hear it proclaimed fro:n their High, heroic men were these apostles; of a
lips, re-.echoed the exclamation, "0 the depth dignity that stripes could not degrade, and
of the bounty, and the wisdom, and th~ amanJy nobility that would not stoo'p under
knowledge of God: how nnfathomilble are a:fal~e imputation, even to escape beneath
h,is judgmeats,~ and how unsearchable his the, uplifted bar of the pwsecutor's dungeon. ,
paths I" The men who carried upon' their Wp.at is nobler in ,human nature than the
:souls the burt11en of this 'bounty,. wisdom, ans~er of Baul to the P-hilippian magistraand knowledge. and wliom our bleSsed :::la- tes: "They have beaten us openly unconviol' delegated to preach them to the world, .demned, beilJg B.omans, and have cast us incould not have been,.in any real sense of rtlhe to p ison; and,'now, do they thrust us out
wor.d, we(J.k,qnen I Wise, powerful,.orrnoblej priv~ fI? Nay, verily; but let them come,
then, as tIFS\world holds things to De, we themselves and, fetch: us out." (Acts 16,37.)
must concede that the many ot' the·primitive No 'Yonder Christianity was respected ever
Christians were not; yet it must not be for· afterwards, in Phil1ppi, and that men felt
gotten that the apostle indirec,tly affirms that that ,Paul and Silas, In the damps of the insome of the\n did possess these advantages ner prison, lacerated and bleeding from the
.also. He says but few of .them were thus scourged and made fast'in the stocks-neck,
favored, yet there were a few,. and he him- anel arms and heels -like the vilest of the
self we must rank amongst that few.
And vile--yet that these two men were nohler
were his wisdom a:'d learning any part of than the magistrates 0f Philippi, and mighthe power wliioh in him, as an apostle, the tim-'than the corrupt executors of the law.
Holy,Spirit used i11 establishing the argU- The prisoners that Ji:stened to their "songs
mentative foundations of the gospel? I say in the ,night,'; and felt the shock of the
argumentativ'e foundations, because the Chris- earthquake, and saw the prison bars broke,
tian churoh was triumphant over Judaism as and the prison doors thrown open, and their
much, if tnot more, by argument-argument
own manacles cast off, no doubt, like the
bristling wit.h learning of the law-than by jailer himself, gazed upon these persecuted
miracles I -Before the Gentiles, too, as at men as themselves divine, and were ready to
Athens, Paul reasoned as a philosopher, ana fall at their. feet and worship them. Let the'
showed, upon rational grounds, the absurd i- advocates fOJi,auuncultivated and unlearned
ty of ,idolatry; and unquestionably we must nii'distry still hold up the standard like this,
'cone:ede that his great prominence, .and the and the best friends of the church will na-t
111gh and commanding position which he object.
held as, an apostle, were due to the superior
I m writing 'very I generally about many
gifts of mind and education. These qualifi. things that are said and done by many pcocations, together with the high natural gifts plo, and which in various wa),s and at sun·
of it burning zeal and a dauntless moral dry times have come to our knowledge, and
courage, were doubtless reasons with the would not be understood as e~pressing
J~ord himself for selecting him as the apos- thoughts specially suggested to me by anytie to the Gentiles.
thing that the brethren above referred to
It is a fashion with some people to dispar have objected. Indeed, it is due to myself
a~e the powers of the apostles, in a way that and to them to say, that I <,!onot believe
to tall 1perv~rt~ their true chilrac.ter. !~e'y them capable of thinking so meanly of a
were wea !("" It IS assumed; and forthwlth'lt OhriJtian minister as to do·or say anything
is tak'enJfor granted that they were mentall)' with the intention of commending much that
imbeciles! 'l'heJy were (lestitute df wisdo~; passes current in these high walks of labor
and strai?,htway some one adopts the absur- amongst usland other people of the present
dity ·of Winking that they were ridiculous day.
.
'simpletons, whom cultivated people laughed ,1 'said, that if the limners who drew the
at whenevet they stood up 'to speak: to tb~ r 'icture ministerial on the memorable occa·
multitudes:
They were no~ noble; and sion referred to, made. high literary culture
therefore'we must conclude ·that tliey were and J scientific knowledge essential to all
.mean and :vulgar-without
dignity, without preachers, a qualification without which
high and sensitive honor, and almost,! some o'dne should be recognized or encouraged as
would paint them, slippery sneaks; crawling preachers, then I could by no means agree
about lUlJ,Ong me.n only in the lanes and pur-, wila thhm j buti looking'at the matter afar
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off and' through the eyes of others, we .cannot gather that they ~ook, any 'such absurd'
position. ~ ,kno tqese men wfll, and I
think I know what they think on the su,bject of wJ;1icb,they,wete treating. 1 am'itnpressed ~ith t1H)' conviction that they"were
drawing the ideal of a preacher,-not
simply who may preach, butwhatJin,the fullest,
largest, and great(lst. sense. of the divine
calling, makes a m,/-n thoroughly furnj"hed
for his ~vork, This is the proper '"'standpoint" from which to view and Te-view their
utterances; and under thi asp~ct, a7'e they
not n'ght? Is it not true, that literary culture, scienGif1c.knowledge ~nd classical learn.ing are all' powerful adjuncts to the proclaimer of the gospel? Other things being
equal, what is the effect of' a plus or a fninus
between these and tbe other endowments of
a preacher? A,dd them, a.nd is he not gfeatel,'
-)11Ore. able,to contenA with the gainsayers
and to gain the ears of the people, amongst
a generation largely and in a qualified
sense, themselves educated? Can anyone
doubt this? I ;1 I
I know some pne will be thinkip", of exc,eptions; but let tls notjuJge hastily. We
have studied the chara,cter and qualifications
of some proClalmers who will be cited as
examples of great p.ower WitYlOutthe advan·
tages in controversy; and there is a Ivery
shallow sophism lurking uoder the surface,
J.Jet us suppose a case: A is uncultivated,
without knowledge of science, ignorant of
classical learninO' unread in the litcrature
of his own ton:~e, and scarcely master. of
English syntax." But see how mighty he is
iT,lthe Scriptures! how he debates!. with
what power he grapples the adversary! h'ow
he trips him up in his logic, corrects him in
his leHned arguments, and even confounds
him. in Greek criticism! Lea.ruing! logic!
Greek! Englith even! What is the use of
them when a man can dQ all these thin"'s
with~ut them? ~his is the cdse, and the~e
are the cidmi, dtional deductions drawn, no
doubt many think very logically, from the
premises. But·what is the solution.? How
is it that,A does ~1I ~his? ,Why, reader, let
me tell you: A has in his pocket Bro. C's
lear~ino on ,all these points.,
In 'a sort of
•
way, we may' say, he has i~ iri his head! Not
truly indwelling. or incorporate, but by
spoonfuls, as he needs it or can use it, does
he SCGlOP it Qut of the ample hut portabl~
fountain, and 10 ! what a swing of power.Now'suppose BrO.. 0 had ,not been, what
wauld Bro. A have been in this case? -A
minus 0, equal to what ?,lWe do not 'know,
a.nd will not cpnjcctur,cJ neither 'l'l'illwe fool
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! what
ourselves as to how A plus 0 has become
he is. ' We are thankful for much that
is good and effective in him, put cannot forget that the faucet is not the fountain; nor
consent to ignore the fact that learning and'
science, no matter how got at' or by whom
applied, axe still great powers in every grea~
work, in these enlightened years of the nine·
teenth century,
1
We have much mo~e that we hope to say
in some f:orm hereafter on this subject, -but
this must suffice for the present. Weare
gratified to see the men of large, experience
amongst us striving to elevate the standard
of our ministerial labor. They are working
in the right' direction. When our Savior
says, "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your
Fat,her in heaven is perfect," we do not understand him as ruling all who fall short of
this standard out of the family of God, into
the ranks of publicans; neither, when~gifted,
and devoted brethren, longing for higher
developments of· powe1' and usefulness in
our preachers, draw for our aspiration a loft.
icr ideal of the Christian minister, dQ we
understand ,them as intimating that none
'Yho falI ~hort of i.t sl~a.llpreach, at all, no!
as ~xpecbng or ~~l~k1ng themselves that It
w.ould be better I~ It were so. We do not
dlff~r very much, If at all, brethren, O? these
jIpJects. Let us not be has~y to thll1k so.
B=oth,ers Rogers .and F~'~nk lDare both good
fnends of ed~catlon, . lhey love our. colleges';.have gIven their money and their e~couragement to help endow them j an~ their
he~l'ts, I know, rejoice at .the power ,that is
g0ll1g,:f.'0~thfrom the1Jl. Ill. the heads and
J\earts of e~ucated and cultivated preachers.
'Ihey :would not say to us at. ~e.t~any~ Your
labor IS nou~ht,' and the tr~llllD~ of your
students vaUlty! But they wJ11 bid u~ God
speed, and, as n~ doubt the,y do, so ~Ill we
beseech them, Without ceaslllg to contln"?e to
pray for us and the young men committed
to us for these high purposes. W. K. P.
~~MARKS

.
We cheerfully lay the whole of the foregoing before our l:eaders. It is a weIlwritten article and in a good spirit. Still, •
we do not think it exactly rCo/lchesthe diffi~
cul,ty.. :rhe ,importance of learning, and
its precise use in preaching, the gospel, are
subjects demanding much thought and careful investigation.
We think, too, that the
present is an ~ppropriate time to, give th,e~e.'
:r

subjects some sIlace, in our columns.Touc?ing }he importance, of education, not
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only on the part of preachcrs, but of the he does understand the gospel. We do
people at large, we have spoke~ so fre- not undervalue all the arts and sciences, or
quently and with such decisiveness, that we anything that enters into what is properly
cannot be misunderstood.
It appeats to us called learning, in it~ place. Let there be
indisputable, in the very nature of the case, a universal diffusion of it in all departthat a man c'annot preach, or teach, any- ments as far as possible. But when we are
thing, profitably, which he does not know, speaking of the qualifications for the minIt is equally clear, that no nian knows any· istry, let no man attach such a train of
as 'shall
thing which he has n'Ot learned.
What a sciences, arts 'and philosophies
man knows, in any department, is his learn· discourage ,and dishearten good and useful
ing, in that d'epartment.
No man knows men, who are rendering good service, and
the gospel who has not learned it, and nO' thus make the profession appear beyond
man' can prea~h the gospel who does not the reach of thousands of; valuable men
know it. /1. man" then, must have gospel who would otherwise enter the ministry.
learning before he can preach the gospel. We had better go to the New Testament
He may kn'ow the 'gospel and preach it to and search there for the qualifications of
The qualifications found
the salvati'on' of sinners and have but little the ministry.
there,
a
man
must
have. He cannot be a
learning in the common literature of his
profitable
preacher
without them.
time, or in the sciences. He may know
The power to turn men to God and save
tne gospel of Christ and preach it 'to the
salvatio'Q of men, and not unde~stand the them, is the gospel. Any learning that in
grammar of his mother topgue, the arith- any way contributes to the understanding
metic n0\Y being taugh~ to children a do.zen of the gospel, and facilitates in bringing it
years old, or the geography of his own to bear on the' world, to th'e sal v~tion of
The original Scriptures
State, to say nothing of.g30logy, astronomy, men, is profitable.
are in dead languages, the original Greek
philosophy, &c., &c. So a man may'un.
lierstand liter~ture well,' the' arts a!1d sci· and Hebrew. They cannot be translated
ences and all the higher branches of learn- into the :English langu~ge without learning
learning.
This learning a man
ing, aJld not understand the gospel. ' He -profound
But
may, on the other hand, understand the must have to qualify him to translate.
gospel well, and know no more of geO'logy, no man of understanding, will say, th'is
man 1hust have to qualify him to
phrenology or astronomy than Paul or Silas learning
preach
the
gospel. A man ~ith far less
did. Again; he may understand jurisprulearning
may
ullderstand the gospel, when
dence; the laws of States, of the general
it
i&faithfully
translated into Englibh, and
Government and. of nations, and not underpreach
it
the
salvatiO'n of 'sinners. If a.
stand the law of Chrrst, or even the gosman would deliver.a series of lectures,
pel.
It is not to be assumed, then, that be- harmonizing geology and the Bible, or
causea man is not versed: in the law of his write a book on that subject, as a qualificaState, law of the nation, and the laws of tion for that work, he must ~lDderstand both
a man may
nations; or because he does not understand th~ Bible and geology. 'But
English, Latin, Greek or Hebrew litera- pr~ach the 'gospel successfully, as thouture well; or Decause he does not tinder- sands did in the times of the apostles, and
stand botany, chemistry and philoso'phy; know nothing of geology. To write such
or because he does not understand phrenol. a book, or deliver such lectures as menogy; geology and physiology; or because ti~~llid, with intelligence, a man must unhe d'Oesnot understand surveying, naviga- derstand geology. H is indispensable that
tion and engineeriI!g, that he d'oes under- he should uqqe+~tand it. The prea?her
stand the gospel. Nor may we as'sume may"underst'and it; or may not. It might
because a man understand's 'all' thes,e, that be'of some advantage'to bim, as a preicll:.
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er, to und'erstand it, if he knew how £0 use' of\ the~e ~d,dresses. The ~ppeakers were
it, but certainly not ihd'ispenslrbl'e: T'nis' capab\"~rof expressing-themselves with sufprinciple Br,oJPe.ndleton admits .. The~e i~ ficie~t dearness an-d'dIstinctness to be uncertain knowled'ge or learning indispensa- derstood. 'The ~en who h'eard, were eap'able in any departmint.
A man must have hie of understa!Jding..
'
the learning or knowle.dge, to enable him
But aside from ~he addresses, what is the
to do the work which h undertakes.
He real ma'tter ilemanding attention?
It is not
may do some g'06d in that work with' a the que~t!'on, whe~her education, ingeneraZ,
small amount of lea~ning, which is 'all he should be advocated and sustained.
There
has been; or is n'ow a:ol~ to ~cquire. Then, is no qu~~ti'o~ about the im'portanc~ of en.
let hl'm work and'do what 'be c~n, and let clowing, su's,taining and 1J?aintain'ing our
I
no m,an discourage'
and dishearten him, by Oolleges,
and many more, "if we could, lie•
,. r
arraying before him attainments
which
he tween us. Nor is ~here any, question
among
r
r
r
r
can never reach.
To. all this, we think, us about the i'mpoI'tance'of educating young
Bro. Pendl'eton agrees. We certainly agree men for ~fe ministry.
;VV
~ are all, ag,r,e'ed
with'him in reference to'the importance of about these matters.
There are re sons
our c~lleges, and, i~deed, universal educa- entirely sufficient, ~hen, and good reasons,
tion, as far as possible. 'We are and have for all tnis,las we have been well salisfied
been all the time for the highest o;der of for many years. We can; then,' give t,hese
edudtion, in its most extended form'. ThE! good men, oogaged in educating, every ~sonly ~onder with us is, that a man who has s~rance that we appreciate their w'ork; its
such ~ clear hexd' and logical mind as Bfo. great. im portance, and bid them hold on
PendH;tdn has, sh~uld have permitted him- and per,severe in their ~reat and good work.
self to b~ drawn aside, in re~a:rks suggest. We have no education and anti-education
ed by th~ c'omments of Bro. Rogers' and pa,rties among us. yv e , all, wa~.t 'all the
myself/on the discMrses delivered in the education possiJ;lledisseminated through.out
Shefby meeting, f~om any premises assumed the, world. But- aside from all this, there
or implied in our remarL:s. True, he very ar~ shades of differenqe. There are differju~tly a'poligi~es for this, and claims to be ent kinds of education.
We ha ve religious
~ "
""
.•.
speaKing in gene~al terms. Still, the im- education, and mere secular education, 'We
pression is left, that there was some ten- have Bible' ed ucation" and mere sdentific
dency in that direction in our remarks.educatlO'n. The 'wild Indian h'as education
We think:' this is not tEe case. We sup- of a 'certain' kinl . f'()l the most illiterate,
pose, howe\er,
that his purpo;;e was to uncouth ..and awkward lad of fifteen years,
elicit something more de'5nite and clear on' in the r"bac'~woods, has an education 9f a
the whole premises.'
certain bpd, but certainly not the right
We do, not desire now/ after a half year kind for th'C' ministry.
So, we find many
has gone, ~o attempt to make a stat.eme,ntof young men, who have gone through their col.
the' ~.['ecise positions, taken, in the objec- legiate course, and acquire4 an education of
tionable portions of the speeches in <Jues- a certain leind. But what kind is it? They
tion. Trhis, we fear, weJ could not 'da in have becom~ ~cqua;!~ted, to some 'e~tent,
such a' way as would be s;tisfactory to the with severaliangudge.s, t~e arts' and sciences,
brethren who delivered' the addresses in and obtained·a diplom1a:' They have gradquestlon.
But this much we distinctly mtted with honor, it mat be with first honremember:
TIle discourses prodt!ced a ors. 'i'h~y can now t'aik Of. n~tural' and
general depressi n alid discouragement moral philosophy;
of ,rhetoric~ elocution
among the preacbers present, and that, too, and logic; of phrenology, geol~gy and ason the minds of ''as good !!len as can oe tronomy;, qf botany, chemistry,'and ,many
found anywhere.
Nor is it likely that they biher important matters, all proper and
misunderstood the main drift and bearing right in theIr places, and even' well enough
j
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for tbe preacher to know j bJIt certainly not even ~re,at tbem wit,h- contempt, when they
important qyplificatioIIls for the min~stry. com,e i~,contact with tbem .. '
Or, to 'jay th~ lea.~t,o(it, ,tpe man mH have i The ,ground 'l\'e stl\nd on rhas. been tried.
~ll such acquirements, ~nd not be ,qua,lified The principles have.1)een ~ested. The mat·
for the ministry.
To qualify a man for the I ter is np~ to b~ t!eated as an experiment;
~iriistr'y, he mu:~thave a religiou,s education. t specially by young men who have nevel
He must have a Biblfi education. .He 111 1st yet comprehended.- it. Weare not to be
specially h~ve a New Testament education. a;dmonisbed, not to -feel ,too confident, till
lie must have a Gospel education.
The we "see wbat .our reformatory ,movement
Gpspe~ ~s tbe ppwer the plie>acheris to use, will,amount to." Wresh~]] not stop to "see
and tbe learning, no matter vybat it consists what it will amount to/'
We know it is
in, wbidh en,abies bim t~ ~nderst~nd the right, and, shall II\aintain it to the ext~nt of
Gospel, an1 bring. it to :bear on_ tbe world, our pO~!lr, regardl~ss of wbat it shall amoun~
to the salva~ioh=of men, ~s the learning tbe to.' The churches: pI nted by the apostle~
:i)re)ache~n,eeds.,
t
and fir,st evangelists w.ere crushed ,out by
An iII)portant item in the qualifi0ations the wonderful cUPient of. sin. and carnality
for the ministry, is 'an underst!lnding of ~hic~ fGund way into their midst. There
~uman nature-an
understanding of ,men were not true, men ,enough to hold tbem
and tbings. A man must have adaptation up. But that did not prove tbat they were
to the world, or he cannot su~ceed in tbe not rigbt.
So our movE;ment may fail. It
ministry.
He mus~ ex~rcise good, Qld- may be crushed out. : But·if so, it will not
fashioned comm~p se~se. Then, be ~u'st be rbecaus,e the gl'ound we oCliUPY,is 'not
have the faith in the GospfJl, tbat it is tbe right,. but because we have npt true men
power of God to salvation-the
'full cOI)-fi-enouglt to maintain it.· . But:we do not bede,nce in it, as the means to turn man tp Heve, this., We believe it will succeed
God-whillh will hold him to it, i~pei l).im grandly and .gloriously.
Every CO,llege,
on in prcaching it, and relying on it to save editor and ·preacher will succeed who i~
men. Compared with it, all science, rtphi]- true to ,it.. ,There must be no backing d.own
osophy and human wisdoIIl, so far aJs,~,a~ing fr m. our bj~~". strong and invu~ne:able,
man is concerne!1,' sinks and dwindles into ground. Br-o. Pendleton has stood many
lnsignificance, emptiness ant( nothingness. y.e~rs iln this ,great mQvement, and done
, 'Many goo~ preachers have aom~, and are g'reat servic:~, ,and is still doing great serstill coming, from 0llr, Colleges, wbo know vice.) No one dcligbts to; honpr;him IDpre
the Gospel, bave confidence in it, apd are tban we. Let us lo,ok at tbe fifty and more
rendering noble service. Indee~!' the cla~s volumes, which pave gone forth from Bethwe ba~e de,scribed as not kuowJng tbe G?S- any, all pointing us to tbe Book of all books,
pel, may be considered tbe exceptional cases, as tbe, only revelation from God to man,
and not the general rule. Still, it would and the divine authority in all tbings spirbe well for the princip:al men in our Col- itualj to tbe elegant walls of Betbany ColJ
leg'es to remember tbat several young men lege, with our otb~~ eigbt o~ ten Colteges,
•
_
'
1
have gone Qut fro,m our Colleges, endorsed, t~e ,two or three scores of high schools estbat have been no credit to tbeir preceptors; tablished, the tqr,ee tbousand or more
put, on the otber hand, bave greatly injur- preaqbe~s, alld ;s ~ary churcbes collected
ed the Colleges .. Tbey bave read bad books, in tbe" ?ne fold," unde~ tbe ~.,one ~hep.
imbibed false teaebing and foolish pbi!o~; herf," lind the vast numbr,r of souls belll~
ophies. Some such COme out of Copege, daily brought, to God, thrpugh ·the powar
ignorant of tbe mighty principle,s inculcated of pur great Gospel plea\.and maintain the
so largely.in this genllration, by tbat mig}:!t- ground already gain~d, and the Lord will
iest and greates't of human spidtfj of our be wit~.us. Let us ~tand firm to tbo printime, Pres't. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,and ciples advocate,d inl1accomplishing all this,
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neither being ashamed nor afraid to 'defend
them; and let no young man think that he
is educated for the ministry, or qualified,
till he co'mprehends these principles, no
matter bow much literature and science he
may have acquired.'
Weare not aiming to review Bro. Penl
dleton's excellent remarks, nor objecting to
them, but simply commenting on th.e same
subject.
,B. F.
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Terpsichore will have the presumption to·
claim for their dance, a religious aspect, in.
the Scripture sense of the term. ,This exercise was prevalent among the Jews; hence,
we find such expressions as the following:
"Thou hast turned ,for me my moui'ning.
into dancing,"-lILet
them praise his name
in the dance,"-"praise
him with the timbrels and' dance i" also the two verses under
consideration, and many others that might,
be mentioned, all of which has no relevancy
whatever to the modern dance.
In the third place, Ecclesiastes, third
chapter.
"A time to dance." This Scripture, to' the amount of.jour words, is harped
upon, I believe, more than any other passage in the Bible, by the dancers and ballo,
goers. I have only a .few remarks to make
DANCING.-No. '3.
ill' reference to it. First) let us admit for
We will now notice a passage (Judges xi. argument's sake, (what ne' sane man will
34,) which is sO'IDetimes-very seldom, hazard his repntation either for ho~esty or
llOwever,-adduced
by the advocates of intelligence by asserting,}.that dancing, in
dancing, in favor' of their practioe; though in the popular imp'ort of that term, is here
I frankly confess my inability 'to divine alluded to: Where, now, I ask, is this.
how it is that anyone can be so obtuse as clause fo,Und? Anywhere .in the New Te.sto believe' that it really afiords them any tament? Not at all. Of co.urse,thenj ~t
aid. Whb can fail to see tliat the very re- must be' in the Old Testament.
Let -it be.
verse is true? For the following lamenta- remembered, then, and never let it be fof-'
tion is evidently based upon this' very gotten, that this celebrated text; upon
thirty-fourth verse. Let 'us read the con- which our opponents so confidently rely, .isin
text: IIAnd J epthah came to Mizpeth, un- a 'repealed law, thaf has no more fo ce now,
to 'his house, and behold, his daughter than the Slave code has at tne'present time'
c~me out to meet him, with timbrels and in Ohid or Illinois.
with dances; .and she was his only childNo IV, unless you can find this clause ei.
beside her, he had neither son nor daugh- ther' verbatim or su~stantia:]Jy re.enacted
ter."
in the 'Ohristian's law-book, (the New Tes-'
Next, we' will notice the two passages tament) it cannot logically be brougpt forfound in the sixth chapter of 2d Samuel.ward in this ca~e as proof. And I affirm
"And David danced before the Lord with that it cannot be found in the New ,Testaall his might,"-"And
as the ark of the mentj ,therefore, this clause in the old stat.
Lord came unto the city of David, Michal, ute book (the repealed law,) is null and
Saul's daughter, looked through a window, void.
and saw David leaping and dancing," etc.
But, suppose the old law to be still in
In reference to these passages of Scripture, force j (which is not true,~ notice this pasI will remark that they are but two instan- sage simply Says there is~a time to dance,
ces, among many others, of a religious exer- without specifying any time. _ I now ask,
cise, in the ancient mode of worship, called when is that time-When is the proper time
dancing; which, however, bear np resem- to \:lance? If you are' a dancer; friendly
blance whatever to our fashionable l1a]Js. read'er, it devolves upon you to 'ilnswer this
Indeed, I j)pin~, none 6f the'worshipets of' questioJ;l. Is there anythi'ng in thc text orlin
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the context, th:rl wit! give you a clue to this room, and hehold those vain, giddy, deludelL
matter?
If there is anything in this whole pleasure-seeketll, their faces flushed with
chapter, or in the whole book of Ecclesias- wine,.as ~hey
t,.es,that will afford allY light on tbis point,
"Trip the light, fantastic toe,"
I have been unable ,to .find it. How'd:o- and cry out,
you 'know, then, but what every time YQU
"On with the dance·-Ietjoy be unconfined I"
dance, you c'ommit a heinous sin by danci.ng And the ladills~those beautiful, brightin the wrong time? You must admit that eyed creatures-how
nimbly they flit tothere are times in which it would be wrong a-nd-fro in the merry dance, to the sound
to dance; for every affirma,tive 1as~its neg- of .the 'narp 'lnd the viol! And who is it
ative, and the affirmation that t·here is a that "gather there?"
Alas! that I must
time to dance, implies that that there is a proclaim it-they
are the brothers and sistime not to dance. You wiLlreadily admit, ·ters of those brave boys whose dying wails
if you were standing on ice, upon the brow. have pierced the heayens from the battledf a precipice, THAT would be no time for plains of Murfreesboro, of Donelson, and
. dancing I You will also admit, whe'n. any of Shiloh I Is ttis the way we sympathize
of your friends O'li' relati,ves ale sick, dying, with our "bleeding country?"
What could
or dead, that 'Would be an improper. time 'more forcibly remind us of the wicked Nero,
to dance, and many other times and. places' who fiddled and danced while Rome was
in which dancing would be inappropriate.
on fire? 'Our whole natIon would better be
And right here let me suggest that what- resolved into a huge prayer meeting. But
ev.er may be our notions respecting tbe to return.
lttime," spoken of in the rtext,-wh.enever
Now, unless you can poi:n't OQt the pre-.
tliat time may be,-the
present time is cise time, from the same authori.ty in which.
most inopportune:
I allude to our unh'ap- you find that there is a time, I would ad'vise
py condition as a nation.
you to cease dancing, lest haply you be
(,.While disunion, upon the one hand, and of found dancing in the wrong time!
bigotry and fanaticism upon the other, flap
"A time to dance." I do nut understand
their ba,leful wings over @urtotteringRepubby this, a time when it is proper to dance,
lic-,,:hile the glorious old ship of state is any, more' than I would, understand that
lpenace<i with an inglorious wreck beneatb there is a time when it would be right. to
the surging billows of human passion and 7eill, to rend and to hate, spoken of in the:
unholy ambition-while.
death, with grim same connection.
In this chapter, there is
visage and bloody hands, stalks abr,oad in detailed a· long list of antithetical crimes'
,the land-while
thousands of Columbia's and vir-tues, with the statement, that there
sons are 'perishing daily in defense of th'eir is a time to do all of them-i. e., as I unMuntry, and' in behalf of their oountry's derstand it, a time 1'n- wMch they are dO'fl,e. .•
honor ...•whil~ almost every house in the
But if' we take into consideration the.
land IS draped with mourning, and the manifest trll.th, that a mode of religious worheart-rending sob is heard from the widow sMp is here alluded to, why, the whole
and orphan, weeping ov,er ·the new-made difficulty is solved, and aIL idea of drawing
tomb ot: the loved and lost-I
say, while an argument from this passage, in favor of
such is the sad and dololiferous situation dancing, vanishes at once.
of our country, do we deport ourselves in
We will now adduce a text· from the New
a manner befitting the circumstanGes?' The Testament.
(See Mark,' sixth chapter, and
{urthest from it possible!
Amid the clan- !f-romthe twenty.fourth to the twentY'eighth
gor of armS and the din of war, the· ill- verse inclusive.)
This passage is not, I
oJIlened "sound of revelry by night" is believe, often adduced" to prove the Scripheard clearly and distinctly above it all.
turality of the 'very iwnocent practice of
• Read~r, peep :wit.h me into yonlier ball:- dancing I It is a plain, simple, unsophisti.
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cated statement of a case that points with
an unerring finger to the wicked and immoral tendencies and results of that idolatrous worship offered at the shrine of Terpsichore! - It is for this purpose that I have
brought forward this Scriptur~, and here I
drop it, without making another remark
u.pon it. Further comment is needless.
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Look, for exampl'e;at that g-reat modern
ma.chine, a long'railr,oltd·, with its hedvy
freight and passenger b.ilsiuess. The su;
perintendent of snch an a,ff4ir takes upon
himself immense responsibil,ities.
Poor
Lamb tells us that, he sat so long as clerk
in the' cQunting house of a great London
firm, that -the wood of his desk entered
C. J. KIMBAL,
into his soul. 'fhe succ ssful supe-rintendent must equally' il1enti£y himself with 'his
road.
His mind is a map of the entire
line-it is more than a map, it is a pano~
ramic painting upon which are depicted
with astonishing minuteness and accuracy,
every foot of iron, every structure, and every article of rolling stock belonging, to the
THE MATERIALISTIC
S~IRIT OF THE
com.pany. The road seems but body of his
AGE.
sOllI. The telegrap'bic wires which bring
Travelers often speak of -the freedom in and send out for him so many daily mesfrom bare of the people of the East. From sages, are as nerves 'of sensation and volithe time of Abraham the dwellers in tents tion; the iron ways, where pass and repass
have maintained, with but few changes, the full tides of commerce are 1ike arteries
the customs of their fathers.
There are and veins which cirj)ulate the blood. Is
now~ as then; the easy journeys, the shep- there an accident on the road ?-the teleherd's long reveries as the flocks graze be- graphic nerves are all excited and quiverfore him, and the solemn nights in the still ing with the 'rafid passage to and frO of
desert, beneath a sky of such unparalleled messages. Is it a serious one-are' all the
transparancy that the stars seem suspended trains delayed, and are· lives lost ?-the
like lamps in mid air, Men looking up heart almost stops beating. ,There is very
with unclouded
minds into those' cleat little space in the choked heart of that
eastern heavens have seemed to 'God; for man for sowing the seed" of the bread of
the J ewishlScriptureJi ~nd the Arabian Ko- life. While the preacher is holding forth
ran were both penned there by children of from the pulpii, and Jhe man's eye is polite.Abraham. .
ly fixed upon him; the ear of his soul is
But in our age; and country, it is the filled with the heavy rumbling of hundreds
very reverse.
Men's minds sellm.never to of ':Cars. If perchance a word or two of
escape from the din and dust of business. gospel truth tinus lodgment in his mind, ,it
We have a new continent to be redeemed is kept crowded down, just as would be 'a
from the wilderness; and we are working blade of wheat growing in the middle of
as if every man wished to see it done be- th;e track.
fore he diM. We crowd the- work of a
There are thousands:of Americans, who
thousan.d 'Years. into a century. It would a,re just as thoroughly indentified each
seem that our mon of business, to be pre- with his own business as this railroaJ sueminently stl.ccessful, must be absolutely perintendent.
Religion finds as little place
nothing e]se:'.'Man has oalled maohinery in their hearts as in their ledgers. There
to his assistance, and boasts of reposing are few who deliberMe1y profess a system
while his work is being done, but it would of materialisID.
They are too busy with
almost seem that with the intrOduction of materia! things them.selves to be troubled
machinery theJman has becbme but a pari about any abstract system whatever. '.But,
of it himself.
,,'
unprofessed though it be, a materialistio
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spirit is the distingQ.ishing
feature of our
'ge.
It is the w,orld. rather than the :flesh
and the devil, which is now the great temptation.
The ;b.usiness of the world is now'
done by such complicated
maohinery, that
though men's muscles are less taxed
than
during a former age of simpler civilization,
yet their minds' are vastly more ocoupied.
It may be a quesfion whether, tho cause of
:religion has not ·s1.1ffered by the change.-

CHRISTIAN

MISSIONARY SOCIETIES.

There never h.as been a doubt among the
brethren of the Reformation,
about the propriety of what may be properly sty led Mlssionary work.
By this work I mean the
sending of preachers of the Gospel to those
or unwilling to support
Against
this s.pirit of mammon the only who are unable
the~
in
their
labors.
In this sense, there
thing that is effective is the presentation
of
never
was
a
more
purely
missirnary
people
Christ crucified, for, more ·than anything
on
earth
than
those
who
inaugurated
thii
!lIse, the cross awakens our most powerful
~reat
movement.
Like
the
apostles'of
old,
passions.
For though" Hobbs may mainthey. went forth into the field, accepting
tain that what is not matter is not anything
and Comte may endeavor to persuade ·men help when it was ojfered, and resorting'to
to
that religion is a useless study, in which the farm or the shop or'the schoolroom
and their larders
we can dis90ver no : positive
truths,
and supply their wardrobes
when they became exhausted.
Buckle may attempt to prove that material
But there has been much doubt as to
pro~perity is, the only real prosperity,
yet
the
propriety
of organizations
apart from
there is an immortal
Boul in' man, there
the
churches.
for
the
purpose
of
accomplishis a r~ligious element in him, which, though
After much discussion., the
asserting itself in monstrous for-ms of cruel- ing this work.
mass
of
the
brethren
have settled down upty, in bloody human -sacrifices\ in most in·
on
this
conclusion,-tbat
it is proper for
genious
engines of persecution;
still has
chur,ches
to
co-operate
for
the
acoomplishasserted itself, and will assert Itself whethment
of
such
necessary
enterprises
as caner .in priest or in victim, wheth~r in execunot
be
accomplished
by
individual
churches.
tioner or in martyr,' as tho most 'powerful
prInciple in human nature.
No such stub· There cannot be a doubt that any church
may send out missionaries
to any part of
born and ~Ioody wars, no such fortitude
The
exhibited as that inspired by faith, no. en· the world, when it has the means.
at Antioch
sent ou~ the first two
thusiasm that 80 kindles the soul to white church
missionaries
ever sent on a tour to the Genheat, as pious enthusiasm.
tile
world.
If every
individual
church
And this very fact. of the power of the
could
and
would
send
into
the
field
its
religious element in our natures is one of
one
or
mOre
missionaries,
there
could
be
no
the strongest arguments against materialism.
excuse
for
the
organization
of
a
missionary
But let the herald of the cross be all aglow
with his .theme, let him so feel the power society; for then the work would be going on
of the death of Christ as to present Him in the most simple and effective method
and in a way expressly provided
as did Paul to the Galatians, "before whose possible,
But the fact
eyes Jesus Christ was visibly set forth cru- for in the New Testament.
churches
either cannot or
cifieJ among them,"
and he win need no that individual
formal argument
to overthrow a system of will not do the work, justifies them in clubtheir contributions,
and comaterialism,
for indeed, as we have seen, bing together
a common obligafew men hold any distinct system, and the operating to discharge
preach.~ng of the cross'is
the great power
of God to .east out the spirit of'worldliness
itself.
.
S.

..

tion.
,
From the verYJ natur'e of the cause which
justifies
their existenoe, such co-operations
are to be regarded not as permanent
insti-
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tutions, but as temporary.expedients.
All purely S'criptural method, and let each
the permanent institutions of-the gospel are church send ou't its one, two, three, or haIfprovided for in tbe New Testament, but a dozen missionaries, who would run with
there is no intimation that the apostles ever the gospel to the uttermost, parts of the
thought of a Missionary Society. The only earth. Who will deny, that in' that case,
co-operation of churches known, Was that every society should be disband~d ?
While 'justif,Y.l'ngourselves on the ground
which Paul inaugura.ted 'in Macedonia and
above
stated, in organizing Missionary SoAchaia to send a contribution to the poor in
cieties,
the brethren have all along agreed
Judea; and this was temporary, beine; lim
ited to -that particular crisis, and not a per- that they are dangerous institutions. 'l'hey
That
manent be~evolent association. Now the are dangerous in two respects,-lst,
fact that Missionary Societics are j ustifieJ they may usurp authority to prouounce up.because that individual churcbes do not on matters of faith and discipline, which
It is
perform the missionary 'wo~k, if the time belong exdusively to the churches.
should come, by the inc.reas·ed benevo'1ence well known that all the usurpations of the
and ab(Iity of the churches, tbat they would papacy and of Protestant ecclesiasticism
do. the :Work.in their individual capacity, grew out of centralizing organizations which
it would be our duty to diss.olve'all such did not at fir~t contemplate improper reAs long as human nature remains
organizations.
Instead, therefore, of study- sults.
ing how we can perpetuate our societies, what it is, there will be danger of similar
The'
our study s.hould be, how so'on can we bring results under similar circumstances:
the churches up to that point of liberality second point of'~dan'gel' is that the various
by which we can dispense with them.' At conflicting elements brought together in
the recent anniversary in Cincinnati, a ,very such '6rganizations may develop strife and
talcnted brother exhibited the mighty 'Work division.' This. danger is great in proporwhioh could be acc'Omplished if all, tbe tion to extent of territory, and the number
brethren were educated to even Jewish lib.' of local and sectional prejudices embraced
These conflicting eleerality, so as to give a tenth of their income in the organization.
to the 'Lord.
I think his calculation was ments will exist in any wide-spread religious
that t~e' American Missionary Society, by community. They existed in the apostoli.c
receiving one·fourth of that am{lUnt, woald churches with such an intensity that the
h1Ve the disbursem<1ut of about one mmion aposties had to divide their labors with
of dollars per annum. The thought in- reference thereto, 'and that Paul had reason
stinctively crossed my mind, what an im- to fear that even a gift for the poor sent by
mense source of corruption sl1ch a mon'eyed the Gentiles, would not be received by the
patronage in the hands of a few individuals, Jews. Like the acid and the alkali, howwould present I But the other three mil- ever, these conflicting elements cannot prolions would at the same time be in the hands duce ebullition till they, are brought into
contact. While they remain isolated, their
of half a dozen state Missionary Boards.While men continue to be men, such a powers for evil are latent; but once bring
S€lurce of temptation and corruption wonld them together and try to unite them in
ruin any religious community.
We see an concerted action, and an explosion must inapproach to it already, in the corruption evitably follow.
in our own country, the widespread di·
and iniquity which abounds in all the established churches of the Old World, and versity of interes~s and prejudif'es, render
in the Romish church of our own country. anything like a "national organizat~on', peI asked myself, if the brethren could be ed- culiarly liable to this second species of danucated to that liberality, what would we do ger. Not a single sectarian party which
with the money? and immediately it occurr- has a consolidated organization has been
to me, that 'we could .hen turn back to the able to withstand its divisive influcnce t and
l
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it is doubtless to the want .of an ecclesiastical organization that we owe our own ~x~
emption from sectional division. It is hard
to sectionally divide that ~hich has not
been nationally united.
Ou.r ;tate orglini~
zations :a.re·~ot to the 'same .extent liable
~o this danger, and h~oce' they ·are safer
ihan any n;tioDal organi'zation ca~ be.
We have new before us premises sufficient to decide UDder what circumstances
an ~xistiog missionary society should b,e
~issolved. The.¥ are these: First, when
their work .can be accomplishl'ld by the in·
dividual churches, or by some less dangerOUllassociation of churc4es.
Second, when
a s@ciety begins to usurp ,authori~y to pro·
nounce upon matters of faith and pr,actice.
Third, when it is found to be a source of
strife and division: Under either· of these
cil'cumstances the continued existence of
any.society would be improper.
If it be.argued that these specifications
lIle the abuse of a good thing; and that it
must not be condemned because of its ~buse;
we answer, that SOmethings are t,o be decided desirable or not, according to their liability to abuse. This is not true of institutions appointed by God, .such as the church;
for they must exist, whet~er abused or not.
In reference to them we have no choice,.But in reference tq all -optionary institutions, their lif'bility to abuse is one of the
considerations which must help to deter-.
mine whether or, nqt they shall exist at all.
;By the above standard l have judged the
4m~ricll'n Christian Missionary Society,
and have decided for myself, that it should
now cea-se to exist. All the work which it
is now doing, can b'e done by the State organizations ~hich are alre~dy org'anized,
and which are safer i!lst~tutions.
This'
work consists in raising money, and in,
sending out missionaries. The State org~pizations can certainly send out missionaries
as effectually anq as far, ,~f they have' ,the
lDe~ns. . That they j can ra~se, the muney as
elfe~tll;~ly is evident, Arst, from the faq~
that they draw their resources from the
s~me churches on which the Gene,ral societ1 defends, and second, from ,the fac~ tqat
I
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the,GeoeralfJociety h,asjust now determined
to, open qorlesponlence with the State sod;ties to ipduce them to g~ve up r~o it a
part of the fupds which they have raised,
This was ordered at the recent meeting, and,
thus that society confesses its dependence,
'in the matter o.f mon}y, upon the State organizations.
If they can raise the money,
t,hey can certainly expe.nd 't, and send.
missionaries not. only wit)J.in their own bor-'
d~r.s, but to California, Texas, Europe, Africa, or anywhere else. that men can go.
with the gospel. <The work .of missions,
therefore, need not suffer by the dissolution,.of that s00ioty; 'In ,the second place, thi's society has, in
th~ judgment of thousand.s of the brethr~n,
already usurped a prerogative which belongs to the .chjlrches, by pronouncing on
questions of duty about which there is a
wide spread diffe,rence of opinion, and which~
so;' far as they come wiWin the scope of
scripture teaching; spould be a.cted upon
by the churches alQne. We will not discuss the merits of this judgment, fur disc1issi~n would at this time be unprofitable ..
'It is sufficient that the· judgmeD,t is passed
and is irreversible.
In the third place, it is now maBifest.
that the society cannot any longer harmonize t1;le churches ip.. the missionary' work,
and that it is to be, if it continues to exist,
a s9urce of untold trouble.
This proI\osi.
tio!! is dec,ided ~s confidently and as irreversibly as, the. otp-er,' and nO,argument upon it ),s desirable just now. The decision
of these two questions ~y those who have
made. it, is a sufficient ground for their own
individual action in the future, and brings
us to .the question, what should that action
be?
.
If all the 'brethren were of this· opinion,
there would be no difficulty in the decision.
But here we encounter another difficulty
neces·sa ily incident to the exist~'nce of even
temporr,try organizat~Rns; that is, their love
of life. ~ 0 iwprop'lf or per~erted organi-.
z/lotion can pe expeeted to die a voluntary
death. The perversioq alwacys oomes in
uuder such disguise as tQ hide itself from
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some e.yes, and leave ~ome honest people
in favol" of the coutinued
existence of the
institution.
If all the organizations
by
which the corruptions
of the papacy and
of s~ctarianism
were brow..;ht abou-t, had
voluntarily
dissolved when they first began
to be perverted, the world would have been
saved much trouble;
but there were good
men who saw not the evil, and therefore
p~rpetuated
them till they acquired
too
much vitality
tv be easily put to death.Some brethren
will still cling to the Missiunary Society.
With them we must have
no quarrrel.
We must not, for the sake of
a difference about ex pdien.ciesJ brlfak fellowship with them as brethren.
This V\'oul~
be l!- sin and a shame.
Neither must they,
because
we cannot longer co-operate
V\'ith
them in a way which all agree to be optional, have II quarrel against us. Mutual forbearance,
and an agreement
to disagree,
must be the order of the hour.
Another evil must be guarded.
We must
not allow the missionary work to languish,
nor our liberality
to the cause'to be diminished.
We have State organiz,at-ions in
some of the States, which are entirely satisfactory
to the brethren.
Let us rally to
them with liberality and' zeal rencwed, as
we have less doubts of the availability
and
SAfety of our machinery.
We have great
t:eason in Kentncky,
to congratulate'
ourselves that we have at this .crisis a most
happy and harmonious
co-operation,
which
is just now endeavoring,.to
take a rapid
stride forward in its path of usefulness.
It
is entirely competent
to the d.isbursement
of all tbe liberality
of the state, and to the
Bending of missionaries
both to the home
and the' foreign field.
Let the brethren
of
this State, insteaAl of pausing to give vent to
'any irritation,
determine
that we will rally
with migh t and main arpund our own institution,
and enable it to do more gQod than
any other society in the land.
Let those
brethren
who wish to operate through
the
Society at Cineinnati,
go on their way
unmolested,
and, let u~ have a generous ri ;
valry in doing good.
We have the means
and the liberality to--ri val any society in the

land, eith~r state or geneuI.
Let us -giVe!
a good account of ourselves.
If, in, any of the states, the state socie.ties
are n{)t satisfactory
to the brethren of the
state, let them either organize others of a
more local kind, or act in the great work,as
individual
congregations.
And above all,
let us all endeavor
to educate ourselves to
such a liberality, that ere long every church'
shall send out its own missionary, and· all
societies for the purpose may be dispenseq;
with.
There are hundreds of churches noW)
in the country, who could most easily sustain two preachers, one to labor in its immediate vicinity, and the other to be a rp-is-,
sionary abroad.
W)lere is the church that
will set the first exam pIe?

J. W.
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THE GROUND OF PERSECUTION.
Why were, the Apostles and first Chistians persecuted?
'Why were they "every
wbere spoken against?"
Was it simply'
becaqse they were presenting
something
new?
Cer,t,ainly not, for many then, as
now, 'devoted themselves
almost whO'lly to
telling and bearing some new thing.
They
had no repugnance
to anything merely because it was new.
Was it because. they
were regarded as a new sect?
Surely n'6t"
for tbere were so many new sects then,
both among the Jews and Parans, that the
people had become accustomed .to the rise
of new sects, and had learned to excuse
them and apologize
for them almost as
readily a3 they do now: But there, was
something peculiar ahout "this ,sect," caus
iug 'it to be "every where- spoken against."
When we consider the vast number of gods
there w~re among the pagans at that time,
we may readiiy perceive
that there 'W}lS
nothing,jaO very repugnant, to the views of
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the people, even in introducing' new·gods, ed these ~egative p;ositions and maintained
for they were accustomed to their frequent them with a determination- and pertinacity.
introduction.
Tb-ere were also as many unequalled in the history of the world.--classes of worshipers as tbere were gods, Their 'course amounted to a proposition to
so tbat there was nothing exciting nor abolish all the religions on earth, as of no
wonderful in: the introduction of a new authority, with all the p'riests and'religious
g'od, a new sect, or a new, religion. It was functionaries, and thus, foo, at one blow,
not, therefore, the mere novelty of what strike down the flourishing business of an
was preached, or the idea of a new sert, immense class, of craftsmen, engaged in
that instigated the persecution.
It w'as making shrines;_ with all the various arti ..•
something peculiar in the teaching, and in rles of service and adorning for the pagan
the new order of people; that ·constUuted gods and "temples. . This course, we may
the ground of persecution.
We think the reBt assured, was -by no means popular.maIn ground of persecution was the follow- The more success they had in it. the more
ing:
bitter and relentless tl.eir opponents be• 1. They declared the law, given by came.
Moses, and honored by -the whole nation . But now we' come to look at their posiof .Israel, during tbe 'long cicles of fifteen tion affirmatively.
Wilat do tbey affirm r
centuries, abolished, dead and superceded They lay down one grand and fundamental
by a better covenant on better promises, truth, as the foundation truth of all tbe
and that by the deeds of the law of Moses, truths they have for mankind, which is the
no flesh could be justified in the sight of affirmative proposition that Jesus of NazaGod. This, to. a Jew, was speaking against reth is the· Christ the Son of the living
Moses and against God, for the law was God. ,'l'his glorious and wonderful person,
from God and given by Moses. Declaring whom they style the Christ, or the ANointthis law null and void, and denying that ed, they declare to be the 'rock of offence,:
any man could be saved', by it, was a blow the stone of -stumbling rejected by Jewish'
at tbat which was dearer than life to the builders, but now made the head of the
Je·w.
corner, and to this they add tbe exclusive
II. They declared all the pagan deities declaration, that there is salvation in no
were vanities-not
gods at all-not objects other, for there is n~ other name given unof worship-that'tbey
had no power to del' heaven nor among men by whicb we
savc" and, consequently, that all the pagan can be saved. 'The Lord had laid down
religions in tbe world were of no valuetbe same exclusive doctrine himself, in the
all nothing-and
that tbe people should words, "I am the way, the truth, and the life j
turn from tbem to serve the living God.
no man comes to the Father but by me."III. They at one dash, set aside all tbe Again he says, "I, if I be lifted up, will'
J:eligious organizations in the world as null draw all mell tQ me." They declare that
and void, without any authority and un- he is the head o'ver all, and blessed for
wortby of any regard.
ever and ever. This one Lord, the Head
IV. They set aside all the priests in the of the one Church, which he calls "my
world, with all their official authority, as Church," is the "one Sbepherd" of the
not to be regarded in their official capacity. "one {old," the "King of kings and ·Lord
V. They openly declared that all the of lords." . His friends dee-Iare him to be
world was under sin-that
God bad con- "the only potentate,"
"the Alpha and
eluded all in unbelief-that
all the world Omega," "the beg.inning and' the end,"
was lost.
"tbe first and the last," "the bright and·
Such is a brief outline of their position the morning stat."
They declare that He
negatively.
Nor did. they "let other peo- was before all things, and that by Him all
pIe alone," nor their doptrines, but declar- things c_onsist-that He is the express im-'
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age of the invisible God, and the lirightness of the Father}s glory-that
in Him
dwells the Jf~llness of the Godhead bodily
-that
he is the resurreotion and, the. lifethat the Infipite One has sworill by His own
gr.eat name, thaht.o Him every knee shall
bow· and every tongue confess that he is
Lord, to the glory of God .. ;They declare
that God oommanded all the angels to worship him. He told them, himself, that "all
l).uthority in heave'n and on earth was given
to him.". In this. one name they declare
there is salvation for the world. Out of it,
there is no salvation for one soul of our
race.
The friends of Jesus declared that he
authorized onll religion, with whioh they
.aimed to supercede all the other religions
.on earth, and fill the whole world.
In the name of Jesus, they established
one kingdoml one church, one building, one
.temple, lope body, one family, one fold, or
-government, which they illtended to superoede,' set aside, and do away all other,
.religious oonfederations. on the e-ntire faoe
of the earth.
They introduce the New Covenant, or
the New Testament, as the only divinely
authorized religious law on earth j openly
and boldly avow it to bl\. thei~ purpose,
'that it shall superoede all other religious
laws, and make, it the only supreme and
absolute law, in religion, throughout the
whole world. This was regarded as aro.gant in the extreme.
They proselyted thousands on thousands
from all seots of Jews and Pagans. This
b-heir opponents regarded as a most ~ngra.
cious work, and by this they were excited
no little.
To see the people in such immense masses from all parties going over to
one party, alarmed them in two ways. 1.
.They were alarmed and mortified to see
their own raanks thinning., 2. To see Auch
a rapidly rising and increasing party alarmthem, for they feared it would ,swallow up
every thing. ,
FrolB these observations, we come to the
conolusion that the main ground of all the
persecution inflioted on the first Christians
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was their success and exclusiveness.
They
thought they were right. Nay, 'more; they
believed they were right. They postively
lmew t~~e!J
w~re right, and they were nei~her
asnamed nor afraid to declare it, and -that
nothing else was righ.hll Therewas no halfway ground witlr them.
There was no
oompromising.
They were emphatically
illiberal and exolusive. With them, it was
the Christ of the prophets and of the Bible, or no Savior. It was' the religion of
Christ· ('r no religion; the,Jaw'of Christ or
no religious law;. the ohurch of Christ or
no church j a Christian or nothing.
They
had not a good wish, a prayer, or a dollar,
for anything under the name' of religion,
but the religion of Christ. For this narA
r.o.wness,exclusiveness and illiberality, they
were hated and persecuted by all parties
throughout the world. They would not
bow to a Pagan al,tar, image or god: The-y
would not enter a Pagan temple, present a
Pagan offering.,. or honor a Pagan god.They did not stop to settle any little disputes touohing the comvarative merits of
Pagan altars imag.es or gods; their offerings devotions or ceremonies.
Nor did
they stop to disouss the oomparative merits
of the worshipers, but .openly declared
their gods no Gods, and their worship null
and void-all nothing. ,Nor did they stop to
dispute about the comparative merits of the
Jewish sects, their ~ilremonies oIl.worship,
but they unequivocally declared all, both
Jews and Gentiles, under sin-in un belief
-that .the whole world was guilty, con:
demned and lost, and could not be' saved
exoept through Christ. _ This brought
down the ire of all parties on them, and
united all in. opposing th.em.
In our next we shall inquire what it is
that unites ~11the popular parties in opposiog the Reformers of the nineteenth cen·
tury~
B. F.
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: . SECOND COMING OF T~E LORD.

NO.
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In the pursuit of our subjeot, the question that next arises is, "How wilI he
.come?" This· also the BibLe answers." And when 'he had spoken these thipgs,
'while ,they beheld, he was taken up; and a
eloud received him.out of-their sight. And
-while they looked steadfastly toward .heaven as he went up, behold two men stood by
them in white apparel,
hich 'also snid, ye
men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up
Into heaven? this same Jesus which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so .come
in like manner as ye have seen him go into
heaven."
By oomparing Dan. vii: 13,
Matt. xxiv: 30, Mark xiii: 26, Luke xxi:
27, with Matt. xvi: 27, xxv: &2, Mark viii:
38, we can have no doubt but that wherev:'
er "clouds" are- spoken of in connection
with the- g.olTIing'of Christ, they' are emblematical of the armies of angels who
willwttend him; the bright and glorious
appearance oftlin attributed to them, giving
a bo'dy of tpem the appearance of a ·oright
cloud. That his cioming will be striotly of
a personal nature, and not spiritual,. as
some suppose, this passage abundantly
shoWEI,as well as all others that speak of it.
'We come now to notice the signs that
~mmediately precede his coming. ' And
.first, the chain of, events recQrded in the
6th chapter of Revelation,' commencing at
the 12th verse. We will only quote as far
as fulfilled. "And I beheld when he had
opened the sixth, sehl and 10, there' was a
great e.arthquake; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon
·became, as blood, and the stars of heAven
fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she was shaken
of a mighty wind." See also Matt. xxi v:
39, Luke xxi: 25, 26, where Christ foretold the same things. "Sun,""
moon,"
and "stars"
are here used as emble.ms of
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earthly flowers of different kinds and
grades. 'We- h;!tve ~ compiete key to the
~nterpretation of these words, in the first
part' of t11e 12th ch'apter of Rev. The
" woman clothed with the sun," "the moon
under her feet, and a cr.own of twelve sta:1:S
upon her head,~lcan represent nothing ,else
than the J e ish nation. This was the na·
tion that brought forth the "man-child,u
J'esus Christ, who was to "rule ali nations
with rod of iron," and who" was oaught up
Ul1tOGod and to his throne."
L&t, us explain a little. The sun 1 is the center and
source of light, and may thus be a fit emblem of a nation who, at any particul:ar
time, 'may bil the center- of religious and
intelleotual light among the pations of the
earth. The J,ewish nation was such a center -of light among the surrounding and
benighted Gentile nations.
The mbon
shines, not with a light of. its own, but
with borrowed or delegated' ·light; and
may, therefore, .be a fit emblem of a representative bodJ' exercising the same kind of
power. The tribe 'of Levi, among the Jews,
was such a body. The power to govern,
which heretofore had been held by the
heads .of families throughout the nation,
was now given or delegated to this tribe.
Stars are, in appearance, much smaller
bodies than the sun, but like it, shine by
.their own light, and may thus represent
smaller, distinct bodies. The twelve tribes
were thus represented by twelve stars.Thus we see the fitness of these emblems
in the case of the Jewish nation. Our own
country, the Uuited States, is a nation
which is, if possible, more perfectly represented by these symbols, sun, moon and
stars. In notifJg the similarity, our re.marks will have' reference to t'le state of
things before 1'he rebellion, when peace
everywhere reigned. This nation, of all
the nation9 of the earth, stood highest as a
source of light and knowledge,
In every
qity, town, village, nook and corner were
colleges, seminaries, printing, presses and
schools, -from whi:ch issued'streams 'of light
that have' reached to every other nation
under heaven. No other nation would
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Qoast of light, moral and irnteHec·tual, so tense ,ovel! the" regiolj. of the Southern
universally diffused. Whlllt is it that dJ!~ws States, There it was, indeed, like the starthe multiplied thousands from the shores less midnight.
Schools were broken up,
of the old world, but! the light that streams presses stopped and preaching
almost
out from this land of. liberty, inviting them ceased. Every day one could hear the exto come alid warm themselves in its genial clamation, "ho~ dark it is I we cannot see
rays, thereby receiving new life and energy? a single d~y before. us." "I feel all thoug,h.
The sun is ind:eed a fit and striking emolem I -were in the midst of a room totaIly d3lrk,
of our land. But there is a representative feeling bout, not knowing which way to
body in our midst, the Oongress of the. tl,lrn."
. I)
United Statesr that, like the moon, shines
Such expt;essions as these ,were e'l'ery
with borrowed or delegated'light.
The where 4ea~d; the people wer~ lost in perpower to govern, possessed by the people, plexi~y with re,gar;d·to what they; shouJ4 do-,
it;,lent by them t@this body; and through and what was to' become of them. Even
the laws which it makes, the light is re- comic wit lent its aid to illustrate the dark ..
flected, not only over our own land, but ening of the"p~itical sun.
I
through
in.tervening space to surrounding
In Harpllr's IIIustrated
Weekly, the
nations.
reb~i President was represented as standing
Each separate state may be, and actua.lly upon the surface of a globe'Jand with a pair
is, represented by a star, and fitly too; as of muskets crosse.d in the form of huge.
each possesl!es the power of sending forth. shears, in the act of snuffing out the' light
light.of itself, though but a small· portion that had so long shone only to gladden all
in comparison with that which emanates Iwho came within its influence.
from the whole.
The becoming of the moon as blood, is
Let us no.wcompare the 'events of the most evidently -fulfiIled by the declare. t.ion
last three years with the sublime revela, of war by Oongress to put down r~bellion.
t'iOItS of the 6th seal. . Political revolutions,
This declaration of this body, and all its
gre'at and su.dden hphllavings and overturn- subsequent action, have necessarily resultings of social institutions, lllrerepresented, ed in the .shedding of rivers of blood; and
not only in the language 'Of prophecy, but the 'Yoice of the people, so recently ex•
.
J
in modern usage, as enthquakes.
In May, pressed, is, " let there still be blood, blood,
1860, at the city of Oharleston, S. 0" was till £Chiswicked rebeIlion is forever crushfelt the first shock of ad earthquake, the ad:"
.
repeated and terrible vibrations of which,
The fal1ing of stars is fulfiIled in thehave shaken the whole land; We great secession of the Southern States. In Dec.,
masses of society have been torn up, and 1860, the first star fell; and the rest fol-;
'last armi~s have been dashed aga:inst each lowed in quick succession-not
31tlong inother till many tens of thousands have tervals, bat precisely as "untimely figs'.'
Heen buried in the ruins._ That gigantic 'fall wh n the tree "is shaken of mighty
institution, American slavery, is fast being wind;" almost at once, did- these "stars,",
thrown down by the violence of the shocks; shaken by that "great earthquake,"
faU
in a word, "the powers that are in he.av- from the blue sky of heaven to the earth,
e.n,"-the
separated States, have been; sha- to'be trampled by, the feet of conquerif,Jgl
kewto an ·extent fearfuc in the extreme.'armies.
~en 's hearts, have failed them for fear; an.d ,When
Louisiana seceded, an English
for looking afteD the things that should journal begins an article, "Another
star
come upon them, Then this land that had has faIlen !': and such language was of fre-,
so' tong, beeIl.radiant with light apd. happi- quenti occurrence, in speaking of theser
ness, was suddenly covered with the dark- States. In comparing the events- of the
nesp',of doubt and uncertainty; most in- past three. years with the words of Christ,
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In tl1e' time' o~ the apostles, for a man to say,
"I a,m a Christian,"'or "I am a disciple of'
Christ," told what he was. Their opponents,
could understand it. When a man says, "I
am a Lutheran," "131m a Calvinist," "1 am
a Wesleyan;" etc., etc., it is easily understood; 'but when he says, "I am a Christian,"tit is incomprehcnsible ! Not only so,
l:mt td be a Lutheran, calls forth nu perse-'
oution, no, unit'ed, deterinined' and· unmiti.
gated' opposi.tJion. In the same way, to be a
Cal vinist" a Wesleyan, 'eto., etc. calb down on
a man no united,' persistent and unabating
persecution. A manl may be' a Roman Catholic, bow dowQ to images, worship relics,
the Virgill Mary, count beads, observe Lent;
and all the other 'disg,raceful mixtures of
IJudaism, Pagan!sm and Christianity ever
palmed -on the 'credulitY' of 'mankind, and
call down on him no serious dppositi@n., A'
man :may become a Swedenborgian; ,and
,
r
•
C. S. TOWN.
• swallow:Ill the mythical, imaginative and'
To be Continued.
dr,eamy vag'aries of that worldly' ,sect,. and
call down no serious opposition.
But the
f'
day a man 'declares himself a Christian, ,nothing more, nothing less; declares that he
receives the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, as,it is in Jeeus; that
he is simply, a follower of Christ-his discipfe,.'and' nothing else, he is a subject of
TH~ GROUNI)' OF OP¥OSITION.
hostility for every partisa1l in the land.In a previous article', we endeavored to' The day a man declares himself a member
develop the 'gr?und of persecution, in the of the' Church of Christ, 'and nothing else;
time of the first Christians, or the reason he' is a subject for the gauntlet.
Why is
why they were "everywhere spoken against" this? Why are those who profess simply
and persecuted.
We shall proceed, in the to bcChristians-disciples
of Christ, and
present article, to inquire into a ,subject take the law ot' God as their only rule of
more intimately connected with our own faith and practice, opposed more'than any,
t'ime. It is a matter of fact, that a ryan can other people in this country?
Why do all
profess nothing in 'our time which wil.! call others unite in opposing,them? This is the
down 'on his head ·the same united! and un- question we now propose to answer.
mitigated persecution from all the surroundI. They claim. that there is bnt one Di·
illg religious parties, as the profession to be vinely authorized religion on earth-the
a Christian-simply
a Christian-no more," religiou of Christ; as set forth in the New'
flO less:
It has become unpopular to be Testa'ment, by the inspiration of the Holy
simply a follower of Christ-a
disciple of' Spirit; and that'all the other religions in
Ghrist-nothing
more, n@thing less. It is the wO'rld'are spurious.
unintelligible' to the good people of our
II. TheY' maintain' that there is but the
time, for a man, when inquired of':what'he onerSavidr, and that he has but one gospel,
is; to say., a Chrietian-'a disciple' of1Uhrist: and has an:athematized any man or angel

and the opening of the sixth seal, who,
with any degree of discern~~nt, can fail 'to
see the coincidence?
H~w is it possible
that any subsequent event canmore exactly
correspond?
Dear reader~' study the' tW0
pictures-the'
p;ro'phecy and ,the~e events 'j
a'~d the more you do so, the plainer will
th'eir resemblance be seen. What next
after these'thinga?i
"The sign of the Son
of Man in heaven," do you ask what it is ?
I cannot tell you now. Let 'us watch and
pray, and wait a very little w'hile, and we
shall see. It may be but a few months j
and then-Christ
himself. Brethren' and
Sisters, what joys and sorrows; what happy
exultation and agonizing tetror j what
shouts o'f prais'e and' g~bans bf despair,
will'there ming'le I Are you ready? yout
roins gi~dea! and your lamps trimme'd and
Durning? Watch and pray.
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~ho shall preach any other, or eyen a per- apostles; that there is,but one law of Christ
version of this one.
-that it is supreme-absolute;
that pe,rsons
'- III. They maintain thaqhere is but one ShOllld take precisely the same steps now to
Church of Christ, apd .that all others /;Ire become mcm bers of the church they did i~
~purious, having no Divine authority.
the time of the apostles, and that all the
IV. They maintain thllt"the one Church people of God should be in the "one fold,"
of Christ should be,dEjsignated in the same under tha "one Shepherd." T,he people by
way now, or by the sa~1e terms, as in the thoul?ands in all directions can bJ3convinced
rime
the :tpostles-that
;Ill unscriptural of all this, and are becoming more, l\!ld
names fer the church, or the people of God, more convinced every day .. They are, t90,
should be fliscarded.
going over continually in v~st number,
V. They maintain that the law of C~!is~ and taking their stand on this invulnerable
is the" supreme authority in the Chureh--:- ground.'
,
the absolute authority-and
that all other
But the reader. inquires .again for the
laws for th!l Church are spurious, usurpa- cause of opposition. Look at the conse.
tions and I?inful:.
quenrrell that must follow, if this ground
V!. Tiley main~ain that the conditions succeEds. Look at the following list:
on whi~h. a peJ;soIl'is to·be received into tb~
1. If there is but one Divinely authori~e~
ghurch· are si,mply thos,e s~t forth by the religion, then, all theco~h!Jr religions ~n the
apostles and first evangelists, in their prac- world are spurious, to be rejected an,d
tice, in proselyti.ng, founding churches, and thrown aside. As soon as a man is brought
faking care of tqe~. .
to see this, if he is ,an honest man, and Wll
VII. They ~aintain that all the people cannot see bow anyone ya,n fail to see it at a
of God should belong to the, one body,'lJnd glaqce, he sets out in, search rof the -one reli:
be un\ted in it. J (
gion. He soon decides' that the one reJigion
" I see nothing in that to call forth <1.ppo- is the r~ligion of Christ. He does not want
~ition," replies. some one; " all that appears a.form of that religion, or some~hing likE)
almost self-evidjlQt."
It is .(not that this it, but he wauts the religion of Christ itself.
ground' is not almost self-evidently right, He says, I want ,that or nothing. This leads
that caUs forth) the opposition. Entirely to the exclusion of everything else .. With
different is the reason for opposition; The him, t~ere can 'be no compromise. He ,can
ground; is almost self;evidently right, and yield nothing. - R is religion i~ Divine. 1t
succeS$ must~, attend righteous .efforts to came from God. All other religion is spumaintain and defend it. This, too, is one rivus. Here the ground of united opposiof the circumstances calling forth the oppo- tion begins.
sition. If the claim were fallacious; if ~he
It If a man takes the ground that there
ground were untena1)le; if the position were is but one gospel, as every candiq man must,
eviqently false; if no success were attend· when he thinks,about it, then, everything
ing; if the results of success affect~d no else, bearing the name gospel, must be reparty around us, there would be no serious pudiated and discard~d. H~ does not want
opposition.
lht here is the trouble. The a man to prea,ch his views of the gospel, or
ground i~ impregnable, so manifestly so that prove some doctrine hy the gospel, or preach
anyone can be made to see it, possessing sOlD,ething like the gospel, but ~e wants ~
.fairness -and candor enough to be a Chris- man to preach the gospel· itself, all~ nothing
tian at all. Any man can see, at 'a glaqc.e, else. ,This sets aside and abolishes all
that· there is but one Divinely authorized pr!Jach~ng of Romanism, Mo.r~onism, Unireligion on earth; ,but one Savior, one gos- versalism, Uni,tariunism, Trinitaria~ism. Calr
pel, one church, or "one fold," and that it vinism, A!:ninianism, Lutheranism, Episco.;
should be destgnated in the same way, or in palianism, Presbyterian.\s!D. Methodism,
the same termp now, as in the, time of the B-aptistism, etc., etc. as spflrious and wholly
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unauthorized.
Here again, is ground of parties' in 'the .J.a:nd. Whatever it is that
constitutes that something called Calvinisin,
opposition.
Ur. If a man takes the ground, ~s we is an addition to 'the law of God, and we can
certainly do" that there is but one LorJ, the not unite 'on'H. Whatever it is t.hat constione head, and but one foundation for one tutes that something O{tlJed'Arminianism,
church, one body, one fold, one 'buiMing, is an additi'on 'to the law of Christ, and we
and that there 'is but the one temple, or cannot unite on it; but the law of Chri£t
kingdom of God, and that any separate or- itselr,'we all admit to be right,'and we can
,ganizatiob, or body, is spurious, it is equiv- unite on it. We cannot unite 'on Luther,
alent to a proposi'tion to abolish all the re- Calvin or. 'Vesley, but we can u'ni-te on
I'igious organizati1ons in the world, but the Christ. We cannot unite on Pl'esbyterianone, disband them and set them aside, 'We ism, for many of us do- not'believe it. We
cannot expect them to do this wit'hout a ''Can~otunite on 'Methodism, for many of us
·struggle. TneTe are men in these'si'de or- do not-believe it, We cannot unite on Blipganizations that' have 'spent the 'vigor of tistiS'm, for many of us'do not believe it.thei'r lives in building them up, and they But we can unite on Christianitj, for we all
will not see them abolished withqut a hard believe it. We cannot "unite on any sectarian name, if it were right to do-so, for we
fight.
r
IV. When we condemn all names, as re- cannot agree' on any'sectarian name; but, we
ligious designations for the people of God, all are willing to be called Christians, Disexcept those applied to them' in the Etble, ciples of Christ, the people of God, Saints,
and discard them, we virtually prbpose to and can agree t9 be called by scriptural de.
,
f!.bolish all the names Of the populaJr estab1 signations.
Our misllion is a plain one, and one in
lishments in this country, and set'them ~ll
aside. Here is another ground of opposi-- which there can be no compromise. We
ti'on. These names, b"ylong use, have be- come to' rest~re Jesus, our Lord and King,
come dear to those who have adopted them to the hearts 'of' the people of' this generaand fought under them for many year~,....!. tion, and induce them to unite in him; as
They will not give'trhem up'without: oppo- their only head and leader, under his n:1me
and law, in his body, the church, t'o be his
sition. "
V'. When we assert that the law of CHrist and be governed by him. His authority we
is supreme-~bsolute,
and that all other laws recognize and ad!Jre. His law we deligbt
are spurious, usurpations, and wholly unau- to honor. His church we desire to build
thorized, ·we-come' i'n direct collision with -a up. His +name w.eadmire and extol ahove
long list of most venerable creeds; and our every otner name. But every other leader
Every other head>is a usur·
proposition is nothing less than a proposal we repudiate.
<toabolish all these venerable creeds and do per, Every ot-her law proposed for the peoEve.ry ether
them away-to supersede the whole of them ple of God is an imposition.
by the~ law of Christ, In this we cannot name- proposed for the people of God: is a
deceptionJ• :.. 'E'very other organization\than
expect t'o succeed without opposition:
VI. When we coine 'uefore- the people the one on 'the foundation laid by him, W:ith
l
with a propositien to unite all the- Israel of another name, another law, an independent
set of office-.rs,and operating separately, is
'God in one body, on the one foundation~he one 'rock, whicw is Christ-unde'r'
the tre-ason' in the government of God. Our
one law, the 'law of Christ, we virtuall'y'pro- missi~lDis to call' the people back from all
pose to abolish all the partisan religious or- these side ol1ganiz'ations to the ancient riame,
ganizations now in existence; to 'supersede the first foundation, the religi-on of Christ
a'nd set them aside, as new' ~onfederacies, itself; the- gospeF as it was at the beginning,
wholly unauthotized by King J esns. , This to the one body, the one faith, one hope,
is the proposition -we have now for all the one Spirit, one immersion, and in this we
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have been abundantly blessed of the Lord.
rt is no longer a matter of theory. We are
demonstrating the practicability of it. We
are seeing them come from all .partie~, and
gathering together under Him .who has
loved us, and washed us from out sins in
his own blood. Never was there a people
more united nor firmer settled in their great
purpose than we are in the undertaking to
restore primitive Christianity and unite all
the people of God. Every man who is firm
and has any faith in this great 'Work, 'zeal
and industry, is succeeding wonderfully.But there can be no compromise. We must
take the responsibility, and at all hazards
carry the work forward.
B. F.

CHRISTIAN

EARNESTNESS.

The grand essential to success in any of
the varied pursuits of life is a concentration
(If faculties upon our business, to which all
else must be subject.
This will be re'tdily
endorsed by any business man in the land,
He, indeed, practically illustrates his belief,
by choosing and retaining in his employ
only such assistants as give him their undivided services.
If true in its application to worldly objects, where weak man is the party interested, and the paltry things of time the object,
with how infinitely greater solemnity does
the truth appeal to us, in our dealings with
the infinite and eternal God-where the issue at stake is everlasting life around His
t-hrone !
In fact, the Christian life is a business;
where our Father furnishes us, as capital,
that grain of faith small as a mustard·seed,
and then in a measure leaves us to our own
resources-never
interposing to force prosperity upon us, hut only when ne essary to'
save from utter bankruptcy.
Just here many, many Christians make a'
mistake, fatal alike to substan tial growth in
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grace, and to spiritual enjoyment. They
regard jaith iIi Jesus Christ as something
too tender 'and delicate for every-day use,
and only resort"to it upon great occasions.
Now, faith, though an exotic, is a hardy
plant, ahd susceptible of culture in anycli.
mate, or in any soil. • But .culture it must
have, or there .will be no growth. True,
there is required the gentle dew from the
sp'irit of Cnrist; but. it is peculiar to this
Christian plant, that the dew falls most copiously where there has been the greatest
cultivation.

It IS this constant faith in 'our blessed
Lord, 'in His pr<;lmisesand His love, extended to the most minute concerns of life,
which constitutes the ground-work of Christian earnestness-as
it enables us to devote
our, 'tim~, property, yea, life itself, to the
service of the 1\1ostHigh God.
The Church of God should be "a peculiar'
people, zealous of good works." Is it? Is'
there so palpa'ble a differ~nce between the
outward see~ing of a large portion of pro.
fessing Christians and the world at large,
as to excite the attention of the mere passer-by? Is there not some ground for the
charge, that joining tlie Church often makes'
little oU6ward change in us?
God has been pleased to select us, among
the thousands naturally no worse than we,
as distinguished objects of His sovereignty
and infinite love. He demands from us in
return-not
a partial. and occasional attention-but an entij'e and complete devotioq to:
His service. And it is a perfect test of our
love for Him; as it requires no more than
that same vigilance and activity which we
have ever-before demonstrated in our world.
Iy enterprises.

This devotion to God requires us to make
His cause absolutely first in our affections'
and exertions. Busl'ness we may and must
attend to;-but always in entire subjection ~o
our high calling. And in a legitimate business, there are a thousand little points of
almost daily occurrence, that afford opportunity to evince our love of God and His
commands.
I
Not long since, I was in the store of one
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of your prominent busineils men, and overheard a conversation that left a profound
impression upon my mind. The merchant
,
had been selling goods to a customer (who
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING.
was from a distance), an,d aftcr finishing
"Let all the people praise Thee."-Bible.
business matters satisfactorily, in the most
"Let two men and three women' praise Thce,"delicate and co.urt~ous manner introduced
Modern Practice.
the subject of religion, and c}~sed th,e interWhat can be done to promote congregaview with practical and earnest remarks, tional singing?
This is a question of
that may bring forth fruit. Tb.is is but a great practical moment to the friends of
single' example of the variety of ways in Zion. Singing the praises of God in pubwhich an ea1'nest Christian may honor lie worship i!l ad~itted by all to be a duty.
God.
Noone would think of omitting this part
Again, prayer is another form in which of divine service j an~ yet how is it too
Christian earnestness may be evinced. Did frequently performed?
Instead of the
you ever consider how ,little time the m.ost whole congregation joining in this exercise,
of us devote to earnest, fervent pra.yer?it is confined almost exclusively to the
Why, the celebrated Ge~rge Muller spends choir, often a very small and select band of"
whol~ hours ea.ch day in ,pr~rate prayer,singers, sitting by themselves in some eleand as a result, has reared eleven immense 'vated niche, and performing their music
buildings, in which he supports 1,150 des- for the admiration of the audience, and not
titute orphans j all the lDeans f~r whichto please God. So:ne haif a dozen voices'
over one million dollars:-he has obtained thus discharge the whole duty of singing
by prayer alone!
for the congregation. They sing new tunes,
John Knox, the Scottish reformer, pray- in which the people cannot join-many
of
ed so incessantly, that it is said his knees them difficult pieces to perform, and utterbecame seriously deformed. So on with all ly unfit for congregational singing. Then
the list of eminent saints-all,
all wel'e they sing so indistinctly, with such an opemighty in prayer.
ratic air and Italian manner,. that it is im'The importance of this subject cannot be possible to tell whether they ar~ singing in
overrated. "The eH'ectual, fervent prayer Latin or Greek, Choctaw or English.
And
of the righteous man availeth much."
this is called praising God in public worWe should never think of entering upon ship! Many of the good old members of
the duties of the day, until we have soqght the church do not like it-their
mouths
and found God's blessing. It is not enough are shut from this service, but they cannot
to begin, but we muS't continue, until w~ help it. They mourn over it-they
feel
find that peace which passeth understand- that it is not right-they
do not enjoy this
ing-until
we prevail with God, like Israel service at all, but suffer under it a kind of
of' old. Then, and not till then, can we torture j yet they are told if they say anyunderstand that "joy in believing," which thing, that they are "Old Fogy,"-"behind
might be the portion of all. Not till then, the age"-"not
in harmony with the spirit
can we rapturously sing with the Psalmist~ of th,e times.~~ N ow this ought not so to
"I had rather be ,a door-keeper in the house be. These good old men and women are
of my God, than to dwell in the tents of the very salt of the church; they are its
wickedness."
W. <;>. H.
chief pillars-its true lights-its vital force.',
They are God's "hidden ones," with whom
is the "hiding of his power," and in
whom his Spirit. dwells. We cannot afford
to wound their feelings, stifle. their devotions, and crucify their religious sensibili~'
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ties in the house of God. Besides, are they
solemnities, psalmod.y is the most unhappinot in the right?
Are' they more "Old
ly managed. The very ~ction which should
Fogy" than David was, who, speaking by
elevate us to the most divine and delightthe Holy Ghost, said, "Let the ,people
ful sensations, doth not only flatten our depraise Thee, 0 God, let all the people
votions, but too often tou~hes all the springs
praise Thee."
"Both young men and of uneasiness within us."
.
maidens; old men and children; let them
Some progress has no doubt been made
praise the name of the Lord ?"
in this heavenly art since this was written,
This whole matter of public praise in but,there remains much Yet to be done.the sanctuary ha~ been given up too ex~luWe need to reform bac/.wards in some parl!ively to the "young men and ~aidens,"
ticulars. We, need to seek for the "old
while the "old men and children" are left
paths," and inquire for the good old ways.
out. Instead of the divine command, "Let
Music in the house of God certainly has
all the people 'Praise Thee," it has been
not the power now that it Lad in the days
amended or "modified," like military orof our fathers and mothers. There was
ders, into, "Let, two mep an~ three women
something truly inspiring in listening to
praise Thee."
• .
the full volume of sound riSing from a vast
Is this in accordance with the mind of
congregation, and bearing up their unit'he Spirit?
Is it in accordance with the
ted supplications, adorations, confessions,
ancient usage of the church, both under
thanksgivings and praises, to the throne of
the Old Testament dispensation and the
Jehovah.
Th'ey sung at least with the
New?
Is it best adapted to edify the
spirit, if not with the understanding, also.
church, '£0 advance believers in holiness,
They put their hearts into t)J.eir songs, and
to convert sinners, and to glorify God ?_
did not mock the'Lord "with solemn words
I cannot think it is.' There is wonderful
upon a thoughtless tongue."
I have often
power in music to move the soul. How
heard the Methodists sing in this way in
the sound of the bugle or the trumpet informer years, when the effect was overpowspires the cavalry for a deadly charge along
ering. But they, too, are following the
the serried ranks Of the enemy 1 How the
fashions, and introducing choir singing, to
drum and fife inspires a whole regiment
the exclusion of'the good old congrega_
with courage f How the spirit-stirring
tional way. I do not object to a choir, if
notes of a band will mOVQa vast cro~d as
it is simply a leader of the congregation_
the trees of the forest are moved by the
the servant and not the master of the body
wind!
But sacred music is adapted to 0/ worshipers. 'In the present state Of
produce effects far above any other kind.musical knowledge in most of our congrega_
Here we have "music married to immortal tions, choirs are perhaps a ~ecessity ; but
verse," and that, too, on the Ip.ost sublime
then they should nO,t, stop' the mouths Of
themes that ever engrossed the thoughts
God's people by singing 'all new tunes, and
of mortals or of angels. Our lyric Jiloetry such as the congregation cannot join in.is much of it of a very high order. It
4,n occasional new piece may be introduced
touches the tenderest chords in the human
and repeated so often th~t all will Soon be
heart, merely to hear it read. How much
able to sing it.
Let them bring forth
more ought it to melt and move when it is
things new and old from the treasury of
sung I Yet often a Psalm or Hymn has
sacred music, but le.t not'the new crowd o~t
far more effect by being reQd well from the
the ol,d, for often "the old 'is better."
i
pulpit, than when sung by the choir. InThen the congregation ought to meet
stead of this, the effect ought to be dee'penone. evening in a week to practice, sacred
~d and intensified by the singing. Dr.
music. 'They might take half an hour afIsaac Watts said on this subject, more than
ter the '\,Veeklylect~re or .prayer-meeting
~ hundred ,years ago: "Of all our religious
for this object, and they would catch the
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and all the Snnhedrim sought testimony
against Jesus, eis to thanatosai, to put him
to death.'! Evidently it expresses purpose
here.
In Luke, xx: 20, "That they might take
hqld of his w,ordsj in order to deliver
hip;1," &c. Eis to pqr:adounai here clearly
expresses purp0i>e.
In Romans.i: ll, "'Dhat I may impart to
,
P. .you some spiritual gift, in order that you
may be established, or strengthened j" eis
to steri(Jht7~enaiexpresses purpose.
In Roman~ xi: 11, eis to parazelosai expresses purpose .. ISalvatip,n has com~ to the
Gentiles in order to provoke them ·to jealousy.
,.
In Heb. ii: 17, "That he. might bella
./
merciful and ,faithful high priest, in things
THE AGES. "
pertaining to .God, in order to'make expia.
Heb. xi : 3;
tion for the lSins of the peo.ple." Eis to
In the examination of this passage, we hilaskesthai denotes purpose here. I do
must attend to the force of the pr~position not remember an instance ·in which eis
.-is. The latter clause, "eis to me ek phai- with an affinitive expresses a _~.on!Jlusion.
ttomenon fa '~lepomena gegonenai," is de- It expresses purpose, object, result: Aga.in:
pen'dent on the f9rmer, and is designed to do the words "So th!l~," in our Common
to express the result of the action express- Version, express conclu·sion as from a preed by the verb katartizo.
The latter elause, mise? We will again quote the sentenc~ :
as our English version has it, seems to·ex"Through faith we unJ.erstand ·that the
.press a conclusion drawn from the former. worlds were, framed by the word of God,
'rhe two are thus made to ,hold the relation .$0 that things which are seen were not
of premise and conclusion. We read th'us: made of things which do a;ppear."
~y faith we understlj.nd that the worlds
Do not the words "so that" in this senwere framed by the word of God. This is tence., e:lpress a result'?
That eis, w~th
"the premise. Then fol cowsthe oonclusion: this latter clause, expresses either purpose
80 that the things ,see-n wene not made of or result, is clcar, according to its usage.the things that do appear. If thc, word The latter clause ~f this sentence expressframed is taken in the" sense of the word e8 a result of that which was said ,to have
.
I
made, then the worI.ds were made by the been done' in the former: that is, that
word of God out of nothing.'
things seen were not made things that apBut iIi. cOJiside.ring.the force of the prep- pear, is a result of ,framing, ()~ arranging
osition 6is, we are not a.ble to recall an in- the worlds by the -word of God.. This bestance in which it is ever made .to -express -ing so, the question arises, What are things
a'conclusion as above oj but always a pur- ,seen? Th~y must be sun, ~Qon, stars and
,pose or result. Take the fonowing e.xam- earth. But sun, moon, stars and earth are
p1e: Matt. xx.: 19, "And.they shall deliver the ·worlds.
Then, 'the worlds-that
is,
him to the Gentiles, eis to empaixai, to sun, mQGn,stars ,and earth-were
frame.d,
moc~," ~c.
Here it is evident. tha~ ~is to or a~.ranged, by tre word of Go~ j <lnd the
'empaixai denotes the pur.pose for which the purpose 0,1' result of this framing, or a,.
Bavior was de1i~eFed to the Gentiles.
• ningiI\g, was, tha-t things seen-that
is,
In :Hark xi'v: 551 "And the chief priests l!un, moon, sta,rs and earth-sh.ould
not ~e

air of a new tune tha,t ~was. worth learmng,
and be able to joi~ in singing it in the puplie worship of the sanctuary.
Children,
too, ought to be instructe~ in sacred mU8'ic
and be able to ilnite in the praises of the
. ho~se of God. We must begin with ·the
, children, and teach them music the .same as
any other branch of science, 'before we can
expect to have good congregational singing,

---
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made of things, that appear. Then, again: began; in 'other words,. before the first day.
sun, moon, stars and earth were arranged Yet crea'tion had a beginning.
This 'beby the word of God, and the arrangement ginning of creation was not when Go(f'
was so made,: that sun, moon, stars and commanded the light to shine out of darkearth were not made of things that appear. ness, six thousand years ago. Let us hear,
In other words, sun, moon, stars and earth the apostle John:
were arranged before things were made.
"In the beginning was the Word, and the'
N ow if we make use of our English word Word was with God, and the Word was
"ages," in the place of' "worlds," all diffi- God. He was in the beginning with God •.'
oulty vanishes.
We traIlSlate:
All things came into being by Him '; and"
By faith we understand that the ages without Him, not one thing came into bewere set in order by the word of God, so ing which is now in being."
that things which are seen have not come
The "beginning" of which Moses speaks,
in-to being from things that appear.
is that of, which John speaks. It is eviHere, the latter clause expresses clearly dently the beginning of creation, not of
a result of that which iGsaid to have been putting the earth into the shape which it
done in the former.
The ages were set in received during the' six days. For, as' we
motion by the word of God. These ages have seen from Moses, God created the'
have been revolving, how long we know heavens and the earth in the beginning j
not.. But things now seen are a result of and this beginning antedates the first day. :
the revolution of past ages; the ages hav- The earth· was waste and desolate; or,
ing been so set in order that the things without form and void; and while in this
which we now see have not come into being condition, the Spirit of God hovered over
from things which appear. In plain lan- ~he face of the deep. This hovering over
guage, the present material things are not the deep, or'incubation, antedates the first I
made of such' as are now seen. The earth day; for God said, Let light be; and light'
was not made of the earth; the stars were was. The evening and the morning were
not made of stars; nor the sun of the sun; the first day. The light came into being •.:
but they have come into being from that and made the first morning. Now, it would
which does not appear to us.
puzzle the wisest heads to say what was r
Suppose we turn to the first chapter of the length of the first. evening. For the'
Genesis, and listen to the Hebrew Law- first evening was evidently tne darkness
giver:
that antedated the coming of light. As
"In the beginning God created the heav- the earth lay in the deep, and' each was inens and the earth.
And the earth was volved in the dlukness of the first evening,
waste and desolate; and darkness was upon we see that there is some force' also in this
the face of the deep."
-that things seen have not come into beHere is fact declared :-In the beginning ing from things that appear .. Beyond the
God created the heavens and the' earth.first morning lies, to us at least, an endless
Here we have a truth-creation
had a be- evening, or darkness.
Moses presents us,giPning.
But the things seen did not come with an earth created in this darkness; but
into being from things that appear. The lying witliin the deep, waste and desolate,
probability is that our earth was in process or without form, and void of inhabitants.
of formation for many ages. It oertainly The Spirit of God hovers over this deep j
existed prior to the six days. The six days out of the darkened deep- springs, at the'
were days of putting the earth in a proper command of God, light. From this mo-'
eondition for the reception of man. Mark ment the earth begins to assume form.
the words of Moses: "The earth was waste
Speaking literally, ·did not the visi;ble
and desolate, and darkness was upon the spring out of the invisible?
Paul says,
face of the deep,"
This was before time that God commanded the light to'shine out
j
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of darkness.
Out of d!l'rkness lighF has the invisible, things seen from things that
come; .out of the darkness of that first do not appear; and all this, 'that his own
evening of untold duration, came our earth. infinite, manifold, and :unspeakable wisdom
Paul does n'ct p;opose to tell us of what shall unfold, and be developed befor.e the
visible things are made. This question created intelligence of the universe.
Scripture does not solve. But we are told
Again: are not formations constantly·
that the aionas, ages, were set in order by taking place in the vegetable world-fort?e word of God, so that things that are mations from things unseen? Every shrub,
seen, have not come into being from things every flower, every tree is formed, in part,
that appear.
of that which is, by us, unseen. The grass
N ow, from that beginning spoken of by that feeds the cattle on a thousand hills:l\foses and by John, up to the period when whence comes it? Its form is Jjeen by us.
God commanded light to shine out of dark- But whence came the matter of which it.
I
ness" there must have been ages on ages.is COIPpos!ld? The grass, and the flower
For, surely" ~o one can be' so badly in- of the grass, will teach us, if we consider
f\lrmed as to. suppose that the whole uni- the lessons that 'they give.
verse was created just si~ thousand years
"By faith we understan~ that the ages
ago. ,There 'are systems countless: sys- were set in order by the word of God, sO
terns composed of suns and attendant plan- that the,things are seen have 'not come into
I
ets, floating in space, These heavens ex- being from things that appear."
isted long before our earth assumed its
The expression l.ata prothesin aionon,
pr,~sent form. They were evolved from the Ephesians iii: 11, may admit of two renprim~val darkness that filled infinipe space, derings : 1, According to the purpose of
ere God began. to create. It required mul- the ages; 2, According to the pre-arrangetitudinous ages for the evolution of the ment of the ages.
The common version
cpuntless sys~ems that fill the space we see. has-according
to the eternal purpose.Let us, by ap effort of mind, go back in- This. would not differ from the first aboveto the eternity past, and take our stand at according to the purpose of the ages. For,
that point, ealledby Moses and John, The a purpose existing for ages, may be called
beginning.
God, the Word, the Spirit an eternal purpose. Nor will the second
were alone. Nothing had belln create d.above differ materially from the first: for,
Throughout space, no sun, nor star was taking the whole connection, we see that
seen. ,By the will of God, what we call the leading thought is the same, which is
matter, came into being throughout space. this-That
the manifold wisdom of God
~he matter of which all visible things are might be made known to the principalities
made, <lame into being at one fiat of the and the authorities in the heavenly regions,
Almighty's will. Then began the ages.in accordance with the pre-arrangement of
Then began tlJ,atprotheeis aionon, pre-ar- the 'ages which he made or established in
r!mger;nent of ages, which God made or es- or by Christ Jesus our Lord. The ages
tilblished, en Christo, by Christ Jesus our were so pre-arranged as to develop, to prinLord.
This arrangement was made by cipalities and authorities in the heavenly
Qhrist. ChriJlt made the ages, set them in regions, the manifold wisdom of God.qrder from the beginning; and they have In whatever way we tr;tDslate the passage,.
rplled 01I, developing the purposes of God, the leading thought is the Sf-me. There
through the eternity that if! past; and will was a purpose of .God. There was also an
roll on, through the eternity to come, de- arrangement of ages, so made as to develop
veloping the untold and unspeakable wis- this purpose. Now, it is true, both of things
dom of Jehovah.
The order of: heaven, seen and of the church, that the agel! were
the 'will of the Eternal, is, that light ,shall so arranged as to develop them both. And
spring out of darkness, the visible from it is true of the church, as. it is of sun,
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moon and stars, that what is seen, has not
'come into being from things that appear.What then is the conclusion of the whole
matter?
It seems to me to be this: That
God, who commanded the light to shine
out of darkness, has concealed in darkness
the manner in which the universe came into being; but has left us to understand by
faith, that whatever' we see, whether t1e
material universe or the ~hurch, has not
come into being from things that appear;
in other words, that he has ,so set the ages
in order, as to cause the visible to arise out
of the invisible; and all this for the manifestation of his infinite wisdom; during the
revolution of endless ages.
Before concluding this subject, I must
say something m"ore,as the case seems to
require it. The word aion is a digammated noun; that is, it was originally pro'Dounced with the aid of the digamma,
thus: aifon,. or, aivon. Hence came the
Latin evum, and 6ur English ever. "Everlasting" is equal to "lasting for an age,"
and its sense depends upon the context."Forever" is equal to "for an age," whatever the age may be. The term "age" is
indefinite, as to duration, and may express
"the life of man,'" or "endless duration."
I have not the word "everlasting" in my
version, because of its indefiniteness.
I
have used the word "eternal," as clearly
exprei$sing endless duration.
In that passage in which it is said, that
the sin against the Holy Spirit shall not
,be forgiven, in this world nor in the world
-to come, the WOrd is aion,. and I have
translated it by our English term age.The sin against the Holy Spirit, which was
committed by the Jews when they said that
Jesus cast out demons by the prince of demons, thu8, in effect, saying that the Holy
Spirit was a demon, was pardonable by 'no
sacrifice under the law, nor even by the
sacrifice of Ohrist himself: hence, neither
in the Jewish nor the Ohristian age.
An age, and ages, have ail end; but the
lwsmos, world, has no end; that is, the
kosmos. of which Abraham is the heir, and
which is under the directio.n of Oh~ist.-
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'There is no such expression as "'sunteleia
tou lcosmou, end of the world. The kosmos
of Satan ends in making the kingdom tou
lcosmos, of the world, the Kingdom of our
Lord, and of his Christ, that he may reign
forever and ever, or from age to age, which
is the meaning of eis tous aionous ton aionon.
The Jewish age, or ages, as they are sometimes called, ended at tl1e overthrow of
Jerusalem.
The age of the Christ began
at that time in power. It began in authority, on Pentecost.
There is, in 1 Cor. x: 11, an expression
worthy of notice.
Paul, in speaking of
the things that befell the Israelites, on account of their sins, says, "Now all these
things bappened to them as an example j
and they are written for the instruction of
us, on whom the ends of toe ages have
come."
Common Version has, "ends of
the world."
I remark that the words
"ends of the ages" may mean the end of
the Jewish and of the Christian age. For,
as the Ch~ist began, in authority, on Pente:'
cost; and the Jewish age must continue till
a sufficient time' should elapse for the gathering up of the beiievers, it so happened,
that the one age liegan before the other
ended. The destruction of Jerusalem was
the power put forth by Ol:!~ist,rather, manifested by Ohrist; so 'that, in its destruction and overthrow, th'e kingdom of God
came in power. As two divine institutions
co'uld not continue to stand at the same
time, one must fall. The overthrow of the
Jewish state was then as clearly a manifestation of divine power, as any deed per.
formed by Christ for the establishment of
his religion. The kingdom of God, or the
age of Ohrist, then came 'in power. For,
what but divine power could subvert, and
utterly overthrow a divine institution? The
ages then met together; one of them was
overthrowh j the other conti~ues, and will
continue through ages of ages; better English wOlild be" from age to age. For ages
must continue to rise, for the wisdom of
'God is infinite: 'and infinite wisdom must
require an infinite number of ages for its
development.' To conclude, God is infinite':

THE AM~RI~AN
,there is infinite space in which he can ope,r~te: he has infinite power, by which he
can do all things j infinite wisdom, by
.which his infinite knowledge and power ~re
guided: and then,' an infinite number ~f
ages for the development of his infi'nite
power, wisdom, gr~atness ~nd goodness.To him, through Jesu~ Christ, be glory
from age to age.
H. T. ANDERSON.

,'-.BRO. McGARVEY AND THE "MISSIONARY SOCIETIES."
BRO. FRANKLIN:-I have never attended
~ "Missionary Socie~y" ,since I became a
Christian Qut once, !lnd then for special
reaMns, becau&e I have believed them to be
!1nti-ScripturaZ. Before Bro. McGarvey's
piece appeared in. the Review,of Dec. 8, I
~ad written an~ sent a piece to the (Jhristian Pioneer,. which I desire you, if you
please, to copy intg the Review.
. .In October last, when your Missionary
Society was in session in Cip..cinnati, 0., I
was out on a missionary tour, and spoke of
attending it, but qn a second thought, d!Jclined it. My object in attending would
have been to see our venerable Bro. Campbell and others, my early co-laborers, whom
I feared I should never see again. But on
.consultation with other aged brethren, we
concluded not to attend.
We have agreed, as a people, to speak of
Bible thi'ngs in Bible words. In what book,
chapter and verse in the New T~stament do
we read of the "Missionary Societi,es" of
the early Christians ? We have agreed, as
,a people, to have a thus sl\-Ysthe Lord for
all our religious practices., or appstolic pre,cept or example, which is .the same thing.
Our Great Father says by Moses and Pa,u ,
,See that you make, all things accordin.,i to
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the pattern sholvn yon in the Mount. Will
some brother show us a pattern in the N e'l1
Testament for such Societiell, whether State
or general Missionary Societies? All church
history testifies that creed-making, or Resolutions, Councils, the exaltation of the clergy, and the ruin of Christianity, were borp
about the same time,-not
much differenc~
in their ages. We have started on t,he same
road.
I argued some years ago that our people
were made of the same flesh and blood and
p.assions as ot er people, all a reason why
we should not hold these clerical assemblies.
I see that Brother McGarvey has made the
same discovery, and I do not know how
many more have made the same discovery
si~ce the last missionary meeting in Cincinnati. I say, iJ;lthe language of ,Paul, that
we have no such custom, nor the .congregations of God, as those practiced in "Missionary Societies."
There is more consistency
in rejecting the Word of God altogether,
than in seleQting certain portions of it, and
neglecting the others. I cannot see how a.
whole thing can be wrong and its parts
right, as Bro. McGarvey argues respectin~
the General Missionary Society and the
State Societies. If the whole ia wrong,'the
parts of which it is composed are wrong
also. The parts are as wrong as the whole
-the
State ,Societies are as wrong as the
General Missionary Society. Muskets are
made of the same material that cannons are,
only they cannot do so much execution.
We discard the State and General MissioQ,ary Society beca1,1se anti· Scriptural.The first anq original law on missions is
found in Matt. x. and Luke x. The enforcement of one enactlI\eJ,l~ )11 this law of, our
King would ruin most of our ".efforts for
evangelizing the world." It is this :-No
previous provisio.n was to be made for the
support of those who engage in missionary
work.. This'is p'ositively and po~ntedJy forbidden by the' words, Provide neither gold
nor silver nor brass in your purses, nor
scrip for your journey, neither two coats,
neitper sho,~s, nor :xet staves; for the work
m\tn is worthy of his mtjat. This clauee
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tluts the statute in jeopardy. The language secution had more to do in spreading the
is so definite and particular, that it is im- ancient Gospel than money had.
possi ble for criticism to touch' it. It is as
This church is our example, brethrenimpregnable as the authority that enacted here is our corner· stone, our tree to start
it. To ~et rid of it, the whole must be our line:ilfrom. A second apostolic exam.
thrown overboard.
This is pure disinter- pIe for our missjonary operations is 1Thess.
estedness. Money is the cement of modern i : 8, For from you sounded out the word /
missions.
Notice the ~efiniteness of the of the Lord not only in l\fa.cedoni~ and
language.
Gold, silver, and if there had Achaia, but also in every place, Y01.\.rfaith
been a,ny greenbacks, they would have been to Godward is spread .abroad. The third
dealt with in the same way. Every species example is in Acts xiii: is Antioch, the
of mo.ney and provisions is pos.itively for- Queen of the East, ou ,the Orontees, sent
bidden. In what part of the ScriptlU'es was out Paul and Si!.as, two and t'Wo,according
any contribution ever made for either State to the original law in, Matt. x. For us,
or general missionary purposes? There is brethren, with these three apostolic 'exam,
not one word in the New Testament about pIes befo.re U,sfor missions, to form.l\'lissLon.
any contribution or expenditure for" mis. ary Societies, is as bad as, is as guilty as, for
sionary purposes ?" Barnabas, of Cyprus, sectl!rians to form churches after their own
before he engaged in this work, sold his notions, instead of the pattern set in thc
estates and gave the proceeds to the poor. Ac~.
Where is the text or sermon in th.e New
These modem Missionary Societies are
Testament ever preached t.o raise money for counterfe.its, not, the gl\nuine coin. Coun·
missionary purposes?
This conduct of the terfeiting is a capital crime, when we have
seventy and of Barnabas was" devotedness the original coin or government stamp .. Let
to the work," which is seldom 'imitated our young heroes frolD.Colleges, instead of
these days.
,
looking for big cities and fat salaries, go to
Some years ago, an epidemic fever pre- some destitute territory and spread the old
vailed among our people on the subject of Gospel, as I did in Mis,'lissippiand Louisi.
educating young men "for the mini try;" that ana, in 1826-27 and '::l8,on my own charges
has subsided.
Now th,ey are smitten with -before we had any Missionary Societies
this missionary.feTer, and no man can be a or Churches-at
the risk of my life and
Christian who has not this fever. I think health, friendless and almost penniless; and
some of us would do well to read over the theo in Western and Eastern Vi:nginia, and
New Testament and the early days of the Tennessee, and Southern Kentucky in 1828,
Christian Baptist, before we pronounce so and at Bethany, even, and the neighbDrhood
positively upon the Christianity of others. adjacent. I have preached the Gospel at
I will give apostol,ic example, or early my own charges from St. Paul chy to the
Christian example on. this subject, which is gulf of Mexico, in all th;e Southerl). and
the same all precept.
The prophets Isaiah Western, States, with many t'ears,and prayand Micah said the Word of the Lord, or ers, a,s the trees, the people and God can
th.e Gospel, should go forth from Mt. Zion witness. When I (la,meto thill part of Misand Jerusalem-and
it did so. Is. ii: 1-5; souri, I came crying in the wilderness of
Micah iv: 1-3. Christ said the same, L.uke Missouri, all my oid teacher, the Immers.er,
24. The mother congregation in J e'rusalem did in the wilderness of Judea.
was the fruitful source from whence the.old
JACOB OREATH.
Gospel spr'ead throughout Judea, Samaria,
or the Roman Empire.
Sell Acts 1, 2, to
15 chapters.
In Acts 8 and 4, it is said,
Therefore they that were scattered abroad I
went everywhere,:preaching the word. PerI
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Some of them were made by as wise, great
and good men as could be found in the first
place, and then have been amended many
times since, and he would be presumptive
THE REFORMATION NEEDED.
and arrogant in the extreme who would
There is certainly a vagueness in the attempt to make one now that would superminds of many, who are. really in favor of cede all the others and come into general
reformation, in reference to the' reforma- use. The creeds .we have are as good as
.tion' needed. The matter, too, is certainly any that will likely be made, and if a man
quite unintelligible 'to the masses of the wants a human creed, he had as well adopt
people. There can be no point now intro- some one already made, adopted and tried,
duced, explained and defended, of more as to make, adopt and try a new one. No
importance to the cause of truth and right- new erced is, therefore, needed or proposed.
III. A new name is not needed nor proeousness than the kind of reformation needed. All should know what reformation is posed. Names enough, in all reason, have
needed what reformation is proposed, a~d been tried. Names of men, countries and
who is for it. We shall undertake the un- rivers have been adopted. The virtue of a
welcome task of setting forth, in these sufficient variety in number and kind has
papers, a brief sketch of the reformation been experimented on and tried. Nothing
needed, and proposed.
We may possibly can be gained by the adoption of any new
find it profitable tei take a negative view, names.
IV; New and unauthorized expedients
and inquire what kind of reformation is
are
not needed or proposed. These have
not needed or proposed.
I. A new sect is not needed or proposed. been exp,erimented on, in every imaginable
As good men and wise. as any we have, and form and variety. If virtue were in them,
men every way as competent, were engaged it would most likely have been found bein planning, arranging and founding, the fore now.
V. A new foundation is not needed nor
existing sects j and they are as wisely arFoundations without number
ranged, as well adapted to .the end, and in proposed.
have
been
adopted,
experimented on, and
every respect as good as any that would be
tried
till
it
is
certainly
useless to try any
likely to be invented now. If any man has
more.
Some
have
tried
the
Congregational
no higher ambition than merely to belong
form
of
church
government
as a foundato a sect, it is useless to invent a new one,
for those existing are in :ill probability as tion; others the Episcopal form, and others
good as any that will 'or can be inaugurated. the Presbyterial form j others have tried
N a new sect is therefore needed or proposed. an ordinance, and some a method; some
The variety in kind and number is certainly negative articles and others affirmative ar·
sufficient for ~ll who desire merely to be ticles of religion. All varieties and kinds
sectarians.
T'8.ey certainly need no addi- of foundations for churches have been tried.
tionalaccommodations of that kind. Some It is useless to adopt or try any others.
If reformation is not needed llor proposof these, probably, are ,as good as could be
ed
in any of these respects, in what, then;
invented.
.
is
reformation
needed and proposed ? We
II. A new creed is not needed nor proans\ver,
most
uriequivqcally,
in the followposed. So many efforts have been made at
ing:
making, amending and improving creeds,
1. All sects should be regarded ai unand by such wise, great and good men,
scriptural
orga.nizations, rejected, repudiand sU0h a variety of plans have been
adopted, th:1.ta man would be arrogant and ated and abolished.
II. All creeds, of human origin, should
presumptive to think he could make a betbe regarded as innovations, subv~rting and
ter creed than wme of those existing.-
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defeating the design of the law of God, and
should be repudiated, rejected and abolished.
III. All names not given to the peopl.e
and churoh of God in the Bible, should be
repudiated, rejected and abolished.
IV. All unscriptural expedients, experiments and schemes, should be repudiated,
rejected and abolished.
V. All new and un scriptural foundations
should be discarded and abandoned.
This is sufficient for negative ground.
N ow for affirmative ground. What shall
we have in the place of all this? We must
have the following:
I. We must be simply Christians, disciples of Ohrist, children of God-no more,
no .Iess-simply
this, and nothing else.
II. We must have what Jesus calls "My
Ohurch," the Ohurch of' Christ, of Godno more, no less-simply this, and nothing
else.
III. In this Church, or body, we must
receive the one foundation-the one rockon which it is built, which is Jesus the
Christ, and no other foundation;' for other
foundation can no man lay than that which
is laid, which is Jesus the Christ. The
man who will be received on this rockthis foundation-that
Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of the living God--..,.bymaking the
conJession which He has explicitly appoint.
ed, and taking the other steps He has laid
down in his law, and nothing else-no more,
no less-we must receive, and no other.
I V. We must take the law of God itself
for our creed, and nothing else. Nothing
must be added or taken away. Thc law of
God-no
more, no less-nothing
elsemust be the supreme authotity.
V. We must maintain the original designations of the Church, as found in Scripture, and designate it in the same way now.
In speaking or writing of the Church, style
it "the Ohurch of God," "the Church of
Ohrist," or, in many instances, it is entirely
sufficient to say, "the Church."
.
VI. We must speak of individuals in the
Ohurch in tbe same way, call them what
they are, "Christians," "disciple~," or "dis-
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ciples of Christ," "brethren, or"~the brethren," "saints," &c.
There is unquestionably but one religion
from God on earth.
All other religions
are spurious, and the work of the genuine
rE!formeris to separate that one out from
all the others, describe it, advocate it, mainta-in, defend, propagate and perpetuate it to
the extent of his ability. .'l'his is"the work
of the genuine reformer.
There; is but one
Gospel of Christ. That must be kept dis-"
tinct from everything else, and pure as it
came from the immaculate hands of Jesus.
The Lord now proposes to men· to be nothing, religiously, but Christians, dis.ciples of
Christ. The Christian evangelist, or .more
properly th~ evangelist of Christ, labors to
bring men to Christ, to draw all men to him,
to Christianize them and to make them nothing but ·Christians. There is unequivocally
but one fold, one Shepherd, one body, one
Church. This one building is built on the
one foundation, one rock. 'The laborers of
the Lord are all employed on this one
building.
Building it up is their work.
They have not a prayer or a day's work
for any otlier building.
All other build·
ings are unauthorized.
·The manner in
which thi3 work shall be done is explicitly
laid down ,in the infallible directions the
Lo{d, the proprietor of the building, has
graciously given.
In working on this
building, we inay not depart' from the directions he has given, and put into it any
other material, or the proper material prepared in any other manner than he has prescribed. Ip. this one Church, we must have
the one law-and
no other-of
.the one
King, the Head over all, blessed forever
and ever. These are plain matters, long
since' well settled, with many of us. We
have not lost confidence in the ground we •
occupy, have no n.otion of departing from
it, backing down, modifying or changing
nor have we the least idea of countenanc-'
ing any innovations.
We are settled and r
decided, living and dying .. 'We know we
are on the right. ground. It is this or
nothing. This ground can be maintained, .
defended and per,petua.ted to our children
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afid children's children. ,There is no other
ground worth a prayer, or a far·thing of oup
ilubstance. God; in his g-reat merey·, has
restored us to this impt'egnable ground.He has put it into our power to con·vince
tHe people of our· time that· it is right;
maintain and pe·rpetuate it I to the unborn
millions yet to oome. Shall we do it, or
turn traitors 00 these fundamental, these
invaluab'le,' these all-important principles?
~ere are three thousand preachers this
day as decided and d·etermined on maintaining tliese great principles, as they are
trying for the 'erown of righteousness
which tlie Lord, th~ r-ighteous judge wtill
give in: that day when he shall come to
make up his jewels. The Lord will be
w'lith them and bless them. To his name
be- the honor, the glopy and power everlasting.
B. F.

- ....
"AN ED.UeATED MINISTRY."
'''By their fruits you shall know them."-J ••"••

. BRO. FRANKLIN-I wish to o.ffer a few
thoughts on the subject of What is commonly called "an educated ministry."
1: am
not the adv.ocate of either an (ilducated or of
an igllQrant ministry.
My positioq is, that
a man should be a minister first, and then
b~ either ignorant or wise, in the world's
estimation, as. the case may be, afterwards.
I think a middle course between ignorance
and a finished education, or a collegiate
eduoation, is the safest and best. I have
no means of ascertaining cor~ectly, but my
impression is that Christianity has suffered
more from human lea1'ning than from igno.ranee. I believe that every man wh.o prea.ches. the gospel ought first to be a converted
man, a changed man in heart-and conduct,
before, he attempts to preach, whether he.
be ignorant-or. learned. He ought to know
the. truth experim.entally on his own h~art,
before he is fit to· preach it to others. I
r~ceived my first impressions on. this subject from the old Yirgi~ia. Baptists, and
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they are indelible, and will not be easily
eradicated·.
I am radically opposed to educating men
for the gospel ministry, as we educate men
for the law. for medicine, for politics, and
for agricuHure. I enter my solemn protest
against any man's preaching before he gi,ves
satisfactory evidence to the congregation of
which he is a membe!', that he is a firm believer in the Lord Jesus Chr.ist, and has
been immersed into him, and gives evidence
that he is·a Christian, and that he desires
to devote his life to Jesus Christ, by preaching his gospel to save his fellow-men. I
have not abandoned the idea of a call to the
gospel ministry yet. If it man does not solemnly, in·the sight of God, the searcber of
all hearts, desire this office, above all otherB, from pure love to Gad and man, and a
willingnes!\, like Moses; to suffer affliction
with the- peopl.e of Go.d, rather than to enjoy all the honors and profi ts of this world,
he ShORld nev:er eJtgag.e in this work. Unle8s the love of God, and man is deeply rooted in his soul, and he prefers this work
above aU ~thers, he will find discouragements. enough to drive him from it, if he
lives long enough .. If men should be proved
befo_reth.ey al'e put into the deacon's office,
h?w much-more before they are put into the
gospe] ministry I
I believe that after a man is put into the
gospel ministry by solemn ordination, alld
t1).engives it up for any other calling, or by
apostasy, that he should never be permitted
to return to it, as many do in modern times.
After a man proves himself to be a Christian, aud to ha:ve a de13ireto preach the gospel, and that he possea.ses the natural qualifi.cations for a pre~cher, then for him to acquire all tlie information from every source
he ca.n.,is. his dRty, and it should all be conseCJ:ated and devoted to 'the service of God.
The fact that our Savior chose twelve men,
of good sense, good natural parts, of integrity, firmness, zeal, benevolence, fait!)., and
devotion to him-of
ordinary education in
the times in which they lived, and only one
learned man for a, particular purpose-is
a
fact of gre~t moment aJ;ldgreat significance
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~o us, and one which we should 'never ,forI must now specify some of the evils
get. +t is as twelve to one-twelve
such which Ohristianity has suffered from human
men to one of human learning.
.1eSJls learning. The apostolic Fathers, Origen,
'Christ furnished them with the weapons of Jerome, Austin, Athanasius, Ohrysostom,
the gospel, and they used them; they fought Tertullian, Oyprian, Ambrose, and others,
the battles.
The General commands, the ,liid the foundation of the mi:ghty super.
soldiers do the fighting.
struoture of the temple of ,errors and cor.
I would no more make human learning a ruptions in the Oriental and Ocoidental
qualification for preaching, than I would schisms in the Greek and Latin sects, deep,
beauty or riches a qualification for marriage. strong and almost immovable and indestrucThe foundation for marriage is the substan- tible. They 'are the originators, defendeD5,
tial qualities of the parties and their affec- Ipel'petuatdrs of the Greek sect, Oatholicism,
ti~n for each other.
If there are riches or -Oalvinism ana Protestantism of this age, in
beauty, well and good; or if they acquire opposithm to the purity -and simplicity of
riches afterward by industry and economy, the New Institution. A .Iea;roed man stands
well and good. But to say that none shllll at the head-of eaah corps or grand division
marry except the rich und beautiful, is a of error-Martin
Luther at the head of
prostitution of the marriage institutionfaith alone, which supersedes -Ohristian im.
80, to say th~t none shall preaoh exoept mersion for remission of SiDSIthe ..promise
learned men, is a profanation of thlj.t sacr~d of the Holy Spirit, and eternal life. John
office.
De Oorvin, the Frenehman, the retailer of
Another idea of we old Baptists is, that Austin's errors, made out of P.aul's argu.
when God needs a learned man to defend- ment with the Jews and Gentiles, stands at
his cause, he will oall him to do it, as he the head of Calvinism in modern times; A
did Paul in the first century, Waldo in the mighty bulwark against the four gospels
twelfth century, Wyckliff in the fourteenth or Christiamity.
The Patriarch of Oon. century, liuss and Jerome of the fourteenth stantinople and his staff at-the -head of the
century, Tindale of the sixteenth century, Greek Church, and the Ozar of Russia, the
Gill and Milton of the seventeenth century, Pope and his learned staff or Oabinet com.
and A. Campbell and B. W. Stone of the mands the Popish division. Ignatius Loy.
nineteenth century.
The men who carried ola commands Jesuitism, and is 'a dangerons
out the great Baptist Reformation in my bana 'of guerillas.
'Mahomet alid his hosts
old mother State, Virginia, before and about stand at the he-ad of Mohammedanism.the time of the American Revolution,'were Swedenborg commands- Swedenborgianism.
such men as I have described the apostles Weilley and his forces d-cfends Methodis'm,
to be-with
the exception ot their inspira- Joe Smith defends Mormonism and his
tion and miraculous powenl. The men who farces. These immense and formidable, ar.
dug up the New Testament from under the maments of learned errorists hav,e done
rubbish of the nineteenth century, and more mischief and injury to Christia.nity
brought it to the Temple, crying gra.ce, than all the ignoramuses, ever :did. George
grace to it, were honest men, men of nerve, Fox '(rommands the Quaker div,ision of er.
bone and sinew; faith, zeal, prudence, cour- ror. Jesus Ohrist and the apostles, an'd the
age, common-sense; a good English educa- gospel believe<l and obeyed, and 'the ',holy
tion, piety, devotion, love to God and man. lives .of Christians, are an over-match for
We do not need human learning now as these terrific and fearful hordes of learn d
much as we did before our magazines of ,err-orists. -The Lord of hosts is Iwith us-learning were,opened in the Ohristian Bap- the God of Jaeob is our refuge. lfrGod 'be
ti~t, H.arbinger, De-bates, New!Translations for us, who can be against us?
and periodicals.
Eaoh officerand Boldie~
~AC-OBCREATH.
can now furnish himself fr,omthese stores.,
I
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not one there properly who did n'ot hear the
gospel, repent and voluntarily turn to the
Lord. There is not a citizen in the kingTHE MISSIONARY SPIRIT:
dom of Christ, who has not been visited by
the gospel, in some form or other, in the
The religion of Christ is a proselyting w'ritings of Christians, conversations with
system. Its members are all gained by them, Qr the preaching of the gospel. The
making converts. The Jewish religion was gospel)s the power of God for salvation to
not a proselyting system .• The children of everyone who believes, and the preaching
Jews were in the church by:virtue of a' blood of the cross, to them who are saved, is the
,re-lation to their parents. Th.e business of wisdom of God and the power of God.
a Jew was not to prose.lyte to his religion, Disciples to Christ are made by the influb\lt to train his 'children in the 'religion of ence, labors, p~rsuasions and" right'eous
their parents, into which they were born. efforts of the people of God. The AIBut the religion of Christ consists oLtwo mighty puts forth his power to save men,
parts: 1. The proselyting, or missionary through Christ, through the Holy Sririt in
part. 2. Teaching and training the disci- 'inspired men, through the apostles, through
pIes. These two 'parts are both clearly fiet the church and the word of the Lord.
forth in the cOIDmission,as reported by Mat- The means the Lord has'ordained for turnthew. The first part ,of t):tis commission, ing the world to God and saving it, is misis to "Go, disciple all nations:"
The second sionaryeffort..
;rhe whole kingdom of God
part is, "Teaching them to observe al~ is, in the aggregate, a missionary' society,
things which 1have commanded."
In the and its mission is to convert and save the
nature of the case, a church receiving con- world. Every individual member of the
tinual accessions, without any conversions, church is a missionary, and his mission is
or regeneration, in the children born in their to turn men to the Lord and save them.
families, would increase without any pros- To be a Christian is to be a missionary, and
elyting zeal, or missionary spirit.
The to be a member of the Church of Christ is
main work in such a church is to train their to belong to a missionary society, and the
children, brought into the church, not only man claiming to be a Christian and a memwithout conversion, or regeneration; but ber of the church, who is not a missionary
without knowing that there is a God, and in spirit and life, is siniply making a false
not let them hear any man preach. who pretense.
might discover to them, that they are still
The primitive disciples were so full of
simply resting on a blood relation, in an the, missionary spirit that when they were
unconverted state, unregenerated.
A reli- dispersed abroad by persecution, they went
gion of this sort now, since Christ has come, everywhere preaching the word. A man
with the better covenant, on better prom- who has no zeal for the ,propagation of the
ises, is one of the worst cheats imposed on Christian religion, gives no evidence that
the credulity of humanity, if not the very he understands or even believes it. No man
- worst one, and the sooner it is exposed and ever was under the benign and hallowed
repudiated, the better for the world.
I influence of the religion of Chtist, who did
There is nothing clearer, to a man who has not find himself impelled by a burning zeal
read his Bib~, than that there is no'mem- for the recovery of the world from the man·
bership in Christ's kingdom without faith. acles of sin and death. The love of Christ
"He who comes to God must believe." constrains men and impels them onward in
, "Without. faith it is impossible to please a life-struggle to save mankind. As God
him." "We are all the children of God by loved mankind when he gave his only beI
faith in Ghrist." • There is not a oitizen in the gotten Son, full of graoe and truth; and as
kingdom of Christ without faith. There i~ Christ loved our race, when he left heaven
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and came to the abodes of wretchedness,
sorrpw and woe and made the most stupendous, wo,nderful and amazing sacrifice ever
known by mortal man, and thus made the
most effectual appeal to the race of man
possible to rec.over us from utter ruin, so
the man under the influence of the love of
God, will be roused, stirred up and impelled
onward, in the most spirited, noble and
manly efforts, as an instrument in the hand
of God, to snatch men from the eteJ;nal
burnings.
We spend much of our time, in talking
of plans, waiting for plans and laying plans
ourselves, _when there are opportunities'
all round us and we should be at work.
The heathen are at our doors: Weare in
the midst of .people who know not the gospel, many of them kind and good' people,
enterprising and iiltelligentin
everything
but religion.
There' are people all round
us who know not God. We are mingling
with them every day, and shall we wait for
an opportunity to do something in the missionary work? Shall we wait for a plan?
Shall we wait for some powerful man? By
no means; but go to work, talk to every man
and woman of the things of the kingdom
of God, and the name of Jesus, and thus
diffuse. the gospel through the whole community round you. Some members think
they do much for the salvation of the world
in paying, ten or twenty dollars a year for
the missionary work. This is well, but you
should do this and not leave the other undone. What of that poor man who labors
for you, or that poor girl in your kitchen,
who knows not the Savior? What are you
doing for persons of this description, with
whom you come in contact every day?You could have wonderful influence with
those to turn them to the Lord and save
them~ Are' you letting the opportunity
pass, and doing nothing? . We know Silme
families where the children and all the perBans employed about the premises become
Christians. .Other families make no favorable impression upon those in'their employment. Why this difference?
Evidently
this difference is largely attributable to.the
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genuine missIOnary zeal in the one case,
while there is none in the other.
There are three departments where we
need our missionary zeal roused up and
where it must be roused up before any ex·
tended good can possibly result from these
departments:
I. The preacher's department.
Here is
deficiency more than anywhere else, we are
sorry to be compelled to say. How many
go to the General :Missionary :Meeting, or
to the State Missionary :Meeting, display a
little missionary zeal, or make a speech, developing some wise plan for raising money,
and then never show any more missionary
zeal for the next twelve months rEvery
preacher ought himself to be a missionary,
not at missionary meetings simply, but all
the time, and thus diffuse the missionary
spirit all found him at home, and wherever
he goes. It might serve a good purpose to
get up a general missionary meeting'fod,he
sole purpose'of converting preachers and'
making missionaries of them; living, active,
energetic and effective missionaries, who will
go out .among the people, preach, exhort ,
pray, SlDg,persuade, reason and expostulate
with them and turn them to the Lord. . We
want men of faith, faith in Christi in the gospel, in preaching the gospel and the possibility <{fturning men to God and saving themmen impelled by the love of Christ-constrained by love to man-moved by a deep
and ardent desire to save the world~men
who will go and work for man's recovery
from ruin.' The support will be found for
such men and will be given. But the work
must be done, and evidence must be given
that we are the men who do the work. Let
the preacher go out and do the work, and
the hearts of the people will open and the
support will come.
II. The churches need being converted
into missionary societies, living, effective,
active and powerful missionary' societies.
:Many of them have scarcely had a speck of
missionary zeal, life or power for years.
They need rousing from their slumbers and
the breath of life breathed into them anew.
This in many instances is more difficult thaxt
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to convert wen Of the world. They need
a new edition of ·the gospel throughout, a
new realization of it, everything shaken up
from. ~he .foundation, and must have it before they ~ill ever do any great good.
III.. Every member of the church needs
to be converted into a missionary and the
family in which he lives turned into a missianary family. When this is done, the
work will go on both at home and abroad.
Let us make a mighty effort in the name of
the Lord and demonstrate what can be done.

B. F.

•

"I

A DISCOVERY.
.,
A NON-EVANGELICAL

CHURCH.

. A few days ago, I found in one of the
religious "Weeklies,"
publi'shed in our
city, a very interesting acc.ount of the
various churches in Cincinnati, the number of church edifices, average membership
to each pastor, ·and a number of details
which 1 should like to see republished in
your paper. What struck me most forcibly, in this very elaborate article, prepared
by a Committee of the Evangelical Minii>teJ.:ial Association, was tbe division of
churches into evangelical an.d non-evangelical; there are said to be 71 df the former
aqd 17 of the latter.
The first thought
that struck me was, upon what principle
w~s this distinction made j did the Committee of the Evangelicall\1inistellial Associaion determine that they were right ann
all who differed from them were wrong;
and did they thus conclude from the fact
that they had the majority'? - If so, Ghe
Catholics, who in the same article are
sho.wn'to have n larger m~mbership than
all the Evangeli6al Churches combined,·
might on the same. )principle assert tUt
they, and they only, are Evangelical.
But
~ the decisi\)n has been made by an appeal
to a-standard which they themselves have
,rected, and which the non-evangelicals do
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not re'cognize, 1: see no good reason why
the non-evangelicals should not in turn
apply their standard to the evangelicals,
and condemn them. But if the Bible is
made the ground -of appeal, the standard
by which both are to be tried, then the
battle must be fought over again, aItd the
non-evangelicals convicted of departures
from its plain and obvicrus teachings, before judgment be so summarily pronounced. '1 candidly confess, ,however, that 1 do
not know even the names of the churches
pronounced non-'evangelical, but I think I
have found one of them,' and my reason for
this suspicion is, that it, in very.many respeots, differs from the evangelicals.
"But,
my dear sir, do ,you not see, says the reader, that in the admission ycm have made
above, that you 'have passed judgment on
the non-evangelical Church j you admit
thll.~it 8iffers widely from the evangelical,
and· the meaning of evangelical is, according to the Gospel-hence,
your non-evangelical churoh is simply not according to
the Gospel, herrce if you meditate any defenoe of that church, you have lost your
cause at the outset."
Gentle reader; I am not about to enter
upon a studied defence of, nor am I about
to pass judgment upon it. Nay; I am not
absolutely certain that the church to which
1 have made allusion is one of the nonevan-gelicals. I shall simply sholv the
points of difference, and let you make the
decision. This much, however, 1 presume
to say, that it may be non-evangelical,
without, at the same time, being anti-scriptural. How can these tbiilgs be?' yOIl are
ready to exclaim-non-evangelical,
and yet
not anti-scriptural-What
meanest thou?
Simply thill, kind reader,f that the evangel':
icals have a standard called the "Basis of
Union," those who subscribe' to that.baBla
are evangelical, thDse who do hot, are nonevangelical. But to the differences. The
church to which I allude, teach~s that conv6rsion.is the same thing now that it was
in the days of the Apostles, that it consists,
in a belief in~and obedience'to the Gospel,
that .the ca.ses of cOllversion th'!n, are the
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models now-hence, they have no use for Calvinist,'both evangelical, and then COInany of the 81ppliances of modern revivals, pare both with the Corinthians of whom it
such as the mourner's bench, anxious seat, is said that they hearing, believed and were
or a Christian experience before conver- baptized.
sion; they have no committee to decide
The terms of membership, moreover, in,
whether a person be soundly converted, Qr the non-evangelical church, are strangely.
not, they let that remain between God and similar to, if not identical, with those which
the soul, only requiring a public profession constituted the primitive disciples members
of faith in Christ, a hearty repentancc, or of the Church; while the ter'ms of memberturning away from sin, and baptism, or as ship in the evangelical churches are unlike.
they term it, immers:on into Christ, and the primitive terms, and also are found to
after thus being converted, the11nculcate differ from each other, so much so, t1at the
a patient continuance in well-doing, thus terms of membership in one, would not be
seeking for glory and immortality. In a regarded as sufficient in another, which gives
word they believe that a man'may be oon. rise to the following difficulty: How can
verted by reading and obeying the instruc- they all be evangelical when the terms of
tions of the Apostles, as found in the Acts admission are so very difficult? To illus.,
of Apostles, and may gain eternal life by trate, some of the evangelical churches ad.
oontinuing faithful unto death.
mit infants to membership, while others
Conversion, among the evangelicals, is absolutely refuse to do so. Some make
guite a different affair, it is a supernatural immersion indispensable to membership,
~atter, in a word, a miracle; the sinner while others think that sprinkling or pour- cannot believe, repent or obey, only through ing will answer the same purpose-and some
the irresistible
influence of the Spirit of even willl'eceive members without any bapGod. And yet, if he fail to do these, he tism at all. Again, while the Catholi9
must be lost-hence,
by many of them, on Church has seven sacraments, and the evan. ,
revival ocoasions, the Spirit is implored to gelical churches but two; ,the non-evangel.
descend, b'l,ptisms of the Holy Ghost and i<;al has none, and really, as .far as the Bi. )
fire are sought, Pente,costal showers are ble is concerned, it would be as difficult to
prayed for, and if the sinner is not oon- find t'he evangelical tw:o, as the Oatholic
verted, the impression is left upon the by- sevc:D;for the non-evangelicals. claim that
stander-and
sometimes upon the mind of neither the word sacrament nor its equivathe sinner himself-that
it is in consequenoe lent are found in t1le Bible. "Can ,it 'be
of the Spirit having failed in its accustom- possible," exclaims the reader, that a church
ed work. Not only is a conversion different exists without the Lord's Supper and Bapfrom that in the Bible taught-as may be tism being recognized among them? So far
seen by a comparison of a New Testament from the non-evangelical church denying
case with a modern one-but the modes of the importance and necessity of those ordiconversion, among evangelicals, differ as nances, they really attach to them more imwidely as the names they wear, and the portance than t"heevangelicals, for they adsystems of theology which they respective- mit no one to membership without baptism,
ly embrace.
Indee<il, in systems as ,differ- while it is not indispensable in all Evangelent as Arminianism and Calvinism-to say ical Churches; they moreover observe the
nothing of other conflioting theories-there
Lord's Supper weekly, wh,ile the evangelimust of necessity be different modes of cals attend to it monthly or quartel'ly.conversion, different not only f~om ,each "You mean simply, then," says the reader,.
o,ther, but differing from such conversions "when you assert that th~y have no sacraas those of the Eunuch, of Lydia, and the ments, that they do not apply that name to
Phillipian jailor.
To prove this, examine ,the ordinances, above mentioned ('; . Prethe conversioll of a !t:Iethodist and all,ultra cisely so, and they urge as a reallo.n, that it
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is best to call Bible things by Bible names. their form of church government, as PresWhy, at that rate they are more evangelical byterian, and Episcopalian, others fro
than the evangelicals, for the names they their leaders, as Wesleyan, and Lutheran,
employ are Scriptural, and if Scriptural, from some peculiarity in doctrine, practice
evangelical. I am not arguing the ques- or government, as Old and New School
tion, dear reader, I am only stating the Presbyterians, or from the local.ity in which
facts, and unless y,ou permit me to go on in the chuach had its origin, as German Remy own way, I fear that I shall not be able formed, and Cumberland Presbyterians; the
to get the peculiarities of this. church fairly non-evangelical church preferred to be
before you. But, to proceed, they do not known as the Church of Christ, wi~hout any
observe the Sabbath, they must be infidels, human prefix, or suffix by way of explana.
thon? Stop, stop, I may be able to explain tion, and 'the members of this church think~
thi's, the Bible declares that the seventh ing it consistent with neither truth nor true
day is the Sabbath, but this people observe humanity, to be ealled by the name of any
the first day of the week, sometimes oalled man, wish to wear only the name by which
the Lord's Day, and though the evangeli- the primitive followers of Christ and the
cals observe the same day, t·henon-evangel- mart.yrs of the faith. were dQsignated, and
icals use the most evangelical term with' which has a place on the sacred page, viz:
Christians.
Strange then as it may seem,
reference to it.
But, perhaps,.·the most striking difference those, whose names, ordinances, modes of
between the two is, that' the evangelicals conversion, creeds, confessions, and disciha'l'e each and ttll, either a creed, confession plines, are un scriptural and anti-scriptural,
of faith, or summary of articles believed, are evangelical; while those whose name,
separate and distinct from the Bible, while ordinances, mode of conversion, rule of
the non-evangelical church has nothing of faith and practice, are not merely Scriptuthe kind. This is by many made a serious ral, but Scripture, are non-evangelical.ground of objection against them, as it is Why this is so, the reader must decide.
OBSERVER.
often urged; that they have no means of
dealing with disorderly mem1ers, but they
get Olit of the difficulty in a way perfectly
satisfactory'to themselves at least, by urg....•
ing that they can meet all cases provided
against in the ·New Testament, that they
can exclude all whom the word of God excludes, quoting such passages as "All Scri pture is given by inspiration of God, and is ENTERPRISE AND INDUSTRY IN THE
MINISTRY.
profitable foJ,'doctrine, for reproof, for cor·
Thue is much truth in the old adage,
recti&n, for ins,t,ruction in righteousness;
Nothing i8
that the man of God may be perfect, thor- "Like priest, like people."
oughly furnished unto all good works." more certain than that if there is no enterIndeed they assume the broad ground, that prise and indu~try in the ministry, there'
the church has no right to legislate where will be none in the people u'nder their inGod has not done so, has no right to speak fluence. If penuriousness, selfishness and
narrow feeling prevail in the miaistrYi they
where he is silent.' .
. Of course, it will be a matter of interest will characterize the communities under the
to know by what name this people are influence of said ministry.
If liberality,
known, their very name is one of their nobleness of heart and an expanded benevomarked pecl1liarities, f6r while the evangel- lence prevail in the ministry, they will be
icals are distinguished by a multitude of diffused and prevail among the private
different names, some of $em drawn from members. When we are thinking of human
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agencief'C and instrumentalities
for doing
and say, "the laborer is worthy of his wages."
good, we see no direction
in which more
Men do not., without an effort, enter any of
can be accomplished, by way of improvethe professions, succeed and obtain a liberal
ment, than by encouraging
real manly insupport.
Even with a manly effort and
dustry and enterprise in the Christian mingenuine
merit, they do not reach a liberal
istry.
There is no department
on earth
support
short of years of hard struggling
where enterprise and industry will tell more
and toiling. It requires ti.me to demonstrate
effectually
than in the Christian
ministry.
to the people a man's stability,
relia bility
The time was, when the father would say
and merit,' and the generafrule
i~,that thi s
of his idle, indolent and slothf,!l son, that
must be done before a man can have suche should have to educate him for the mincess, and he must have Success before' he
istry, for he would never get a living by
can reasonably
reach a lib:eral ~upport.work.
But our idea of it is that, by all
Success will not come to a man in idleLess
means, he should be kept out of the minishappen to come, or chance to come, and a
try, and not be allowed to disgrace it with
good Support will riot, as a general rule,
his indolence.
We never could find any
come to' a man without
Success in some
suitable
place for a real lazy man.
The
shape or other.
We do not say that the
,benevolence
and genius of the nineteenth
success shall always be in addition to the
century have not succeeded in inventing an
church;
but he must be successful in' some
asylum for the idle, indolent and. slothful;
sense, or in some department
in the work of
nor yet a cure for the distemper;
but one
the-Lord.
thing is settled, that wherever these unforThe work'of saving men, spreading righttunates may be put, whether in the profeseousness and carrying forward the cause in
sion of law, medicine or politics,
by all
the world, or, in other words, real missionmeans and under all circumstances,
keep
ary work, is a ·deplirtment
for the most
them out of the ministry.
'I.'he demand is
manly and heroic enterprise
inviting great
for living, working and enterprising
men,
and good men. There are Christian beroes
who can and will make their mark on the
in California,
Oregon, Minnesota, Wisconworld; not men who are all the time looksin, Kansas, new parts of .l\ii'chigan, Iowa,
ing for somebody to take care oj them, but
M iflsouri, Arkansas,
Texas, and other new
men who can talGecare of themselves, and a
districts and States in our broad country,
few others besides.
-without
a rich church or a Missionary
There are two things that we cannot exSociety to back them;
making their way,
pect as preachers of the gospel, as follow:
with the love of God and of their'race
in
1. "Ve cannot expect success, real, genutheir hearts,
pioneer
men, manife~tiQg a
ine success in the legitimate work of the
zeal, perseverance
and enterprise,
whic£ is
ministry, without manly enterprise
and intruly a spectacle for the admiration of men
dustry.
and angels.
The earth, the r?cks a'nd trees
2. 'We cannot expect, and do not deserve
in the day of judgment
will testify of their
a liberal support, unless we are industrious
long, fatigUing journies
over mountains,
and enterprising.
across plains, through swamps; in the burnWe care not what a man's acquirements
ing sun, the bleachIng rains, piercing winds,
may be, nor what his dignity and consethe everlasting
snows; their prayers, tears
quenre, the people cannot and will not apand faithful
preaching
of the gospel of
preciate a man, as a great man, worthy of
Christ:
They are making for themselves a
support and consideration, who does nothrecord, laying up a good foundation again~t
ing. They will look at a man in the light the time t<] come; building religious com.
of their own homely adage, "The workman
munities, that will remember and'bless them
is known by his chips."
l'he people will
in their declining years.
They will be relook rouLdind
see who is doing the work,
warded with friends, houses and lands iii
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this world, and a hundred-fold in the world
to come. Th,ey are building themselves a
monuIDl;lnt, a p.lace in the hearts and alIections of the greatest and best people on
earth, and a name in the Lamb's book of
life, worth more than millions of gold.They will gain a position, -not by a mere
fortuity, by weartb, or by the labors of others, but by their own enterprise and industry and, the Lord's blessing. Wbat vast
fields are open for the industry, the manly
efforts, ,the enterp~ise anq energies of other
.yo,ung men, to go out, make themselves
men, gain nlJ.m.es. positions, and achieve
victories for the Lord.
W~at vast fields arc open in all tbe States
all over the land, for talented, powerful and
enternising young men, in the Lord's armyl
,Look at the rich and uncultivated regions
of country,.s":itrming with intelligeqt and
enterprising people, wbo olily peed. some
one to show them the·rig'ht way of the
Lord. Who among the noble young men
in t be liing's army, would not deligbt to
enter these vast fields and build up churc.hes, and establish the cause of righteousness,
and thus make a name and gain a p.osition
of distinction and bonor? Who would not
delight to go to Columbus, Z~nesville, Piqua, Sandusky, Marietta, Portsmouth, or
Hamilton, in Ohio; or to Richmond, Fort
Wayne, Michigan City, or Eyansville, Ind,;
or ma.ny other cities that migh t ,be named,
'and build up the cause 71 We have the men
who can do these things, if ,they will try.
Who will try?
We imagine that we hear
some one of our young brethren crying ou.t
lustily, hold! hold! you have forgotten an
important itetn I Who will support us in
this important work?
We answer, the
Lord, who supported the old preachers,many of them dead, and some of them living,-who
built the present churches, and
support you better than he did them. Do
you say, "How?"
"Ve answer, through
the liberality of the people whom you shall
turn to the Lord. Du you reply, tbat yoo
are afraid to tru$t them?
Then, you have
not fa'ith 6noul!:h tq be a preacher. By t.ee
btessing of the Lord, we have turned enough
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people to God, in anyone of the past ten
years, to support one preacher well, without any heavy burden, as long as he would
live. Any man 'of fair talents can go into
any good section of country, and, in a short
time, establish the cause and gather around
him a people who will take care of his temporal W:lnts. But then he will have to work,
and, for a time, make some sacrifice.
Some young men are fearful tbat they
cannot support themselv'es, even. among the
establislled congregations I How, then, did
the brethren support themselves in found-jng these churches?
Ask the old preachers, such as the following: John Smith,
Samuel Rogers, John Long.ley, J as. Challen, John O'Kane, T. M. Allen, Jno. Rogers, John B. New; or n younger class, such
as D. S. Burnet, A. B. Green, A. S. Hayden, Harrison Jones, James G. Mitchell,
Nathan Mitchell, A. Gardner, L. H. Jameson, Elijah Goodwin, Jas. M. Mathes, Jno.
A. Gano, Geo. W. ElIy, etc., etc., and they
will explain the matter to you. Or, if you
cannot see them, as we have had a considerable experience in the· matter, the whole
secret is in doing the wade. Study Lothing
about the support, but study how to do the
wOl'le,-good worle,'manly and tellin-g work
for God and humanity,-and
do the work,

aod the Lord, through his friends, will do
the balance, and do it better than you can
do it yeurself. But then, bear in mind, you
m·ust read, meditate, and work for God and
for humanity; d'Ogood and manly work, an
ask the Lord for no secu'l'1·'1/. He will pa1/,'
B. Fe

-
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of the Spirit" at mourner's benches, anxious seats, and altars of prayer, and have
there experienced a change or received an
EXPERIMENTAL RELIGION.
impression which they have supposed to be
It is often preferred as a serious charge made by this direct influence of the Spirit.
against the Disciples of Ohrist, that they These impres~ions are matters of consciousdeny "experimental religion." And this ness. A man feels badly when he is sick,
charge believed, causes a thrill of horror feels better when he ge'ts well, and, aided
among the advocates of a something vari- by his memory, is conscious of'the change
,ously styled, "Holy Ghost," "heart-felt," in his feelings. This is called experience.
evangeliJal," or "experimental religion."The man at the mourner's bench feels badA glance at a concordance will be sufficient ly:-this is conviction.
He experiences a
to discover that the word "religion" is not change in his feelings and receives the imqualified by any such adjectives in the Bi- pression that this is pardon. He then conble.
cludes that he has "experienced religion,"
·"Holy Ghost religion," "heart·felt re- and the religion he has experienced is call.
ligion," etc., are only different terms to ex- ed "experimental religion."
press the same thing. What, then, is that
That such impressions are "experienced"
s<Jmething called "experimental religion," does not admit of a douat.
But a~e those
esteemed so highly by those who style impressions made by the personal presence
themselves "evangelical Christians?" "Ah! and special energy of the Holy Spirit?it is better felt than told!" But this is an Certainly not, for the following reasons;
evasion.
"It is the love of God shed
1. Those impressions are matters' of ex.
abroad in the heart by a feeling sense (?) perience, upon that hypothesis, whereas we
of the Holy Ghost." This is ambiguous are justified by jaith. Faith is not experiunless the words "feeling sense," be defined. ence, in the Bible nor in the Dictionary.The Bible declares that "the love of God is
Paul says, "faith is the substance of things
shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy hoped for, the evidence of things not seen."
Spirit." Rom. v: 5. The "feeling sense" Heb. xi: 1. He illustrates th'is definition
is an addition to tLe language of the aposby saying, "through faith we unde;stand
tle. After considerable thought· upon the
that the worlds were framed by the wdrd of
subject, and effort to understand the minisGod." From this it is evident that faith is
ters whom I :have heard upon it, the fol- that which enables us to acquire a knbwllowing is submitted as a correct definition enge of things of whiah we cannot be witor description of what is meant.
nesses. It depends upon the testimony of
Experimental
religion denotes a change God. It is not "experienced in the soul,"
of the mind and feelings by the direct in- but "comes of hearing." Rom. x: 17 This,
fluence of the Holy Spirit upon the inner whioh stands at the beginning of the work
man. When a man,humbly seeks the Lord of becoming a Christian, is that by which
in prayer, suddenly and mysteriously, but we are justified.
"Therefore being justieffectually, the Spirit, abstractly, and with fied by faith, we have peace with God."an exercise of power with reference to each Rom. v: 1. We who are justified by faith,
individual, changes the mind, the will, and
"glory in tribulations, also, knowing that
the affections, and makes the cbnge sensitribulation worketh patience, and patience
bly felt. The only condition of salvation experience, and experience hope," etc.is to eall upon God to send down this con- From this it will be readily seen that expeverting power; and the only evidence of rience is not faith, but comos after lit. 1'he
acceptance is to feel the change thus experience of th.e Christian is made up of
wrought in the soul. Thousands of persons the events ~f his Ohristian life. His expe.
have prayed and waited for this "operation rience, before he be~ame a Christian, was a
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sinner's experience.
We are neither j Ilsti- eth by hearing, and hearing by the word of
fied in experience nor by experience, but by God." Rom. x: 17 .. Remembering that
fqith.
The llypothesis that the Holy Spir- "th'rough faith we understand," it is eviit makes those impressions by a direct in- dent that the k·nowledge of the things of
fluence, must then be abandoned; because the Spirit, is communicated in the words of
it does away with faith and substitutes ex- the Spirit, is received by faith, and is,
therefore, not a matter of personal experipel·ience.
'II ere ol·thodoxy falls to the ground. The ence.
III. The entire work of conversion is at· .
charm that binds Presbyterians and Bapti~ts, Methodists, and Quakers, "as evan- tributed to the word of truth.
1. Regencmtion.
"Of his own will begat
gelical Christians," is tbe notion that the
"Being
love and grace of God are thus experienced. he us, with the word of truth."
B~cause the disciples of Chris~. insist that born again, not of corruptible seed, but of
men do not, and cannot experience the incorruptible, by the word of God." "And
truth of the Gospel; they are denounced as this is the word which by the Gospel is
heterodox, and it is said they "deny the preached unto you." James i: 18. I Peoperation of the Holy Ghost."
Every ter i: 21.
2. Jusl1'fication. "Therefore being jusChristian experiences the consolation that
the belief of the Gospel affords; but the tified by faith." Rom. v: 1. "We walk by
truth of the Gospel is only realized byfaith. faith and not by sight."
3. Sanct'ification. "Sanctify them through
"II. A revelation to man by such an influThy word is truth."
"Christ
ence is not necessary, since the things of thy truth.
the Spirit are all revealed in words. "For loved the Church and gave himself for it,
what man knoweth the things of a man, that he might sanctify and cleanse it with
save the spirit of a man which is in him? the washing of water by the word." John
even so the thinrs of God knoweth no man xvii: 17. Eph. v: 25-26.
4. Spiritual
nourishment.
"N ourished
but the Spirit of God. Now, we have reup
in
the
words
of
faith
and
good
doctrine."
ceived not· the spirit of the world, but the
"Man
sball
not
live
by
bread
alone,
but by
Spirit which is of God; that we might know
every
word
tbat
proceedetb
out
of
tbe
mouth
the things that are freely given to us of
of
God."
"Receive
the
sincere
milk
of the
God; which things also we speak, not in
word
that
ye
may
grow
tbereby."
I
Tim.
the words which man's wisdom teaches, but
w):Jich the Holy Spirit teaches; comparing iv: 6. Matt. iv: 5. I Peter ii: 2.
5. 'l'he wQ1jare is carried on "by the
spiritual things with spiritual." I Cor. ii ;
11-13. Paul in this passage, refers to him- sword of tbe Spirit, which is tbe word of
self as the medium through which they had God."
This classification is not meant to indireceived the knowledge of the things of
God, for the purpose of establishing his cate five successive steps in the process of
right to reprove them for their divisions. conversion and salvation, but simply to
He says he spoke the things of the Spirit show tbat the work is all attributed to the
of God in words taught him by the Spirit. word of God, which the apostle Paul afThe result of his having spoken these firms, "is quick and powerful, and sharper
things to them is described in Aots xviii; 8: than a two edged sword."
On the other side of the question, it must
"and many of the Corinthians hearing, behave
been observed, that where a direct and
lieved and were baptized."
In the next
chapter of the epistle referred to, he aRks: mystical inf!,uence of the 8pirit is plead for,
"who then is Paul, and who is Appolos, but innumerable sects have Aprung up. This is
ministers by whom ye believed?" Tbe min- not attributable to the Bible, but to the sowisters spoke the word, and the Corinthians ing of sectarian seed. "What a man sow"hearing, believed. "So, then, faith com- eth that shall he also reap." If he sows
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lHethodist seed, he reaps a Methodist crop. ~dulterated; and a religion wholly made up
Of Presbyterian seed a Presbyterian crop. of experiencing such a change is essentially
And so on, ad lib.
different from pure and undefiled religion1
These considerations forever refute the
There being no such influence in the
theory of a mystical spiritual regeneration. plan of salvation, and religion being Scrip~o sum up:
turally defined to be what a man does and
1. The mystical influence plead for un- not what he feels, it follows as a matter of
der the name of experimental religion would course that the impressions alluded to above,
be a matter of experience, and would set are not made by a mystical influence of the
aside faith. But we are justified by faith. Spirit. If not, how are they made?
2. The revelation of the things of God
There is but another way in which the
·is made through the medium of words mind of man can be impressed. If it is
taught by the Holy Spirit, and therefore not done in an extraordinary or mystical
not by a mystical influence of the Holy way it is, of course, through the operation
Spirit.
of the natural powers. A man reads, un3. The entire work of conversion is at- derstands and believe's !l letter telling him
tributed to the word of God, leaving noth- that a near relative is dead. His feeling.s
ing to be done by a mystical influence of the ar~ so moved that he is in a moment bathed
Spirit.
in tears .. All this can ,readily be underIt is necessary now, to consider briefly, stood, and is therefore not mystical. He
the use of the word "religion" in the Scrip- who listens to and believes the story of the
tures. It is not in the Old Testament 'at Savior's sufferings and triumph, and the
all, and occurs but five times in the N cw promises- of the gospel, will be more deeply
·Testament, common version, as follows: moved thereby than by any other commuActs xxvi: 5; Gal. i: 13, 14; Jas. i: 26, 27. nication ever made to man.
In 'Gal. i: 13, 14, it is a translation from
It is a principle observable by everyone,
Ioudaisms, and means J1.daism. In the that the greater the intensity of the feelother places it is a translation from three- ings, the less conscious is man of the ope·keia. This word occurs in Col. ii: 18, rations of his own mind. This is the rea·where it is translated "worshipping."
By son why the theological dogma of a mystia reference to the passages cited above, it cal spiritual regeneration has been received
will be seen that in three places the J ew- so readily, even by intelligent persons.ish religion is meant. The two remaining The modern appliances, the mourner's
occurrences are J as. i: 26, 27; which will bench, the anxious seat, the altar of pray-now be noticed more particularly, "If any er, with the -exhortations, songs and praym~n among you seemeth to to be religious, ers, based upon the belief in such a cljange,
lJlld bridleth not his tongue, but decciv~th have a great influence in intensifying the
his own heart, this man's religion is vain." feelings. 1'he mourners, or seekers have
This "vain religion" is not, of course, the been sought before hand in regard to the
"experimental religion" under considera. matter, and are, all unconscious of the fact,
,tion. There remains then but one chance reasoning themselves through.
In proof
for its being found in the Bible. The next of this it need only be recollected that no
verse reads: "Pure religion and undefiled such change takes place until persons have
before God and the'Father is this, To visit been inst,mcted to expect it. The convicthe fatherless and widows in their affliction, tion that this is the real state of the case,
and to keep himself unspotted from the will be strengthened by the fact that Methworld."
This is "pure and undefiled reli- odist, ,Presbyterian
or Baptist preaching,
gion," but there is nothing mystical in it, ex~ortation, prayer and singing, result in
A religion of which a mystical operation of Methodist, Presbyterian or Baptist converthe Holy Spirit is a part, is not pure, but 8ion.
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v:ocate, to be successful, must, from th.e beginning, see,k adv41ntage, employ unfairness
and treachery.
There are some fair, bonor~
able and hig'h minded men advocating error,
but they are few, and have not had a full
opportunity
to know and understand
the
truth.
'But in nine cases out of ten, when
you meet an old advocate of error and assailant of the troth,
you will find a dishonest, tricky and unprincipled
man. From
your first correspundence
with him you will
find him seeking the.advantage,
thus unintentionally
evincing his consciousness
that
his position cannot be maintained in fairness
and honor.
If a man begins by seeking an
advantage in stating questions for discussion,
you may rest assured that he intends to use
the advantage,eought;
and you will find the
JOSEPH FRANKLIN.
same want of honor, manliness and fairness
Anderson, Ind., Dec. 15, 1863.
running through his whole course in discussIOn.
'We introduce this subject here to caution
inexperienced
brethren,
who frequently
propose propositions
for discussion, some·
times expecting to discuss them themselves,
or, In some instances, intending.
them for
F AIR PROPOSITIONS OR NO DISCUS· some brother whom they intend to invite to
SION.
hold the discussion, not to give the enemies
In many in.Weare
for fair propositions
or no discus- of the truth the advantage.
stances, feeling the strength of truth, breth·
sion.
We do not think that error deserves
to proposithe advantage.
We are perfectly
aware ren have proposed, or agreed
tions giving error a great advantage, thus
that he who believes, maintains and defends
enabling their opponents to make a considthe truth, can afford to be magnanimous;
but he is under no obligation to give a man, erable show in argument, when they were
dewhose entire mission it is to j:>ropagate er- really doing nothing except practicing
'1'he exact issue between the par·
ror and assail the truth, one-third
of the ception.
The party
distance the start in the race, or any other ties should be clearly stated.
kind of an advantage.
The ad vocate of really occupying affirmative ground should
It is always giving
truth
and righteousness
should
be fair, be required to affirm.
an
opponent
the
advantage
when you permit
honorable and magnanimous,
but not allow
him
to
induce
you
to
affirm
a negative propan advantage to be taken by the advocates
Yet wo have done this in many
of error.
The advocate of truth should re- odition.
Bro. A. Campbell
himself has
sort to no tricks, cavils or quibbles.
His debates.
course should be straightforward,
fair and given his opponents gre"at advantage iu several instances, in two different
ways: 1st,
manly.
Heneeds no advantage, and should
by overwhelmingly
sweeping
propositions,
seek none.
Not so the advocate of error;
with Bishop Purcell.
he can-not succeed without advantage.
Er- as in the discussion
propositio,ns, as
ror,cannot
be maintained in fairness, honor 2d, by affirming negative
in his discussion with :Mr. N. L. Rice.
Mr.
and 'Upright!Jes8.
It can only be tnaintained
by trick, sophistry and deception.
Its ad· Oampbel! might have failed in mll-eh that

Intense
partisans,
when confronted
by
this argument, object, that it l'educespeligion to a mere formality, by discarding
all
feeling.
The objection, however, is so man,ifestly
a mere subterfugl3, that it is never
urged but by a man determined
to defend
his mystical
regeneration
at all hazards.
It has not been denied that the heart of
man is Impressed; but. simply that the impression is produced
by a mystical influence of the Spirit.
The impression made
up.on the mind, the will, and the affections,
is the result of the exercise of the ,natural
powers of man.
He "sees with his eyes,
hears with his ears, understands
with his
heart, converts, ( or turns) and Jesus heals
him."
Matt. xiii: 15.
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he affirmed, in the debate with Purcell, and on this subject?
Mr. Campbell maintained
his argument have been ruinous to Roman- that the Spirit operated through the truth~
ism. Still, in debate, if he failed in a sin. on the sinner in turning him to God and
gle point, the Bishop of Cincinnati claimed se,tting him apart to his service. If Mr.
a victory, though enough had been proved Rice questioned this, then, Mr. Campbell
to demolish Romanism forever.
But as should have been required to affirm it, and
the propoRitions in the Lexington 'debate Mr. Rice should have denied it. If Mr.
have been debated many times since, we Campbell could not have proved that the
propose the following objections:
Spirit does operate on the sinner, in turn1. In the discussion on t e action of ing him to God, and setting him apart to
baptism, Mr. Campbell affirmed a negative his service, through the word, he would
proposition-:-that
immersion only is bap- have failed. But if Mr. Rice would not
tism.
What was the true issue between have denied this, as he evidently would not,
them on this subject? Mr. Campbell prac- then we turn to the other side. lVIr.Rice
ticed immersion. Mr. Rice practiced sprin- maintained that the Spirit operates without
kling.
Then, in honor and fairness, if Mr. the word, separate from the word, or immeRice questioned the pr~ctice of Mr. Oamp- diately on the sir.ner, in turning him to
bell-immersion-Mr.
Campbell should God and setting him apart to his service.
have affirmed that immersion is baptism.If Mr. Campbell que.stioned this, Mr. Rice
Mr. Rice should have denied it.
But if should have affirmed it and proved it, or
Mr. Campbell questioned sprinkling, Mr. tried to do so. Mr. Campbell should have
Rice should have affirmed that sprinkling denied it. Thus each man would have been
is baptism. Mr. Campbell should have de- required to prove what he believed. in failnied it.
This would have placed the dis- ing to do which, he would have been deputants on an equal footing, each man be- feated whether any proof had been adduced
ing required to prove his practice, or fail. in the negative or not.
The way the debate was conducted, Mr.
III. On the creed question, Mr. CampCampbell was not only required to prove bell appeared in the affirmative. This was
that sprinkling was not baptism, but that requiring him to occupy wrong ground.
,wtlting else was.
Nothing is clearer than Mr. Rice was the advocate of human creeds,
that he who practices anything for baptism and ought to have been required to main.
is bound to prove it to be baptism, or be de- tain that they were scriptural, lawful and
f.eated.
No man is bound in argument to up,efuI. This Mr. Campbell should have
prove that anything is not baptism. If the denied. This would have put the debate
champions of sprinkling. or pouring will on the true ground.
Dot affirm and try to prove, in fair and honThe reader may inquire why the debate
orable discussion, that sprinkling or pour- was not conducted on fair grounds. To
ing is baptism, the people will soon under- this we reply, that the reason was the same
stand the reason, and. will put the signifi- as in many other cases, viz: That he could
cllnt question to them, Why, then, do you not get it on fair ground, and he had
practice it?
We practice what we can to accept it in that shape or have no deprove, and are ready to try to prove it.bate. H is opponent would not enter the
They practice what they .cannot prove, and eontest unlesahe could have the advantage.
what they are not generally willing to try 1\1r. Campbell believed, and rightly too, as
to prove.
the sequel proved, that the truth could gain
II. lVIr.Campbell affirmed a negative pro- a victory u~der disadvantage and that it
position as the influence of the Spiritwas better to hold the discussion than not
that the Spirit in conversion and sa~ctifi- to hold it. We doubt not he was right in
cation operates only through the truth. all this; but this by no means proved ,that
What was the precise issue between them we should give the same advantage to all
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our antagonists.
We. must teach them fair·
ness, honor and manliness, by refusing to
recognize them as disputants, or honorable
opponents at all till they will meet the issues between us fairly and sq uarely. Meet·
ing them on unequal grounds has a demoralizing influence on them, leading them into
habits of evasion, quibling and cavillingof deception. But holding them on fair,
honorable and equal ground leads them into
fair, straight forward and honorable habits
of reasoning, as well as teaches them the
all.important lesson, that nothing but pure,
holy and heaven- born truth can all the
time be confided in, relied,on and trusted,
as utterly impregnable, invulnerable and
unfailing, capable of being maintained, defended, 'advocated and perpetuated, in defi·
ance of all opposition.
It teaches them
and ourselves not to rely on self, tricks,
evasions, false issues, human cunning, cav·
illing, quibbling and sophistry; but to rely
on truth, a clear forcible manifestation of
the truth, unvarnished truth, as it came
from heaven and the God of all truth and
righteousness.
B. F.

-9_
ROM. VIII: 18-24.
My attention was drawn, in the Review of
17th December, to the above passage, and
occasionally for some years past, it has been
to me an interesting subject of study, The
exposition could be made plainer by going
m0re fully into the structure and reasoning
of the preceding chapter3 ; but for the pre·
sent, notice can be taken only of the verses
quoted. What the apostle meant for the
highest comfort to the followers of Jesus
are not to be given over as a paradox. An
explanation is to be sought, which will be
plain, natural and agreeable,' both to the
context and to tile whole scope of New Tes·
tament Revelation.
I submit the following:
1. As to the meaning of the term, Ktisis,

CHRISTIAN

I believe Brotlier B. R. S. quite justified in
considering this the key to the explanation
of the whole passage. It is also highly ne·
cessary to keep in view the close connection
of each verse with the one preceding it.
That ktisis means creature, or creation,
the four times it is here used, is plain. But
what kind of a creature?
Is it a universe,
a whole entity of Bome kind; or something
material contrasted with a being or state of
being, more spiritual?
I think the term denotes in each case here
whatever is liable to suffering, pain, decay
and death, in man. And when used in this
passage in reference to the Christian, means
his suffering and mortal body and natjlre in
this world, contrasted with his future state
of glory-of
both body and spirit- when
raised from the dead. It appears to teach
that now, and in this world, the pained and
death-stricken body of the saint is not in as
honorable and safe a state as the spiritual
life within him, and that the former is look·
ir..g with intensest desire for that time when
"this mortal sh~ll put on immortality" at
the resurrection of the just. 2 Cor. iv: 16,
17, and Do. y: 1-5, are illustrative of, and
exactly parallel to the meaning of the creature in the passage now under considera~ion.
In the first it has the same sense as the
"outward man that perishes;" in the second
quotation it is equal in meaning to the
"earthly house of this tabernacle," which
is hastening to dissolution, and in which
believers are said to "groan," "earnestly
desiring to be clothed upon with their house
which is from heaven."
Let us, then, try
how the above definition of ktisis will read
in endeavoring to exhibit,
II. The meaning of Rom. viii: 18-24.The 18th v. is the foundation
of the whole
passage; and with it are mostly closely con·
nected, vs. 19, 20, 21. In the whole range
from 18-24, there is only one 1'dea stated
aud developed, and this is illustrated and
ampl1jied by vs. 22, 23.
I shall render the verses according to the
mean~ng which I believe them to teach:
(18) "1 reckon that the sufferings of this
present time are not worthy to be compared

QUARTERLY
with the glory which shall be revealed in
us" (Christians) when we are raised in the
likeness of Christ.
(1 9) We show that we believe this-"For
the earnest desire of our pained and mortal
bodies looks for the revelation of the sons
of God." That is, when the glory revealed
in us, Christians, (v. 18) shall exhibit us
before the whole universe, raised from the
grave, freed from all suffering and pain, and
made immortal.
(20) Each one of you Christians was freed
from sin in turning to God, Rom. vi: 4, 17,
18. But the body (" the image of the earthy") is still in an abject and mortal state:
for it" was made subject to vanity" (not
willingly-since
it happened long before
any of you at Rome were born), "but by
reason of him (God) who has subjected it
(21) in hope, that the mortal body, or creature part of each one of us shall also be
delivered (as the spiritual part is already,
v. 10) "from the bondage of a pained and
perishing state into the glorious liberty of
the children of God." That is, into the
glory revealed in, and shared by us-Christians-v.
18, through and after the resurrection of the just. Rev. xx: 6.
(22) "Farther," to amplify and illustrate
what I began to show in v. 18, and that you
may mark how widely extended is this bondage of corruption among the heathen
around you, "we know ihat every unconverted animal man groans and travails in
pain together until now."
(23) "And it is not only so" with these,
-to whom I can give no promise of deliverance and immortality, since they. are not
sons of God,-"but
we, who are sons oj
God, and have the first fruits of the Spirit,
groan within ours'elvQs, waiting for the
adoption, namely, the redemption of our
body" from corruption and the grave to
eternal glory,-"waiting,"
as I stated at
the commencement, "for the glory which
shaH be revealed in us."
I believe there is not even a plausible
so{>hism in favor of Universalism in the
whole six verses quoted. The first verse of
the passage gives the promise of eternal
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glory solely to Christians in a state of suffering. Vs. 19, 20,21 explain these sufferings, and repeat, in varied language, the
same promise of glory and freedom, but to
those only who were the obedient followers
of Jesus. None others are referred to or
brought in. And so in verse 23d, none are
introduced as sharing the fuJI adoption of
body and spirit but such as had already
obeyed the gospel-Paul
himself ine1uded,
and hence possess the first fruits of the
Spirit of God. And thus the whole theme
before the apostle's mind is.-The Christian's state in this world, and the Christian's
glory in the world to come. This is proved
both by the connected sense of the passage,
as well as its connecting pntieles.
(See
Prof. Kyro in loc.)
But what of v. 22? The apostle brings
it in simply to amplify and illustrate his
subject. And if there really was any Universalism in the passage, this verse (22)
would kill it. For if ktisis simply meant,
in verse 21, all mankind, which were to be
freed, delivered out of a state of corruption,
ete., what need and what reason was there
.left for the far more comprehensive term,
pasa ktisis, as here used?
But what is said of this whole creation?
Why, ju,t that they are groaning and travailing in pain together until now! Mark
the force of the figure employed. There is
for them not one promise, not one ray of
hope; they are left in the throes of sin,
darkness and unbelief, and after using theiy
poor dying state as an illustration, Paul
glides into his former subject, viz: to com·
fort and assure the children of God.
W. S. PATTERSON.
St. John, N. B., Dec. 28, '63..
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